FORWARD

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) are pleased to present the 1987 National Directory of Drug Abuse and Alcoholism Treatment and Prevention Programs. The Directory is based on data obtained from the National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS), which is conducted periodically with the cooperation of the State alcohol and drug abuse agencies. The NDATUS gathers information regarding the drug abuse and alcoholism services available in the 50 States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. The 8,689 alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention facilities that voluntarily participated in the October 1987 NDATUS are listed in this Directory.

This document is designed to provide an important resource for those seeking referral information about treatment, prevention, and other services in alcoholism and drug abuse facilities. It is further hoped that the publication of this Directory will stimulate further communication and cooperation within the alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention communities.

The NIAAA and NIDA are very grateful to all those who participated in the 1987 survey.
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DRUG ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<td>370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

The National Directory of Drug Abuse and Alcoholism Treatment and Prevention Programs is a compilation of approximately 8,689 Federal, State, local, and private facilities responsible for the provision of alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention services throughout the United States and Puerto Rico. The information included in this Directory was extracted from the 1987 National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS). Through this survey, conducted by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), in conjunction with the States, information was collected on alcoholism and drug abuse services available and clients in treatment as of October 30, 1987.

The Directory has been prepared to serve as a resource for program managers, treatment personnel, researchers, the NIDA Hotline, and others interested in the location of alcoholism and drug abuse facilities. The Directory includes treatment, prevention, and other non-treatment service facilities such as educational facilities. All facilities, both public and private, that reported to the 1987 NDATUS are included in this Directory. In a departure from previous surveys, administrative level reporting was allowed in the 1987 NDATUS at the discretion of each State. For example, if a program administered several clinics/units, data reported could be aggregated at the program or administrative level rather than reporting at each individual clinic unit level. Entries in this Directory will be based on the reporting level chosen by each State.

This publication consists of listings of the State authorities and the State prevention contacts, a listing of the alcoholism and drug abuse facilities, and the Veterans Administration medical centers. In the listing of State authorities, where States have separate alcoholism and drug abuse authorities, the alcoholism authority is listed first. Within each State, the facilities are alphabetized by city and then by facility name within city. Each facility listing consists of the facility name, address, telephone number, and types of services. The types of services available are designated by coded entries on the last line for each facility. These codes are defined in a key which is printed at the bottom of the first page for each State. The Veterans Administration medical centers are included within their respective State and city listings.

A limited number of single copies of these Directories are available from the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Abuse Information (NCADI), 6000 Executive Boulevard, Post Office Box 2345, Rockville, Maryland 20852. Additional copies may be acquired through the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, North Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Treatment, prevention, or other service facilities not listed in this Directory can be included in future surveys and directories by completing the information on the last page of this Directory and returning it to the address shown.
KEY

A coding line is shown for each unit listed in the Directory. This code line will enable users to determine at a glance, the Orientation, Unit's Function, Environment or Type of Care, and Selected Special Program information at each unit. The coding key is reproduced at the bottom of the first page for each State, as follows:

**KEY**

Orientation:

A = Alcoholism Services only
D = Drug Abuse Services Only,
AD = Both Alcoholism and Drug Services

Environment/Type of Care:

I = Hospital/Inpatient
R = Residential
O = Outpatient

Selected Special Programs:

W = Women         AI = Amer. Indian/Al. Natives DT = Detoxification
Y = Youth         IH = Impaired Health Prof.   EA = EAP Program Services
E = Elderly       PI = Public Inebriates       DW = DWI/ASAP Services
B = Blacks        CU = Cocaine Users
H = Hispanics     IV = IV Drug Users

Unit Function:

TX = Treatment Unit
CI = Central Intake Unit
PV = Prevention Unit
MM = Methadone Maintenance
OT = Other Unit

NOTE: The absence of a number in the coding line indicates that the unit checked "Other" or "Not Applicable," which were options on the form, but are not included on the key, except for the Other under Unit Function. Units that provide only prevention or other services were not requested to report Environment or Type of Care.
STATE PREVENTION CONTACTS

Alabama
Giles Vaden
Alabama Dept. of Mental Health
P.O. Box 3710
Montgomery, AL 36110
205-271-9243

Alaska
Bette O’Hoor
Alaska Council on Prevention
7521 Old Seward Highway, Suite A
Anchorage, AK 99502
907-349-6602

American Samoa
Scott Whitney
Alcohol and Drug Program
Department of Human Resources
Government of American Samoa
Pago Pago, AS 96799

Arizona
Kristine Bell
Office of Community Behavioral Health
Arizona Dept. of Health Services
400 N 24th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85008
602-220-6488

Arkansas
Janice Choate
Office on Alcohol/Drug Abuse Prevention
Dept. of Human Services
400 Donaghey Plaza W.
P.O. Box 1437 - 7th & Main St.
Little Rock, AR 72203
501-682-6653

California
Karen Stroud
CA Alcohol/Drug Programs Dept.
111 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814
916-323-2087

Connecticut
Karen Ohrenberger
Connecticut Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission
959 Asylum Avenue
Hartford, CT 06105
203-566-7458

Delaware
Paul Poplawski
Bureau of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse
1901 N. DuPont Highway
New Castle, DE 19702
302-421-5550

District of Columbia
Charles Avery
Office of Health Planning & Development
Commission of Public Health
425 11th Street, NW, Room 3200
Washington, DC 20004
202-724-5641

Florida
Pamela Peterson
Human Services Program Specialist
18328 Crawley Road
Gainesville, FL 32607
813-920-6956

Georgia
Delores Napper
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services
Division of Mental Health/Retardation, Room 319
878 Peachtree St., NE
Atlanta, GA 30309
404-894-4749

Guam
Bobbi Benevete
Comm. Support Services
Dept. of Mental Health & Substance Abuse
P.O. Box 8896
Tamuning, Guam 96911
671-646-9261

Hawaii
Prevention Coordinator
Office of Primary Prevention - ADAB
P.O. Box 3378
Honolulu, HI 96801
808-588-4280

Idaho
Tina Kircher
Bureau of Substance Abuse
Department of Health & Welfare
450 West State Street
Boise, ID 83720
208-334-5700

Illinois
Alvera Stern, Ph.D.
State of Illinois Center, IDA SA
100 West Randolph Street
Suite 5-500
Chicago, IL 60601
312-917-6332

Indiana
Helen C. Dillon
Director
Prevention and Planning
Department of Mental Health
117 E. Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
317-232-7919

Iowa
Cynthia Kelly
Chief, Office of Prevention and Training
Iowa Division of Substance Abuse
321 East 12th Street
Des Moines, IA 50319-5075
515-281-4640

Kansas
Cynthia Breitenbach
SRS Alcohol and Drug Abuse Svcs.
300 Southwest Oakley
Topeka, KS 66606
913-296-3925

Kentucky
Barbara Stewart
Substance Abuse Branch
Dept. for Health Services
275 East Main St.
Frankfort, KY 40621
502-564-2800

Louisiana
Rupert Richardson
Office of Prevention & Recovery from Alcohol and Drug Abuse
2744-8 Wooddale Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70805
504-922-0728
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Contact Person</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Mel Tremper</td>
<td>Ofc. of Alc. &amp; Drug Abuse Prevention Dept. of Human Services State House Station #11 Augusta, ME 04333</td>
<td>207-289-2781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Massa Kumangai, M.D.</td>
<td>Health Services Office of the Governor Salpan, AR 72950</td>
<td>501-320-5835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Mary Dobe/Denise Devlin</td>
<td>Office of Substance Abuse Services P.O. Box 30035 3500 N. Logan Street Lansing, MI 48909</td>
<td>517-335-0831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Karen Larson</td>
<td>Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse State of Colorado State Capitol Denver, CO 80222-0500</td>
<td>303-866-6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Edward H. Arnold</td>
<td>Ofc. of Substance Abuse Prevention Program Division Dept. of Human Services Space Center Building 6th Floor 444 Lafayette Road St. Paul, MN 55101</td>
<td>651-296-4711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Richard Hayton</td>
<td>Div. of Alcohol and Drug Abuse 200 B St., 3rd Floor Trenton, NJ 08618</td>
<td>609-984-4346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>Kathleen Coughlin</td>
<td>Deputy Director for Substance Abuse Prevention Executive Park S. Albany, NY 12203</td>
<td>518-457-5800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Frank Underwood</td>
<td>Bureau on Alc. and Drug Ab. Dept. of Health 170 North High Street, 3rd Floor Columbus, OH 43266-0586</td>
<td>614-466-3445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Suzanne D. Scott</td>
<td>Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Dept. of Mental Health 1102 Robert E. Lee Bldg. Jackson, MS 32201</td>
<td>601-339-1297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Mary Dube/Denise Devlin</td>
<td>Office of Substance Abuse Services P.O. Box 30035 3500 N. Logan Street Lansing, MI 48909</td>
<td>517-335-0831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Charles Currie</td>
<td>New Jersey State Dept. of Health Div. of Narcotic &amp; Drug Abuse Control, CN-360-RM. 100 Trenton, NJ 08625-0460</td>
<td>609-292-4346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Dorothy Hanssen</td>
<td>Prevention &amp; Ed. Unit NJ Div. of Alcoholism 129 East Hanover Street Trenton, NJ 08608</td>
<td>609-984-3313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Kathleen Coughlin</td>
<td>Deputy Director for Substance Abuse Prevention Executive Park S. Albany, NY 12203</td>
<td>518-457-5800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Frank Underwood</td>
<td>Bureau on Alc. and Drug Ab. Dept. of Health 170 North High Street, 3rd Floor Columbus, OH 43266-0586</td>
<td>614-466-3445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Edie Clark</td>
<td>Coordinator of Prevention Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Rehabilitation 150 Tremont Street Boston, MA 02111</td>
<td>617-727-8614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Charles Currie</td>
<td>New Jersey State Dept. of Health Div. of Narcotic &amp; Drug Abuse Control, CN-360-RM. 100 Trenton, NJ 08625-0460</td>
<td>609-292-4346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Kent McGregor</td>
<td>Chief Substance Abuse Bureau Crown Building P.O. Box 968 Santa Fe, NM 87504-0968</td>
<td>505-827-2557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Mel Tremper</td>
<td>Ofc. of Alc. &amp; Drug Abuse Prevention Dept. of Human Services State House Station #11 Augusta, ME 04333</td>
<td>207-289-2781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Eugenia Conolly</td>
<td>Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Prevention Unit Dept. of Health &amp; Mental Hygiene 210 W. Preston St., 4th Floor Baltimore, MD 21201</td>
<td>301-225-6543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Linda Doctor</td>
<td>Coordinator of Prevention Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Health and Human Services 6 Hazen Drive Concord, NH 03301-6525</td>
<td>603-271-4629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Edie Clark</td>
<td>Coordinator of Prevention Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Rehabilitation 150 Tremont Street Boston, MA 02111</td>
<td>617-727-8614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Sharon Johnson</td>
<td>Chemical Dependency Program Division Dept. of Human Services Space Center Building 6th Floor 444 Lafayette Road St. Paul, MN 55101</td>
<td>651-296-4711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Suzanne D. Scott</td>
<td>Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Dept. of Mental Health 1102 Robert E. Lee Bldg. Jackson, MS 32201</td>
<td>601-339-1297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Marla Armstrong</td>
<td>State of Montana Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division 1539 11th Avenue Helena, MT 59620</td>
<td>406-444-2878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Cecilia Douthy-Willis, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Dir. Division on Alcohol and Drug Abuse NE Dept. of Public Institutions P.O. Box 94728 Lincoln, NE 68509</td>
<td>402-471-2851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Ruth A. Lewis, Ed.D.</td>
<td>Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse 505 East King Street, Rm. 500 Capitol Complex Carson City, NV 89710</td>
<td>702-885-4790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Mary Dube/Denise Devlin</td>
<td>Office of Substance Abuse Services P.O. Box 30035 3500 N. Logan Street Lansing, MI 48909</td>
<td>517-335-0831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>Mary Dube/Denise Devlin</td>
<td>Office of Substance Abuse Services P.O. Box 30035 3500 N. Logan Street Lansing, MI 48909</td>
<td>517-335-0831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Dorothy Hanssen</td>
<td>Prevention &amp; Ed. Unit NJ Div. of Alcoholism 129 East Hanover Street Trenton, NJ 08608</td>
<td>609-984-3313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Kent McGregor</td>
<td>Chief Substance Abuse Bureau Crown Building P.O. Box 968 Santa Fe, NM 87504-0968</td>
<td>505-827-2557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**STATE PREVENTION CONTACTS**

Oklahoma

Terry Fife/Jan Kueteman  
Department of Mental Health  
1200 N.E. 13th Street  
Oklahoma City, OK 73105  
405-271-7474

Oregon

Larry Didier  
Prevention/Intervention Coord.  
Ofc. of Alc. & Drug Abuse Programs  
301 Public Service Building  
Salem, OR 97310  
503-378-2163

Pennsylvania

Gloria Hartin-Payne  
Div. of Training and Prevention  
Ofc. of Drug and Alcohol Programs  
P.O. Box 90, Dept. of Health and Welfare  
Health & Welfare Bldg., Room 929  
Harrisburg, PA 17108  
717-783-8200

Puerto Rico

Isabel Suliveres de Martinez  
Dept. of Addiction Services  
P.O. Box 9-Y  
Rio Piedras Station  
Rio Piedras, PR 00928  
809-751-6915

Rhode Island

David Hamel  
Dept. of Mental Health, Mental Retardation & Hospitals  
Division of Substance Abuse  
Substance Abuse Administration Building  
Cranston, RI 02920  
401-664-2191

South Carolina

James A. Neal  
South Carolina Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse  
3700 Forest Drive  
Columbia, SC 29204  
803-734-9552

South Dakota

Hoby Abernathy  
Division of Alcohol & Drug Abuse  
Joe Foss Building  
523 E. Capitol St.  
Pierre, SD 57501  
605-773-3123

Tennessee

Sharon Shaw  
Div. of Alcohol and Drug Abuse  
Dept. of Mental Health  
Doctor's Building  
706 Church Street  
Nashville, TN 37219  
615-741-3862

Texas

Jim Bradley  
Texas Comm. on Alcohol & Drug Abuse  
1705 Guadalupe St.  
Austin, TX 78701-1214  
512-463-5510

Utah

Robert J. Courtney, Jr.  
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Clinic  
50 W. Medical Drive  
P.O. Box 2500  
Salt Lake City, UT 84132  
801-581-6228

Vermont

Steven M. Gold  
Office of Alcohol & Drug Abuse Programs  
103 S. Main Street  
Waterbury, VT 05676  
802-241-2170

Virginia

Hope Seward  
Prevention, Promotion & Library  
Dept. of Mental Health, Mental Retardation & Substance Abuse Svcs.  
P.O. Box 1797  
Richmond, VA 23214  
804-788-1530

Virgin Islands

Steve Ranslow  
Department of Health  
Division of Mental Health  
Alcoholism and Drug Dependency  
P.O. Box 520, Christiansted  
St. Croix, VI 00820  
809-773-8443

Washington

Paul H. Templin  
Bureau of Alcohol & Substance Abuse  
MAILSTOP, OB-44  
Olympia, WA 98504  
206-753-3303

West Virginia

Mary S. Pesetsky  
Div. on Alcoholism & Drug Abuse  
West Virginia Dept. of Health  
1800 Washington St., East  
Charleston, WV 25305  
304-548-2276

Wisconsin

Lou Opper  
Office of Alcohol & Other Drug Abuse  
Bureau of Community Programs  
1 West Wilson Street, Room 434  
P.O. Box 7851  
Madison, WI 53707  
608-266-9485

Wyoming

Jean DeFratis  
Substance Abuse Programs  
Dept. of Health & Social Svcs.  
Hathaway Bldg., Rm. 362  
Cheyenne, WY 82002  
307-777-6493

---
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STATE AUTHORITIES

Alabama
Mary Lee Rice, Director
Division of Mental Illness and Substance Abuse Community Programs
Department of Mental Health
200 Interstate Park Drive
P.O. Box 3710
Montgomery 36193
(205) 271-9253

Alaska
Matthew Felix, Coordinator
Office of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Department of Health & Social Services
Pouch H-05-F
Juneau 99811
(907) 586-6201

Arizona
Gwen Smith, Program Representative
For Alcoholism
Office of Community Behavioral Health
Arizona Department of Health Services
701 East Jefferson, Suite 400A
Phoenix 85034
(602) 227-6476

Arkansas
Paul T. Behnke, Director
Office on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention
Donaghey Plaza, North, Suite 400
P.O. Box 1437
Little Rock 72203-1437
(501) 682-6650

California
Chauncey Veatch III, Director
Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs
111 Capitol Mall, Suite 450
Sacramento 95814
(916) 445-0834

Colorado
Robert Aukerman, Director
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
Department of Health
4210 East 11th Avenue
Denver 80220
(303) 331-8201

Connecticut
Donald J. McConnell, Executive Director
Connecticut Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission
999 Asylum Avenue, 3rd Floor
Hartford 06105
(203) 566-4145

Delaware
Neil Meisler, Director
Delaware Division of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Mental Health
1901 N. DuPont Highway
Newcastle 19720
(302) 421-6101

District of Columbia
Simon Hallday, Chief
Health Planning and Development
1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 836
Washington 20009
(202) 673-7481

Florida
Linda Lewis, Administrator
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
1317 Winwood Boulevard
Tallahassee 32301
(904) 488-0900

Georgia
Patricia A. (Pam) Redmond, Director
Alcohol and Drug Services Section
878 Peachtree Street, NE., Suite 318
Atlanta 30309
(404) 894-6352

Hawaii
Patricia Hunter, Acting Branch Chief
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Branch
Department of Health
P.O. Box 3379
Honolulu 96801
(808) 586-4280

Idaho
Ray Winterowd, Chief
Bureau of Substance Abuse and Social Services
Department of Health and Welfare
450 West State Street - 7th Floor
Boise 83720
(208) 334-5935

Illinois
William T. Atkins, Director
Illinois Department of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
100 West Randolph Street
Suite 5-600
Chicago 60601
(312) 917-3840

Indiana
Joseph E. Mills III, Director
Division of Addiction Services
Department of Mental Health
117 East Washington Street
Indianapolis 46204
(317) 232-7816

Iowa
Janet Zwicky, Director
Iowa Department of Public Health
Division of Substance Abuse and Health Promotion
Lucas State Office Building
4th Floor
Des Moines 50319
(515) 281-3641

Kansas
Andrew O’Donovan, Commissioner
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services
2700 West Sixth Street
Biddle Building
Topeka 66606-1861
(913) 296-3925

Kentucky
Michael Townsend, Director
Division of Substance Abuse
Department for MH - MR Services
275 East Main Street
Frankfort 40621
(502) 564-2880

Louisiana
Louis Gibson, Acting Assistant Secretary
Office of Prevention & Recovery from Alcohol and Drug Abuse
2748 B Woodlade Boulevard
Baton Rouge 70805
(504) 922-0730

Maine
Neil Miner, Director
Office of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Prevention
Bureau of Rehabilitation
State House Station #11
Augusta 04333
(207) 289-2781
### Maryland
- **Lloyd Sokolow, J.D., Ph.D.**
  - Director
  - Maryland State Drug Abuse Administration
  - 201 West Preston Street
  - Baltimore 21201
  - (301) 225-6925

### Massachusetts
- **Dave Mulligan, Director**
  - Division of Substance Abuse Services
  - 150 Tremont Street
  - Boston 02111
  - (617) 727-8614

### Michigan
- **Ken Eaton, Acting Administrator**
  - Office of Substance Abuse Services
  - Department of Public Health
  - 3423 North Logan Street
  - Lansing 48909
  - (517) 335-8809

### Minnesota
- **Cynthia Turnure, Ph.D., Director**
  - Chemical Dependency Program Division
  - Department of Human Services
  - 464 Lafayette Road
  - St. Paul 55155-3823
  - (612) 256-4610

### Mississippi
- **Anne D. Robertson, Director**
  - Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
  - Department of Mental Health
  - Robert E. Lee State Office Building
  - 11th Floor
  - Jackson 32201
  - (601) 359-1288

### Missouri
- **Lois Olson, Director**
  - Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
  - Department of Mental Health
  - 1915 South Ridge Drive
  - P.O. Box 687
  - Jefferson City 65102
  - (314) 751-4942

### Montana
- **Robert Anderson, Administrator**
  - Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
  - State of Montana
  - Department of Institutions
  - Helena 59601
  - (406) 444-2927

### Nebraska
- **Cecilia Douthy Willis, Ph.D., Director**
  - Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
  - Department of Public Institutions
  - P.O. Box 94728
  - Lincoln 68509
  - (402) 471-2851, Ext. 5583

### Nevada
- **Richard Ham, Chief**
  - Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
  - Department of Human Resources
  - 505 East King Street
  - Carson City 89710
  - (702) 885-4790

### New Hampshire
- **Geraldine Sylvester, Director**
  - Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention
  - Health and Welfare Building
  - Hazen Drive
  - Concord 03301
  - (603) 271-4627

### New Jersey
- **Riley Regan, Director**
  - New Jersey Division of Alcoholism
  - 129 East Hanover Street
  - Trenton 08625
  - (609) 292-8947

### New Mexico
- **Kent McGregor, Chief**
  - Substance Abuse Bureau
  - Behavioral Health Services Division
  - P.O. Box 968
  - Sante Fe 87504-0968
  - (505) 827-0117

### New York
- **Marguerite T. Saunders**
  - Director
  - New York Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse
  - 194 Washington Avenue
  - Albany 12210
  - (518) 474-5417

### North Carolina
- **William Carroll, Acting Director**
  - Alcohol and Drug Abuse Section
  - Division of Mental Health and Mental Retardation Services
  - 325 North Salisbury Street
  - Raleigh 27611
  - (919) 733-4700

### North Dakota
- **John Allen, Director**
  - Division of Alcoholism and Drugs Abuse
  - North Dakota Department of Human Services
  - State Capitol/Judicial Wing
  - Bismarck 58505
  - (701) 224-2769

### Ohio
- **Suzanne C. Tolbert, Chief**
  - Bureau on Alcohol and Recovery
  - Ohio Department of Health
  - 170 North High Street, 3rd Floor
  - Columbus 43266-0586
  - (614) 466-3445

### Oklahoma
- **Tom Stanitis, Director**
  - Alcohol and Drug Programs
  - Oklahoma Department of Mental Health
  - P.O. Box 53177, Capitol Station
  - Oklahoma City 73152
  - (405) 271-7474

### Oregon
- **Jeffrey Kushner, Assistant Director**
  - Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
  - 301 Public Service Building
  - Salem 97310
  - (503) 378-2163

### Pennsylvania
- **Jeannine Peterson**
  - Deputy Secretary for Drug and Alcohol Programs
  - Pennsylvania Department of Health
  - P.O. Box 50
  - Harrisburg 17108
  - (717) 787-0857

---

**STATE AUTHORITIES**
Rhode Island
William Pimentel, Director
Rhode Island Division of Substance Abuse
Substance Abuse Administration Building
Cranston 02920
(401) 464-2991

South Carolina
William J. McCord, Director
South Carolina Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
3700 Forest Drive
Columbia 29204
(803) 734-3220

South Dakota
Robert Anderson, Director
Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Joe Foss Building
523 East Capitol
Pierre 57501
(605) 773-3123

Tennessee
Rudy Brooms, M.D., Asst. Commissioner
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services
Tennessee Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation
706 Church Street, 4th Floor
Nashville 37219
(615) 741-4921

Texas
Bob Dickson, Executive Director
Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
1705 Guadalupe Street
Austin 78701
(512) 463-5510

Utah
Leon PoVey, Director
Division of Substance Abuse
120 N. 200 West, 4th Floor
Salt Lake City 84145-0500
(801) 538-3339

Vermont
Richard Powell II, Director
Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
103 South Main Street
Waterbury 05676
(802) 241-2170/241-1000

Virginia
Wayne Thacker, Director
Office of Substance Abuse Services
State Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation
P.O. Box 1797
109 Governor Street
Richmond 23219
(804) 786-3906

Washington
Ken Stark, Director
Bureau of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
Washington Department of Social and Health Services
Mail Stop 08-44W
Olympia 98504
(206) 753-5866

West Virginia
Jack Clohan, Jr., Director
Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
State Capitol
1800 Washington Street, East, Room 451
Charleston 25305
(304) 348-2276

Wisconsin
Larry W. Monson, ACSW, Director
Office of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse
1 West Wilson Street
P.O. Box 7851
Madison 53707
(608) 266-3442

Wyoming
Jean DeFratis, Director
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
Hathaway Building
Cheyenne 82002
(307) 777-7115, Ext. 7118

Guam
Joseph A. Cameron
Director
Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
P.O. Box 9400
Tamuning 96911
(671) 646-5262

Puerto Rico
Isabel Sulveres de Martinez, Secretary
Department of Anti-Addiction Services
Box B-Y, Rio Piedras Station
Rio Piedras 00928
(809) 764-3795

Virgin Islands
Cornell A. Allen, Ph.D., Director
Division of Mental Health Alcoholism and Drug Dependency
P.O. Box 520
St. Croix 00820
(809) 773-1992

American Samoa
Fualaau Hanipale, Assistant Director
Social Services Division
Alcohol and Drug Program
Government of American Samoa
Pago Pago 96799

Trust Territories
Masao Kumangal, M.D., Director
Health Services
Offices of the High Commissioner
Salapan 96950
(615) 741-1921
ALABAMA

ALABASTER

SHELBY MEDICAL CENTER
RESTORE PROGRAMS
1000 FIRST STREET NORTH
ALABASTER, AL 35007
(205) 665-8663
** AD I IV TX **

ALEXANDER CITY

REGIONAL ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
504A CHEROKEE ROAD
ALEXANDER CITY, AL 35010
(205) 329-8451
** A DW OT **

THE LIGHTHOUSE OF TALLAPOOSA COUNTY INC
204 CALHOUN STREET
ALEXANDER CITY, AL 35010
(205) 236-4094
** A R TX **

ANNISTON

ANNISTON FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
1219 LEIGHTON AVENUE
ANNISTON, AL 36201
(205) 236-7229
** A R TX **

BIRMINGHAM

ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY SERVICES INC
2701 JEFFERSON AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35211
(205) 923-6552
** A R H IV DT TX **

ALETHEIA HOUSE INC
3600 8TH AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE M-106
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35222
(205) 324-6502
** D R O H IV TX PV **

BIRMINGHAM TASC PROGRAM
3015 7TH AVENUE SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35233
(205) 934-7430
** AD Y IH OT **

BRADFORD AT BIRMINGHAM
ADULT SERVICES
1221 ALTON DRIVE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35210
(205) 833-4000
** AD I IV DT TX CI PV **

EASTSIDE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
7612 FIRST AVENUE NORTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35206
(205) 834-7285
** AD O IV EA TX CI **

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
1625 12TH AVENUE SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 933-2630
** AD R O H B EA TX **

REACH OUT TO CHILDREN
7009 5TH AVENUE SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35212
(205) 833-7050
** AD PV **

SAINT ANNES HOME
2772 HANDOVER CIRCLE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 933-6906
** AD R H TX OT **

SAINT ANNES HOME
2772 HANDOVER CIRCLE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 933-6906
** AD R H TX OT **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1401 HUNTSVILLE ROAD
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35234
(205) 252-8151
** A R TX OT **

THE BRADFORD GROUP
CORPORATE OFFICE
22 INVERNESS CENTER PARKWAY
SUITE 110
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35242
(205) 991-3103
** AD Y CU IV CI PV **

TREATMENT AND INFORMATION ON MEDICATIONS FOR THE ELDERLY
2601 HIGHLAND AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 251-2992
** D O E TX CI PV OT **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:
R = RESIDENTIAL

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
T = TREATMENT UNIT
C = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT

UNIT FUNCTION:
H = MEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
D = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

** KEY **
ALABAMA

FAIRMONT

Baldwin County MH/MR Center
Alcohol Program
372 South Greenb Road
Fairmont, AL 36532
(205) 936-2971
** AD O DT TX **

GADSDE

CHEROKEE/ETOH/DE KALB
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
312 South 5th Street
Gadsden, AL 35901
(205) 546-6267
** A M TX **

CHEROKEE/ETOH/DE KALB
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SUBST ABUSE SERV
901 Goodyear Avenue
Gadsden, AL 35901
(205) 492-7800
** A O EA TX PV **

GUNTHERSVILLE

Marshall Jackson Mental Health Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
2409 Homer Clayton Drive
Guntersville, AL 35976
(205) 582-3203
** A R O TX CI PV **

HUNTSVILLE

Crestwood Hospital
New Start Program
One Hospital Drive
Huntsville, AL 35801
(205) 802-2121
** AD I IV DT EA TX PV OT **

MADISON

BRADFORD AT HUNTSVILLE
1600 Brown Ferry Road
MADISON, AL 35758
(205) 461-7272
** AD I IV DT EA TX **

MOBILE

DAUPHIN MAY LODGE TREATMENT SERVICES
HALFAY HOUSE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1009 DAUPHIN STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
(205) 436-4729
** AD R IV TX **

DAUPHIN MAY LODGE TREATMENT SERVICES
QUARTERHAY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1009 DAUPHIN STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
(205) 436-4729
** AD R IV TX **

BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
2105 East South Boulevard
MONTGOMERY, AL 36198
(205) 280-2100 EXT. 6490
** AD I IV DT EA TX **

CADET CENTER
2205 Mccarter Avenue
MONTGOMERY, AL 36107
(205) 834-4827
** AD R TX **

CARE HOUSE
1009 Park Place
MONTGOMERY, AL 36106
(205) 265-4544
** AD I 0 DT TX **

Dale County Alcohol Abuse Service
215 South Merrick Street
Ozark, AL 36360
(205) 774-9135
** AD DM PV OT **

PELHAM

BRADFORD AT BIRMINGHAM
AODELON SERVICES
ROUTE 3 HIGHWAY 55
PELHAM, AL 35124
(205) 666-3460
** AD I BY TX **

CHILTON/SHELBY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3160 HIGHWAY 31 SOUTH
PELHAM, AL 35040
(205) 666-3135
** AD O WH DM TX **

PRATTVILLE

BRADFORD AT PRATTVILLE
LODER KINGSTON ROAD
PRATTVILLE, AL 36067
(205) 365-6499
** AD I IV DT TX CI PV OT **

RED LEVEL

FIRST STEP
ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT
SHILEY STREET
RED LEVEL, AL 36474
(205) 469-6347
** AD R O IV DM TX PV **

RUSSELLVILLE

SUNRISE LODGE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
ROUTE 9
RUSSELLVILLE, AL 35653
(205) 352-0078
** AD R 2V DT TX **

SELMA

CAHABA CENTER FOR MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
556 MASHING STREMT
SELMA, AL 36701
(205) 875-2100
** AD O WH B EA DM TX CI PV **

SHEFFIELD

GRAYS LANDING
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
ROUTE 1
SHEFFIELD, AL 35660
(205) 382-1092
** AD R IV DT TX **

SYLACAUGA

CHEABA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ADAPT
SYLACAUGA, AL 35150
(205) 245-2802
** AD O EA DM TX PV **
ALABAMA

CHEAH MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CARADALE LODGE
1625 OLD BIRMINGHAM HIGHWAY
SYLACAUGA, AL 35150
(205) 249-2395
** AD R IV DT TX **

TUSCALOOSA

DCH REHABILITATION PAVILION
DRUID OAKS
1101 6TH AVENUE EAST
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
(205) 759-7380
** AD I IV DT TX **

PHOENIX HOUSES INC
MALE FACILITY
2008 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
(205) 758-3867
** AD R O TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL TREATMENT REHAB UNIT
LOOP ROAD
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
(205) 553-3760 EXT. 2436
** A I O DT EA TX PV **

WARRIOR

PARKSIDE LODGE OF ALABAMA INC AT
BIRMINGHAM
1189 ALLBRITTON ROAD
WARRIOR, AL 35180
(205) 647-1945
** AD R IV DT TX OT **

METUMPKA

ELMORE COUNTY HOSPITAL
ADDACTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
1201 COMPANY STREET
METUMPKA, AL 36092
(205) 567-4311 EXT. 153
** AD I IV DT EA TX **

WINFIELD

INSIGHT CENTER
HIGHWAY 78
WINFIELD, AL 35594
(205) 387-0541
** AD I O DT EA DM TX PV **

YORK

ALPHA HOUSE
2003 HIGHWAY 11 NORTH
YORK, AL 36925
(205) 392-5297
** AD R IV TX **
FAIRBANKS NATIVE ASSOCIATION INC
REG CTR FOR ALC AND OTHER ADDICTIONS
310 1/2 FIRST AVENUE
FAIRBANKS, AK 99707
(907) 452-2446
** AD R O M Y AI EI OT EA DM TX CI MM **
** PV **

FAIRBANKS SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
3096 AIRPORT WAY
FAIRBANKS, AK 99709
(907) 474-0004
** D O IV EA TX CI PV MM **

NORTH STAR HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1617 GILLIAM WAY
SUITE 5
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 451-8441
** AD O H Y CU IV EA DM TX PV **

TANANA CHIEFS MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS
201 FIRST AVENUE
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 452-2446
** AD AI PV **

FORT YUKON
UPPER YUKON BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICE
FORT YUKON, AK 99740
(907) 662-2526
** AD O AI TX PV **

JUNEAU
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
CENTRAL AGENCY
3250 HOSPITAL DRIVE
JUNEAU, AK 99801
(907) 586-5321
** AD I M Y EI AI PI CU IV DT DM TX MM **
** CI PV **

GASTINEAU MANOR
HALFWAY HOUSE
5997 AISEK STREET
JUNEAU, AK 99801
(907) 760-6661
** A R M AI PI TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM/JUNEAU
SUITE 102
JUNEAU, AK 99802
(907) 463-3755
** AD EA DM PV **

KENAI
COOK INLET COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
255 MILLWALL STREET
KENAI, AK 99611
(907) 283-3658
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV OT **

KODIAK
KODIAK AREA NATIVE ASSOCIATION (KANA)
ALCOHOL OUTREACH PROGRAM
402 CENTER STREET
KODIAK, AK 99615
(907) 486-5725
** AD O Y AI TX PV **

KODIAK COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
KODIAK, AK 99615
(907) 486-3535
** AD R O Y EA DM TX PV **

SC ALCOHOL TRAINING
SAINT HERMANS SEMINARY
416 MISSION ROAD
ROOM 7
KODIAK, AK 99615
(907) 486-3726
** AD AI PV OT **

NOME
NORTON SOUND HEALTH CORPORATION
NORTHERN LIGHTS RECOVERY CENTER
5TH AVENUE AND DIVISION STREETS
COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES BUILDING
NOME, AK 99762
(907) 443-3344
** AD R O DM TX PV **

PETERSBURG
PETERSBURG COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL
INFORMATION/REFERRAL DROP IN CENTER
102 A HAUGEN DRIVE
PETERSBURG, AK 99833
(907) 772-3552
** AD O M Y AI CU DM TX PV **

PETERSBURG YOUTH PROGRAM
102 HAUGEN DRIVE
PETERSBURG, AK 99833
(907) 772-4422
** AD Y PV **

SELDOVIA
SOUTH KACHEMAK ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM INC
274 MAIN STREET
SELDOVIA, AK 99663
(907) 234-7807
** A O DM TX PV **

SEWARD
SEWARD LIFE ACTION COUNCIL
504 ADAMS STREET
SEWARD, AK 99664
(907) 224-5257
** A O EA DM TX PV **

SITKA
SITKA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE INC
207 MOLLER DRIVE
SITKA, AK 99835
(907) 747-8367
** A R O Y DM TX PV **

SITKA TEEN CLUB
SITKA, AK 99835
(907) 747-3500
** AD Y PV **

SOLDOTNA
CENTRAL PENN GENERAL HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
250 HOSPITAL CIRCLE
SOLDOTNA, AK 99669
(907) 262-4404
** AD I O IH DT TX **

TANANA
TANANA TEEN CENTER
TANANA, AK 99777
(907) 366-7205
** AD Y PV **

TOK
UPPER TANANA ALCOHOL PROGRAM
TOK, AK 99780
(907) 888-5185
** A O TX PV **

VALDEZ
VALDEZ COUNSELING CENTER
VALDEZ, AK 99686
(907) 835-2858
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

WASILLA
ALASKA ADDICTION REHAB SERVICES INC
NUGENS RANCH
3701 PALMER-MASILLA HIGHWAY
WASILLA, AK 99687
(907) 376-4534
** AD R PI DM TX **
ARIZONA

COOLIDGE
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AGENCY OF CENTRAL AZ (BHCA) EMERGENCY SERVICES
MC CARTNEY ROAD AT OVERFIELD ROAD
COOLIDGE, AZ 85228
(602) 723-7721
** AD R PI DT TX **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AGENCY OF CENTRAL AZ (BHCA) SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHAB PROGRAM
MC CARTNEY ROAD AT OVERFIELD ROAD
COOLIDGE, AZ 85228
(602) 723-7721
** AD R PI CU TX CI **

COTTONWOOD
VERDE VALLEY COMMUNITY GUIDANCE CLINIC
19 EAST BEECH STREET
COTTONWOOD, AZ 86326
(602) 634-2236
** AD O TX CI **

COCHISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
DOUGLAS OUTPATIENT
533 12TH STREET
DOUGLAS, AZ 85607
(602) 364-9289
** AD O IV EA DH TX CI PV **

FLAGSTAFF
COCONINO COMMUNITY GUIDANCE CENTER
519 NORTH LEROY STREET
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86001
(602) 776-3351
** AD R O DT TX CI **

GANADO
NAVAJO TRIBE DIV OF HEALTH IMPROV SERV
GANADO COUNSELING SERVICES
GANADO, AZ 86505
(602) 755-3764
** AD O M Y E AI PI TX PV **

GLENDALE
** ORGANIZATION FOR VOLUNTARY ALTERNATIVES (NOVA)
5008 WEST GLENDALE AVENUE
GLENDALE, AZ 85301
(602) 937-9203
** AD O Y E IV EA DH TX PV **

VILLA DE FIDELIS
FAITH HOUSE
4506 WEST CITRUS MAY
GLENDALE, AZ 85301
(602) 959-6798
** AD M Y PV OT **

GLOBE
LA QUESTA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TRT CTR INC
ICEHOUSE CANYON
GLOBE, AZ 85502
(602) 425-7636
** AD R O IV DT DM TX PV **

GUADALUPE
CENTRO DE AMISTAD INC
5557 EAST CALLE ENCINAS
GUADALUPE, AZ 85203
(602) 839-2926
** AD O H AI EA DM TX PV **

HOLBROOK
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS INC
105 NORTH 5TH AVENUE
HOLBROOK, AZ 86025
(602) 524-6126
** AD R O DT TX CI **

KEARNY
COPPER BASIN BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVS (CCBHS)
1116 TILBURY STREET
KEARNY, AZ 85237
(602) 363-5561
** AD O TX PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
B = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
EMBARGO/TYPE OF CARE:
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
IM = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
PZ = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
IX = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MH = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
ARIZONA

ARMY

HARBOR LIGHT
2707 EAST VAN BUREN STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85008
(602) 267-4139
** A R W B P I TX **

SELF HELP INC

4632 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 276-2012
** A R TX **

TERROS INC

4545 NORTH 27TH AVENUE
BUILDING A-16
PHOENIX, AZ 85017
(602) 249-6314
** A O Y CU IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **
** OT **

THE NEW CASA DE AMIGAS

303 WEST PORTLAND STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85003
(602) 252-8233
** A R W TX **

THE NEW FOUNDATION

6401 SOUTH 8TH PLACE
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 268-5421
** A R O Y TX **

VALLE DEL SOL INC

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PROGRAM
1209 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85003
(602) 256-6797
** A D O Y IV DT TX MM **

VALLE DEL SOL INC

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PROGRAM WEST
3320 NORTH 35TH AVENUE
SUITE 1
PHOENIX, AZ 85019
(602) 929-9470
** A D O H IV MM **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
7TH STREET AND INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85012
(602) 277-5553 EXT. 7640
** A D I O IH EA TX CI **

PRESCOTT

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
ROOM 116A3
PRESCOTT, AZ 86301
(602) 445-4860 EXT. 531
** A I O TX **

WEST YAVAPAI GUIDANCE CLINIC
505 SOUTH CORTEZ STREET
PRESCOTT, AZ 86301
(602) 445-7730
** A O TX CI **

SAFFORD

GRAHAM/GREENLEE COUNSELING CENTER INC
1707 WEST THATCHER BOULEVARD
SAFFORD, AZ 85546
(602) 428-4550
** A I R O Y PI DM TX PV **

SAINT JOHNS

LITTLE COLORADO BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CTR
4TH AND WASHINGTON STREETS
SAINT JOHNS, AZ 85936
(602) 337-4301
** A O TX CI **

SCOTTSDALE

CAMELBACK HOSPITALS COUNSELING CENTER
6411 EAST THOMAS ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85251
(602) 947-6355
** A D O Y CU EA DM TX PV **

SCOTTSDALE CAMELBACK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
7447 EAST EARL DRIVE
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85251
(602) 941-7660
** A D I R O Y CU IV DT EA DM TX PV **

TEMPE

CONTACT INC
1400 EAST SOUTHERN STREET
SUITE 410
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 820-2328
** A D EA PV OT **

TRI CITY COMMUNITY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER/MESA
1801 SOUTH JEN TILLY LANE
SUITE B-8
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(602) 967-8635
** A O H Y E H IH CU DH TX CI PV **
** OT **

VALLE DEL SOL INC

EAST CLINIC
1521 SOUTH INDIAN BEND ROAD
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(602) 966-1414
** A D O IV DT MM **

TUCSON

ADAPT INC
4500 EAST SPEEDWAY BOULEVARD
SUITE 21
TUCSON, AZ 85712
(602) 323-0903
** A O DT **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF TUCSON
2828 NORTH COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
SUITE 110
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 795-0903
** A O EA DM TX CI PV **

AMITY INC

CIRCLE TREE RANCH PROGRAM
10500 EAST TANQUE VERDE ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85749
(602) 749-5980
** A R W H AI IV TX **

AMITY INC

DESSERT NIGHTWISH PROGRAM
10755 EAST TANQUE VERDE ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85749
(602) 749-2105
** A R Y H AI IV TX **

AMITY INC

MATRIX COMMUNITY SERVICES
1030 NORTH 4TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85705
(602) 804-7413
** A D O Y B H AI TX PV **

CODAC COUNSELING CENTER OF PIMA COUNTY INC (CODAC) ADMIN UNIT
2530 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE D
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 377-2550
** A D H CU IV TX CI PV **

COTTONWOOD DE TUCSON
4110 SWEETWATER DRIVE
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 743-0411
** A R IV DT EA TX **

GATEWAY LARC
502 NORTH SILVERBELL ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85714
(602) 624-5272
** A D M IV DT TX **

HELP ON CALL
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
2555 EAST FIRST STREET
SUITE 107
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 325-9624
** A O DT **
LA FRONTERA CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND RURAL SERVICES
502 WEST 29TH STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85715
(602) 884-9220 EXT. 261
** AD R O M Y H CU DT DM TX PV MM **

MOSOTROS INC
440 NORTH GRANDE AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85745
(602) 623-3469
** AD Y H PV **

PIMA ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHABILITATION
34 WEST FRANKLIN STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 884-0003
** AD O W B H AI CU IV DM TX PV **

PORTABLE PRACTICAL EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION/ALCOHOLISM TRT UNIT
806 EAST 46TH STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 622-3533
** AD O DM TX PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL ORIELLY CARE CENTER
350 NORTH MILLOT ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85711
(602) 721-3833 EXT. 2520
** AD I O H E CU IV DM TX PV **

SIERRA TUCSON
14500 NORTH LAGO DEL ORO PARKWAY
TUCSON, AZ 85704
(602) 624-4000
** AD R O CU IV DT TX **

SOUTHERN ARIZONA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1950 EAST 6TH STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 628-5531
** AD O M Y E TX **

SOUTHWESTERN CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH STUDIES
350 NORTH MILLOT ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85752
(602) 721-3866
** AD PV **

THE HAVEN
1107 EAST ADELAIDE DRIVE
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 625-4590
** A R O M W TX **

TUCSON ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY HOME INC
1809 EAST 23RD STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 622-9038
** A R Y E B H AI IH PI TX PV OT **

TUCSON GENERAL HOSPITAL
WEST CENTER ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
3638 NORTH CAMPBELL AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 327-5431 EXT. 5006
** AD I O DT TX **

TUCSON PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
355 NORTH MILLOT ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85711
(602) 745-5100
** AD I M Y E IV DT TX PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
6TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85725
(602) 792-1450 EXT. 501
** AD I O IV DT TX PV **

3HO FOUNDATION OF ARIZONA INC
3HO SUPER HEALTH
1050 NORTH CHERRY AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 527-1734
** AD R M CU IV TX PV **

WHITERIVER
APACHE TRIBAL GUIDANCE CLINIC
WHITERIVER, AZ 85941
(602) 338-4811
** AD O AI TX CI **

WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE ALCOHOL PROGRAM
WHITERIVER, AZ 85941
(602) 338-4858
** A R M Y AI TX CI PV **

WICKENBURG
ARC/THE MEADOWS
HIGHWAY 89-93
WICKENBURG, AZ 85398
(602) 684-2815
** AD IV TX **

WILLCOX
COCHISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
WILLCOX TREATMENT CENTER
418 NORTH EL PASO AVENUE
WILLCOX, AZ 85643
(602) 364-2180
** AD R O ZV DM TX PV **

WINSLOW
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS INC
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITY
1015 EAST 2ND STREET
WINSLOW, AZ 86047
(602) 289-3383
** AD R TX **

Yuma

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF YUMA INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1073 WEST 23RD STREET
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 762-5157
** AD H EA DH OT **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF YUMA INC LOCAL ALCOHOL RECEPTION CENTER (LARC)
204 FIRST AVENUE
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 763-8999
** AD R DT TX OT **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF YUMA INC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1073 WEST 23RD STREET
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 762-4365
** AD O H EA DH TX CI PV **

CROSSING HOUSE RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT PROGRAM
1070 WEST FIRST STREET
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 762-3843
** AD R O TX CI PV **
ARKANSAS

BATESVILLE

NORTH AR HUMAN SERVICES SYSTEM INC
DNI PROGRAM
BATESVILLE, AR 72501
(501) 775-4925
** AD DM PV **

NORTHCENTRAL AR DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
1102 SAINT LOUIS STREET
BATESVILLE, AR 72501
(501) 793-2221
** A OW EA TX CI PV **

BENTON

BENTON DETOXIFICATION SERVICES CENTER
OFFICE ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
ROUTE 3
BENTON, AR 72015
(501) 371-1906
** AD I IV DT TX OT **

COUNSELING CLINIC INC
307 EAST SERVIER STREET
BENTON, AR 72015
(501) 778-0404
** A O Y DM TX PV **

BRYANT

CENTRAL ARKANSAS
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT INC
UNION PLAZA BUILDING
SUITE 23
BRYANT, AR 72022
(501) 547-8837
** AD O EA TX PV **

CAMDEN

OUACHITA COUNTY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
638 CALIFORNIA STREET
CAMDEN, AR 71701
(501) 836-1289
** AD I O IV DT EA TX PV OT **

SOUTH ARKANSAS REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
OUACHITA COUNTY DIV/CAMDEN
211 JACKSON STREET SW
CAMDEN, AR 71701
(501) 836-5743
** AD O TX CI PV **

CLARKSVILLE

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES/CLARKSVILLE
1021 POPULAR STREET
CLARKSVILLE, AR 72830
(501) 745-8610
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

CONNWAY

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES/CONNWAY
1622 NORTH DONAGHEY STREET
CONNWAY, AR 72032
(501) 329-2989
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

CROSSETT

DELTA COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
CROSSETT CLINIC
5TH AVENUE AND TEXAS STREET
CROSSETT, AR 71635
(501) 364-6671
** AD O DM TX CI **

DERMOTT

DELTA COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
DERMOTT CLINIC
604 SOUTH PECAN STREET
DERMOTT, AR 71638
(501) 538-3212
** AD O DM TX CI **

DUMAS

DELTA COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
DUMAS CLINIC
HIGHWAY 65 SOUTH
DUMAS, AR 71639
(501) 382-2001
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

EL DORADO

SOUTH ARKANSAS REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
715 NORTH COLLEGE AVENUE
EL DORADO, AR 71730
(501) 862-7921
** AD I R O M Y E B IH PI CU IV OT **
** EA DM TX CI PV OT **

FAYETTEVILLE

CHARTER VISTA HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
4253 CROSSOVER ROAD
FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72702
(501) 521-5731
** AD I O Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

FORREST CITY

E CENT AR ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY CORP
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
317 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
FORREST CITY, AR 72335
(501) 635-2802
** AD R O DT TX PV **

FORT SMITH

GATEWAY HOUSE INC
900 BELLE AVENUE
FORT SMITH, AR 72901
(501) 785-8849
** A R O W TX PV **

HARBOR HOUSE INC
615 NORTH 19TH STREET
FORT SMITH, AR 72901
(501) 785-4083
** AD R O TX PV **

SPARKS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CAREUNIT PROGRAM
1311 SOUTH I STREET
FORT SMITH, AR 72901
(501) 441-5500
** AD I Y IH CU IV DT TX **

WESTERN ARKANSAS COUNSELING AND
GUIDANCE CENTER
3111 SOUTH 70TH STREET
FORT SMITH, AR 72903
(501) 652-6650
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
B = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
D = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AD = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
** E = ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:
** R = RESIDENTIAL
** ** = RESIDENTIAL/OFFICE
R = OUTPATIENT
** ** = RESIDENTIAL/HOSPITAL
DT = DETOXIFICATION
** = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
** EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
** I = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
** DM = DMI/ASAP SERVICES
** IH = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
** IV = IV DRUG USERS
** PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
** MM = METHADONE UNIT
** CU = COCAINE USERS
** OT = OTHER UNIT
** TX = TREATMENT UNIT
** PV = PREVENTION UNIT

UNIT FUNCTION:
CZ = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
UNIT FUNCTION:
DM = DMI/ASAP SERVICES

** = OTHER UNIT
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GASSVILLE

OH RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT INC (OMAT)
HIGHWAY 62
GASSVILLE, AR 72635
(501) 435-6200
** AD R O TX **

HARRISON

OZK COUNSELING SERVICES
HARRISON CLINIC
715 WEST SHERMAN STREET
HARRISON, AR 72601
(501) 741-0216
** D O EA DM TX **

HEBER SPRINGS

NORTH AR HUMAN SERVICES SYSTEM INC
HEBER SPRINGS UNIT
1715 WEST MAIN STREET
HEBER SPRINGS, AR 72543
(301) 362-7595
** A O EA TX CI PV **

HEBSTER

NEONTO HOUSE FOR WOMEN
301 WALTER STREET
HEBSTER, AR 71901
(501) 321-9079
** AD R O TX CI **

JACKSON COUNTY COMBS CENTER
330 COMBS STREET
HEBSTER, AR 71907
(501) 623-5591
** D O V TX PV **

QUAPAH HOUSE INC
400 QUAPAH AVENUE
HEBSTER, AR 71907
(501) 624-1360
** AD R O TX CI **

JONESBORO

CROWLEYS RIDGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
SUBLSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 935-8610
** AD IV EA DM PV **

GEORGE W JACKSON CMHC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2920 MCCLELLAN DRIVE
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 972-4007
** AD O TX CI PV **

NORTHEAST ARKANSAS
WOMENS RECOVERY CENTER
419 WEST JEFFERSON STREET
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 932-0228
** AD R O M IV EA DM TX CI PV **

LITTLE ROCK

GYST HOUSE
4201 BARROW ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204
(501) 568-1682
** D R O M CU IV TX PV **

SERENITY HOUSE INC
2500 SOUTHERN BROADWAY
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72205
(501) 371-0960
** AD R O TX PV **

TWENTY FOUR HOUR CENTER INC
MENS REHABILITATION CENTER
2021 MAIN STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72206
(501) 575-7585
** AD R O TX PV **

TWENTY FOUR HOUR CENTER INC
WOMENS REHABILITATION CENTER
3000 AFFLTER LANE
ROUTE 5
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72212
(501) 868-5184
** AD R O M TX CI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALC DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROG 116E
NORTH LITTLE ROCK DIVISION
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72205
(501) 661-1202 EXT. 1031
** A I O W E IV DT EA DM TX DT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
DRUG DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
NORTH LITTLE ROCK DIVISION
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72205
(501) 661-1202 EXT. 1031
** D R O M IV DT EA DM TX CI OT **

MAGNOLIA

SOUTH ARKANSAS REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
COLUMBIA COUNTY DIVISION/MAGNOLIA
119 NORTH PINE
MAGNOLIA, AR 71753
(501) 234-7500
** AD O TX CI **

MC GEHEE

DELTA COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
MC GEHEE SERVICE CENTER
901 SOUTH 3RD STREET
MC GEHEE, AR 71654
(501) 222-3107
** AD O DM TX PV **

MONTICELLO

DELTA COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
OUTPATIENT
790 ROBERTS DRIVE
MONTICELLO, AR 71655
(501) 367-2461
** AD O DM TX CI **

MORRILTON

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES/MORRILTON
8 HOSPITAL DRIVE
MORRILTON, AR 72110
(501) 354-1561
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

MOUNTAIN HOME

OZK COUNSELING SERVICES
MOUNTAIN HOME CLINIC
MOUNTAIN HOME, AR 72653
(501) 425-6901
** D O EA DM TX **

NEWPORT

NORTH AR HUMAN SERVICES SYSTEM INC
NEWPORT UNIT
1507 PECAN STREET
NEWPORT, AR 72112
(501) 523-3643
** A O TX CI PV **

NORTH LITTLE ROCK

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF
CENTRAL ARKANSAS
2700 NORTH WILLOM STREET
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115
(501) 739-1516
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

SERENITY HOUSE NORTH
215 PARKER STREET
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72114
(501) 372-4611
** AD R O IV TX PV **

OSCEOLA

MISSISSIPPI COUNTY RECOVERY CENTER
121 NORTH BROADWAY
OSCEOLA, AR 72370
(501) 563-3388
** AD R O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

PARAGOULD

PARAGOULD RECOVERY CENTER
700 KINGS LANE
PARAGOULD, AR 72450
(501) 239-4384
** AD R O IV EA DM TX CI PV **
ARKANSAS

PERRYVILLE
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES/PERRYVILLE
CORNER OF HIGHWAY 60 AND HIGHWAY 9
PERRYVILLE, AR 72126
(501) 889-5185
** AD EA DM TX CI PV **

TEXARKANA
RED RIVER REG COUNCIL ALC/DRUG ABUSE
DOMO HOUSE
2101 DUDLEY STREET
TEXARKANA, AR 75502
(501) 774-7962
** AD R O Y IV DM TX PV **

PINE BLUFF
CHRISTOPHER HOUSE
416 WEST 5TH AVENUE
PINE BLUFF, AR 71601
(501) 536-2273
** AD R O IV EA TX **

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT PROGRAM (SATP)
PINE BLUFF, AR 71601
(501) 247-1800 EXT. 327
** AD R M Y TX CI PV **

POCAHONTAS
BLACK RIVER AREA DEVELOPMENT CORP
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
1403 HOSPITAL DRIVE
POCAHONTAS, AR 72455
(501) 892-4547
** A O EA TX CI **

PINE BLUFF
CHRISTOPHER HOUSE
416 WEST 5TH AVENUE
PINE BLUFF, AR 71601
(501) 536-2273
** AD R O IV EA TX **

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT PROGRAM (SATP)
PINE BLUFF, AR 71601
(501) 247-1800 EXT. 327
** AD R M Y TX CI PV **

POCAHONTAS
BLACK RIVER AREA DEVELOPMENT CORP
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
1403 HOSPITAL DRIVE
POCAHONTAS, AR 72455
(501) 892-4547
** A O EA TX CI **

RUSSELLVILLE
ARKANSAS RIVER VALLEY AREA COUNCIL
FREEDOM HOUSE
118 SOUTH CLEVELAND STREET
RUSSELLVILLE, AR 72801
(501) 968-7086
** AD R O W E IV DT EA TX **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES/RUSSELLVILLE
110 SKYLINE DRIVE
RUSSELLVILLE, AR 72801
(501) 968-1298
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

SEARCY
WILBUR O MILLS
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
3218 EAST MOORE AVENUE
SEARCY, AR 72143
(501) 268-7777
** AD R O IV DT DM TX CI PV **

SPRINGDALE
215 CLUB INC
DBA DECISION POINT
902 CAUDLE AVENUE
SPRINGDALE, AR 72764
(501) 756-1165
** AD R O IV TX CI PV **
CALIFORNIA

ANAHEIM

ANAHEIM DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1133 NORTH HOMER STREET
ANAHEIM, CA 92801
(714) 490-5250
** D O Y H IH IV EA TX **

HOPE HOUSE
707 NORTH ANAHEIM BOULEVARD
ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 776-7490
** D R O IV TX **

HOTLINE HELP CENTER
1440 SOUTH STATE COLLEGE BOULEVARD
SUITE 6-J
ANAHEIM, CA 92806
(714) 778-1000
** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **

MARTIN LUTHER HOSPITAL DISCOVER RECOVERY
1830 WEST ROMNEYA DRIVE
ANAHEIM, CA 92803
(714) 491-5661
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE ORANGE COUNTY
1750 WEST LA PALMA AVENUE
SUITE A
ANAHEIM, CA 92801
(714) 776-8581
** D OT **

ORANGE COUNTY CENTER FOR HEALTH
503 NORTH ANAHEIM BOULEVARD
ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 956-1900
** AD O TX **

SCHOOL TEN
2384 ORANGETHORPE AVENUE
ANAHEIM, CA 92806
(714) 871-9460
** A O DM TX PV **

VISTA RECOVERY CENTERS
501 NORTH BROOKHURST STREET
SUITE 214
ANAHEIM, CA 90801
(714) 774-5100
** AD O TX **

WESTERN MEDICAL CENTER CAREUNIT
1025 SOUTH ANAHEIM BOULEVARD
ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 553-4763
** AD I O Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

ANTIOCH

ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REHABILITATION SERVS (AIRS)/ANTIOCH
2400 SYCAMORE DRIVE
SUITE 36
ANTIOCH, CA 94509
(415) 427-8630
** A O H H DM TX CI PV OT **

FAMILY SERVICE OF CONTRA COSTA
1104 BUCHANAN STREET
SUITE B5
ANTIOCH, CA 94509
(415) 754-3673
** AD CI PV OT **

REACH PROJECT INC
1915 D STREET
ANTIOCH, CA 94509
(415) 757-0577
** AD Y PV **

APPLE VALLEY

JACKSON/BIBBY AWARENESS GROUP INC
21903 OUTER HIGHWAY 18
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
(619) 247-3996
** A O H DM TX **

APTOS

OPERATION OUTREACH
7141 SEQUEL DRIVE
APTOS, CA 95003
(408) 688-5515
** AD O TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
B = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
D = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:
R = RESIDENTIAL

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = MEN
Y = YOUTH
M = MEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

MADE IN THE USA
Sacramento

Counseling Services

549-4275
** A O W Y H A D H TX PV **

Alcoholics Anonymous

Central Office of Kern County
930 Truxtun Avenue
Room 209
Bakersfield, CA 93301
(805) 322-4025
** A O Y TX PV **

Alta Vista

Chemical Dependency Recovery Hospital
301 East Roberts Lane
Bakersfield, CA 93308
(805) 393-5000
** AD I O IV DT TX CI PV OT **

Alcoholics Anonymous

Central Office of Kern County
930 Truxtun Avenue
Room 209
Bakersfield, CA 93301
(805) 322-4025
** A O Y TX PV **

Alma Deut

Chemical Dependency Recovery Hospital
301 East Roberts Lane
Bakersfield, CA 93308
(805) 393-5000
** AD I O IV DT TX CI PV OT **

Amare Teenage and Family Counseling

For Drug and Alcohol Program
1631 20th Street
Bakersfield, CA 93301
(805) 322-9273
** A O Y TX PV **

Bakersfield Christian Life Center
Victorious Living Group
550 Olive Drive
Bakersfield, CA 93308
(805) 393-0210
** AD I O IV TX PV **

Community Alcohol Counseling Center
1227 L Street
Bakersfield, CA 93301
(805) 324-4736
** A O M Y B C U TX PV **

Community Service Organization (CSO)
Brotherhood

715 Baker Street
Bakersfield, CA 93305
(805) 327-9376
** A D H TX CI PV **

KalidoScope Program
310 Baker Street
Bakersfield, CA 93305
(805) 325-2941
** D O H IV TX CI PV **

Kern County

Alcohol Center Inc
2105 F Street
Bakersfield, CA 93301
(805) 327-3077
** A R L TX **

Kern County Commission on
Substance Abuse Services/Casa de Las Flores
933 Niles Street
Bakersfield, CA 93305
(805) 324-2467
** A R M H TX **

Kern County Commission on
Substance Abuse Services/Project Ollin
933 Niles Street
Bakersfield, CA 93305
(805) 324-2467
** A O M H TX CI PV OT **
CALIFORNIA

KERN COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH SVCS
DRUG ABUSE DIVISION
2151 COLLEGE AVENUE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93305
(805) 861-2251
** D O Y IV TX CI PV **

KERN COUNTY HOME FOR WOMEN CARTER HALL
2029 C STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 325-5857
** A R M TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE KERN COUNTY
4909 STOCKDALE HIGHWAY
SUITE 303
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93309
(805) 366-0507
** D OT **

SPECIAL TREATMENT EDUCATION AND PREVENTION SERVICES INC
3533 MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93306
(805) 871-3333
** A O DM TX CI PV **

TEEN CHALLENGE OF KERN COUNTY
326 SOUTH H STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 832-3283
** A O H DM TX **

TRAFFIC AND ALC AWARENESS SCHOOL OF KERN (TAASK)
2020 ANITA LANE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 832-4920
** D O O IV TX CI PV **

D O O IV TX CI PV **

BALKN PARK
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS INC
BALKN PARK
14418 EAST PACIFIC AVENUE
BALKN PARK, CA 91706
(818) 962-8797
** D O IV DT MH **

MID VALLEY COMM MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
4640 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
SUITE 15
BALKN PARK, CA 91706
(818) 962-2949
** D O IV TX CI **

SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER
15659 EDNA PLACE
ROOM 204
BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706
(818) 960-5977
** A O H DM TX CI PV **

BANKING
KOALA CARE OF CALIFORNIA INC
ACE
60 WEST HAYS STREET
BANNING, CA 92220
(714) 849-5564
** A O H DM TX CI PV OT **

BARTON
CALIFORNIA TRAINING SCHOOL
316 WEST MAIN STREET
BARTON, CA 92311
(213) 256-0542
** A DM PV **

HI DESERT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
405 EAST BUENA VISTA STREET
BARTON, CA 92311
(619) 256-0276
** AD O TX PV **

JACKSON/BIBBY AWARENESS GROUP INC
222 MAIN STREET
SUITE 216
BARTON, CA 92311
(619) 256-6114
** A O H DM TX **

BELF
EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
AZTEC DRIVING SCHOOL
7810 OTIS STREET
BELL, CA 90020
(213) 773-0051
** A DM PV **

BELL GARDENS
BELL GARDENS YOUTH SERVICES CENTER
5840 FLORENCE AVENUE
BELL GARDENS, CA 90201
(213) 928-5277
** D O Y H TX CI PV **

BELLFLOWER
ALONDA CREST HOSPITAL
OUTREACH
9246 EAST ALONDA BOULEVARD
BELLFLOWER, CA 90706
(213) 925-8370
** A I O H DT EA TX CI PV **

BELLFLOWER CITY HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT PROGRAM
9542 EAST ARTESIA BOULEVARD
BELLFLOWER, CA 90706
(213) 920-8826
** AD I O H CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

LITTLE HOUSE
9718 HARVARD STREET
BELLFLOWER, CA 90706
(213) 925-2777
** A R M TX **

BELMONT
BELMONT HILLS PSYCHIATRIC CENTER - DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
1301 RALSTON AVENUE
BELMONT, CA 94002
(415) 593-2143
** AD I IV DT TX CI PV **

BENICIA
YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES OF SOLANO COUNTY
150 EAST K STREET
BENICIA, CA 94510
(707) 746-5408
** AD O M Y TX CI PV **

BERKELEY
BERKELEY ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE SERVS
2975 SACRAMENTO STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94702
(415) 444-0200
** D O M IV TX CI MM **

BERKELEY ASIAN YOUTH CENTER
1950 CARLTON STREET
ROOM 0-6
BERKELEY, CA 94704
(415) 849-4989
** AD Y PV **

LIFECARE SYSTEMS
2486 SHATTUCK AVENUE
SUITE 322
BERKELEY, CA 94704
(415) 540-3666
** A O I H EA TX PV **

NEW BRIDGE FOUNDATION
1820 SCENIC AVENUE
BERKELEY, CA 94709
(415) 548-7270
** D R M IV TX CI OT **

NEW PERSPECTIVES OF MARIN
1475 ROSE STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94702
(415) 527-9003
** D O Y TX PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number 1</th>
<th>Phone Number 2</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PACIFIC CENTER FOR HUMAN GROWTH</td>
<td>2712 TELEGRAPH AVENUE BERKELEY, CA 94701</td>
<td>(415) 548-8823</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLANO CENTER FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HEALTH SERVICE</td>
<td>1496 SOLANO AVENUE BERKELEY, CA 94706</td>
<td>(415) 525-5660</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD Y CU EA CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUICIDE PREVENTION AND CRISIS INTERVENTION SERVICE OF ALAMEDA COUNTY</td>
<td>BERKELEY, CA 94709</td>
<td>(415) 848-1515</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD CI OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE WAY HOME COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER</td>
<td>1713A MARTIN LUTHER KING JUNIOR DRIVE BERKELEY, CA 94708</td>
<td>(415) 548-0089</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD CI OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR BERKELEY OUTPATIENT CLINIC</td>
<td>841 FOLGER AVENUE BERKELEY, CA 94710</td>
<td>(415) 480-3902</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD O IV EA TX CI MM **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST BERKELEY HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>2031 6TH STREET BERKELEY, CA 94710</td>
<td>(415) 646-6939</td>
<td></td>
<td>** D O H Y B H CU TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEVERLY HILLS</td>
<td>A 1 BEVERLY HILLS BUDGET SCHOOL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td>292 SOUTH LA CIENEGA BOULEVARD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROOM 104 BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90211</td>
<td>(213) 659-7660</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A HM PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATRIX CENTER</td>
<td>9333 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SUITE 203</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td>292 SOUTH LA CIENEGA BOULEVARD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROOM 104 BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90211</td>
<td>(213) 275-9995</td>
<td></td>
<td>** D O H CU IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIG BEAR CITY</td>
<td>JUST FOR TODAY 802 MCALISTER ROAD BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314</td>
<td>(714) 585-5950</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A R O H Y EA TX PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BISHOP</td>
<td>INYO COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 162 H GROVE STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BISHOP, CA 93514</td>
<td>(619) 873-5808</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD O H Y DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOYABE INDIAN HEALTH PROJECT</td>
<td>2 SIDOX LANE PIUTE BUILDING BISHOP, CA 93514</td>
<td>(619) 873-0461</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A O AI TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOMINGTON</td>
<td>CEDAR HOUSE 18727 6TH STREET BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316</td>
<td>(714) 824-1920</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A R DT TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIAL SCIENCE SERVICES INC</td>
<td>DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS Real Recovery 11608 CEDAR AVENUE BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316</td>
<td>(714) 824-1600</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A O DM TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLYTHE</td>
<td>DRUG ABUSE CONTROL SERVICES EASTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY OUTPT OF 134 EAST HOBSON WAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUITE 5 BLYTHE, CA 92225</td>
<td>(619) 922-9111</td>
<td></td>
<td>** D O H Y CU EA TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIVERSIDE COUNTY</td>
<td>ALCOHOL CONTROL PROGRAM/BLYTHE 134 EAST HOBSON WAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLYTHE, CA 92225</td>
<td>(619) 922-9111</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A O H 1H EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREA</td>
<td>BREA HOSPITAL NEURO PSYCHIATRIC CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 875 NORTH BREA BOULEVARD BREA, CA 92621</td>
<td>(714) 529-4963 EX. 32</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD I Y IV EA TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUENA PARK</td>
<td>BUENA PARK COMMUNITY HOSPITAL ASAP FAMILY TREATMENT PROGRAM 6850 WEST LINCOLN BOULEVARD BUENA PARK, CA 90620</td>
<td>(714) 827-4330</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD I O Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURBANK</td>
<td>BUENA PARK POLICE DEPARTMENT CRISIS INTERVENTION UNIT AND EAP 6650 BEACH BOULEVARD BUENA PARK, CA 90620</td>
<td>(714) 521-9900</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD O EA TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURBANK</td>
<td>AVALON HOUSE 126 EAST OLIVE AVENUE BURBANK, CA 91502</td>
<td>(818) 865-2702</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A R TX PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURBANK COMMUNITY HOSPITAL SCHICK SHADEL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT</td>
<td>466 EAST OLIVE AVENUE BURBANK, CA 91501</td>
<td>(805) 687-2411</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD I IV DT EA TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PADRE INC</td>
<td>2410 WEST OLIVE AVENUE BURBANK, CA 91506</td>
<td>(818) 843-7375</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A O DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER INC</td>
<td>134 SOUTH FERNANDO BOULEVARD BURBANK, CA 91502</td>
<td>(818) 848-8667</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A O H DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALLEY LODGE RECOVERY HOME</td>
<td>446 NORTH VARNEY STREET BURBANK, CA 91502</td>
<td>(818) 843-9270</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A R TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICTORY HOUSE</td>
<td>207 NORTH VICTORY BOULEVARD BURBANK, CA 91502</td>
<td>(818) 845-2702</td>
<td></td>
<td>** A R H TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURLINGAME</td>
<td>MILLS PENINSULA HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER/INPT PROG 1785 EL CAMINO REAL BURLINGAME, CA 94010</td>
<td>(415) 696-5564</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD I Y E IV DT EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLS/PENINSULA HOSPITAL/ :S CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER/OUTPT PROG</td>
<td>10468 EL CAMINO REAL BURLINGAME, CA 94010</td>
<td>(415) 872-5680</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMENS RECOVERY ASSOC OF SAN MATEO COUNTY INC</td>
<td>405 PRIMROSE STREET BURLINGAME, CA 94010</td>
<td>(415) 840-6603</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD O H EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1650 WINCHESTER BOULEVARD
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 866-9000
** AD I O DT EA TX CI PV **

CAMPBELL

INDIAN GROWTH CENTER
FREE ...
CERRITOS

COLLEGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10802 COLLEGE PLACE
CERRITOS, CA 90701
(213) 924-9501
** AD M Y III CU DT EA TX PV **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG PROGRAMS INC
3205 SOUTH STREET
CERRITOS, CA 90701
(213) 402-2466
** A DH PV **

CHICO

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CHICO, CA 95927
(916) 342-5756
** A PV OT **

BUTTE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
578 RIO LINDO AVENUE
SUITE 1
CHICO, CA 95926
(916) 891-2724
** AD O M Y AI IV TX CI PV **

PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM
252 EAST 4TH STREET
CHICO, CA 95928
(916) 891-6148
** A O H EA DM TX CI PV **

CHINA LAKE

NAVAL BASE/CHINA LAKE
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER(CAAC)
HARPOON STREET
BARRACK 1805 ROOM 1
CHINA LAKE, CA 93555
(619) 936-3609
** AD O M DM TX CI PV **

CHINO

CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC SCHOOLS
12560 CENTRAL AVENUE
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 628-4540
** A DM PV **

CHINO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
TURNING POINT
5451 WALNUT AVENUE
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 627-6111
** AD I O IV TX **

CHINO COMMUNITY SERVICES
13271 CENTRAL AVENUE
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 591-9822
** A O TX PV **

JERICHO OUTREACH INC
MEN'S HOME
5151 F STREET
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 591-9077
** D R IV TX PV OT **

JERICHO OUTREACH INC
PHASE II AND ADMINISTRATION
13569 5TH STREET
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 591-1465
** D R IV TX OT **

JERICHO OUTREACH INC
WOMENS HOME
12591 BENSER AVENUE
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 628-9132
** D R M TX **

CHULA VISTA

MAAC PROJECT
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
45 3RD AVENUE
SUITE 101
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 625-9171
** A O M B H DM TX PV **

SOUTH BAY ALCOHOL RECOVERY SERVICES
314 PARK WAY
SUITE B
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 625-9450
** A O M Y H TX PV OT **

SOUTH BAY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
DRUG FREE PROGRAM
314 PARK WAY
SUITE A
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 619-8164
** D O M M IV TX PV OT **

SOUTH BAY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
NALITREXONE PROGRAM
314 PARK WAY
SUITE A
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 619-8164
** D O M M IV TX OT **

SOUTH BAY PIONEERS
270 C STREET
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 422-9911
** A R TX OT **

SOUTHWOOD PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
950 3RD AVENUE
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 426-6310
** AD I Y TX PV **

SOUTHWOOD RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
SOUTH BAY SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
3 NORTH 2ND AVENUE
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 426-1120
** AD R Y TX **

VISTA HILL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
750 MEDICAL CENTER COURT
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 421-6900
** AD I O Y IV TX CI PV **

CITRUS HEIGHTS

THE WOODHURST FOUNDATION INC
6512 WOODHURST COURT
CITRUS HEIGHTS, CA 95621
(916) 969-6150
** AD O M Y CU IV TX CI PV OT **

CLAYTON

DIABLO VALLEY RANCH
MALE RECOVERY COMMUNITY
11540 MARSH CREEK ROAD
CLAYTON, CA 94517
(415) 672-5700
** A R EA TX PV **

CLEARLAKE

ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG SERVICES
SOUTHSHORE
14442 B LAKE SHORE DRIVE
CLEARLAKE, CA 95422
(707) 994-7617
** AD PV **

PATHWAYS ANNEX
14973 LAKE SHORE DRIVE
CLEARLAKE, CA 95422
(707) 995-0172
** AD PV OT **

RECOVERY ENTERPRISES INC
RECOVERY CENTER
OLD HIGHWAY 53 AND DAVIS STREET
CLEARLAKE, CA 95422
(707) 794-7712
** A R O Y E DT TX **

CLOVIS

A RECOVERY CENTER FOR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY (ARC)
68 NORTH DEWITT STREET
CLOVIS, CA 93612
(209) 299-8200
** AD I O IV DT TX CI **
**CALIFORNIA**

**COLOMA**

**PROGRESS HOUSE**
838 BEACH COURT ROAD
COLOMA, CA 95613
(916) 626-7252
** A R IV TX PV **

**COLTON**

**ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS**
CENTRAL OFFICE
1263 NORTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
COLTON, CA 92324
(714) 825-4700
** A OT **

**SAN BERNARDINO RESOURCE CENTER**
HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT GROUP
1003 COOLEY DRIVE
SUITE 211
COLTON, CA 92324
(714) 825-3801
** AD PV OT **

**THE FAMILY CENTER**
935 SOUTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
COLTON, CA 92324
(714) 824-9681
** AD P Y EA DH TX PV **

**TRI MED INFORMATION CENTER**
952 SOUTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
COLTON, CA 92324
(714) 825-7000
** AD PV OT **

**COLUSA**

**COLUSA COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER**
642 5TH STREET
COLUSA, CA 95932
(916) 458-5086
** AD O M Y E H AI PI CU IV EA DN **
** TX CI PV **

**COMPTON**

**COMPTON SPECIAL SERVICES CENTER**
404 NORTH ALAMEDA STREET
COMPTON, CA 90221
(213) 605-5693
** D O B TX **

**FRED KENNEDY ASSOCIATES INC**
DUI PROGRAM/COMPTON
1111 EAST ARTESIA BOULEVARD
COMPTON, CA 90220
(213) 775-6991
** AD DH PV OT **

**MAIN ARTERY ALC RECOVERY HOME AND ASSISTANCE PROGRAM**
1350 SOUTH LONG BEACH BOULEVARD
COMPTON, CA 90221
(213) 979-3774
** A R AI TX **

**CONCORD**

**ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REHABILITATION SERVS (AIRS)/CONCORD**
2366 A STANHILL CIRCLE
CONCORD, CA 94520
(415) 646-5510
** A O TX CI PV **

**FREDERIC OZANAM CENTER**
2951 PROSPECT STREET
CONCORD, CA 94520
(415) 676-4640
** A R M TX OT **

**GREGORY CENTER**
2040 SMITH LANE
CONCORD, CA 94518
(415) 798-0908
** A R CU TX PV OT **

**MOUNT DIABLO HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER PARKSIDE RECOVERY PROGRAM**
2540 EAST STREET
CONCORD, CA 94520
(415) 676-2200
** AD I IV DT TX CI PV **

**NEW CONNECTIONS**
THE KELLER HOUSE
1760 CLAYTON ROAD
CONCORD, CA 94520
(415) 676-1601
** AD O Y TX PV **

**POST CONVICTION DRINKING DRIVERS PROGRAM (PCDDP)**
2415 BISSO LANE
SUITE 235
CONCORD, CA 94520
(415) 646-5285
** A O DH TX PV **

**SHEENEN CENTER**
2090 COMMERCIAL AVENUE
CONCORD, CA 94520
(415) 676-2580
** A R DT TX PV OT **

**SUNRISE HOUSE**
135 MASON CIRCLE
UNIT L
CONCORD, CA 94520
(415) 825-7049
** A R O EA DN TX CI PV **

**CORONA**

**CHARTER GROVE**
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
2055 KELLOGG AVENUE
CORONA, CA 91720
(714) 755-2910
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

**INLAND EMPIRE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES**
CORONA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1820 FULLERTON STREET
SUITE 210
CORONA, CA 91719
(714) 756-0203
** A CI OT **

**KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC**
223 EAST 3RD STREET
CORONA, CA 91720
(714) 686-6096
** A DH PV OT **

**RIVERSIDE COUNTY**
ALCOHOL CONTROL PROGRAM/CORONA
212 EAST GRAND BOULEVARD
SUITE A
CORONA, CA 91719
(714) 737-2962
** A O Y H IN EA DH TX PV OT **

**CORONADO**

**CORONADO HOSPITAL**
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG RECOVERY UNIT
250 PROSPECT PLACE
CORONADO, CA 92118
(619) 238-5756
** AD I D IV EA TX CI PV **

**COSTA MESA**

**A FAMILY CARE CENTER**
BREAKTHROUGH ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
125 EAST BAKER STREET
SUITE 200 NORTH
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 432-8886
** AD O Y TX PV **

**BREAKAWAY HEALTH CORPORATION**
125 EAST BAKER STREET
SUITE 200-N
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 957-8229
** AD O Y EA TX CI PV **

**COPE CENTER**
2790 HARBOR BOULEVARD
SUITE 301
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 545-7732
** AD O TX **

**FIRST STEP HOUSE OF ORANGE COUNTY**
2015 CHARLE STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 631-9002
** A R DT TX PV **

**NEM DIRECTIONS FOR WOMEN**
2601 MILLO LANE
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 545-5546
** A R M TX CI PV **

**19**
CALIFORNIA

NEWPORT MESA DRUG ABUSE SERVICE
3115 REDHILL AVENUE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 854-8331
** D O M Y IH IV TX **

NEWPORT MESA HALFWAY HOUSE
1865 ANAHEIM STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 631-9977
** A R TX CI **

ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
SOUTH REGION
3115 REDHILL AVENUE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 854-8325
** A O V E H TX CI PV **

POSITIVE ACTION TOWARD HEALTH (PATH)
EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM
2803 ROYAL PALM DRIVE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 545-9892
** D O Y TX PV **

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING INC
415 PLUMER STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 662-0182
** A R TX OT **

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING INC
209 EAST 18TH STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 662-0180
** A R TX OT **

STARTING POINT OF ORANGE COUNTY
350 HEST BAY STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 662-3505
** A I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

COVINA

CHARTER OAK HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
1361 EAST COVINA BOULEVARD
COVINA, CA 91724
(818) 966-1632 EXT. 600
** AD I O Y IV EA TX PV **

COALESCENCE
CASA DE AYUDA
242 WEST ARROW HIGHWAY
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 966-7664
** D R W B H CU IV TX CI **

CROSSROADS OF COVINA
444 WEST BAILLIO STREET
COVINA, CA 91723
(818) 332-5066
** A R TX OT **

EASTLAND COUNSELING CENTER
501 WEST SAN BERNARDINO ROAD
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 967-9607
** AD O EA TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF
EAST SAN GABRIEL AND POMONA VALLEYS
955 NORTH GRAND AVENUE
COVINA, CA 91724
(818) 331-5516
** A O Y DM TX **

STEEPING STONES RECOVERY HOME
17727 EAST CYPRESS STREET
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 967-2677
** A R H TX OT **

THE OPEN DOOR CLINIC/COVINA
1171 WEST SAN BERNARDINO ROAD
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 967-5180
** A DM PV **

CRESCENT CITY

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-3411
** A PV OT **

CRESCENT CITY RECOVERY HOME
304 ELM VALLEY ROAD
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-8013
** A R TX PV **

DEL NORTE COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH DRUG PROGRAM
200 WILLIAMS DRIVE
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-7224
** D W Y PV **

HUMBOLDT ALCOHOL SERVICES PROG (HASP)
DEL NORTE COUNTY
200 MARINE WAY
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-5194
** A O EA DM TX PV **

UNITED INDIAN LODGE
650 J STREET
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-2919
** A O AI TX CI **

CUCAMONGA

EL SOL DUX AND TRAFFIC SCHOOL
9791 ARROW HIGHWAY
SUITE E
CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(714) 989-1588
** A DM PV **

EASTLAND COUNSELING CENTER
501 WEST SAN BERNARDINO ROAD
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 967-9607
** AD O EA TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF
EAST SAN GABRIEL AND POMONA VALLEYS
955 NORTH GRAND AVENUE
COVINA, CA 91724
(818) 331-5516
** A O Y DM TX **

STEEPING STONES RECOVERY HOME
17727 EAST CYPRESS STREET
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 967-2677
** A R H TX OT **

THE OPEN DOOR CLINIC/COVINA
1171 WEST SAN BERNARDINO ROAD
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 967-5180
** A DM PV **

CRESCENT CITY

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-3411
** A PV OT **

CRESCENT CITY RECOVERY HOME
304 ELM VALLEY ROAD
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-8013
** A R TX PV **

DEL NORTE COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH DRUG PROGRAM
200 WILLIAMS DRIVE
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-7224
** D W Y PV **

HUMBOLDT ALCOHOL SERVICES PROG (HASP)
DEL NORTE COUNTY
200 MARINE WAY
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-5194
** A O EA DM TX PV **

UNITED INDIAN LODGE
650 J STREET
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-2919
** A O AI TX CI **

CUCAMONGA

EL SOL DUX AND TRAFFIC SCHOOL
9791 ARROW HIGHWAY
SUITE E
CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(714) 989-1588
** A DM PV **

CULVER CITY

CAREUNIT OUTPATIENT SERVICES OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
5901 GREEN VALLEY CIRCLE
SUITE 430
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
(213) 642-4669
** A O B TX CI **

CENTURY SERVICES
5427 SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD
SUITE 1
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
(213) 390-3483
** AD DM PV **

CYPRESS

STRAIGHT TALK CLINIC
5712 CAMP STREET
CYPRESS, CA 90630
(714) 828-2000
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

DANA POINT

CAPISTRANO BY THE SEA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
3391 DEL OBISPO ROAD
DANA POINT, CA 92629
(714) 496-5702
** AD I O Y IV DT TX CI PV **

CASA DEL CERRO
34191 DEL OBISPO
DANA POINT, CA 92629
(714) 661-1200
** A R DT TX CI PV **

STRAIGHT AHEAD INC
34185 COAST HIGHWAY
DANA POINT, CA 92629
(714) 831-0360
** D R H TX PV **

DAWVILLE

SAN RAMON VALLEY
DISCOVERY CENTER
350 ROSE STREET
DAWVILLE, CA 95426
(415) 837-0505
** D O Y TX PV **

DAVIS

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
DAVIS, CA 95617
(916) 756-2029
** A OT **

DAVIS COMMUNITY CLINIC
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
620 G STREET
SUITE 1
DAVIS, CA 95616
(916) 750-2060
** D O Y CU IV TX **
CALIFORNIA

EL MONTE

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES COUNTY
EL MONTE UNIT
11041 VALLEY BOULEVARD
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(617) 442-4177
** A O M H DH TX PV **

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
EL MONTE
3225 TYLER AVENUE
SUITE 205
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(617) 350-8977
** A O H DH TX PV **

EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
AZTEC DRIVING SCHOOL
10816 RAMONA BOULEVARD
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(617) 443-4036
** A M H DH PV OT **

MID VALLEY CENTER
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROJECT
11750 RAMONA BOULEVARD
EL MONTE, CA 91750
(617) 448-1097
** A R H PI DT TX CI PV OT **

TWIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER
3574 LEXINGTON AVENUE
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(617) 443-4008
** A O H DH TX **

TWIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER CRC
11025 LOWER AZUSA ROAD
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(617) 350-0104
** A O H TX PV **

EL SERENO

CRI HELP
SOCORRO RDF
5110 HUNTINGTON DRIVE
EL SERENO, CA 90032
(213) 222-1440
** D R H IV TX **

EMERYVILLE

COKEENDERS ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1200 POWELL STREET
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
(415) 682-1772
** D D IV EA TX PV **

ESCONDIDO

CARE SERVICES OASIS
420 NORTH ROSE STREET
ESCONDIDO, CA 92027
(619) 745-9405
** D D Y TX PV **

CALIFORNIA INTERCARE PROGRAM
1618 QUAILRIDGE ROAD
ESCONDIDO, CA 92027
(619) 749-7542
** D R IV TX CI **

FELLOWSHIP CENTER
CARE SERVICES
736 EAST 2ND AVENUE
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
(619) 745-9405
** A R Y E EA TX PV OT **

NORTH COUNTY SERENITY HOUSE INC
123 SOUTH ELIN STREET
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
(619) 761-5098
** A R M TX PV OT **

NORTH INLAND NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CENTER
235 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
(619) 761-7708
** A O M Y E H TX PV OT **

EUREKA

CROSSROADS
1205 MYRTLE AVENUE
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-0869
** D R IV TX CI OT **

HUMBOLDT ALCOHOL SERVICES PROGRAMS (HASP)
920 4TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 442-4277
** A O Y EA DH TX PV **

HUMBOLDT COUNTY OFFICE OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS
720 WOOD STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-6250
** A D Y IV TX PV **

HUMBOLDT RECOVERY CENTER MENS PROGRAM
1305 11TH STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-6237
** A R TX CI PV OT **

HUMBOLDT RECOVERY CENTER OUTPATIENT FACILITY
1024 N STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-4237
** A O M TX CI PV **

HUMBOLDT RECOVERY CENTER WOMENS SATELLITE PROGRAM
1102 M STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-0469
** A R H TX PV **

KINGS VIEW HUMBOLDT ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
754 RUSS STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 444-2510
** D O W Y TX CI PV **

UNITED INDIAN LODGE
1116 9TH STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-5071
** A R O AI TX CI PV **

FAIR OAKS

FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL DUAL DIAGNOSIS
11228 FAIR OAKS BOULEVARD
FAIR OAKS, CA 95628
(916) 967-8277
** A I EA TX CI **

FAIRFIELD

A K BEAN FOUNDATION
623 GREAT JONES STREET
FAIRFIELD, CA 94533
(707) 429-6688
** A O DH TX CI PV **

POSITIVE ACTION PROJECT
1754 IDAHO STREET
FAIRFIELD, CA 94533
(707) 425-0501
** A R TX PV OT **

SOLANO COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
934 MISSOURI STREET
FAIRFIELD, CA 94530
(707) 429-6682
** D O M Y E B H AI INH CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SOLANO COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL/VOSE HOUSE
710 BECK STREET
FAIRFIELD, CA 94533
(707) 422-5544
** A R O TX CI PV **
FRESNO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
OLIVE STREET BRIDGE AND AVANTI CENTER
630 WEST OLIVE STREET
FRESNO, CA 93726
(209) 485-3890
** AD O Y B H IV TX CI PV **

FRESNO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
RENAISSANCE ADOLESCENT CENTER
FRESNO AND R STREETS
FRESNO, CA 93715
(209) 442-6550
** AD I O Y DT TX CI PV **

FRESNO COUNTY HISPANIC COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1715 E STREET
SUITE 106
FRESNO, CA 93721
(209) 268-6475
** A O M H DN TX CI PV **

HALFMAY HOUSES OF FRESNO
1040 NORTH PLEASANT AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93720
(209) 442-9823
** A R TX CI **

KING OF KINGS
2267 SOUTH GENEVA AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93706
(209) 266-6449
** A R O B TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS OF FRESNO
FRESNO, CA 93702
(209) 255-5881
** D CU OT **

NUESTRA CASA
1414 WEST KERNEY BOULEVARD
FRESNO, CA 93706
(209) 485-0501
** A R H TX CI PV **

Sierra Tribal Consortium
Turtle Lodge
3621 North Parkway Drive
Fresno, CA 93722
(209) 275-5704
** A R O A I TX CI PV **

The Third Floor
120 North Howard Avenue
Fresno, CA 93701
(209) 237-6177
** D R O IV EA TX **

TURNING POINT OF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
UNITED STATES PROBATION AFTERCARE
930 NORTH VAN NESS AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93728
(209) 233-3071
** AD O IV TX CI PV OT **

Veterans Administration Medical CTR
Alcohol Dependence Treatment Program
2615 East Clinton Avenue
Room 1160
FRESNO, CA 93703
(209) 220-5390
** A I O CU DT EA TX CI PV **

Whitesbridge Sobering Up Unit
Cap Recovery Home
2645 West Whitesbridge Road
Fresno, CA 93706
(209) 264-5096
** A R M DT TX CI PV **

FULLERTON
La Casita for Women
909 South Washington Street
Fullerton, CA 92632
(714) 679-5084
** A R M TX OT **

Orange County Health Service Agency
North Region Alcoholism Program
211 West Commonwealth Avenue
Fullerton, CA 92632
(714) 441-0740
** A O EA TX PV **

Western Pacific Fullerton Med Clinic
210 East Commonwealth Avenue
Fullerton, CA 92632
(714) 992-4770
** D O IV DT CI MM OT **

Galt
Alta Village
12490 Alta Mesa Road
Galt, CA 95632
(209) 740-2670
** A R TX OT **

Garden Grove
Alcohol Services for Homosexuals
(ASH INC)
11918 Garden Grove Boulevard
Garden Grove, CA 92643
(714) 534-5020
** A OT **

Cooper Ladies House
11351 Track Street
Garden Grove, CA 92643
(714) 638-5562
** A R M TX PV OT **

Garden Grove Stephouse
13472 Gilbert Street
Garden Grove, CA 92644
(714) 554-9393
** A R DT TX OT **

Hispanic Alcoholism Services Center of Orange County
9042 West 13th Street
Garden Grove, CA 92644
(714) 531-4624
** A R O M DT TX PV **

Larson House
10111 Larson Street
Garden Grove, CA 92643
(714) 537-9046
** A R TX PV OT **

Larson House
Bozen Street Unit
15281 Bozen Street
Garden Grove, CA 92643
(714) 537-9046
** A R TX PV OT **

Larson House
Trask Avenue Unit
10172 Trask Avenue
Garden Grove, CA 92643
(714) 537-9046
** A R TX PV OT **

Turning Point
Family Services Program
12912 Brookhurst Street
Suite 150
Garden Grove, CA 92640
(714) 636-3823
** AD O IV EA DN TX CI PV **

Gardena
City of Gardena
Human Services Department
1700 West Gardena Boulevard
Gardena, CA 90247
(310) 220-0225
** AD Y CI PV **
SOUTH BAY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
15519 CRENSHAN BOULEVARD
GARDENA, CA 90249
(213) 679-9031
** D O CU IV TX CI PV **

GILROY

SOUTH COUNTY ALTERNATIVE
LOS MANSOS
7751 MONTEREY STREET
GILROY, CA 95020
(408) 842-3116
** D O Y H TX CI PV **

SOUTH VALLEY COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICE
205 B LEAVESLEY ROAD
GILROY, CA 95020
(408) 842-7128
** A O M Y H EA DM TX PV OT **

GLENDALE

GLENDALE ADVENTIST RESIDENTIAL CENTER
335 MISSION ROAD
GLENDALE, CA 91205
(818) 242-9116
** A I O DT TX CI **

LA HACIENDA HOSPITAL
INPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1401 WEST GLENOAKS BOULEVARD
GLENDALE, CA 91201
(818) 956-5570
** A I O DT EA TX CI PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF GLENDALE
ALPHA CAREUNIT
1420 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
GLENDALE, CA 91204
(818) 502-1900 EXT. 2361
** A I O DT EA TX CI CI PV **

NEAR HORIZONS/GLENDALE
SPECIALIZED TREATMENT FOR SUBST ABUSE
431 NORTH BRAND BOULEVARD
SUITE 301
GLENDALE, CA 91203
(818) 244-0001
** A I O IV TX CI PV **

PACIFIC AVENUE SUBSTANCE ABUSE
4628 SAN FERNANDO ROAD
GLENDALE, CA 91204
(818) 240-8863
** D O IV DT CI MM OT **

POSITIVE DIRECTIONS
225-D NORTH MARYLAND AVENUE
GLENDALE, CA 91206
(818) 247-8180
** A O TX PV OT **

GLENDORA

RIGHT ON PROGRAMS
102 EAST BROADWAY
GLENDORA, CA 91205
(626) 240-1003
** A O H PI DM TX PV **

VERDUGO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
417 ARDEN AVENUE
GLENDALE, CA 91203
(818) 244-7257
** D O IV TX **

GLENDORA ARROW HIGHWAY ENTERPRISES
631 EAST ARROW HIGHWAY
GLENDORA, CA 91740
(818) 965-5077
** A O DM TX PV **

GLENDORA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
150 WEST ALOSTA AVENUE
GLENDORA, CA 91740
(818) 333-0231
** A I O CU EA TX CI **

GLENN ELLEN

MOUNTAIN VISTA FARM
3020 WARM SPRINGS ROAD
GLENN ELLEN, CA 91342
(707) 996-6716
** A R TX OT **

GRASS VALLEY

NEVADA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
139 1/2 MILL STREET
GRASS VALLEY, CA 95445
(916) 273-9541
** A M Y PV OT **

GROVER CITY

CASA SOLANA
363 SOUTH 13TH STREET
GROVER CITY, CA 95433
(805) 681-6555
** A R M TX OT **

HANFORD

ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION AND COUNSELING CENTER
1100 WEST LACEY BOULEVARD
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 582-9307
** AD O M Y IV DM TX CI PV **

MフS PLACE HANFORD
407 EAST 7TH STREET
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 583-0380
** AD R H DT TX OT **

KINGS RECOVERY HOME
1212 NORTH DOUTH STREET
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 582-4386 EXT. 43
** A R DT TX **

HARBOR CITY

KAISER PERMANENTE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
25975 SOUTH NORMANDIE AVENUE
HARBOR CITY, CA 90710
(213) 525-8674
** AD I O M Y E IV DT TX PV **

WESTERN HEALTH AND RESEARCH SERVICES
1647 WEST ANAHEIM STREET
HARBOR CITY, CA 90710
(213) 534-5590
** D O IV DT MM **

HAWTHORNE

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
PACIFICA HOUSE
2501 WEST EL SEGUNDO BOULEVARD
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(213) 538-5560
** D R IV EA TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
THE MAYBACK INN
12917 CERISE AVENUE
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(213) 675-4431
** A R PI DT TX CI OT **

BRIDGE FOR THE NEEDY
12249 SOUTH EUCALYPTUS AVENUE
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(213) 644-2155
** A I EA TX CI **

RICKMAN RECOVERY CENTER
4238 WEST 130TH STREET
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(213) 978-4908
** A I H DT EA TX PV **

ROBERT F KENNEDY MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4500 WEST 116TH STREET
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(213) 975-1711
** AD I O DT TX CI **

MAYNARD

BZ BETT CORPORATION
DRINKING AND DRIVING PROGRAM
393 A STREET
MAYNARD, CA 94541
(415) 681-1250
** A Y DM PV **
CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
1544 B STREET
HAYWARD, CA 94541
(415) 886-1331
** AD CI PV OT **

CRONIN HOUSE
2595 DEPOT ROAD
HAYWARD, CA 94545
(415) 785-7484
** A R M TX **

HAYWARD COMMUNITY RECOVERY CENTER
806 A STREET
HAYWARD, CA 94541
(415) 886-8696
** A R O M PI DT TX OT **

HAYWARD HOSPITAL
STEP ONE
22455 MAPLE COURT
HAYWARD, CA 94545
(415) 886-9500 EXT. 2900
** AD I O M Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
27400 HESPERIAN BOULEVARD
HAYWARD, CA 94545
(415) 784-4076
** AD I O Y IV DT TX CI **

PROJECT EDEN INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
650 WEST TENNYSON ROAD
HAYWARD, CA 94544
(415) 887-0566
** D O Y TX PV OT **

HELENADE
VICTORY OUTREACH
MEN'S RANCH
LORDS ROAD AND INDIAN TRAILS
HELENADE, CA 92342
(619) 245-0042
** AD R TX **

HEDMIT
DOUBLE CHECK RETREAT
SPIRITUAL RETREAT FOR ALCOHOL REHAB
47552 EAST FLORIDA AVENUE
HEMST, CA 92344
(714) 927-2567
** A R TX OT **

HEMST VALLEY DISTRICT HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
301 NORTH SAN JACINTO AVENUE
SUITE 2C
HEMST, CA 92343
(714) 925-6248
** AD I O E IV DT EA TX PV **

HOLLISTER
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
HOLLISTER, CA 95024
(408) 637-9720
** A OT **

SAN BENITO COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM SERVICES
481 4TH STREET
HOLLISTER, CA 95023
(408) 637-5794
** AD O M Y IV DM TX PV **

HOOPA
SURVIVAL BY HERITAGE
LOOP ROAD
HOOPA, CA 95546
(916) 625-4421
** A O M Y AI DM TX CI PV **

HUNTINGTON BEACH
CENTER FOR CREATIVE ALTERNATIVES
16541 GOTHARD STREET
SUITE 205
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647
(714) 861-8770
** AD O Y CU EA TX PV **

CHAPMAN ADOLESCENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
19913 BEACH BOULEVARD
SUITE 113
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648
(714) 863-0255
** AD O Y IV TX PV **

PACIFICA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
TEENS LIVING CLEAN
18792 DEL LAMAR STREET
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648
(714) 842-6799
** A I Y DT TX PV **

WEST COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
17612 BEACH BOULEVARD
SUITE 16
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647
(714) 847-3556
** AD G TX **

HUNTINGTON PARK
SOUTH GATE AND DRIVER SAFETY SCHOOL
ESCULELA LATINA DE ALC DE HUNTINGTON PK
2650 ZOE AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
HUNTINGTON PARK, CA 90255
(213) 585-0764
** A DM PV **

INDIO
ABC CLUB INC
44-374 PALM LANE
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 342-6616
** A R DT TX CI PV **

COACHELLA VALLEY RESCUE MISSION
47-518 VAN BUREN STREET
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 347-3512
** A PV **

DRUG ABUSE CONTROL SERVICES/INDIO
85-912 AVENUE 45
SUITE 9
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 342-0471
** A O Y H EA TX CI PV **

THE AWARENESS PROGRAM
DRINKING DRIVER
45-561 OASIS STREET
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 342-1255
** A O M Y H DM TX CI PV **

INGLEMOUTH
CENTINELA HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
LIFE STARTS
555 EAST HARDY STREET
INGLEMOUTH, CA 90307
(213) 673-4660 EXT. 8535
** A I O Y CU DT EA TX CI PV **

INGLEMOUTH MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
4450 WEST CENTURY BOULEVARD
INGLEMOUTH, CA 90304
(213) 671-0555
** D O IV DT MM **

INGLEMOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE
TRAFFIC VIOLATORS AGENCY
400 SOUTH LA BREA AVENUE
SUITE 200
INGLEMOUTH, CA 90301
(213) 673-5882
** AD H DW PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
ALCOHOL/DRUG COUNSELING CENTER
110 NORTH LA BREA AVENUE
INGLEMOUTH, CA 90301
(213) 419-3350
** AD O IV TX CI PV **
LOS ANGELES MEDICAL SERVICES INC
3220 WEST 85TH STREET
INGLEWOOD, CA 90305
(213) 751-0392
** D O IV DT CI PV HH **

TANGLEWOOD PREVENTION AND RECOVERY CTR
279 WEST BEACH AVENUE
INGLEWOOD, CA 90302
(213) 673-5780
** A O TX PV **

ZONE
PRESTON SCHOOL OF INDUSTRY
ARBOR AND MANZANITA DRUG PROGRAMS
201 WATERMAN ROAD
IONE, CA 95640
(209) 274-4771
** D R Y TX PV **

ISLA VISTA
ISLA VISTA OPEN DOOR MEDICAL CLINIC
970 EMBARCADERO DEL MAR
SUITE B
ISLA VISTA, CA 93117
(805) 968-3961
** D O IV DT TX **

ISLA VISTA EYE PROGRAM
892 CAMINO DEL SUR
ISLA VISTA, CA 93117
(805) 968-6949
** D O Y TX CI PV **

JACKSON
AMADOR COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
427 BROADWAY
JACKSON, CA 95642
(209) 223-3002
** A O Y DH TX PV **

AMADOR COUNTY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
114 MAIN STREET
SUITE 310
JACKSON, CA 95642
(209) 223-3230 EXT. 550
** AD M Y CI PV OT **

AMADOR COUNTY CRISIS HOTLINE
OPERATION CARE
1001 BROADWAY
SUITE 205
JACKSON, CA 95642
(209) 223-2600
** AD PV **

JOSHUA TREE
JACKSON/BIBBY AWARENESS GROUP INC
6448 HALEE ROAD
SUITE 9
JOSHUA TREE, CA 92252
(619) 366-9438
** A O H DN TX **

MORONGO BASIN MH SERVICES ASSOCIATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6601 WHITE FEATHER ROAD
SUITE D-1
JOSHUA TREE, CA 92252
(619) 366-5731
** D O Y IV TX CI PV **

PANORAMA RANCH
MORONGO BASIN MENTAL HEALTH
6567 SULLIVAN ROAD
JOSHUA TREE, CA 92252
(619) 366-9100
** A R O W Y E B H AI PI DT TX **

KING CITY
RURAL HEALTH PROJECT
520 BASSETT STREET
KING CITY, CA 93530
(408) 385-1235
** AD O H H IV EA TX **

KINGS BEACH
SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC/KING'S BEACH
RECOVERY PROG FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN
8677 GOLDEN AVENUE
KINGS BEACH, CA 95719
(916) 546-5791
** A R H TX OT **

LA JOLLA
SCRIPPS CLINIC
ALCOHOL/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
10666 NORTH TORREY PINES ROAD
TMJ 3
LA JOLLA, CA 92037
(619) 457-8586
** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **

SCRIPPS MEMORIAL MCDONALD CENTER
ADOLESCENT AND ADULT UNITS
9904 GENESSEE AVENUE
LA JOLLA, CA 92037
(619) 458-6300
** AD I O E IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA/SAN DIEGO FIRST CONVICT PROGRAM
EXTENSION X-001
LA JOLLA, CA 92035
(619) 534-4442
** A DN PV **

LA MESA
ALVARADO PARKWAY INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
7050 PARKWAY DRIVE
LA MESA, CA 92042
(619) 466-6411
** AD I O N H IV DT EA TX CI PV **

EAST COUNTY NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CTR
8841 LA MESA BOULEVARD
LA MESA, CA 92041
(619) 589-6111
** A O W Y TX PV OT **

LA PUENTE
HACIENDA HEIGHTS PSYCHOLOGICAL CTR
15910 EAST HALLIBURTON ROAD
LA PUENTE, CA 91745
(619) 336-1292
** A O TX **

HACIENDA/LA PUENTE ADULT EDUCATION
COURT DIV/UNDERSTANDING ALCOHOLISM
15359 EAST PROCTOR AVENUE
LA PUENTE, CA 91744
(818) 968-6638 EXT. 4613
** A H DH PV **

LA VERNE
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
WHITE HOUSE
2992 WHITE AVENUE
LA VERNE, CA 91767
(714) 593-9674
** A R TX **

LAFAYETTE
CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
NEAT FAMILY
3708 MOUNT DIABLO BOULEVARD
SUITE 214
LAFAYETTE, CA 94549
(415) 263-5104
** AD O Y TX OT **

LAGUNA BEACH
LAGUNA BEACH COMMUNITY CLINIC
364 OCEAN AVENUE
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651
(714) 494-9429
** AD O TX PV **

SOUTH COAST MEDICAL CENTER
GENESIS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
31872 COAST HIGHWAY
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92677
(714) 499-2295 EXT. 2005
** AD I O IV DT EA TX **

LAGUNA HILLS
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
SOUTH COAST COUNTY
25255 CABOT ROAD
SUITE 116
LAGUNA HILLS, CA 92653
(714) 951-7050
** AD PV OT **
LAGUNA MIGUEL
SOUTH COAST COUNSELING CENTER
28052 CAMINO CAPISTRANO
SUITE 210
LAGUNA NIGUEL, CA 92677
(714) 582-2835
** A O DH TX PV **

LAKEPORT
ALC AND OTHER DRUG SERVICES/NORTHLAKE
125 PARK STREET
LAKEPORT, CA 95453
(707) 263-8162
** A D EA TX PV **

LAKEWOOD
MICALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND
EDUCATION (MITE) DETOX UNIT
11608 SUNSET KNOLL
LAKEWOOD, CA 90712
(619) 561-6031
** D R IV TX **
MICALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND
EDUCATION (MITE) KIVA HOUSE
10123 LOS RANCHITOS ROAD
LAKEWOOD, CA 90712
(619) 562-3516
** D R H IV TX CI **

LAKESIDE
ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
12018 EAST CENTRALIA ROAD
SUITE 200
LAKEWOOD, CA 90716
(213) 860-9999
** A O DH TX PV **

DOCTORS HOSPITAL OF LAKEWOOD
NEW BEGINNINGS
5500 NORTH CLARK AVENUE
LAKEWOOD, CA 90712
(213) 866-9211
** A D I Y TX CI PV **

LAMONT
COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
DE CORES
10910 MAIN STREET
LAMONT, CA 93241
(805) 845-3753
** D O M Y H TX CI PV **

LANCESTER
ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
44742 NORTH BECH STREET
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 945-0683
** A W H DH PV **
AGAPE RECOVERY HOME
1227 WEST HIGHWAY 14
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 948-6266
** A R W TX **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
ANTELOPE VALLEY CENTRAL OFFICE
44751 NORTH BEECH AVENUE
SUITE 2
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 945-5757
** A PV OT **

ANTELOPE VALLEY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
44815 FIG AVENUE
SUITE 206
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 948-5046
** A D DH PV **

ANTELOPE VALLEY HOSPITAL MED CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY REHABILITATION
1600 WEST AVENUE J
2 NORTH
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 949-5225
** AD I O DT EA TX CI PV **

HIGH DESERT PROGRAM
959 WEST AVENUE J
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 942-2241
** A D DH TX **

LOS ANGELES COUNTY
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT CENTER
1426 WEST AVENUE I
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 948-0971
** AD Y CI PV **

LAKSPUR
MARIN SERVICES FOR WOMEN
OUTPATIENT UNIT
444 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
SUITE 101
LAKSPUR, CA 94939
(415) 924-5995
** A O W TX **

MARIN SERVICES FOR WOMEN
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
127 KING STREET
LAKSPUR, CA 94939
(415) 924-5995
** A R W TX **

NEW PERSPECTIVES
404 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
LAKSPUR, CA 94939
(415) 924-8500
** AD O Y TX PV **

PACIFIC RECOVERY CENTER OF MARIN
5 BON AIR ROAD
SUITE 107
LAKSPUR, CA 94959
(415) 927-1234
** AD O EA TX PV **

LEMOORE
NAVAL AIR STATION/LEMOORE
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
BARRACKS 1
LEMOORE, CA 93246
(209) 998-3462
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

LODI
CENTER OF HOPE OF SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
6 SIERRA VISTA PLACE
LODI, CA 95240
(209) 369-2754
** AD PV OT **

LODI MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
NEW BEGINNINGS
975 SOUTH FAIRMOUNT AVENUE
LODI, CA 95240
(209) 334-2770
** AD I IV TX CI PV **

LOMA LINDA
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
11201 BENTON STREET
ROOM 116A1
LOMA LINDA, CA 92357
(714) 825-7084
** A I O IV TX CI PV **

LOMITA
SERENITY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
25409 NARBONNE STREET
LOMITA, CA 90717
(213) 530-1063
** A R W TX OT **

LOMPOC
FARM HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
914 NORTH L STREET
LOMPOC, CA 93436
(805) 735-3306
** A R DT TX CI **

KLEIN BOTTLE
SOCIAL ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH
205 NORTH H STREET
SUITE 211
LOMPOC, CA 93436
(805) 735-2744
** AD O Y IV TX PV OT **
UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
3901 KLEIN BOULEVARD
LOMPOC, CA 93436
(805) 735-2771 EXT. 421
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

ZONA SECA/LOMPOC
1100 WEST LAUREL AVENUE
SUITE A
LOMPOC, CA 93436
(805) 735-6449
** A O H Y H PI DH TX PV **

LONG BEACH

ALANO CLUBS
INTERCITY FELLOWSHIP HALL
5561 CHERRY AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(213) 591-9375
** A PV DT **

AMERICAN INDIAN FREE CLINIC
AMERICAN INDIAN EAGLE LODGE
824 ATLANTIC AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(213) 436-3911
** A R AI IV TX PV **

CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC SCHOOLS INC
1609 EAST 4TH STREET
SUITE B
LONG BEACH, CA 90802
(213) 436-3547
** A DN PV **

CHARTER BAYWOOD HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6060 PARAMOUNT BOULEVARD
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(213) 634-9102
** A I Y IV DT TX CI PV **

DOMINGUEZ VALLEY HOSPITAL
NEW BEGINNINGS UNIT
171 BORT STREETS
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(213) 639-2644
** A I O CU IV DT TX CI **

FAMILY SERVICES OF LONG BEACH
1133 RHEA STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90806
(213) 591-3361
** D O Y B H IH CU IV TX PV **

FLOSSIE LEHIS CENTER
1112 LOCUST AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(213) 435-7350
** A R H Y H TX PV **

HARBOR AREA HIGH GAIN PROGRAM INC
350 EAST 3RD STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90802
(213) 436-9801
** A O H CU DN TX PV **

LONG BEACH ALC AND DRUG REHAB PROG
CENTRAL CLINIC
1133 EAST RHEA STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90806
(213) 591-3361 EXT. 55
** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **

LONG BEACH ALC AND DRUG REHAB PROG
NORTH CLINIC
6335 MYRTLE AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(213) 423-7924 EXT. 40
** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **

LONG BEACH COMMUNITY SERVICES
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
2452 PACIFIC AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90806
(213) 490-9919
** AD D O Y B H AI CU IV TX PV **

MEMORIAL COASTVIEW/MEMORIAL MED CTR OF
LONG BEACH ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES
2801 ATLANTIC AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90801
(213) 426-6619
** AD I O IV DT TX CI **

MENS TWELEFTH STEP HOUSE
HARBOR AREA
1005 EAST 6TH STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90802
(213) 435-1485
** A R TX DT **

NAVAL HOSPITAL/LONG BEACH
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION DEPARTMENT
7500 EAST CARSON STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90822
(213) 420-5944
** A I EA TX CI **

PACIFIC HEALTH SERVICES
ALTERNATIVES CENTER DETOX/RECOVERY
2683 PACIFIC AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90801
(213) 595-1911 EXT. 354
** AD I O Y IV DT TX **

PACIFIC HEALTH SYSTEMS
ADOLESCENT ALTERNATIVES CENTER
2101 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90806
(213) 591-7763
** AD R Y IV TX **

REDGATE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
1772 CHESTNUT AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(213) 599-8444
** A I O DT TX CI PV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES INC
5510 NORTH LONG BEACH BOULEVARD
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(213) 428-6426
** A O H DN TX **

SAINT HARIS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1050 LINDEN AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90801
(213) 491-9274
** AD I DT TX CI **

SALVATION ARMY
MENS ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1370 ALAMITOS AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(213) 591-7691
** AD R IV TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
SPINAL CORD INJURY SPECIAL TRT UNIT
5901 EAST 7TH STREET
1280
LONG BEACH, CA 90822
(213) 494-5703 EXT. 2854
** AD I DT TX PV MM **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
5901 EAST 7TH STREET
HARD K2
LONG BEACH, CA 90822
(213) 494-5800 EXT. -
** A I O IV EA TX CI **

VISTA RECOVERY CENTER/LONG BEACH
2760 EAST SPRING STREET
SUITE 120
LONG BEACH, CA 90806
(213) 640-7200
** A D O EA TX CI **

WEST COUNTY MEDICAL CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
5170 ATLANTIC AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(213) 428-4222
** D O IV DT MM **

WESTERN HEALTH SERVICES
LONG BEACH UNIT
2953 EAST ANAHEIM STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90804
(213) 438-3087
** D O IV DT PV MM **
ALTERNATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
2511 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 479-8553
** A D O H Y H PI CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

ASIAN AMERICAN DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM INC
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL
5318 SOUTH CRENSHAW BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90043
(213) 295-6284
** D R O IV TX PV **

AVALON/CARVER COMMUNITY CENTER
4920 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 232-4393
** D O Y B H DM TX CI PV **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
HOLLYWOOD CLINIC
8512 WEST WHITWORTH AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90035
(213) 657-6047
** D O IV HM **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
SOUTHEAST METHADONE CLINIC
4920 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 235-5035
** D O IV HM **

BEA ATTITUDE CENTER FOR WOMEN
1650 ROCKWOOD STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 250-9050
** A R M TX **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
HOLLYWOOD COMM PREVENTION/RECOVERY CTR
1057 TAFT AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 461-3161
** A D O DM TX PV **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
UNIT 1
3621 OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023
(213) 262-1706
** D O M H IV EA TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
UNIT 2
4837 NORTH HUNTINGTON DRIVE
SUITE 5
LOS ANGELES, CA 90032
(213) 221-1746
** D O M H IV EA TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL SYSTEMS SOUTHWEST
6051 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
SUITE 205
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 461-2779
** A D R O E H EA DM TX CI PV **

BEVERLY HILLS MEDICAL CENTER
GLEN RECOVERY CENTER
1177 SOUTHWEST BEVERLY DRIVE
3RD FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90035
(213) 277-5111
** A D I IV DT EA TX CI **

BRIDGE BACK
2924 WEST VERNON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90008
(213) 291-5514
** D O IV TX CI PV **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS INC
SOUTHEAST METHADONE CLINIC
4920 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 235-5035
** D O IV DT MM **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS INC
WEST HOLLYWOOD CLINIC
8512 WEST WHITWORTH AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90035
(213) 657-6047
** D O IV DT MM **

CANNON HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
101 WEST 89TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90035
(213) 753-1232
** D R O IV EA TX PV **

CASA DE HERMANDAD
WEST AREA OPPORTUNITY CENTER
11821 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 477-8272
** D O M Y H IV DM TX **

CEDARS/SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
CAREUNIT
8700 BEVERLY BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90048
(213) 855-4766
** A I O M CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

CENTRAL OF HOLLYWOOD
1607 NORTH EL CENTRO AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 465-5433
** A I Y CI OT **

CENTURY CITY HOSPITAL
RENEWAL UNIT
2070 CENTURY PARK EAST
LOS ANGELES, CA 90067
(213) 201-6730
** A I O M DT EA TX CI **
CENTURY INSTITUTE OF LIVING  
METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX  
2080 CENTURY PARK EAST  
SUITE 504  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90067  
(213) 555-4491  
** AD D IH CU IV DT MM **  

CHABAD RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER  
1952 SOUTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034  
(213) 204-3196  
** D R IV TX PV **  

CHARLES R DREH FIRST OFFENDER  
12714 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90059  
(213) 562-4800  
** A DM PV **  

CLARE FOUNDATION CULVER/VISTA FAMILY CENTER WITH CHILDREN  
11311 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066  
(213) 514-6225  
** A R TX OT **  

COCAINE ANONYMOUS  
CENTRAL OFFICE  
6125 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD  
SUITE 205  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023  
(213) 639-1141  
** D CU PV OT **  

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)  
LOS ANGELES  
2130 EAST FIRST STREET  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90053  
(213) 269-3141  
** A O M W H DM TX PV **  

COUNSELING AND COMMUNICATIONS INC  
1917 BAXTER STREET  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039  
(213) 385-5007  
** A O TX **  

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER  
3921 MILSHIRE BOULEVARD  
SUITE 301  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90010  
(213) 364-6353  
** A H DM PV **  

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER  
CENTRAL LOS ANGELES  
1322 NORTH VERMONT AVENUE  
SUITE 101  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90029  
(213) 663-3221  
** A H DM PV **  

DO IT NOW FOUNDATION OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA INC  
7080 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD  
SUITE 806  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028  
(213) 462-7151  
** D O Y IV TX PV **  

DRIVER SAFETY SCHOOLS INC  
ESCUELA DE LATINA DE ALCOHOL  
4036 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023  
(213) 264-7001  
** A O H DM TX CI PV **  

EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE  
COMPREHENSIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
630 SOUTH SAINT LOUIS STREET  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025  
(213) 265-3510  
** A R O H DT TX PV **  

FELICITY HOUSE  
3701 CARDIFF AVENUE  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034  
(213) 837-3042  
** A R M TX **  

FRIENDLY HOUSE  
347 SOUTH NORMANDIE AVENUE  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90020  
(213) 389-9964  
** A R M OT **  

GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY SERVICES CTR  
ADDICTION RECOVERY SERVICES  
1213 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90038  
(213) 464-7000 EXT. 261  
** A O TX OT **  

GREATER LA COUNCIL ON DEAFNESS  
616 SOUTH WESTMORELAND AVENUE  
2ND FLOOR  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90005  
(213) 385-2220  
** AD OT **  

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SERVICES  
FAMILY AND COMMUNITY CLINIC  
3637 MOTOR AVENUE  
SUITE 360  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034  
(213) 204-3047  
** AD O CU IV EA DM TX **  

HIGH GAIN PROGRAM  
9100 SOUTH SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD  
SUITE 105  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90045  
(213) 644-3659  
** A O H EA DM TX **  

HILLSMAN DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER  
1640 EAST 41ST STREET  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011  
(213) 251-2585  
** AD R H B IV TX PV **  

HIS SHELTERING ARMS  
10615 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90035  
(213) 755-6646  
** A R H B H TX PV OT **  

IMPERIAL PARK MANOR  
1960 WEST IMPERIAL HIGHWAY  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90043  
(213) 410-9705  
** A R TX **  

INDIAN ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION OF CALIFORNIA  
225 WEST 8TH STREET  
SUITE 910  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90014  
(213) 622-3244  
** A AI PV **  

JEFF GRAND MEDICAL GROUP  
OUTPT METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX  
3130 SOUTH HILL STREET  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007  
(213) 747-7267  
** D O IV DT CI MM OT **  

KAISER PERNAMENTE ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY PROGRAM  
4733 SUNSET BOULEVARD  
ROOM 602  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027  
(213) 667-8206  
** AD I O Y H B CU IV DT TX **  

KAZI HOUSE INC  
RESIDENTIAL DRUG PROGRAM  
369 WEST MANCHESTER AVENUE  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003  
(213) 753-5471  
** D R H B H CU IV TX **  

KEDREN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER  
COMMUNITY OUTREACH SERVICES/PREVENTION  
4211 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011  
(213) 253-0425  
** AD M Y B H PV **  

Kims Driving School  
3306 VENICE BOULEVARD  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019  
(213) 751-0633  
** A DM PV **  

King/Drew Drinking Driver Education and Treatment Program  
9307 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE  
LOS ANGELES, CA 90002  
(213) 564-6982  
** A O H DM TX CI PV **
KING/DREW PLACE OF FAMILY RECOVERY HOME
10801 SOUTH WILMINGTON STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90059
(213) 563-1132
** A R B TX CI OT **

KOREAN COMMUNITY SERVICES
650 NORTH BERENDO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90004
(213) 668-9007
** AD DM PV **

LA COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE OFFICE
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL UNITS
714 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
9TH FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 624-3784
** AD PV OT **

LAC/USC MEDICAL CENTER
PROFESSIONAL STAFF ASSOCIATION
1129 NORTH STATE STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 226-3560
** D O W Y TX **

LEIMERT PARK MANOR
4308 LEIMERT BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90008
(213) 457-6703
** A R TX **

LOS ANGELES TREATMENT SERVICES INC
11427 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90061
(213) 757-0251
** D O IV DT EA MM **

MANOR WEST HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1221 SOUTH ALVARADO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006
(213) 389-4181
** AD I N Y B H AI CU IV DT TX PV **

MARY LIND FOUNDATION
BIMINI RECOVERY HOME
155 SOUTH BIMINI PLACE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90004
(213) 586-5423
** A R TX PV **

MARY LIND FOUNDATION
ROYAL PALMS RECOVERY HOME
360 SOUTH WESTLAKE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90057
(213) 483-5925
** A R PI TX **

MINI TWELVE STEP HOUSE
303 EAST 52ND STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 252-6228
** A R O H B TX CI PV OT **

MUJERES RECOVERY HOME
FOR HISPANIC WOMEN
550 NORTH AVENUE 54
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
(213) 254-3769
** A R M H IV TX OT **

NARCOTIC EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION OF AMERICA
5055 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 663-5171
** AD PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
GREATER HOLLYWOOD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 850-1624
** D OT **

NARCOTICS PREVENTION PROJECT
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
4065 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 726-3013
** D O H IV DT MM **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
LOS ANGELES COUNTY INC
600 SOUTH NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90005
(213) 384-0403
** A PV OT **

NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ASSOCIATION
TOTAL VITA
3677 GRANDVIEW BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
(213) 390-6641
** D O M Y B H IV TX PV **

PATHFINDERS ALANO CLUB
3312 GLENDALE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
(213) 662-9871
** A PV **

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA INC
CASTLE DRUG ABUSE PROG/RESIDENTIAL
1319 SOUTH MANHATTAN PLACE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019
(213) 734-1143
** AD R B CU EA TX PV **

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA INC
CASTLE DRUG AND ALC ABUSE PROG/OUTPT
3021 SOUTH VERNON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 735-1251
** AD O B CU TX CI PV **

PEOPLE IN PROGRESS INC
NONRESIDENTIAL RECOVERY SERVICES
634 SOUTH SPRING STREET
SUITE 400
LOS ANGELES, CA 90014
(213) 622-3520
** A O PI TX **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES INC
161 WEST 33RD STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 748-9944
** A O H DM TX **

SAINT LUKES REHABILITATION FACILITY
8736 SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 752-1083
** A R TX PV **

SAVING ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
801 EAST 7TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90021
(213) 620-1270 EXT. 36
** AD R TX CI PV **

SAVING ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
609 EAST 5TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 626-4786
** A R DT TX OT **

SAVING ARMY
HARMONY HALL
5107 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 746-0591
** A R TX OT **

SELF IMPROVEMENT
ALTERNATIVE MEASURES (SIAM)
3450 WEST 45TH STREET
SUITE 217
LOS ANGELES, CA 90008
(213) 292-0581
** A D DM TX **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
YOUTH IN PROGRESS
161 SOUTH FETTERLY STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 925-4545
** AD D Y TX PV **

SUCIDE PREVENTION CENTER
DIGNITY CENTER
5400 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019
(213) 935-5806
** D O Y H TX CI PV **

SUCIDE PREVENTION CENTER
MENLO CLINIC/METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1041 SOUTH MENLO AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006
(213) 385-8061
** D O IV DT MM **

SUCIDE PREVENTION CENTER
VENICE METHADONE CLINIC/MM
6723 SOUTH SEPULEVEDA BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90065
(213) 592-4146
** D O IV DT MM **
SUNRISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER INC / OUTPATIENT 520 SOUTH LAFAYETTE PARK PLACE SUITE 102 LOS ANGELES, CA 90057 (213) 387-1308 ** D O M Y E B H A Z CU IV EA DM TX ** ** CI PV **

SUNRISE YOUTH COMMUNITY 2448 NORTH BEACHWOOD DRIVE LOS ANGELES, CA 90068 (213) 463-8028 ** D R Y B H AI CU IV TX CI **

THE OPEN DOOR/LOS ANGELES 1437 SOUTH ATLANTIC BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES, CA 90022 (213) 267-0703 ** D O W TX PV **

THE ORIGINAL MENS TWELFTH STEP HOUSE INC 637 SOUTH BEACON AVENUE LOS ANGELES, CA 90017 (213) 480-6669 ** A R TX OT **

UNITED AMERICAN INDIAN INVOLVEMENT 118 MINSTON STREET LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 (213) 625-2565 ** AD AI CI **

VAN NESS RECOVERY HOUSE 1919 NORTH BEACHWOOD DRIVE LOS ANGELES, CA 90068 (213) 463-4266 ** A R TX OT **

VETERANS ADMIN MED CTR BRENTWOOD ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM 11301 MILSHIRE BOULEVARD HARD 257C 691/B116A2 LOS ANGELES, CA 90073 (213) 478-3711 EXT. 6125 ** AD I O IV EA TX MM OT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM 11301 MILSHIRE BOULEVARD 691/B-116A2 LOS ANGELES, CA 90073 (213) 824-3176 ** D R O IV DT EA TX PV MM OT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION OUTPT CLINIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM 425 SOUTH HILL STREET LOS ANGELES, CA 90013 (213) 608-2096 ** AD O IV EA TX CI PV MM **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA JAN CLAYTON CTR ALCOHOLISM AND RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 4969 SUNSET BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES, CA 90027 (213) 660-8042 ** A R EA TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA OF LOS ANGELES ALCOHOL SERVICES 515 EAST 6TH STREET LOS ANGELES, CA 90001 (213) 627-8002 ** A R PI DT TX OT **

MATT'S HEALTH FOUNDATION INC HOUSE OF UHURU/RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE 8005 SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET LOS ANGELES, CA 90003 (213) 778-5290 EXT. 30 ** AD O H CU IV EA TX **

WEST LOS ANGELES TREATMENT PROGRAM METHADONE CLINIC I/MI 2321 PONTIUS AVENUE LOS ANGELES, CA 90064 (213) 477-2951 ** D O H IV DT MM OT **

WOMEN'S SUBSTANCE ABUSE RESOURCE CENTER 543 NORTH FAIRFAX STREET SUITE 306 LOS ANGELES, CA 90036 (213) 653-2005 ** D PV **

LOS BANOS WESTSIDE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES 635 J STREET LOS BANOS, CA 93635 (209) 826-0500 ** AD O W Y H CU TX CI PV **

LOS GATOS RENASCENCE 244 OAKMEADOW DRIVE LOS GATOS, CA 95050 (408) 257-1500 ** A R H IH TX **

WEST VALLEY ASC OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CENTER 375 KNODLES DRIVE LOS GATOS, CA 95050 (408) 379-7020 ** A O W Y E H EA DW TX **

LOYALTON SIERRA COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPARTMENT 195 FRONT STREET LOYALTON, CA 96118 (916) 993-1201 ** AD O W EA DM TX CI PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS LOYALTON, CA 96118 (916) 993-1201 ** AD O EA DM TX CI PV OT **

LYNWOOD LOS ANGELES HEALTH SERVICES INC LYNWOOD CLINIC 11315 SOUTH ATLANTIC AVENUE LYNWOOD, CA 90262 (213) 557-5883 ** D O W B H IV DT PV MM **

THE OPEN DOOR CLINIC/LYNWOOD 2600 INDUSTRY WAY BUILDING 1 SUITE G LYNWOOD, CA 90267 (213) 637-9243 ** D O H TX **

MADERA ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MADERA, CA 93637 (209) 674-8435 ** A OT **

KINGS VIEN COMMUNITY SERVICES 14277 ROAD 28 SUITE A MADERA, CA 93638 (209) 673-8006 ** AD H PV **

MADERA COUNSELING CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 14277 ROAD 28 MADERA, CA 93639 (209) 673-3508 ** AD O W Y H IV DM TX CI PV **

MALIBU TEAMH HOUSE 28903 SELFBRIDGE DRIVE MALIBU, CA 90265 (213) 457-3570 ** D R Y TX CI PV **

MAMMOTH LAKES MONO COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICE CENTER HIGHWAY 203 AND OLD MAMMOTH ROAD MAMMOTH LAKES, CA 93546 (619) 934-8521 ** AD DM PV OT **

MANHATTEN BEACH VISTA RECOVERY CENTER/ MANHATTEN BEACH 1200 EAST ROSECRA NS AVENUE MANHATTEN BEACH, CA 90266 (213) 640-7200 ** A O Y EA TX CI **
CALIFORNIA

MANTeca

SAN JOAQUIN COUNCIL FOR THE
AMERICAN INDIAN/THREE RIVERS LODGE
13505 SOUTH UNION ROAD
MANTeca, CA 95336
(209) 858-2421
** A R M AT TX **

VALLEY COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
110 NORTH SHERMAN STREET
MANTeca, CA 95336
(209) 823-1911
** A O DM TX CI PV **

MARIINADEL REY

DANIEL FREEMAN MARINA HOSPITAL
CAREUNET/FOCUS UNIT
4650 LINCOLN BOULEVARD
MARINA DEL REY, CA 90292
(213) 827-4427
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

MARIPOSA

MARIPOSA COUNSELING CENTER
ALC/DRUG SERVICES FOR MARIPOSA COUNTY
5085 BULLION STREET
MARIPOSA, CA 95338
(209) 966-2000
** AD O M Y E AI DM TX PV **

MARKLEEVLE

ALPINE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
MARKLEEVLE, CA 95338
(209) 694-2146
** A O DM TX CI PV **

MARTINEZ

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
DETENTION FACILITY
1000 HARD STREET
MENTAL HEALTH
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 646-4700
** AD R O IV DT TX PV MM OT **

DISCOVERY HOUSE I
904 MELLUS STREET
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 372-9610
** D R IV TX PV **

DISCOVERY MOTIVATIONAL HOUSE
4639 PACHECO BOULEVARD
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 229-4212
** D R M IV TX CI **

HORizons CENTER
2246 PACHECO BOULEVARD
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 372-3595
** D O Y TX PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
150 MUIR ROAD
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 228-6800 EXT. 501
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

MAYSVILLE

PATHWAYS FIRST STEP DETOX
229 6TH STREET
MAYSVILLE, CA 95901
(916) 745-4008
** A R O DT TX OT **

PATHWAYS HOUSE I
ALCOHOL RECOVERY HOME FOR MEN
605 4TH STREET
MAYSVILLE, CA 95901
(916) 742-6670
** A R TX PV OT **

PATHWAYS HOUSE II
RECOVERY HOME FOR WOMEN
806 5TH STREET
MAYSVILLE, CA 95901
(916) 742-6679
** A R M TX PV OT **

MATHER AIR FORCE BASE

MATHER AIR FORCE BASE
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL OFFICE
DRISCOLL AND E STREET
325 ABG/SLD
MATHER AIR FORCE BASE, CA 95655
(916) 364-2129 EXT. 4545
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

MAYWOOD

TRI CITY FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
6153 WOODWARD AVENUE
MAYWOOD, CA 90270
(213) 560-1628
** AD O M Y TX PV **

MCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE

MCLELLAN AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL PROGRAM
SH-ALC/SLD
BUILDING 1042
MCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE, CA 95652
(415) 643-3000
** A O EA TX CI PV **

MENLO PARK

PROJECT PEGASUS
PREVENTION/EARLY INTERVENTION
800 EL CAMINO REAL
SUITE 210
MENLO PARK, CA 94025
(415) 321-3727
** AD O M Y B H CU TX CI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
DRUG AND ALCOHOL RECOVERY UNIT
795 MILLION ROAD
MENLO PARK, CA 94025
(415) 493-5000 EXT. 2357
** AD I O IV DT EA TX **

MERced

BEACHWOOD FELLOWSHIP
2265 DAN MARD ROAD
MERced, CA 95340
(209) 363-9667
** A OT **

MERced COMMUNITY MEDICAL CENTER
PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER
1301 EAST 13TH STREET
MERced, CA 95341
(209) 385-7000
** AD I O IV EA TX CI PV **

MERced COUNTY

DRUG DEPENDENCE PROGRAM
1715 N STREET
SUITE F
MERced, CA 95340
(209) 383-7797
** A O H DM TX **

THE CENTER

ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
658 WEST MAIN STREET
MERced, CA 95340
(209) 723-3095
** AD O M Y H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

THE RANCH HOUSE

ALCOHOLISM DETOX AND TREATMENT PROGRAM
4357 NORTH G STREET
MERced, CA 95340
(209) 383-2961
** A R DT TX CI **

MILPITAS

TEEN ENRICHMENT CENTER INC
MILPITAS, CA 95035
(408) 942-8762
** AD R M Y TX CI PV **
MODESTO

SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS
1700 MCHenry Village Way
Suite 11-B
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 526-1640
** A O DM TX OT **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
1030 15th Street
MODESTO, CA 95354
(209) 524-6371
** D O H EA TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF
STANISLAUS COUNTY
1030 15th Street
MODESTO, CA 95354
(209) 524-6371
** D O H EA TX PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
RECOVERY RESOURCES OUTPATIENT SERVS
1800 Coffee Road
Suites 9 &10
MODESTO, CA 95355
(209) 524-6371
** A R DT EA TX PV **

STANISLAUS CNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
800 Scenic Drive
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 527-7660
** AD O H Y IV DT EA TX PV OT **

STANISLAUS COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1501 F Street
MODESTO, CA 95354
(209) 525-7660
** AD O H Y IV DT EA TX PV OT **

STANISLAUS SAFETY CENTER
121 Donney Street
Suites 102
MODESTO, CA 95354
(209) 526-9395
** AD H DH PV **

MOJAVE

DESSERT COUNSELING CLINIC
MOJAVE BRANCH
16914 1/2 Highway 14
MOJAVE, CA 93501
(605) 624-2260
** A CI PV OT **

MONROVIA

CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC SCHOOLS
135 WEST FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(626) 359-1141
** A H DM PV **

CROSSROADS ALCOHOLISM CENTER
345 WEST FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(626) 359-3662
** A R TX **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
EASTERN COUNTIES HOTLINE
109 North IVY Street
Suite A
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(213) 698-4604
** D PV OT **

SANTA ANITA FAMILY SERVICE
605 South Myrtle Avenue
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(626) 359-9350
** AD O EA TX **

MONTECLAIR

INLAND HEALTH SERVICES
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE
9345 Central Avenue
Suite 6
MONTECLAIR, CA 91763
(714) 625-3018
** D O H IV DT CI PV MM **

MONTEBELO

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER
MONTEBELO UNIT
3109 West Beverly Boulevard
MONTEBELO, CA 90640
(213) 724-6400
** A DM PV **

MONTIBREY

ALANO CLUB
575 Calle Principal Street
MONTEBELO, CA 93540
(626) 375-0830
** A OT **

ALCOHOL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT
11935 10th Street
MONTEBELO, CA 93540
(626) 375-2639
** A O H Y EB H AH DM TX PV **

ALCOHOLICs ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
MONTEBELO BAY AREA
467 Alvarado Street
MONTEBELO, CA 93540
(626) 375-3713
** A OT **

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL RECOVERY CENTER
576 Hartnell Street
MONTEREY, CA 93940
(408) 375-0924
** AD I O Y DT TX CI PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM FOR
MONTEREY COUNTY
644 Camino Aguajito Street
3Rd FLOOR
MONTEREY, CA 93940
(408) 372-4175
** A PV OT **

MORGAN HILL

MONTE VILLA HOSPITAL
17925 Hale Avenue
MORGAN HILL, CA 95037
(408) 226-3020
** AD I IV DT EA TX PV **

MORGAN HILL COMMUNITY ADULT SCHOOL
1505 East Main Street
MORGAN HILL, CA 95037
(408) 779-5561
** A O H DM TX PV **

MOUNTAIN VIEW

COMMUNITY HEALTH AWARENESS PROGRAM
711 Church Street
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94041
(415) 965-2020
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

EL CAMINO HOSPITAL
PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER
2500 Grant Road
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 940-7250
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

GROWTH AND LEADERSHIP CONSULTANTS
1451 Grant Road
Suite 102
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 966-1144
** AD O EA TX **

NEW DECISIONS SYSTEMS
2500 Hospital Drive
Building I
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 962-9200
** AD O IV TX CI PV **

NAPA

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
NAPA INTERGROUP
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 255-4900
** A OT **
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF NAPA COUNTY
2510 OLD SONOMA ROAD
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 224-4403
** AD CI OT **

FAMILY SERVICE OF NORTH BAY
1157 DIVISION STREET
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 255-0966
** AD CI PV OT **

NAPA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM PROBLEMS
1303 JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE 600-A
NAPA, CA 94559
(707) 255-6086
** A O H TX PV **

NAPA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2344 OLD SONOMA ROAD
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 253-4721
** AD R O W Y E H PI IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **

OUR FAMILY INC
NAPA STATE HOSPITAL
D HAM
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 252-1366
** AD R Y IV TX CI **

NEEDLES
NEEDLES COUNSELING CENTER
1406 BAILEY AVENUE
SUITE E
NEEDLES, CA 92362
(619) 326-4221
** AD O B H AI EA DM TX PV **

NEVADA CITY
ALAN P LOVETT RECOVERY HOME
20075 BOULDER AVENUE
NEVADA CITY, CA 95959
(916) 265-2351
** A R DT TX OT **

NEVADA COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
10433 HILL VALLEY ROAD
NEVADA CITY, CA 95959
(916) 265-1437
** AD O E DM TX PV **

NEDMARK
SECOND CHANCE INC
6350 THORNTON AVENUE
NEWMARK, CA 95650
(415) 792-6357
** AD O W Y DM TX CI PV **

NENEHALL
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
24916 WALNUT STREET
NENHALL, CA 91321
(805) 254-0700
** A CI PV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
24506 1/2 LYNOS AVENUE
NEHHALL, CA 91321
(805) 255-7720
** A O H DM TX **

NEWPORT BEACH
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
CENTRAL COAST
1600 DOVE STREET
SUITE 215
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660
(714) 476-0418
** AD PV OT **

HOROD
A BETTER COMMUNITY PROGRAM (ABC)
343 6TH STREET
SUITE K
NORCO, CA 91760
(714) 754-5399
** A DM PV **

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
CA REHAB CENTER CIVIL ADDICT PROGRAM
5TH AND MESSON STREETS
NORCO, CA 91760
(714) 737-2783
** D O IV EA TX CI PV OT **

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
CHANDLER LODGE FOUNDATION
11465 CHANDLER BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(818) 766-6534
** A R B H AI PI TX PV **

COLDWATER CANYON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6421 COLDWATER CANYON
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91606
(818) 767-1000
** AD I TX PV **

CRI HELP/NORTH HOLLYWOOD
11027 BURBANK BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(818) 985-8325
** D R IV EA TX **

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER/NORTH HOLLYWOOD
12034 VAN NuREN STREET
SUITE 2
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605
(818) 765-1232
** A O H DM TX PV **

MEDICAL CENTER OF NORTH HOLLYWOOD
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
12629 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91607
(818) 765-6261
** AD I O TX CI **

PEOPLE IN PROGRESS RECOVERY HOME
11228 OXNARD STREET
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91606
(818) 762-6301
** A R DT TX PV **

PROJECT HEAVY/SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
11651 VICTORY BOULEVARD
SUITE 201
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91311
(818) 985-7882
** A O Y B H TX CI PV **

RO NORTH HOLLYWOOD MEDICAL CLINIC
5249 NORTH BAKMAN STREET
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91204
(818) 506-4455
** D O IV DT HM OT **

VESPER HOUSE
6301 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91606
(818) 760-9861
** A R H TX OT **

NORTHRIDGE
NORTH RIDGE HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10620 ROSCOE BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91326
(818) 685-5502
** AD O IV DM TX PV **

VALLEY TREATMENT CENTER
8941 BALBOA BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91325
(818) 685-0683
** A R M TX PV **

VILLA DE LA ROSA RECOVERY HOME
17146 PARTHENIA STREET
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91324
(818) 349-0776
** A R M TX **

NORTON AIR FORCE BASE
NORTON AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL PROGRAM
63 ABG/SL
BUILDING 530
NORTON AIR FORCE BASE, CA 92409
(714) 582-5251
** A O TX CI PV **
NORMALK
RIO HONDO COMMUNITY ACTION NETWORK
RECOVERY HOUSE
11400 NORMALK BOULEVARD
SUITE 305
NORMALK, CA 90650
(213) 863-5521
** D R IV TX CI OT **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
CIDER HOUSE
11400 SOUTH NORMALK BOULEVARD
BUILDING 302/313
NORMALK, CA 90650
(213) 864-7726
** A R DT TX OT **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
YOUTH IN PROGRESS
11929 ALONDRA BOULEVARD
NORMALK, CA 90650
(213) 923-6548
** AD O Y TX PV **

OAKHURST
OAKHURST COUNSELING CENTER
49255 GOLDEN OAK DRIVE
SUITE 203
OAKHURST, CA 93644
(209) 683-6609
** AD O IV DM TX PV OT **

OAKLAND
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
EAST BAY INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE
2910 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
SUITE 100
OAKLAND, CA 94609
(415) 653-4300
** A OT **

ALCOHOLISM RELIEF DIOCESE OF OAKLAND (ARDOR)
3014 LAKE SHORE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94610
(415) 763-0301
** A PV OT **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICE
433 JEFFERSON STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(415) 834-5565
** AD CI PV OT **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICE
EAST OFFICE
1012 EAST 14TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94603
(415) 569-9507
** AD CI PV OT **

CENTRO DE JUVENTUD
3209 GALINDO STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(415) 532-5595
** AD Y H AI PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY HOSPITAL
THUNDER ROAD
390 40TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94609
(415) 655-5040
** AD I R O Y TX CI **

CHRYSLER
3045 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94609
(415) 655-7792
** A R M B H AI TX CI PV **

EAST BAY REHABILITATION PROJECT
543 8TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(415) 451-0375
** A R TX CI PV **

EAST OAKLAND RECOVERY CENTER
7229 EAST 14TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94621
(415) 568-2932
** A O M Y B PI TX CI PV OT **

EASTLAKE YMCA CENTER
YOUTH INTERVENTION
1612 45TH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(415) 534-7441
** AD Y CI PV **

EL CHANTE
ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY HOME
425 VERNON STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94610
(415) 465-4569
** A R H AI TX PV OT **

GLADMAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
2633 EAST 27TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(415) 536-8111
** AD I O IV OT TX CI **

GROUP INC
MENS COMPONENT
1011 BAYVIEW AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94610
(415) 534-9090
** D R B H AI CU IV TX CI PV **

GROUP INC
WOMENS COMPONENT
2342 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94612
(415) 527-9183
** D R H B H AI CU IV TX CI PV **

JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES OF JEISH
FEDERATION OF THE GREATER EAST BAY
3245 SHEFFIELD AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94602
(415) 532-6316
** AD CI PV OT **

KAISER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3900 BROADWAY
OAKLAND, CA 94611
(415) 596-1075
** AD O EA TX **

MANDANA HOUSE
541 MANDANA STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94610
(415) 839-8844
** A O N Y TX PV OT **

MERRITT PERALTA INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY HOSPITAL
435 HAWTHORNE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94609
(415) 652-7000
** A I O N IH CU IV DT TX OT **

MINORITIES ALC TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
NEIGHBORHOOD RECEPTION/REFERRAL CENTER
1315 FRUITVALE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(415) 261-7120
** A O E H AI TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS EDUCATION LEAGUE
DROP IN CENTER/MUJERES CON ESPERANZA
3315 EAST 30TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(415) 536-4760
** D O M EA TX CI PV **

NATIVE AMERICAN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1815 39TH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(415) 534-2737
** A O AI TX CI PV **

NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN ALC PROGRAM
NEW DAWN/WOMENS RESIDENCE
4818 FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(415) 436-4790
** A R H AI TX PV OT **

NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN ALC PROGRAM
WHITE CLOUD/WOMENS RESIDENCE
1818 30TH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(415) 536-2737
** A R AI TX PV OT **

NAVAL HOSPITAL/OAKLAND
ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION DEPT
5750 MOUNTAIN BOULEVARD
OAKLAND, CA 94627
(415) 635-6385
** A I O TX **
PSI CLINIC
700 SOUTH TUSTIN STREET
ORANGE, CA 92666
(714) 744-1010
** A EA CI PV OT **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
1100 WEST STEWART DRIVE
ORANGE, CA 92668
(714) 653-9111 EXT. 7201
** AD I O IM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SOUTHCOST COUNSELING SERVICE I
1809 EAST MELSON AVENUE
APARTMENT B
ORANGE, CA 92667
(714) 536-1311
** A R TX OT **

ORANGEVALE
GULLHAVEN
7539 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
ORANGEVALE, CA 95662
(916) 980-9330
** A I IV TX CI PV OT **

STARTING POINT
ADULT UNIT
8773 OAK AVENUE
ORANGEVALE, CA 95662
(916) 980-5700
** A I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

GROVELLE
BUTTE COUNTY ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
18C COUNTY CENTER DRIVE
ORVILLE, CA 95965
(916) 538-7268
** A R PI DT TX **

NORTHERN VALLEY INDIAN HEALTH
2167 MONTGOMERY STREET
ORVILLE, CA 95965
(916) 534-8440
** A O M Y E AI IV TX CI PV **

OXNARD
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL SERVICE OFFICE
1201 COMMERCIAL AVENUE
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-8686
** A OT **

CHANNEL ISLAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT PROGRAM
540 HOBSON WAY
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-5358
** AD I IH CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/VENTURA
D STREET UNIT
620 SOUTH D STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 486-4876
** D O IV CI MM **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/VENTURA
SAVIERS ROAD UNIT
2055 SAVIERS ROAD
SUITES 10 AND 11
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 483-2253
** D O IV DT MM **

FAMILY COUNSELING SERV OF VENTURA CNTRY
ALCOHOL COUNSELING CENTER
326 SOUTH A STREET
SUITE 6
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 486-1101
** A O M EA TX CI PV **

KHEPERA ALCOHOL COUNSELING CENTER
205 WEST HUENEME ROAD
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 488-2211
** A O Y H TX CI PV **

MIRACLE HOUSE
2154 BRIGHAM STREET
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 488-6900
** A R M TX **

PRIMARY PURPOSE
460 SOUTH F STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 486-5932
** A R M IV EA TX CI PV **

RAINBOW HOUSE INC
1826 EAST CHANNEL ISLANDS BOULEVARD
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 487-4663
** A R H IV TX CI PV **

SHAMROCK HOUSE
1334 EAST CHANNEL ISLANDS BOULEVARD
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 486-0924
** A R TX OT **

PACIFICO GROVE
BEACON HOUSE
468 PINE AVENUE
PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950
(408) 372-2334
** A R M TX OT **

PACIFICA
PYRAMID ALTERNATIVES
480 MANOR PLAZA
PACIFICA, CA 94044
(415) 355-8757
** AD O M Y DM TX **

PACOIMA
EL PROYECTO DEL BARRIO
13645 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
PACOIMA, CA 91331
(818) 896-1135
** D O M Y B H CU IV TX CI PV **

VIA AVANTA PROGRAM
11643 GLEN OAKS BOULEVARD
PACOIMA, CA 91331
(818) 897-2509
** D R H IV TX CI **

PALM SPINGS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
454 NORTH INDIAN AVENUE
SUITE 1
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
(619) 323-4600
** A CI **

DESSERT ALCOHOLISM COALITION
HAYMAN CENTER
225 SOUTH CIVIC DRIVE
SUITES 5 AND 6
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
(619) 321-1721
** A O M Y E IH CU EA DM TX CI PV **

THE AWARENESS PROGRAM
1615 EAST PALM CANYON DRIVE
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
(619) 342-1233
** A O M Y H DM TX CI PV **

PALMDALE
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
HIGH DESERT
PALMDALE, CA 93550
(661) 265-6955
** D OT **

PALMDALE GENERAL HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1317 EAST PALMDALE BOULEVARD
SUITE 17
PALMDALE, CA 93550
(805) 265-6415
** A O TX PV **
**CALIFORNIA**

**PALM DESERT HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER**
CAREUNIT PROGRAM
1212 EAST AVENUE S
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
(760) 348-6410
** AD A O IV TX PV **

**PALO ALTO**
FAMILY SERVICE/MD PENINSULA
375 CAMBRIDGE AVENUE
PALO ALTO, CA 94306
(415) 326-6576
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

NEW DAY/NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CENTER
2156 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 321-9676
** A O IV EA DN TX CI PV **

**NORTH COUNTY**
ALCOHOL SERVICES CENTER
270 GRANT AVENUE
ROOM 150
PALO ALTO, CA 94306
(415) 328-1441
** AD A N Y E DN TX CI PV **

**PALOS VERDES PENINSULA**
COMMUNITY HELPLINE
2161 VIA OLIVERA STREET
PALOS VERDES PENINSULA, CA 90274
(213) 561-2525
** AD PV OT **

**PARADISE**
FEATHER RIVER ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL RECOVERY PROGRAM
5974 PENTZ ROAD
PARADISE, CA 95969
(530) 872-4600
** AD I IV TX CI PV **

**PARAMOUNT**
IMPERIAL ALANO
6021 EAST ROSECRANS AVENUE
PARAMOUNT, CA 90723
(213) 634-7500
** AN IV TX PV **

NATIONAL RECOVERY NETWORK
OUT PATIENT PROGRAM
16660 PARAMOUNT BOULEVARD
SUITE 305
PARAMOUNT, CA 90723
(213) 531-9835
** AD O IV TX CI PV **

**PASADENA**
ADDITION COUNSELING TREATMENT (ACT)
32 SOUTH RAYMOND AVENUE
SUITE 8
PASADENA, CA 91105
(818) 793-9398
** AD O Y TX PV **

BISHOP GOODEN HOME INC
191 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(213) 681-3706
** A R TX OT **

CASA DE LAS AMIGAS
160 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 792-2770
** A R M TX OT **

CITY OF PASADENA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
1020 NORTH FAIR OAKS
PASADENA, CA 91103
(818) 794-1566
** A O DN TX PV **

GRANDVIEW FOUNDATION INC
1230 NORTH MARENGO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91105
(818) 797-1124
** A R TX PV OT **

GRANDVIEW FOUNDATION INC
225 GRANDVIEW AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91104
(818) 797-3790
** A R TX PV OT **

HAVEN HOUSE
PASADENA, CA 91105
(213) 681-2626
** A W Y PV **

LAS ENCINAS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROGRAM
2900 EAST DEL MAR BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818) 795-9901
** A I IV DT TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
LOS ANGELES/SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
PASADENA, CA 91105
(213) 285-1745
** D OT **

PASADENA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT AND ADULT SUBST ABUSE PROG
1845 NORTH FAIR OAKS AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91103
(818) 798-7811
** A I Y DT TX CI **

**PASADENA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY/REFERRAL AGENCY**
131 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
SUITE 320
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 793-9127
** AD PV OT **

**PRINCIPLES**
IMPACT DRUG/ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
1680 NORTH FAIR OAKS
PASADENA, CA 91103
(213) 681-2575
** AD R M IV EA TX CI **

**PRINCIPLES**
OUTPATIENT FACILITY
366 NORTH ALLEN STREET
PASADENA, CA 91107
(213) 681-2575
** AD O TX **

**SAINT LUKES MEDICAL CENTER**
SUMMIT SHARE UNIT
2632 EAST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
BIN 7021
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818) 797-1143 EXT. 256
** AD I O CU TX PV **

**THE HIGH ROAD PROGRAM**
700 SOUTH ARROYO PARKMAY
PASADENA, CA 91105
(818) 795-6290
** A O DN TX PV **

**PATTERSON**
DEL PUERTO HOSPITAL
SCHICK CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
SOUTH 9TH AND E STREETS
PATTERSON, CA 92583
(760) 892-5035
** AD I TX **

**PERRIS**
ALPHA PROGRAM
277 EAST 4TH STREET
PERRIS, CA 92370
(714) 657-0629
** A O DM TX PV **

**MY FAMILY INC**
17270 ROOSEVELT STREET
PERRIS, CA 92370
(714) 780-2561
** D R CU IV TX **

**PETALUMA**
FAMILY EDUCATION CENTER OF PETALUMA
55 MARIA DRIVE
SUITE 282
PETALUMA, CA 94952
(707) 762-8835
** AD PV **

---

60
PELALUMA PEOPLE SERVICES CENTER
155 LIBERTY STREET
PETALUMA, CA 94952
(707) 763-9868 EXT. 26
** AD 0 M Y E CU TX CI PV **

PETALUMA VALLEY HOSPITAL
PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER
400 NORTH MCDONALD STREET
PETALUMA, CA 94952
(707) 776-2130
** AD 0 I O IV DT TX CI PV **

PICO RIVERA
COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
PICO RIVERA
6505 ROSEHEAD BOULEVARD
PICO RIVERA, CA 90606
(213) 948-2013
** A O W H DH TX PV **

CORNERSHINE HEALTH SERVICES
OUTPATIENT METHADONE CLINIC
8207 WHITTIER BOULEVARD
PICO RIVERA, CA 90606
(213) 698-0737
** D O M IV DT MM **

PINHEIDE
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS INC
MEDICAL GROUP/PINEDE
34 EAST MINARETS AVENUE
PINEDE, CA 93530
(209) 431-6070
** D 0 CU IV DT MM **

PINEOLE
DOCTOR'S HOSPITAL OF PINOLE
NEW BEGINNINGS PROGRAM
2151 APPLIANE WAY
PINOLE, CA 94564
(415) 724-1520
** AD I O IV DT TX CI PV **

PIRUI
PIRUI HOTEL
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY HOME
550 TEMESCAL STREET
PIRUI, CA 93040
(805) 521-9117
** A R TX OT **

PITTSBURG
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF EAST COUNTIES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
515 RAILROAD AVENUE
PITTSBURG, CA 94565
(415) 439-0835
** AD 0 EA TX PV **

CALIFORNIA HEALTH ASSOCIATES
PITTSBURG CLINIC/METHADONE MAINTENANCE
45 CIVIC DRIVE
PITTSBURG, CA 94565
(415) 439-6390
** D O IV DT MM **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICE
455 WEST 4TH STREET
PITTSBURG, CA 94565
(415) 432-7352
** AD CI PV OT **

EAST COUNTY BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
250 SCHOOL ROAD
PITTSBURG, CA 94565
(415) 439-8261 EXT. 510
** AD Y PV OT **

EAST COUNTY COMMUNITY DETOX CENTER INC
500 SCHOOL STREET
PITTSBURG, CA 94565
(415) 458-1616
** A R B H DT DM TX CI PV **

PLACENTIA
PLACENTIA LINDA HOSPITAL
NEW BEGINNINGS
1301 ROSE DRIVE
PLACENTIA, CA 92670
(714) 526-4894
** A I O DT TX CI **

PLACERVILLE
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667
(916) 622-3500
** A PV OT **

EL DORADO COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (EDCA)
LIFESKILLS
2914A COLD SPRINGS ROAD
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667
(916) 622-0813
** A O M EA DH TX PV OT **

NEW MORNING INC
2200 MAIN STREET
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667
(916) 622-5551
** D O M Y E CI PV OT **

PLEASANT HILL
CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
3213 NORTH MAIN STREET
PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523
(415) 935-6230
** AD CI PV OT **

PLEASANTON
CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
11740 DUBLIN BOULEVARD
ROOM 101
PLEASANTON, CA 94568
(415) 820-1462
** AD CI PV OT **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
PLEASANTON ABUSE UNIT THREE
5701 6TH STREET
CAMP PARKS
PLEASANTON, CA 94568
(415) 829-3522 EXT. 255
** AD R N EA TX PV **

SPRING STREET COMMUNITY CENTER
252 SPRING STREET
PLEASANTON, CA 94566
(415) 846-2085
** AD O IV DH TX PV OT **

POINT MUGU
NAVAL AIR STATION/POINT MUGU
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
CODE 6006 BUILDING 2-825
POINT MUGU, CA 90542
(805) 989-8161
** AD EA CI PV **

POINT REYES STATION
MARIN COUNTY HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
WEST MARIN HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
40 4TH STREET
POINT REYES STATION, CA 94956
(415) 663-8251
** AD Y E H PV CT **

POMONA
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
2180 WEST VALLEY BOULEVARD
AMERICAN HOSPITAL
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 865-2336
** AD I O IV DT TX CI **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
GAREY CLINIC
1050 NORTH GAREY AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 623-6391
** AD O CU IV DT TX CI MM **
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
POMONA UNIT
152 WEST ARTESIA STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 620-1959
** D O IV DT TX MM **

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
POMONA
175 POMONA MALL WEST
SUITE E
POMONA, CA 91766
(714) 629-4169
** A H DW PV **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1636 NORTH GAREY AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 622-7311
** A O DW TX PV **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
LAREDO HOUSE
787 LAREDO STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 865-2255
** AD R TX **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
PARK AVENUE HOME
720 NORTH PARK AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 865-2573
** A R TX **

HORIZON HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
566 NORTH GORDON STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 629-4011
** A 2 O Y EA TX CI PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
POMONA
637 NORTH PARK AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 629-4044
** A O DW TX PV OT **

POMONA COMMUNITY CRISIS CENTER
163 POMONA MALL WEST
POMONA, CA 91766
(714) 623-1588
** D O Y TX CI PV **

POMONA OPEN DOOR INC
221 NORTH PALOMARES STREET
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 629-6018
** AD O CU IV TX PV **

POMONA VALLEY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICE
1798 NORTH GAREY AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 625-8715
** AD O IV DT TX CI **

PORT HUENEME
ANACAPA ADVENTIST HOSPITAL
ASAP UNIT
307 EAST CLARA STREET
PORT HUENEME, CA 90243
(805) 488-7361
** AD I Y TX CI PV **

NAVAL COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
NAVDAP OFFICE
CONSTRUCTION BATTALION CENTER
CODE RO1H BUILDING 88
PORT HUENEME, CA 90243
(805) 982-8300 EXT. 4318
** AD O DM TX PV OT **

PORTERVILLE
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICES
TULE RIVER ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
ROUTE 7
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 781-8797
** A R O AI TX CI PV **

PAA CENTER
252 WEST BELLEVUE AVENUE
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 781-0107
** A R O W DT TX CI **

PORTERVILLE YOUTH INC
111 NORTH VILLA STREET
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 784-3567
** AD O Y H TX CI PV **

TULARE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SOUTHERN CLINIC
263 NORTH 3RD STREET
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 782-4760
** A PV OT **

PORTOLA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
PORTOLA DRY DOCK
171 CALIFORNIA STREET
PORTOLA, CA 96122
(916) 852-5595
** A OT **

POWAY
POMEROADO HOSPITAL SUNRISE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
15615 POMEROADO ROAD
POWAY, CA 92064
(619) 485-4616
** AD I W E I H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

QUINCY
QUINCY REFERRAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
314 JACKSON STREET
QUINCY, CA 95971
(916) 283-0251 EXT. 0252
** A OT **

RANCHO CUCAMONGA
MATRIX CENTER INC
9575 ARCHIBALD AVENUE
SUITE 204
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(714) 989-9824
** D O CU IV EA TX CI PV **

RANCHO MIRAGE
BETTY FORD CENTER AT EISENHOWER
39000 BOB HOPE DRIVE
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA 92270
(619) 340-0033
** AD I O W TX CI PV **

RED BLUFF
SAINT ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
HEALTH QUEST CENTER
405 RIO STREET
RED BLUFF, CA 96080
(916) 527-1254
** A I O Y H IV DT DM TX PV **

TEHAMA ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER INC
RIGHT ROAD
22005 GILMORE RANCH ROAD
ROUTE 1
RED BLUFF, CA 96080
(916) 527-1265
** A R O W DT DM TX CI PV OT **

TEHAMA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
1860 WALNUT STREET
RED BLUFF, CA 96080
(916) 527-5631
** AD O W IV TX CI PV OT **

REDING
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
1050 STATE STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 246-7611
** A OT **

CARE SCHOOL
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1050 YUBA STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 246-1282
** A O DM TX CI PV **
EMPIRE HOTEL
ALCOHOLIC REHAB CENTER (EHARC)
1327 CALIFORNIA STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 245-7477
** A R DT TX OT **

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
1727 SOUTH STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 241-4075
** A R EA TX OT **

REDDING MEDICAL CENTER
NEW BEGINNINGS
1100 BUTTE STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 246-2933
** AD I O M IH IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SHASTA COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1525 PINE STREET
SUITE I
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 225-5240
** AD O M Y AI CU IV TX CI PV **

SHASTA RECOVERY PROGRAMS
2350 BEVERLY DRIVE
REDDING, CA 96002
(916) 221-3225
** A R TX **

REDLANDS
JACKSON/BIBBY AWARENESS GROUP INC
1200 ARIZONA STREET
REDLANDS, CA 92374
(714) 792-6925
** A O H DM TX **

REPLANDS NORTHSIDE
SOCIAL SERVICES PROJECT
320 WEST UNION AVENUE
REDLANDS, CA 92374
(714) 792-5552
** D O Y EA TX CI PV **

REPLANDS OPEN CENTER
604 EAST STATE STREET
REDLANDS, CA 92373
(714) 792-6021
** D O M Y IV EA TX CI PV **

REDDONDO BEACH
ALANO CLUBS
702 11TH PLACE
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90254
(213) 374-9571
** A PV OT **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
BAY CITIES
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
(213) 372-9666
** D OT **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
710 PIER AVENUE
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90278
(213) 381-1559
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

SOUTH BAY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
514 NORTH PROSPECT AVENUE
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90277
(213) 318-4280
** A I O IV DT TX **

REDDONDO CITY
KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
1150 VETERANS BOULEVARD
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90265
(415) 780-2244
** AD I O CU IV DT TX PV **

PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT INC
REDDONDO CITY CLINIC
500 ARGUELLO STREET
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90263
(415) 362-4401
** D O IV DT HM **

REDDONDO CENTER
CHEMICAL AWARENESS AND TREATMENT SERVS
100 EDMONDS ROAD
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90264
(415) 366-5723
** A R IV TX **

SALVATION ARMY CLINTON HOUSE
609 PRICE AVENUE
ROOM 102
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90265
(415) 569-5571
** AD O M Y E H CU EA DM TX PV **

SEQUOIA HOSPITAL DISTRICT ADRC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HUMPH AND ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGAS
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90262
(415) 567-5504
** AD I O IV EA TX CI PV **

WOODSIDE ACRES HOMENS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1600 GORDON STREET
REDDONDO BEACH, CA 90261
(415) 568-4134
** AD I O M IV DT TX CI PV **

REEDLEY
KINGS VIEM CENTER
42675 ROAD 44
REEDLEY, CA 93654
(209) 638-2505
** A I TX CI **

RESEDA
SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER
18309A SHERMAN WAY
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 705-1198
** A O DH TX **

WESTERN PACIFIC VALLEY MEDICAL CLINIC
18437 SATICOY STREET
RESEDA, CA 91204
(818) 705-5561
** D O IV DT CI MM **

RICHMOND
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND
REHABILITATION SERVS (AIRS)/RICHMOND
100 37TH STREET
SUITE 1000
RICHMOND, CA 94805
(415) 347-3132
** A O W B TX CI PV **

CALIFORNIA HEALTH ASSOCIATES
RICHMOND METHADONE CLINIC
2910 CUTTING BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(415) 254-3623
** D O IV DT HM **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
225 CIVIC CENTER STREET
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(415) 256-1377
** AD CI PV OT **

EAST BAY HOSPITAL
STEP TO RECOVERY
500 23RD STREET
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(415) 254-2525
** A I O DT TX CI **

FAMILY SERVICE OF CONTRA COSTA
420 WILSON AVENUE
RICHMOND, CA 94805
(415) 234-2787
** AD CI PV OT **

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
901 NEVAN AVENUE
RICHMOND, CA 94801
(415) 231-4610
** AD O TX PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE OF NORTH RICHMOND
HOLLIDON/TAURGSO NEW WAY CENTER
208 23RD STREET
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(415) 233-1270
** A R DT DM TX CI PV **
MARCH AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
22 CONG/SLD
BUILDING 466
RIVERSIDE, CA 92518
(714) 655-4445
** A O DT TX CI PV OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF
RIVERSIDE COUNTY INC
3767 ELIZABETH STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 788-8211
** A O EA DH TX CI PV **

RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY DRUG TEAM
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
3925 ORANGE STREET
SUIT 26
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(714) 787-2759
** D O M IV EA TX CI PV **

RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT PROGRAM
4445 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(714) 788-3500
** A I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ALCOHOL CONTROL PROGRAM/RIVERSIDE
1970 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 787-2755
** A O Y AI IH EA DH TX CI PV **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION CENTER
3525 PRESLEY AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 369-9300
** A R M DT TX OT **

TEEN CHALLENGE CHRISTIAN LIFE SCHOOL
MENS FACILITY
5445 CHICAGO AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 663-4261
** AD R TX **

THE HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
3765 JURUPA AVENUE
SUITE N
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 781-6762
** AD O M H EA DH TX PV **

WHITESIDE MANOR
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY HOME
2743 ORANGE STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(714) 683-9743
** A R TX **

YOUTH SERVICE CENTER OF RIVERSIDE INC
3847 TERRACINA DRIVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 685-5193
** AD O Y TX PV **

ROSEMEAD
A AFFILIATED PSYCHIATRIC MEDICAL GROUP
NOVA DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROG
4509 ROSEMEAD BOULEVARD
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(818) 285-2241
** AD O I H EA TX CI PV **

ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAM
6625A GARVEY STREET
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(818) 572-7001
** A O DH TX CI PV **

CPC ALHAMBRA HOSPITAL
COUNTERPOINT CENTER
4619 NORTH ROSEMEAD BOULEVARD
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(617) 286-1191
** AD I O H IV DT EA TX CI PV **

ROSEVILLE
SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
ALCOHOL ABUSE/ROSEVILLE
207 HARDING BOULEVARD
ROSEVILLE, CA 95678
(916) 782-3737
** A O DH TX CI PV **

SIERRA FAMILY SERVICES/ROSEVILLE
424 VERNON STREET
ROSEVILLE, CA 95678
(916) 782-5207
** D O M IV TX PV **

STARTING POINT
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY HOSPITAL
333 SUNRISE BOULEVARD
ROSEVILLE, CA 95661
(916) 781-1560
** AD I H E B H AI IH CU IV DT TX **
** CI **

ROSS
ROSS GENERAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1150 SIR FRANCIS DRAKE BOULEVARD
2 EAST
ROSS, CA 94957
(415) 453-7800 EXT. 560
** AD I O CU IV DT TX CI PV OT **
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
SAINT HELENA, CA 94574
(707) 963-2003
** A DT **

CRISIS HELP OF NAPA VALLEY INC
SAINT HELENA, CA 94574
(707) 965-2555
** AD M Y PV **

SAINT HELENA CLINIC
1560 ADAMS STREET
SAINT HELENA, CA 94574
(707) 965-7146
** D O M Y E H AI IV EA TX CI PV **

SALINAS
ANDERSONS CARE CENTER
5346 KIERNAN AVENUE
SALINA, CA 95368
(209) 545-0452
** A R E TX OT **

ALCOHOL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT
857 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-9111
** A OT **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
922 NORTH SANBORN ROAD
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-9874
** A OT **

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF SALINAS
STEINBECK TREATMENT CENTER
333 NORTH SANBORN ROAD
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 426-5665
** AD I O M Y E H IH CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES PROJECT
SALINAS VALLEY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1101 F NORTH MAIN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93906
(408) 429-4828
** D O IV TX MM **

DOOR TO HOPE
165 CLAY STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 422-6226
** A R W TX OT **

MEDETRAC
622-7 EAST ALISAL STREET
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-6655
** D O CU IV DT CI MM **

SUN STREET CENTERS II
8 SUN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 424-0427
** A R TX PV **

TRUCHA
727 EAST MARKET STREET
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-0521
** AD O M Y H TX CI PV **

SAN ANDREAS
CALAVERAS COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
126 WEST SAINT CHARLES STREET
SAN ANDREAS, CA 95249
(209) 794-5329
** A O M TX CI PV **

SAN BERNARDINO
CASA DE AYUDA
7274 GARDEN DRIVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 885-8316
** D R M IV TX **

CASA DE SAN BERNARDINO INC
735 NORTH D STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(714) 381-5507
** D O M Y H CU IV TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND EDUCATION (AGAPE)
607 EAST HIGHLAND AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 682-1706
** D O M Y E IV TX CI PV OT **

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICE OF
HEALTH EDUC ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PREV PROG
351 NORTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92451
(714) 387-6290
** AD M Y E H CU PV **

EL SOL DUJ AND TRAFFIC SCHOOL
1007 NORTH MOUNT VERNON STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411
(714) 865-3760
** A DN PV **

HASE AND ASSOCIATES SYSTEMS
355 WEST 6TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(714) 868-0169
** A O M H EA DN TX PV **

INLAND BEHAVIORAL SERVICES
WESTSIDE COUNSELING CENTER
1631 NORTH D STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92405
(714) 861-2425
** AD O M Y IH IV TX PV OT **

INLAND HEALTH SERVICES INC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1236 NORTH WATERMAN AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 301-1408
** D O IV DT CI PV MM **

LIMA LINDA CENTER FOR HEALTH PROMOTION
CLEARVIEW OUTPATIENT BUSINESS CENTER
ROOM 3
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
(714) 824-3205
** A O M H DM TX PV **

NEV HOUSE INC
840 NORTH ARROWHEAD AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
(714) 889-4350
** A R TX **

SAN BERNARDINO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ADULT CARE UNIT
1500 WEST 17TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411
(714) 887-8111
** AD I O M E B H IH CU IV DT EA **
** TX **

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY OFFICE OF
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS
565 NORTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
SUITE 100
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411
(714) 587-7677
** AD O IV TX PV **

VETERANS ALCOHOLIC REHAB PROG (VARP)
F STREET HOUSE
1289 F STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
(714) 885-8804
** A R TX **

VETERANS ALCOHOLIC REHAB PROG (VARP)
GIBSON HOUSE
1100 NORTH D STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
(714) 884-0840
** A R TX CI **

VETERANS ALCOHOLIC REHAB PROG (VARP)
HARRIS HOUSE
907 WEST RIALTO AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
(714) 885-6804
** A R TX CI **
NAVAL STATION/32ND STREET
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
BUILDING 265 (CODE 11)
SAN DIEGO, CA 92136
(619) 255-2437
** AD O DM TX CI PV OT **

NAVAL SUBMARINE BASE/POINT LOMA
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
SAN DIEGO, CA 92106
(619) 553-7510
** A D O DM TX CI PV OT **

NAVAL TRAINING CENTER
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
BUILDING 304
SAN DIEGO, CA 92133
(619) 524-1000
** AD O EA TX PV **

NEW HORIZONS
4295 DESNER STREET
SUITE 1C
SAN DIEGO, CA 92117
(619) 275-4458
** AD O CU TX **

OUTWARD BOUND/SAN DIEGO
3851 ROSECARNS STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
(619) 236-5500
** AD PV OT **

PATHFINDERS ADOLESCENT SERVICE CENTER
2041 EL CAJON BOULEVARD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
(619) 299-2661
** AD Y PV OT **

PATHFINDERS NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY SERVICE CENTER
4034 30TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92104
(619) 285-7329 EXT. 7320
** A O M Y E TX OT **

PATHFINDERS OF SAN DIEGO INC
RECOVERY HOME
2900 CEDAR STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 239-7370
** A R TX OT **

PATHWAYS SOUTH CENTRAL
4224 EL CAJON BOULEVARD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 276-0626
** D O H B H IV TX PV **

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS HOSPITAL
NEW BEGINNINGS UNIT
446 26TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 239-6026
** D I IV DT TX CI PV **

RACHELS MOMENS CENTER
759 8TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 696-0873
** A H PV OT **

SAN DIEGO HEALTH ALLIANCE
WEST OFFICE
2810 LYTON STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
(619) 225-2689
** D O IV DT EA MM **

SAN DIEGO TREATMENT SERVICES
C STREET CLINIC
1130 DELEVAH DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 235-7266
** D O IV DT MM **

SAN DIEGO TREATMENT SERVICES
C STREET CLINIC OUT MESA BRANCH
2950 CORONADO AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92154
(619) 423-9060
** D O IV DT CI MM **

SCRIPPS CLINIC AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION
ALCOHOL/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
15025 INNOVATION DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92128
(619) 487-1800 EXT. 1327
** AD O IV EA TX **

SHARP CABRILLO HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3475 KENYON STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
(619) 221-3784
** AD I O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

STAR HOUSE
8450 PRODUCTION MAY
SUITE A
SAN DIEGO, CA 92121
(619) 566-1080
** AD Y PV OT **

STEPPING STONE INC
3767 CENTRAL AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 504-4010
** A R IV TX PV OT **

TEEN CHALLENGE
2207 30TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 239-4117
** AD O M Y B H AI CU TX PV **

TELEGIX II OF CALIFORNIA INC
3100 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SUITE 650
SAN DIEGO, CA 92104
(619) 280-1628
** AD Y E EA PV **

THE PALVRA TREE
1212 SOUTH 43RD STREET
SUITE D
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 263-7760
** A O M B H PI TX CI PV OT **

THE MAY BACK
2516 A STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 235-0592
** A R TX OT **

TRADITION ONE INC
4104 BELTA STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 264-0141
** A R M TX OT **

TURNING POINT HOME OF SAN DIEGO
1315 25TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 233-0067
** A R M TX OT **

U.S. MARINE CORPS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CONTROL CENTER
MARINE CORPS RECRUIT DEPOT
BUILDING B
SAN DIEGO, CA 92140
(619) 225-5307
** AD O H Y B H PI EA TX OT **

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA/SAN DIEGO
FIRST CONVICTION PROGRAM/SAN DIEGO
3366 PARK BOULEVARD
ROOSEVELT JUNIOR HIGH F.JOM 301
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
(619) 452-3442
** AD H DH PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3350 LA JOLLA VILLAGE DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92161
(619) 453-7500 EXT. 3665
** A I O TX CI PV **

VIETNAM VETERANS OF SAN DIEGO
THE LANDING ZONE
757 11TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 233-7600
** A R M TX OT **

VILLA VIEH COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALERT UNIT
5550 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 562-3516 EXT. 256
** AD I E DT EA TX CI **
SAN FRANCISCO

ACCEPTANCE PLACE
RESIDENTIAL ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROG
1710 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 931-4994
** A R TX IV TX CI PV **

ALCOHOL COUNSELING CENTER FOR EARLY AND PREVENTIVE TREATING INC
1287-89 11TH AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122
(415) 681-2500
** A Y PV **

ALCOHOLIC/COALCOHOLIC TREATMENT AND TRAINING INSTITUTE OF SAN FRANCISCO
3527 SACRAMENTO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 922-6220
** A O TX PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
INTERGROUP FELLOWSHIP
1046 IRVING STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122
(415) 661-1826
** A PV OT **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
OFICINA HISPANA
205 13TH STREET
ROOM 3042
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 554-8811
** A PV **

ALCOHOLICS REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION
FIRST STEP HOME
1035 Haight STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 863-3663
** A R TX **

AMETHYST COUNSELING GROUP
380 WEST PORTAL AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94127
(415) 661-3144
** AD O M B H IX TX OT **

AZIAN AMERICAN RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY SERVICES
2024 HAYES STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 386-4815
** AD R H IV EA TX CI PV **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
EMBARCADERO CLINIC
75 TOWNSEND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 545-2656
** D O IV MM **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
GEARY STREET CLINIC
1040 GEARY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 928-7800
** D O H CU IV MM **

BAYVIEW HUNTERS POINT CENTER FOR PROBLEM DRINKERS
5033 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-6727
** A D H Y B H TX PV **

BAYVIEW HUNTERS POINT FOUNDATION
METHADONE PROGRAM
6025 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-8200
** D O C U IV DT MM **

BAYVIEW HUNTERS POINT FOUNDATION
YOUTH SERVICES PROGRAM
2163 KEITH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-1505
** D O Y B H CU TX PV **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAM
GEARY STREET UNIT
1040 GEARY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 928-7800
** D O CU IV DT MM **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAM
TOWNSEND UNIT
75 TOWNSEND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 545-2656
** D O IV DT MM **

CHINATOWN YOUTH CENTER
1693 POLK STREET
ROOM 205
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 928-7800
** D O IV DT MM **

COUNSELING SERVICES FOR DRINKING DRIVERS
965 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 978-5467
** A O DH TX **

DELANCEY STREET FOUNDATION HEADQUARTERS
2563 DIVISADERO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 563-5526
** D R M Y B H AI CU IV TX CI PV **
HENRY OHLHOFF OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS
2410 CLEMENT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
(415) 221-3354
** AD O Y EA TX PV **

HORIZONS UNLIMITED OF SAN FRANCISCO
440 POTRERO AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 666-5366
** AD O Y H IV TX PV **

IADET/TRAFFIC SCHOOL
5228 DIAMOND HEIGHTS BOULEVARD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94131
(415) 550-8550
** A DH PV **

INNER CITY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1049 MARKET STREET
MEZZANINE LEVEL
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 552-6601
** D O IV TX PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL CLINIC
2425 GEARY BOULEVARD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 929-4000
** AD IV EA TX **

LATINO FAMILY
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING CTR AND DRY ZONE
3690 18TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 864-4600
** A O H DN TX CI PV **

LIBERATION HOUSE
RECOVERY PROGRAM
1724 STEINER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 346-9392
** A R B H AI PI EA TX **

MARIJUANA AND COCAINE INTENSIVES
1153 GUERRERO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 621-6737
** D O CU TX PV **

MARSHAL HALE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
3773 SACRAMENTO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 666-7868
** AD I W CU IV DT TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94101
(415) 621-8600
** D OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
BAY AREA
1049 MARKET STREET
SUITE 507
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 563-5400
** AD Y DH PV **

NAVAL STATION/TREASURE ISLAND
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER(CAAC)
TREASURE ISLAND NAVAL STATION
BUILDING 367
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94130
(415) 765-5272
** AD O TX CI PV **

NORTHERN ALCOHOL REHABILITATION
GATEWAY CENTER
291 EDY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 771-2133
** A E PI PV OT **

NORTHERN MARKET
MAINTENANCE UNIT
333 TURK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 885-2274
** A O M EI TX OT **

OLIVER HOUSE
80 9TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 621-5206
** A R TX OT **

PACIFIC PRESBYTERIAN RECOVERY CENTER
2750 GEARY BOULEVARD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 921-7777
** AD I M IV DT TX CI PV **

PRESIDIO COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO
BUILDING 910
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94129
(415) 561-3784 EXT. 5433
** AD I O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

RETRIEVAL GAY COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94164
(415) 773-9500
** AD O Y CU TX PV **

SAINT ANTHONYS FOUNDATION
COVENANT HOUSE
818 STEINER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 922-6991
** A R TX **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY UNIT
450 STANYAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 750-5657
** AD I M E B H AI IH IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **
Vincent Alcoholism 94117
JACINTO CA
STREET 94121 CA
STREET
GABRIEL & FRANCISCO (0)
PROJECT/SAN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL PROGRAM
«»
E COMMUNITY HOSPITAL VISTA CENTER ROAD 552-6440
HARRISON 752-3400
INDIAN RESERVATION STREET 94110
POTRERO 94122 CA
HOSPITAL »» HEALTH CTR
VISTA CENTER 1001
HARBORLIGHT 415 OT 94103 TX
FRANCISCO & TX
94118 FRANCISCO & TX
94103 TX
FRANCISCO & TX
JACINTO & CA 221-7371
WARD 116F 94103 TX
558-8880
TX FRANCISCO & 94118 FRANCISCO & 94103 TX
FRANCISCO & 94121 TX
FRANCISCO & 94103 TX
FRANCISCO & 94114 TX
SPIRITUAL RIGHTS HARRISON CI GEARY R TX CALIFORNIA
FRANCISCO & PV"
FRANCISCO & PIERCE ABUSE 441-8277
FRANCISCO & PV STREET 821-8616
(CALIFORNIA 91776 PV"
AVENUE ST STREET 864-7000
INC D 285-2139
D 0 M H TX CI PV"
SAN GABRIEL
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE OF WEST SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
314 WEST MISSION DRIVE
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
(818) 285-2139
** AD Y PV **
SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
315 SOUTH MISSION DRIVE
SUITE A
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
(619) 308-0781
** AD DH PV **
SAN JACINTO
NHUUM EDUCATION INC
45581 SORBA ROAD
SUNABA INDIAN RESERVATION
SAN JACINTO, CA 92383
(714) 654-2781
** A AI DN PV **
KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC
ACCE
1520 SOUTH SAN JACINTO STREET
SUITE 6
SAN JACINTO, CA 92383
(714) 654-0032
** A O M TX CI PV OT **
LA VISTA WOMENS
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
24645 GIRARD STREET
SAN JACINTO, CA 92383
(714) 925-8650
** A R M DT TX PV **

SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY OF SF
OMAN RECEPTION CENTER
1175 HOWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-3057
** A PI CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY HARBORLIGHT CENTER
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1275 HARRISON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-7000
** A R M DT TX OT **

SALVATION ARMY HARBORLIGHT CENTER
RECOVERY HOME PROGRAM/MEN
1275 HARRISON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-7000
** A R TX OT **

SALVATION ARMY HARBORLIGHT CENTER
RECOVERY HOME PROGRAM/WOMEN
1275 HARRISON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-7000
** A R M TX OT **

SALVATION ARMY HARBORLIGHT CENTER
THE BRIDGEWAY PROJECT/SAN FRANCISCO
242 TURK STREET
SUITE 210
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 441-8277
** A R TX OT **

SAN FRANCISCO DRUG LINES
340 GEARY BOULEVARD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 752-3400
** AD E PV **

SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL HOSPITAL (SFGH)
MISSION METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1001 POTRERO AVENUE
BUILDING 90 MARD 92-93
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 821-8616
** D O IV DT MM **

SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL HOSPITAL (SFGH)
TON SMITH SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
1001 POTRERO AVENUE
BUILDING 20 MARD 25
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 821-8055
** A R M IV EA TX OT **

SAN FRANCISCO WOMENS REHAB FOUNDATION
THE STEPPING STONE
255 10TH AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 751-5921
** A R M TX OT **

STAR COMMUNITY CENTER
2250 JUDAH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122
(415) 564-2550
** AD CI PV OT **

SWORDS TO PLoughSHARES
VETERANS RIGHTS ORGANIZATION
400 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 552-6804
** AD CI PV **

THE MAY HOME
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1946 LOMBARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123
(415) 928-0595
** AD O M H CU EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
4150 CLEMENT STREET
ROOM 116E
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
(415) 750-2127 EXT. 678
** A I O CU IV DT EA TX CI **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CLINIC
4150 CLEMENT STREET
SUITE 116F
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
(415) 750-2050
** D O CU IV TX CI PV MM **

WALDEN HOUSE ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
214 HAIGHT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 558-0800
** D R Y IV TX **

WALDEN HOUSE INC
ADULT RESIDENTIAL
815 BUENA VISTA WEST
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 552-9440
** D R O IV EA TX CI **

WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1301 PIERCE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 565-8200
** D O M IV DT PV MM **

WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
WESTSIDE YOUTH AWARENESS PROGRAM
1140 OAK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 431-8252
** D O Y TX PV **

MOMENS ALCOHOLISM CENTER
2261 BRYANT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 282-8900
** A R O M TX CI PV **

MOMENS INSTITUTE FOR MENTAL HEALTH
THE IRIS PROJECT AND LSP
264 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-2364
** AD O M TX PV **

MOMENS NEEDS CENTER
1825 HAIGHT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 221-7371
** A N CI PV **

18TH STREET SERVICES
2152 B MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114
(415) 861-4899
** D O Y IV TX PV **

SAN GABRIEL
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE OF WEST SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
314 WEST MISSION DRIVE
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
(818) 285-2139
** AD Y PV **

SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
315 SOUTH MISSION DRIVE
SUITE A
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
(619) 308-0781
** AD DH PV **

SAN JACINTO
NHUUM EDUCATION INC
45581 SORBA ROAD
SUNABA INDIAN RESERVATION
SAN JACINTO, CA 92383
(714) 654-2781
** A AI DN PV **

KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC
ACCE
1520 SOUTH SAN JACINTO STREET
SUITE 6
SAN JACINTO, CA 92383
(714) 654-0032
** A O DH TX CI PV OT **

LA VISTA WOMENS
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
24645 GIRARD STREET
SAN JACINTO, CA 92383
(714) 925-8650
** A R M DT TX PV **

51
SAN JOSE

AGAPE OUTREACH CENTER
1161 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 292-8447
** D R IV TX CI PV **

ALANO CLUB
1122 FAIR AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95122
(408) 297-1878
** A OT **

ALANO CLUB WEST
1139 MINNESOTA AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 295-5619
** A OT **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
SANTA CLARA COUNTY CENTRAL OFFICE
555 RACE STREET
SUITE 130
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 297-3555
** A PV OT **

ALERT DRIVING INC (ADI)
1800 HAMILTON AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 723-3044
** A O M H DH TX PV **

ALEXIAN FAMILY PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
750 NORTH CAPITOL AVENUE
SUITE C-6
SAN JOSE, CA 95133
(408) 272-4521
** AD O M H EA TX PV **

ALL AMIGOS ALANO CLUB
99 PLEASANT STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 998-9202
** A OT **

BAY AREA HOT LINE
NON RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
97/95 MILLON STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 299-1344
** AD O CU TX PV **

BAY AREA HOT LINE
RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
85 NORTH 15TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 280-7359
** D R IV TX OT **

BENNY MCKEOWN CENTER
1281 FLEMING AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95127
(408) 259-6656
** A R M H B H A I EA TX CI PV **

BLOSSOM HILL ALCOHOL SERVICES CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICE
5571 SANTA THERESA BOULEVARD
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 299-2106
** A O E OH TX CI PV **

COMBINED ADDICTS AND PROFESSIONALS SERVICES (CAPS) RESIDENTIAL UNIT
398 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 294-5425
** D R IV TX **

DOWNTOWN FELLOWSHIP II AND III
ALCOHOL RECOVERY HOME
561 SOUTH ALMADEN AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 998-4170
** A R E TX OT **

ECONOMIC SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES/STEPS
3750 MECKE ROAD
SUITE D
SAN JOSE, CA 95127
(408) 251-9950
** A O B TX PV OT **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF SANTA CLARA COMADRES UNIT
55 EAST EMPIRE STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 288-6209
** D O M IV TX **

FORTUNES INN
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
52 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 293-6372
** A R EA TX OT **

FUTURES FOUNDATION INC
596 SOUTH 10TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 436-1930
** D R IV TX CI **

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER
2425 SAMARITAN DRIVE
SAN JOSE, CA 95124
(408) 559-2200
** AD I M IV DT EA TX CI PV **

INDIAN CENTER OF SAN JOSE
FOUR MINDS LODGE
935 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 971-9422
** A R O AI TX CI PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE SAN JOSE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
5755 COITTE ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95123
(408) 972-3097
** AD I O IV DT TX CI **

MEXICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY ASSOC INC (MACA)
1576 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 926-2818
** AD O M Y H CU TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM FOR SANTA CLARA COUNTY AFFILATE
1617 MILLHOURST AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 241-6903
** A Y EA PV **

NEW FORTUNES
ALCOHOL RECOVERY HOME FOR WOMEN
650 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(408) 295-6475
** A R M DT TX OT **

PATE HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
35 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 295-6163
** A R TX OT **

PATHWAY HOUSE
102 SOUTH 11TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 998-5191
** D R IV TX PV **

PROYECTO PRINAYERA
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL SERVICES
614 TULLY ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95111
(408) 977-1591
** A O W Y E H TX OT **

RANCHO LAGUNA SECA INC
9500 MALECCH ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95181
(408) 465-0131
** A R M DT TX **

SAN JOSE HOSPITAL CAREUNIT
675 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 279-2275
** AD I M H CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **
** OT **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY CENTRAL ALCOHOL SERVICES CENTER
2220 MOOPARK AVENUE
BUILDING H-10
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(408) 299-6030
** A O M Y H DM TX PV OT **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE COUNSELING PROG
1675 BURDETTE DRIVE
SUITE B
SAN JOSE, CA 95121
(408) 270-2587
** D O IV TX **
SANTA CLARA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
DOWNTOWN MEDICAL CLINIC
1075 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 280-9120
** D CI **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
MOORPARK MEDHADONE CLINIC
2220 MOORPARK AVENUE
BUILDING H-11
SAN JOSE, CA 95120
(408) 299-6304
** D OH IV DT MM **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY MATHADONE TRT PROG
HILLVIEW CLINIC
1675 BURDETT DRIVE
SUITE A
SAN JOSE, CA 95121
(408) 274-7520
** D O IV DT PV MM **

SOUTH BAY TEEN CHALLENGE
204 ASBURY STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95159
(408) 292-3392
** D R H IV TX CI PV **

SULLIVAN RECOVERY HOME
2345 MATHER DRIVE
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 926-2666
** A R B H F PI TX OT **

THLETHN STEP HOUSE INC
619 NORTH 4TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 279-9973
** A R TX CI **

VICTORY OUTREACH WOMENS HOME
156 NORTH 5TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 947-9071
** D R H IV TX CI PV **

VIDA NUEVA
ALCOHOL RECOVERY HOME
2212 QUIMBY ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95122
(408) 238-1820
** A R H TX PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
ODYSSEY RECOVERY HOME/BAY AREA
390 WEST COURT
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 288-5200
** A R TX OT **

SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
CENTER FOR CREATIVE ALTERNATIVES
20261 MARGUERITE PARKWAY
ROOM 130
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CA 92692
(714) 364-1066
** AD O Y EA TX PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
32161 ALIPAZ AVENUE
SUITE B
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CA 92675
(714) 851-0166
** A W Y H PI TX PV **

MISSION VIEJO DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
27000 MEDICAL CENTER ROAD
SUITE 304
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CA 92691
(714) 582-9100
** D O M Y IH CU IV TX **

SAN LEOCHINO
HORIZON COMMUNITY CENTER
1605 164TH AVENUE
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94578
(415) 278-6654
** A D TX CI PV OT **

HORIZON HOUSE INC
1630 168TH AVENUE
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94578
(415) 276-6301
** A R M TX CI PV **

HUMANISTIC ALTERNATIVES TO ADDICTION RESEARCH AND TREATMENT INC (HAART)
15400 FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94570
(415) 667-5800
** D O IV DT CI MM **

SAN LEANDRO COMMUNITY COUNSELING
296 BROADMOOR BOULEVARD
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94577
(415) 638-6603
** AD Y H PV OT **

SAN LUIS OBISPO
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS CENTRAL LOCATION
1015 OSOS STREET
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93401
(805) 549-7771
** A OT **

FRENCH HOSPITAL
SUMMIT PLACE
1111 JOHNSON AVENUE
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93401
(805) 545-5353
** AD I O H E IH CU IV DT EA TX **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
CENTRAL COAST
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93406
(805) 544-6163
** D OT **

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
ALCOHOL SERVICES
994 HILL STREET
SUITE 201
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93401
(805) 549-4275
** A O M Y H EA DN TX PV **

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
DRUG PROGRAM
2180 JOHNSON AVENUE
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93408
(805) 544-4722
** D O M Y IV TX **

SAN MARCOS
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
1637 CAPALINA ROAD
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069
(714) 744-9201
** A O M Y H DN TX PV **

SAN DIEGO HEALTH ALLIANCE
NORTH OFFICE
1560 CAPALINA STREET
SUITE A
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069
(714) 744-2104
** D O IV DT EA MM **

SAN MARTIN
SANTA CLARA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
SOUTH COUNTY DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
80 WEST HIGHLAND AVENUE
SAN MARTIN, CA 95046
(408) 683-4053
** D O IV DT TX CI MM OT **

VICTORY OUTREACH MENS HOME
11605 MURPHY AVENUE
SAN MARTIN, CA 95046
(408) 683-9932
** D R TX PV **

SAN MATEO
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
1931 FORRESTER STREET
SUITE 7
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
(415) 573-6811
** A OT **

ELMS HOUSE
202 EAST BELLEVUE AVENUE
SAN MATEO, CA 94401
(415) 343-0401
** A R M TX **

55
MUTIPLE OFFENDER
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM/SOUTH
475 CONCAR DRIVE
SUITE 206
SAN MATEO, CA 94402
(415) 573-3366
** A O H DM TX **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
SAN MATEO COUNTY PROGRAMS
475 CONCAR DRIVE
SUITE 206
SAN MATEO, CA 94402
(415) 573-3366
** A O DH TX PV **

PALM AVENUE SOCIAL SETTING
DETOXIFICATION
2251 PALM AVENUE
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
(415) 345-0265
** A R DT EA TX CI OT **

PROJECT NINETY
159 9TH AVENUE
SAN MATEO, CA 94401
(415) 579-7881
** A R EA TX OT **

SALVATION ARMY CLINTON HOUSE
20 NORTH SAN MATEO DRIVE
SUITE 3
SAN MATEO, CA 94401
(415) 347-0973
** AD O W EA DM TX PV **

MEMENS RECOVERY ASSOCIATION OF
SAN MATEO COUNTY/LAUREL HOUSE
900 LAUREL AVENUE
SAN MATEO, CA 94401
(415) 347-8808
** A R M TX **

SAN PABLO
SAN PABLO DISCOVERY CENTER
1524 RUMRILL BOULEVARD
ROOM 2
SAN PABLO, CA 94906
(415) 256-1616
** D O TX PV **

TRE COUNTY MEMENS RECOVERY SERVICES
THE RECTOR PROGRAM
1901 CHURCH LANE
SAN PABLO, CA 94906
(415) 256-3134
** A R H B TX PV **

SAN PEDRO
BEACON HOUSE ASSOCIATION
OF SAN PEDRO
1005 SOUTH BEACON STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(213) 832-4110
** A R TX OT **

FRED KENNEDY ASSOCIATES INC
DUZ PROGRAM/SAN PEDRO
302 WEST 5TH STREET
SUITE 100
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(213) 833-3521
** AD M EA DM PV OT **

HOUSE OF HOPE FOUNDATION
235 WEST 9TH STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(213) 831-9411
** A R M TX OT **

JOINT EFFORTS INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
505 SOUTH PACIFIC AVENUE
SUITE 205
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(213) 851-2359
** D O M H CU IV TX **

SAN PEDRO PENINSULA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1300 WEST 7TH STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90732
(213) 832-3311 EXT. 3277
** A I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SAN RAFAEL
ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF MARIN
1625 B 5TH AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 457-4475
** AD Y E EA PV OT **

BAY AREA INSTITUTE FOR FAMILY THERAPY
2400 LAS GALLINAS STREET
SUITE 110
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903
(415) 924-1764
** A CI OT **

CENTER POINT INC
LINCOLN HOUSE ALCOHOL DETOX
1634 5TH AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 457-0870
** A R M E B H PI OT TX CI OT **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF MARIN
1005 A STREET
ROOM 307
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 450-3850
** AD O H EA TX CI PV **

HENRY OHLHOFF OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS
121 KNIGHT DRIVE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 485-0382
** AD O Y EA TX PV **

Kaiser Foundation Hospital
Substance Abuse Program
99 Monticello Road
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 499-2250
** AD I O Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

MARIN ACT
THE GROVE
34 GROVE STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 456-6355
** A R EA TX CI PV OT **

MARIN GENERAL HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT RECOVERY CENTER
250 BON AIR ROAD
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94904
(415) 461-6336
** A I O Y TX CI PV **

MARIN MULTIPLE OFFENDER
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1930 4TH STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 457-6566
** A O M H DM TX PV **

MARIN SERVICES FOR MEN
424 MISSION AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94909
(415) 485-6736
** AD R TX **

MARIN TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1466 LINCOLN AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 457-3755
** D O M IV DT TX CI PV MM OT **

MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING GROUP
610 D STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 456-4452
** AD O EA TX **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS OF MARIN
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94915
(415) 456-1292
** A OT **

TAMALPAIS GROWTH CENTER
312 D STREET
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 454-2413
** D R IV EA TX PV OT **

SAN RAMON
FAMILY SERVICE OF CONTRA COSTA
2723 CROM CANYON ROAD
ROOM 212
SAN RAMON, CA 94583
(415) 947-1811
** AD CI PV OT **
PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER
PHOENIX PROGRAM
9260 ALCOSTA BOULEVARD
BUILDING C SUITE 21
SAN RAMON, CA 94583
(415) 829-2942
** A I O E DT TX CI PV **

SAN YSIDRO
CASA FAMILIAR AMANECER
YOUTH OUTREACH
119 WEST HALL AVENUE
SAN YSIDRO, CA 92073
(619) 428-1115
** D Y H PV **

SANTA ANA
ALCO/DRI FRATERNITY
704 SOUTH ROSS STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 556-9915
** A R E TX **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS CENTRAL OFFICE
ORANGE COUNTY
2712 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
(714) 556-6555
** A OT **

COOPER FELLOWSHIP
MENS SERVICES
409 NORTH COOPER STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92703
(714) 859-2720
** A R T X PV OT **

JOINT DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNSELING CTR
MCAS EL TORO
CHAPEL ANNEX BUILDING 83
SANTA ANA, CA 92709
(714) 651-2727
** AD O EA TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF
ORANGE COUNTY
2110 EAST FIRST STREET
SUITE 120
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
(714) 855-3850
** AD Y H PV OT **

ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
EAST CENTRAL ALCOHOL SERVICES
1725 WEST 17TH STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92706
(714) 854-5435
** A O H H EA DM TX PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE
ADULT AND ADOLESCENT PROGRAMS
1207 EAST FRUIT STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 953-9373
** D R H Y B H IV TX CI PV **

SANTA ANA DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1725 WEST 17TH STREET
ROOM 232
SANTA ANA, CA 92706
(714) 834-5041
** D O M Y H IV DT TX MM **

SCHOOL TEN
GARFIELD STREET UNIT
9555 GARFIELD STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92708
(714) 964-1612
** A O DM TX PV **

SCHOOL TEN
MAIN STREET UNIT
1772 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92707
(714) 835-0404
** A O DM TX PV **

TEEN CHALLENGE OF ORANGE COUNTY
418 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92702
(714) 835-8822
** AD O Y TX PV **

THE VILLA
910 NORTH FRENCH STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 541-2732
** A R M TX **

THIRD STREET CLINIC
717 EAST 3RD STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 542-3581
** D O IV DT MM **

SANTA BARBARA
CALL LINE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 569-2255
** AD OT **

CAS A SERENA
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 966-1260
** AD R H TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS INC
SANTA BARBARA
217 CAMINO DELREMEDIO STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93110
(805) 964-4795
** D O CU IV DT TX MM **

COTTAGE CARE CENTER
2415 DE LA VINA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 682-2511
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

DRUG ABUSE PREVENTIVE SOCIETY OF
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY
24 WEST ARRELLAGA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 965-6591
** AD R O IV TX CI PV **

FAMILY VIOLENCE PROGRAM
PROBATION DEPARTMENT
123 EAST ANAPAUW STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 568-2850
** A O TX CI PV **

GOLETA VALLEY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
COMP CARE UNIT
351 SOUTH PATTERSON AVENUE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93111
(805) 967-3411
** AD I IV DT EA TX CI **

HUMAN RELATIONS CENTER INC
1525 SANTA BARBARA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-1983
** AD O Y H TX CI PV **

KLEIN BOTTLE
SOCIAL ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH SHelter
301 WEST FIGUEROA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 963-6775
** AD R O Y TX PV **

KLEIN BOTTLE COUNSELING CENTER
824 BATH STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 965-5050
** D O Y H TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
506 STATE STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 966-1778
** A R TX OT **

SANTA BARBARA COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
133 EAST HALEY STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 963-1453
** A O EA OM TX PV OT **

SANTA BARBARA NEW HOUSE I
509 CHAPALA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-0248
** A R TX CI PV OT **

SANTA BARBARA NEW HOUSE II
227 WEST HALEY STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-0248
** A R TX OT **
CALIFORNIA

SANTA BARBARA RESCUE MISSION
535 EAST YANONALI STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93102
(805) 966-1316
** AD R T PV **

SCHICK SHADEL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
45 EAST ALAMAR AVENUE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 687-2411
** AD I DT TX PV **

WESTERN ADDICTION SERVICES
RESOURCE CENTER
126 EAST HALEY STREET
SUITE A-18
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 963-5636
** A O IV TX PV **

ZONA SECA
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE COUNSELING AGENCY
232 EAST ANAPAMU STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 963-5343
** AD O M Y H CU DM TX CI PV **

SANTA CLARA
ALC AND CHEM DEPENDENCIES INSTITUTE
275 SARATOGA AVENUE
SUITE 240
SANTA CLARA, CA 95050
(408) 296-5000
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE HOSPITAL
ALPHA PROGRAM
900 KIELY BOULEVARD
SANTA CLARA, CA 95051
(408) 985-5200
** AD O M Y IV EA TX CI PV **

PATHWAY SOCIETY INC
1659 SCOTT BOULEVARD
SUITE 30
SANTA CLARA, CA 95050
(408) 244-1834
** AD O Y IV EA TX CI PV **

SANTA CRUZ
AMARE
1307 SEABRIGHT AVENUE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95063
(408) 427-3010
** AD R O IV EA TX CI PV **

CALIFORNIA HEALTH ASSOCIATES
SANTA CRUZ CLINIC/OUTPATIENT MM
1000-A EHELNE STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 425-0115
** D O IV DT MM **

DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL
ADRIAN CENTER
1555 SOQUEL DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95065
(408) 462-7704
** AD I O IV DT TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
1521 1/2 PACIFIC AVENUE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-9444
** AD O H IV EA TX CI PV **

JANUS ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
200 7TH AVENUE
SUITE 150
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062
(408) 462-1060
** A R O DT DM TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95063
(408) 662-4664
** D OT **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
ALTO COUNSELING CENTER/NORTH
271 WATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-2003
** AD O M H IV EA DM TX PV **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
SUNFLOWER HOUSE
125 RIGG STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-3099
** D R M H IV TX PV **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
YOUTH SERVICES NORTH COUNTY
117 UNION STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 429-8350
** AD O Y H TX PV **

WOMENS CRISIS SUPPORT
1025 CENTER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 425-5525
** D O M TX **

SANTA FE SPRINGS
RIO HONDO COMMUNITY ACTION NETWORK
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
11769 TELEGRAPH ROAD
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA 90670
(213) 949-2381
** D O Y IV TX CI PV **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG PROBLEMS/WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER
2925 SOUTH PIONEER BOULEVARD
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA 90670
(213) 695-5959
** AD H Y CI PV **

THE OPEN DOOR CLINIC/SANTA FE SPRINGS
11769 EAST TELEGRAPH ROAD
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA 90670
(213) 949-9343
** A DM PV **

SANTA MARIA
CENTRAL COAST HEADWAY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
222 CARMEN LANE
SUITE 204
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 922-1710
** AD O H Y EA TX CI **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECT/SANTA BARBARA
SANTA MARIA UNIT
500 WEST FOSTER ROAD
SANTA MARIA, CA 93455
(805) 957-0641
** D O IV DT MM **

FAMILY VIOLENCE PROGRAM
PROBATION DEPARTMENT/NORTH COUNTY
615 SOUTH PARKVIEW STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 928-2611
** A O TX CI **

KLEIN BOTTLE
SOCIAL ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH
412 EAST TUNNEL STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 922-0468
** AD O H Y B H AI TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
NORTH COUNTY OFFICE
426 EAST BARCELLUS AVENUE
SUITE 105
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 928-0993
** A PV OT **

SANTA MARIA VALLEY YOUTH AND
FAMILY CENTER
225 EAST MILL STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 928-1707
** AD O Y H TX PV **

ZONA SECA
312 EAST MILL STREET
SUITE 201
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 922-5704
** A O Y H DM TX OT **

SANTA MONICA
ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL WEST AREA
1424 6TH STREET
SANTA MONICA, CA 90401
(213) 451-5681
** A O DM TX PV **
CLARE FOUNDATION
ADULT RECOVERY HOME
1867 9TH STREET
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
(213) 314-6238
** A R P I TX OT **

CLARE FOUNDATION
COURT REFERRAL (DMI)
1871 9TH STREET
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
(213) 314-6222
** A O H DM TX OT **

CLARE FOUNDATION
SANTA MONICA RECOVERY/DETOX CENTER
907 PICO BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
(213) 314-6204
** A R Y TX OT **

FOUNDATION FOR THE RECHANNELING OF EMOTIONS AND EDUCATION/FREE FOUNDATION
2714 PICO BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
(213) 452-6693
** AD PV **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
309 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
(213) 451-5561
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1528 22ND STREET
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
(213) 829-8905
** AD I O DT CI **

SANTA MONICA BAY AREA
DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL/HEM START
2500 COLORADO AVENUE
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
(213) 828-5561
** D O M Y H IV TX CI PV **

SANTA PAULA
SANTA CLARA VALLEY
ALCOHOLISM SERVICE UNITED
116 NORTH DAVIS STREET
SANTA PAULA, CA 93060
(805) 525-9392
** A O Y H EA DM TX CI PV **

SANTA ROSA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA ROSA, CA 95406
(707) 544-1300
** A OT **

CAMPOBELLO CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
3400 GUERNEVILLE ROAD
SANTA ROSA, CA 95401
(707) 579-4066
** AD R IV TX DT TX **

COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
POVERTY PROGRAM/MENS TRANSITION HOME
1006 RUTH PLACE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95401
(707) 544-6911
** A R TX **

DRUG ABUSE ALTERNATIVES CENTER
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
2800 CLEVELAND AVENUE
SUITE 11
SANTA ROSA, CA 95403
(707) 544-3295
** D O M Y IV TX PV **

DRUG ABUSE ALTERNATIVES CENTER
TURNTING POINT
2800 CLEVELAND AVENUE
SUITE 11
SANTA ROSA, CA 95403
(707) 544-3295
** D R M B H CU IV EA TX PV OT **

FAMILY EDUCATION CENTER OF SANTA ROSA
4376 RAYMONDE MARY
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 762-8835
** AD PV **

MENS TRANSITION HOUSE
920 WEST 8TH STREET
SANTA ROSA, CA 95401
(707) 579-0205
** A R TX **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA ROSA, CA 95402
(707) 575-7837
** D OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
SONOMA COUNTY
1049 4TH STREET
SUITE F
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 544-7544
** AD PV **

OPiate ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1144 SONOMA AVENUE
SUITE 106
SANTA ROSA, CA 95405
(707) 576-0816
** D O IV DT MM **

R HOUSE
429 SPEERS ROAD
SANTA ROSA, CA 95405
(707) 539-2948
** AD R IV TX CI PV **

SAINT HELENA HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL RECOVERY PROGRAM
2500 BETHARDS DRIVE
SUITE J
SANTA ROSA, CA 95405
(707) 578-7999
** AD O TX OT **

SANTA ROSA JUNIOR COLLEGE
FIRST OFFENDER DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1501 MENDOCINO AVENUE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95401
(707) 527-6444
** A DN PV **

SOCIAL ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH INC
1303 COLLEGE AVENUE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 544-3299
** D O M Y H TX CI PV **

SONOMA COUNTY ALCOHOL SERVICES
ORENDA CENTER
2759 BENNETT VALLEY ROAD
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 528-6161
** A R M Y E H PI DT EA DM TX CI **

THE UNIQUE PLACE
ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY HOME FOR WOMEN
713 TUPPER STREET
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 527-0412
** A R H TX OT **

VILLA GUEST HOUSE
3640 STONY POINT ROAD
SANTA ROSA, CA 95407
(707) 596-0324
** A R TX OT **

WARRACK HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
2449 SUMMERFIELD ROAD
SANTA ROSA, CA 95405
(707) 523-7136
** AD I IV DT TX OT **

WOMEN AND CHILDREN'S TRANSITION HOUSE
1864 HEARN AVENUE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95407
(707) 544-6911
** A R H TX **

WOMENS TRANSITION HOUSE
924 WEST 8TH STREET
SANTA ROSA, CA 95401
(707) 544-6911
** A R H TX **
CALIFORNIA

SANTA YNEZ

KLEIN BOTTLE SOC ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH
SANTA YNEZ HIGH SCHOOL
2975 EAST HIGHWAY 246
SANTA YNEZ, CA 93460
(805) 658-7877
** AD O Y AI TX CI PV **

SANTEE

CRISIS HOUSE INC
SANTEE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
9302 CARLTON HILLS BOULEVARD
SANTEE, CA 92071
(619) 449-8382
** AD O TX PV **

SCOTTS VALLEY

HOPE HAVEN INC
2090 BEAN CREEK ROAD
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 438-9254
** A R M TX **

MENITIS MEDICAL GROUP
3109 SCOTTS VALLEY DRIVE
SUITE 128
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 257-1500
** AD O M IH TX PV **

STAR LODGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5271 SCOTTS VALLEY DRIVE
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 438-2090
** AD I W CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

THE CAMP
3192 GLEN CANYON ROAD
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 438-1868
** AD R TX PV OT. **

TRIAD
GUPT DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROG
5521 SCOTTS VALLEY DRIVE
SUITE 200
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 438-3521
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

SEASIDE

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL CENTER
1001 ELM AVENUE
SEASIDE, CA 95355
(408) 899-6131
** A O M Y DH TX PV **

PENINSULA DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
THRESHOLD AND GENESIS HOUSE
1152 SOMONA AVENUE
SEASIDE, CA 95355
(408) 899-2436
** D R O IV TX CI **

SEBASTOPOL

AZURE ACRES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
2246 GREEN HILL ROAD
SEBASTOPOL, CA 95472
(707) 825-3336
** AD R DT EA TX **

SEPULVEDA

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
16111 PLUMMER STREET
ROOM 4-1C
SEPULVEDA, CA 91343
(818) 891-2439 EXT. 2438
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI MM **

SIMI VALLEY

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
SIMI VALLEY CENTRAL OFFICE
1750 LOS ANGELES AVENUE
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 584-3235
** A OT **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/SIMI VALLEY
2945 SCYAMORE DRIVE
SUITE 1
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 522-1944
** D O IV DT MM **

EAST COUNTY ALCOHOL COUNSELING CENTER
2003 ROYAL AVENUE
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 580-4876
** A O DH TX CI PV **

RAINBOW HOUSE SIMI VALLEY
3165 TAPCO CANYON ROAD
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063
(805) 563-3988
** A R M B IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SIMI VALLEY ADVENTIST HOSPITAL
MOUNTAIN VIEW CENTER
1575 ERRINGER ROAD
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 527-9583
** AD I O IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

TENELF FRIENDS HOUSE
1186 APPLETON ROAD
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 581-9969
** A R TX OT **

SOLVANG

MALLACE AND ASSOCIATES
REHABILITATION FIRM
540 ALISAL ROAD
SOLVANG, CA 93463
(805) 688-2636
** A O TX CI **

SONOMA

SONOMA VALLEY HOSP PARKSIDE REC CTR
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
347 ANDREZIEUX STREET
SONOMA, CA 95476
(707) 996-6500
** AD I Y IV TX CI PV **

SONORA

ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES FOR
TUOLUMNE COUNTY
12801 CABEZUT ROAD
SONORA, CA 95370
(209) 533-3553
** AD O M Y E IV EA TM TX CI PV **

CARE SCHOOLS
3245 MONO HAY
SONORA, CA 95370
(209) 532-0307
** A O DH TX PV **

THE MEADOWS
16185 TUOLYMPNE ROAD
SONORA, CA 95370
(209) 532-7807
** AD R M IV EA TX CI **

SOUTH GATE

LOS ANGELES TEEN CHALLENGE
10125 CALIFORNIA AVENUE
SOUTH GATE, CA 90280
(213) 732-0141
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
4120 THEODY BOULEVARD
SOUTH GATE, CA 90280
(213) 567-0527
** A O H DH TX **

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF THE SIERRA NEVADA/OUTPATIENT
2229 BARTON STREET
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 95731
(916) 541-5190
** A O H EA DH TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF THE SIERRA NEVADA/RESIDENTIAL
2677 REEVE STREET
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 95731
(916) 541-5440
** A R H DT EA TX CI PV **

TAHOE HUMAN SERVICES
1021 FREMONT AVENUE
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 95705
(916) 541-2445
** D O Y H CU DT EA TX CI PV **
CALIFORNIA

TEMPLE CITY

TEMPLE CITY ALANO CLUBS
5594 TEMPLE CITY BOULEVARD
TEMPLE CITY, CA 91780
(213) 662-3487
** A PV **

THOUSAND OAKS

A CENTER FOR CREATIVE CHANGE
3537 OLD CONEJO ROAD
SUITE 113
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91320
(805) 499-8511
** AD O M Y EA TX CI **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91359
(805) 495-1111
** A OT **

BE FREE
3609 THOUSAND OAKS BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91362
(805) 497-9440
** AD O Y EA TX CI PV **

CONJO CREEK CENTER FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY
1429 EAST THOUSAND OAKS BOULEVARD
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91360
(805) 496-4848
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

FAMILY/OPEN DOOR COUNSELING CENTER OF THE OAKS
141 DUESENBERG DRIVE
SUITE 9
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91362
(805) 495-4226
** AD O M Y TX CI PV **

TIBURON

VISTA DE LA VIDA INC
16 VENUS COURT
TIBURON, CA 94920
(415) 435-3977
** A R IH EA TX **

TORRANCE

ADVANCED RECOVERY INSTITUTE
3655 LOMITA BOULEVARD
TORRANCE, CA 90505
(213) 373-7785
** AD O TX PV **

ALAND CLUBS
1645 ARLINGTON AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 320-3861
** A PV OT **

AMI DEL AMO HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP TO RECOVERY PROGRAM
23700 CAMINO DEL SOL STREET
TORRANCE, CA 90505
(213) 530-1161
** AD I IV DT TX PV **

CHARTER PACIFIC HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
4025 WEST 226TH STREET
TORRANCE, CA 90509
(213) 373-7733
** A I O Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF THE SOUTH BAY ADMIN
1334 POST AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 520-1460
** A EA DM PV **

SOUTH BAY HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
2171 TORRANCE BOULEVARD
SUITE 4
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 328-0780
** D O M IV TX CI PV OT **

SOUTHWEST DRIVER BENEFITS PROGRAM
2570 WEST CARSON STREET
SUITE 150
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 538-5464
** A O H DM TX **

TRACY

VALLEY COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1018 E STREET
TRACY, CA 95376
(209) 835-8583
** A O EA TX CI PV **

TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
BUILDING 249 BAY C-2
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, CA 94535
(707) 458-3946
** AD O IV DN TX CI PV **

TULARE

FUNCTIONAL LIVING CENTERS
10339 FAZRGROVE AVENUE
TULARE, CA 93274
(816) 352-3562
** A R PX TX **

ALCOHOL CENTER FOR TEENAGERS (ACT)
23393 ROAD 68
TULARE, CA 93274
(209) 688-4385
** AD R Y TX OT **

KINGS VIEW SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
TULARE COUNTY
559 EAST BARDSLEY AVENUE
TULARE, CA 95275
(209) 688-2994
** A Y PI DM OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
TULARE COUNTY INC
525 EAST BARDSLEY AVENUE
TULARE, CA 95275
(209) 688-2994
** A Y PI DM OT **

TUOLUMNE

MAYNORDS RECOVERY RANCH
19325 CHEROKEE ROAD
TUOLUMNE, CA 95379
(293) 928-3737
** AD Y IV EA TX CI PV **

TURLOCK

EMANUEL MEDICAL CENTER
CARE UNIT PROGRAM
825 DELBON AVENUE
TURLOCK, CA 95380
(209) 668-4357
** AD I IV DT EA TX CI PV **

EXCEL CENTER
TURLOCK, CA 95380
(415) 396-8555
** AD R Y TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICES AGENCY OF STANISLAUS COUNTY
1246 EAST CANAL DRIVE
TURLOCK, CA 95380
(209) 667-0864
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

TUMAH EST INC/NORTH PHOENIX HOUSE
219 SOUTH BROADWAY
TURLOCK, CA 95380
(209) 668-0771
** D R O IV TX **

TUSTIN

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
ORANGE COUNTY
17421 IRVINE BOULEVARD
TUSTIN, CA 92680
(714) 836-7377
** AD O EA TX OT **

HEALTH CARE MEDICAL CENTER OF TUSTIN
CHEMICAL RECOVERY SERVICES
14662 NEWPORT AVENUE
TUSTIN, CA 92681
(714) 838-9600 (EXT.) 5942
** AD I O Y IH IV DT EA TX CI PV **
SOUTHERN SOLANO ALCOHOL COUNCIL (SSAC)
609 CAROLINA STREET
VALLEJO, CA 94590
(707) 643-2715
** A R P IX DT TX CI PV **

VALMYS

COCOAINE ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
7417 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
SUITE K
VALMY'S, CA 91405
(818) 988-1777
** D CU OT **

CROSSROADS HOSPITAL COMMUNITY PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6323 HOODMAN AVENUE
VALMY'S, CA 91401
(818) 787-2470
** AD I Y TX **

DRIVER SAFETY SCHOOLS
6410 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
SUITE H
VALMY'S, CA 91401
(818) 787-7070
** A O H Y H AI CU DM TX **

HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
14654 OXNARD STREET
VALMY'S, CA 91411
(818) 785-9119
** A O H DM TX PV **

I-ADARP AND WOMEN TOGETHER
OUTPATIENT UNIT
16517 VICTORY BOULEVARD
VALMY'S, CA 91411
(818) 994-7954
** D O W IV TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
WORLD SERVICE OFFICE INC
16155 HYANDOTTE STREET
VALMY'S, CA 91406
(818) 780-3951
** D PV **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
17400 VAN NuYS STREET
VALMY'S, CA 91406
(818) 988-5240
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

PEOPLE IN PROGRESS
SAN FERNANDO VALLEY CENTER
6461 LENNOX AVENUE
VALMY'S, CA 91405
(818) 782-2313
** A R O PI DT TX OT **

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY CMHC
YOUTH CONTACT COMPONENT
14631 HAMLIN STREET
SUITE 101
VALMY'S, CA 91411
(818) 988-8050
** D O Y H TX PV **

TEENAGE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
ADULT AND PARENT PREV AND RECOVERY
14557 FRIAR STREET
VALMY'S, CA 91411
(818) 997-0616
** A Y PV **

VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL
CARE UNIT HARD 3 W 3
15107 VAN NuYS STREET
VALMY'S, CA 91405
(818) 902-2905
** AD CU TX CI PV **

VISTA RECOVERY CENTER/VAN NUYS
15350 SHERMAN WAY
SUITE 140
VALMY'S, CA 91406
(213) 640-7200
** A O Y EA TX CI **

WEST LOS ANGELES TREATMENT PROGRAM
PRIDE HOUSE
7447 SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD
VALMY'S, CA 91405
(818) 908-5660
** D R Y B TX **

WESTERN PACIFIC PANORAMA MED CLINIC
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
9462 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
VALMY'S, CA 91402
(818) 891-8555
** D O IV DT CI PV MM OT **

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE
VANDENBERG AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
DRUG-ALCOHOL ABUSE REHABILITATION
4592 ASH/SLD
BUILDING NO 11012
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, CA 93437
(805) 866-0374
** A O TX CI PV **

VENICE

MAIN STREET COUNSELING SERVICE
1426 MAIN STREET
VENICE, CA 90291
(213) 399-7274
** D O H IV TX OT **

TUUM EST INC
PHOENIX HOUSE
503 OCEAN FRONT WALK
VENICE, CA 90291
(213) 392-3070
** D R O W Y IV TX CI PV **
CALIFORNIA

VENTURA

ALCOHOL INFORMATION SCHOOL
4451 TELEPHONE ROAD
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 654-3460
** A O H H TM TX PV OT **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
EAST VENTURA GROUP ALANO CLUB
375 EAST MAIN STREET
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 643-2826
** A OT **

COTTAGE CARE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1280 VICTORIA AVENUE
SUITE 108
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 658-9025
** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **

FRESH START COUNSELING CENTER
261 YOUNG STREET
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 642-8642
** AD O IV TX CI **

HACIENDA HELP SERVICES
1019 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 648-5187
** AD R O IV EA TX CI PV **

HACIENDA HELP SERVICES
LIVE IN SERVICES
8807-8809 TIBER STREET
VENTURA, CA 93004
(805) 648-5157
** A R EA TX CI PV OT **

INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
116 NORTH BRENTE STREET
VENTURA, CA 93005
(805) 656-4311
** AD O M H IV EA TX CI PV **

KHEPRA HOUSE
105 WEST HARRISON AVENUE
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 652-5256
** A R DT TX CI PV **

MEDICAL SUPPORT SERVICES TO ALCOHOLICS
VENTURA COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
3291 LOMA VISTA ROAD
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 652-6235
** A I PI DT EA TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
VENTURA/SANTA BARBARA AREA
2465 GRAND AVENUE
SUITE 314
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 646-0500
** D OT **

TEEN CHALLENGE
2717 NORTH VENTURA AVENUE
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 648-3295
** AD R M Y TX PV OT **

VENTURA COUNTY CENTER FOR DRUG PROBLEMS
4651 TELEPHONE ROAD
SUITE 250
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 654-3460
** D O M Y IV TX CI PV **

WEST COUNTY ALCOHOL COUNSELING CENTER
759 EAST MAIN STREET
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 652-7823
** A O M Y H PI IV TX CI PV **

VICTORVILLE

CALIFORNIA TRAINING SCHOOL
14477 AMARGOSA AVENUE
SUITE B
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 241-7325
** A DM PV **

HIGH DESERT CHILD/ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY SERVICE CENTER
16248 VICTOR STREET
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 243-7351
** D O TX PV **

HOW HOUSE MENS PROGRAM
15534 4TH STREET
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 245-1970
** A R TX CI PV OT **

VISALIA

ALANO CLUB
206 NORTH SANTA FE STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 734-9912
** A OT **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES OF TULEARE COUNTY
ALTERNATIVES
1908 SOUTH COURT STREET
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 766-2125
** AD O H EA DM TX PV **

CARE SCHOOLS
2532 WEST WHITENDEALE AVENUE
SUITE D
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 732-8666
** A O M H DM TX CI PV **

KINGS/TULARE AREA AGENCY ON AGING
OLDER WOMENS ALCOHOL PROJECT
1920 WEST PRINCETON STREET
VISALIA, CA 93279
(209) 733-1079
** A M E PV **

TULARE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
PINE RECOVERY CENTER
120 WEST SCHOOL STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 652-4100
** A R O M E PI DT TX **

TURNING POINT YOUTH SERVICES
904 WEST CENTER STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 627-1385
** D O M Y IV TX PV **

VENTURA

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND EDUCATION (SUITE) NORTH COUNTY
258 WEST VISTA MAY
VISTA, CA 92055
(714) 941-5020
** D O IV TX CI PV **

WALNUT CREEK

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CONTRA COSTA SERVICE CENTER
165 HAYTHAM WAY
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 929-4155
** A PI OT **

CPC WALNUT CREEK HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS
175 LA CASA VIA
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94598
(415) 923-7990
** A J DT TX **

FAMILY SERVICE OF CONTRA COSTA
2960 CAMINO DIABLO STREET
SUITE 210
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 947-1811
** AD CI PV OT **

JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES OF JEWISH
FEDERATION OF THE GREATER EAST BAY
56 HAYTHAM WAY
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 936-0991
** AD PV OT **

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1425 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 943-2000
** AD I O CU IV DT TX CI **
THE ALPHA SYSTEM
45 QUAIL COURT
SUITE 302
HALMUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 947-1122
** A O M Y CU TX CI PV **

HALMUT CREEK THERAPY CENTER
2020 NORTH BROADWAY
SUITE 205 C
HALMUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 935-2727
** A M Y IH CU EA CI PV OT **

WATSONVILLE
ALTO COUNSELING CENTER/SOUTH
37 SUDEN STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 728-2235
** AD O H H IV EA EA TX PV **

FENIX FAMILY
ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CENTER
22 EAST 5TH STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 722-4211
** A O M Y H EA TX PV **

FIRST STEP REHABILITATION AND
SHELTER PROGRAM
2714 FREEDOM BOULEVARD
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 688-8777
** AD R IV DT TX CI **

HERMANAS RECOVERY HOME
161 MILES LANE
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 722-2471
** A R M H TX PV **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
SUNFLOWER YOUTH HOUSE
187-A SAN ANDREAS ROAD
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 680-7993
** D R Y H IV TX **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
YOUTH SERVICES SOUTH
107 CALIFORNIA STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 728-2226
** AD O Y H TX PV **

WATSONVILLE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
298 GREEN VALLEY ROAD
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 724-4741 EXT. 498
** AD I O H IV TX CI **

WEAVERVILLE
TRINITY COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
310 EASTERN AVENUE
WEAVERVILLE, CA 96093
(916) 625-5708
** A D O IV H TX CI PV **

WEST COVINA
CALIFORNIA DRIVER IMPROVEMENT INC
SAN GABRIEL VALLEY DRIVER IMPROVEMENT
1502 WEST COVINA PARKWAY
SUITE 112
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 915-5807
** A D M H Y I H AI IH CI IV TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
GLENDOURA UNIT
336 1/2 SOUTH GLENDOURA AVENUE
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 915-5807
** A D M H Y I H AI IH CI IV TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
WEST COVINA UNIT
1825 EAST THELBORN STREET
WEST COVINA, CA 91791
(818) 915-5804
** D O IV DT CI PV MM **

SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT
1502 WEST COVINA PARKWAY
SUITE 112
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 915-5804
** A D M H Y I H AI IH CI IV TX PV **

WEST SACRAMENTO
DETOX CENTER OF AMERICA
820 MASTACRE ROAD
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 371-1501
** D O IV DT TX **

EAST YOLO INFORMATION CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
1015 DREVER STREET
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 372-3560
** AD PV OT **

YOLO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAMS/WEST SACRAMENTO
350 C STREET
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 372-5480
** A D O M Y H TX PV **

WESTMINSTER
ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
WEST REGION
14120 BEACH BOULEVARD
SUITE 203
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 896-7576
** A O M Y E H PI TX **

SCHOOL TEN
6156 GARDEN GROVE BOULEVARD
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 891-3608
** A D H TX PV **

WESTMINSTER DRUG FREE
14600 GOLDENWEST STREET
SUITE 112
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 890-3000
** D O M Y IH IV TX **

WHITTIER
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/WHITTIER
11738 VALLEY VIEW AVENUE
SUITE B
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(213) 946-1597
** D O D IV DT MM **

DRIVER SAFETY SCHOOLS
ESCUEDA DE LATINA DE ALCOHOL
11951 1/2 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90606
(213) 698-0036
** A O H DM TX CI PV **

FRED C NELLES SCHOOL
KENNEDY/MADISON COTTAGES
11850 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90601
(213) 698-6781 EXT. 250
** AD R Y TX **

PRESBYTERIAN INTERCOMMUNITY HOSPITAL
THE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
19401 EAST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90602
(213) 698-0811 EXT. 2040
** AD I O M Y E H CU IV DT EA TX **

PROJECT INFO
YOUTH PROGRAM
9401 SOUTH PAINTER AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(213) 698-9456
** A D H TX PV **

PUBLIC INTEREST INC
7356 SOUTH PAINTER AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90602
(213) 965-2977
** A D H TX PV **

CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES INC
15501 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(213) 945-2621
** A O H DM TX **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG PROBLEMS/FOLEY HOUSE
10531 MILLS AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(213) 944-7753
** A R W TX OT **

WILMITS
LUCKY DEUCE
DU PROGRAM
110 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE E
WILLITS, CA 95490
(707) 459-9631
** A O H DM TX PV OT **

WILLOWS
GLENN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
COUNSELING CENTER/WILLows
242 NORTH VILLA STREET
WILLOWS, CA 95988
(916) 934-8822
** A O DM TX CI PV **

WILMINGTON
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
WILMINGTON COMM PREV/RECOVERY CENTER
531 MARINE AVENUE
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 851-8893
** A O DH TX OT **

COUNSELING SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
WILMINGTON
426 NORTH AVALON BOULEVARD
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 850-0170
** A H DH PV **

INSTITUTE FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES/MAH
117 EAST B STREET
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 569-8383
** D O IV DT PV MAH **

LA CLINICA LIGRE DEL PUERTO
125 WEST ANAHEIM STREET
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 850-0100
** D O H Y B H CU TX **

NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ASSOCIATION
WILMINGTON DRUG PROGRAM
1323 NORTH AVALON BOULEVARD
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 549-6310
** D O H Y H TX CI PV **

SUICIDE PREVENTION CENTER
HARBOR CLINIC METH MAINTENANCE UNIT
936 NORTH MILWIND BOULEVARD
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 513-1500
** D O IV DT MH **

WOODHaven
FORT YUMA ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION PROGRAM
375 PICACHO ROAD
WINTERHAVEN, CA 92283
(619) 572-0232
** A O Y AI EA TX CI PV **

WOODLAND
BEAVER STREET DETOXIFICATION AND
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
170 WEST BEAVER STREET
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 666-8655
** A D R H IV DT TX CI **

CACHÉ CREEK LODGE
ROUTE 2
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 662-5727
** A R TX CI H **

YOLO COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS
201 WEST BEAVER STREET
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 666-8650
** A D O M IV EA DH TX PV **

WOODLAND HILLS
VALLEY WOMENS CENTER AND
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
20969 VENTURA BOULEVARD
SUITES 10 AND 19
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364
(818) 716-7188
** A R O M Y IV DT TX CI PV OT **

YORBA LINDA
SAINT JUDE HOSPITAL/YORBA LINDA
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
16850 EAST BASTANCHURY ROAD
YORBA LINDA, CA 92686
(714) 993-3000 EXT. 318
** A D I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

YOUGHTVILLE
VETERANS HOME OF CALIFORNIA
ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICE
YOUGHTVILLE VETERANS HOME
YOUGHTVILLE, CA 94599
(707) 944-6943
** A R E DT TX **

YREKA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 842-5010
** A DT **

MEADOW HAVEN
3305 FAIRLANE STREET
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 842-7707
** A R O IV EA TX PV **

SISKIYOU COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
804 SOUTH MAIN STREET
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 842-8190
** AD O TX PV **

YUBA CITY
PATHWAYS YOUTH AND FAMILY PROGRAM
440-A PALORA AVENUE
YUBA CITY, CA 95991
(916) 671-0285
** A O Y H DH TX OT **

SUTTER YUBA MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM
1965 LIVE OAK BOULEVARD
YUBA CITY, CA 95991
(916) 741-7220
** D O M IV TX CI PV **

YUCCA VALLEY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
ALANO CLUB
57637 YUCCA TRAIL
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92252
(619) 365-9984
** A DT **
ALAMOSA
SLVMHC COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROG
ALAMOSA OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1015 4TH STREET
ALAMOSA, CO 81101
(719) 589-5675
** AD O DM TX CI PV OT **
SLVMHC COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROG
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT AND RECOVERY CTR
2201 SAN JUAN STREET
HALFWAY HOUSE
ALAMOSA, CO 81101
(719) 589-5134
** A R TX PV **
SLVMHC COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROG
DETOX AND EVALUATION CENTER
522 ALAMOSA STREET
ALAMOSA, CO 81101
(719) 589-5176
** A R H H PI DT TX **

ARVADA
ARVADA/LONMONT COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
7850 VANCE DRIVE
SUITE 280
ARVADA, CO 80001
(303) 420-4494
** A O H DM TX CI PV **

ASPEN
ARU/ASPEN
2222 HIGHWAY 82
ASPEN, CO 81611
(303) 920-2107
** AD R CU TX OT **
COLORADO WEST REGIONAL MENTAL HEALTH
ASPTN MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
0098 RED MOUNTAIN ROAD
ASPEN, CO 81611
(303) 925-5400
** AD O Y IV DM TX **

AURORA
A CHRONICLE ON DRUG ABUSE
17986 EAST FLORIDA DRIVE
AURORA, CO 80017
(303) 751-8560
** AD Y PV **
ARAPAHOE HOUSE
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
691 CHAMBERS ROAD
SUITE 107
AURORA, CO 80017
(303) 762-1550
** AD O H Y DM TX CI PV **
AURORA CENTER FOR TREATMENT
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL TREATMENT
15400 EAST 14TH PLACE
SUITE 435
AURORA, CO 80011
(303) 344-9750
** AD O H Y CU DM TX CI PV **
CAREUNIT OF COLORADO
1290 SOUTH POTOMAC STREET
AURORA, CO 80012
(303) 745-2273
** AD I CU IV DT EA TX PV **
CARING COUNSELING CENTER
1602 SOUTH PARKER ROAD
SUITE 501
AURORA, CO 80231
(303) 568-8702
** A DM PV **

CROSSROADS COUNSELING LTD
1901 PEORIA STREET
SUITE 105
AURORA, CO 80010
(303) 394-2359
** AD IV DM TX CI PV **

ESSEX GROWTH CENTER
12361 EAST CORNELL STREET
AURORA, CO 80045
(303) 368-7808
** A O DM TX PV **

FITZSIMONS ARMY MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG/ALC REHAB AND PREVENTION DIV
ADAPCP/ASAP/DPCA
BUILDING 317
AURORA, CO 80045
(303) 361-8091
** AD O H E B H AI IH CU IV EA DM **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
B = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CZ = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MH = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

COLORADO
HEWLETT PACKARD COMPANY
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROVIDERS
1855 AUSTIN BLUFFS PARKWAY
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80907
(719) 520-6116
** AD EA DT **

PATHWAYS CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING INC
304 SOUTH 4TH STREET
SUITE 104
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80905
(719) 520-9220
** A O DH TX **
Pikes Peak Care Coalition
3510 AUSTIN BLUFFS PARKWAY
ROOM 2
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80918
(719) 548-8877
** AD Y PV **

POSITIVE CHANGE INC
902 NORTH CIRCLE STREET
SUITE 206
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80909
(719) 578-9750
** A O W CU DH TX PV **

TURNING POINT INSTITUTE
2862 SOUTH CIRCLE DRIVE
SPRINGS OFFICE PARK SUITE 206
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80906
(719) 579-0919
** AD O TX **

UPLIFT AWARENESS CENTER
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
432 MEST BIJOU STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80905
(719) 471-2534
** A O EA DH TX **

UPLIFT AWARENESS CENTER
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM/SECURITY
5648 HIGHWAY 85-87
SUITE 102
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80911
(719) 390-4652
** A DH PV **

YOUTH RECOGNITION LTD
2152 EAST BIJOU STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80909
(719) 632-3362
** A O Y DH TX PV **

COLORADO CITY
ADAMS COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 14
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
4720 EAST 69TH AVENUE
COLORADO CITY, CO 80022
(303) 289-3950 EXT. 203
** AD EA PV **

CHEMICAL ABUSE INTERVENTION RESOURCES
7190 COLORADO BOULEVARD
COMMERCIAL CITY, CO 80022
(303) 287-0631
** AD PV **

INSIGHTS COUNSELING SERVICES INC
7251 EAST 4TH STREET
SUITE 6
COMMERCIAL CITY, CO 80022
(303) 289-1781
** AD O DH TX CI PV **

WASHINGTON HOUSE INC
7373 BIRCH STREET
COMMERCIAL CITY, CO 80037
(303) 289-3391
** A R O W H PI DT DH TX **

CRAIG
ASSOCIATES IN COUNSELING
439 BREEZE STREET
SUITE 101
CRAIG, CO 81625
(303) 824-2556
** AD O W Y EA DM TX CI PV **

COLORADO MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING CENTER
595 BREEZE STREET
SUITE 140
CRAIG, CO 81625
(303) 824-6541
** AD O Y IV DH TX **

CRIPPLE CREEK
HILITOT NURSING HOME
A AND HITTIG STREETS
CRIPPLE CREEK, CO 80813
(719) 689-2931
** A R E TX **

DELTA
MIDWESTERN COLORADO MENTAL HEALTH CTR
DELTA ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
195 STAFFORD LANE
DELTA, CO 81416
(303) 879-8901
** AD O W Y H PI EA TX PV **

DENVER
ACOMA STREET CLINIC
1049 ACOMA STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 629-5203
** D O IV EA PV MM OT **

ADAMS COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEYS
JUVENILE DIVERSION PROJECT
8501 FOX DRIVE
SUITE 100
DENVER, CO 80221
(303) 427-6001
** AD PV **

ALCOHOL AWARENESS INFORMATION CTR INC
10248 EAST JEWELL AVENUE
SUITE 30
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 357-0459
** A DH PV **

ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICES OF CO INC
1300 SOUTH LAFAYETTE STREET
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 777-8648
** A O DH TX PV **

ARAPAHOE HOUSE
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
3550 WEST LEHIGH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80236
(303) 762-1550
** AD O W Y PI DH TX CI PV **

BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD
EMPLOYEE SELF HELP PROGRAM
700 BROADWAY
SUITE 651
DENVER, CO 80273
(303) 851-5006
** AD EA PV OT **

CENTRE AT PORTER HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2525 SOUTH DOWNING STREET
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 778-5774
** AD O IV IV DT DM TX CI PV **

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1056 EAST 19TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80218
(303) 661-6577
** AD IH EA CI PV **

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS
DIV OF YOUTH/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4255 SOUTH KNOX COURT
DENVER, CO 80236
(303) 762-4495
** AD Y CI PV **

COLORADO GERONTOLOGICAL SOCIETY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/PREVENTION
3006 EAST COLFAX STREET
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 533-3482
** AD PV **

COLORADO STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
4210 EAST 11TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80220
(303) 222-9719
** AD EA PV OT **

67
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
EDUCATION CENTER (CADREC)
3315 GILPIN STREET
DENVER, CO 80205
(303) 295-2521
** A O DM TX CI OT **

COUNSELING DIMENSIONS INC
11658 HURON STREET
DENVER, CO 80234
(303) 450-0700
** A O EA DM TX PV **

CROSSROADS COUNSELING LTD
1400 YORK STREET
SUITE 202
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 466-4165
** AD Y JV DM TX CI PV OT **

CROSSROADS COUNSELING LTD
2000 WEST 120TH AVENUE
SUITE 3
DENVER, CO 80234
(303) 537-1906
** AD Y JV DM TX CI PV OT **

DENVER ALTERNATIVE YOUTH SERVICES
1240 WEST BAYAUD AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80223
(303) 699-2500
** AD O Y TX **

DENVER AND RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1110 16TH STREET
PARK CENTRAL BUILDING/TOWER 3
DENVER, CO 80202
(303) 595-2594
** AD IV EA DM CI PV OT **

DENVER DA OFFICE
303 WEST COLFAX AVENUE
SUITE 1300
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 575-5195
** AD Y PV **

DENVER DEPT OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
DENVER CARES OUTPATIENT SERVICES
3840 YORK STREET
UNIT K
DENVER, CO 80205
(303) 295-9513
** A R O DT DM TX CI PV **

DENVER GENERAL HOSPITAL
MEDICAL DETOX UNIT/4E
777 BANNOCK STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 893-7564
** AD I DT TX **

DENVER INDIAN HEALTH BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
1759 VINE STREET
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 320-3974
** AD M AI PV **

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
STUDENT BOARD OF EDUC/SUBST ABUSE SERV
900 GRANT STREET
DENVER, CO 80203
(303) 837-1000 EXT. 2183
** AD PV **

DRIVER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
120 WEST 5TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 744-0128
** A O DM PV **

DRI CREEK TREATMENT CENTER
240 SAINT PAUL STREET
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 794-1419
** A O DM TX **

GATEWAY TREATMENT CENTER
1191 SOUTH PARKER ROAD
SUITE 100
DENVER, CO 80231
(303) 694-8077
** AD O EA TX **

INSIGHTS COUNSELING SERVICES INC
2200 EAST 104TH AVENUE
SUITE 213
DENVER, CO 80233
(303) 457-9576
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE
PERSONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
2045 FRANKLIN STREET
9TH FLOOR
DENVER, CO 80223
(303) 861-3420
** AD CI PV **

METROPOLITAN COUNSELING SERVICES
2700 WEST EVANS AVENUE
SUITE 20
DENVER, CO 80219
(303) 934-3045
** A O EA DM TX PV OT **

MILE HI COUNSELING
9669 HURON STREET
HURON PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 103
DENVER, CO 80221
(303) 762-0503
** A O DM TX CI PV **

MILE HIGH COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
REFFERAL
1776 SOUTH JACKSON STREET
SUITE 615
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 759-5555
** AD M Y E HAI IH PI CU EA CI **
** PV OT **

MILE HIGH COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1776 SOUTH JACKSON STREET
SUITE 615
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 759-5555
** A M Y E B H EA PV OT **

MILESTONE COUNSELING SERVICES INC
DENVER OFFICE
2525 WEST ALAMEDA AVENUE
SUITE 216
DENVER, CO 80219
(303) 422-0127
** A O Y DM TX OT **

MILESTONE COUNSELING SERVICES INC
THORNTON OFFICE
21 WEST 84TH AVENUE
SUITE 170
DENVER, CO 80221
(303) 426-5209
** A O DM TX OT **

NURSES OF COLORADO CORPORATION
5455 EAST EVANS PLACE
DENVER, CO 80224
(303) 759-0596
** AD IN EA PV OT **

OAK VIEW HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1920 HIGH STREET
DENVER, CO 80218
(303) 588-2491
** AD I TX **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF COLORADO INC
COMMUNITY INTENSIVE RESID TRT UNIT
8801 LIPAN STREET
DENVER, CO 80221
(303) 430-0800
** AD R O M Y CU IV EA TX **

PUBLIC SERVICE CORP OF COLORADO
EMPLOYEE SERVICES
DENVER, CO 80201
(303) 571-7511
** AD EA CI PV **

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CENTER FOR
HEALTH PROMOTION AND EDUCATION
11265 HIGHLINE DRIVE
DENVER, CO 80233
(303) 288-1386
** AD Y PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Federation of Parents Inc</td>
<td>628 Rood Avenue, Grand Junction, CO 81501</td>
<td>(303) 261-1260 ** AD Y PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex Growth Center</td>
<td>639 1/2 Main Street, Grand Junction, CO 81501</td>
<td>(303) 265-3518 ** AD O DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesa County Partners</td>
<td>429 Morning Glory Street, Room 6 Grand Junction, CO 81504</td>
<td>(303) 265-5555 ** AD Y PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greeley</td>
<td>Centennial Area Health Education Ctr Substance Abuse Education and Training 918 13th Street Greeley, CO 80631</td>
<td>(303) 351-0755 ** AD OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Recovery Center</td>
<td>Greeley, CO 80631</td>
<td>(303) 352-4673 ** AD R O IV DT TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute for Alcohol Awareness of Greeley</td>
<td>Greeley, CO 80631</td>
<td>(303) 351-0273 ** A O DH TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island Grove Regional Trt Center Inc Detoxification Unit</td>
<td>Greeley, CO 80631</td>
<td>(303) 356-6664 ** AD R M Y E B H AI PI IV DT EA ** ** DM TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island Grove Regional Trt Center Inc Intensive Treatment Halfway House</td>
<td>Greeley, CO 80631</td>
<td>(303) 356-6664 ** AD R M Y E B H AI IV EA TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island Grove Regional Trt Center Inc Outpatient Services</td>
<td>Greeley, CO 80631</td>
<td>(303) 351-6670 ** AD O M Y E B H AI IV EA DM TX ** ** PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Mountain Falls</td>
<td>Brockhurst Ranch Adolescent Program 10460 West Highway 24 Green Mountain Falls, CO 80819</td>
<td>(303) 684-9421 ** D R M Y TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GunNison</td>
<td>Midwestern Colorado Mental Health Ctr GunNison Alcoholism Treatment Prog 307 North Main Street GunNison, CO 81230</td>
<td>(303) 641-0229 ** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jara</td>
<td>SLVMHC Comprehensive Alcoholism Prog LA Jara Outpatient Services 310 Walnut Street LA Jara, CO 81140</td>
<td>(303) 274-5154 ** AD O DM TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juna</td>
<td>Pathfinders 208 Santa Fe Avenue TSM 21 LA JUNTA, CO 81050</td>
<td>(303) 364-8503 ** A O DM TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette</td>
<td>Lafayette Trt County Alcohol Awareness 400 East Simpson Street Suite 110 Lafayette, CO 80026</td>
<td>(303) 666-6995 ** A O Y H DM TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakewood</td>
<td>Cenikor Foundation Inc Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program 1533 Glen Ayr Drive Lakewood, CO 80215</td>
<td>(303) 258-0532 ** D R IV TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakewood</td>
<td>Crossroads Counseling Ltd 8000 West 14th Avenue Suite 3 Lakewood, CO 80215</td>
<td>(303) 232-8709 ** AD Y IV DM TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County Health Department Div of Alc Serv Detox Clinic 1651 Kendall Street Lakewood, CO 80214</td>
<td>(303) 237-7763 ** AD R DT TX OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Osoro Consulting Associates Inc Employee Counseling Service Program Denver Federal Center Building 41 Room 299 Lakewood, CO 80225</td>
<td>(303) 236-4357 ** AD EA PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milestone Counseling Services Inc Lakewood Office 8527 West Colfax Avenue Suite 210 Lakewood, CO 80215</td>
<td>(303) 254-9130 ** A O DM TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Beginnings at Denver</td>
<td>1325 Everett Court Lakewood, CO 80215</td>
<td>(303) 231-9070 ** AD R Y CU IV DT DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM Counseling Services</td>
<td>7500 West 16th Avenue Lakewood, CO 80215</td>
<td>(303) 236-9689 ** A O DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serenity</td>
<td>6565 West Jemell Avenue Suite 5 Lakewood, CO 80226</td>
<td>(303) 922-9484 ** A O DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Littleton</td>
<td>Alpine Institute 6879 Murphy Gulch Road Littleton, CO 80127</td>
<td>(303) 697-6565 ** AD EA PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COLORADO

ARAPAHOE HOUSE
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
2090 WEST LITTLETON BOULEVARD
LITTLETON, CO 80120
(303) 762-1550
** AD O M Y DM TX CI **

CROSSROADS COUNSELING LTD
6006 SOUTH KIPLING STREET
SUITE 211
LITTLETON, CO 80127
(303) 979-3993
** AD IV DM TX CI PV **

DRY CREEK TREATMENT CENTER
1562 EAST MINERAL PLACE
LITTLETON, CO 80122
(303) 794-1419
** A O DM TX **

DYNAMIC DIRECTIONS INC
5904 SOUTH PRINCE STREET
SUITE 101
LITTLETON, CO 80120
(303) 797-1440
** A O DM Y EA DM TX CI PV **

MILESTONE COUNSELING SERVICES INC
SOUTH GLEN OFFICE
6850 SOUTH VINE STREET
SUITE 270
LITTLETON, CO 80121
(303) 798-2728
** A O DM TX CI OT **

LONGMONT
ARVADA/LONGMONT COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1325 FRONTIER DRIVE
LONGMONT, CO 80501
(303) 776-8500
** A O DM TX CI PV **

MH CENTER OF BOULDER COUNTY INC
LONGMONT BRANCH/SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT TEAM
250 KEMBAAR STREET
LONGMONT, CO 80501
(305) 772-0110
** D O TX CI PV **

LOUISVILLE
STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT EAP
2270 SOUTH 8TH STREET
LOUISVILLE, CO 80028
(303) 675-5433
** AD EA OT **

LOVELAND
INSTITUTE FOR ALCOHOL AWARENESS
300 EAST 4TH STREET
ROOM 103
LOVELAND, CO 80537
(303) 663-2900
** AD O DM TX PV **

LARIMER COUNTY ALCOHOL SERVICES INC
HOUSE OF HOPE
559 EAST 7TH STREET
LOVELAND, CO 80537
(303) 669-1700
** A O M Y H EA DM TX **

MEEKER
RIO BLANCO PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
267 6TH STREET
MEEKER, CO 81641
(303) 878-5112
** AD O M Y EA-DM TX PV **

MONTE VISTA
SLVMHC COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
MONTE VISTA OUTPATIENT SERVICES
402 4TH STREET
MONTE VISTA, CO 81144
(719) 852-5186
** AD O DM TX CI PV OT **

MONTROSE
MIDWESTERN COLORADO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
THE CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
447 NORTH 3RD STREET
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 249-9694
** AD O M Y E H Pi CU DM TX PV **

MONTROSE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CARE CENTER
800 SOUTH 3RD STREET
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 249-7635
** AD I Y E IH IV DT DM TX CI PV **
** OT **

NORTH FORK COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION
636 SOUTH 2ND STREET
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 249-2779
** A O M H EA DM TX PV OT **

MORRISON
LOST AND FOUND INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
9189 SOUTH TURKEY CREEK ROAD
MORRISON, CO 80465
(303) 697-5049
** AD R O Y IV DM TX **

NORTWOOD
THE CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
WEST GRAND AVENUE
NORTWOOD, CO 81423
(303) 327-4449
** AD O EA DM TX PV OT **

PAGOSA SPRINGS
SN COLORADO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELING CENTER
311 SAN JUAN STREET
PAGOSA SPRINGS, CO 81147
(303) 264-2104
** AD O DM TX PV OT **

PAGONDIA
MIDWESTERN CO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
110 3RD STREET
PAONIA, CO 81428
(303) 874-8982
** AD O M Y PI TX PV **

PEMBROOK
AMENITY INSTITUTE INC
325 WEST 10TH STREET
SUITE 10
PEMBROKE, CO 81003
(719) 546-0904
** A O TX **

PEMBROKE TREATMENT SERVICES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT UNIT
1711 EAST EVANS AVENUE
PEMBROKE, CO 81005
(719) 541-4357
** A O M Y DM TX PV **

PEMBROKE TREATMENT SERVICES INC
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT UNIT
1711 EAST EVANS AVENUE
PEMBROKE, CO 81004
(719) 546-6666
** D O Y TX **

PEMBROKE TREATMENT SERVICES INC
DRUG METHADONE UNIT
1711 EAST EVANS AVENUE
PEMBROKE, CO 81004
(719) 546-6666
** D O IV DT TX IM **

PEMBROKE TREATMENT SERVICES INC
HALF WAY HOUSE
1600 WEST 24TH STREET
PEMBROKE, CO 81003
(719) 546-6666
** A R H TX **

PEMBROKE TREATMENT SERVICES INC
INTERMEDIATE TREATMENT
1600 WEST 24TH STREET
PEMBROKE, CO 81003
(719) 546-6666
** A R H DM TX **

PEMBROKE TREATMENT SERVICES INC
NONHOSPITAL DETOXIFICATION
1600 WEST 24TH STREET
PEMBROKE, CO 81003
(719) 546-6666
** A R PI DT TX OT **
COLORADO

PUEBLO YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
612 W 10TH STREET
PUEBLO, CO 81003
(719) 542-5161
** AD Y PV **

TELLURIDE
MIDWESTERN CO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
TELLURIDE, CO 81435
(303) 726-5848
** AD M Y & H CU DM TX CI PV **

TRINIDAD
TRINIDAD FOR YOUTH
1309 BESHOAR STREET
TRINIDAD, CO 81082
(303) 846-3360
** AD O Y PV **

WOODLAND PARK
POSITIVE CHANGE
300 WEST LAKE STREET
WOODLAND PARK, CO 80866
(303) 687-6927
** AD O M Y E DM TX PV OT **

CORRECTIONS EVALUATION AND TREATMENT PROGRAM INC
12600 W 32ND AVENUE
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 258-2619
** AD O DM TX PV OT **

HARMONY FOUNDATION INC
HOPE
7100 W 44TH AVENUE
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 425-6992
** AD O M TX CI PV **

TREATMENT SERVICES INC
3805 NEWLAND STREET
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 422-2309
** AD O TX PV **

ARAPAHOE HOUSE
COMMUNITY INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL TRT
6415 MADSINORTH BOULEVARD
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 762-1850
** A R TX **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
6415 W 44TH AVENUE
SUITE 101
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 431-5664
** AD O M DM TX PV **

WHITE RIVER COUNSELING
525 ASPEN STREET
RIFLE, CO 81650
(303) 625-3141
** AD Y PV **

WESTCLIFFE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE INC
WESTCLIFFE UNIT
WESTCLIFFE, CO 81252
(303) 275-7650
** AD DM TX PV **

WHEAT RIDGE
ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY INSTITUTE
OF COLORADO
10001 W 32ND AVENUE
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 258-1231
** AD R O Y DT TX **

WOODLAND PARK
POSITIVE CHANGE
300 WEST LAKE STREET
WOODLAND PARK, CO 80866
(303) 687-6927
** AD O M Y E DM TX PV OT **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services Offered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ansonia</td>
<td>L N Valley Council on Alcohol/Drug Abuse</td>
<td>(203) 755-8761</td>
<td>Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>REID Treatment Center</td>
<td>(203) 675-6111</td>
<td>Residential Drug/Alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgewater</td>
<td>Greater Bridgeport CMHC Alcoholism Services</td>
<td>(203) 579-6701</td>
<td>Intake Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol</td>
<td>Bridgeport Counseling Center</td>
<td>(203) 481-4240</td>
<td>Outpatient, Drug/Alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Network</td>
<td>of Programs Inc</td>
<td>(203) 333-4105</td>
<td>Treatment Center, Drug/Alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>REID Treatment Center</td>
<td>(203) 675-6115</td>
<td>Residential Drug/Alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>REID Treatment Center</td>
<td>(203) 675-6115</td>
<td>Residential Drug/Alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>REID Treatment Center</td>
<td>(203) 675-6115</td>
<td>Residential Drug/Alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>REID Treatment Center</td>
<td>(203) 675-6115</td>
<td>Residential Drug/Alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>REID Treatment Center</td>
<td>(203) 675-6115</td>
<td>Residential Drug/Alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>REID Treatment Center</td>
<td>(203) 675-6115</td>
<td>Residential Drug/Alcoholism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key**

- **A** = Alcoholism Services Only
- **D** = Drug Abuse Services Only
- **R** = Residential
- **O** = Outpatient
- **X** = American Indian/Alaskan Natives
- **I** = Impaired Health Professionals
- **P** = Public Inebriates
- **C** = Cocaine Users
- **V** = IV Drug Users
BROOKLYN
BROOKLYN CORRECTIONAL CENTER
ADDICTION SERVICES DIVISION
ROUTE 6
BROOKLYN, CT 06234
(203) 774-9216
** AD O IV TX **

CHESHIRE
CT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION/CHESHIRE
ADDICTION SERVICES DIVISION
900 HILLDALE ROAD
CHESHIRE, CT 06410
(203) 272-5391
** AD O IV TX **

CT DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
MANGON YOUTH INSTITUTION/ADDICTION SER
42 Jarvis Street
CHESHIRE, CT 06410
(203) 272-5391
** AD O Y TX **

COS COB
THE ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
521 POST ROAD
COS COB, CT 06807
(203) 661-9011
** AD M Y E B H EA DN PV **

DANBURY
DANBURY YOUTH SERVICES INC
32 STEVENS STREET
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 748-2396
** D O Y TX CI PV **

MIDWESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
OUTPATIENT UNIT
238 WHITE STREET
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 792-4515
** A O E DH TX **

DANIELSON
UNITED SOCIAL AND MENTAL HEALTH SER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
51 WESTCOTT ROAD
DANIELSON, CT 06239
(203) 774-2020
** AD O W Y E B N H PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX PV **

DARIEN
YOUTH OPTIONS
DARIEN UNIT
120 BROOKSIDE ROAD
DARIEN, CT 06820
(203) 655-8975
** D O Y TX PV **

ENFIELD
CARL ROBINSON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
ADDICTION SERVICES
ENFIELD, CT 06082
(203) 763-0865
** AD O IV TX **

CT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION/ENFIELD
ADDICTION SERVICES DIVISION
ENFIELD, CT 06082
(203) 763-0865 EXT. 3386
** AD O IV TX **

NEW DIRECTIONS INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
450 ENFIELD STREET
ENFIELD, CT 06082
(203) 741-3001
** AD O W Y OM TX PV **

FAIRFIELD
FAIRFIELD COMMUNITY SERVICES
370 BEACH ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
(203) 255-5777
** AD O W Y EA TX **

FARMINGTON
JOHN DEMPSEY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
FARMINGTON AVENUE
FARMINGTON, CT 06032
(203) 679-9422
** AD I O IV TX **

GLOSTONBURY
CLAYTON HOUSE
203-205 WILLIAMS STREET
GLOSTONBURY, CT 06033
(203) 659-0309
** A I TX **

GREENWICH
GREENMICH HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY CENTER/ADMIN UNIT
PERRY RIDGE ROAD
GREENWICH, CT 06830
(203) 865-0673
** AD I DT EA TX CI PV **

YOUTH OPTIONS
GREENMICH UNIT
49 GREENMICH AVENUE
ROOM 3
GREENWICH, CT 06830
(203) 869-1349
** D O Y TX PV **

GROTON
CT COUNSELING AND ALC EDUC ASSOCIATES
335 LONG HILL ROAD
GROTON, CT 06340
(203) 445-2996
** A O W Y E IH EA WM TX PV **

HARTFORD
ADDICTION SERVICES DIVISION
HARTFORD CORRECTION CENTER
177 WESTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06115
(203) 566-5729
** AD O IV TX **

ALCOHOL DETOX REHABILITATION CENTER
500 VINE STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06112
(203) 243-8931
** A I PI DT TX OT **

ALCOHOLISM INSTITUTE OF HARTFORD
3 COLUMBIA STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 247-1912
** AD O EA TX PV **

BLUE HILLS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES/ADMIN UNIT
51 COVENTRY STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06112
(203) 566-4096
** AD I R O PI IV DT TX **

COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES
COMPREHENSIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
520 ALBANY AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 249-9625
** AD O W Y E B H IV EA DN TX PV **

CONN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
ADDICTION SERVICES DIVISION
340 CAPITAL AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 564-2859
** AD OT **

CONNECTICUT HALFWAY HOUSES INC
136-138 COLLINS STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 527-0101
** D R O IV TX OT **

HARTFORD DISPENSARY
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
345 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 525-2182
** D OT **
CONNETICUT

HARTFORD DISPENSARY CLINIC
DOCTORS CLINIC
345 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 525-2182
** D O IV MM **

HARTFORD HOSPITAL DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY
ALCOHOL AND CHEM DEPENDENCY SERVICES
80 SEYMOUR STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 524-2719
** AD I O M Y CU DT EA DN TX PV **

HENDERSON/JOHNSON CLINIC
AMBULATORY DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
522 ALBANY AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06112
(203) 525-9376
** D O IV DT MM **

HENDERSON/JOHNSON CLINIC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
522 ALBANY AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06112
(203) 525-9376
** D O IV MM **

HISPANIC ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISPANIC FAMILY
175 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 527-1124
** A O H DN TX **

INFORMATION LINE
999 ASYLUM AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 522-6636
** AD PV **

LUTHERAN CHILD/FAMILY SERV OF CT INC
CONNECTICUT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
74 SHERMAN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 236-0679
** AD PV **

PACES COUNSELING ASSOCIATES INC
775 SILVER LANE
SUITE 12
HARTFORD, CT 06118
(203) 568-5603
** A O EA DN TX CI PV **

PROJECT FIRE
410 ASYLUM STREET
SUITE 319
HARTFORD, CT 06115
(203) 566-3718
** AD O TX **

REGIONAL ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE RESOURCES INC
999 ASYLUM AVENUE
SUITE 508
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 728-1540
** AD Y EA DN PV OT **

SAINT ELIZABETH HOUSE
118 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 246-3643
** AD OT **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CTR
DAYSBREAK
114 WOODLAND STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 546-4040
** AD O M IV TX **

YOUTH CHALLENGE OF GREATER HARTFORD
15-17 MAY STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 720-5199
** D R IV TX PV **

KENT
MINISTRY OF THE HIGH MATCH
HIGH MATCH FARM
CARTER ROAD
KENT, CT 06757
(203) 927-3772
** A R TX **

LITCHFIELD
LITCHFIELD CORRECTIONAL CENTER
NASCENT HOUSE
LITCHFIELD, CT 06759
(203) 567-9091
** AD R IV TX **

MANCHESTER
CROSSROADS OF MANCHESTER INC
57 HOLLISTER STREET
MANCHESTER, CT 06040
(203) 647-3252
** AD Y PV **

MANCHESTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
71 HAYNES STREET
MANCHESTER, CT 06040
(203) 646-1222 EXT. 2291
** AD EA DN TX PV **

MANSFIELD CENTER
NATHAUG HOSPITAL INC
189 STORRS ROAD
MANSFIELD CENTER, CT 06250
(203) 423-2514
** AD I O IV DT EA DN TX CI PV **

MERIDEN
MERIDEN/MALLINGFORD HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE ABUSE
181 COOK AVENUE
MERIDEN, CT 06405
(203) 238-8200
** AD I O M IV DT EA DN TX CI PV **

MIDDLETON
DUTCHER CHEM DEPENDENCE TRT CENTER
MIDDLETON, CT 06457
(203) 344-2271
** AD I IV DT TX **

MIDDLESEX MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL SERVICES
8 CRESCENT STREET
MIDDLETON, CT 06457
(203) 344-6215 EXT. 203
** AD I O M CU IV DT EA DN TX **

RUSHFORD CENTER INC
PREVENTION PROGRAM
62 WASHINGTON STREET
MIDDLETON, CT 06457
(203) 346-0300
** AD EA PV **

RUSHFORD TREATMENT CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
77 CRESCENT STREET
MIDDLETON, CT 06457
(203) 346-0300
** A R EA TX CI **

RUSHFORD TREATMENT CENTER
INTERMEDIATE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
77 CRESCENT STREET
MIDDLETON, CT 06457
(203) 346-0300
** A R EA TX CI **

THE CONNECTION INC
CONNECTION HOUSE
163-167 LIBERTY STREET
MIDDLETON, CT 06457
(203) 346-3498
** AD R M IV TX **

THE CONNECTION INC
GREATER MIDDLETON COUNSELING CENTER
35 PLEASANT STREET
MIDDLETON, CT 06457
(203) 346-0375
** AD O CU IV EA TX PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milford</td>
<td>Milford Mental Health Clinic</td>
<td>949 Bridgeport Avenue</td>
<td>(203) 878-6365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe</td>
<td>Regional Network of Programs Inc</td>
<td>Masuk High School Subst Abuse Services</td>
<td>(203) 268-6201 Ext. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Britain</td>
<td>Farrell Treatment Center</td>
<td>Intensive Residential Unit</td>
<td>(203) 225-4641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate Residential Unit</td>
<td>(203) 225-4641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Friendship Services Center</td>
<td>516 Main Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEM Caana</td>
<td>NEM Caana Cares Inc</td>
<td>Alcohol/Drug Helpline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth Options</td>
<td>New Caana Unit</td>
<td>156 South Avenue, New Caana, CT 06840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Haven</td>
<td>APT Foundation Inc</td>
<td>904 Howard Avenue, New Haven, CT 06519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Milford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Monroe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New Britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NEM Caana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New Haven</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Connecticut**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Haven</td>
<td>APT Foundation Inc</td>
<td>Legion Avenue Clinic</td>
<td>60-62 Legion Avenue, New Haven, CT 06511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Catholic Family Services Counseling Mental Health Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Columbus House Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community Consultation Board Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Connecticut Mental Health Center Administrative Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Connecticut Mental Health Center Alcohol Treatment Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crossroads Inc Administrative Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crossroads Inc Female Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crossroads Inc Male Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crossroads Inc Outpatient Drug Free Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crossroads Inc Outpatient Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crossroads Inc Outpatient Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New Haven Correctional Center Addiction Services Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Orchard Street Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Park Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Project Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SATU Outpatient Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shirley Frank Foundation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INFORMATION LINE OF SOUTHWESTERN CONNECTICUT
7 ACADEMY STREET
NORWALK, CT 06850
(203) 853-9109
** AD PV **

PIVOT MINISTRIES
17 QUINTARD AVENUE
NORWALK, CT 06854
(203) 838-7685
** AD I R TX CI PV **

VITA M CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
57 WEST ROCKS ROAD
NORWALK, CT 06851
(203) 846-2091
** AD R Y TX **

NORWICH
EUGENE T BONESKI
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT CENTER
ROUTE 12
GALLUP BUILDING
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 823-5237
** A I IV DT TX CI OT **

HARTFORD DISPENSARY
NORWICH SATELLITE UNIT
NORWICH HOSPITAL
LIPPET BUILDING
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 866-0446
** D O IV MH **

PROJECT FIRE
NORWICH UNIT
100 BROADWAY STREET
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 887-0385
** AD O TX **

OLD SAYBROOK
THE CONNECTION INC
VALLEY SHORE COUNSELING CENTER
263 MAIN STREET
OLD SAYBROOK, CT 06475
(203) 767-6001
** AD O H CU IV EA TX PV **

PLAINVILLE
WHEELER CLINIC INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 767-6001
** AD O M E CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

WHEELER CLINIC INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 767-6001
** AD O M E CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

WHEELER CLINIC INC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 767-6001
** A O IV EA TX CI OT **

WHEELER CLINIC INC
HELPLINE
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 767-3434
** AD EA OT **

WHEELER CLINIC INC
NIGHT TREATMENT PROGRAM
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 767-6001
** AD O IV EA TX CI **

SHARON
MID WESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
TRINITY GLEN
249 WEST CORNALL ROAD
SHARON, CT 06069
(203) 672-6609
** A R TX OT **

SOMERS
ADDITION SERVICES
CCI SOMERS
SOMERS, CT 06701
(203) 566-7500
** AD O TX **

STAFFORD SPRINGS
STAFFORD HUMAN SERVICES
HYDE PARK
STAFFORD SPRINGS, CT 06076
(203) 684-4239
** A O M TX CI PV **

STAFFORD
LIBERATION CLINIC
125 MAIN STREET
STAFFORD, CT 06901
(203) 324-7511
** D O IV TX CI PV **

LIBERATION HOUSE
119 MAIN STREET
STAFFORD, CT 06901
(203) 325-4191
** D R TX **

LIBERATION PROGRAMS INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
119 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 359-5134
** D Y CU IV CI PV **

MAIN STREET CLINIC
TREATMENT PROGRAM
115 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 356-1900
** D O IV MH **

VIEWPOINT RECOVERY PROGRAM
EMERGENCY SHELTER
104-106 RICHMOND HILL AVENUE
STAMFORD, CT 06902
(203) 325-1053
** A R TX **

VIEWPOINT RECOVERY PROGRAM
INTERMEDIATE LONG TERM
104-106 RICHMOND HILL AVENUE
STAMFORD, CT 06902
(203) 325-1053
** A R TX **

YOUTH OPTIONS
STAMFORD UNIT
207 ATLANTIC STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 356-1660
** D O Y TX PV **

STAMFORD
STRAFFORD COMMUNITY SERVICES
2730 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06497
(203) 356-0957
** AD Y EA PV **

TORRINGTON
MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
58 HIGH STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5507
** AD Y E CU PV OT **

MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
EVENING PROGRAM
58 HIGH STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5507
** AD O IV TX **

MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
FENTON HOUSE
17 PROSPECT PLACE
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5507
** AD R TX OT **
CONNECTICUT

MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
MCCALL HOUSE/INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL 127 MILOEON AVENUE
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 489-1033 ** AD R IV TX **

MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
MCCALL HOUSE/INTERMEDIATE RESIDENTIAL 127 MILOEON AVENUE
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 489-1033 ** AD R IV TX **

MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT 58 HIGH STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 862-5507 ** AD O H Y E CU IV DM TX CI PV **

TRUMBULL

TRUMBULL COUNSELING CENTER 121 OLD MINE ROAD
TRUMBULL, CT 06611
(203) 261-5110 ** AD O IV TX **

UNCASVILLE

CT CORRECTIONAL CENTER/MONTVILLE ADDICTION SERVICES DIVISION
ROUTE 32
UNCASVILLE, CT 06382
(203) 848-9216 ** AD O IV TX **

WALLINGFORD

CENTER FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION 37 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 12
WALLINGFORD, CT 06492
(203) 269-1607 ** AD O PI CU IV EA DM TX **

MATURE

CENTRAL NAUGATUCK VALLEY HELP INC ADMIN AND CENTRAL INTAKE
900 HATERDON AVENUE
MATURE, CT 06708
(203) 756-8904 ** D CI OT **

CENTRAL NAUGATUCK VALLEY HELP INC NON RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
900 HATERDON AVENUE
MATURE, CT 06708
(203) 756-8904 ** D O IV TX **

CENTRAL NAUGATUCK VALLEY HELP INC RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
900 HATERDON AVENUE
MATURE, CT 06708
(203) 756-8904 ** D R IV TX **

CONNECTICUT COUNSELING CENTER METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
951 CHASE PARKWAY
MATURE, CT 06708
(203) 755-8874 ** D O IV MM **

CONNECTICUT RENAISSANCE INC RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITY
31 WOLCOTT STREET
MATURE, CT 06704
(203) 753-2361 ** D O IV TX **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
26 NORTH ELM STREET
MATURE, CT 06702
(203) 755-1163 ** A OT **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC ALCOHOLISM GUIDANCE CENTER
26 NORTH ELM STREET
MATURE, CT 06702
(203) 575-1603 ** A O TX PV **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC ALUMNI HOUSE
26 NORTH ELM STREET
MATURE, CT 06702
(203) 574-5986 ** A R TX **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC KENDALL HOUSE
26 NORTH ELM STREET
MATURE, CT 06702
(203) 574-3986 ** A R TX **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC MORRIS HOUSE
26 NORTH ELM STREET
MATURE, CT 06702
(203) 574-3986 ** A R TX **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC THERAPEUTIC SHELTER
26 NORTH ELM STREET
MATURE, CT 06702
(203) 574-1419 ** A R DT TX **

PROJECT FIRE
MATURE UNIT
232 NORTH ELM STREET
MATURE, CT 06702
(203) 755-5186 ** AD O TX **

WESTPORT

HALL BROOKE HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
47 LONG LOTS ROAD
WESTPORT, CT 06881
(203) 227-1251 EXT. 201 ** AD O H Y CU IV DT DM TX MM **

WILLIMANTIC

NEW PERCEPTIONS
872 MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 425-4597 ** AD O H Y CU IV TX CI PV OT **

NORTHEAST CONNECTICUT ALCOHOL COUNCIL OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
250 VALLEY STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-5215 ** A O H EA DM TX **

NORTHEAST CONNECTICUT ALCOHOL COUNCIL THOMAS MURPHY CENTER 1491 WEST MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-1769 ** A R M TX **

PERCEPTION HOUSE
215 VALLEY STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 423-7731 ** AD R H Y IV TX PV **

UNITED SOCIAL AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVS ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
132 MANSFIELD AVENUE
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-2261 ** AD O H Y E B H IH PI CU IV EA **
** DM TX PV **

MINDHAM HOSPITAL
ACUTE CARE AND EVALUATION PROGRAM
112 MANSFIELD AVENUE
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 423-9201 EXT. 2650 ** AD O IV TX CI **

WINDSOR LOCKS

CT DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
HARTELL DRI UNI
500 NORTH STREET
WINDSOR LOCKS, CT 06096
(203) 627-8643 ** A R DM TX **


**DELAWARE**

**CLAYMONT**

OPEN DOOR INC
301 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
CLAYMONT, DE 19703
(302) 798-9555
**D Y PV**

**DELAWARE CITY**

RECOVERY CENTER OF DELAWARE
SEN TAC PROGRAM
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 836-1593
**D R IV TX PV**

RECOVERY CENTER OF DELAWARE
24/7 RESIDENTIAL
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 836-1200
**A R TX PV**

RECOVERY CENTER OF DELAWARE
90 DAY RESIDENTIAL
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 836-1080
**D R IV TX PV**

**DOVER**

DELAWARE DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
KENT COUNTY UNIT
1661 SOUTH DUPONT HIGHWAY
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 678-0682
**A O EA TX PV**

KENT COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES
811 SOUTH GOVERNORS AVENUE
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 736-6540
**A D O IV EA OH TX MM OT**

KENT/SUSSEX MOBILE CRISIS UNIT
DOVER, DE 19901
(800) 365-6785
**AD Y PV**

**DOVER AIR FORCE BASE**

DOVER AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS
13TH STREET
BUILDING 312
DOVER AIR FORCE BASE, DE 19902
(302) 678-6737
**AD O M B H AI IH CU DM TX CI PV**

**ELLENDALE**

KENT/SUSSEX DETOXIFICATION CENTER
MAIN STREET
ELLENDALE, DE 19941
(302) 422-0356
**AD R IV DT OH TX CI PV OT**

**GEORGETOWN**

CORINTHIAN HOUSE
219-221 SOUTH RACE STREET
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-5747
**AD D IV TX PV**

DELTA DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM INC
SUSSEX COUNTY UNIT
510 NORTH DUPONT HIGHWAY
THE 113 PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-1835
**A O OH TX PV**

HOU STON HALL
431 WEST MARKET STREET
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-6622
**A R M TX**

TAU HOUSE
11 WEST PINE STREET
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-4365
**A R M TX**

**LEWES**

**LIMES**

DRY DOCK INC
ANGOLA GRANGE
LEWES, DE 19950
(302) 945-1411
**AD OT**

**NEW CASTLE**

PSYCHIATRIC EMERGENCY SERVICE
14 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEW CASTLE, DE 19720
(302) 421-6711
**AD PV OT**

**SOUTH CASTLE**

DELTA DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM INC
NEW CASTLE COUNTY UNIT
ROUTE 273 CHRISTIANA VILLAGE
PROFESSIONAL CENTER SUITE 600
NEWARK, DE 19702
(302) 757-9477
**A D OH TX PV**

**SEAFORD**

TURNABOUT COUNSELING CENTER
305 VIRGINIA AVENUE
SEAFORD, DE 19973
(302) 628-2011
**AD D IV EA TX PV**

**WILMINGTON**

BRANDYWINE COUNSELING AND
DIAGNOSTIC CENTER INC
305 WEST 12TH STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 656-2348
**AD O M IV TX CI PV MM**

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
CENTER FOR PASTORAL CARE
8 BARLEY MILL ROAD
WILMINGTON, DE 19807
(302) 656-0681
**AD Y M TX**

**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>R = RESIDENTIAL</td>
<td>D = OUTPATIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT</td>
<td>I = OUTPATIENT</td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</td>
<td>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
<td>DM = DMI/ASAP SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M = MENS</td>
<td>AH = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>IH = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = ELDERLY</td>
<td>PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>CU = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td>XV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION</td>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td>MM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
<td>OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

01
DELAWARE

JUVENILE AWARENESS EDUCATION PROG INC
1020 EAST 12TH STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19802
(302) 656-7111
** AD Y PV OT **

LIMEN HOUSE FOR MEN
903 MADISON STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 652-7769
** AD R IV EA TX **

LIMEN HOUSE FOR WOMEN
624 NORTH BROOM STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 571-1216
** AD R IV EA TX **

RECOVERY CENTER OF DELAWARE
KIRKWOOD DETOX
3315 KIRKWOOD HIGHWAY
WILMINGTON, DE 19808
(302) 995-8610
** AD R IV DT TX PV **

SODAT COUNSELING AND
EVALUATION CENTER
1606 WEST 16TH STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19806
(302) 656-4044
** AD O Y B H PI CU EA DH TX CI PV **
** OT **

THE RESOURCE CENTER OF THE YMCA
11TH AND WASHINGTON STREET
CENTRAL YMCA BUILDING
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 571-6975
** AD PV **
BATS/MARY E HERRING HOME
RESIDENTIAL AFTERCARE UNIT
700 MONROE STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20017
(202) 576-6657
** A R TX PV **

BUREAU OF REHABILITATION INC
COMMUNITY CARE CENTER
3301 16TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 842-7040
** AD R IV TX **

BUREAU OF REHABILITATION INC
SHAN RESIDENCE 1
1770 PARK ROAD NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 727-0620
** D O IV DT TX PV MM **

CIRCLE TREATMENT CENTER
3 WASHINGTON CIRCLE
SUITE 406
WASHINGTON, DC 20037
(202) 785-3855
** AD O H H IH CU IV TX CI PV **

CONCERNED CITIZENS ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC (CCADA)
3115 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 563-3209
** AD O H Y B H AI PI CU EA DM **
** TX PV **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES INC
1500 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 466-2606
** AD PV **

DC EMPLOYEE CONSULTATION AND
COUNSELING SERVICE
1825 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NW
SUITE 101
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 673-6610
** A O EA DM TX CI PV **

DC GOVERNMENT DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
1300 FIRST STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-1762 EXT. 29
** AD PV OT **

KARRICK HALL
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT UNIT
1900 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SE
BUILDING 17
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-5770
** A I O IV TX **

MODEL TREATMENT CLINIC
1300 FIRST STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0664
** D O IV DT MM **

PARKLANDS COMMUNITY CENTER INC
3515 21ST STREET SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20020
(202) 678-6500
** AD Y B PV **

PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
DRUG ABUSE REHAB CENTER (PIDARC)
2101 K STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20037
(202) 826-1818
** D O M CU IV DT TX MM **

PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
METHADONE TREATMENT UNIT
4460 MACARTHUR BOULEVARD
WASHINGTON, DC 20007
(202) 826-1818
** D M MM **

RCA/NATIONAL MEDICAL ENTERPRISES INC
NEW BEGINNINGS
2141 K STREET NW
9TH FLOOR
WASHINGTON, DC 20037
(202) 626-1800
** AD O O M CU IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
M = MENTAL
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
X = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
B = BLACKS
PH = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
H = HISPANICS
CU = COCAINE USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

83
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SECTION
1300 FIRST STREET NE
SUITE 114
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-2628
** AD PV DT **

SECOND GENESIS
DC CLINIC
1320 HARVARD STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(301) 666-1545
** D R O TX **

SERVICE HELPING ADDICTS COME CLEAN
(SHACK)
123 K STREET SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-0463
** D O IV DT MM **

THE SUBSTANCE ABUSE MULTI PURPOSE
TREATMENT AND TRAINING CENTER
1300 FIRST STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-5161
** D O W Y B TX **

TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION FOR
ADDICTS IN NEED (TRAIN II)
1905 E STREET SE
PCRC BUILDING 25
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-3920
** D O IV MM **

URBAN RESOURCES INC
1200 PERRY STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20017
(202) 387-8807
** AD D M Y E B IH CU IV EA DM TX **
** PV **

VETERANS ADMIN COMMUNITY CLINIC
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3120 GEORGIA AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 745-8000 EXT. 7870
** D I R O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV MM **

WARD 8 SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PREVENTION INITIATIVE
2004 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20052
(202) 561-4500
** D Y B PV **

WASHINGTON AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
AND DRUG ABUSE INC
1232 M STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 783-1300
** AD M Y E B H AI IH PI DM PV **
FLORIDA

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
CORNERSTONE INSTITUTE INC
400 MAITLAND AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(305) 830-8808
** AD EA TX PV OT **

APOPKA
HEXIVA CENTER FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
470 BURNT TREE LANE
APOPKA, FL 32712
(305) 886-5949
** AD O IV EA DH TX PV **

AVON PARK
FLORIDA ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
100 WEST COLLEGE DRIVE
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(305) 483-5151
** A I TX **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHABILITATION SERVICES INC
2001 U.S. 27 SOUTH
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(305) 452-2261
** AD O CU IV EA DH TX PV **

TRI COUNTY ALCOHOLISM REHAB
TROUT LAKE CAMP
ROUTE 1
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(305) 483-7778
** AD R Y IV TX CI PV **

BARTON
TRI COUNTY
ADDICTIONS REHABILITATION SERVICES INC
2725 HIGHWAY 60 EAST
BARTON, FL 33830
(305) 553-4139
** AD R CU IV DT TX OT **

BELLE GLADE
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
GLADES AREA PROGRAMS
125 NW 2ND STREET
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(305) 996-4102
** AD R TX CI PV OT **

WESTERN PALM BEACH COUNTY MH CLINIC
THE GLADES
1024 NW AVENUE D
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(305) 996-8812
** AD R O DT EA TX **

BOCA RATON
ANON AHEM AT BOCA RATON INC
2600 NH 5TH AVENUE
BOCA RATON, FL 33431
(305) 568-6222
** AD R O Y IH IV DT EA TX CI PV **

BEMAR ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER OF
BOCA RATON
1000 NH 15TH STREET
BOCA RATON, FL 33486
(305) 292-8464
** AD R H B H CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

BOCA RATON CHEMICAL PEOPLE
881 SM 21ST STREET
BOCA RATON, FL 33486
(407) 391-4624
** AD PV **

BRADENTON
ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY ASSOCIATES INC
5420 26TH STREET WEST
BRADENTON, FL 34207
(813) 759-9648
** A O TX **

CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER OF BRADENTON
5959 17TH AVENUE WEST
BLAKE PARK
BRADENTON, FL 34209
(813) 794-8664
** AD O EA TX PV **

GLEN OAKS HOSPITAL AND CRISIS CENTER
2020 26TH AVENUE EAST
BRADENTON, FL 34208
(813) 767-8648
** AD I R DT TX **

MANATEE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DUI COUNTERATTACK PROGRAM
26TH STREET AT 60TH AVENUE
BRADENTON, FL 34207
(813) 755-1511 EXT. 4508
** AD DH PV **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT SERV
5205 26TH STREET WEST
BRADENTON, FL 34207
(813) 755-8976
** AD Y PI EA TX PV **

STOREFRONT CENTERS FOR COUNSELING INC
CLINIC IV
6604 MANATEE AVENUE WEST
SUITE E
BRADENTON, FL 34209
(813) 795-0603
** AD O Y IV DM TX CI PV **

BRANDON
BRANDON/SOUTH COUNTY OUTPATIENT
924 WEST BRANDON BOULEVARD
BRANDON, FL 33511
(813) 689-0638
** D O TX **

BROOKSVILLE
HERNANDO COUNTY
DUI PROGRAMS
1036 VARSITY DRIVE
BROOKSVILLE, FL 34601
(904) 799-7838 EXT. 461
** AD DH PV **

HERNANDO COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
11531 PONCE DE LEON BOULEVARD
BROOKSVILLE, FL 34512
(904) 796-9496
** AD O Y DN TX **

** KEY **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
<th>D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>R = RESIDENTIAL</td>
<td>O = OUTPATIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:</td>
<td>** = DETOXIFICATION</td>
<td>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT</td>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>DM = DWI/ASAP SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:</td>
<td>OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
<td>MM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W = WOMEN</td>
<td>AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>JM = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = ELDERLY</td>
<td>PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>CU = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TX = TREATMENT UNIT | OT = OTHER UNIT | MM = METHADONE UNIT |
FLORIDA

BUSHNELL
KOALA CENTER
HIGHWAY 476 WEST
BUSHNELL, FL 33513
(904) 793-6000
** AD I Y IH CU IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV OT **

CAPE CORAL
CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER
923 DEL PRADO BOULEVARD
SUITE 105
CAPE CORAL, FL 33909
(813) 772-3838
** AD O CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

OUTREACH INC
1407 PINE ISLAND ROAD
CAPE CORAL, FL 33914
(813) 574-4357
** D O Y TX PV **

CASCABELLY
KOALA OUTPATIENT/ORLANDO
855 EAST SEMORAN BOULEVARD
SUITE 140
CASCABELLY, FL 32707
(305) 767-6765
** AD O Y CU DM TX CI PV **

CLEARWATER
COUNTRYSIDE PSYCHIATRY
2566 MCMULLEN BOOTH ROAD
CLEARWATER, FL 34624
(813) 791-1990
** AD TX **

DEPENDENCY AWARENESS AND TREATMENT CENTER AT HORIZON HOSPITAL
11300 HIGHWAY 19 SOUTH
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 541-2646 EXT. 232
** AD I IH CU IV DT EA TX **

MEDFIELD RESOURCE CENTER
3023 EASTLAND BOULEVARD
BUILDING H SUITE 105
CLEARWATER, FL 34621
(813) 796-0959
** AD W Y EA PV OT **

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL
PINELLAS COUNTY CHAPTER INC
2358 SUNSET POINT ROAD
CLEARWATER, FL 34625
(813) 799-0233
** AD DM PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
ALPHA II PROGRAM
1360 SANDY LANE
SANDY LANE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CLEARWATER, FL 33751
(813) 947-2606
** AD Y PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
DU CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC UNIT
2753 SR 590
CLEARWATER, FL 33751
(813) 797-2880
** AD DM OT **

PINELLAS COMP ALCOHOL SERVICES INC
6150 150TH AVENUE NORTH
CLEARWATER, FL 33720
(815) 540-1117
** AD R O M EA DM TX **

COCOA
ALCO HALL INC
1215 LAKE DRIVE
COCOA, FL 32922
(407) 632-8598
** AD R M PI TX **

BREVARD COUNTY COUNTERATTACK
1239 SOUTH FLORIDA AVENUE
COCOA, FL 32955
(407) 632-5011
** AD DM PV OT **

COCOA BEACH
IN THE NAME OF JESUS MINISTRIES INC
163 MINUTEMEN CAUSEWAY
COCOA BEACH, FL 32931
(407) 704-3121
** AD PV **

DADE CITY
HERITAGE HEALTH CORPORATION
1550 FORT KING HIGHWAY
DADE CITY, FL 33525
(904) 521-1180
** AD I IV TX CI PV **

DAYTONA BEACH
ACT CORPORATION
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1220 WISHLIS AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32014
(904) 255-6538
** D O M Y CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

HUMANA HOSPITAL DAYTONA BEACH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG HELP UNIT
400 NORTH CLAYE MORRIS BOULEVARD
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32142
(904) 239-5084
** AD I N E B IH CU IV DT EA DM TX **
** PV **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER
124 MICHIGAN AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32104
(904) 255-0447
** AD R O Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

VOLUSIA/FLAGLER SAFETY COUNCIL INC
65 CORAL SEA AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32104
(904) 253-6400
** A DM PV OT **

DE LAND
ACT CORPORATION
REALITY HOUSE
682 OLD DAYTONA ROAD
DE LAND, FL 32724
(904) 756-2830
** D R O IV TX **

COMMUNITY OUTREACH SERVICES INC
442 EAST NEW YORK AVENUE
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 756-0420
** AD R O TX CI PV **

THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR
121 WEST PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 734-7571
** AD Y PV **

DEFUNIAK SPRINGS
COPE DRUG PROGRAM
112-A WEST NELSON AVENUE
DEFUNIAK SPRINGS, FL 32433
(904) 892-2167
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

DELRAY BEACH
FAMILY COUNSELING CONCERN
110 EAST ATLANTIC AVENUE
SUITE 207W
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33444
(407) 278-6483
** AD O CU EA TX CI PV **

SOUTH COUNTY DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION
NEM DIRECTIONS
2905 SOUTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33443
(407) 278-0000
** D O Y B IV EA TX PV **
FLORIDA

GAINESVILLE

ADDICTIONS AND FAMILY HEALTH
4300 SW 13TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608
(904) 335-7700
** AD R O H DT EA TX PV OT **

ALACHUA ASSOCIATES
3500 SW 2ND AVENUE
GAINESVILLE, FL 32607
(904) 371-0444
** AD O H IH EA TX **

ALCOHOL AND FAMILY HEALTH SERVICES
NCF/CHMC ALC/CTN HOUSE
306 NE 7TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32601
(904) 376-2081
** A R TX OT **

BACCHUS PREVENTION PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
124 TIGERT HALL
GAINESVILLE, FL 32611
(904) 392-1261
** AD Y PV **

CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER
2631 NW 41ST STREET
SUITE E-5
GAINESVILLE, FL 32606
(904) 371-2335
** AD O IH CU EA TX CI PV **

METANOPHOSIS
ALACHUA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3333 NE 39TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32609
(904) 377-6787
** D R M 2V TX **

NORTH CENTRAL FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL INC
1330 NW 13TH STREET
GAINESVILLE; FL 32601
(904) 377-2566
** AD DM PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG ARCHER ROAD
GAINESVILLE, FL 32602
(904) 374-6089 EXT. 6764
** AD I O TX PV **

GULF BREEZE

THE FRIARY INC
400 HICKORY SHORES BOULEVARD
GULF BREEZE, FL 32561
(904) 952-9775
** AD I O M IH CU IV DT TX CI PV **

HIALEAH

NORTHWEST DADE CENTER
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1860 N WEST 49TH STREET
HIALEAH, FL 33012
(305) 825-0300
** D O H TX **

Hollywood

BROWARD METHODONE MAINTENANCE
REHAB AND RESEARCH FACILITY
1101 SOUTH 21ST AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 922-0522
** D O IV DT M1 **

HUMANA HOSPITAL SOUTH BROWARD
BENMAR ADDICTION CENTER
5100 WEST HALLANDALE BEACH BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33023
(305) 966-0100 EXT. 477
** AD I IV EA TX **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SHARE PROGRAM
801 SW DOUGLAS ROAD
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33025
(305) 985-1455
** A I IV DT EA TX PV **

SEMINOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA
HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
3006 JOSIE BILLIE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33024
(305) 961-1994
** AD PV **

SHERIDAN EXECUTIVE CENTER INC
COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN COUNSELING
3475 SHERIDAN STREET
SUITE 215-D
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33021
(305) 989-1444
** AD PV OT **

THE STARTING PLACE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2015 COOLIDGE STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 925-2225
** AD Y PV OT **

THE STARTING PLACE INC
DAY CARE
2057 COOLIDGE STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 925-2225
** D O Y CU IV EA TX CI PV **

THE STARTING PLACE INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT I
2057 COOLIDGE STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 925-2225
** AD R Y EA TX CI PV **

THE STARTING PLACE INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT II
2057 COOLIDGE STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 925-2225
** AD R Y EA TX CI PV **

HOMESTEAD

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
JACK O'NEILL RANCH
31661 SW 97TH AVENUE
HOMESTEAD, FL 33030
(305) 246-5800
** A R E PI TX **

IMMOKALEE

AMETHYST HOUSE
A DIVISION OF AMETHYST SOCIETY INC
121 NORTH 6TH STREET
IMMOKALEE, FL 34143
(813) 657-2103
** A PV OT **

INVERNESS

MAREIS/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
411 WEST HIGHLAND BOULEVARD
INVERNESS, FL 34452
(904) 353-8227
** AD D IV EA TX CI PV **

JACKSONVILLE

CAREUNIT OF JACKSONVILLE BEACH
1320 ROBERTS DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32250
(904) 243-5131
** AD I R O Y CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **) OT **

GATEWAY ASSESSMENT TREATMENT AND EVALUATION CENTER
1245 JESSE STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32206
(904) 354-0834
** AD I D T TX CI **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 357-5605 EXT. 158
** AD Y OT **
FLORIDA

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADULT INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 587-6661 EXT. 32
** AD R DT EA TX CI PV **

GATEWAY OUTPATIENT SERVICE OFFICE UNIT II
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 587-5603 EXT. 139
** AD O TX CI PV OT **

GATEWAY OUTPATIENT SERVICE OFFICE UNIT III
2422 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD WEST
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32217
(904) 733-1573
** AD O TX CI PV OT **

JACKSONVILLE RECOVERY CENTER RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
2901 PARENTAL HOME ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 724-1161
** D R H IV TX **

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER NEW DIRECTIONS
11820 BEACH BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 642-9100 EXT. 403
** AD I R O IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

METHODIST REG HOSPITAL SYSTEMS INC
METHODIST PATHWAY CENTER
500 WEST 8TH STREET
PLAZA 1 SUITE 510
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32209
(904) 798-8250
** AD I M B CU IV DT EA TX PV **

NAVY ALCOHOL/DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROG
NAS JAX/NAVAL CECIL FIELD/NS MAYPORT
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32212
(904) 772-2526
** AD DH PV OT **

NAVY COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
NAVAL AIR STATION CECIL FIELD BUILDING 24
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32215
(904) 778-6155
** AD O TX CI PV **

NE FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL INC
5454 ARLINGTON EXPRESSWAY
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32211
(904) 724-7244
** AD DH PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1045 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
SUITE 300
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 356-7747
** D O DT **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
JACKSONVILLE RECOVERY CENTER
577 COLLEGE STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 356-7747
** D O Y PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
SCHOOL BASED PREVENTION PROGRAM
1045 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
SUITE 300
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 356-7747
** D O Y PV **

RIVERSIDE TRADITION HOUSE
2911 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32205
(904) 389-9197
** A PV **

SUICIDE PREVENTION CENTER INC
2218 PARK STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 387-5643
** AD M Y E B H AI IH PI CU PV **

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA
CENTER FOR ALCOHOL/DRUG STUDIES
4667 SOUTH SAINT JOHNS BLUFF ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 646-2847
** AD EA PV OT **

JUPITER

COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS
OUTPATIENT AFTERCARE SERVICES
1070 INDIANTOWN ROAD
JUPITER, FL 33458
(305) 794-1997
** AD O EA TX PV OT **

KEY WEST

FLORIDA KEYS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DELPHOS ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
5900 JUNIOR COLLEGE ROAD
KEY WEST, FL 33040
(305) 294-5551
** A I I H IV DT EA TX MM **

KISSIMMEE

MENTAL HEALTH OF OSCEOLA COUNTY
ADULT OUTPT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
917 EMMET STREET
KISSIMMEE, FL 32741
(305) 646-0023
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

PARKSIDE OF ORLANDO
KISSIMMEE, FL 32741
(305) 933-5222
** AD R O Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

THE CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING
OSCEOLA COUNSELING CENTER
2109 EAST SPACECOAST PARKWAY
SUITE D
KISSIMMEE, FL 32743
(305) 846-0029
** D O CU EA TX CI PV **

LAKE CITY

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
COLUMBIA COUNSELING CENTER
LAKE CITY, FL 32056
(904) 752-1045
** AD O TX PV **

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
GATEWAY HOUSE
ROUTE 10
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(904) 752-6706
** AD R DT TX **

LAKE WORTH

ADOLESCENT RECOVERY CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
3153 CANADA COURT
LAKE WORTH, FL 33461
(305) 964-1664
** AD R Y H CU IV DT TX CI OT **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAMS INC
PALM BEACH RETREAT
1352 SOUTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
LAKE WORTH, FL 33460
(305) 582-3801
** AD R H TX PV OT **

DUI AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4281 10TH AVENUE NORTH
LAKE WORTH, FL 33461
(305) 965-1644
** AD DH PV OT **

GROWING TOGETHER INC
1013 LUCERNE AVENUE
LAKE WORTH, FL 33460
(305) 585-0892
** AD R Y TX **

LAKE HOSPITAL OF THE PALM BEACHES
SUBST TREATMENT AND RECOVERY (STAR)
1710 4TH AVENUE NORTH
LAKE WORTH, FL 33460
(305) 580-7541 EXT. 512
** AD I IV EA DM TX CI PV MM **
FLORIDA

LAKEWOOD
LAKEWOOD REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1524 LAKEWOOD HILLS BOULEVARD
LAKEWOOD, FL 33702
(813) 687-1112
** AD I IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS
REHABILITATION SERVICES INC
1031 NORTH CRYSTAL LAKE DRIVE
LAKEWOOD, FL 33805
(813) 665-5599
** AD O CU IV EA DM TX PV **

LANTANA
A G HOLLEY STATE HOSPITAL
SOUTH COUNTY ALCOHOL ABUSE TREATMENT
LANTANA ROAD
COTTAGES 12-13-14
LANTANA, FL 33465
(305) 885-5560
** AD R DM TX CI PV **

LANTANA CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1199 WEST LANTANA ROAD
LANTANA, FL 33462
(305) 586-6510 EXT. 332
** D R IV TX **

LARGO
OPERATION PAR INC
ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL CENTER
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33778
(813) 530-7545
** D R O Y TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
PAR DETOXIFICATION CENTER
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33778
(813) 530-5731
** D R IV DT TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
PAR THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33778
(813) 536-9493
** D R N B IV TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
TASC IN JAIL PROGRAM
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33778
(813) 536-9493
** D R TX **

LEESBURG
RAINBOW RECOVERY
2020 TALLY ROAD
LEESBURG, FL 32748
(904) 787-9178 EXT. 32
** AD R Y TX PV **

LIVE OAK
NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUANNEE RIVER COUNSELING CTR ALCPROG
LIVE OAK, FL 32060
(904) 626-4218
** AD O TX PV **

LONGWOOD
HCA WESTLAKE HOSPITAL
ADULT/ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
589 WEST STATE ROAD 434
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
(305) 260-1900
** AD I Y EA TX CI **

LOMELL
JONES COTTAGE
FLORIDA CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
FOREST HILLS UNIT
LOMELL, FL 32663
(904) 626-5151 EXT. 236
** D R M TX **

MACCLENNY
NORTHEAST FLORIDA STATE HOSPITAL
SUBST ABUSE/ADDICTIVE DISEASES DEPT
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH
MACCLENNY, FL 32063
(904) 259-6211 EXT. 404
** AD I TX **

MAXIMON
APALACHEE DMI PREVENTION PROGRAM
225 SUMATRA ROAD
MADISON, FL 32340
(904) 975-4123
** AD DM OT **

MAITLAND
RECOVERY ALTERNATIVES INC
500 HINDERLEY PLACE
SUITE 106
MAITLAND, FL 32751
(305) 875-0077
** AD O M Y CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **
** OT **

MARATHON
GUIDANCE CLINIC OF MIDDLE KEYS
11399 OVERSEAS HIGHWAY
MARATHON SHORES, FL 33052
(305) 743-9491
** AD I R O IV DT DM TX PV **

MARGATE
CLINICAL PROVIDER ORGANIZATION
HALT
777 STATE ROAD 7
SUITE 16
MARGATE, FL 33060
(305) 979-1611
** AD O EA TX **

MARSHALLA
NORTHEAST FLORIDA DRUG COUNCIL INC
DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION PROGRAM
104 NORTH MYRTLE STREET
MARIANNA, FL 32446
(904) 526-4700
** D M Y E PV **

MARY ESTHER
THELVE OAKS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
HEALTHCARE AVENUE
ROUTE 1
MARY ESTHER, FL 32569
(904) 939-1200
** AD I R IH IV DT TX **

MELBOURNE
ADOLESCENT INTERVENTION SERVICES
1583 CYPRESS AVENUE
MELBOURNE, FL 32955
(305) 242-9159
** AD O TX **

BROKEN GLASS INC
4175 STEELE STREET
MELBOURNE, FL 32905
(704) 729-1638
** AD R TX OT **

COPE OF BRENDON
1948 PINEAPPLE AVENUE
MELBOURNE, FL 32955
(305) 259-7242
** AD PV **

MIAMI
COMMUNITY HEALTH OF SOUTH DACE INC
CMHC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10300 SM 216TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33190
(305) 252-4840
** AD I R O H DT EA TX CI PV **
COMPREHENSIVE PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
9735 EAST FERN STREET
MIAMI, FL 33157
(305) 258-5121
** D O H E B H AI IH IV DT MM **

COMPREHENSIVE PSYCHIATRIC CENTER NORTH
856 NM 183RD STREET
SUITE 203
MIAMI, FL 33169
(305) 651-8168
** D O H E B H AI IH IV DT MM **

CONCEPT HOUSE
162 NE 49TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 751-6501
** D R O H B H AI IH CU IV EA DN **
** TX **

DADE COUNTY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PROG
HUMAN RESOURCES HEALTH CENTER
2500 NM 22ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 658-6540
** AD R E PI IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

DEPARTMENT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5361 NM 22ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 637-6682
** AD O W B IV TX PV **

DUI COUNTERMEASURES OF DADE COUNTY
3600 WEST FLAGLER STREET
SUITE 200
MIAMI, FL 33135
(305) 446-0994
** AD Y B H EA DN PV **

HCA HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
1660 NM 7TH COURT
MIAMI, FL 33136
(305) 326-7000
** AD I O IV DT EA TX PV **

HERES HELP INC
DAY CARE/OUTPATIENT SOUTH
12445 SOUTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
MIAMI, FL 33156
(305) 685-8201
** D O EA TX CI PV **

HERES HELP INC
RESIDENTIAL
15100 NM 27TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33054
(305) 685-8201
** D R EA TX CI PV **

INFORMED FAMILIES OF DADE COUNTY INC
420 SOUTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
SUITE 2B
MIAMI, FL 33146
(305) 666-4086 EXT. 15
** AD B H PV **

LOCKTOWN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
635 NE 167TH STREET
4TH FLOOR
MIAMI, FL 33162
(305) 653-6594
** AD O Y DN TX PV **

METRO DADE DEPT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
111 NM 1ST STREET
SUITE 2110
MIAMI, FL 33128
(305) 375-5750
** AD EA PV OT **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
JUVENILE TASC PROGRAM
3300 NM 27TH AVENUE
MI CLINIC/JUVENILE JUSTICE CENTER
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 638-6775
** AD Y OT **

MIAMI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER
2640 S 87TH AVENUE
SUITE 209
MIAMI, FL 33145
(305) 553-4322
** AD O H EA DN TX **

MIAMI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2141 S FIRST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33135
(305) 643-1600
** AD R O Y H DN TX PV OT **

MOUNT SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
4300 ALTON ROAD
MIAMI, FL 33140
(305) 674-2932
** D I O E B H IH IV DT EA TX CI **
** PV **

NEW HORIZONS
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1469 NM 36TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 635-0366
** D O Y TX PV **

NORTH MIAMI CHMC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
9400 NM 12TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33150
(305) 691-0091 EXT. 42
** AD O W H H CU EA DN TX CI **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
CENTRAL METHADONE CLINIC
1600 NM 3RD AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33126
(305) 579-2820 EXT. 3274
** D O IV NM OT **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
EDUCATION AND TREATMENT CENTER
600 NM 25TH STREET
SUITE 201
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 642-3224
** AD O TX **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
MERRIMAC HOUSE
536 NE 51ST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 326-8119
** AD R TX **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
MODEL CITIES METHADONE TREATMENT CTR
2500 NM 62ND STREET
MIAMI, FL 33147
(305) 638-6677
** D O IV NM OT **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
NEW OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
777 NM 30TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33127
(305) 630-6620
** AD R TX **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
NORTH DADE ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER
5650 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 758-6920
** AD O TX **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
SOUTH DADE ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER
7995 NM 112TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33156
(305) 279-8716
** AD O TX PV **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
STRUCTURED TREATMENT PROGRAM
600 NE 27TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 576-0290
** AD R TX **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
TASC CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS/INPATIENT
1500 NM 12TH AVENUE
SUITE 715
MIAMI, FL 33128
(305) 547-5040
** AD R H TX **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
TASC COURT SERVICES UNIT
1500 NM 12TH AVENUE
JACKSON TOWERS BUILDING 715
MIAMI, FL 33136
(305) 547-5040
** AD OT **
OF THE REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
TASC/REFERRAL
1511 NW 12TH STREET
ROOM 208
MIAMI, FL 33136
(305) 547-7192
** AD DT **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
WOODS HOUSE
142 1/2 NE 26TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 573-4643
** AD R TX **

SAINT LUKES CENTER
BETHESDA MANOR
401 NE 26TH TERRACE
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 645-4040
** D I IV DT EA TX **

SAINT LUKES CENTER
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT COUNSELING
2645 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 662-8118
** AD I IH CU IV DT TX PV OT **

SOUTH MIAMI HOSPITAL
ADDCITION TREATMENT PROGRAM
7600 SW 62ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33154
(305) 754-1683
** AD EA OT **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
11055 NE 6TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33161
(305) 754-1683
** AD EA OT **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
DADE HOUSE RESIDENTIAL
140 NW 59TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33127
(305) 754-8880
** D R IV EA DM TX **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
DADE OUTPATIENT
11049 NE 6TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33161
(305) 754-1683
** D O EA DM TX **

SWITCHBOARD OF MIAMI
35 SW 8TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33130
(305) 358-4357
** AD Y B H CU PV **

THE DELAFONTE TACOLCY CENTER INC
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
6161 NW 9TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33127
(305) 751-1295
** D Y PV **

THE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM INC
1601 SW 95TH AVENUE
SUITE 304
MIAMI, FL 33157
(305) 251-9950
** AD O B H AI EA TX PV **

THE VILLAGE
3180 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 573-5577
** AD I R O M H I H CU IV DT EA **
** TX PV **

UP FRONT DRUG INFORMATION
6701 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
SUITE 602
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 757-2566
** AD PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
5201 NW 16TH STREET
ROOM 5A
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 324-4455 Ext. 3339
** AD I IV TX **

HILTON
THE AVALON CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
1101 OLD BAGADAD HIGHWAY
HILTON, FL 32572
(904) 623-9454
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

NAPLES
DAVID LAWRENCE CENTER INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
6075 GOLDEN GATE PARKWAY
NAPLES, FL 33999
(813) 262-7227
** AD R O M Y PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **

DAVID LAWRENCE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
6075 GOLDEN GATE PARKWAY
NAPLES, FL 33999
(813) 455-1031
** AD R O M Y E CU EA DM TX CI PV **

NAPLES RESEARCH AND COUNSELING CENTER
9001 TAMiami TRAIL EAST
NAPLES, FL 33962
(813) 775-4500
** AD R O TX **

OF FLORIDA

FLORIDA PORT RICHEY
FLORIDA VISITING FAMILY
THERAPY ASSOCIATION INC
7602 CONGRESS STREET
SUITE I
FLORIDA PORT RICHEY, FL 34653
(813) 862-5151
** AD O TX **

FOCUS
209 A SOUTH BOULEVARD
FLORIDA PORT RICHEY, FL 34652
(813) 862-8060
** AD M Y PV **

OGALA
CHARTER SPRINGS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE UNIT
3130 SМ 27TH AVENUE
OCALA, FL 32670
(305) 237-7293 EXT. 280
** AD I M X CU IV EA TX **

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
717 SH MARTIN LUTHER KING JR AVENUE
OCALA, FL 32674
(904) 629-8993 EXT. 247
** AD R O M Y CU DT EA DM TX CI PV **

WEST CENTRAL FL DRIVER IMPROVEMENT INC
603 SE PORT KING STREET
OCALA, FL 32671
(904) 622-6991
** AD DM OT **

OKECHOBEE
DUNKLN MEMORIAL CAMP
3542 SM HOSANNAH LANE
OKECHOBEE, FL 34974
(813) 262-8061
** AD R TX PV OT **

INDIAN RIVER CHMIC (IRMCIC)
OKECHOBEE COUNTY BRANCH
1008 NORTH PARROTT AVENUE
OKECHOBEE, FL 34742
(813) 763-1191
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

ORANGE PARK
CLAY COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH/DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES INC
1532 KINGSLLEY AVENUE
SUITE 107
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 264-1336
** AD O TX CI PV **
ORLANDO
CENTRAL FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL
DUI COUNTERATTACK PROGRAMS
2400 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(305) 890-2600
** A DH PV **

FLORIDA HOSPITAL CENTER FOR PSYCHIATRY
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT UNIT
601 EAST ROLLING STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(305) 897-1800
** AD I IV TX PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF ORANGE COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2520 NORTH ORANGE AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(305) 896-9306
** AD R O DT DM TX **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
712 WEST CORE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(305) 422-4557 EXT. 7
** A R O W Y PI DT EA DM TX CI PV **

NAVAL TRAINING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
BUILDING 2089
ORLANDO, FL 32813
(305) 646-5903
** AD O DM TX PV **

PHOENIX SOUTH
ADULT RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
8501 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
(305) 273-4970
** D R TX **

STRAIGHT/ORLANDO
2400 SILVER STAR ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(305) 291-4357
** D O TX CI PV **

THE CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(305) 423-6636
** AD OT **

THE CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING
ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION
100 WEST COLUMBIA AVENUE
SUITE 231
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(305) 423-6693
** D W Y B H CU CI **

THE CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING
METHADONE CLINIC
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(305) 423-6618
** D O EA HM OT **

UNIV OF CENTRAL FLORIDA CAMPUS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS CENTER
HEALTH CENTER
ROOM 155
ORLANDO, FL 32816
(305) 281-5841
** AD PV **

WE CARE INC
112 PASADENA PLACE
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(305) 425-2624
** AD PV **

OSPREY
LIFE IS FOR EVERYONE INC (LIFE)
DRUG REHAB AND COUNSELING PROGRAM
803 SOUTH TAMIAHI TRAIL
OSPREY, FL 34229
(813) 966-5604
** D R O Y IV TX PV OT **

LIFE IS FOR EVERYONE INC (LIFE)
PREVENTION AND EDUCATION CENTER
803 SOUTH TAMIAHI TRAIL
OSPREY, FL 34229
(813) 966-5604
** AD Y PV OT **

PALATKA
PUTNAM COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
529 KIRBY STREET
PALATKA, FL 32177
(904) 325-2231
** A R DM TX **

Palm Harbor
CREDIBLE RESOLUTIONS
COUNSELING SERVICES
3446 EAST LAKE DRIVE ROAD
SUITE 202
PALM HARBOR, FL 34685
(813) 787-3127
** AD O W Y IH PI CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV OT **

PANAMA CITY
CROSSTROADS/THE RECOVERY CENTER
2121 LISENBY AVENUE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32402
(904) 769-0869
** AD R CU IV DT EA TX **

NORTHEAST FLORIDA DRUG COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT
1600 A FAIRY AVENUE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 769-2212
** D O TX CI PV **

PANHANDLE ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
A MOHANS ALC RECOVERY EFFORT (AMARE)
3407 NORTH EAST AVENUE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32405
(904) 769-6156
** A R H EA TX CI PV **

PANHANDLE ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICES
619 NORTH COVE BOULEVARD
PANAMA CITY, FL 32402
(904) 769-1632
** A O EA DM TX CI PV **

PANHANDLE ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
DUI PROGRAM
215 HARRISON AVENUE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 769-7226
** AD DM CI PV **

PANHANDLE ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
PRIMARY CARE/DETOX UNIT
616 1/2 COVE BOULEVARD
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 769-1632
** A R DT DM TX CI PV **

PANHANDLE ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
RELIANCE HOUSE/HALFWAY
616-618 NORTH COVE BOULEVARD
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 769-1632
** A R TX CI PV **

PENSACOLA
ALPHA PROJECT
805 NORTH PALAFOX STREET
PENSACOLA, FL 32501
(904) 940-5756
** AD Y PV OT **

BAPTIST HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP PROGRAM
1101 WEST MORENO STREET
PENSACOLA, FL 32501
(904) 436-4866
** AD I DT EA TX CI PV OT **

ESCAMBIA DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAM
803 NORTH PALAFOX STREET
PENSACOLA, FL 32501
(904) 436-2724
** AD M Y B H PV **
FLORIDA

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
CAPITAL CIRCLE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 678-2175 EXT. 278
** AD O JV TX OT **

FLORIDA INFORMED PARENTS FOR
DRUG FREE YOUTH
1325 MICCOUSKEE ROAD
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 385-7641
** D Y B H PV **

NORTH FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL INC
2003 APALACHEE PARKWAY
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32302
(904) 877-5195
** AD DH PV **

TALLAHASSEE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
2626 CAPITAL MEDICAL BOULEVARD
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 656-5112
** AD I IV DT TX OT **

TALLAHASSEE LEON COUNTY HUMAN SERV CTR
3353 WEST PENSACOLA STREET
S T E I T E 140
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32304
(904) 575-4388
** AD O TX PV **

TELEPHONE COUNSELING AND
REFERRAL SERVICE INC
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32316
(904) 224-6333
** AD PV OT **

TURN ABOUT INC
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32317
(904) 385-5179
** AD R O Y TX PV OT **

TAMPA
ADVANCED HUMAN STUDIES INSTITUTE
290 PLANT AVENUE
SUITE A-120
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 254-6308
** AD O EA DM TX PV OT **

ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(AC TS) ADMINISTRATION
4211 EAST BUSCH BOULEVARD
SUITE H
TAMPA, FL 33617
(813) 906-6096
** A OT **

ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(AC TS) EMERGENCY SERVICES CENTER
6806 NORTH NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 250-9505
** A R PI IV DT TX **

ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(AC TS) EXTENDED CARE DOMICILIARY
4403 WEST BUFFALO AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 879-1649
** A R PI TX **

ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(AC TS) HALF WAY HOUSE
6806 NORTH NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 250-9505
** A R TX **

ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(AC TS) NORTH HILLSBOROUGH OUTPATIENT
4211 EAST BUSCH BOULEVARD
S U I T E E
TAMPA, FL 33617
(813) 988-3533
** A O M Y EA TX **

ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(AC TS) WEST HILLSBOROUGH OUTPATIENT
1815 WEST SLIGH AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 933-8259
** A O TX **

C E MENDEZ FOUNDATION
1805 NORTH WESTSHORE BOULEVARD
S U I T E 121
TAMPA, FL 33607
(813) 875-2579
** AD Y PV **

CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER OF NORTHDALE
3910 NORTHDALE BOULEVARD
S U I T E 100
TAMPA, FL 33624
(813) 960-3562
** AD O EA TX PV **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF TAMPA BAY
ADDICTIVE DISEASES PROGRAM
4004 NORTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33603
(813) 238-8671 EXT. 333
** AD I M Y CU IV EA TX **

DACC O CENTRAL INTAKE
202 EAST 7TH AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33602
(813) 275-9190
** AD CI PV **

DACC O CHEMOTREATMENT CENTER
METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX
2511 SWANN AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 875-0116
** D O CU IV MM **

DACC O RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
309 SOUTH CAESAR STREET
TAMPA, FL 33602
(813) 223-4448
** D R TX **

DWT COUNTERATTACK
4711 NORTH HUBERT AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 875-6201
** A DH PV OT **

FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG FOR THE ELDERLY
15301 BRUCE B DOWNS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 974-4444
** AD O E TX PV OT **

HELPLINE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
TAMPA, FL 33620
(813) 974-2555
** AD PV **

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY CRISIS CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
2216 EAST HENRY AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33610
(813) 238-6411
** A Y E PV **

HUMAN RESOURCE ASSOCIATES
111 PARKER STREET
S U I T E 402
TAMPA, FL 33602
(813) 254-7442
** AD EA OT **

JAMES A HALEY VETERANS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
13000 NORTH 30TH STREET
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 972-2000 EXT. 6647
** A I DT TX **

PEPIN ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
6401 NORTH 56TH STREET
TAMPA, FL 33610
(813) 626-6176
** A DH PV OT **

TAMPA OUTPATIENT
3200 HENDERSON BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 870-2905
** D O CU DN TX **

TAMPA/HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY DRUG ABUSE
COMPREHENSIVE COORD OFF (DACC O ADMIN
3200 HENDERSON BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 870-2905
** D CU OT **
THE ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
8325 NORTH PAXHOODD
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 870-2905
** AD O Y TX **

THE CENTRE FOR WOMEN
PROJECT RECOVERY
305 SOUTH HYDE PARK AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 251-6437
** AD O M TX PV OT **

TOWN AND COUNTRY COUNSELING SERVICES
7345 JACKSON SPRINGS ROAD
TAMPA, FL 33615
(813) 884-1904
** AD I IV DT TX **

TOWN AND COUNTRY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
6001 HERB ROAD
TAMPA, FL 33615
(813) 884-1904
** AD I IV DT TX **

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP)
5201 SPRUCE STREET
ROOM H-105
TAMPA, FL 33630
(813) 877-0753
** AD EA OT **

TAVARES
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME (TASC)
112 SINCLAIR AVENUE
TAVARES, FL 32778
(904) 343-8012
** AD OT **

TAVERNIER
GUIDANCE CLINIC OF THE UPPER KEYS
TAVERNIER, FL 33070
(305) 852-3294
** AD DH PV **

THONOTOSASSA
ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVICES
ADOLESCENT GROUP HOUSE
11609 TOM FOLSOM ROAD
THONOTOSASSA, FL 33592
(813) 986-5966
** A R Y TX **

TITUSVILLE
BOHAN-JONES AND ASSOCIATES PA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1302 GARDEN STREET
TITUSVILLE, FL 32796
(305) 267-2080
** AD O Y IH EA TX CI PV **

CIRCLES OF CARE INC
ALTERNATIVES/DAYCARE
1850 DE LEON AVENUE
TITUSVILLE, FL 32795
(305) 652-9480 EXT. 226
** D O Y TX **

CIRCLES OF CARE INC
NORTH COUNTY CLINIC
3800 SOUTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
TITUSVILLE, FL 32780
(305) 269-6590
** AD O IV EA TX **

HOM HOUSE INC
1116 MAIN STREET
TITUSVILLE, FL 32780
(305) 269-5765
** I TX CI PV **

TRENTON
MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF N CENTRAL FL
TRENTON COUNSELING CENTER
CORNER OF BELL AND BUCHOLM STREETS
TRENTON, FL 32693
(904) 463-7303
** AD O TX PV **

VENICE
STOREFRONT CENTERS FOR COUNSELING INC
SOUTH COUNTY CLINIC 3
106 LIVE OAK STREET
VENICE, FL 33955
(813) 498-2535
** AD O IV TX CI **

VERO BEACH
INDIAN RIVER CMHC INC (IRCMHC)
ALCOHOPE RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE
5925 37TH STREET
VERO BEACH, FL 32960
(305) 562-7877
** AD R IV EA DH TX **

INDIAN RIVER CMHC INC (IRCMHC)
INDIAN RIVER COUNTY BRANCH
1314 20TH STREET
VERO BEACH, FL 32960
(305) 569-2906
** AD O EA DH TX CI PV **

WEST PALM BEACH
CENTER FOR FAMILY SERVICES
2218 SOUTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(305) 655-4483
** AD O EA TX **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
CHRIS HOUSE
3217 BROADWAY
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33404
(305) 845-2465
** AD R TX PV OT **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
COURT SERVICES
4439 WESTROADS DRIVE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(305) 842-8882
** AD DH PV OT **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
DOMICILARY
427 IRIS STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(305) 659-5110 EXT. 40
** A R E PI TX PV OT **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
MEDICAL ADMISSIONS PROGRAM
421 IRIS STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(305) 659-5110
** AD R DT TX CI OT **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
OUTPATIENT/AFTERCARE SERVICES
4439 WESTROADS DRIVE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(305) 842-3990
** AD O EA TX CI PV OT **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
PETER FAIRCLOUGH RESIDENCE
1101 AND 1101 1/2 NORTH OLIVE AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(305) 655-4848
** AD R M TX PV OT **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
RESIDENTIAL ADMISSIONS PROGRAM
421 IRIS STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(305) 659-5113
** AD R M TX CI PV OT **

DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT ASSOCIATION INC
(DATA) OUTPATIENT/RESIDENTIAL
531 U.S. HIGHWAY 1
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33408
(305) 845-8600
** D R W Y CU IV TX CI PV **

HANLEY HAZELDEN CENTER AT
SAINT MARYS
5200 EAST AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(305) 848-1666
** AD I R O IV DT EA TX **

Palm Beach Institute
1014 NORTH OLIVE AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(305) 833-7553
** AD R M OH M CU IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV OT **
FLORIDA

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS INC
4623 FOREST HILL BOULEVARD
SUITE 110
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33415
(305) 969-1221
** AD O W IH CU EA DW TX CI PV **

WINTER HAVEN

PRIDE OF POLK COUNTY INC
205 AVENUE K SE
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33880
(813) 294-1853
** AD PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHABILITATION SERVICES INC
37 3RD STREET SW
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33883
(813) 299-5286
** AD O CU IV EA DW TX PV **

WINTER PARK

COUNSELING CENTER
1320 SOUTH ORLANDO AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32709
(305) 740-5655
** AD O W Y DW TX PV **

WINTER SPRINGS

THE GROVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
580 SANFORD/OVIEDO ROAD
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
(305) 327-1765
** AD R O Y IV DW TX CI PV **

WOODVILLE

DISC VILLAGE TREATMENT CENTER
NATURAL BRIDGE ROAD
WOODVILLE, FL 32562
(904) 421-4115
** AD R M Y CU IV TX CI PV **
ALBANY
ALBANY AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
302 TIFT AVENUE
ALBANY, GA 31701
(912) 430-4519
** AD I O DT TX CI PV OT **

PHOEBE PUTNAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CROSROADS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
417 3RD AVENUE
ALBANY, GA 31703
(912) 888-4021
** AD I O IN IV DT EA TX PV **

AMERICUS
AMERICUS AREA MH/MR PROGRAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES/UNIT I
INDUSTRIAL TRACT
AMERICUS, GA 31701
(912) 928-3132
** AD R O W PI DT TX CI PV OT **

AMERICUS AREA MH/MR PROGRAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES/UNIT II
415 FORSYTH STREET
AMERICUS, GA 31701
(912) 928-3132
** AD R O DT EA DH TX PV **

ATHENS
NORTHEAST GEORGIA
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND TRT
1247 PRINCE AVENUE
ATHENS, GA 30606
(404) 542-8656
** AD O IV DH TX CI PV **

ATLANTA
ATLANTA WEST TREATMENT CENTER
320A ATLANTA INDUSTRIAL PARKWAY
ATLANTA, GA 30321
(404) 699-6300
** D O CU IV DT CI PV MM OT **

DEKALB SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DEKALB ADDICTION CLINIC
1260 BRIARCLIFF ROAD NE
ATLANTA, GA 30306
(404) 894-5808
** AD O W Y CU IV DH TX CI PV **

FULTON COUNTY
ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
265 BOULEVARD STREET NE
ATLANTA, GA 30312
(404) 572-2226
** AD I R O W PI IV DT TX CI PV **

GEORGIA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1256 BRIARCLIFF RD NE
UNIT 2 AND UNIT 3
ATLANTA, GA 30306
(404) 894-5582
** AD I DT TX **

GRADY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DRUG DEPENDENCE UNIT
60 COCA COLA PLACE SE
ATLANTA, GA 30303
(404) 569-5970
** D O IV DT MM **

HEALTH SOUTH TREATMENT CENTER
METHADONE/ALCOHOLISM/DRUG FREE
1660 LAKEWOOD AVENUE SW
ATLANTA, GA 30315
(404) 627-1335
** AD O IV DM TX PV MM **

NATIONAL PARENTS RESOURCE INSTITUTE FOR
EDUCATION INC PRIDE
100 EDGEMOOD AVENUE
SUITE 1002
ATLANTA, GA 30303
(404) 651-2548
** AD Y PV **

NEW START
COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
130 DOUGLAS STREET SE
ATLANTA, GA 30316
(404) 527-5992
** D R O M B CU IV TX PV OT **

NORTHSIDE COMPREHENSIVE CMHC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
1000 JOHNSON FERRY ROAD NE
NORTHSIDE HOSPITAL
ATLANTA, GA 30342
(404) 851-0950
** AD I R O W DT TX CI PV OT **

PIEDMONT COUNSELING SERVICE
136 11TH STREET NE
ATLANTA, GA 30309
(404) 892-6058
** AD O IV TX CI PV **

SAFE RECOVERY SYSTEM OF ATLANTA INC
1605 CHANTILLY DRIVE
SUITE 200
ATLANTA, GA 30324
(404) 633-5700
** AD R O M IN CU IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

THE ODYSSEY
COUNSELING CENTER
3578 SOUTH FULTON AVENUE
ATLANTA, GA 30354
(404) 669-3462
** D R CU TX PV **

WEST PACES FERRY HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISORDERS UNIT
3200 HOWELL MILL ROAD NE
ATLANTA, GA 30327
(404) 551-0351 EXT. 3200
** AD I O W Y E B CU IV DT TX PV **

AUGUSTA
CMHC OF EAST CENTRAL GEORGIA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
3405 OLD SAVANNAH ROAD
GEORGIA REGIONAL HOSPITAL BLDG 15
AUGUSTA, GA 30906
(404) 790-2983
** AD O W IV TX CI PV MM OT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ADDICTION TREATMENT UNIT
UPTOWN DIVISION
BUILDING 18
AUGUSTA, GA 30910
(404) 724-5116 EXT. 1547
** AD I R O IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

** KEY **

- D = Drug Abuse Services Only
- R = Residential
- AD = Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services
- O = Outpatient
- DT = Detoxification
- EA = EAP Program Services
- DM = DMI/ASAP Services
- MM = Methadone Unit OT = Other Unit

** ORIENTATION **
- A = Alcoholism Services Only
- E = Environment/Type of Care
- S = Special Programs
- U = Treatment Unit
- C = Central Intake Unit
- P = Prevention Unit
- V = Veteran's Unit
- M = Methadone Unit
- G = General Unit

** SELECTED PROGRAMS **
- M = Men's
- Y = Youth
- E = Elderly
- B = Blacks
- H = Hispanics
- T = Treatment Unit
- CI = Central Intake Unit
- P = Prevention Unit
- MM = Methadone Unit
- OT = Other Unit

99
COASTAL AREA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1609 NEWCASTLE STREET
GATEWAY BUILDING
BRUNSWICK, GA 31520
(912) 267-0760
** AD R OW IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

CEDARTOWN
MAYSIDE INN
500 WEST AVENUE
CEDARTOWN, GA 30125
(404) 246-1319
** AD R TX PV OT **

CLAYTON
WOODRIDGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
GERMANY ROAD
CLAYTON, GA 30025
(404) 782-3100
** AD I W Y IH CU IV DT EA TX PV **

COLUMBUS
ALCHEMY THERAPEUTIC COMM COLUMBUS TC
8136 BLYTHE STREET
COLUMBUS, GA 31904
(404) 529-7291
** AD R Y IV TX PV **

DRUG INCLINATION GROUP (DIG)
1334 2ND AVENUE
COLUMBUS, GA 31901
(404) 326-3701
** D O W Y E B IV TX CI PV MM **

GARRARD/JORDAN CLINIC
ALCOHOL SERVICES
1334 2ND STREET
COLUMBUS, GA 31901
(404) 326-3701
** A O W Y E B IV EA TX CI PV **

THE TURNING POINT
ALC AND DRUG RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
1220 3RD AVENUE
COLUMBUS, GA 31906
(404) 323-3167
** AD R DT TX **

WEST CENTRAL GA REGIONAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
3000 SCHATULGA ROAD
COLUMBUS, GA 31907
(404) 560-5507
** AD I W IV DT DM TX CI PV OT **

DALTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
(ADAC)
900 SHUGART ROAD
DALTON, GA 30720
(404) 272-2333
** AD R O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

HAMILTON MEDICAL CENTER
FREDERICK R HESTCOTT PSYCH PAVILION
Memorial Drive
DALTON, GA 30720
(404) 272-6600
** AD I IV DT TX **

DECATOR
GEORGIA REGIONAL HOSPITAL AT ATLANTA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
3073 PANTHERSVILLE ROAD
DECATOR, GA 30034
(404) 243-2174
** AD I PI DT TX OT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1670 CLAIRMONT ROAD
ROOM 116A1
DECATOR, GA 30033
(404) 321-6111 EXT. 6905
** A I O IV DT EA TX CI PV MM **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1670 CLAIRMONT ROAD
DECATOR, GA 30033
(404) 321-6111 EXT. 6905
** D I R O IV EA TX CI PV MM **

DUBLIN
MIDDLE GEORGIA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CLINIC
600 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
DUBLIN, GA 31021
(912) 272-9230
** AD R O IV DT DM TX PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF DUBLIN
804 INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD
DUBLIN, GA 31040
(912) 275-0353
** AD I R Y CU IV DT TX **

FORT OGLETHORPE
G MO GEORGIA COMMUNITY MH/HR/SA CENTER
THE DRY DOCK DRUG SUBST ABUSE TRT SERV
110 HEDEKIN CIRCLE
FORT OGLETHORPE, GA 30742
(404) 861-3307
** AD I R O IV DT DM TX PV **

FORT VALLEY
PEACHBELT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PEACH/CRAWFORD ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
906-A KNOXVILLE STREET
FORT VALLEY, GA 31030
(912) 825-7833
** AD O TX PV OT **

GAINEVILLE
NORTH GEORGIA MH/HR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
472 SOUTH ENOTA STREET
GAINESVILLE, GA 30501
(404) 535-5412
** AD I O Y DT TX CI PV OT **

GRIFFIN
MCINTOSH TRAIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
141 WEST SOLOMON STREET
GRIFFIN, GA 30223
(404) 229-5090
** AD Y PI EA TX CI PV OT **

JEFFERSON
THE POTTERS HOUSE A CHRISTIAN
ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CENTER
ROUTE 2
JEFFERSON, GA 30549
(404) 543-8338
** AD R TX **

JESUP
WAYNE RESIDENT CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
HIGHWAY 301 SOUTH
JESUP, GA 31545
(912) 427-7704
** AD R N B H CU EA DM TX PV **

LA GRANGE
TROUP COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHATT/FLINT AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
1555 DOCTORS DRIVE
LA GRANGE, GA 30240
(404) 251-9653
** AD TX CI PV **

LAWRENCEVILLE
GNNNETT/ROCKDALE/NEWTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
175 GNNNETT DRIVE
LAWRENCEVILLE, GA 30245
(404) 965-8141 EXT. 232
** AD O IV TX CI PV OT **
MACON

ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
1370 7TH STREET
MACON, GA 31206
(912) 761-8113
** A M P I EA TX CI PV DT **

DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/MACON
653 2ND STREET
MACON, GA 31201
(912) 761-8165
** D M Y B IH CI IV TX CI PV DT **

MACON/BIBB COUNTY METHADONE CLINIC
844 2ND STREET
SUITE 2
MACON, GA 31201
(912) 763-1471
** D O M IV HH **

MIDDLE GEORGIA COUNCIL ON DRUGS
556 FIRST STREET
MACON, GA 31201
(912) 763-4611
** AD DM PV **

MARIETTA

COBB/DOUGLAS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
160 HAWKINS STORE ROAD
MARIETTA, GA 30060
(404) 928-1333
** AD PI PX PV OT **

STRAIGHT/ATLANTA
2221 AUSTELL ROAD
MARIETTA, GA 30060
(404) 434-8679
** AD O Y IV TX CI PV **

MILLEDGEVILLE

OCONEE ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
900 BARRONS FERRY ROAD
MILLEDGEVILLE, GA 31061
(912) 485-5518
** AD O M PI IV TX CI PV **

MOULTRIE

TURNING POINT
319 BY-PASS
MOULTRIE, GA 31768
(912) 985-6815
** AD J Y IH IV DT TX PV **

RIVERDALE

CLAYTON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
855 BATTLE CREEK ROAD
RIVERDALE, GA 30274
(404) 991-0111
** AD Y TX CI PV **

ROME

ALCOHOL REHABILITATION & DRUG ABUSE
TREATMENT SERVICES (ARDATS)
436 BROAD STREET
LOWER LEVEL FORREST BUILDING
ROME, GA 30161
(404) 295-6438
** AD O IV TX PV **

NORTHWEST GEORGIA REGIONAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
1505 REDMOND STREET
BUILDING 412
ROME, GA 30161
(404) 295-6081
** AD I DT TX OT **

SAVANNAH

CHATHAM CLINIC FOR ADDICTIONS
607 ABERCORN STREET
SAVANNAH, GA 31401
(912) 651-2194
** AD I R O Y PI CU DT EA TX PV HH **

GEORGIA REGIONAL HOSPITAL AT SAVANNAH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
1915 EISENHOWER DRIVE
BUILDING 3
SAVANNAH, GA 31406
(912) 356-2066
** AD I IV DT TX **

STATESBORO

PINELAND COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAMS
21 NORTH ZETTEROMER STREET
STATESBORO, GA 30458
(912) 764-6971
** AD R O IV DT TX CI PV OT **

WILLINGHAM HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
311 JONES MILL ROAD
STATESBORO, GA 30458
(912) 764-6256
** AD I R IV DT TX **

STOCKBRIDGE

HENRY COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
114 WEST BURK STREET
STOCKBRIDGE, GA 30281
(404) 474-8776
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

SMOKEHILL

OGEECHEE ALCOHOL AND DRUG CLINIC
314 NORTH MAIN STREET
SMOKEHILL, GA 30461
(912) 237-9994
** AD O IV TX PV **

THOMASVILLE

JOHN D ARCHBOLD CMHC
GORDON AVENUE
THOMASVILLE, GA 31792
(912) 228-6110
** AD I R O DT EA TX PV **

SOUTHWESTERN STATE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
PINE TREE BOULEVARD
THOMASVILLE, GA 31799
(912) 228-2367
** AD TX OT **

TIFTON

MH/HR DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
MIDSTEP INTENSIVE RESID CARE FACILITY
203 LOVE AVENUE
TIFTON, GA 31794
(912) 386-3537
** AD I R TX **

VALDOSTA

DISTRICT ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
901 NORTH TOOMBS STREET
VALDOSTA, GA 31601
(912) 333-5258
** AD I O IV DT CI PV OT **

WARMER ROBINS

PEACH BELT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/ADULT
202 NORTH DAVIS DRIVE
WARMER ROBINS, GA 31099
(912) 922-3041
** AD O IV TX PV OT **

ROBINS AIR FORCE BASE
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE REHAB AND EDUCATION
MR-ALC/SLD BUILDING 905
ROBINS AIR FORCE BASE
WARMER ROBINS, GA 31090
(912) 926-3919
** AD O TX PV **

WAYCROSS

SATILLA AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1305 PENDERGRASS STREET
WAYCROSS, GA 31501
(912) 205-7329
** AD R O M PI IV DT DM TX CI **
** PV **
### HICKAM AIR FORCE BASE

**HICKAM AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS**  
Drug/Alcohol Abuse Control Branch  
15TH AIR BASE WING/SLD  
HICKAM AIR FORCE BASE, HI 96853  
(808) 449-1702  
**AD O EA DH TX CI PV**

**HILDA**  
Alu Like Inc  
52 KINOLE STREET  
HILDA, HI 96720  
(808) 961-2625  
**D TX CI PV**

**AWARENESS HOUSE INC**  
91 KAMAILANI STREET  
HILDA, HI 96720  
(808) 959-5559  
**AD Y PV**

### HONOLULU

**ANOYU INC/DUI AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAMS**  
1188 BISHOP STREET  
SUITE 3204  
HONOLULU, HI 96813  
(808) 545-7706  
**AD O H IH CU EA DH TX OT**

**CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER**  
OUTPATIENT ALC AND ADDICTIONS PROGRAMS  
222 SOUTH VINEYARD STREET  
SUITE 403  
HONOLULU, HI 96813  
(808) 521-0041  
**AD O IV DH TX PV**

**CATHOLIC SERVICES TO FAMILIES**  
FAMILY SERVICE UNIT  
250 SOUTH VINEYARD STREET  
HONOLULU, HI 96813  
(808) 537-6521  
**AD R Y TX CI**

**CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE**  
NEW OPTIONS  
200 NORTH VINEYARD BOULEVARD  
SUITE 20  
HONOLULU, HI 96817  
(808) 521-2377  
**AD O TX**

### HAWAII

**CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE**  
Students Helping Other Peers  
200 NORTH VINEYARD BOULEVARD  
HONOLULU, HI 96817  
(808) 521-2377  
**AD PV**

**COALITION FOR A DRUG FREE HAWAII**  
1188 BISHOP STREET  
SUITE 2606  
HONOLULU, HI 96813  
(808) 522-5050  
**AD PV**

**DRUG ADDICTION SERVICES OF HAWAII INC**  
(808) 836-2330  
**AD IV DT TX MM**

**HAII ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION**  
The Sand Island Treatment Center  
Sand Island Access Road  
HONOLULU, HI 96819  
(808) 841-2319  
**AD R IV DH TX**

**HAII INSTITUTE ON CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND STRESS**  
2228 Liliha Street  
SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL BLDG SUITE 302  
HONOLULU, HI 96817  
(808) 528-1181  
**AD PV**

**HAII SUBSTANCE ABUSE INFORMATION CENTER**  
200 NORTH VINEYARD BOULEVARD  
SUITE 603  
HONOLULU, HI 96817  
(808) 536-7284  
**AD H Y E B HAI IH PI CU OT**

**NAVAL ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER**  
PEARL HARBOR NAVAL STATION  
HONOLULU, HI 96860  
(808) 474-0010  
**AD R O TX**

**NAVAL COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER**  
COMNAVBASE PEARL HARBOR  
HONOLULU, HI 96860  
(808) 471-7132  
**AD O TX CI**

**QUEENS MEDICAL CENTER**  
ACUTE PSYCHIATRIC DAY HOSPITAL  
1503 PUNCHBOWL STREET  
HONOLULU, HI 96813  
(808) 547-4352  
**AD O EA DH TX PV**

**R L STEVENSON INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL SELF PROJECT**  
1202 PROSPECT STREET  
HONOLULU, HI 96822  
(808) 537-3931  
**AD PV**

**SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER**  
MOMENS ALCOHOL TRC TRT OF HAWAI'I  
2230 Liliha Street  
HONOLULU, HI 96817  
(808) 595-6371  
**AD R O M IV TX CI PV**

**SALVATION ARMY ALC ADDICTION TREATMENT DETOX UNIT**  
3624 MAKANAKA STREET  
HONOLULU, HI 96817  
(808) 595-6371 EXT. 118  
**A I DT TX**

**SALVATION ARMY ALC ADDICTION TREATMENT EXTENDED CARE**  
3624 MAKANAKA STREET  
HONOLULU, HI 96817  
(808) 595-6371 EXT. 121  
**AD I R IV TX CI PV**

**SALVATION ARMY ALC ADDICTION TREATMENT PARTIAL DAY/OUTPATIENT PROGRAM**  
3624 MAKANAKA STREET  
HONOLULU, HI 96817  
(808) 595-6371 EXT. 105  
**AD O IV TX PV**

**SALVATION ARMY ALC ADDICTION TREATMENT SHORT TERM**  
3624 MAKANAKA STREET  
HONOLULU, HI 96817  
(808) 595-6371  
**AD I R IV DH TX CI PV**

**XX KEY XX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>R = RESIDENTIAL</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E = ENDOGMENT/TYPE OF CARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O = OUTPATIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W = WOMEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DW = DMI/ASAP SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = ELDERLY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SALVATION ARMY ADDICTION TREATMENT
2950 MANOA ROAD
HONOLULU, HI 96822
(808) 986-7088
** AD I R M IV TX CI PV **

SUSANNAH WESLEY COMMUNITY CENTER
TEEN ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
1117 KAILI STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96819
(808) 861-7638
** AD O Y TX **

YMCA OUTREACH SERVICES
1335 KALIHI STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96819
(808) 847-0838
** AD R Y TX PV **

KAHULUI
PROJECT TOPS
MAUI HIGH SCHOOL
660 SOUTH LONG AVENUE
KAHULUI, HI 96732
(808) 871-5868
** AD O Y PV **

KAILUA
CASTLE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
640 ULUKAKINI STREET
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 263-4429
** AD I IV DT DM TX CI PV MM OT **

POAILANI INC
1396 ONIONI STREET
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 262-7223
** AD R TX **

SOCIAL WORK ASSOCIATES INC
810A NORTH KALAHEO AVENUE
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 261-8400
** AD Y PV **

KAHEMaha
ALCOHOLIC REHAB SERVICES OF HAWAII INC
DBA HINA MAUKA/RESIDENTIAL
45-710 KEAAHALA ROAD
KAHEMaha, HI 96744
(808) 235-4531
** AD R IV EA TX **

ALCOHOLIC REHAB SERVICES OF HAWAII INC
HINA MAUKA/OUTPATIENT
45-710 KEAAHALA ROAD
KAHEMaha, HI 96744
(808) 261-4519
** AD O DM TX **

THE HABILITAT INC
45-055 KUHONU PLACE
KAHEMaha, HI 96744
(808) 235-3691
** AD R TX PV OT **

KAHULUI
SERENITY HOUSE
4600-B KANAIHAU ROAD
KAPAA KAUI, HI 96746
(808) 822-3922
** AD R IV DM TX CI PV **

LIME
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE
FAMILY FRIENDS
4375 PUAOLE STREET
LIME, HI 96766
(808) 245-5914
** AD O TX PV **

KAUPA OUTREACH PROGRAM
4596 RICE STREET
LIME, HI 96766
(808) 245-3071
** AD O Y DM TX PV **

MAKANAI
ALOHA HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
4395 IKE DRIVE
MAUNAOLU CAMPUS
MAKAIHA, HI 96768
(808) 579-9586
** AD R IV TX **

MAUI YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
200 IKE DRIVE
PAIA, HI 96779
(808) 579-5646
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

SCHOFIELD BARRACKS ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAM
ATTENTION APZV-PAD
BUILDING 698A
WAHIAWA, HI 96786
(808) 655-9113
** AD O DT EA DM TX CI PV **

KAILUA
POAILANI INC
1396 ONIONI STREET
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 262-7223
** AD R TX **

SOCIAL WORK ASSOCIATES INC
810A NORTH KALAHEO AVENUE
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 261-8400
** AD Y PV **

CENTRAL OAHU YOUTH SERVICES ASSOC INC
COYS STOREFRONT ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
630-K CALIFORNIA AVENUE
MAHIMAHA, HI 96786
(808) 621-0485
** AD Y PV OT **

SCHOFIELD BARRACKS ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAM
ATTENTION APZV-PAD
BUILDING 698A
WAHIAWA, HI 96786
(808) 655-9113
** AD O DT EA DM TX CI PV **
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BLACKFOOT
ROAD TO RECOVERY INC
583 WEST SIXTON STREET
BLACKFOOT, ID 83221
(208) 785-6688
** AD R O M Y AI PI CU IV DT TX **

BOISE
CPC INTERMOUNTAIN HOSPITAL OF BOISE
303 NORTH ALLUMBAUGH STREET
BOISE, ID 83709
(208) 377-8400
** AD I Y IH DT EA TX CI PV **

GEMHAVEN INC
2300 WEST BOISE AVENUE
BOISE, ID 83706
(208) 344-6336
** AD R O M Y IV DM TX CI PV OT **

HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY INC PA
2309 MOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE
BOISE, ID 83206
(208) 377-1630
** AD D Y EA DM TX CI PV **

HEALTH SERVICES CORPORATION
DDB HEM HOPE CENTER
141 HARM SPRINGS AVENUE
BOISE, ID 83712
(208) 357-5606
** AD D I O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV OT **

NORTHWEST PASSAGES ADOLESCENT HOSPITAL
131 NORTH ALLUMBAUGH STREET
BOISE, ID 83704
(208) 322-5922
** AD I Y DT TX PV **

THE AERIE
6500 GARRETT STREET
BOISE, ID 83714
(208) 322-6626
** AD I O R O DT TX **

THE NELSON INSTITUTE
1010 NORTH ORCHARD STREET
SUITE 1
BOISE, ID 83706
(208) 377-8204
** AD D O Y EA DM TX PV **

BURLEY
PORT OF HOPE/BURLEY
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT CENTER
1315 OAKLEY AVENUE
SNOW BUILDING
BURLEY, ID 83318
(208) 678-4760
** AD D O M Y PI CI IV EA TX PV **

CALDWELL
PORT OF HOPE CENTERS
CALDWELL OUTPATIENT OFFICE
107 SOUTH KIMBALL STREET
SUITE 255
CALDWELL, ID 83606
(208) 459-6557
** AD D O H IV EA DM TX PV **

WEST VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
GATEWAYS PROGRAM
1717 ARLINGTON STREET
CALDWELL, ID 83605
(208) 459-4411
** AD D I O IV DT EA TX PV **

COEUR D'ALENE
PORT OF HOPE NORTH
1419 SHERMAN STREET
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
(208) 667-7204
** AD R IV DT TX CI PV **

PORT OF HOPE NORTH
202 ANTOINE STREET
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
(208) 664-5300
** AD D O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

GRANGEVILLE
GRANGEVILLE ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
216 SOUTH C STREET
GRANGEVILLE, ID 83530
(208) 985-2500
** AD D O IV DM TX CI PV OT **

SYRINGA GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
WEST MAIN B STREET
GRANGEVILLE, ID 83530
(208) 984-1700
** AD I TX **

HAILEY
PORT OF HOPE SOUTH
GATEWAY CENTER
120 NORTH MAIN STREET
HAILEY, ID 83333
(208) 768-2908
** AD D O M Y PI CU IV EA TX PV **

IDAH0 FALLS
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION
PHOENIX CENTER
163 EAST ELVA STREET
IDAH0 FALLS, ID 83401
(208) 529-0804
** AD D O M Y IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

LEWISTON
NORTH IDAHO CHILDREN'S HOME
COMMUNITY SERVICES
LEWISTON, ID 83501
(208) 749-9994
** AD Y PV **

MOSCOW
GRITMAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
715 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
MOSCOW, ID 83843
(208) 882-4511
** AD I DT TX OT **

MOUNTAIN HOME
MVARC SUNRISE CENTER
520 EAST 6TH STREET NORTH
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647
(208) 587-3391
** AD D O M Y PI CU IV EA TX PV **

NAMPA
MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
CAREUNIT
1512 12TH AVENUE ROAD
NAMPA, ID 83651
(208) 466-4531
** AD D Y E IH CU IV DT EA TX **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION! **
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
 AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
E = ENVIRONMENT/TYPES OF CARE:
R = RESIDENTIAL
 I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
O = OUTPATIENT
S = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!
DT = DETOXIFICATION
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
NM = HOMELESS
IM = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
DM = DHHS/ASAP SERVICES
N = NURSES
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS
Y = YOUTH
XI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
B = BLACKS
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
H = HISPANICS
MM = METHADONE UNIT
AB = ABUSE
OT = OTHER
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PORT OF HOPE WEST
RESIDENTIAL CTR AND NAMPA OUTPT OFFICE
108 18TH STREET SOUTH
NAMPA, ID 83653
(208) 465-6500
** AD R O PI IV DT EA DM TX PV **

OROFINO
STATE HOSPITAL NORTH
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
OROFINO, ID 83544
(208) 476-4513 EXT. 241
** AD R TX PV **

PAYETTE
PORT OF HOPE WEST
PAYETTE OUTPATIENT OFFICE
208 NORTH 8TH STREET
PAYETTE, ID 83661
(208) 642-2237
** AD O M Y H IH IV EA DM TX PV **

POCATELLO
BANNOCK YOUTH FOUNDATION
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
620 WEST FREMONT STREET
POCATELLO, ID 83204
(208) 234-2244
** AD O Y DM TX CI PV **

LIFE WORKS CENTER
ASPEN CREST
797 HOSPITAL WAY
POCATELLO, ID 83201
(208) 234-0797
** AD I R M H AI IH DT EA DM TX OT **

ROAD TO RECOVERY INC
600 EAST OAK STREET
SUITE B
POCATELLO, ID 83201
(208) 231-9135
** AD O M Y AI CU IV DM TX CI PV **

SALMON
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION
SHOUP AND LILLIAN STREETS
STATE OFFICE BUILDING
SALMON, ID 83467
(208) 756-3397
** AD IV EA DM PV **

SPIRIT LAKE
SPIRIT MOUNTAIN TREATMENT CENTER
STAR ROUTE
PAISLEY RANCH
SPIRIT LAKE, ID 83869
(208) 625-6431
** AD R M Y EA TX PV **

SUN VALLEY
LIFE CENTER AT SUN VALLEY
ELKHORN MALL
SUN VALLEY, ID 83544
(208) 622-5433
** AD I R IH CU IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

THIN FALLS
MVARC/PORT OF HOPE
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER INC
425 2ND AVENUE NORTH
THIN FALLS, ID 83301
(208) 734-7080
** AD R M Y PI CU IV DT EA TX PV **
OMNI YOUTH SERVICES/ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1616 NORTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60004
(312) 253-6010
** D O Y TX PV OT **

AURORA

BREAKING FREE INC
250 WEST DOWNER PLACE
AURORA, IL 60506
(312) 859-1870
** AD O IV EA DM TX **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
FOX VALLEY INC OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
469 NORTH LAKE STREET
AURORA, IL 60506
(312) 859-0600
** D I IV DT TX **

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ALEXIAN BROTHERS MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER
800 WEST BISSTEFIELD ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60007
(312) 983-3524
** AD M EA DM TX **

KENNETH W YOUNG CENTERS
CENTER FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATION
1022 HERGE ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60007
(312) 529-8800
** AD Y EA PV **

XX KEY XX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = RESIDENTIAL</td>
<td>R = RESIDENTIAL</td>
<td>O = OUTPATIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</td>
<td>AX = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M = MENTAL HEALTH</td>
<td>WM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
<td>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
<td>DM = DMI/ASAP SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = ELDERLY</td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>HISPANICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td>USA = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION</td>
<td>MEXCMTS = MEXICAN MESA COMMUNITY TRAINING SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>PB = PUBLIC INBRENIATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td>DU = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
<td>IX = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BENSENVILLE
BENSENVILLE HOME SOCIETY
331 SOUTH YORK ROAD
BENSENVILLE, IL 60106
(312) 766-5800 EXT. 261
** AD O H DM TX PV OT **

BERN
YOUTH IN CRISIS INC
7139 WEST 34TH STREET
BERN, IL 60402
(312) 484-7400
** AD PV **

BLOOMINGTON
MCLEAN COUNTY ALC AND DRUG ASSISTANCE
LIGHTHOUSE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
702 WEST CHESTNUT STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
(309) 827-6026
** AD R IV DT EA TX CI **

MCLEAN COUNTY ALC AND DRUG ASSISTANCE
OUTPATIENT UNIT
702 WEST CHESTNUT STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
(309) 827-6026
** AD Q IV EA DM TX CI PV **

MCLEAN COUNTY ALC AND DRUG ASSISTANCE
PREVENTION UNIT
702 WEST CHESTNUT STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
(309) 827-6026
** AD IV EA DM CI PV **

FOCUS/HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
32 BRIARCLIFF PROFESSIONAL CENTER
BOUBONNAIS, IL 60914
(815) 959-6232
** A EA DM TX **

BOUBONNAIS
FOCUS/HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
32 BRIARCLIFF PROFESSIONAL CENTER
BOUBONNAIS, IL 60914
(815) 959-6232
** A EA DM TX **

CANTON
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OF
FULTON AND MC DONOUGH COUNTIES
229 MARTIN AVENUE
CANTON, IL 61520
(309) 647-1081
** A O IV DM TX CI PV **

CARBONDALE
HILL HOUSE
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
406 WEST MILIT STREET
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 529-1151
** AD O Y DM TX OT **

HILL HOUSE I AND II
RESID THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY (RTC)
408 WEST MILIT STREET
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 529-1151
** D R Y TX **

JACKSON COUNTY CMHC
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PREV/TREATMENT
604 EAST COLLEGE STREET
ARLINGTON BUILDING
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 529-5553
** AD D Y E B EA DM TX CI PV **

CARLINVILLE
MACOU PIN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT
100 NORTH SIDE SQUARE
CARLINVILLE, IL 62626
(217) 854-5166
** AD D Y DM TX CI PV OT **

CARROLLTON
TRI COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
302 5TH STREET
CARROLLTON, IL 62016
(217) 942-6971
** D O TX PV **

CARTHAGE
HANCOCK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
607 BUCHANAN STREET
HIGHWAY 136
CARTHAGE, IL 62321
(217) 357-3176
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

CENTRALIA
COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER
101 SOUTH LOCUST STREET
CENTRALIA, IL 62801
(618) 533-1391
** AD O H Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CHAMPAIGN
PARK SIDE LODGE OF CHAMPAIGN/URBANA INC
809A WEST MCHURCH STREET
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217) 398-6116
** AD R M TX **

PRAIRIE CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
122 WEST MILL STREET
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217) 359-1160
** AD R O IV DT EA DM TX PV **

CHARLESTON
CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
635 DIVISION STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-8108
** AD EA DM OT **

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
FAMILY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
720 4TH STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-8108
** AD EA DM OT **

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
RESIDENTIAL/SOCIAL DETOX/HALFWAY HOUSE
635 DIVISION STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-8108
** AD EA DM OT **

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
WOMENS EXTENDED LIVING
1501 1/2 18TH STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-5446
** AD O W TX **

CHICAGO
ALTERNATIVES INC
1126 WEST GRANVILLE AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
CHICAGO, IL 60660
(312) 973-5400
** D O Y TX PV **

ASSOCIATION HOUSE
AOP/CAAS/CAOR
2650 WEST HEMSC STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60622
(312) 235-7703
** A O Y H TX OT **
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BOBBY E MIGHT CMHC
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
9 SOUTH KEDZIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 722-7900
** A O Y B TX PV OT **

BRASS DUAL DIAGNOSIS
514 EAST 50TH PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60615
(312) 538-3400
** A O B TX **

BRASS ESSENCE HOUSE
1223 WEST MARQUETTE ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60636
(312) 874-2700
** A R M B TX OT **

BRASS I/DRUG ABUSE
514 EAST 50TH PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60615
(312) 538-3400
** D O W E B CU IV DT TX MM **

BRASS II
8000 SOUTH RACINE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60620
(312) 994-2708
** D O W E B CU IV TX MM **

BRASS OUTPATIENT ALC TREATMENT PROGRAM
514 EAST 50TH PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60615
(312) 538-3400
** A O B TX **

BRASS TAPESTRY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT CTR
950 EAST 61ST STREET
LOWER LEVEL
CHICAGO, IL 60637
(312) 324-2551
** AD O Y B TX PV OT **

BRASS WOMENS DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM
514 EAST 50TH PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60615
(312) 548-3441
** A O H B TX **

BROTHERHOOD AGAINST SLAVERY TO ADDICTN
(BASTA) DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3054-56 WEST CERMAK ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60623
(312) 521-7007
** D O B H CU IV DT TX CI MM **

CATHEDRAL SHELTER OF CHICAGO
HIGGINS HALFWAY HOUSE
207 SOUTH ASHLAND BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 666-3645
** AD R TX OT **

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE PROBLEMS
609 NORTH HILLS STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60610
(312) 266-0404
** D O IV MM **

CHICAGO CLERGY ASSOCIATION FOR THE
HOMELESS PERSON INC/HAYMARKET HOUSE
120 NORTH SANAGON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 226-7904
** A R PI DT TX **

CHICAGO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
CHICAGOS ALCOHOLIC TREATMENT CENTER
3026 SOUTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 254-5680
** AD R O M Y H IV TX MM **

CHICAGO OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5200 SOUTH ELLIS AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60615
(312) 947-6400
** AD M Y E B H A I CU IV DT TX MM **
** PV MM **

COMP HEALTH COUNCIL OF METRO CHICAGO
ALCOHOLISM CENTER
100 NORTH STATE STREET
SUITE 1201
CHICAGO, IL 60602
(312) 263-1000
** A PV OT **

COUNSELING CENTER OF LAKE VIEW
LAKE VIEW ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
3225 NORTH SHEFFIELD AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 549-5806
** A O TX **

CUNEO HOSPITAL
WOMENS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROGRAM
750 WEST MONTROSE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60613
(312) 885-8200
** AD I O M IV DT TX CI PV **

EDGEWATER UPTOWN CMHC
PROGRESSIONS
5622 NORTH BROADWAY
CHICAGO, IL 60660
(312) 878-4222
** A O M B H A I TX **

EL RINCON COMMUNITY CLINIC
1070 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 276-0200 EXT. B
** D O H MM **

ENGLEWOOD COMM HEALTH ORGANIZATION
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
945 WEST 69TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60621
(312) 962-5600
** AD O H B DM TX PV **

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
810 NORTH CLARK STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60610
(312) 943-6545
** D OT **

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTERS INC
METHADONE UNIT
810 NORTH CLARK STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60610
(312) 943-6545
** D O H CU IV TX MM **

GARFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
4010 WEST MADISON STREET
SUITE 802
CHICAGO, IL 60624
(312) 333-8500
** AD M B H CU IV OT **

GARFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
FULL SERVICE
4010 WEST MADISON STREET
SUITE 201
CHICAGO, IL 60624
(312) 333-8500
** AD O W B H CU IV DT TX MM **

GARFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
WOMENS PROJECT
4010 WEST MADISON
CHICAGO, IL 60624
(312) 333-8500
** AD O W B H CU IV TX PV MM **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
424 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60605
(312) 663-1130
** AD OT **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
CHICAGO OUTPATIENT
3162 NORTH BROADWAY
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 929-1865
** D O IV DM TX PV OT **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
COOK COUNTY JAIL PROGRAM
2600 SOUTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 890-5667
** AD O IV TX PV **
HYDE PARK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5800 STONY ISLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60637
(312) 493-1192
** AD O AND IV TX **

INTERACTION INSTITUTE
2400 W 95TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60624
(312) 422-1048
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

INTERVERTIONS
MEDICAL REFERRAL SERVICE
1234 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SUITE 100
CHICAGO, IL 60605
(312) 663-1020
** AD CI OT **

INTERVERTIONS
NORTHSIDE CLINIC
2723 NORTH CLARK STREET
1ST AND 2ND FLOORS
CHICAGO, IL 60614
(312) 525-5250
** D O CU IV TX MM **

INTERVENTIONS/COUNTERPOINT
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2043 NORTH SHEFFIELD AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60614
(312) 549-8888
** AD R O Y DT TX **

INTERVERTIONS/CROSSROADS
3750 WEST 103RD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60655
(312) 259-1000
** AD R O Y TX CI PV **

LIFELINE LIMITED
4646 NORTH MARINE DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 470-6404
** D I CU IV TX **

LINKAGES DRUG PREVENTION PROJECT
7537 SOUTH HALSTED STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60620
(312) 229-3443
** AD B PV **

LUHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD DETOX
5517 NORTH KENMORE
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 275-7103
** A R DT OT **

LUHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD IN EDGEBATER
6355 NORTH BROADWAY
SUITE 25
CHICAGO, IL 60660
(312) 764-4450
** AD O TX PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD IN ROGERS PARK
1710 WEST LUNT AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60626
(312) 350-3585
** AD O DM TX PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ALC/DRUG DEPENDENCE PROG/ADMIN UNIT
4840 WEST BYRON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60641
(312) 282-7800 EXT. 237
** AD OT **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
THE RESIDENCE FOR MEN
1640 WEST MORSE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60626
(312) 338-5144
** AD R TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
THE RESIDENCE FOR WOMEN
1710 WEST LUNT AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60626
(312) 328-0405
** AD R W TX OT **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
THE WALSH RESIDENCE
5517 NORTH KENMORE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 728-2309
** A R PI TX OT **

MARVIN J PTHLAK AND ASSOCIATES LTD
6212 NORTH LINCOLN AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60659
(312) 539-2060
** AD O TX PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY UNIT
STEVENVON EXPRESSWAY AT KING DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 567-2406
** A I IV IV TX EA DM TX CI PV **

METRO CHICAGO
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CENTER
2020 WEST ROOSEVELT ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 793-2476
** AD EA PV **

METRO HELP
3060 NORTH LINCOLN AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 929-5150
** AD Y OT **

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
U.S. PROB OFFICE DRUG AFTERCARE SERV
219 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET
ROOM 1100
CHICAGO, IL 60604
(312) 455-5700
** AD O IV TX PV **
ILLINOIS

NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH
EAST OFFICE
3841 NORTH KEDZIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60618
(312) 539-7605
** AD O Y TX PV **

NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH
MAIN OFFICE
6417 WEST EVERGREEN PARK ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60634
(312) 777-7112
** AD O Y TX PV **

PILSEN LITTLE VILLAGE CMHC
1058 WEST CERNAK ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 226-8120
** A O H DM TX PV **

SAFER FOUNDATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
571 WEST JACKSON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312) 922-6200
** AD DM PV **

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT PROGRAM
1031 NORTH CLAREMON AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60604
(312) 270-5015
** AD I H IV DT EA DM TX PV **

SAVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
1515 WEST MONROE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 421-5753
** A R O E B PI TX OT **

SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY HEALTH ORG
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
9101 SOUTH EXCHANGE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60617
(312) 733-9100
** AD O H B H DM TX PV **

SOUTHWEST YMCA DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
13040 SOUTH PULASKI STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60658
(312) 385-6700
** AD Y PV OT **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER INC
701 WEST ROOSEVELT ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 829-3002
** D O IV TX MM **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2101 SOUTH INDIANA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 663-3610
** D IV OT **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT
2101 SOUTH INDIANA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 842-7894 EXT. 31
** D O IV DT MM **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
PROJECT SUCCESS
2101 SOUTH INDIANA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 842-7716
** D O IV TX MM **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CTR (SATC)
2800 SOUTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 890-5617
** D R O M Y CU IV TX PV **

THE DEPOT
CENTER FOR FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
5650 SOUTH WOODLAWN AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60637
(312) 493-0700
** AD Y DM CI OT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
820 SOUTH DAME AVENUE
ROOM 116A
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 666-6500 EXT. 2944
** A I O TX CI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
820 SOUTH DAME AVENUE
ROOM 123
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 666-6500 EXT. 2289
** D I O IV DT EA TX CI PV MM OT **

WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
285 NORTH HABASH AVENUE
SUITE 310
CHICAGO, IL 60601
(312) 263-1153
** D I O IV TX MM OT **

YOUTH SERVICE PROJECT INC
3942 WEST NORTH AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 772-6270
** D O Y H TX PV **

CLINTON
DEMITT COUNTY HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
ALCOHOL ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1150 ROUTE 54 WEST
CLINTON, IL 61727
(217) 925-9496
** A O DM TX CI PV **

COLLINSVILLE
PIASA HEALTH CARE
1315 VANDALIA STREET
COLLINSVILLE, IL 62234
(618) 345-5200
** A O DM TX **

DANVILLE
LAKEVIEW MEDICAL CENTER
PIONEER CHEMICAL DEPENDANCY SERVICES
812 NORTH LOGAN AVENUE
DANVILLE, IL 61832
(217) 443-5272
** AD I O IV DT EA DM TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1900 EAST MAIN STREET
DANVILLE, IL 61832
(217) 442-8000 EXT. 516
** AD I O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

DE KALB
BEN GORDON COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
12 HEALTH SERVICES DRIVE
DE KALB, IL 60115
(815) 756-4875
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

DE KALB COUNTY YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
330 GROVE STREET
DE KALB, IL 60115
(815) 758-2494
** AD Y PV **

DECatur
DECATUR MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2300 NORTH EDWARD STREET
BUILDING 5
DECATUR, IL 62525
(217) 877-8613
** AD R O DT DM TX PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
ALC AND DRUG ADDICTION TRT CENTER
1000 EAST LAKESHORE DRIVE
DECATUR, IL 62525
(217) 429-2963
** AD I O M Y E B H AI IN CU IV TX **
ILLINOIS

DES PLAINES
MAINE TOWNSHIP COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
985 GRACELAND STREET
DES PLAINES, IL 60016
(312) 297-0290
** A Q EA TX PV **

DIXON
SININSISSIPPI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
325 ILLINOIS ROUTE 2
DIXON, IL 61021
(815) 284-6611
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

DONNERS GROVE
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRIAGE PROGRAM
3815 HIGHLAND AVENUE
DONNERS GROVE, IL 60515
(312) 963-5900 EXT. 5275
** AD I IV DT TX OT **

DU QUINN
PERRY COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER INC
RR 1
DU QUINN, IL 62832
(618) 542-4357
** A O DM TX **

EAST MOLINE
NEH HOPE LODGE
ROUTE 2
EAST MOLINE, IL 61244
(309) 792-0292
** A R N TX **

ROCK ISLAND CNTY COUNCIL ON ADDICTIONS
OUTPATIENT
ROUTE 2
EAST MOLINE, IL 61244
(309) 792-0292
** A O TX PV **

EAST SAINT LOUIS
COMP MH CTR OF ST CLAIR COUNTY INC
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3111 STATE STREET
EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL 62205
(618) 482-7350
** AD I O B IV DT TX CI PV **

GATEWAY EAST HEALTH SERVICES INC
YOUTH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
327 MISSOURI AVENUE
FIRST ILLINOIS BANK BUILDING ROOM 420
EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL 62201
(618) 874-0095
** AD Y B PV **

EDWARDSVILLE
HOUSE OF HOPE
HALFWAY HOUSE OF EDWARDSVILLE
412 EAST SCHWARZ STREET
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
(618) 656-2106
** A R TX OT **

PIASA HEALTH CARE
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1507 TROY ROAD
SUITE 3
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
(618) 656-9250
** A O DM TX **

SAINT ELIZABETH MEDICAL CENTER
THE EDGEMOOD PROGRAM
1121 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
(618) 656-6730
** AD I O M Y CU IV DT TX CI PV **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
(TASC) AREA 9 OFFICE
103 PLAZA COURT
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
(618) 656-7672
** AD Y DM PV OT **

EFFINGHAM
EFFINGHAM COUNTY
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING CENTER
1108 SOUTH MILLON STREET
EFFINGHAM, IL 62401
(217) 367-7179
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

ELDORADO
EGYPTIAN PUBLIC AND MENTAL HEALTH DEPT
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT
RURAL ROUTE 3
ELDORADO, IL 62930
(618) 273-3526
** AD R O IV DM TX **

ELGIN
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
THE RESIDENCE WEST IN ELGIN
750 SOUTH STATE STREET
HALLORAN BUILDING
ELGIN, IL 60120
(312) 697-7705
** AD R TX OT **

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
35 FOUNTAIN SQUARE PLAZA
SUITE 302
ELGIN, IL 60120
(312) 742-3545
** AD O M Y H IV EA DM TX PV **

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
PASSAGE PROGRAM
695 SOUTH STATE STREET
ELGIN, IL 60123
(312) 888-8815
** D O W TX **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
CORNERSTONE
77 NORTH AIRLITE STREET
ELGIN, IL 60120
(312) 695-5200
** A O Y TX **

ELMHURST
ELMHURST MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
TREATMENT CENTER
200 BERTEAU AVENUE
ELMHURST, IL 60126
(312) 833-1400 EXT. 4250
** AD I W IV DT EA DM TX CI PV OT **

LIFE EDUCATION CENTER FOUNDATION
180 WEST PARK AVENUE
SUITE 260
ELMHURST, IL 60126
(312) 830-8999
** AD Y PV **

EUREKA
TAZWOOD CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
109 EAST EUREKA STREET
EUREKA, IL 61530
(309) 467-3770
** A O DM TX PV **

EVANSTON
EVANSTON HOSPITAL
CHAPMAN CENTER
2650 NORTH RIDGE AVENUE
EVANSTON, IL 60201
(312) 492-6465
** AD I O IH IV EA TX **

PEER SERVICES INC
828 DAVIS STREET
EVANSTON, IL 60201
(312) 492-1770
** D O IV TX PM OT **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL
OUTPT ADDICTION TRT/EDUC SERV (OATES)
355 RIDGE AVENUE
EVANSTON, IL 60202
(312) 492-6585
** AD O M E B EA DM TX PV **
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EVERGREEN PARK
LITTLE COMPANY OF MARY HOSPITAL SOCIAL WORK DEPARTMENT
2000 WEST 95TH STREET
EVERGREEN PARK, IL 60642
(312) 422-6200 EXT. 5700
** AD O EA DH TX CI PV OT **

FRANKLIN PARK
LEYDEN FAMILY SERVICE/MH CENTER ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
1009 WEST GRAND STREET
FRANKLIN PARK, IL 60131
(312) 451-0530
** A O EA DH TX CI PV OT **

NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH
WEST OFFICE
10015 WEST GRAND STREET
FRANKLIN PARK, IL 60131
(312) 455-8445
** AD O Y TX PV **

FREEPORT
FREEPORT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1045 WEST STEPHENSON STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 235-4131 EXT. 324
** AD OT **

INTOUCH
1133 WEST STEPHENSON STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 232-4183
** AD Y EA OT **

GALENA
JANE ADDAMS CMHC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
300 SUMMIT STREET
GALENA, IL 61036
(815) 777-2887
** AD Y PV **

GALESBURG
SPOON RIVER CENTER REGIONAL OFFICE
2323 HINDISH DRIVE
GALESBURG, IL 61402
(309) 364-2323
** AD O H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

GENESEE
GOOD SHEPHERD FOUNDATION INC OF HENRY COUNTY
215 WEST HELLS STREET
GENESEO, IL 61254
(309) 946-6205
** AD DH PV **

GLENDALE HEIGHTS
LEYDEN FAMILY SERVICE AND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/SHARE PROGRAM
2040 GLEN ELYN ROAD
GLENDALE HEIGHTS, IL 60037
(312) 351-1777
** A R IV DT TX CI **

GRANITE CITY
ALCOHOLIC REHAB COMMUNITY HOME
ARCH HOUSE
2049 STATE STREET
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
(618) 977-6987
** AD R TX **

MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
ADULT DEVELOPMENT
2024 STATE STREET
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
(618) 877-6420
** AD R TX PV **

PIASA HEALTH CARE
3401 NAMEOKI ROAD
11 NAMEOKI VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
(618) 876-5000
** A O Y EA DH TX OT **

GREENVILLE
BOND COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
503 SOUTH PRAIRIE STREET
GREENVILLE, IL 62246
(618) 664-1442 EXT. 42
** A O IV TX CI OT **

HARVEY
FOUNDATION I CTR FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
14725 DIXIE HIGHWAY
HARVEY, IL 60426
(312) 339-8861
** D OT **

FOUNDATION I CTR FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
IMAGINE
14725 DIXIE HIGHWAY
HARVEY, IL 60426
(312) 339-8861
** D O TX **

FOUNDATION I CTR FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT METHADONE TREATMENT UNIT
14725 DIXIE HIGHWAY
HARVEY, IL 60426
(312) 339-8861
** D O IV MH **

INGALLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ONE INGALLS DRIVE
HARVEY, IL 60426
(312) 333-2300 EXT. 5410
** AD 1 O Y CU IV DT EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

HAVANA
LOGAN/HAMSON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SATELLITE CLINIC
520 EAST FRANKLIN STREET
HAVANA, IL 62644
(309) 543-4431 EXT. 325
** AD O EA DH TX CI PV **

HAZEL CREST
SOUTH SUBURBAN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM ADULT OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1175TH STREET AND DIXIE HIGHWAY
HAZEL CREST, IL 60429
(312) 957-2854
** AD D W CU IV DM TX **

SOUTH SUBURBAN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION UNIT
1909 CHECKER SQUARE
SECTION G
HAZEL CREST, IL 60429
(312) 957-2601
** AD R H Y E B H AI IH PI CU IV **
** EA TX **

SOUTH SUBURBAN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM SOCIAL DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
1909 CHECKER SQUARE
SECTION D
HAZEL CREST, IL 60429
(312) 957-3103
** A R PI IV DT TX OT **

SOUTH SUBURBAN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM YOUTH OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1909 CHECKER SQUARE
SECTION F
HAZEL CREST, IL 60429
(312) 957-2857
** A O Y TX PV **

HILLSBORO
MONTGOMERY COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
200 SOUTH MAIN STREET
HILLSBORO, IL 62049
(217) 532-9581
** A O EA DH TX CI PV **

HOPEDALE
HOPEDALE HALL ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
RAILROAD AND TRENТОM STREETS
HOPEDALE MEDICAL CENTER
HOPEDALE, IL 61747
(309) 449-3321
** A R E EA TX PV **
JACKSONVILLE
JACKSONVILLE AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER/OUTPATIENT 601 WEST MORGAN STREET SUITE 117 JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650 (217) 245-7587 ** A O Y EA DM TX CI **

JACKSONVILLE AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM 601 EAST MORTON AVENUE JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650 (217) 243-1871 ** A R EA TX CI **

JERSEYVILLE
RECOVERY CENTER OUTPATIENT PROGRAM 706 POPULAR STREET JERSEYVILLE, IL 62052 (618) 498-3831 ** A O EA DM TX **

JOLIET
HEALY AND ASSOCIATES 1520 ROCK RUN DRIVE JOLIET, IL 60455 (815) 741-0102 ** A O W EA DM TX **

JOLIET HALFAY HOUSE INC 609 EAST 2ND AVENUE JOLIET, IL 60433 (815) 722-2220 ** A R IV TX **

LIFEWORKS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 168 NORTH OTTAWA STREET SUITE 310 JOLIET, IL 60431 (815) 727-6489 ** AD Y PV OT **

LIFEWORKS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES 168 NORTH OTTAWA STREET SUITE 310 JOLIET, IL 60431 (815) 727-6411 ** D O Y IV EA TX PV **

LIFEWORKS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER OMEGA I UNIT 168 NORTH OTTAWA STREET JOLIET, IL 60431 (815) 727-6468 ** D O IV EA MM **

SHELTERING ARMS INC 501-503 NORTH BROADWAY STREET JOLIET, IL 60435 (815) 722-4414 ** A R IV TX **

SILVER CROSS HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT 1200 MAPLE ROAD JOLIET, IL 60432 (815) 740-7059 ** AD I O IV DT EA DM TX **

TRI COUNTY REHAB CENTER FOR ALCOHOLISM 501 NORTH BROADWAY JOLIET, IL 60435 (815) 722-2226 ** A R O TX **

WILL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICES 501 ELLA AVENUE JOLIET, IL 60433 (815) 727-8772 ** A O H TX CI PV **

KANKAKEE
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING CENTER 139 NORTH DEARBORN STREET KANKAKEE, IL 60901 (815) 959-5991 ** A O W EA DM TX **

KANKAKEE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES 139 NORTH DEARBORN STREET KANKAKEE, IL 60901 (815) 959-5343 ** A O EA DM TX PV **

KANKAKEE DRUG ABUSE REHAB CENTER INC HOPE POLYDRUG 700 EAST COURT STREET KANKAKEE, IL 60901 (815) 959-0125 ** D O CU PV OT **

KANKAKEE DRUG ABUSE REHAB CENTER INC THRESHOLD METHADONE MAINTENANCE 700 EAST COURT STREET KANKAKEE, IL 60901 (815) 959-0125 ** D O IV MM **

SALVATION ARMY MIDWAY HOUSE 356 EAST MERCHANT STREET KANKAKEE, IL 60901 (815) 932-3919 ** A OT **

LA SALLE
LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 665 GRANT AVENUE LA SALLE, IL 61301 (815) 225-6670 ** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

LAKE VILLA
GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC LAKE VILLA FACILITY 25680 WEST CEDARCREST LANE LAKE VILLA, IL 60046 (312) 356-6205 ** AD R Y IV DT TX **

LAKE ZURICH
OMNI YOUTH SERVICES/LAKE ZURICH 70 EAST MAIN STREET LAKE ZURICH, IL 60047 (312) 547-0680 ** D O Y TX PV OT **

LEMOYNE
LIFE WORKS ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER 402 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE SUITE 230 LEMONT, IL 60439 (312) 759-5750 ** AD O Y TX PV **

LIBERTYVILLE
LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT/MH DIVISION WOMENS RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 1125 NORTH MILWAUKEE ROAD LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60040 (312) 362-7494 ** AD R YM IV TX OT **

LINDEN
LOGAN/MASON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 128 PINE STREET LINCOLN, IL 62656 (217) 732-2161 ** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

LOMBARD
GUIDANCE CENTER OF MEMORIAL HEALTH SERVICES 470 EAST ROOSEVELT ROAD LOMBARD, IL 60148 (312) 955-2900 ** D O EA DM TX PV **
ILLINOIS

MACOMB
CMHC OF FULTON/MCDONOUGH COUNTIES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
301 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
MACOMB, IL 61455
(309) 835-2191
** A D IV DM TX CI PV **

HOTLINE TELEPHONE SERVICE
DRUG ANALYSIS
WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
MACOMB, IL 61455
(309) 298-1508
** D Y PV OT **

MANTENB
PARKSIDE LODGE SOUTH
RESOLVE CENTER
411 DIVISION STREET
MANTENO, IL 60950
(815) 468-3241
** A I O M Y B H A I IH CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
BRANDEN HOUSE
100 BERNARD ROAD
MANTENO, IL 60950
(312) 242-0996
** D R H IV TX MM **

MARION
MH SERVS OF FRANKLIN/WILLIAMSON CNYS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/YOUTH OPTIONS
1307 WEST MAIN STREET
MARION, IL 62959
(618) 997-5443
** A D O Y TX PV OT **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES OF FRANKLIN/WILLIAMSON COUNTIES INC
1305 WEST MAIN STREET
MARION, IL 62959
(618) 997-5556
** A D R O EA DM TX **

MATTOON
CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1000 BROADWAY
MATTOON, IL 61938
(217) 258-2968
** A D O Y EA TX PV OT **

CHOICE
MATTOON, IL 61938
(217) 234-4992
** AD PV **

MAYWOOD
HEALTH IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
HIP HOUSE
308 SOUTH 5TH AVENUE
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(312) 345-1276
** D O DT MM **

THE WAY BACK Inn INC
104 OAK STREET
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(312) 345-0422
** A R TX PV OT **

MC HENRY
FAMILY SERVICE AND CMHC
FOR MC HENRY COUNTY
5200 WEST ELM STREET
MC HENRY, IL 60050
(815) 385-6400
** A D O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

NORTHERN ILLINOIS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
4021 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
MC HENRY, IL 60050
(815) 346-5000 EXT. 3626
** A PV OT **

MELROSE PARK
GOTTLIES MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE
675 WEST NORTH AVENUE
MELROSE PARK, IL 60160
(312) 450-5750
** A D O Y EA DM TX **

MENDOTA
MENDOTA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICE
MEMORIAL DRIVE
MENDOTA, IL 61342
(815) 539-7461
** A I O DT EA DM TX CI PV **

METROPOLIS
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM/DUI
117 WEST 10TH STREET
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
(618) 524-5645
** A O DM TX CI PV **

MASSAC COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
206 WEST 5TH STREET
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
(618) 524-9568
** A D O EA TX PV **

MOLINE
PATHWAYS TO RECOVERY
555 4TH STREET
MOLINE, IL 61265
(309) 757-2901
** A D I IV DT EA DM TX PV OT **

ROCK ISLAND CNTRY COUNCIL ON ADDICTIONS
BEACON HOUSE
1525 12TH AVENUE
MOLINE, IL 61265
(309) 797-4220
** A D R TX CI **

MONTICELLO
PIATT COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
125 WEST LAFAYETTE STREET
MONTICELLO, IL 61856
(217) 762-5371
** A D O DM TX PV **

MOUNT VERNON
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
605 NORTH 12TH STREET
MOUNT VERNON, IL 62864
(618) 242-1212
** A D I IH CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

JEFFERSON COUNTY COMP SERVICES INC
VANTAGE POINT
ROUTE 37 NORTH
MOUNT VERNON, IL 62864
(618) 242-5635
** A R O IV DT EA DM TX **

MUNDELEIN
PARKSIDE LODGE OF MUNDELEIN INC
24647 NORTH HIGHWAY 21
MUNDELEIN, IL 60060
(312) 634-2020
** A D R O Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

MURPHYSBORO
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
(TASC) AREA B OFFICE
1069 CHESTNUT STREET
MURPHYSBORO, IL 62966
(618) 687-2521
** A D Y DM PV OT **

NAPERVILLE
NAPERVILLE TASK FORCE FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH
NAPERVILLE, IL 60565
(312) 420-9163
** A D Y PV **
NASHVILLE
WASHINGTON COUNTY
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
HOLZHAUER DRIVE
NASHVILLE, IL 62263
(618) 327-4462 EXT. 7
** A 0 IV TX PV **

NORTH CHICAGO
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
BUILDING 11
NORTH CHICAGO, IL 60064
(312) 688-1900
** A 0 IV TX PV OT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3001 BUCKLEY ROAD
NORTH CHICAGO, IL 60064
(312) 688-1900 EXT. 3532
** D R TX OT **

OAK LAWN
CHRIST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
4440 WEST 95TH STREET
OAK LAWN, IL 60455
(312) 425-0391
** A 0 DH TX PV OT **

OAK PARK
FAMILY SERVICE AND MH CTR OF OAK PARK
RIVER FOREST ALC/DRUG TREATMENT PROG
3024 NORTH BOULEVARD
OAK PARK, IL 60631
(312) 383-7503 EXT. 10
** AD O TX CI **

GRATEFUL HAND FOUNDATION INC
GRATEFUL HOUSE
412 SOUTH WESLEY AVENUE
OAK PARK, IL 60632
(312) 848-2065
** AD R 0 M TX **

OLNEY
SOUTHEASTERN IL COUNSELING CENTERS INC
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVICES
ROUTE 1
4 MICAH DRIVE
OLNEY, IL 62450
(618) 395-4306
** AD O EA DH TX CI PV **

OLYMPIA FIELDS
OLYMPIA FIELDS ALCOHOL COUNSELING AND
FAMILY RECOVERY PROGRAM
2400 WEST LINCOLN HIGHWAY
SUITE 204
OLYMPIA FIELDS, IL 60461
(312) 747-3100
** AD O E H IN CU IV DT DH TX **
** CI PV **

OTTAMA
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF OTTAMA
HELP UNIT
1100 EAST NORRIS DRIVE
OTTAMA, IL 61350
(815) 435-5606
** AD I IV DT EA TX **

LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
776 CENTENNIAL AVENUE
OTTAMA, IL 61350
(815) 434-1293
** AD 0 M Y EA DH TX CI PV **

PALOS MILLS
DISTRICT 230 CONSOLIDATED HIGH SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
111TH STREET AND ROBERTS ROAD
PALOS MILLS, IL 60465
(312) 974-3300
** AD PV **

PARIS
HUMAN RESOURCES CENTER OF
EDGAR AND CLARK COUNTIES
753 EAST COURT STREET
PARIS, IL 61944
(217) 465-4118
** AD 0 EA DH TX **

PARK FOREST
AINT MARTHA'S YOUTH SERVICE CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
224 BLACKHAWK STREET
PARK FOREST, IL 60466
(312) 747-2701
** D O Y CU TX CI PV **

PARK FOREST POLICE DEPARTMENT
YOUTH SERVICES
200 LAKEWOOD BOULEVARD
PARK FOREST, IL 60466
(312) 748-4700
** Y PV **

PARK RIDGE
PARKSIDE LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
1700 LUTHER LANE
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
(312) 696-6050
** AD I E IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

PEKIN
TAZWOOD CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
110 NORTH 5TH STREET
SUITE 210
PEKIN, IL 61554
(309) 347-5576
** AD O DH PV OT **

PERIZA
FAMILY INTERVENTIONS INC
4700 NORTH PROSPECT ROAD
PEORIA, IL 61614
(309) 688-0481
** AD PV **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
600 FAYETTE STREET
PEORIA, IL 61603
(309) 671-8000
** AD OT **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL HALFWAY HOUSE
405 NE PERRY STREET
PEORIA, IL 61603
(309) 671-8074
** AD O Y TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
EARLY INTERVENTION
3420 NORTH ROCHELLE LANE
PEORIA, IL 61604
(309) 671-8074
** AD O Y TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
FAMILY HOME
1318 NORTH UNIVERSITY STREET
PEORIA, IL 61606
(309) 685-2186
** D R TX OT **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
7820 NORTH UNIVERSITY
PEORIA, IL 61615
(309) 691-4601
** AD O TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM UNIT
600 FAYETTE STREET
PEORIA, IL 61603
(309) 671-8000
** A O TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
600 FAYETTE STREET
PEORIA, IL 61603
(309) 671-8000
** D O TX **
HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
PREVENTION
3420 NORTH ROCHELLE STREET
PEORIA, IL 61604
(309) 671-6074
** AD Y PV **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
PUBLIC INEBRIATE REFERRAL AND RESPONSE
2101 WEST MILLON KNOLLS DRIVE
PEORIA, IL 61614
(309) 692-6974
** AD PI PV OT **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
TOUCHSTONE OUTPATIENT UNIT
1015 WEST MBCEAN STREET
PEORIA, IL 61605
(309) 676-1095
** D 0 IV TX MM **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
TOUCHSTONE RESIDENTIAL
1015 WEST MBCEAN STREET
PEORIA, IL 61605
(309) 676-1095
** D R IV TX MM **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
WHITE OAKS CENTER
2101 WEST MILLON KNOLLS DRIVE
PEORIA, IL 61614
(309) 692-6900
** AD R TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
WHITMAN MEDICAL UNIT
2101 WEST MILLON KNOLLS STREET
PEORIA, IL 61614
(309) 692-6975
** A R DT TX OT **

PEORIA COUNTY DRI ROADS PROGRAM
PEORIA COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 301
PEORIA, IL 61602
(309) 672-6942
** AD DM CI PV **

PROCTOR COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
5009 NORTH KNOXVILLE AVENUE
PEORIA, IL 61614
(309) 691-1055
** AD I O Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

TAZWOOD CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
100 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE B-300
PEORIA, IL 61611
(309) 694-6642
** A O DM TX PV **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
(TASC) AREA 4 OFFICE
909 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
PEORIA, IL 61602
(309) 673-5769
** AD Y DM PV OT **

PONTIAC

INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN RESOURCES OF LIVINGSTON COUNTY
310 TORRANCE AVENUE
PONTIAC, IL 61764
(815) 644-6109
** AD O DM TX PV **

PRAIRIE VIEW

OWNI YOUTH SERVICES/VERNON TOWNSHIP
23304 NORTH MAIN STREET
PRAIRIE VIEW, IL 60669
(312) 634-9360
** D O Y TX PV OT **

PRINCETON

QUAD COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
530 PARK AVENUE EAST
4TH FLOOR
PRINCETON, IL 61356
(815) 875-4458
** A O M EA DM TX CI PV **

QUINCY

GREAT RIVER RECOVERY RESOURCE
537 BROADWAY
QUINCY, IL 62301
(217) 224-6300
** AD R O PI DT DM TX CI PV **

SAINT MARY HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP RECOVERY UNIT
1415 VERNON STREET
QUINCY, IL 62301
(217) 223-1200 EXTN. 4330
** AD I Y IM IV DT EA TX **

ROCK ISLAND

FRANCISCAN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
2701 17TH STREET
ROCK ISLAND, IL 62010
(309) 788-4071
** D O M IV DM TX CI MM **

FREEDOM HOUSE CLINIC
4230 11TH STREET
ROCK ISLAND, IL 62010
(309) 788-4071
** D O M IV DM TX CI MM **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
(TASC) AREA 5 OFFICE
1705 2ND AVENUE
SUITE 401
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 780-0816
** AD Y DM PV OT **

ROCKFORD

ADDITION TREATMENT AND EDUCATION PROGRAM (ATEP)
2100 ROCKFORD AVENUE
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
(815) 960-6861 EXTN. 5201
** AD I O Y CI IV DT TX CI PV **

AL TECH INC
3415 NORTH MAIN STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
(815) 877-7702
** A O DM TX CI PV OT **

ALCARE OF ROCKFORD
1055 EAST STATE STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61104
(815) 965-8600
** AD I R O 3 DT EA TX CI PV **

CONTACT OF ROCKFORD
ROCKFORD, IL 61110
(815) 964-0400
** AD PV **

PERSONAL HEALTH/ABUSE SERV AND EDUC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
319 SOUTH CHURCH STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61101
(815) 962-0871
** AD O Y IV DM TX PV HM **

ROSECRANCE CENTER INC
1505 NORTH ALPINE ROAD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
(815) 399-5351
** AD R O Y TX PV **

SMEDISH AMERICAN HOSPITAL
adolescent careunit
1400 CHARLES STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 966-2273
** AD I Y IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
(TASC) AREA 2 OFFICE
119 NORTH CHURCH STREET
SUITE 200
ROCKFORD, IL 61106
(815) 965-1106
** AD Y DM PV OT **

WINNEBAGO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CTR
315 SOUTH COURT STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 987-7399
** AD B H EA PV OT **
MINNEBAGO COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
401 DIVISION STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 962-5092 EXT. 214
** AD PV **

ROSELLA
PAPE AND ASSOCIATES
2030 EAST ALGONQUIN STREET
SUITE 403
ROSELLA, IL 60173
(312) 668-8710
** AD O M Y EA DM TX PV OT **

RUSHVILLE
SCHUYLER COUNSELING AND
HEALTH SERVICES
127 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
RUSHVILLE, IL 62681
(217) 322-4373
** A O M Y E PI EA TX PV **

SAINT CHARLES
TRICITY FAMILY SERVICES
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
15 NORTH FIRST AVENUE
SAINT CHARLES, IL 60174
(312) 232-1070
** AD Y EA PV **

SHELBYVILLE
CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
155 SOUTH MORGAN STREET
SHELBYVILLE, IL 62565
(217) 774-5566
** AD O DM TX PV **

SHELBY COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
DUI EDUCATION PROGRAM
1810 WEST SOUTH 3RD STREET
RR 2
SHELBYVILLE, IL 62565
(217) 774-2113
** A DN OT **

SPRINGFIELD
GATEWAY FOUNDATION
SPRINGFIELD FACILITY
815 NORTH 5TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702
(217) 522-7731
** D R M B CU IV TX **

ILLINOIS ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE ASSOCIATION (IADDA)
500 WEST MONROE STREET
3RD FLOOR
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
(217) 528-7335
** AD PV **

RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
505 NORTH 6TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702
(217) 504-2764
** AD PV **

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL
LIBERTAS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
800 EAST CARPENTER STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62769
(217) 525-5629
** AD I O IV TX **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
(TASC) AREA 5 OFFICE
3 OLD CAPITOL PLAZA WEST
SUITE 8
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62701
(217) 544-0842
** AD Y DM PV OT **

TRIANGLE CENTER
120 NORTH 11TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 544-3596
** AD R O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV MM **

STREATOR
LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
131 SOUTH VERMILLION STREET
OFFICE 5
STREATOR, IL 61564
(815) 672-2961
** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **

SULLIVAN
MOULTRIE COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2 WEST ADAMS STREET
SULLIVAN, IL 61951
(217) 728-4358
** AD O DM TX **

SUMMIT
DES PLAINES VALLEY COMMUNITY CENTER
FAMILY OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
6125 SOUTH ARCHER ROAD
SUMMIT, IL 60501
(312) 458-6920
** A O M H EA DM TX **

TAYLORVILLE
CHRISTIAN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
421 WEST MARKET STREET
TAYLORVILLE, IL 62568
(217) 824-4905
** AD O TX CI PV **

TUSCOLA
DOUGLAS COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
704 NORTH MAIN STREET
TUSCOLA, IL 61953
(217) 253-3168 EXT. 128
** AD O DM TX PV **

URBANA
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
(TASC) AREA 6 OFFICE
104 WEST UNIVERSITY STREET
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 344-4546
** AD Y DM PV OT **

WATERLOO
FAMILY CARE CENTER
112 EAST 4TH STREET
WATERLOO, IL 62290
(618) 959-3732
** AD R O DT TX CI PV **

WATSEKA
IROQUOIS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
908 EAST CHERRY STREET
WATSEKA, IL 60970
(815) 632-5246
** A O DM TX **

MARGOONDA
INTERVENTIONS CONTACT
26991 ANDERSON ROAD
MAUCHONDA, IL 60084
(312) 526-0404
** AD R Y TX **

WAUKESHA
LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2400 BELVIDERE STREET
WAUKESHA, IL 60085
(312) 360-6770
** D O Y CU IV TX PV MM **

WAUKEGAN
LAKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER/OUTPATIENT
2400 BELVIDERE STREET
WАUKESHA, IL 60085
(312) 360-6540
** A R O IV DT TX **

ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS

MICHAEL KLESTINSKI AND ASSOCIATES PC
300 GRAND AVENUE
SUITE 3
WAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(312) 662-5588
** AD O M E H CU IV EA DM TX PV **

NORTHERN ILLINOIS
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE
1113 GREENWOOD AVENUE
WAUKEGAN, IL 60087
(312) 244-4434
** AD R O Y H CU EA DM TX CI PV OT **

WHEATON

DUPAGE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
WEST PUBLIC HEALTH CENTER
111 NORTH COUNTY FARM ROAD
WHEATON, IL 60187
(312) 682-7560
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

DUPAGE COUNTY JAIL
METHADONE PROGRAM
501 NORTH COUNTY FARM ROAD
WHEATON, IL 60187
(312) 682-7749
** D R IV OT MM **

PAPE AND ASSOCIATES
628 SOUTH PROSPECT STREET
WHEATON, IL 60148
(312) 668-8710
** AD O M Y EA DM TX PV OT **

WHEELING

OMNI YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
222 EAST DUNDEE ROAD
WHEELING, IL 60090
(312) 541-0190
** D O Y TX PV OT **

WINNETKA

NEW TRIER HIGH SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROJECT
385 WINNETKA AVENUE
WINNETKA, IL 60093
(312) 446-7000
** AD Y EA PV **

WOOD RIVER

COMMUNITY UNITED FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG AWARENESS (CUADA)
WOOD RIVER, IL 62095
(618) 259-4051
** AD PV **

PIASA HEALTH CARE
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1 EAST FERGUSON AVENUE
WOOD RIVER, IL 62095
(618) 294-7400
** A O Y EA TX **
### INDIANA

#### ANDERSON

**Anderson Center of Saint Johns**  
Chemical Dependency Treatment Service  
2210 Jackson Street  
Anderson, IN 46016  
(317) 644-8383  
**AD I Y DT EA TX**

**Crestview Center of Community Hospital Inc**  
2201 Hillcrest Drive  
Anderson, IN 46012  
(317) 649-1961  
**AD R W Y E B CU IV TX**

**House of Hope Inc**  
902 High Street  
Anderson, IN 46012  
(317) 644-7086  
**AD R TX OT**

**Madison Clinic Inc**  
305-A Alexandria Pike  
Anderson, IN 46012  
(317) 644-1614  
**AD Y DM TX PV**

**Attica**

**Mabash Valley Hosp Outpatient Servs**  
Fountain County Services  
101 Suzie Lane  
Attica, IN 47918  
(317) 762-6187  
**AD O EA DH TX CI PV**

#### BATESVILLE

**Community Mental Health Center**  
Batesville Office/Subst Abuse Services  
15 North Depot Street  
Suite 103  
Batesville, IN 47006  
(812) 936-5245  
**AD DH TX CI**

**Joyous Garde Program**  
5488 East State Road 46  
Bloomington, IN 47401  
(812) 336-6004  
**AD Y PV**

**Monroe County Court Probation Dept Subst Abuse Division**  
301 North College Avenue  
Bloomington, IN 47401  
(812) 333-3645  
**AD DH CI PV OT**

**Boonville**

**SM Indiana Mental Health Center Inc**  
Harrick County Subst Abuse Services  
112 East Main Street  
Boonville, IN 47601  
(812) 897-4776  
**AD O DH TX PV**

**Harrick County Superior Court Drug/Alcohol Program (DAP)**  
County Courthouse  
Boonville, IN 47601  
(812) 897-3888  
**AD M DH CI PV**

### KEY

- **A** = Alcoholism Services Only
- **D** = Drug Abuse Services Only
- **B** = Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services
- **R** = Residential
- **O** = Outpatient
- **T** = Treatment Unit
- **C** = Central Intake Unit
- **P** = Prevention Unit
- **M** = Methadone Unit
- **OT** = Other Unit

### ORIENTATION

- **M** = Women
- **Y** = Youth
- **E** = Elderly
- **B** = Blacks
- **H** = Hispanics

### SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS

- **AI** = American Indian/Alaskan Natives
- **IH** = Impaired Health Professionals
- **PI** = Public Inebriates
- **CU** = Cocaine Users
- **IV** = IV Drug Users

---
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FAMILY SERVICE OF BARTHOLOMEW COUNTY
712 WASHINGTON STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 372-3745
** AD O TX PV **

CORYDON

HARRISON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
117 1/2 EAST CHESTNUT STREET
CORYDON, IN 47112
(812) 736-0216
** AD DM CI OT **

CRAWFORDSVILLE

MONTGOMERY COUNTY COURT REFERRAL PROG
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
302 EAST MARKET STREET
ROOM 11
CRAWFORDSVILLE, IN 47933
(317) 362-8000
** AD PV **

WABASH VALLEY HOSP OUTPATIENT SERVS
MONTGOMERY COUNTY SERVICES
1800 DARLINGTON AVENUE
CRAWFORDSVILLE, IN 47933
(317) 362-2052
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

DANVILLE

CUMMINS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
250 MEADOW DRIVE
DANVILLE, IN 46122
(317) 745-7564
** AD O Y DM TX CI PV **

HENDRICKS COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG INTERVENTION PROGRAM
172 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
DANVILLE, IN 46122
(317) 745-9261 EXT. 247
** AD DM OT **

DELPHI

WABASH VALLEY HOSP OUTPATIENT SERVS
CARROLL/WHITE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
109 SOUTH UNION STREET
DELPHI, IN 46923
(317) 564-2247
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

EAST CHICAGO

TRI CITY COMPREHENSIVE CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3901 INDIANAPOLIS BOULEVARD
EAST CHICAGO, IN 46312
(219) 398-7050
** AD R O Y DT DM TX CI PV **

ELKHART

CIRCUIT/SUPERIOR AND COUNTY COURTS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
315 SOUTH 2ND STREET
COUNTY COURT BUILDING
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 523-2246
** AD H DM PV OT **

RENAISSANCE CENTER FOR
ADDICTIONS SERVICES
600 EAST BOULEVARD
ELKHART, IN 46515
(219) 522-5522
** AD I O M Y IV EA TX CI PV **

ENGLISH

SOUTHERN HILLS COUNSELING CENTER
CRAWFORD COUNTY SERVICES
OLD STATE ROAD 66
ENGLISH, IN 47118
(812) 358-2756
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

EVANSVILLE

CHRYSALIS
WOMENS ALCOHOLIC HALFMAY HOUSE
3000 DIVISION STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47711
(812) 476-2523
** AD R H IV TX **

IN INDIANA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
STEPPING STONE
613 CHERRY STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47713
(812) 425-5305
** AD R DT DM TX **

IN INDIANA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
613 CHERRY STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47713
(812) 423-7791 EXT. 239
** AD O Y E IV EA DM TX CI PV **

UNITED COUNSELING CLINICS INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
901 KENMORE DRIVE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47715
(812) 477-1975
** AD O M Y TX CI PV **

VANDERBURGH COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
DRUG/ALCOHOL DEFERRAL SERVS INC (DADS)
111 N 4TH STREET
LANDMARK BUILDING SUITE 135
EVANSVILLE, IN 47708
(812) 426-5326
** AD DM OT **

MELBORN BAPTIST HOSPITAL
PARKSIDE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
401 SE 6TH STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47713
(812) 426-8000
** AD I O Y IV DT TX CI PV **

YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU INC
312 N 7TH STREET
SUITE 206
EVANSVILLE, IN 47708
(812) 425-5816
** AD O M Y B DM TX PV **

FORT WAYNE

ALLEN COUNTY
ALCOHOL COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
226 WEST WALLACE STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 428-7134
** AD DM OT **

HOPE HOUSE
1115 GARDEN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 426-2471
** AD R M TX **

LIFE SKILLS COUNSELING AND LEARNING CENTER
3202 SOUTH CALHOUN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46807
(219) 774-4342
** AD O M Y EA DM TX PV OT **

LUTHERAN HOSPITAL OF FORT WAYNE IN CAREUNIT
3024 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
FORT WAYNE, IN 46807
(219) 456-2275
** AD I C IV Y EA DM TX CI PV **

PARKVIEW MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM CHEM DEP TREATMENT CENTER
2200 RANDALIA DRIVE
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 484-6636 EXT. 6963
** AD I IV EA TX PV **

WASHINGTON HOUSE INC
2720 CULBERTSON STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 432-8604
** AD R IV DT EA DM TX OT **

FRANKFORT

CLINTON COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE
4TH FLOOR
FRANKFORT, IN 46041
(317) 659-1891 EXT. 40
** AD DM PV OT **
INDIANA

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
2601 COLD SPRING ROAD
UNIT 116J
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46222
(317) 267-8795
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2601 COLD SPRING ROAD
116J
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46222
(317) 267-8799
** D O I O IV DT TX MM **

JASPER
SOUTHERN HILLS COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
480 EVERSMAN DRIVE
JASPER, IN 47566
(812) 482-3020
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

JEFFERSONVILLE
CLARK COUNTY
ALCOHOL COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
CLARK COUNTY COURT
CITY COUNTY BUILDING
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 47130
(812) 283-7408
** AD Y PI DM PV **

KENDALLVILLE
NORTHEASTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
200 WEST NORTH STREET
KENDALLVILLE, IN 47555
(219) 347-4400
** AD O H Y EA DM TX PV **

KOKOMO
HOWARD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES
3500 SOUTH LAFOUNTAIN STREET
APOLLO PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
KOKOMO, IN 46902
(317) 453-8545 EXT. 501
** AD O TX PV **

HOWARD COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
HOWARD COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 10
KOKOMO, IN 46901
(317) 456-2208
** AD DH CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
TRINITY HOUSE
1907 WEST SYCAMORE STREET
KOKOMO, IN 46901
(317) 457-2606
** AD R O Y IV DT TX **

LA PORTE
LA PORTE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICE
COUNTY COURTHOUSE
FIRST FLOOR
LA PORTE, IN 46350
(219) 326-6808
** AD O DN TX PV **

LA PORTE HOSPITAL
STRESS CENTER
LA PORTE, IN 46350
(219) 326-2920
** AD I Y E PI DT TX **

LAFAYETTE
BRINES CONSULTING SERVICE
2075 1/2 MAIN STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47904
(317) 447-0225
** AD O IV EA DM TX **

COMMUNITY AND FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
350 FOUNTAIN STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47902
(317) 742-5046
** AD Y PV OT **

HOME WITH HOPE
TRANSITIONAL HALFWAY HOUSE
1001 FERRY STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47901
(317) 742-2521
** AD CI PV **

NEW DIRECTIONS COURT REFERRAL CENTER
515 COLUMBIA STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47901
(317) 742-7361
** AD DM PV **

NEW DIRECTIONS TREATMENT CENTER
360 NORTH 775 EAST
LAFAYETTE, IN 47905
(317) 509-3318
** AD R O IV DT TX **

NABASH VALLEY HOSP OUTPATIENT SERVS
TIPPECANOE SERVICES
610 MAIN STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47901
(317) 423-2650
** AD O H Y EA DM TX CI PV **

LAWRENCEBURG
CMHC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
DEARBORN COUNTY OFFICE
230 WEST HIGH STREET
LAWRENCEBURG, IN 47025
(812) 537-1302
** AD O H PI DM TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
REGIONAL ADDICTION SERVICES
285 BIELBY ROAD
LAWRENCEBURG, IN 47025
(812) 537-1302
** AD O H Y PI IV DM TX CI PV **

LOGANSPORT
LOGANSPORT STATE HOSPITAL
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT REHAB PROGRAM
RURAL ROUTE 2
LOGANSPORT, IN 46967
(219) 722-4141 EXT. 367
** AD I PI IV TX **

MADISON
LIFESPRAIN MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
JEFFERSON COUNTY OFFICE
319 WEST 2ND STREET
MADISON, IN 47250
(812) 265-4513
** AD DH TX PV **

MADISON COUNTY HOSPITAL
ADDICTION UNIT
HIGHWAY 7
MADISON, IN 47250
(812) 265-2611
** AD R TX **

MARION
GRANT/BKLFORD MENTAL HEALTH INC
505 WABASH AVENUE
MARION, IN 46952
(317) 662-3971
** AD I O DT TX OT **

MARTINSVILLE
MORGAN COUNTY COURT
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM (ADAPT)
201 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
MARTINSVILLE, IN 46151
(317) 342-7075
** AD DH CI OT **

MICHIGAN CITY
LAPORTE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES
SUPERIOR COURTHOUSE
3RD FLOOR
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 879-4826
** AD O DM TX **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADULT/ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE PROG (ASAP)
5TH AND PINE STREETS
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 872-9134
** AD I IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **
MANSAM CENTER
MARQUETTE HALL
SUITE 601
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 879-0676
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

MONTICELLO
WABASH VALLEY HOSP OUTPATIENT SERVS
207 NORTH BLUFF STREET
MONTICELLO, IN 47904
(219) 585-9530
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

MOUNT VERNON
SW INDIANA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
POSEY COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
100 VISTA DRIVE
MOUNT VERNON, IN 47620
(812) 856-6553
** AD O DM TX PV **

MUNCIE
AQUARIUS HOUSE INC
413 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 282-2257
** AD O Y PI DM TX PV **

DELWARE COUNTY COURT
SUBST ABUSE COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
100 WEST MAIN STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 767-7746
** AD DM CI PV **

MUNCIE PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC
2000 WEST RIGGIN ROAD
MUNCIE, IN 47304
(317) 289-2187
** AD O DM TX PV **

HEN ALBANY
FLOYD COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
CITY COUNTY BUILDING
ROOM 409
HEN ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 948-5646
** AD W Y DM PV **

FLOYD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CANTON
1860 STATE STREET
HEN ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 948-6756
** AD IV DM TX **

HOBBESVILLE
HAMILTON COUNTY COURT
DIV OF PROBATION SERVS/SUBST ABUSE PGM
HAMILTON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
HOBBESVILLE, IN 46060
(517) 776-9471
** AD Y DM CI PV OT **

NORTH VERNON
VI CAR INC
FREEDOM PROGRAM
422 NORTH STATE STREET
NORTH VERNON, IN 47265
(812) 346-8774
** AD O TX PV **

OGGOO
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
RIPLEY COUNTY OFFICE
240 WEST CRAVEN STREET
OGGOO, IN 47037
(812) 689-4281
** AD O DM TX CI **

PAOLI
SOUTHERN HILLS COUNSELING CENTER
ORANGE COUNTY SERVICES
HOSPITAL ROAD
ROUTE 3
PAOLI, IN 47554
(812) 723-4501
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

PLYMOUTH
THE OTIS R BODEN CENTER FOR
HUMAN SERVS INC/MARSHALL COUNTY OFFICE
401 WEST JEFFERSON STREET
PLYMOUTH, IN 46563
(219) 936-9964
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

PORTLAND
COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
JAY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
903 EAST MAIN STREET
PORTLAND, IN 47371
(219) 726-9540
** AD O TX PV **

PRINCETON
SM INDIANA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
GIBSON COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
310 SOUTH 5TH AVENUE
PRINCETON, IN 47670
(812) 385-5275 EXT. 257
** AD O DM TX PV **

RENSSELAER
BRINES CONSULTING SERVICE
1104 EAST GRACE STREET
JASPER COUNTY HOSPITAL
RENSSELAER, IN 47978
(219) 866-2246
** AD O EA DM TX **

WABASH VALLEY HOSPITAL
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/OUTPATIENT
HIGHWAY 114 EAST
RENSSELAER, IN 47978
(219) 866-0194
** AD O W Y EA DM TX PV **

RICHMOND
DUNN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DETOX SERVICES
NM 18 TH STREET
RICHMOND, IN 47375
(317) 983-8100
** AD R IV DT DM TX **

DUNN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG AND ALC PROG OUTPATIENT SERVICES
851 DILLON DRIVE
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 983-8000
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

REID MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
AURORA PROGRAM
1401 CHESTER BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 903-3150
** AD I IV DT EA TX CI PV **

RICHMOND STATE HOSPITAL
EASTERN IN CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
NM 18TH STREET
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 966-0511 EXT. 491
** AD I R W B IV DM TX **

MAYNE SUPERIOR COURT III
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
MAYNE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
2ND FLOOR
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 966-7451 EXT. 431
** AD DM OT **

RISING SUN
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
OHIO COUNTY OFFICE
HIGHWAY 56 EAST
RISING SUN, IN 47090
(812) 438-2711
** AD O DM TX CI OT **
INDIANA

ROCKPORT
SOUTHERN HILLS COUNSELING CENTER
SPENCER COUNTY SERVICES
HIGHWAY 66
ROCKPORT, IN 47635
(812) 649-9168
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

ROCKVILLE
PARKE COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT
ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES COURT PROGRAM
COURT HOUSE
2ND FLOOR
ROCKVILLE, IN 47872
(317) 569-5910
** AD DM PV OT **

SALEM
WASHINGTON COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG USER PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
SALEM, IN 47167
(812) 883-1959
** AD PV **

SEYMOUR
JACKSON COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
4TH AND CHESTNUT STREETS
POST OFFICE BUILDING
SEYMOUR, IN 47274
(812) 523-8630
** AD DM CI PV **

SHELBYVILLE
HATHORN CENTER OF SHELBY COUNTY INC
24 1/2 WEST POLK STREET
SHELBYVILLE, IN 46176
(317) 835-4660
** AD EA DM CI PV **

SOUTH BEND
COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER OF SAINT JOSEPH COUNTY INC
115 NORTH WILLIAM STREET
SUITE 300
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 232-2822
** AD PV **

MADISON CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
403 EAST MADISON STREET
SOUTH BEND, IN 46617
(219) 254-0061
** AD I O Y EA TX CI PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
PATHWAYS CENTER
615 NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 284-7273
** AD I O W IV DT TX CI PV **

NCA MICHIANA
THE ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
610 EAST JEFFERSON BOULEVARD
JEFFERSON SQUARE
SOUTH BEND, IN 46617
(219) 234-6024
** AD W Y B CU EA PV **

SAINT JOSEPH COUNTY
WOMENS JOURNEY PROGRAM
802 LAFAYETTE BOULEVARD
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 253-9491
** AD R W DM TX **

TELL CITY
SOUTHERN HILLS COUNSELING CENTER
PERRY COUNTY SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
TELL CITY, IN 47506
(812) 547-7905
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

TERRA HAUTE
HAMILTON CENTER INC
ADDITION SERVICES
615 8TH AVENUE
TERRA HAUTE, IN 47804
(812) 231-8350
** AD I R O Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

TERRE HAUTE REGIONAL HOSPITAL
LAMB CENTER
601 HOSPITAL LANE
TERRA HAUTE, IN 47802
(812) 234-7766
** AD I IV DT EA TX PV **

VIGO COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
34 OHIO STREET
TERRA HAUTE, IN 47807
(812) 238-8291
** AD PV OT **

VALPARAISO
HIDRAINE HOUSE INC
353 WEST LINCOLNWAY
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-9983
** AD R TX PV **

PORTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
814 LAFORTE AVENUE
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 465-4751
** AD I DT TX **

PORTER/STARKE CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
701 HALL STREET
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-8541 EXT. 213
** AD I O DT EA TX PV **

VEVAY
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SCHUTZER COUNTY OFFICE
205 MAIN STREET
VEVAY, IN 47043
(812) 427-2757
** AD O DM TX CI **

VINCENNES
COMPREHENSIVE CMHC
VINCENNES SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
515 BAYOU STREET
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 806-4800
** AD I O W IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV OT **

VINCENNES UNIV COUNSELING SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1002 NORTH FIRST STREET
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 805-4374
** AD O TX CI PV **

MABASH
OTIS R BOWEN CTR FOR HUMAN SERVS INC
MABASH COUNTY OFFICE
280 NORTH MABASH STREET
MABASH, IN 46992
(219) 565-8446
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

WARGAS
OTIS R BOWEN CTR FOR HUMAN SERVS INC
KOSCIUSKO CNTY OFFICE/SUBST ABUSE SERV
WARGAS, IN 46580
(219) 267-7169
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

WEST LAFAYETTE
MABASH VALLEY HOSPITAL INC
RIVERSIDE
2900 NORTH RIVER ROAD
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN 47906
(317) 463-2555 EXT. 249
** AD I IV EA DM TX **

124
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**ADEL**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSISTANCE AGENCY INC
ADEL OFFICE
112 SOUTH 9TH STREET
ADEL, IA 50003
(515) 993-5293
** AD O IV EA DM TX OT **

**ALGONA**
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS OF NORTH IA
ALGONA OFFICE
25 EAST STATE STREET
ALGONA, IA 50511
(515) 295-5158
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI **

**AMES**
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
1206 FREILEY HALL
AMES, IA 50012
(515) 294-2245
** AD PV **

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
EMPLOYEE SERVICES BUILDING
322 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
AMES, IA 50011
(515) 294-5069
** AD EA PV OT **

REGIONAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER INC
713 SOUTH DUFF STREET
AMES, IA 50010
(515) 232-3206
** AD O M E CU DM TX CI PV **

YOUTH AND SHELTER SERVICES INC
FAMILY HOUSE
712 5TH STREET
AMES, IA 50010
(515) 233-3141
** AD O Y TX **

YOUTH AND SHELTER SERVICES INC
FOSTER CARE/SPECIALIZED
703 BURNETT AVENUE
AMES, IA 50010
(515) 233-6652
** AD I R O Y TX **

**YOUTH AND SHELTER SERVICES INC**
SEVEN-12 HOUSE
712 BURNETT AVENUE
AMES, IA 50010
(515) 233-4950
** AD R Y TX **

**ANAMOSA**
IOWA MENS REFORMATORY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ANAMOSA, IA 52205
(319) 462-3504 EXT. 204
** AD OT **

**ATLANTIC**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSISTANCE AGENCY INC
320 WALNUT STREET
ATLANTIC, IA 50022
(712) 263-5091
** AD O IV EA DM TX OT **

**AUDUBON**
AREA 12 ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
AUDUBON OFFICE
331 WASHINGTON STREET
AUDUBON, IA 50025
(712) 563-2777
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

**BOONE**
REGIONAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
1015 UNION STREET
BOONE COUNTY HOSPITAL ROOM 306
BOONE, IA 50036
(515) 432-4875
** AD DM CI **

**BURLINGTON**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES OF SOUTHEAST IOWA
1340 MOUNT PLEASANT STREET
LINCOLN CENTER
BURLINGTON, IA 52601
(319) 753-6567
** AD R O M Y EA DM TX PV **

BURLINGTON MEDICAL CENTER
RIVERVIEW REHABILITATION CENTER
624 NORTH 4TH STREET
BURLINGTON, IA 52601
(319) 753-5635
** AD I O IV EA TX **

**CARROLL**
AREA 12 ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
CARROLL OFFICE/OUTPATIENT
518 NORTH CLARK STREET
CARROLL, IA 51401
(712) 792-1344
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

**CEDAR FALLS**
AREA 7 SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
EDUCATIONAL PROJECT
3712 CEDAR HEIGHTS DRIVE
CEDAR FALLS, IA 50613
(319) 275-8215
** AD PV **

**CEDAR RAPIDS**
AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
3601 16TH AVENUE SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52404
(319) 390-4611
** AD R O Y E B IV EA DM TX PV **

FOUNDATION II INC
CRISIS CENTER
1251 3RD AVENUE SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52403
(319) 362-2174
** AD PV OT **

**HILLCREST FAMILY SERVICES**
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1727 FIRST AVENUE SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52402
(319) 362-3149
** AD EA CI PV OT **

IOWA SUBSTANCE ABUSE INFORMATION CTR
500 FIRST STREET SE
CEDAR RAPIDS PUBLIC LIBRARY
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52401
(319) 390-5133
** AD OT **

**KEY**

**ORIENTATION**
- A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
- D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
- R = RESIDENTIAL
- O = OUTPATIENT
- L = LOCAL

**ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE**
- W = WOMEN
- Y = YOUTH
- E = ELDERLY
- B = BLACKS
- H = HISPANICS
- S = OTHER

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS**
- AX = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
- IH = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
- PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
- CV = COCAINE USERS
- IV = IV DRUG USERS

**UNIT FUNCTION**
- TX = TREATMENT UNIT
- CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
- PV = PREVENTION UNIT
- MM = METHADONE UNIT
- OT = OTHER UNIT

**115**
IOWA

JANE BOYD COMMUNITY HOUSE
14TH AVENUE AND 10TH STREET SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52403
(319) 566-0431
** AD Y B H AI PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL
SEDALCEK TREATMENT CENTER
701 10TH STREET SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52403
(319) 598-6226
** AD I R W Y E H AI IH PI CU **
** IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CHARLES CITY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS OF NORTH IA
CHARLES CITY OFFICE/HOPE HOUSE
1202 EAST KELLY STREET
CHARLES CITY, IA 50616
(515) 228-7653
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

CHEROKEE
CHEROKEE MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1200 WEST CEDAR STREET
CHEROKEE, IA 51012
(712) 225-2594 EXT. 352
** AD I O M DT DM TX PV **

SIouxland Council On ALC/Drug Abuse
CHEROKEE COUNTY BRANCH
724 NORTH FIRST STREET
CHEROKEE, IA 51012
(712) 225-5656
** AD O TX **

CLARINDA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
CLARINDA TREATMENT COMPLEX
CLARINDA, IA 51632
(712) 542-2161
** AD I O IV DM TX CI PV OT **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSISTANCE AGENCY INC
CLARINDA OFFICE
100 SOUTH 16TH STREET
CLARINDA, IA 51632
(712) 542-4481
** AD O IV EA DM TX OT **

CLEAR LAKE CITY
NORTHERN TRAILS AREA AEGY INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
CLEAR LAKE CITY, IA 50428
(515) 357-6125
** AD Y PV **

CLINTON
NEW DIRECTIONS INC
2205 CAMANCHE AVENUE
CLINTON, IA 52732
(319) 243-2124
** AD R O EA DM TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH MERCY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
1421 SOUTH BLUFF BOULEVARD
CLINTON, IA 52732
(319) 243-7237
** AD O IV EA TX **

COUNCIL BLUFFS
FAMILY SERVICE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2 NORTHCREST DRIVE
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 52701
(712) 322-1407
** AD O Y EA TX PV **

LOESS HILLS AREA EDUCATION AGENCY 13
HALVERSON CENTER FOR EDUCATION
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 52701
(712) 366-0509 EXT. 272
** AD Y PV **

CRESTON
GREEN VALLEY AREA EDUCATION AGENCY 14
PROJECT SAVES
GREEN VALLEY ROAD
CRESTON, IA 50801
(515) 782-6443
** AD EA PV **

DAVENPORT
CENTER FOR ALC AND DRUG SERVICES INC
1525 SOUTH FAIRMOUNT STREET
DAVENPORT, IA 52802
(319) 322-2667
** AD O Y B IV EA DM TX CI PV **

COUNTRY OAKS
HALFWAY HOUSE
12160 SOUTH UTAH AVENUE
DAVENPORT, IA 52804
(319) 326-1150
** AD R M IV DM TX CI **

COUNTRY OAKS
START/DETOK
12160 SOUTH UTAH AVENUE
DAVENPORT, IA 52804
(319) 326-1150
** AD R M IV DT EA DM TX CI OT **

LINWOOD YOUTH COMMUNITY
822 EAST LOCUST STREET
DAVENPORT, IA 52803
(319) 323-3523
** AD R N Y IV TX **

DECORAH
HELPING SERVS FOR NORTHEAST IOWA INC
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PROGRAM
LUTHER COLLEGE GJERSET HOUSE
DECORAH, IA 52101
(319) 387-1720
** AD Y EA DM PV **

NORTHEAST IOWA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND RELATED PROBLEMS SERVS CTR
305 MONTGOMERY STREET
DECORAH, IA 52101
(319) 392-2649
** AD O TX CI **

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
HALVEIS HUS
501 WEST BROADWAY
DECORAH, IA 52101
(319) 582-5800
** AD R O Y IV TX **

DENISON
MIDWEST IOWA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
1309 NORTH FIRST AVENUE
DENISON, IA 51442
(712) 265-5065
** AD O Y DM TX CI PV OT **

DES MOINES
INTERSECTIONAL UNITED
ADVANCED PLANNING CENTER (IUAP)
2325 FOREST AVENUE
DES MOINES, IA 50311
(515) 274-3333
** AD R O M Y B AI CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI IM OT **

IOWA DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
SUBSTANCE EDUCATION PROGRAM
GRIMES OFFICE BUILDING
DES MOINES, IA 50319
(515) 281-3021
** AD Y PV **

IOWA LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
OUR PRIMARY PURPOSE
UNIVERSITY AT PENN STREET
DES MOINES, IA 50316
(515) 263-5982
** AD I O Y TX **

MERCY ALCOHOL AND DRUG
RECOVERY PROGRAM
6TH STREET AND UNIVERSITY AVENUE
MERCY HOSPITAL/WEST 3
DES MOINES, IA 50314
(515) 247-4461
** AD I O M IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **
JEFFERSON

AREA 12 ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
JEFFERSON OFFICE
100 EAST STATE STREET
JEFFERSON, IA 50129
(515) 386-4795
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

KNOXVILLE

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1515 WEST PLEASANT STREET
KNOXVILLE, IA 50138
(515) 842-5101 EXT. 426
** A I O E DT EA DM TX **

LE MARS

SIOUXLAND COUNCIL ON ALC/DUKE ABUSE
PLYMOUTH COUNTY BRANCH OFFICE
323 PLYMOUTH STREET NE
LE MARS, IA 51031
(712) 546-7068
** AD O TX **

LOGAN

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSISTANCE AGENCY INC
LOGAN OFFICE
113 NORTH 3RD STREET
LOGAN, IA 51546
(712) 644-2225
** AD O IV EA DM TX OT **

MANCHESTER

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES CENTER
110 WEST MAIN STREET
MANCHESTER, IA 52607
(319) 927-5112
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

MANNING

MANNING GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
410 MAIN STREET
MANNING, IA 51455
(712) 653-2072
** AD O O IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

MARSHTOWN

SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT UNIT OF CENTRAL IA
101 EAST MAIN STREET
MARSHTOWN, IA 50158
(515) 752-7217
** AD O Y TX **

MASON CITY

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS OF NORTH IA
22 NORTH GEORGIA STREET
MASON CITY, IA 50401
(515) 426-2391
** AD R O Y DM TX CI PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS OF NORTH IA
A J R STEUELAND RECOVERY HOUSE
229 2ND STREET NE
MASON CITY, IA 50401
(515) 423-0427
** AD R O TX CI PV **

MITCHELLEVILLE

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
ENHANCEMENT OF WOMEN PROG/PILOT PROJ
300 ELM STREET SW
IA CORRECTIONAL INST FOR WOMEN
MITCHELLEVILLE, IA 50169
(515) 243-4200
** AD H CI PV **

MOUNT PLEASANT

ALC/DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES OF SE IA
MOUNT PLEASANT OFFICE
114 EAST MONROE STREET
SUITE 107
MOUNT PLEASANT, IA 52641
(319) 385-2216
** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **

MOUNT PLEASANT CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
THEATRICAL COMMUNITY PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 210 SOUTH
MOUNT PLEASANT, IA 52641
(319) 385-9511 EXT. 335
** AD I TX **

MUSCATINE

NEW HORIZONS
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1518 MULBERRY AVENUE
MUSCATINE, IA 52761
(319) 264-9409
** AD O M Y H EA DM TX CI PV **

NEW HAMPTON

NORTHEAST COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE
CHICKASAW COUNTY OFFICE
7 WEST MAIN STREET
NEW HAMPTON, IA 50659
(515) 394-3172
** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **

NEWTON

CENTRAL IOWA FOUNDATION FOR
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
222 FIRST STREET SOUTH
NEWTON, IA 50208
(515) 792-2062
** AD O M Y TX **

JASPER COUNTY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE
ROOM 108
NEWTON, IA 50208
(515) 792-1044
** AD PV **

MIDWEST IA ALC/DRUG ABUSE TRT CENTER
ONAHMA BRANCH
1025 6TH STREET
ONAHMA, IA 51040
(712) 423-1467
** AD O Y DM TX CI PV OT **

ZION/BROWN TREATMENT CENTER
RESIDENTIAL/INTERMEDIATE FACILITY
ROUTE 1
ORIENT, IA 50658
(515) 337-5385
** AD R IV DT EA DM TX **

SIouxland Council On Alcohol & Drug Abuse, Plymouth County Branch Office, 323 Plymouth Street NE, Le Mars, IA 51031; Logan Alcohol And Drug Assistance Agency Inc, Logan Office, 113 North 3rd Street, Logan, IA 51546; Substance Abuse Services Center, 110 West Main Street, Manchester, IA 52607; Manning General Hospital, Substance Abuse Treatment Unit, 410 Main Street, Manning, IA 51455; Substance Abuse Trt Unit Of Central IA, 101 East Main Street, Marshtown, IA 50158; Chemical Dependency Servs Of North IA, 22 North Georgia Street, Mason City, IA 50401; Chemical Dependency Servs Of North IA, A J R Steueland Recovery House, 229 2nd Street Ne, Mason City, IA 50401; National Council On Alcoholism, Enhancement Of Women Prog/Pilot Proj, 300 Elm Street Sw, Iowa Correctional Inst For Women, Mitchellville, IA 50169; Mount Pleasant ALC/Drug Dependency Services Of SE IA, Mount Pleasant Office, 114 East Monroe Street, Suite 107, Mount Pleasant, IA 52641; Mount Pleasant Correctional Facility, Therapeutic Community Program, Highway 210 South, Mount Pleasant, IA 52641; New Horizons, Outpatient Substance Abuse Program, 1518 Mulberry Avenue, Muscatine, IA 52761; New Hampton Northeast Council On Substance Abuse, Chickasaw County Office, 7 West Main Street, New Hampton, IA 50659; Central Iowa Foundation for Alcoholism And Drug Abuse, 222 First Street South, Newton, IA 50208.
POCAHONTAS
NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM
RESEARCH FOUNDATION (NCARF)
218 1/2 NORTH MAIN STREET
POCAHONTAS, IA 50574
(712) 335-6585
** AD O IV EA TX **

RED OAK
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSISTANCE AGENCY INC
RED OAK OFFICE
215 COOLBAUGH STREET
RED OAK, IA 51566
(712) 623-4801
** AD O IV EA DM TX OT **

ROCK RAPIDS
NORTHWEST IOWA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
402 SOUTH 2ND STREET
ROCK RAPIDS, IA 51446
(712) 472-3442
** AD O IV TX PV **

ROCKWELL CITY
NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM
RESEARCH FOUNDATION (NCARF)
515 COURT STREET
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
ROCKWELL CITY, IA 50579
(712) 297-7521
** AD O IV EA TX **

SAC CITY
AREA 12 ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
SAC CITY OFFICE
SAC COUNTY COURTHOUSE ANNEX
SAC CITY, IA 50583
(712) 662-7921
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

SHELDON
NORTHWEST IOWA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
1007 3RD AVENUE
SHELDON, IA 51201
(712) 324-3276
** AD O Y IV TX PV **

SIOUX CITY
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
605 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SIOUX CITY, IA 51102
(712) 279-2480
** AD R M TX OT **

SPIRIT LAKE
NORTHWEST IOWA
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
DICKSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SPIRIT LAKE, IA 51360
(712) 335-4560
** AD O Y IV TX PV **

STORM LAKE
NORTHWEST IOWA
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
804 ONEIDA STREET
PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS BUILDING
STORM LAKE, IA 50588
(712) 752-5136
** AD O Y IV TX PV **

VINTON
AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
VINTON OFFICE
502 NORTH 9TH AVENUE
VINTON, IA 52569
(519) 472-2443
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX PV **

WAPELLO
ALC/DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES OF SE IA
WAPELLO OFFICE
LOUISA COUNTY COURTHOUSE
WAPELLO, IA 52653
(319) 523-0436
** AD O Y EA DM PV **

WATERLOO
COVENANT MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2101 KIMBALL AVENUE
WATERLOO, IA 50702
(319) 291-3542
** AD I O DT TX CI PV **

WATERLOO
COVENANT MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2101 KIMBALL AVENUE
WATERLOO, IA 50702
(319) 291-3542
** AD I O DT TX CI PV **

WATERLOO
COVENANT MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2101 KIMBALL AVENUE
WATERLOO, IA 50702
(319) 291-3542
** AD I O DT TX CI PV **

NORTHEAST COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE
(WECOA)
2222 FALLS AVENUE
WATERLOO, IA 50701
(319) 235-6571
** AD O Y B IV EA TX CI PV **

NORTHEAST COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE
(WECOA) RECOVERY HOUSE
2222 FALLS AVENUE
WATERLOO, IA 50701
(319) 232-6960
** AD R IV EA TX CI PV **
IOWA

WAUKON

ALLAMAKEE COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ALLAMAKEE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
WAUKON, IA 52172
(319) 568-2204
** AD EA PV **

WAVERLY

NORTHEAST COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE
BREMER COUNTY OFFICE
201 FIRST STREET SE
WAVERLY, IA 50677
(319) 352-1353
** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **

WEBSTER CITY

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM RESEARCH FOUNDATION (NCARF)
914 WILLSON STREET
WEBSTER CITY, IA 50595
(515) 852-5432
** AD O IV EA TX **
**KANSAS**

**ABILENE**

DICKINSON COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS INC. 409 NM 3RD STREET ABILENE, KS 67410 (913) 263-1081 **AD O EA DM TX CI PV OT** **ARKANSAS CITY**

ARKANSAS CITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT UNIT 216 HEST BIRCH STREET ARKANSAS CITY, KS 67005 (316) 442-2500 EXT. 275 **AD I IV EA TX PV**

**ATCHISON**

ATCHISON VALLEY HOPE 1816 NORTH 2ND STREET ATCHISON, KS 66002 (915) 567-1618 **AD I DT TX**

NEW FREEDOM 1600 SKYWAY STREET ATCHISON, KS 66002 (915) 567-0061 **AD O DM TX CI PV**

**ATKONA**

ATKONA MEDICAL COMPLEX VALLEY HOPE 2101 DEARBORN STREET ATKONA, KS 67601 **AD O EA TX PV**

**BAXTER SPRINGS**

BAXTER SPRINGS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT 10TH AND WASHINGTON STREETS BAXTER SPRINGS, KS 66713 (316) 856-2314 **AD I IV EA TX**

**COLBY**

CITIZENS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 100 EAST COLLEGE STREET COLBY, KS 67701 (915) 462-7511 **AD TX**

THOMAS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL/DUICE ABUSE INC 770 SOUTH RANGE STREET COLBY, KS 67701 (915) 462-6111 **AD O EA DM TX PV**

**COLUMBUS**

ELM ACRES YOUTH HOME FOR GIRLS 501 CENTRAL AVENUE COLUMBUS, KS 66725 (316) 429-1949 **AD O Y TX PV OT**

FAMILY LIFE CENTER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM 201 WEST WALNUT STREET COLUMBUS, KS 66725 (316) 429-1860 **AD O EA DM TX**

**DODGE CITY**

AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER HIGHWAY 50 BY PASS DODGE CITY, KS 67801 (316) 227-8566 **AD O Y TX PV OT**

R AND R COUNSELING AGENCY 2219 ROBIN ROAD DODGE CITY, KS 67801 (316) 225-1159 **AD O H DM TX**

**EL DORADO**

COUNSELING CENTER 2365 WEST CENTRAL STREET EL DORADO, KS 67042 (316) 321-6036 **AD O EA DM TX CI PV**

**EMPARA**

CORNAR HOUSE INC 418 MARKET STREET EMPORIA, KS 66801 (316) 342-3015 **AD R D TX OT**

MENTAL HEALTH CTR OF EAST CENTRAL KS ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES 1305 WEST 12TH STREET EMPORIA, KS 66801 (316) 342-6116 **AD O EA DM TX CI PV**

**GARDEN CITY**

WESTERN KANSAS FOUNDATION FOR ALC AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC (CROSSROADS) 1210 EAST FULTON STREET GARDEN CITY, KS 67846 (316) 275-7103 **AD R D Y N DM TX CI PV**

**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E = ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE</td>
<td>R = RESIDENTIAL</td>
<td>O = OUTPATIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT</td>
<td>AX = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</td>
<td>AM = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS</td>
<td>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M = MOTHERS</td>
<td>PM = PUBLIC INMATEERS</td>
<td>DM = DHI/ASAP SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>Q = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = ELDERLY</td>
<td>IV = DRUG USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK = UNIT FUNCTION</td>
<td>** = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>MM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
<td>** = OTHER UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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KANSAS

GERARD

SOUTHEAST KANSAS EDUCATION SERVICE CTR
RURAL ROUTE 4
GERARD, KS 66743
(316) 724-6281
** AD Y PV **

GOODLAND

NORTHWEST KANSAS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
FIRST AND SHERMAN STREETS
GOODLAND, KS 67735
(913) 699-3625
** A I O IV DT EA DM TX PV **

GREAT BEND

CENTER FOR COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPT TREATMENT PROG
5015 BROADWAY
GREAT BEND, KS 67530
(316) 792-2544
** AD O DM TX **

GREENSBURG

IROQUOIS CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
105 SOUTH GROVE STREET
GREENSBURG, KS 67054
(316) 723-2272
** AD DM PV **

HAYS

HIGH PLAINS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
208 EAST 7TH STREET
HAYS, KS 67601
(913) 628-2871
** AD O TX **

SMOKY HILL FOUNDATION FOR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
2209 CANTERBURY ROAD
HAYS, KS 67601
(913) 625-5521 EXT. 372
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

HUMBOLDT

SOUTHEAST KANSAS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1106 SOUTH 9TH STREET
HUMBOLDT, KS 66748
(316) 473-2201
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

HORIZONS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1715 EAST 23RD STREET
HUTCHINSON, KS 67501
(316) 665-2240
** AD O H Y EA DM TX CI PV **

KANSAS STATE INDUSTRIAL REFORMATORY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
HUTCHINSON, KS 67501
(316) 662-2321 EXT. 508
** AD R IV TX **

INDEPENDENCE

FOUR COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
PENN AND MYRTLE STREETS
PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 614
INDEPENDENCE, KS 67301
(316) 331-1748
** AD O EA TX **

KANSAS CITY

ADDITION STRESS CENTER
1330 NORTH 78TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66112
(913) 299-9255
** AD O DT EA DM TX PV **

ARGENTINE YOUTH SERVICES INC
3111 STRONG AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66106
(913) 831-2820
** AD O DT EA DM TX PV **

KANSAS CITY KANSAS
SPANISH SPEAKING OFFICE
34TH AND METROPOLITAN STREETS
FRANKLIN CENTER
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 621-3655
** AD Y E H EA PV **

KANSAS CITY KANSAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
PROJECT COPE
7250 STATE AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66112
(913) 354-1100
** AD Y B H EA PV **

LAWRENCE

HOISINGTON LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
250 WEST 9TH STREET
HOISINGTON, KS 67544
(316) 655-2124
** AD O IV TX **

KANSAS CITY KANSAS DRUG AND ALCOHOL
INFORMATION SCHOOL/ASAP
707 MINNESOTA AVENUE
SECURITY NATIONAL BANK BUILDING/II-6
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 343-5011
** AD O DM TX PV OT **

KANSAS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
KANSAS CITY METRO METHADONE PROGRAM
39TH AND RAINBOW BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 586-6493
** D O IV MM **

KEYSTONE TREATMENT CENTER
8919 PARALLEL PARKWAY
SUITE 116
KANSAS CITY, KS 66112
(913) 299-6858
** AD R O IV DT TX PV **

SHIELD OF SERVICE DETOXIFICATION
AND REINTEGRATION CENTER
1200 NORTH 7TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 342-5500
** AD R IV BT TX CI **

SOUTHEAST KANSAS MEDICAL CENTER
KANSAS CITY METRO METHADONE PROGRAM
39TH AND RAINBOW BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 362-0045
** AD R IV TX **

MYANDOT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
EATON STREET AT 36TH AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 831-9500
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

KINGMAN

KINGMAN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
750 AVENUE D WEST
KINGMAN, KS 67068
(316) 552-3147
** AD I O IV DT TX **

LARNED

SAINT JOSEPH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY FAMILY TRT CENTER
923 CARROLL STREET
LARNED, KS 67550
(316) 266-3161 EXT. 399
** AD I IV DT EA TX PV **

LAWRENCE

DOUGLAS COUNTY CITIZENS COMMITTEE ON
ALC COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CENTER
2200 WEST 25TH STREET
LAWRENCE, KS 66046
(913) 841-4158
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **
KANSAS

FIRST STEP HOUSE
345 FLORIDA STREET
LAWRENCE, KS 66044
(913) 843-9262
** AD R O Y IV TX **

LEAVENWORTH

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE INC
2940 RALPH RUNCHIE STREET
LEAVENWORTH, KS 66040
(913) 682-9846
** A B PV **

LIBERAL

SOUTHWEST KANSAS ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION FOUNDATION INC (SKADAF)
529 NORTH NEW YORK STREET
LIBERAL, KS 67901
(316) 624-3616
** AD R O IV DM TX CI PV **

MANHATTAN

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG EDUC SERVICE
HOLTON HALL
MANHATTAN, KS 66506
(913) 532-6432
** AD PV **

MANHATTAN MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1135 COLLEGE AVENUE
BUILDING B UPPER LEVEL
MANHATTAN, KS 66502
(913) 537-4014
** AD O DM TX PV **

MISSION

ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES INC
6005 MARTHAY STREET
SUITE 100
MISSION, KS 66202
(913) 722-5866
** A DM OT **

HAYS

MIRROR INC
FARM HOUSE
133 EAST 6TH STREET
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-6743
** AD R O IV DM TX PV **

PRAIRIE VIEW INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
1901 EAST FIRST STREET
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-2245
** AD I Y E DM TX PV **

NORTON

VALLEY HOPE ASSOCIATION
VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TRT CENTERS
709 WEST HOLME STREET
NORTON, KS 67654
(913) 877-5111
** AD R IV DT EA TX CI PV **

OSAATOMIE

OSAATOMIE STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
OSAATOMIE, KS 66064
(913) 755-3151 EXT. 711
** AD I IV EA TX PV **

PARSONS

HOWARD COUNSELING SERVICE INC
529 SOUTH 32ND STREET
PARSONS, KS 67357
(316) 421-5772
** AD O TX **

LABETTE CTR FOR MENTAL HEALTH SERV INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3101 MAIN STREET
PARSONS, KS 67357
(316) 421-5770
** AD O EA TX PV OT **

PHILLIPSBURG

STEPS FOUNDATION INC
460 STATE STREET
PHILLIPSBURG, KS 66761
(913) 545-5503
** AD DM PV **

PITTSBURG

CRAWFORD COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
30TH AND MICHIGAN STREETS
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-5130
** AD O EA TX PV **

ELM ACRES YOUTH HOME FOR BOYS
1002 EAST MADISON STREET
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-9040
** AD O Y TX PV OT **

MOUNT CARMEL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
CENTENIAL AND ROUSE STREETS
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-8421
** AD I IV DT DM TX PV **

PRATT

PRAIRIE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
200 COMMODORE STREET
PRATT, KS 67124
(316) 672-7451 EXT. 223
** AD I IV TX CI PV **

SOUTH CENTRAL KANSAS FOUNDATION ON CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
503 SOUTH MINNESKASH STREET
ROOM 127
PRATT, KS 67124
(316) 672-7546
** AD O M Y PI DM TX CI PV **

SALINA

CENTRAL KANSAS FOUNDATION FOR ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
903 EAST PRESCOTT STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-6292
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CENTRAL KS FOUNDATION FOR ALCOHOL AND CHEM DEPENDENCY/CASA DE AMIGAS
513 SOUTH 8TH STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-7554
** AD R M IV EA DM TX OT **

CENTRAL KS FOUNDATION FOR ALCOHOL AND CHEM DEPENDENCY/PATHFINDER HOUSE
130 SOUTH FRONT STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 827-6161
** AD R IV EA DM TX OT **

CENTRAL KS FOUNDATION FOR ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY/REHABUS
150 SOUTH 8TH STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 823-7516
** AD R Y IV EA DM TX OT **

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT UNIT
1646 NORTH 9TH STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-7103
** AD R Y OT TX OT **

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
139 NORTH PENN STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 827-5593 EXT. 206
** AD I Y IV DT EA TX MM OT **
SEDAN
RECOVERY MAY INC
300 NORTH STREET
SEDAN, KS 67361
(316) 725-5624
** AD I Y B H AT TX **

SHAWNEE MISSION
JOHNSON COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
6221 RICHARDS DRIVE
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66216
(913) 260-7220
** AD R O Y DT DM TX PV **

OVERLAND PARK ALCOHOL DIVERSION PROG
8500 ANTICH STREET
CITY HALL
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66212
(913) 381-5252 EXT. 380
** A DN PV OT **

SHAWNEE MISSION MEDICAL CENTER
ADDITIONAL RECOVERY UNIT
76TH AND GRANDVIEW STREETS
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66201
(913) 676-2540
** AD I M E CU IV DT EA TX PV OT **

SHAWNEE MISSION PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ALC DRUG EDUC AND PREVENTION TRAINING
6649 LAMAR STREET
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66202
(913) 384-6800
** AD Y PV **

SYRACUSE
SYRACUSE CHEMICAL ADDICTION
TREATMENT OF KANSAS INC (SCAT)
211 NORTH MAIN STREET
DONOHUE BLDG NE ENTRANCE/3RD FLOOR
SYRACUSE, KS 67878
(316) 394-5598
** AD O IV DM TX CI PV OT **

TOPEKA
RECOVERY CENTER OF TOPEKA
112 SE 7TH STREET
SUITE F
TOPEKA, KS 66606
(913) 232-0246
** AD O TX **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
1700 WEST 7TH STREET
TOPEKA, KS 66606
(913) 295-8560
** AD I O IV TX CI PV OT **

SERVICES FOR ALCOHOL RELATED PROBLEMS
SOCIAL DETOXIFICATION AND REFERRAL
1318 FILLMORE
TOPEKA, KS 66604
(913) 232-3640
** AD R DT TX OT **

SHAWNEE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SERVICES FOR ALCOHOL RELATED PROBLEMS
440 ARTER STREET
TOPEKA, KS 66607
(913) 235-5776
** AD R O W H TX **

STEPPING STONES
ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY HOME
430 MINFOIELD STREET
TOPEKA, KS 66607
(913) 357-1183
** AD R TX OT **

SUNFLOWER ALC SAFETY ACTION PROJ INC
112 SE 7TH STREET
SUITE F
TOPEKA, KS 66603
(913) 232-1415
** AD DM OT **

ULYSSES
AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
REGION III
102 WEST FLOWER STREET
ULYSSES, KS 67880
(316) 356-3198
** AD O DT EA DM TX CI PV **

WICHITA
MID AMERICAN ALL INDIAN CENTER
INDIAN ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
315 NORTH SENECA STREET
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 262-6633
** AD O M Y E B H AI PI CU IV DM **
** AD TX CI **

MUNICIPAL COURT
PROBATION OFFICE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
455 NORTH MAIN STREET
WICHITA, KS 67202
(316) 268-0502
** AD O LM CI PV **

NEVA PROSSER TULLOCH LTD
4005 WEST CENTRAL STREET
WICHITA, KS 67212
(316) 945-3203
** AD O TX **

NORtheast DRUG/ALCOHOL REFERRAL AND TRACKING STATION INC
1809 NORTH BROADWAY
SUITE E
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 265-6511
** AD B OT **

PARALLAX PROGRAM INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
1100 NORTH SAINT FRANCIS STREET
SUITE 100
MICHTA, KS 67214
(316) 267-3395
** AD I R O N Y E B H A I IH CU IV **
** AD DM TX **

SEDGWICK COUNTY
COMPREHENSIVE DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
626 NORTH BROADWAY
MICHTA, KS 67214
(316) 268-8025
** D O M IV TX CI MM **

SEDGWICK COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
EVALUATION AND TREATMENT UNIT
635 NORTH MAIN STREET
MICHTA, KS 67203
(316) 268-8025
** AD I D TX CI OT MM **

VICTOR MONTEMAYOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3081 SOUTH RUTAN STREET
WICHITA, KS 67210
(316) 685-5999
** AD O H EA DM TX PV MM **
KENTUCKY

ALBANY
LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES
ALBANY CLINIC
507 CROSS STREET
ALBANY, KY 42602
(606) 387-7635
** AD O W Y PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **

ASHLAND
PATHWAYS INC
ASKING HOUSE
2801 WINCHESTER AVENUE
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1161 EXT. 258
** AD R TX **

PATHWAYS INC
BOYD COUNTY OFFICE
2162 GREENUP AVENUE
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
** AD O W Y TV EA DM TX CI **

PATHWAYS INC
METHADONAL SERVICE
2162 GREENUP AVENUE
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
** AD R M DT TX CI OT **

BARBOURVILLE
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
317 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
BARBOURVILLE, KY 40006
(606) 546-3104
** AD O IV DM TX CI PV **

BARDSTOWN
COMMUNICATIONS
BARDSTOWN COMMUNICATIONS CLINIC
331 SOUTH 3RD STREET
BARDSTOWN, KY 40004
(502) 348-9207
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

BEDFORD
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
TRIMBLE COUNTY CENTER
CHURCH STREET
BEDFORD, KY 40006
(502) 255-3258
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

BENHAM
CUMBERLAND RIVER COMP CARE CENTER
TRI CITIES CENTER
MAIN STREET
BENHAM, KY 40807
(606) 949-5444
** AD O TX CI PV **

BENTON
WESTERN KENTUCKY HH/NR BOARD
1504 MAIN STREET
BENTON, KY 42025
(502) 527-1343
** AD O TX OT **

BOWLING GREEN
BARREN RVR COMP CARE CENTER
BOWLING GREEN CENTER
707 EAST MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, KY 42101
(502) 842-6344
** AD O Y DM TX PV **

SOMERS AND ASSOCIATES
2550 SCOTTSVILLE ROAD
OLD HICKORY BUILDING SUITE 4
BOWLING GREEN, KY 42101
(502) 782-3583
** AD O W Y EA TX PV **

BRANDBURG
COMMUNICATIONS
BRANDBURG COMMUNICATIONS CLINIC
ROUTE 1
SHOPPING PARK PLAZA
BRANDBURG, KY 40018
(502) 422-3971
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
E = ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE
S = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS
M = TREATMENT UNIT
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
CT = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT

D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
R = RESIDENTIAL
A = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
H = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
P = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
C = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
O = OUTPATIENT
DT = DETOXIFICATION
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
DM = DME/ASAP SERVICES
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
KENTUCKY

CARLISLE

BLUEGRASS WEST COMP CARE CENTER
NICHOLAS COUNTY CLINIC
226 LOCUST STREET
CARLISLE, KY 40311
(606) 269-5596
** AD O EA DM TX **

CLINTON

WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
CLINTON/HICKMAN COUNTIES MH SERVICES
WASHINGTON STREET
CLINTON, KY 42031
(502) 653-6992
** AD TX OT **

COLUMBIA

LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES
COLUMBIA CLINIC
113 CAMPBELLSVILLE STREET
COLUMBIA, KY 42728
(502) 386-6719
** AD O M Y PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CORBIN

CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
AMERICAN GREETINGS ROAD
CORBIN, KY 40701
(606) 528-7010
** AD O M Y DM TX **

CUMBERLAND RIVER COMP CARE
TRANSITION HOUSE
ROUTE 11
CORBIN, KY 40701
(606) 523-9586
** AD R TX **

SOUTHEAST KENTUCKY BAPTIST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL UNIT
110 MITCHELL STREET
CORBIN, KY 40701
(606) 528-1127
** AD O DT TX PV **

COVINGTON

FAMILY ALCOHOL AND DRUG
COUNSELING CENTER
722 SCOTT STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41012
(606) 431-2225
** AD O EA DM TX **

SAINT ELIZABETH MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNITS
403 EAST 20TH STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41014
(606) 292-4148
** AD I Y CU IV DT TX **

TRANSITIONS INC
EIGHTH STREET HALFWAY HOUSE
113 EAST 8TH STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41011
(606) 291-8261
** AD R O TX PV OT **

CYNTHIANA

BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE
HARRISON COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
122 EAST PLEASANT STREET
CYNTHIANA, KY 41031
(606) 236-6940
** AD O EA DM TX **

DANVILLE

BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
DANVILLE COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
201 WEST MALMUT STREET
DANVILLE, KY 40422
(606) 236-2726
** AD O EA DM TX **

COLLINS/KUBALE/MILES AND ASSOCIATES
219 SOUTH 4TH STREET
DANVILLE, KY 40422
(606) 236-0853
** AD O EA TX **

DAYTON

TRANSITIONS INC
OUTREACH SERVICES
925 5TH AVENUE
DAYTON, KY 41074
(606) 291-1044
** AD DM CI PV OT **

EDMONTON

BARRN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
METCALFE COUNTY OFFICE
402 TOMPKINSVILLE ROAD
EDMONTON, KY 42219
(502) 432-4951
** AD O EA DM TX **

ELIZABETHTON

COMMUNICATION
ELIZABETHTON COMMUNICATION CLINIC
1311 NORTH DIXIE AVENUE
ELIZABETHTON, KY 42701
(502) 769-1304
** AD O PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **

COMMUNICATION
MAYCRAFT UNIT
442 EAST POPLAR STREET
ELIZABETHTON, KY 42701
(502) 765-6823
** AD R IV DT TX **

EDMONTON

SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
HENRY COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET
EMINENCE, KY 40019
(502) 845-2928
** AD O EA TX PV **

FLEMINGSBURG

COMPRESS INC FLEMING COUNTY CMHC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG OFFICES
100 EAST MATER STREET
FLEMINGSBURG, KY 41041
(606) 849-2212
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

FORT CAMPBELL

U.S. ARMY HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
BUILDINGS 2556 2537 AND 2539
FORT CAMPBELL, KY 42225
(502) 780-7275
** AD O M Y PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **

FORT THOMAS

NORTHERN KENTUCKY
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
18 NORTH FORT THOMAS AVENUE
FORT THOMAS, KY 41075
(606) 781-5597
** AD TX CI PV **

FRANKFORT

BLUEGRASS EDUCATION AND TREATMENT OF
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
MASH ROAD
ROUTE 7
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 223-2017
** AD I R IV EA DM TX **

BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
FRANKFORT OFFICE
191 DOCTORS DRIVE
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 223-2182
** AD O EA DM TX **

BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
HALFWAY HOUSE
MASH ROAD
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 223-2017
** AD I TX OT **

FRANKLIN

BARRN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
SIMPSON COUNTY OFFICE
435 COLLEGE STREET
FRANKLIN, KY 42134
(502) 506-6826
** AD O EA DM TX PV **
## KENTUCKY

### LAWRENCEBURG

**BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR**  
LAWRENCEBURG COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER  
105 NORTH MAIN STREET  
LAWRENCEBURG, KY 40342  
(502) 859-7204  
** AD O EA DM TX **

**COMMUNICARE**  
LAWRENCEBURG COMMUNICARE CLINIC  
138 SOUTH PROCTOR KNOTT AVENUE  
LAWRENCEBURG, KY 40335  
(502) 692-2508  
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

### LEITCHFIELD

**COMMUNICARE**  
LEITCHFIELD COMMUNICARE CLINIC  
126 EAST WHITE OAK STREET  
LEITCHFIELD, KY 42754  
(502) 259-4652  
** AD O TX CI PV **

### LEXINGTON

**ALTERNATIVES FOR WOMEN**  
178 WALNUT STREET  
LEXINGTON, KY 40507  
(606) 259-9319  
** AD N PV **

**BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR**  
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM  
201 MECHANIC STREET  
LEXINGTON, KY 40507  
(606) 233-0444  
** AD R O M IV TX **

**BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR**  
METHADONE PROGRAM  
201 MECHANIC STREET  
LEXINGTON, KY 40508  
(606) 253-0444 EXT. 202  
** D O IV DT MH **

**CHARLES I SCHWARTZ**  
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER  
420 SOUTH BROADWAY  
LEXINGTON, KY 40508  
(606) 255-4268  
** AD R IV TX **

**CHARTER RIDGE HOSPITAL**  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
3050 RIO DOSA DRIVE  
LEXINGTON, KY 40509  
(606) 269-2325  
** AD I O CU IV DT TX **

**CHRYSLIS HOUSE INC**  
251 EAST MAXWELL STREET  
LEXINGTON, KY 40508  
(606) 254-6264  
** AD R M IV TX PV **

**COMPREHENSIVE CARE DETOX CENTER**  
146 EAST 3RD STREET  
LEXINGTON, KY 40507  
(606) 254-7396  
** AD R DT TX OT **

**EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE AND REFERRAL SERVICES**  
LEXINGTON, KY 40522  
(606) 272-9862  
** AD EA OT **

**FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION**  
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM  
3301 LEESTOWN ROAD  
LEXINGTON, KY 40511  
(606) 255-6012 EXT. 181  
** AD R M IV EA TX **

**GROWTH RESOURCES**  
177 NORTH UPPER STREET  
LEXINGTON, KY 40507  
(606) 233-2273  
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

**MAHONEY AND ASSOCIATES**  
1401 HARRODSBURG ROAD  
SAINT JOSEPH OFFICE PARK  
LEXINGTON, KY 40504  
(606) 277-5211  
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

**NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (NCA)**  
LEXINGTON AFFILIATE  
629 NORTH BROADWAY  
LEXINGTON, KY 40507  
(606) 254-2761  
** A PV **

**POSSIBILITIES UNLIMITED INC**  
4516 BRIAR MILL ROAD  
LEXINGTON, KY 40516  
(606) 299-0445  
** AD O TX CI PV **

**SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL**  
CENTER FOR CHEMICAL INDEPENDENCE  
ONE SAINT JOSEPH DRIVE  
LEXINGTON, KY 40503  
(606) 276-4597  
** AD I IV DT TX CI PV **

**THE MORTON CENTER**  
169 BURT ROAD  
SUITE A  
LEXINGTON, KY 40503  
(606) 276-1776  
** AD O M Y TX **

### LIBERTY

**LATE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES**  
LIBERTY CLINIC  
LIBERTY, KY 42539  
(606) 787-9472  
** AD O M Y PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **

### LOUISVILLE

**PATHWAYS INC**  
LAWRENCE COUNTY OFFICE  
ROUTE 4 BOX 44B  
LOUISA, KY 41230  
(606) 638-4332  
** AD O DM TX CI **
KENTUCKY

COUNCIL ON PREVENTION AND EDUCATION/SUBSTANCES INC (COPES) 1228 EAST BRECKINRIDGE STREET LOUISVILLE, KY 40204 (502) 583-6820 ** AD PV **

FRAGAR ASSOCIATES 3906 DUPONT SQUARE SOUTH LOUISVILLE, KY 40207 (502) 893-6654 ** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

JOHN P. SOMAN COUNSELING SERVICES 1169 EASTERN PARKWAY MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING SUITE 3358 LOUISVILLE, KY 40217 (502) 458-8348 ** AD M Y B XH CU EA DM PV OT **

MORTON CENTER 982 EASTERN PARKWAY KOSAIR CHARITIES CENTER LOUISVILLE, KY 40217 (502) 636-1948 ** AD O M Y TX **

OUR LADY OF PEACE HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM 2020 NEWBURG ROAD LOUISVILLE, KY 40205 (502) 451-3330 ** AD I O M Y IV DT EA DM TX **

PLEASANT GROVE ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER 768 BARRET AVENUE LOUISVILLE, KY 40204 (502) 589-5527 ** AD O Y DM TX CI PV **

SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES CRISIS AND INFORMATION CENTER 101 WEST MUNHABAD ALI BOULEVARD LOUISVILLE, KY 40202 (502) 589-4313 ** AD OT **

SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES/JEFFERSON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CTR INPT AND OUTPT SERVICES 600 SOUTH PRESTON STREET LOUISVILLE, KY 40202 (502) 583-3951 ** AD I O Y IV DT DM TX CI PV MM **

TALBOT HOUSE 520 WEST SAINT CATHERINE STREET LOUISVILLE, KY 40203 (502) 587-0669 ** A TX OT **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA INC MENS REHABILITATION CENTER 1436 SOUTH SHELBY STREET LOUISVILLE, KY 40217 (502) 636-0771 ** AD R EA TX **

WELLNESS DEVELOPMENT COMPANY INC 332 WEST BROADWAY ROOM 915 LOUISVILLE, KY 40202 (502) 589-4357 ** AD PV **

MADISONVILLE PENNYROYAL MENTAL HEALTH CENTER MADISONVILLE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC 1303 WEST NOEL STREET MADISONVILLE, KY 42431 (502) 821-8074 ** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

MANSFIELD CUMBERLAND RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER ROUTE 8 MANCHESTER, KY 40962 (606) 598-5172 ** AD O Y M TX CI PV **

MAYFIELD WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/HR BOARD MAYFIELD/GRAYSVILLE COUNTIES MH SERVICES 217 NORTH 7TH STREET MAYFIELD, KY 42066 (502) 267-5346 ** AD O TX OT **

MAYSVILLE MASON COUNTY CMHC COMPREHEND INC 611 FOREST AVENUE MAYSVILLE, KY 41066 (606) 564-4016 ** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

MC KEE CUMBERLAND RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER/MAYFIELD MAIN STREET MC KEE, KY 40447 (606) 287-7137 ** AD O M Y PI TX PV **

MIDDLESBORO CUMBERLAND RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER 203 CHESTER AVENUE MIDDLESBORO, KY 40965 (606) 246-4949 ** AD O Y IV DM TX CI PV MM **

MONTICELLO LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES 1306 WOODLAWN ROAD MONTICELLO, KY 40463 (606) 438-9318 ** AD O M Y PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **

MOREHEAD PATHWAYS INC RONAN COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT 325 EAST MAIN STREET MOREHEAD, KY 40351 (606) 784-4161 ** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI **

MORGANFIELD GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER 125 NORTH POPULAR STREET MORGANFIELD, KY 42437 (502) 389-3240 ** AD O EA TX CI PV **

MORGANTOWN BARREN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER BUTLER COUNTY OFFICE 120 WEST OHIO STREET MORGANTOWN, KY 42261 (502) 526-3877 ** AD O TX PV **

MOUNT OLYVET COMPREHEND INC ROBERTSON COUNTY COMMUNITY CARE CTR OUTPT ALC/DRUG SERV HIGHWAY 62 MOUNT OLYVET, KY 41064 (606) 720-5214 ** AD TX CI PV **

MOUNT STERLING PATHWAYS INC MONTGOMERY COUNTY CLINIC 233 MINDSORD DRIVE MOUNT STERLING, KY 40353 (606) 498-2135 ** AD O Y DM TX CI **

MOUNT VERNON CUMBERLAND RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER EAST MAIN STREET MOUNT VERNON, KY 40456 (606) 256-2129 ** AD O TX PV **
KENTUCKY

MUNFORDVILLE

BARREN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
HART COUNTY OFFICE
NATIONAL TURNPIKE ROAD
MUNFORDVILLE, KY 42765
(502) 524-9803
** AD O EA DH TX PV **

MURRAY

WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
MURRAY/CALLOWAY COUNTIES MH SERVICES
903 Sycamore Street
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 753-6622
** AD O TX OT **

NEWPORT

TRANSITIONS INC
YORK STREET HOUSE
601 YORK STREET
NEWPORT, KY 41071
(606) 291-3660
** AD R DH TX PV OT **

NICHOLASVILLE

JESSAMINE COUNSELING AND EDUC CENTER
109 EOGHEED PLAZA
NICHOLASVILLE, KY 40356
(606) 885-6315
** AD O Y DM TX **

ONEISBORO

GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
1001 FREDERICA STREET
ONEISBORO, KY 42301
(502) 683-0277
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

PATHWAYS INC
BATH COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
ROUTE 3
OKINGSVILLE, KY 40360
(606) 670-6690
** AD O IV DM TX CI **

PADUCAH

WESTERN KY MH/MR BOARD PADUCAH/ MCCracken COUNTIES MH/MR SERV OFFICE
1530 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42001
(502) 442-7121
** AD O TX OT **

WESTERN KY REGIONAL MH/MR BOARD INC
JOSEPH L FRIEDMAN SUBSTANCE ABUSE CTR
1405 SOUTH 3RD STREET
PADUCAH, KY 42001
(502) 442-9131
** AD O EA DH TX CI PV **

PAINTSVILLE

MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
JOHNSON COUNTY CLINIC
492 CHURCH STREET
PAINTSVILLE, KY 41240
(606) 789-3510
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

PARIS

BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
BOURBON COUNTY CLINIC
269 EAST MAIN STREET
PARIS, KY 40361
(606) 987-6127
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

PIKEVILLE

MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
PIKE COUNTY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
156 COLLEGE STREET
PIKEVILLE, KY 41501
(606) 432-3143
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV OT **

PRESTONSBURG

MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE
THE LAYNE HOUSE
18 SOUTH FRONT AVENUE
PRESTONSBURG, KY 41653
(606) 886-8572 EXT. 54
** AD R TX CI PV **

MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
18 SOUTH FRONT AVENUE
PRESTONSBURG, KY 41653
(806) 886-8572 EXT. 230
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

PRINCETON

PENNYROYAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
CALDOWELL COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
115 MCDOOOGAN STREET
PRINCETON, KY 42445
(502) 365-2008
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

RICHMOND

BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
415 GIBSON LANE
RICHMOND, KY 40475
(606) 623-9367
** AD O EA DH TX **

REHARD INC
RICHMOND, KY 40475
(606) 623-1300
** AD Y PV **

RUSSELLVILLE

BARREN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
LOGAN COUNTY OFFICE
300 WEST 4TH STREET
RUSSELLVILLE, KY 42276
(502) 726-3629
** AD O EA DH TX PV **

SALYERSVILLE

MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
MACOFFIN COUNTY CLINIC
ROUTE 114
SALYERSVILLE, KY 41465
(606) 349-3115
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

SANDY HOOK

PATHWAYS INC
ELLIOTT COUNTY OFFICE
MAIN STREET
SANDY HOOK, KY 41171
(606) 758-6163
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI **

SCOTTsville

BARREN RIVER MH/MR BOARD INC
SCOTTsville COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
201 WEST MAIN STREET
CITY/COUNTY BUILDING
SCOTTsville, KY 42164
(502) 237-4401
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

SHELBYVILLE

SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
SHELBY COUNTY CENTER
25 VILLAGE PLAZA
SHELBYVILLE, KY 40065
(502) 633-5683
** AD O DH TX PV **

SHEPHERDSVILLE

SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
BULLITT COUNTY CENTER
301 BUCKMAN STREET
SHEPHERDSVILLE, KY 40165
(502) 955-6447
** AD O DH TX PV **

SMITHLAND

WESTERN KY MH/MR BOARD LIVINGSTON
COUNTY MH SERV SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT PGM
HIGHWAY 60
MCKINNEY BUILDING
SMITHLAND, KY 42081
(502) 920-2723
** AD O TX **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOMERSET</td>
<td>LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOMERSET CLINIC 401 BOGLE STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROFESSIONAL PLAZA BUILDING SUITE 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOMERSET, KY 42501 (606) 679-7348 ** AD O W Y PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANFORD</td>
<td>BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STANFORD COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER 101 EAST MAIN STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STANFORD, KY 40404 (606) 365-2197 ** AD O DM TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANTON</td>
<td>BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STANTON UNIT MAIN STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STANTON, KY 40380 (606) 663-2274 ** AD O TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLORSVILLE</td>
<td>SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPENCER COUNTY SERVICE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REASOR AVENUE TAYLORSVILLE, KY 40071 (502) 477-2577 ** AD O DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMPKINSVILLE</td>
<td>BARREN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MONROE COUNTY OFFICE 901 NORTH MAIN STREET TOMPKINSVILLE, KY 42167 (502) 487-5655 ** AD O EA DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANCEBURG</td>
<td>COMPREHEND INC LEMIS COUNTY CHIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG OFFICE ROUTE 10 ESHAM BUILDING OFFICE 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VANCEBURG, KY 41279 (606) 796-5022 ** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERSAILLES</td>
<td>BLUEGRASS WEST COMP CARE MOODFORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COUNTY COMP CARE CTR ALC ABUSE TRT PGM 200 FRANKFORT STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEDICAL TERRACE VERSAILLES, KY 40383 (606) 873-7316 ** AD O EA DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**LOUISIANA**

**ALEXANDRIA**
- **BRIARWOOD HOSPITAL**
  - 110 JOHN ESKEN DRIVE
  - ALEXANDRIA, LA 71315
  - (318) 445-5111
  - **AD Z Y E IV EA TX PV OT**
- **RAPIDIES CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES**
  - 104 NORTH 3RD STREET
  - ALEXANDRIA, LA 71301
  - (318) 473-3900
  - **AD D O W Y E IH IV EA DM TX CI **
  - **PV**
- **AVONDALE**
  - **NEW MAY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER**
  - 2139 HIGHWAY 90 WEST
  - AVONDALE, LA 70096
  - (504) 436-0288
  - **AD R TX CI PV**
- **BATON ROUGE**
  - **ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF GREATER BATON ROUGE**
  - 1801 FLORIDA BOULEVARD
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
  - (504) 343-8330
  - **AD PV**
  - **ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM**
  - 2928 COLLEGE DRIVE
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70808
  - (504) 925-1427
  - **AD M Y B HI AI EA PV**
  - **ALCOHOL AND SUBST ABUSE PROGRAMS INC**
  - 11756 SOUTH HARRELLS FERRY ROAD
  - SUITE E
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70816
  - (504) 292-4537
  - **AD Y C Y DM PV OT**
  - **BATON ROUGE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC**
  - 134 NORTH 19TH STREET
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70806
  - (504) 342-6685
  - **AD OW IV EA DM TX CI PV OT**

**Baton Rouge Area**
- **ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER INC**
  - 1819 FLORIDA BOULEVARD
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
  - (504) 389-3325
  - **AD R DT TX**
- **CPC MEADOWOOD HOSPITAL**
  - SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
  - 9032 PERKINS ROAD
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70816
  - (504) 766-8553
  - **AD I Y IV DT DM TX CI PV OT**
- **LA A PHILIP RANDOLPH INSTITUTE**
  - SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
  - 200 LAFAYETTE STREET
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70801
  - (504) 346-6345
  - **AD EA PV**
- **O'BRIEN HOUSE**
  - 1231 LAUREL STREET
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70809
  - (504) 367-1320
  - **AD I R O Y IH IV TX PV**
- **OUR LADY OF THE LAKE HOSPITAL**
  - TAU CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
  - 8080 MARGARET ANN DRIVE
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70809
  - (504) 767-1320
  - **AD I R O Y IH IV TX PV**
- **S BATON ROUGE COMM DEVELOPMNT ASSOC INC**
  - ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHABILITATION CENTER
  - 134 NORTH 19TH STREET
  - SUITE A
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70806
  - (504) 343-5631
  - **AD O Y TX**
- **SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION IN EDUCATION (S.A.E.)**
  - 626 NORTH 4TH STREET
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70804
  - (504) 342-3473
  - **AD Y PV**
- **TALBOT OUTPATIENT CENTER INC**
  - OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
  - 5414 BRITTANY DRIVE
  - SUITE C
  - BATON ROUGE, LA 70808
  - (504) 767-2977
  - **AD O IV EA DM TX PV**

**BAYOU VISTA**
- **SAINT MARY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC**
  - 917 SOUTHEAST BOULEVARD
  - BAYOU VISTA, LA 70380
  - (504) 395-9252
  - **AD O M Y AI DM TX CI PV**

**BELLE CHASSE**
- **PLAQUEMINES ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC**
  - 205 MAIN STREET
  - BELLE CHASSE, LA 70037
  - (504) 591-2111
  - **AD O M IV DM TX PV**

**BOSQUES CITY**
- **BOSQUES/SHREVEPORT**
  - **ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC**
  - 707 BENTON ROAD
  - SUITE 100
  - BOSSIER CITY, LA 71111
  - (504) 227-5166
  - **AD O M Y IV EA DM TX PV OT**
- **CAMPBELL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER**
  - 1514 DOCTORS DRIVE
  - SUITE 203
  - BOSSIER CITY, LA 71111
  - (318) 741-3008
  - **AD O IV TX**

**ORIENTATION:**
- **A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY**
- **D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY**
- **R = RESIDENTIAL**
- **E = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES**
- **M = OUTPATIENT**
- **Y = YOUTH**
- **E = ELDERLY**
- **B = BLACKS**
- **H = HISPANICS**
- **T = TREATMENT UNIT**
- **IX = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT**
- **PV = PREVENTION UNIT**
- **MM = METHADONE UNIT**
- **OT = OTHER UNIT**

**MAP KEY:***
- **RED = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT PROGRAMS**
- **AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES**
- **IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS**
- **PUBLIC INEBRIATES**
- **COCAINE USERS**
- **DRUG USERS**
- **ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY**
- **DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY**
- **ADULT/ADOLESCENT CHEM DEP SERVICES**
- **ADULT/ADOLESCENT CHEM DEP SERVICES**
- **SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS**
- **OUTPATIENT UNIT**
- **OTHER UNIT**
LOUISIANA

NEW FREEDOM INSTITUTE INC
3400 DIVISION STREET
METAIRIE, LA 70002
(504) 555-9700
** AD O Y IH IV EA DM TX **

MONROE

BRIGHT HOUSE
201 BRIGHT STREET
MONROE, LA 71201
(318) 327-8070
** AD R TX OT **

BRIGHT HOUSE FOR WOMEN
912 SAINT JOHN STREET
MONROE, LA 71201
(318) 327-8070
** AD R M TX **

MONROE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
2807 EVANGELINE STREET
MONROE, LA 71201
(318) 362-3270
** AD D M Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

NEW MAY CENTER
507 SHAYZE STREET
MONROE, LA 71201
(318) 322-8610
** AD Y B PV **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER CAREUNIT
509 JACKSON STREET
MONROE, LA 71210
(318) 362-4300
** AD I IV DT EA TX PV **

NATCHITOCHEES

NATCHITOCHEES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
116 HIGHWAY 1 SOUTH
NATCHITOCHEES, LA 71457
(318) 352-8247
** AD D M Y IV EA DM TX PV **

NEW IBERIA

IBERIA GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2315 EAST MAIN STREET
NEW IBERIA, LA 70560
(318) 364-1254
** AD I R IV DT TX **

NEW IBERIA ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
611 WEST ADMIRAL DOYLE DRIVE
NEW IBERIA, LA 70560
(318) 365-9501
** AD D M Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

NEW ORLEANS

BRIDGE HOUSE INC
1160 CAMP STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70130
(504) 522-4475
** AD R O W IV EA TX PV **

CENTRAL CITY MULTI MEDIA CENTER
2020 JACKSON AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70113
(504) 523-2783
** D M Y PV **

DESIRE NARCOTIC REHAB CENTER INC
CHEMOTHERAPY
3307 DESIRE PARKWAY
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70126
(504) 965-8805
** D O IV MM **

DESIRE NARCOTIC REHAB CENTER INC
DRUG FREE AND ALCOHOLISM
3307 DESIRE PARKWAY
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70126
(504) 945-8805
** AD O IV DM TX OT **

DDR NEW ORLEANS MEDICAL CLINIC
530 SOUTH GALVEZ STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 524-4701
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX CI MM **

GRACE HOUSE OF NEW ORLEANS INC
1435 POLYMIA STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70130
(504) 523-2566
** AD R M TX PV **

METHODIST PSYCHIATRIC PAVILLION
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
5610 READ BOULEVARD
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70127
(504) 294-4511
** AD I IV DT TX CI PV **

METROPOLITAN TREATMENT CENTER INC
3604 TULANE AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 486-6277
** D O IV CI MM **

NEW ORLEANS ADOLESCENT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
210 STATE STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70118
(504) 897-4491
** AD I IV TX **

NEW ORLEANS EDUCATION INTERVENTION CTR
4725 FREATER STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
(504) 897-9602
** AD Y PV **

NEW ORLEANS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ADAPT SERVICE
4100 TOURO STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70122
(504) 986-2400
** AD PV **

NEW ORLEANS SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
3934 CANAL STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 568-5531
** AD D M Y IV EA DM TX PV **

ODYSSEY HOUSE/LOUISIANA
1125 NORTH TONTI STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 821-9211
** AD D M Y IV EA TX CI PV **

RIVER OAKS CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1525 RIVER OAKS ROAD WEST
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70123
(504) 733-3229
** AD I IV EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1601 PERDIDO STREET
UNIT 116A
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70116
(504) 568-0811 EXT. 5800
** A I O EA DM TX CI PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL CENTER
1002 NAPOLEON AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
(504) 891-5831
** AD EA PV **

NBK ROADS

BONNIE SANTE
CHEMICAL HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER
2202 FALSE RIVER DRIVE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70160
(504) 638-6331 EXT. 171
** AD EA DM TX PV OT **

OPLEOUASAS

OPLEOUASAS ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
CORNER OF GROLEE AND COURT STREETS
OPLEOUASAS, LA 70570
(318) 942-4099
** AD D M Y E B IH PI IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

OPLEOUASAS GENERAL HOSPITAL
KOALA CENTER
520 PRUDHOMME LANE
OPLEOUASAS, LA 70570
(318) 948-8070
** AD I IV EA DM TX **
PINEVILLE
ALEXANDRIA/PINEVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
PINEVILLE, LA 71361
(318) 487-5191
** AD R M Y PI CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

RUSTON
RUSTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
210 MILLS AVENUE
RUSTON, LA 71270
(318) 255-0949
** AD O IV DM TX CI PV **

SHREVEPORT
CADDY BOSSIER COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
619 MARKET STREET
SUITE 310
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 222-0511
** AD R M Y EA TX CI **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC
2124 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71104
(318) 227-2124
** AD O EA TX **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT OF
WILLIS-KNIGHTON SOUTH
2510 BERT KOUNS INDUSTRIAL LOOP
SHREVEPORT, LA 71118
(318) 632-5111
** AD I IV EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY ORG FOR DRUG ABUSE CONCERNS
(CODAC)
501 JORDAN STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 227-0810
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

COURT ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM INC
SHREVEPORT, LA 71154
(318) 227-2124
** AD DM PV **

DOCTORS HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
1130 LOUISIANA AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 222-5144
** AD I IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND
CHILDREN'S SERVICES
864 OLIVE STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71104
(318) 222-0759
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

FIRST STEP SERVICES INC
2000 CRESWELL STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71104
(318) 222-4222
** AD O M Y B CU EA DM TX PV **

HUMANA HOSPITAL/BRENNHOOD
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1800 IRVING PLACE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 424-6761
** AD I IH IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

MANNA ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE CTR
4900 MANSFIELD ROAD
SHREVEPORT, LA 71108
(318) 868-6552
** AD R Y TX PV **

PIES TREATMENT CENTER
6240 GREENWOOD ROAD
SHREVEPORT, LA 71119
(318) 226-7670
** AD R IV DT TX PV OT **

SCHUMPERT MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
915 MARGARET PLACE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71120
(318) 227-4288
** AD I IV DT TX PV **

THE FAMILY CENTER
6500 KENNEDY DRIVE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71109
(318) 636-9765
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX **

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
2400 TEXAS AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71102
(318) 677-2320
** AD EA CI PV **

SHREIVER
ASSISI BRIDGE HOUSE
600 BULL RUN ROAD
SHREVEVER, LA 70565
(504) 872-5529
** AD R TX **

SLIDEALL
SLIDEALL ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
2335 CAREY STREET
SLIDEALL, LA 70458
(504) 649-7560
** AD O M Y IV DM TX CI PV OT **

TALLULAH
DELTA COMMUNITY ACTION ASSOCIATION
DELTA RECOVERY HALF WAY HOUSE
404 EAST CRAIG STREET
TALLULAH, LA 71282
(318) 574-4164
** AD R Y PI EA DH TX **

THIBODAUX
BAYOU COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
402 SAINT PHILIP STREET
SUITE B
THIBODAUX, LA 70701
(318) 446-0643
** AD DM PV **

THIBODAUX ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
303 HICKORY STREET
THIBODAUX, LA 70701
(318) 447-5951
** AD O M Y IV DM TX PV **

VACHERIE
RIVER REGION HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
VACHERIE, LA 70790
(318) 265-3013
** AD I R Y EA DH TX PV **

VILLE PLATTE
VILLE PLATTE ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
312 COURT STREET
VILLE PLATTE, LA 70586
(318) 363-5525
** AD O M IV DM TX CI PV **

WEST MONROE
GLENWOOD CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
WEST MONROE, LA 71291
(318) 329-4750
** AD I IV TX **

MINNSBORO
NORTHEAST LOUISIANA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
210 MAIN STREET
MINNSBORO, LA 71295
(318) 435-7558
** AD O TX **
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MAINE

AUGUSTA

CRISIS AND COUNSELING CENTER
79 SEMALL STREET
AUGUSTA, ME 04330
(207) 623-4511
** AD O Y DM TX CI PV **

HANCOCK PLANTATION
99 WESTERN AVENUE
AUGUSTA, ME 04330
(207) 622-4706
** AD O DM TX PV **

NEW DIRECTIONS
122 STATE STREET
AUGUSTA, ME 04350
(207) 626-3420
** AD O MY EA DM TX PV **

RESOURCES IN MENTAL HEALTH AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
46 STONE STREET
AUGUSTA, ME 04330
(207) 622-4774
** AD O MY TX OT **

BANGOR

CENTRAL MAINE INDIAN ASSOCIATION INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
352 HARLON STREET
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 942-2926
** AD O MY EA TX CI OT **

COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVS
43 ILLINOIS AVENUE
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 947-0366
** AD O EA TX PV **

EASTERN MAINE MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INSTITUTE
489 STATE STREET
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 945-7272
** AD O Y IV DT TX **

HOPE HOUSE INC
ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
179 INDIANA AVENUE
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 961-2879
** A R M PI DT TX **

BATH

ONE WEST
1356 MASHINGFON STREET
BATH, ME 04430
(207) 443-5524
** D I O MY Y CU IV DT TX **

BETHEL

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING SERVICES
LOWER MAINE STREET
BETHEL AREA HEALTH CENTER
BETHEL, ME 04217
(207) 824-2193
** AD E IV EA DM TX **

BREWER

JNF COUNSELING ASSOCIATION
21 NORTH MAIN STREET
BREMER, ME 04912
(207) 969-4836
** AD O MY Y B H AI IH CU EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

BRIDGTON

WESTERN MAINE COUNSELING SERVICE
43 NORTH HIGH STREET
BRIDGTON, ME 04009
(207) 647-5629
** AD O DM TX PV **

BRUNSWICK

U.S. NAVY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ALCOHOL ABUSE PREV AND CONTROL PROG
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
NAVAL AIR STATION
BRUNSWICK, ME 04011
(207) 921-2184
** AD O TX PV **

CARASBOU

AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG SERVICES
1 VAUGHN PLACE
CARIBOU, ME 04736
(207) 496-4631
** AD R O MY EA DM TX PV **

ELLSWORTH

NEW HORIZONS
14 HIGH STREET
ELLSWORTH, ME 04605
(207) 667-0461
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

OPEN DOOR RECOVERY CENTER
ELLSWORTH, ME 04605
(207) 667-5210
** AD O TX PV **

FORT KENT

AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
5 EAST MAIN STREET
FORT KENT, ME 04743
(207) 834-3186
** AD O MY Y EA DM TX PV **

Houlton

AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
UNION SQUARE
Houlton, ME 04730
(207) 832-6523
** AD O MY EA DM TX PV **

Lewiston

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE DHRS INC
95 BLAKE STREET
LEWISTON, ME 04240
(207) 704-2901
** AD R DT TX **

SAINT HARY'S GENERAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
45 GOLDER STREET
LEWISTON, ME 04240
(207) 786-2901 EXT. 2767
** AD I Y IV EA TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = Alcoholism Services Only
D = Drug Abuse Services Only
R = Residential
O = Outpatient
I = Inpatient
X = Hospital/Inpatient
T = Treatment Unit
G = Central Intake Unit
P = Prevention Unit
M = Methadone Unit
U = Other Unit
N = Noden
Y = Youth
E = Elderly
B = Blacks
H = Hispanics

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
AI = American Indian/Alaskan Natives
IX = Impaired Health Professionals
PI = Public Inebriates
CU = Cocaine Users
IV = IV Drug Users

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = Treatment Unit
CI = Central Intake Unit
PV = Prevention Unit
MM = Methadone Unit
OT = Other Unit
LIMESTONE
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FARM LIMESTONE, ME 04750
(207) 325-4727
** AD R O Y Y EA DM TX PV **

MADAGASKA
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICES 42 SCHOOL STREET MADAGASKA, ME 04756
(207) 728-6341
** AD O W Y EA DM TX PV **

OLD ORCHARD BEACH
MILESTONE FOUNDATION 88 UNION AVENUE OLD ORCHARD BEACH, ME 04064
(207) 883-2815
** A R PI TX **

PERRY
PLEASANT POINT HEALTH CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM PLEASANT POINT INDIAN HEALTH CENTER PERRY, ME 04667
(207) 853-2551
** AD O W Y EA DM TX PV OT **

PORTLAND
ARNIE HAUSON CENTER 65 INDIA STREET PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 871-7452
** AD R PI DT TX OT **

DIOCESAN HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES 82 ELM STREET PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 775-5671
** AD O TX **

EVODIA HOUSE DHRS INC 48 CEDAR STREET PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 871-7658
** AD R W IV TX PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL ALCOHOL INSTITUTE 144 STATE STREET PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 879-3207
** AD I Y IV DT EA TX PV **

SERENITY HOUSE 30 MELON STREET PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 774-2722
** A R TX **

SMITH HOUSE INC 116 STATE STREET PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 772-6622
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV OT **

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 125 FOREST AVENUE ROOM 251 PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 871-8432
** AD EA CI OT **

PRESQUE ISLE
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICES 489 MAIN STREET PRESQUE ISLE, ME 04769
(207) 764-3319
** AD O W Y EA DM TX PV **

ROCKLAND
CHOICE AND SKYWARD 546 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME 04841
(207) 596-9508
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

RUMFORD
TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES RUMFORD UNIT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 424 PENOBSCT ST STREET RUMFORD, ME 04276
(207) 364-7901
** AD O E IV EA DM TX **

SACO
YORK COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES INC 31 BEACH STREET SACO, ME 04072
(207) 282-7508
** AD IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

SKOWHEGAN
YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES INC COUNSELING AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 65 RUSSELL STREET SKOWHEGAN, ME 04976
(207) 474-8511
** AD O W Y TX PV **

SOUTH PARIS
TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES OXFORD HILLS UNIT 28 EAST MAIN STREET SOUTH PARIS, ME 04261
(207) 743-7911
** AD O W Y EA DM TX **

SOUTH PORTLAND
JACKSON BROOK INSTITUTE CAREUNIT 175 RUNNING HILL ROAD SOUTH PORTLAND, ME 04106
(207) 761-2510
** AD I IV DT EA TX **

TOUGS
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE RECOVERY PROGRAM TOUGS, ME 04530
(207) 623-8411 EXT. 5399
** AD I R O IV DT DM TX **

VAN BUREN
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICES 429 MAIN STREET VAN BUREN, ME 04785
(207) 868-5236
** AD O W Y EA DM TX PV **

WATERVILLE
RECOVERY MID MAINE MEDICAL CENTER SETON UNIT 6TH FLOOR WATERVILLE, ME 04901
(207) 872-4137
** AD Y IV TX CI PV **

WESTBROOK
WESTBROOK COMMUNITY HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM 40 PARK ROAD WESTBROOK, ME 04092
(207) 854-8646
** AD I O DT TX PV **
MAINE

WINDHAM

PINE TREE ALC TREATMENT CTR FOR WOMEN
CROSSROADS
114 MAIN STREET
WINDHAM, ME 04062
(207) 892-2146
** AD R H IV DT EA DH TX **

YORK

YORK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DEPARTMENT
15 HOSPITAL DRIVE
YORK, ME 03909
(207) 363-4321
** AD O Y DH TX CI PV **
MARYLAND

ABERDEEN
U.S. ARMY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAM
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUNDS
ABERDEEN, MD 21001
(301) 270-5784
** AD O EA DM TX PV OT **

ANNAPOLIS
ANNAPOLIS YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
92 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(301) 224-1761 EXT. 1763
** AD Y PV **

ANNIE ARUNDEL COUNTY DRUG/ALCOHOL PROG
COUNTY EXECUTIVES OFFICE
CALVERT AND NORTHWEST STREETS
ARUNDEL CENTER ROOM 422
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(301) 200-1443
** AD M Y PV OT **

ANNIE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/ANNAPOLIS
62 CATHEDRAL STREET
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(301) 260-1264
** AD O M Y CU IV DM TX PV MM OT **

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SOCIETY
954 WEST STREET
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(301) 263-5743
** AD EA CT PV **

POSITIVE ALTERNATIVE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES INC
111 ANNAPOLIS STREET
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(301) 269-6977
** AD O Y IH PI EA DM TX **

SAMARITAN HOUSE
2610 ORENBRIER LANE
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(301) 269-5605
** AD R IV TX **

BALTIMORE
ACTION COUNSELING SERVICES
619 PARK AVENUE
SUITE 8
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 539-5376
** AD O M IV DM TX PV **

ADDICT REFERRAL AND COUNSELING CTR INC (ARC)
21 WEST 25TH STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 366-1717
** D O IV TX OT **

ADULT AND CHILD COUNSELING CENTER
1101 SAINT PAUL STREET
SUITE 404
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(301) 727-6655
** AD TX **

ALCOHOL/DIAGNOSTIC/EDUCATIONAL (ADE)
COUNSELING PROGRAM
1799 MERRITT BOULEVARD
BALTIMORE, MD 21222
(301) 282-7023
** AD PV **

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
4501 LASALLE ROAD
SUITE 301
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(301) 296-5555
** A EA DM PV OT **

BALTIMORE ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
B-5-S
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(301) 955-0149
** D O Y TX PV **

BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADULT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
4 SOUTH FREDERICK STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(301) 396-1141
** A O M E DM TX **

BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
CHERRY HILL DRUG ABUSE REHABILITATION
2490 GILES ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21225
(301) 396-1646
** D O IV DT PV MM **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AB = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:
R = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
X = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
Z = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
P = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
C = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
MARYLAND

Baltimore Recovery Center
Long Term Care
1846 North Gay Street and
19 West Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21213
(301) 685-3988
** A R IV TX **

Baltimore Rescue Mission Inc
4 North Central Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21202
(301) 342-2535
** A M PI TX PV **

Bridge House
1516 Madison Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21217
(301) 523-6351
** A R TX **

Broadway East Community Association
1875 North Gay Street
Baltimore, MD 21213
(301) 346-9152
** AD PV **

Constant Care Medical Center
Substance Abuse Services
1501 Division Street
Baltimore, MD 21217
(301) 383-8300 Ext. 251
** A O M IV DH TX PV **

Consultants for the Next Step
4300 Ridge Road
Baltimore, MD 21236
(301) 802-6653
** A TX PV OT **

Contemporary Counseling Services
1001 Light Street
Suite 201
Baltimore, MD 21230
(301) 528-9553
** AD O M Y IH CU EA DM TX PV **

Danascus House
4203 Ritchie Highway
Baltimore, MD 21225
(301) 789-7444
** A R TX **

East Baltimore Drug Abuse Center
Treatment Unit
707 Constitution Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
(301) 727-7400
** D O IV DT PV MM **

Echo House Multi Service Center
Seekers After A New Direction (Sand)
1705 West Fayette Street
Baltimore, MD 21223
(301) 947-1700
** AD O M Y B H AT PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

Epoch Counseling Center
621 Stemmers Run Road
Baltimore, MD 21221
(301) 574-2500
** D O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

Epoch House West
22 Bloomsbury Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21228
(301) 744-5927
** D O M Y IV EA DM TX PV **

First Step Youth Services Center
8303 Liberty Road
Baltimore, MD 21207
(301) 521-4141
** D O Y TX PV DT **

Four O Nine
409 Pontiac Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21225
(301) 346-7226
** AD R IV TX **

Francis Scott Key Medical Center
Alcohol Treatment Services Outpatient Program
4940 Eastern Avenue
D5-Center
Baltimore, MD 21224
(301) 955-0055
** A O M DM TX **

Francis Scott Key Medical Center
Arc House
4940 Eastern Avenue
D Building East Wing 5th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21224
(301) 955-0055
** A R O M E DM TX **

Francis Scott Key Medical Center
Behavioral Pharmacological Research Unit (BPR)
4940 Eastern Avenue
Building DSM
Baltimore, MD 21224
(301) 955-0056
** D O IV DT MM OT **

Francis Scott Key Medical Center
Drug Abuse Program
4940 Eastern Avenue
D5 East
Baltimore, MD 21224
(301) 550-0132
** D O IV DT PV MM **

Franklin Square Hospital
Addiction Treatment Services
9000 Franklin Square Drive
Baltimore, MD 21237
(301) 682-7785
** AD O M E IV DT DM TX PV **

Friendship House
1435 South Hanover Street
Baltimore, MD 21230
(301) 752-2475
** A R TX PV **

Glennwood Life
Alcoholism Treatment Program
516 Glennwood Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21212
(301) 523-9811
** D O IV DT MM **

Good Samaritan Hospital
Community Outreach Chem Dependency PGM
5601 Loch Raven Boulevard
Baltimore, MD 21239
(301) 532-4822
** AD O IV DM TX PV **

Greater Baltimore Medical Center
Outpatient Aftercare Program
6701 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21204
(301) 828-2501
** AD O I IV EA TX **

Harbel Alcoholism Services
5807 Harford Road
Baltimore, MD 21214
(301) 444-2100
** A O M DM TX **

Harbel Youth Services
5807 Harford Road
Baltimore, MD 21214
(301) 444-2100
** D O Y TX PV **

Habor Mental Health
Alcoholism Services
6310 Harford Road
Baltimore, MD 21214
(301) 426-6200
** AD O DM TX PV **

Helping Alcoholics Recover Today Inc (HART)
8305 Harford Road
Baltimore, MD 21234
(301) 661-7200
** AD O Y IH CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

Jewish Big Brother and Big Sister League of Baltimore
5750 Park Heights Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21218
(301) 542-6300
** AD O TX PV OT **

Johns Hopkins Hospital
Early Recovery Program
700 North Broadway
Baltimore, MD 21205
(301) 955-5644
** A O M DM TX **
MARYLAND

JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL
EXTENDED RECOVERY
708 NORTH BROADWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21205
(301) 955-5439
** A O H DM TX **

JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL
PROG FOR ALC/OTHER DRUG DEP/STOP PROG
708 NORTH BROADWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21205
(301) 955-5454
** A O IV DM TX **

JONES FALLS COMMUNITY CORPORATION
914 WEST 36TH STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21211
(301) 245-5431
** D O Y CU TX PV **

LIBERTY MEDICAL CENTER
ASHBURTON OUTPT ALC COUNSELING SERVICE
730 ASHBURTON STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21216
(301) 362-7980
** A O W Y E PI EA DH TX PV **

LIBERTY MEDICAL CENTER
ASHBURTON OUTPT DF COUNSELING SERVICE
730 ASHBURTON STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21216
(301) 362-7983
** D O Y E CU IV EA TX PV **

LIBERTY MEDICAL CENTER
TOMANIA AVENUE OUTPT ALCOHOL PROGRAM
3101 TOMANIA AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 578-3517
** A O DH TX CI PV **

MAN ALIVE RESEARCH INC
2100 NORTH CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 837-4292
** D O IV DT MM **

MARYLAND ACTION FOR YOUTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PREVENTION UNIT
201 WEST PRESTON STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 225-6917
** AD Y E B H PV **

MORRIS E SUMNER DEPENDENCY TRT PROGRAM
3900 NORTH CHARLES STREET
SUITE L9
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 255-1212
** AD IV DM TX CI PV **

MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT
1105 NORTH POINTE ROAD
SUITE 311
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(301) 262-3262
** AD O W IV EA DH TX PV **

NEW HATERS
405 FREDERICK ROAD
SUITE 251
BALTIMORE, MD 21228
(301) 788-3019
** AD O Y EA TX PV **

NILSSON HOUSE
5665 PURDUE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21239
(301) 532-6656
** A R M EA TX CI PV **

NORTH BALTIMORE CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
2519 NORTH CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 366-4360
** A O M E EA DM TX **

PARK HEIGHTS COMMUNITY CORPORATION
3939 REISTERSTOWN ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 578-0208
** AD PV **

PATHFINDERS HOMES LTD
HALFWAY HOUSE
1226 NORTH CALVERT STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(301) 637-8700
** A R TX PV **

QUINN CENTER INC
8441 BELAIR ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21236
(301) 529-2800
** AD O EA DH TX CI PV **

SAFETY HOUSE
7 WEST RANDALL STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21230
(301) 385-1466
** A R TX PV OT **

SAINT AGNES HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
900 SOUTH CATON AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21229
(301) 568-6251
** A TX **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
CARES
7620 YORK ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(301) 337-1526
** AD I IV DT EA TX OT **

SINAI HOSPITAL
DRUG DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
GREENSPRING AND BELVEDERE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 578-5355
** D O CU IV DT MM **

SINAI HOSPITAL DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
2401 WEST BELVEDERE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 578-5487 EXT. 8834
** A O M E DH TX **

STATE OF MARYLAND
DEPT OF EDUCATION/DIV OF INSTRUCTION
200 WEST BALTIMORE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 335-2318
** AD Y PV **

TEENAGERS AGAINST ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
1229 HULL STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21230
(301) 625-0832
** AD Y PV **

THE RESOURCE GROUP INC
7402 YORK ROAD
SUITE 101
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(301) 337-7772
** AD O W IH IV EA DH TX CI PV **

TREATMENT RESOURCES FOR YOUTH (TRY)
21 WEST 25TH STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 366-2125
** AD O Y TX PV **

TUERK HOUSE
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
104-106 NORTH GREENE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 328-3211
** A R M IV TX **

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
618 WEST LOMBARD STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 328-5157
** A O M EA DH TX PV **

VALLEY HOUSE
28 SOUTH BROADWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21231
(301) 675-7765
** A R TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
5900 LOCK RAVEN BOULEVARD
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 467-9932 EXT. 5366
** D I IV DT TX MM **

WALTER P CARTER MH/MR CENTER
CARRUTHERS CLINIC
28 EAST OSTEND STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21230
(301) 328-2292
** AD O TX PV **
MARYLAND

WALTER P CARTER MH/MR CENTER
CHERRY HILL CLINIC
2490 GILES ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21225
(301) 528-2286
** A O M TX PV **

WALTER P CARTER MH/MR CENTER
FAYETTE STREET CLINIC
630 WEST FAYETTE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 328-2206 EXT. 2244
** A O Y TX PV **

WEISMAN/KAPLAN HOUSES
2521-2523 MARYLAND AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 467-5291
** A R TM TX CI PV **

WYMAN PARK MEDICAL CENTER
DEPARTMENT OF ADDICATIONS/OUTPATIENT
3100 WYMAN PARK DRIVE
BALTIMORE, MD 21211
(301) 358-5167
** A O M IH CU IV EA DM TX PV **

WYMAN PARK RECOVERY CENTER
ADDICTION REHABILITATION UNIT
3100 WYMAN PARK DRIVE
BALTIMORE, MD 21211
(301) 358-3200
** AD I IH IV TX **

X CELL
ADULT RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM I
SPRING GROVE STATE HOSPITAL
GARRETT BUILDING
BALTIMORE, MD 21228
(301) 788-2145
** D R M IV TX **

X CELL
COCAINE DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
SPRING GROVE STATE HOSPITAL
GARRETT BUILDING
BALTIMORE, MD 21228
(301) 788-2145
** D R CU IV TX **

X CELL
YOUTH RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM I
SPRING GROVE STATE HOSPITAL
GARRETT BUILDING
BALTIMORE, MD 21228
(301) 788-2145
** D R Y IV TX **

ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY
ALPHA ZETA CHAPTER
BALTIMORE, MD 21203
(301) 298-2522
** AD Y B PV **

BEL AIR
HARFORD COUNTY
DRUG AND ALC IMPACT PROG/PREVENTION
220 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 879-2000 EXT. 333
** AD Y E B EA PV **

HARFORD COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
119 SOUTH HAVS STREET
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 879-2404
** D O IV TX MM **

HARFORD COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
21 NORTH BOND STREET
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 838-8844
** A O M DM TX **

MANN HOUSE INC
14 WILLIAMS STREET
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 879-7619
** AD I R TX **

MARTY MANN HOUSE
106 SOUTH HICKORY AVENUE
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 879-3998
** AD I R M IV TX PV **

TRM ASSOCIATES
720 BEL AIR ROAD
SUITE 157
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 879-7157
** AD O B CU EA DM TX CI PV **

BETHESDA
COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
6511 WISCONSIN AVENUE
BETHESDA, MD 20814
(301) 656-7158
** D O M B IH CU IV EA TX CI PV **

BOWIE
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVICES
14300 GALLANT FOX LANE
SUITE 210
BOWIE, MD 20715
(301) 262-6331
** AD O E IH CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **
** OT **

DRUG INTERVENTION COUNSELING PROGRAM (DICAP)
BOWIE
1522 K POINTER RIDGE PLACE
POINTER RIDGE PROFESSIONAL CENTER
BOWIE, MD 20716
(301) 249-5590
** D O TX **

MCDONALD CASSIDY
ROTH AND ASSOCIATES PA
14300 GALLANT FOX LANE
SUITE 112
BOWIE, MD 20715
(301) 464-1030
** AD O Y TX **

BURTONSVILLE
PAINT BRANCH HIGH SCHOOL
14321 OLD COLUMBIA PIKE
BURTONSVILLE, MD 20866
(301) 304-2300
** AD PV **

CALIFORNIA

SIERRA HOUSE
SAINT ANDREWS CHURCH ROAD
CALIFORNIA, MD 20619
(301) 862-8212
** D R Y TX CI PV **

WALDEN COUNSELING CENTER
SAINT ANDREWS CHURCH ROAD
CALIFORNIA, MD 20619
(301) 865-6661
** D O M Y TX CI PV OT **

CAMBRIDGE

DORCHESTER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDITIONS PROGRAM
WOODS ROAD AND ROUTE 50
CAMBRIDGE, MD 21613
(301) 226-7714
** AD O N Y E B H CU EA DM TX PV **
** OT **

CAMP SPRINGS

CLINICAL ASSOCIATES
5089 ALLENTOWN ROAD
CAMP SPRINGS, MD 20746
(301) 423-1216
** A O M Y B IH CU EA TX CI **

CENTREVILLE

QUEEN ANNES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
205 NORTH LIBERTY STREET
NIELSEN CENTER
CENTREVILLE, MD 21617
(301) 750-1504
** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **

CHESTERTOWN

A F WHITTSITT CENTER
QUARTERHAY
SHEELER ROAD
CHESTERTOWN, MD 21620
(302) 779-6494
** A R IV EA DM TX **
PUBLIC HOUSE
100 MORGAN ROAD
CHESTERTOWN, MD 21620
(301) 778-2616
** AD O DH TX PV **

CHEVERLY
CHEVERLY DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CLINIC
3003 HOSPITAL DRIVE
CHEVERLY, MD 20785
(301) 386-0227
** D O CU IV PX PV MM **

CLINTON
DRUG INTERV COUNS ACTION PROP (DICAP)
PCP PROGRAM
9314 PISCATAWAY ROAD
CLINTON, MD 20735
(301) 868-8800
** D O TX **

DRUG INTERV COUNS ACTION PROP (DICAP)
SOUTHERN REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
9314 PISCATAWAY ROAD
CLINTON, MD 20735
(301) 868-8800 EXT. 154
** D O TX PV **

DRUG INTERV COUNS ACTION PROP (DICAP)
SOUTHERN REGIONAL HEALTH CTR ADMIN
9314 PISCATAWAY ROAD
CLINTON, MD 20735
(301) 868-8800 EXT. 154
** D OT **

COCKEYSVILLE
NEW BEGINNINGS AT HIDDEN BROOK
111 MARE ROAD
SUITE A
COCKEYSVILLE, MD 21030
(301) 628-7272
** AD O TX CI PV **

COLLEGE PARK
DRUG INTERV COUNS ACTION PROP (DICAP)
COLLEGE PARK/GREENBELT COUNSELING CTR
4810 GREENBELT ROAD
SUITE 101
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 345-1424
** D O Y TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4700 BERWYN HOUSE ROAD
UNIV PROFESSIONAL CENTER SUITE 201
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 441-1818
** AD O Y CU EA DH TX CI PV OT **

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA JEWISH CONGREGATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
5885 ROBERT OLIVER PLACE
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
(301) 750-6044
** AD PV **

HOWARD COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
ADDITION PROGRAM
5755 CEDAR LANE
COLUMBIA, MD 21044
(301) 760-7910
** AD I IV DT TX CI PV **

PCS CORPORATION
REHABILITATION SERVICES DWI PROGRAM
5401 TWIN KNOLLS ROAD
SUITE 9
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
(301) 997-8600
** AD O DH TX PV MM OT **

CROFTON
PROJECT 2114 INC
1700 LANG DRIVE
CROFTON, MD 21114
(301) 721-2768
** AD Y PV **

CROWNSVILLE
HOPE HOUSE
QUARTERWAY CROWNSVILLE, MD 21032
(301) 923-6700
** A R TX **

RAFT HOUSE
CROWNSVILLE ROAD
CROWNSVILLE, MD 21032
(301) 923-6081
** A R EA TX PV **

CUMBERLAND
ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICATIONS PROGRAM
ADOLESCENT UNIT AA SSC
COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
THOMAS B FINAN CENTER COTTAGE THREE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-2290
** AD I R Y IV TX CI PV **

ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICATIONS PROGRAM
DRUG FREE
WILLONBROOK ROAD
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-5680
** D O M Y IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICATIONS PROGRAM
JOSEPH S MASSIE UNIT
COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
THOMAS B FINAN CENTER COTTAGE FOUR
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-2285
** AD I R IV EA TX **

ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICATIONS PROGRAM
RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT
WILLONBROOK ROAD
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-5680
** AD R O H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

ONEAL HOUSE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-5794
** A R TX OT **

SACRED HEART HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
900 SETON DRIVE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 759-6200
** A O EA DH TX PV OT **

DENTON
CAROLINE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
CAROLINE COUNSELING CENTER
104 FRANKLIN STREET
DENTON, MD 21629
(301) 479-1802
** AD O Y DH TX PV **

DUNKIRK
J RUSSELL HORTON ASSOCIATES
202 DUNKIRK PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
DUNKIRK, MD 20754
(301) 855-4444
** A O DH TX **
MARYLAND

EAST NEW MARKET
NEW BEGINNINGS AT MARMICK MANOR
ROUTE 1 AND MARMICK ROAD
EAST NEW MARKET, MD 21631
(301) 943-0100
** AD I R IV DM TX PV **

EASTON
TALBOT COUNTY
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
100 SOUTH HANSON STREET
EASTON, MD 21601
(301) 822-6650
** D O TX PV **
TALBOT COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
EASTON, MD 21601
(301) 822-6133
** A O M Y DM TX **

ELKTON
CECIL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
207 NORTH STREET
ELKTON, MD 21921
(301) 388-5106
** AD O M Y DM TX PV **

ELLIOTTSBURG
CHANGING POINT
RESIDENTIAL
4109 COLLEGE AVENUE
ELLIOTTSBURG, MD 21043
(301) 465-9500
** AD R O IV DT EA DM TX PV **

FREDERICK
HOMARD COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELING CENTER
3645 ELLICOTT MILLS DRIVE
UNIT C
ELLIOTTSBURG, MD 21043
(301) 465-0127
** AD O M Y IV DM TX CI PV **

FREDERICK CITY
MOUNTAIN MANOR
REHABILITATION UNIT
ROUTE 15
EMMITSBURG, MD 21727
(301) 447-2361
** AD I M IV EA DM TX PV **

FALLSTON
FALLSTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EVAL AND TREATMENT UNIT
200 MILDEN AVENUE
FALLSTON, MD 21047
(301) 877-5700 EXT. 3120
** AD I IV DT TX PV OT **

FORESTVILLE
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL/DRUG
COUNSELING SERVICE INC
2810 HALTORS LANE
ROOM 10
FORESTVILLE, MD 20747
(301) 568-4447
** AD O TX PV **

FORT GEORGE G MEADE
FORT GEORGE G MEADE
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
4 1/2 STREET
BUILDING 2456
FORT GEORGE G MEADE, MD 20755
(301) 677-2344
** AD O EA TX PV **

FORT HOWARD
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
UNIT 116B
FORT HOWARD, MD 21052
(301) 687-8615
** A I O IV DT TX **

FREDERICK
FREDERICK COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
300-B SCHOLLS LANE
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 694-1750
** A O M Y PI DM TX CI PV OT **

FREDERICK COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
PROJECT 103
300-B SCHOLLS LANE
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 694-1750
** D O W Y E CU IV TX PV MM **

FREDERICK MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENT UNIT
WEST 7TH STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 698-3675
** AD I IV TX PV **

FREDERICK METHADONE PROGRAM
801 TOLHOUSE AVENUE
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 662-0229
** D O IV MM **

GAITHERSBURG
PHOENIX II PROGRAM
7401 HADLEY FARMS DRIVE
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 840-7198
** AD O Y TX PV **

GLEN BURNEE
ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/LANGLEY
120 NORTH LANGLEY ROAD
SUITE 203
GLEN BURNEE, MD 21061
(301) 761-1070
** AD O M Y E CU IV DM TX PV MM OT **

GREAT FALLS
CREATIVE COUNSELING CENTER
7C CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE 3
GREAT FALLS, MD 22061
(301) 761-7644
** AD I O DM TX PV **

MARYLAND COUNSELING CENTER INC
1295 WEST PATRICK STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 662-0855
** AD O DM TX **

FROSTBURG
FROSTBURG STATE UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS
PULLIN HALL
ROOM 109
FROSTBURG, MD 21532
(301) 689-4234
** AD Y EA DH PV **

GANTERSBURG
COUNSELING SERVICES AND SYSTEMS INC
8641 ZETTS AVENUE
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 330-9198
** AD O M Y CU IV EA TX PV OT **

GLEN BURNEE
FAMILY SERVICES OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
TURNING POINT PROGRAM
ONE WEST DEER PARK
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 840-2000
** D O Y PV **

FROSTBURG
PHOENIX II PROGRAM
7401 HADLEY FARMS DRIVE
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 840-7198
** AD O Y TX PV **

GLEN BURNEE
ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/LANGLEY
120 NORTH LANGLEY ROAD
SUITE 203
GLEN BURNEE, MD 21061
(301) 761-1070
** AD O M Y E CU IV DM TX PV MM OT **

GREAT FALLS
CREATIVE COUNSELING CENTER
7C CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE 3
GREAT FALLS, MD 22061
(301) 761-7644
** AD I O DM TX PV **

DMZ ASSESSMENT AND COUNSELING
7968 SHETLANDS DELL
GLEN BURNEE, MD 21061
(301) 761-7644
** AD I O DM TX PV **

MARYLAND COUNSELING CENTER INC
1295 WEST PATRICK STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 662-0855
** AD O DM TX **

GREAT FALLS
CREATIVE COUNSELING CENTER
7C CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE 3
GREAT FALLS, MD 22061
(301) 761-7644
** AD I O DM TX PV **

NORTH ARUNDEL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
301 HOSPITAL DRIVE
GLEN BURNEE, MD 21061
(301) 789-4000 EXT. 4672
** AD I O DT TX **
MARYLAND

WILLIAMS CENTER
7100 OXON HILL ROAD
OXON HILL, MD 20745
(301) 567-4692
** AD O W Y DM TX PV OT **

PASADENA
CHRYSLIS HOUSE
8148 JUMPERS HOLE ROAD
PASADENA, MD 21122
(301) 544-1633
** A R M TX **

NEW LIFE ADDICTION COUNSELING SERVICES
2710 MOUNTAIN ROAD
PASADENA, MD 21122
(301) 255-4475
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

PATUXENT RIVER
NAVAL AIR STATION
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
PATUXENT RIVER, MD 20670
(301) 865-5824
** AD EA DM TX CI PV **

POCOMOKE CITY
SAVE THE YOUTH INC
POCOMOKE CITY, MD 21851
(301) 957-1750
** AD Y PV **

POOLESVILLE
SENECA HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
13025 RILEYS LOCK ROAD
POOLESVILLE, MD 20837
(301) 946-2412
** AD R H IV TX **

PRINCE FREDERICK
CALVERT COUNTY GOVERNMENT
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES PROGRAM
PRINCE FREDERICK, MD 20678
(301) 555-5079
** A O W Y E B H AI EA DM TX CI PV **

REISTERSTOWN
SINAI COUNSELING CENTER
7 CARTLEY PARK ROAD
REISTERSTOWN, MD 21136
(301) 833-0220
** A DH TX **

RIVERDALE
DIRECTORATE OF ADDICTIONS
PREVENTION PROGRAM
6201 RIVERDALE ROAD
RIVERDALE PROF BUILDING ROOM 104
RIVERDALE, MD 20737
(301) 866-0681
** AD M Y E B H AI PV **

PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY
HOTLINE AND SUICIDE PREVENTION
6607 RIVERDALE ROAD
RIVERDALE, MD 20737
(301) 577-5140
** AD Y B H PV **

PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
6201 RIVERDALE ROAD
3RD FLOOR
RIVERDALE, MD 20737
(301) 864-1446
** A O Y DM TX CI **

ROCKVILLE
ANOTHER PATH PROGRAM
PSYCHIATRIC INST OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
14901 BROSCARTH ROAD
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 251-6500 EXT. 525
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

ETHOS FOUNDATION
10701 OLD GEORGETOWN ROAD
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
(703) 495-6447
** AD Y E H IH CU IV EA DM TX PV **

KARMA ACADEMY
175 MATIS BRANCH PARKWAY
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 340-8880
** AD R EA TX CI PV **

METRO ALCOHOL AWARENESS SERVICES
2098 VIERS MILL ROAD
ROCKVILLE, MD 20851
(301) 904-8494
** A O DH TX PV **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY DWI TRT SERVS PROG
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
751 THINBROOK PARKWAY
ROCKVILLE, MD 20851
(301) 279-1284
** A O H DH TX PV **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
751 THINBROOK PARKWAY
ROCKVILLE, MD 20851
(301) 279-1255
** A O W E H TX **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
LAWRENCE COURT HALFWAY HOUSE
1 LAWRENCE COURT
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 279-1255
** A R M EA TX **

OACES CORPORATION
3544 HUNGERFORD DRIVE
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 762-1385
** A O DH TX **

SECOND GENESIS INC
MONTGOMERY COUNTY
16701 AVERY ROAD
ROCKVILLE, MD 20853
(301) 656-1545
** D R O Y TX **

SHADY GROVE HALFWAY HOUSE
751 THINBROOK PARKWAY
ROCKVILLE, MD 20851
(301) 279-1271
** A R TX **

SABILLASVILLE
CATOCIT SUMMIT ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
5980 CULLEN DRIVE
SABILLASVILLE, MD 21780
(301) 791-4665
** AD R Y TX OT **

SALISBURY
NEW BEGINNINGS FAMILY CENTER
1104 HEALTHWAY DRIVE
SALISBURY, MD 21801
(301) 548-2300
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

SECOND MIND INC
309 NEWTON STREET
SALISBURY, MD 21801
(301) 749-8038
** A R IV TX **

MICOMICO COUNTY
HEALTH DEPARTMENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
300 WEST CARROLL STREET
SALISBURY, MD 21801
(301) 546-5696
** A O N Y B DM TX PV OT **

WILLIS M HUDSON CENTER
RESIDENTIAL ALC/DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
EMERSON AVENUE
SALISBURY, MD 21801
(301) 742-0151
** A R CU IV TX **

SEVERNA PARK
FOCUS ON FAMILY
650 RITCHIE HIGHWAY
SEVERNA PARK, MD 21146
(301) 647-0121
** AD O Y TX PV OT **
TAKOMA PARK
MONTGOMERY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
MAPLE MOOD QUARTERHAY HOUSE
716 MAPLEWOOD AVENUE
TAKOMA PARK, MD 20018
(301) 279-1271
** A R H H TX **

TIMONIUM
PATHFINDERS ADDICTION SERVICES INC
2 WEST AYLESBURY ROAD
TIMONIUM, MD 21093
(301) 561-9591
** D O IV TX MM **

UPPER MARLBORO
PRINCE GEORGES DNH FACILITY
13401 DILLE DRIVE
UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20772
(301) 627-7455
** A R IV DM TX PV **
SECOND GENESIS INC
UPPER MARLBORO UNIT
4620 MELWOOD ROAD
UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20772
(301) 656-1545
** D R O Y TX **

VALLEY LEE
SEAFARERS
ADDICTION REHABILITATION CENTER
STAR ROUTE
VALLEY LEE, MD 20692
(301) 994-0010 EXT. 330
** AD R IV EA TX **

WESTMINSTER
CARROLL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
540 WASHINGTON ROAD
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 857-5001
** A O W Y DH TX CI PV **

JUNCTION INC
98 NORTH COURT STREET
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 846-6100
** D O Y IV TX PV OT **

MARYLAND TREATMENT CENTER INC
23 NORTH COURT STREET
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 447-2361
** AD O EA DH TX PV **

REENTRY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
40 SOUTH CHURCH STREET
SUITE 105
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 848-9244
** A O DM TX PV **

SAM SHOEMAKER HOUSE
540 WASHINGTON ROAD
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 857-5011
** A R H Y IV TX CI PV **

WESTMINSTER RESCUE MISSION
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 846-2222
** AD PI EA DH PV **

WESTOVER
EASTERN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE (ECI)
ADDITION SERVICES PROGRAM
ROUTE 413
SOMERSET HEALTH DEPARTMENT
WESTOVER, MD 21871
(301) 651-0822
** AD TX PV **
SOMERSET COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDITION SERVICES
ROUTE 413
WESTOVER, MD 21871
(301) 651-0822 EXT. 18
** AD O Y IV DM TX CI PV **

WHITE HALL
JOLLY ACRES GROUP HOME
4970 JOLLY ACRES ROAD
WHITE HALL, MD 21161
(301) 557-6853
** AD R Y TX PV **

MOOLFORD
WHITE OAK ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER
NEW BEGINNINGS
ROUTE 16
MOOLFORD, MD 21677
(301) 228-7000
** AD R Y TX PV **
MASSACHUSETTS

ACTON
BOUNDARIES THERAPY CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
518 GREAT ROAD
ACTON, MA 01720
(508) 263-4678
** AD M Y XH CU CI PV **

AMHERST
AMHERST COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER INC
AMHERST AREA COUNSELING SERVICES
70 BOLTON WALK
ROOM 309
AMHERST, MA 01002
(413) 253-2591
** AD O EA TX **

ARLEHINGTON
ARLINGTON YOUTH CONSULTATION CTR
12 PRESCOTT STREET
ARLINGTON, MA 02174
(617) 646-5880
** AD O Y TX PV **

ASHBURNHAM
NAUKEAG HOSPITAL INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
216 LAKE ROAD
ASHBURNHAM, MA 01430
(508) 827-5115
** A I DT TX CI DT **

ATTLEBORO
ATTLEBORO AREA YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
80 NORTH MAIN STREET
ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
(508) 222-0493
** AD R Y IV TX PV **

FULLER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
NEW DAY
231 WASHINGTON STREET
ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
(508) 761-8500
** AD I O W Y IV DT TX PV DT **

AUBURN
BAY COLONY HEALTH SERVICES INC
23 MIDSTATE DRIVE
MIDSTATE OFFICE PARK
AUBURN, MA 01051
(508) 832-6294
** AD O CU EA DM TX **

THE AUBURN PROJECT INC
5 HONEY STREET
AUBURN, MA 01501
(508) 852-5707
** AD Y PV **

BEDFORD
SUN DANCE YOUTH SERVICES INC
BEDFORD TOWN CENTER 2-6
BEDFORD, MA 01730
(617) 275-7727
** D O Y E CU IV EA TX PV **

BELMONT
MCLEAN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
115 MILL STREET
BELMONT, MA 02478
(617) 655-2781
** AD I R IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

BEVERLY
PROJECT RAP INC
202 RANTOOL STREET
BEVERLY, MA 01915
(508) 921-1292
** AD O W Y TX PV **

BOSTON
ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAMS INC
DME PHASE I
80 BROAD STREET
SUITE 204
BOSTON, MA 02110
(617) 482-5292
** A D O Y H DM TX CI PV **

ANDREWS HOUSE CORPORATION
ANDREWS HOUSE DETOXIFICATION CENTER
LONG ISLAND HOSPITAL GROUND
MORRIS BUILDING
BOSTON, MA 02171
(617) 479-0320
** A I DT TX **

BOSTON ALCOHOL DETOX PROJECT INC AND TRANSITIONAL CARE FACILITY
19 FATHER FRANCIS J GILDEY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 266-2625
** A I R DT TX PV OT **

BOSTON CHINESE YOUTH ESSENTIAL SERVICES INC
199 HARRISON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02111
(617) 482-4263
** D Y PV OT **

BOSTON DEPT OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
DEPARTMENT OF NARCOTIC ADDICTION
400 FRONTAGE ROAD
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 269-5720
** D O IV TX CI PV MM **

BRIGHAM AND WOMENS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
75 FRANCIS STREET
BOSTON, MA 02115
(617) 732-2622
** AD O TX PV **

BROOKE HOUSE
MULTI SERVICE CENTER
79 CHANDLER STREET
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 482-2520
** AD CI OT **

CAREY HOSPITAL LABORATORY HOSPITAL
AMBULATORY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
2100 DORCHESTER AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02124
(617) 298-4000
** A O TX **

HOPE HOUSE INC
42 UPTON STREET AND
24 HANSON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 267-4673
** A R TX OT **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
O = OUTPATIENT

ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
Y = YOUTH
M = MOTHER
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
INTERSEMINARIAN PROJECT PLACE INC
32 RUTLAND STREET
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 262-3740
** AD Y PV **

MASS GENERAL HOSPITAL WEST END GROUP PRACTICE
15 PARKMAN STREET
AMBULATORY CARE CENTER SUITE 712
BOSTON, MA 02114
(617) 736-2712
** AD O M Y E IH CU IV EA TX CI PV **
** OT **

MASS OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL WOMENS SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
222 SOUTH HUNTINGTON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02150
(617) 522-4500
** AD R H E B H AI IH PI CU IV TX **

NORTH CONWAY INSTITUTE
14 BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02108
(617) 742-0424
** AD EA OT **

ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON EL CENTRO YOUTH CLUB
1375 WASHINGTON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02110
(617) 542-9292
** AD H PV **

SPaulding REHABILITATION HOSPITAL ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION PROGRAM
125 NASHUA STREET
BOSTON, MA 02114
(617) 720-6701
** A I O TX PV **

THE BRIDGE INC
47 WEST STREET
BOSTON, MA 02111
(617) 423-9573
** AD O Y IV TX **

THE SAMARITANS
500 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
KENMORE SQUARE
BOSTON, MA 02215
(617) 536-2660
** AD M Y E B H AI IH PI CU PV OT **

VICTORY HOUSE
566 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 262-5032
** AD R B H AI CU IV EA TX **

BOSTON (BRIGHTON)
ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER OF NEW ENGLAND INC
77 HARREN STREET
QUARTERS 9
BOSTON (BRIGHTON), MA 02135
(617) 254-1271
** D O IV DT HM **

GRANADA HOUSE
77 HARREN AVENUE
BOSTON (BRIGHTON), MA 02135
(617) 254-2923
** AD I R TX **

SAINt ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROG (SECAP)
736 CAMBRIDGE STREET
CARDINAL CUSHING BUILDING
BOSTON (BRIGHTON), MA 02135
(617) 789-2575
** A I O TX **

BOSTON (CHARLESTOWN)
BOYS/GIRLS CLUB OF BOSTON YOUTH INTERVENTION
15 GREEN STREET
BOSTON (CHARLESTOWN), MA 02129
(617) 242-1775
** AD Y OT **

KENNEDY CENTER OF BOSTON JOHN F KENNEDY FAMILY SERVICE CTR INC
27 MINTHROP STREET
BOSTON (CHARLESTOWN), MA 02129
(617) 241-8866
** AD O IV TX PV **

BOSTON (DORCHESTER)
FLYNN HOUSE
10 CHAMBLETT STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 427-0948
** A I TX PV **

HAMILTON HALFWAY HOUSE
25 MOUNT IDA ROAD
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02122
(617) 288-1584
** AD R TX PV **

INTERIM HOUSE INC
62 MALDECK STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 265-2656
** AD R PI TX PV **

NEPONSET HEALTH CENTER/SHH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROGRAM
398 NEPONSET AVENUE
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02122
(617) 282-3200 EXT. 405
** A O Y E TX **

PEACEFUL MOVEMENT COMMITTEE INC
150 AMERICAN LEGION HIGHWAY
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 436-5159 EXT. 40
** AD O M Y E B H CU IV DM TX PV **

SHEPHERD HOUSE
22 MINDERMERE ROAD
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 262-4102
** AD R H IV TX PV **

BOSTON (EAST BOSTON)
NODDLES ISLAND MULTI SERV AGENCY INC
264 MERIDIAN STREET
BOSTON (EAST BOSTON), MA 02128
(617) 569-7310
** AD O M Y H CU IV TX CI PV OT **

REHABILITATION AND HEALTH INC
HALFWAY HOUSE PROGRAM
52 WHITE STREET
BOSTON (EAST BOSTON), MA 02128
(617) 569-2089
** A R TX **

BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN)
SAINt JUDE HOUSE
15 WOODSIDE AVENUE
BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN), MA 02130
(617) 524-6567
** AD R TX PV **

SOUTHERN JAMAICA PLAIN HEALTH CENTER
FAMILY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
609 CENTRE STREET
BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN), MA 02130
(617) 522-5900
** AD O M Y H IV DM TX PV OT **

BOSTON (MATTAPAN)
RIVER STREET DETOXIFICATION
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
269 RIVER STREET
BOSTON (MATTAPAN), MA 02126
(617) 298-0060
** A R IV DT TX CI PV **

STAIR PROGRAM
BOSTON (MATTAPAN), MA 02126
(617) 236-1590
** AD R IV TX **

BOSTON (NEEDHAM)
SOUTH SHORE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION RESOURCES
10 KEARNY ROAD
BOSTON (NEEDHAM), MA 02192
(617) 449-8823
** AD PV **
MASSACHUSETTS

FALL RIVER
ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF GREATER FALL RIVER INC
101 ROCK STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 675-0336
** AD O M Y E EA TX PV **

FRNB CENTER FOR ALC PROBLEMS INC
ALCOHOLISM DETOX PROGRAM
386 STANLEY STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 679-5222
** AD R M IV DT TX **

FRNB CENTER FOR ALC PROBLEMS INC
AMBULATORY SERVICES
386 STANLEY STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 679-5222
** AD O M Y IV DM TX PV **

LIFELINE
METHADONE TREATMENT
795 MIDDLE STREET
SAINT ANNES HOSPITAL
FALL RIVER, MA 02721
(508) 674-5743 EXT. 2260
** D O IV DT TX PV MM **

PORTUGUESE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
339 SPRING STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02721
(508) 679-0962
** AD O TX PV **

STEPPINGSTONE INC
466 NORTH MAIN STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 674-2788
** AD R M E B CU IV TX **

FALMOUTH
EMERSON HOUSE
WOMENS DIVISION
165 HOODS HOLE ROAD
FALMOUTH, MA 02540
(508) 540-1594
** AD R M Y IV TX **

GOSNOLD COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
196 TER HEUN DRIVE
FALMOUTH, MA 02540
(508) 548-7118
** AD O Y TX **

GOSNOLD TREATMENT CENTER
200 TER HEUN DRIVE
FALMOUTH, MA 02540
(508) 540-6550
** AD I IV DT TX CI **

FITZBURG
LINK CRISIS CENTER INC
99 DAY STREET
FITZBURG, MA 01420
(508) 345-0685
** D O Y TX CI PV **

FOXBORO
FOXBORO HUMAN SERVICES
35 CHESTNUT STREET
FOXBORO, MA 02035
(508) 543-7336
** AD TX **

FRAMINGHAM
FRAMINGHAM DETOXIFICATION CENTER
3 MERCHANT ROAD
FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701
(617) 679-2950
** A R DT TX **

SOUTH MIDDLESEX ALCOHOL SERVICES
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
125 IRVING STREET
FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701
(508) 879-6320
** A O M Y E H EA DM TX **

GARDNER
PATHWAY HOUSE
171 GRAHAM STREET
GARDNER, MA 01440
(508) 632-0409
** AD R TX PV OT **

YOUTH ADVOCACY COUNSELING CENTER
ELM STREET
GARDNER, MA 01440
(508) 632-0909
** AD Y PV **

GEORGETOWN
BALDPOATE HOSPITAL
BALDPOATE INC
BALDPOATE ROAD
GEORGETOWN, MA 01833
(508) 352-2131
** AD I R O IV DT TX **

GLOUCESTER
CAPE ANN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
298 WASHINGTON STREET
GLOUCESTER, MA 01930
(508) 283-0296
** A D EA DM TX CI PV **

NOVA INC
3 EMERSON AVENUE
GLOUCESTER, MA 01930
(508) 283-0000
** AD O M Y TX **

GREENFIELD
BEACON HOUSE FOR MEN
53 BEACON STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 774-8020
** AD R TX **

BEACON HOUSE FOR WOMEN
153 HIGH STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 774-5378
** AD R M TX **

FRANKLIN COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION
TURNERS FALLS YOUTH CENTER
39 FEDERAL STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 774-7027
** AD Y OT **

FRANKLIN MEDICAL CENTER
BEACON DETOXIFICATION CENTER
59 SANDERSON STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 774-5272
** A I DT TX **

FRANKLIN MEDICAL CENTER/BEACON CLINIC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
57 BEACON STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 772-6308
** AD O M Y E IV EA DM TX PV **

GREENFIELD YOUTH CTR/MONTAGUE YOUTH SERVS AND WES COUNTY YOUTH PROGRAM
86 WASHINGTON STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 774-7028
** AD Y PV OT **

HAVERHILL
TEAM COORDINATING AGENCY INC (TAC)
350 MAIN STREET
HAVERHILL, MA 01831
(508) 375-1180
** D R O IV TX **

HINGHAM
PROJECT TURNABOUT INC
224 BEAL STREET
HINGHAM, MA 02043
(617) 769-6320
** D R IV TX **
HOLOLYKE

THE HOLYOKE STREET SCHOOL
130 RACE STREET
HOLYOKE, MA 01040
(413) 252-1958
** AD Y PV **

HOPKINTON

HOSPITALITY HOUSE
112 MAIN STREET
HOPKINTON, MA 01740
(508) 435-3620
** A R TX PV **

HYANNES

BEECH HILL/HYANNIS
296 WINTER STREET
HYANNES, MA 02601
(508) 771-9166
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

CAPE COD COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
76 WEST MAIN STREET
HYANNES, MA 02601
(508) 771-0132
** A O Y E PI EA TX CI PV **

LAWRENCE

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF GREATER LAWRENCE
430 NORTH CANAL STREET
LAWRENCE, MA 01840
(508) 685-9505
** AD O E H EA TX PV **

PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER
ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT AND EDUCATION
480 ESSEX STREET
LAWRENCE, MA 01840
(508) 685-1337
** AD O Y H PI EA DM TX CI PV **

PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER
DAYBREAK SHELTER
95 NORTH PARISH ROAD
LAWRENCE, MA 01840
(508) 685-1337
** A R W E B H AI PI IV TX OT **

PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER
FOUNDATION HOUSE
10 HAVENHILL STREET
LAWRENCE, MA 01841
(508) 687-1658
** AD R B H AI PI CU IV TX **

PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER
PEGASUS ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
420 LOWELL STREET
LAWRENCE, MA 01840
(508) 687-4257
** D R H Y B H CU IV TX **

LEOMINSTER

MONTACHUSETT ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
4 MONUMENT SQUARE
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453
(508) 537-2450
** AD CI PV **

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
17 ORCHARD STREET
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453
(508) 537-6446
** A R M H PI DT TX **

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING
71 PLEASANT STREET
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453
(508) 537-8270
** AD O M Y E H IV DM TX CI **

LOWELL

CENTER FOR FAMILY DEVELOPMENT OF GREATER LOWELL INC
45 HERRIMACK STREET
LOWELL, MA 01852
(508) 659-2306
** AD O IV TX CI PV **

LOWELL GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION CENTER
295 VARNUM AVENUE
SERVICE BUILDING
LOWELL, MA 01854
(508) 937-6767
** A I IV DT TX **

LOWELL GENERAL HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
295 VARNUM AVENUE
SERVICE BUILDING
LOWELL, MA 01854
(508) 937-6056
** AD O H IV DM TX **

LOWELL HOUSE INC
102 APPLETON STREET
LOWELL, MA 01852
(508) 459-3371
** AD R W Y H IV TX **

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC OF GREATER LOWELL
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
99 CHURCH STREET
LOWELL, MA 01852
(5081) 458-6282
** AD O H EA TX CI PV **

WOMENS CENTER
517 MOODY STREET (REAR)
LOWELL, MA 01852
(508) 458-0821
** AD O M H TX PV **

LUDLOW

BAY COLONY HEALTH SERVICES INC
477 CENTER STREET
LUDLOW, MA 01056
(413) 589-0136
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

LYNN

ATLANTICARE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG SERVICES
500 LYNNFIELD STREET
LYNN, MA 01904
(617) 598-8600
** AD I O DT TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS
RESIDENTIAL INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY
110 GREEN STREET
LYNN, MA 01902
(617) 598-1270
** AD R TX **

MOUNT PLEASANT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
60 GRANITE STREET
LYNN, MA 01902
(617) 501-5600 EXT. 110
** AD I O CU IV DT EA TX **

PROJECTCOPE
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE
117 NORTH COMMON STREET
LYNN, MA 01902
(617) 581-9270
** D R H IV TX PV **

RECOVERY RESOURCES
OUTPT COUNSELING CTR OF PROJECTCOPE
117 NORTH COMMON STREET
LYNN, MA 01902
(617) 581-9270
** AD O N E DM TX PV **

RYAN REHABILITATION CENTER
100 GREEN STREET
LYNN, MA 01902
(617) 596-6506
** AD R W IV TX **

WOMENS PROGRAM OF RECOVERY RESOURCES
104 SOUTH COMMON STREET
LYNN, MA 01902
(617) 596-6506
** AD R W IV TX **

Malden

ADULT/ADOLESCENT COUNSELING INC
(AACID) DRIVER ALCOHOL EDUCATION
170 PLEASANT STREET
MALDEN, MA 02148
(617) 524-2218 EXT. 22
** A O Y E DM TX PV **
MILFORD
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
10 ASYLUM STREET
MILFORD, MA 01757
(508) 475-6723
** AD O M Y E H CU DM TX **

NATICK
NATUCKET COUNSELING SERVICE
OFF VESPER LANE
NATUCKET, MA 02554
(508) 228-2689
** AD O TX PV **

NATICK
SERENITY HOUSE
20 COTTAGE STREET
NATICK, MA 01760
(508) 655-7774
** AD R IV DT TX **

VALLE ASSOCIATES INC
LEONARD MORSE HOSPITAL START OUT PROG
67 UNION STREET
FAIR MEMORIAL BUILDING
NATICK, MA 01760
(508) 651-9700
** AD O M Y CU DM TX CI **

NEM BEDFORD
HARMONY HOUSE
234 EARLE STREET
NEM BEDFORD, MA 02746
(508) 992-8948
** A R TX PV **

NEM BEDFORD COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
C/O HARMONY HOUSE ADMIN UNIT
234 EARLE STREET
NEM BEDFORD, MA 02746
(508) 992-8948
** A R TX PV **

PARKHOO HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
4499 AUBURN AVENUE
NEM BEDFORD, MA 02740
(508) 995-4400 EXT. 550
** A O TX **

NEEDHAM
LINK HOUSE
37 WASHINGTON STREET
NEEDHAM, MA 02195
(508) 462-7343
** AD R TX OT **

TURNING POINT INC
NEEDHAM, MA 02195
(508) 462-8251
** AD O TX **

NORTH ADAMS
HELP LINE INC
111 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA 01247
(413) 663-6555
** AD CI **

NORTHERN BERKSHIRE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC
SOUTH FORTY ADOLESCENT SERVICES
85 MAIN STREET
SUITE 628
NORTH ADAMS, MA 01247
(413) 664-4641
** AD Y E PV **

NORTHAMPTON
COMMUNITY MULTI SERVICE AGENCY INC
NORTHAMPTON AND AMHERST YOUTH CENTERS
320 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01061
(413) 584-0249
** AD Y B H PV **

HAART
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
76 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 586-6550
** A O DM TX **

HAIRSTON HOUSE
25 GRAVES AVENUE
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 584-8137
** A R TX **

PREVENTION ONE
76 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 504-0660
** AD Y E H EA PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 564-4040 EXT. 347
** A I O CU IV TX PV **

385-9300
** D O Y IV TX CI PV **

MEDFIELD
ODYSSEY FTP
HOSPITAL ROAD
MEDFIELD, MA 02052
(508) 359-8594
** D R Y CU IV TX **

MIDDLEBORO
LAKEVILLE HOSPITAL
START PROGRAM
MIDDLEBORO, MA 02346
(508) 947-1251
** A I DM TX **

MILFORD
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
10 ASYLUM STREET
MILFORD, MA 01757
(508) 475-6723
** AD O M Y E H CU DM TX **

EASTERN MIDDLESEX
RECOVERY HOUSE
12 CEDAR STREET
Malden, MA 02148
(617) 324-5897
** AD R TX **

MARBLEHEAD
MARBLEHEAD COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
GROWTH AND LEARNING CENTER
66 CLIFTON AVENUE
MARBLEHEAD, MA 01945
(617) 631-8273
** AD O Y EA TX **

MARLBOROUGH
ALCOHOLISM REFERRAL CENTER
527 LINCOLN STREET
MARLBOROUGH, MA 01752
(508) 485-4357
** A M Y E B H AI IH PI CU PV **

MARLBOROUGH HOSPITAL
MARCAP
57 UNION STREET
MARLBOROUGH, MA 01752
(508) 485-1121 EXT. 270
** AD I O M IV DT TX **

MARLBOROUGH/WESTBOROUGH
CTR FOR BETTER LIVING S/A OUTPT PROG
31 SPRINGWILL AVENUE
MARLBOROUGH, MA 01752
(508) 481-2100 EXT. 48
** AD O M E CU IV TX CI PV **

TOGETHER INC
464 LINCOLN STREET
MARLBOROUGH, MA 01752
(508) 485-9300
** D O Y IV TX CI PV **

MEDFIELD
ODYSSEY FTP
HOSPITAL ROAD
MEDFIELD, MA 02052
(508) 359-8594
** D R Y CU IV TX **

MIDDLEBORO
LAKEVILLE HOSPITAL
START PROGRAM
MIDDLEBORO, MA 02346
(508) 947-1251
** A I DM TX **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NORTHBOROUGH</td>
<td>OFFICE OF FAMILY AND YOUTH SERVICES</td>
<td>TOWN HALL</td>
<td>508-288-0616</td>
<td>Family and youth services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHEAST</td>
<td>NORTH COTTAGE PROGRAM</td>
<td>69 EAST MAIN STREET</td>
<td>(508) 285-2701</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAK BLUFFS</td>
<td>MARTHA'S VINEYARD COMMUNITY SERVICES</td>
<td>OFF EDGARTON/VINEYARD HAVEN ROAD</td>
<td>(508) 693-7900</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORLEANS</td>
<td>FAMILY CENTER FOR ALCOHOL PROBLEMS</td>
<td>A PART OF CAPE COUNSELING CENTER</td>
<td>508-452-4393</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEMBROKE</td>
<td>PEMBROKE HOSPITAL</td>
<td>ALCOHOL/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE</td>
<td>508-826-0161</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PITTSFIELD</td>
<td>BERKSHIRE CORRECTIONAL SERVICES INC</td>
<td>OFFENDER TREATMENT PROGRAM</td>
<td>(413) 499-0220</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PITTSFIELD</td>
<td>BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDICTIONS</td>
<td>DOYLE DETOXIFICATION CENTER</td>
<td>(413) 499-0337</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PITTSFIELD</td>
<td>BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDICTIONS</td>
<td>OUTPATIENT CENTER</td>
<td>(413) 499-1000</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERKSHIRE WEST</td>
<td>BERKSHIRE WEST</td>
<td>HALFWAY HOUSE</td>
<td>206 FRANCIS AVENUE</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLYMOUTH</td>
<td>ALCOHOLIC FAMILY REHAB COUNCIL INC</td>
<td>OUTPATIENT TREATMENT</td>
<td>71 CHRISTA MCAULIFFE BOULEVARD</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUINCY</td>
<td>QUINCY DETOXIFICATION CENTER INC</td>
<td>GORDON HOUSE</td>
<td>120 WHITHEM STREET</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH SHORE COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDICTIONS</td>
<td>SOUTH SHORE HALFWAY HOUSE</td>
<td>10 DYSAERT STREET</td>
<td>QUINCY, MA 02169</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURVIVAL INC</td>
<td>37 WASHINGTON STREET</td>
<td>QUINCY, MA 02169</td>
<td>(617) 773-7023</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALLE ASSOCIATES INC/TURN RIGHT</td>
<td>7 FOSTER STREET</td>
<td>QUINCY, MA 02169</td>
<td>(617) 479-9446</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutland</td>
<td>Rutland Heights Hospital</td>
<td>ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM</td>
<td>MAPLE AVENUE</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutland</td>
<td>Rutland Heights Hospital</td>
<td>DAE 14 DAY PROGRAM</td>
<td>MAPLE AVENUE</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS</td>
<td>AMBULATORY SERVICES</td>
<td>27 CONGRESS STREET</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>Salem Hospital</td>
<td>MENTAL HEALTH ALCOHOLISM SERVICE</td>
<td>81 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelburne Falls</td>
<td>WEST COUNTY YOUTH PROGRAM INC</td>
<td>FCCA</td>
<td>MAPLE STREET</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>CASPAR ALCOHOL EDUCATION</td>
<td>226 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>CASPAR MENS PROGRAM</td>
<td>105 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Central Hospital</td>
<td>ALCOHOL UNIT</td>
<td>SUMMER STREET</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Caspar Mens Program</td>
<td>16 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Survival Inc</td>
<td>105 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Community Islamic Center</td>
<td>16 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Community Islamic Center</td>
<td>16 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Community Islamic Center</td>
<td>16 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Community Islamic Center</td>
<td>16 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Community Islamic Center</td>
<td>16 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Community Islamic Center</td>
<td>16 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Community Islamic Center</td>
<td>16 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>Community Islamic Center</td>
<td>16 HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
<td>SOMERVILLE, MA 02145</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SOUTHBRIDGE

TRI LINK INC.
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
51 EVERETT STREET
SOUTHBRIDGE, MA 01550
(508) 765-9101
** AD Y PV **

WELLS HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
29 PINE STREET
SOUTHBRIDGE, MA 01550
(508) 765-9167 EXT. 223
** AD O H H IV DM TX **

SPRINGFIELD

ALCOHOLISM DETOXIFICATION CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERV OF GRT SPRINGFIELD
1400 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 736-0534
** AD R PI IV DT TX **

COUNSELING CENTERS OF WESTERN MASS
SPRINGFIELD SITE
150 SUMNER AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01108
(413) 732-2553
** AD O H Y B H IV TX CI PV **

EXPERIMENT WITH TRAVEL
281 FRANKLIN STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01101
(413) 788-0973
** AD Y TX PV **

JEWISH FAMILY SERVICE OF
GREATER SPRINGFIELD
15 LENOX STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01108
(413) 737-2601
** AD O EA TX PV **

MARATHON HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
5 MADISON AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01105
(413) 735-2179
** D R TX **

NORTHERN EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
ETHOS III DRUG TREATMENT
756 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 737-8523
** AD O B IV DM TX PV **

OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
59-61 SAINT JAMES AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 739-4732
** AD R IV TX **

SLOAN CLINIC OF ASOOGS
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
3400 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 752-7476
** AD O H Y B H AI IH PI CU IV **
** EA DM TX **

SPRINGFIELD CTR FOR ALC TRT/EDUC
(ISCAPE) ETHOS
56 TEMPLE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01105
(413) 733-1472
** AD I R IV TX **

W H JOHNSON LIFE CENTER
756 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 737-1103
** AD Y CI PV **

WOMENS DIVISION ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
MY SISTERS HOUSE
89 BELMONT AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01108
(413) 733-7891
** AD R IV TX **

STOUGHTON

STRAIGHT/NEW ENGLAND
51 EVANS DRIVE
STOUGHTON, MA 02072
(617) 344-0950
** AD O Y TX **

TAUNTON

GREATER TAUNTON COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING CENTER
4 COHANNET STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
(508) 822-1311
** A O M Y H DM TX CI PV **

MALPOLE

PROJECT FACE INC
32 COMMON STREET
MALPOLE, MA 02081
(508) 668-5223
** AD O EA TX CI PV OT **

MALTHAM

HURLEY HOUSE
12-14 LOHELL STREET
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 899-2540
** A R TX PV **

MIDDLESEX REGIONAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER INC
775 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-0004
** A I H H DT TX **

165

MASSACHUSETTS

MOUNT AUBURN HOSPITAL
PREVENTION AND TRAINING CENTER
24 CRESCENT STREET
SUITE 301
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 893-0111
** AD PV **

WALTHAM/NESTON HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
HOPE AVENUE
WALTHAM, MA 02254
(617) 647-6996
** AD O Y EA TX PV OT **

WATERTOWN

CENTER FOR MH AND RETARDATION SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
372 MAIN STREET
WATERTOWN, MA 02172
(617) 926-5800
** AD O E IV TX CI **

TOWN OF WATERTOWN
MULTI SERVICE CENTER
127 NORTH BEACON STREET
WATERTOWN, MA 02172
(617) 926-3600
** AD O Y EA TX PV **

WELLESLEY

CHARLES RIVER HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE USE PROGRAM
203 GROVE STREET
WELLESLEY, MA 02181
(617) 235-0400
** AD TX OT **

WELLESLEY HILLS

HUMAN RELATION SERVICE OF
WELLESLEY INC
11 CHAPEL PLACE
WELLESLEY HILLS, MA 02181
(617) 235-4950
** AD PV OT **

WEST FALMOUTH

STEPHEN MILLER HOUSE
54 MAIN STREET
WEST FALMOUTH, MA 02574
(508) 560-5052
** D R Y B H AI PI CU IV EA TX PV **

WESTBOROUGH

EMERGENCY NURSES CARE INC
WESTBOROUGH, MA 01581
(508) 366-7591
** A Y DM PV **
MASSACHUSETTS

WINDMILL ASSOCIATES
WORKSHOP IN NEW DIRECTIONS
18 LYMAN STREET
WESTBOROUGH, MA 01581
(508) 366-6388
** AD O Y TX PV OT **

WESTFIELD
ALCOHOLISM SERV OF GREATER SPRINGFIELD
QUARRY HILL TREATMENT CENTER
137 EAST MOUNTAIN ROAD
WESTFIELD, MA 01085
(413) 560-1695
** AD I IV EA TX **

WINDMILL
WESTWOOD LODGE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
45 CLAPBOARDTREE STREET
WESTWOOD, MA 02090
(617) 762-7764
** AD I IV DT TX **

WINCHESTER
WINCHESTER HIGH SCHOOL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
60 SKILLINGS ROAD
WINCHESTER, MA 01892
(617) 721-7020 EXT. 29
** AD Y PV **

WOBURN
BAY COLONY HEALTH SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
200 WEST CUMMINGS PARK
SUITE 40
WOBURN, MA 01801
(617) 935-5005
** AD O C U EA TX **

CHOATE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CAULFIELD CENTER
21 WARREN AVENUE
WOBURN, MA 01801
(617) 933-6700 EXT. 4373
** AD I O IV DT TX **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICE INC
623 MAIN STREET
WOBURN, MA 01801
(617) 935-4208
** AD O DT EA DM TX PV **

WORCESTER
BANCROFT HUMAN SERVICES INC
25 QUINTIGAMOND AVENUE
WORCESTER, MA 01608
(508) 755-7118
** AD R O W Y H EA DM TX CI PV OT **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
BISHOP FLANAGAN CENTER
15 RIPLEY STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01610
(508) 798-0191
** A R E TX **

DEPARTMENT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH
26 QUEEN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01610
(508) 799-8632
** A I I PI DT TX PV **

FAITH INC
142 BURNOAT STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01606
(508) 855-9496
** AD R Y E B H AI IV TX **

PROSPECT HOUSE CRIMINAL JUSTICE
110 LANCASTER STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-0702
** D O W E B H AI IH CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

PROSPECT HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
110 LANCASTER STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-0702
** A O W Y E B H AI IH CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

PROSPECT HOUSE INC
PROSPECT/CHANNING I HWH
18 CHANNING STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 755-8086
** A R E B H AI IH CU IV TX CI PV **

PROSPECT HOUSE INC
PROSPECT/CHANNING II HWH
15 NORTHAMPTON STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 755-8990
** A R W E B H AI IH CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL
DEPT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
25 WINTHROP STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01604
(508) 798-6107 EXT. 6108
** AD O W Y H PV **

TRI PREVENTION FIRST/RECO
75A GROVE STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 752-8003
** AD W Y H PV **

WORCESTER PUBLIC INEBRIATE PROGRAM
695-701 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01601
(508) 757-0103
** A PI OT **
MICHIGAN

ADRIAN

CALL SOMEONE CONCERNED INC
PREVENTION UNIT
227 NORTH WINTER STREET
SUITE 215
ADRIAN, MI 49221
(517) 263-6739
** AD Y E B H EA PV **

CALL SOMEONE CONCERNED INC
SCREENING ASSESSMENT REFERRAL UNIT
155 NORTH MAIN STREET
ADRIAN, MI 49221
(517) 263-6739
** AD E B H EA PV **

ALBION

CALL SOMEONE CONCERNED INC
112 SOUTH SUPERIOR STREET
ALBION, MI 49224
(517) 629-2132
** AD Y E B PV **

ALMA

GRATIOT COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
INFORMATION CENTER
320 MARSHICK DRIVE
ALMA, MI 48801
(517) 663-4971 EXT. 40
** AD O EA BM TX CI PV **

ALPENA

BIRCHWOOD CENTER FOR CHEM DEPENDENCY
1501 WEST CHISHOLM STREET
ALPENA HOSPITAL
ALPENA, MI 49707
(517) 356-7242
** AD I R IV TX **

ANN ARBOR

ALPHA HOUSE
4290 JACKSON AVENUE
ANN ARBOR, MI 48106
(313) 662-0533
** AD R Y TX **

ANN ARBOR COMMUNITY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT AND PREV SERVICES
625 NORTH MAIN STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 662-5128
** AD O M Y B TX **
** KEY **

CLEAR HOUSE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
704 SPRING STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 663-2500
** AD O M IV MM OT **

D A W N INC
D A W N RE ENTRY
544 NORTH DIVISION STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 769-7540
** AD R M IV TX PV **

HURON OAKS
5301 EAST HURON RIVER DRIVE
ANN ARBOR, MI 48106
(313) 572-4300
** AD I R O H Y CU IV DT EA TX CI **
** PV **

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES CENTER INC
2770 CARPENTER ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48108
(313) 973-6350
** AD O TX **

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEPENDENCIES CLINIC
1500 EAST MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
UH 60 8806/0116
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 764-9190
** AD I E CU IV DT TX OT **

NASHOTAH COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
2301 PLATT ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 971-7900
** A O M Y EA TX PV **

BAD AXE

HURON COUNTY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PROG
COMMON GROUND
1108 SOUTH VAN DYKE STREET
BAD AXE, MI 48413
(517) 269-8652
** AD O Y E CU TX PV **

BARAGA

KEHEENAN BAY TRIBAL COUNCIL
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
BARAGA, MI 49908
(906) 353-6623 EXT. 40
** A R O AI TX PV **

BARK RIVER

THE OLIVE BRANCH
1343 HIGHWAY 2 AND 41
BARK RIVER, MI 49807
(906) 466-2200
** AD PV OT **

THREE FIRES HALFWAY HOUSE
3093 D ROAD
BARK RIVER, MI 49807
(906) 466-2876
** AD R H AI TX PV **

BATTLE CREEK

ALCOHOL/DRUG HIGHWAY SAFETY
115 WEST TERRITORIAL ROAD
SUITE 209
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 966-4009
** A DM PV **

CALHOUN COUNTY MH SERVICES
CRISIS LINE
190 EAST MICHIGAN AVENUE
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49017
(616) 966-1456
** AD OT **

NEW DAY ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVICE
ADOLESCENT
165 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49016
(616) 964-7121
** AD I Y IV TX CI PV **

NEW DAY ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVICE
ADULT
565 GENERAL AVENUE
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 964-7121
** AD I R M IV DT TX CI PV **
LAKENOOD CLINIC PC
280 NORTH WOODWARD AVENUE
SUITE 312
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48011
(313) 645-0022
** AD O Y IV TX **

MONTGOMERY AND ASSOCIATES
690 EAST MAPLE STREET
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48011
(313) 642-0042
** AD O DT EA TX PV **

SHELTERING ARMS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1650 EAST LINCOLN STREET
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48008
(313) 646-1040
** AD E PV **

SOUTH WOODWARD CLINIC PC
111 SOUTH WOODWARD STREET
SUITE 250
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48011
(313) 644-2900 EXT. 321
** AD O TX **

BLOOMFIELD HILLS
OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
2000 SOUTH WOODWARD AVENUE
SUITE 102
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48013
(313) 335-6670
** AD O Y E B H I H CU IV EA DM **

BRIGHTON
BRIGHTON HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICES
12851 EAST GRAND RIVER STREET
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 227-1211
** AD I O M E CU DT EA DM TX PV **

MERIDITH COUNSELING CENTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7600 GRAND RIVER STREET
SUITE 260
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 227-6946
** AD O IV EA TX **

CABILLAC
MEXFORD/MISSAUKEE
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
9905 EAST 13TH STREET
CAUILLAC, MI 49601
(616) 775-5651
** AD PV **

CALUMET
WILLOW HALL INC
210 8TH STREET
CALUMET, MI 49913
(906) 337-0043
** AD R M IV TX **

CENTER LINE
MACOMB COUNTY DRUG ABUSE
TREATMENT CLINIC
2652B VAN DYKE STREET
CENTER LINE, MI 48015
(517) 750-6670
** D O IV TX CI PV MM OT **

CHARLOTTE
REGION 13
SUBSTABUSE PREVENTION EDUCA (SAPE)
1790 EAST PACKARD HIGHWAY
CHARLOTTE, MI 48813
(517) 386-9951
** AD Y PV **

CLARE
MID MICHIGAN PREVENTION SERVICES OF
CLARE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
104 WEST 6TH STREET
CLARE, MI 48617
(517) 386-9951
** AD M Y E PV **

CLARKSTON
CLINICAL RESOURCES INC
5885 ORTONVILLE ROAD
CLARKSTON, MI 48016
(313) 625-8333
** AD O TX PV **

CONSORTIUM FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INC
5645 SASHABAW ROAD
CLARKSTON, MI 48016
(313) 625-9600
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

INSIGHT AT COLOMBIERE
9075 BIG LAKE ROAD
CLARKSTON, MI 48016
(313) 625-0400
** AD IV TX **

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5850 LORAC DRIVE
SUITE G
CLARKSTON, MI 48016
(313) 625-0400
** AD EA DM OT **
DEARBORN
FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/HAYNE COUNTY
WEST DIST AND EMPLOYEE COUNSELING PROG
22371 NEWMAN AVENUE
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 274-5940
** AD O EA DH TX CI PV OT **

DEARBORN HEIGHTS
DEARBORN HEIGHTS HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
5928 NORTH TELEGRAPH ROAD
DEARBORN HEIGHTS, MI 48127
(313) 277-3295
** AD O Y TX CI PV MM **

DETROIT
ADULT WELL BEING SERVICES
WEST CENTRAL SENIOR SERVICES
1506S GRAND RIVER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48227
(313) 842-5077
** AD O Y TX OT **

BONIFACE FACTS PROGRAM
5802 WEST FORT STREET
DETROIT, MI 48209
(313) 842-5077
** AD O Y TX OT **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
19653 MACK AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48216
(313) 801-6646
** AD O EA TX **

CHRISTIAN GUIDANCE CENTER
3664 TRUMBULL AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 832-1470
** AD R IV TX **

DETROIT RIVERVIEW HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
7735 EAST JEFFERSON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48214
(313) 499-4100
** A I O W B H AI PI DT TX **

DETROIT URBAN LEAGUE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
208 MACK STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 832-4600
** AD Y B PV **

DOCTORS HOSPITAL
EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINIC II
300 RIVER PLACE DRIVE
SUITE 5000
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 567-4990
** AD O W E B H AI CU DH TX PV **

EASTWOOD CLINICS
HARPER WOODS
17800 EAST 8 MILE ROAD
EASTLAND PROFESSIONAL BLDG SUITE 602
DETROIT, MI 48225
(313) 526-2276
** AD O DN TX **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
BEGINNINGS
13627 GRATIOT AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 526-6000
** AD O H CU IV TX PV MM **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
CONNER HOUSE
11542 CONNER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 745-7411
** AD O R H IV TX PV MM OT **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/HAYNE COUNTY
CENTRAL DISTRICT OFFICE
220 BAGLEY STREET
MICHIGAN BUILDING SUITE 224
DETROIT, MI 48226
(313) 965-2191
** AD O Y EA TX CI PV OT **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/HAYNE COUNTY
EAST DISTRICT OFFICE
9740 CHALMERS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 839-3500
** AD O Y EA TX CI PV OT **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/HAYNE COUNTY
NORTHWEST DIST/FAMILY TROUBLE CLINIC
11000 WEST MCNICHOLS ROAD
SUITE 320S AND 303
DETROIT, MI 48221
(313) 863-0700
** AD O Y EA TX CI PV OT **

FIELDBROOK COUNSELING CENTER
27056 JOY ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48239
(313) 937-8550
** AD O IV TX **

GRATEFUL HOME INC
335 EAST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 579-0417
** AD R M TX OT **

HARPER GRACE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3990 JOHN R STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 745-8901
** AD O O DH TX CI **

INSIGHT AT
DETROIT OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
12523 3RD AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48203
(313) 252-4690
** AD I M E B H CU IV DT EA TX **

JEFFERSON HOUSE
8511 EAST JEFFERSON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48214
(313) 331-9900
** AD R TX **

MARCI Andersen PHD
PERSONALIZED NURSING CORP PC
400 TOWER
500 RENAISSANCE CENTER
DETROIT, MI 48243
(313) 259-1399
** D O IV TX PV **

METRO EAST
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CORPORATION
8061 EAST HARPER AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
DETROIT, MI 48213
(313) 571-3140
** AD O M E B IV DT TX CI PV MM **

METRO MEDICAL GROUP EAST
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4401 CONNER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 823-9800
** AD O M Y E IV TX **

METRO MEDICAL GROUP/DETROIT NORTHWEST
HEALTH ALLIANCE PLAN SUBS ABUSE SERVS
1800 TUXEDO AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48206
(313) 252-1065
** AD O M Y E IV TX **

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION
(NGO) CONCORD
19000 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48223
(313) 856-5524
** AD O DH TX PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION
(NGO) 24 HOUR WALK IN CENTER
54 WEST HENRY STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 963-1525
** AD PI PV **
MICHIGAN

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION
CALVIN HILLS TREATMENT CENTER
105 EAST BALTIMORE STREET
DETOUR, MI 48021
(313) 875-5521
** AD O B CU IV EA DM TX **

NEM CENTER COMMUNITY MH SERVICES
2051 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETOUR, MI 48208
(313) 895-4000
** AD O E B CU TX CI PV **

NEM LIFE HOME FOR
RECOVERING ALCOHOLIC WOMEN
45 CHANDLER STREET
DETOUR, MI 48203
(313) 369-5010
** AD I DT TX HM OT **

NORTHEAST GUIDANCE CENTER
ALC AND CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT UNIT
17000 EAST MARREN STREET
DETOUR, MI 48215
(313) 824-5665
** AD O TX PV **

NORTHERN YMCA PREVENTION PROGRAM
CHOOSE TO LIVE
15900 WOODWARD AVENUE
ROOM 203
DETOUR, MI 48203
(313) 868-6055
** AD Y PV **

NORTHWEST GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8741 WEST CHICAGO BOULEVARD
DETOUR, MI 48204
(313) 936-2050 EXT. 228
** AD I IV DT TX OT **

PROJECT TRANSITION
2250 HITHERELL STREET
8TH FLOOR
DETOUR, MI 48201
(313) 961-4966
** AD Y M TX **

SACRED HEART REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
569 EAST ELIZABETH STREET
DETOUR, MI 48201
(313) 962-0422
** AD R O DT TX **

SALVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
2645 PARK AVENUE
DETOUR, MI 48201
(313) 964-0577
** AD R PI IV DT TX **

SHAR HOUSE INDUSTRIAL PROGRAM
(SHIP)
1852 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETOUR, MI 48208
(313) 894-8449
** AD R O IV EA TX CI **

SOCIETY HOUSE INC
2081 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETOUR, MI 48208
(313) 895-0500
** A R TX **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
(TASC) MAIN DRUG INTAKE
12000 6TH STREET
MEZZANINE
DETOUR, MI 48226
(313) 256-2573
** AD CI PV OT **

VANTAGE POINT
16320 WEST MCNICHOLS STREET
DETOUR, MI 48235
(313) 342-3607
** AD O Y DM TX PV **

DIMONDALE
SAINT LAURENCE HOSPITAL DIMONDALE CTR
ADDITIONS PROGRAM
4000 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
DIMONDALE, MI 48221
(313) 646-6622
** AD I Y CU IV DT TX CI PV **

EAST LANZING
FAMILY AND YOUTH SERVS DIV OF DECC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
415 PARK LANE
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 337-1611
** AD O Y TX PV **

MICHIGAN DEACONESS TREATMENT SERVICES
703 ABBOTT ROAD
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 352-2266
** AD O Y TX PV OT **

EDMORE
TRI COUNTY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
NEM DAY CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
EDMORE ROAD
1131 EAST HOWARD CITY
EDMORE, MI 48829
(517) 427-5173 EXT. 251
** AD I R IV DT TX CI **

FAIR HAVEN
CREATIVE COUNSELING CENTER
8006 DIXIE HIGHWAY
FAIR HAVEN, MI 48023
(313) 775-4269
** AD O DM TX PV **

FARMINGTON
ADULT/YOUTH DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
23135 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE 104
FARMINGTON, MI 48024
(313) 477-0107
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF
OAKLAND COUNTY
26105 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
FARMINGTON, MI 48018
(313) 471-4140
** AD O Y E TX CI PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AWARENESS PROGRAM
32795 WEST TEN MILE ROAD
FARMINGTON, MI 48024
(313) 477-5650
** AD O Y C **

FARMINGTON AREA ADVISORY COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
23450 MIDDLEBELT ROAD
FARMINGTON, MI 48024
(313) 477-6767
** AD O Y Y DM TX CI PV **

MEREDITH COUNSELING CENTERS
29226 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
FARMINGTON, MI 48018
(313) 851-4046
** AD O IV EA TX PV **

FLINT
CHOICES UNLIMITED INC
3717 VAN SYLDE ROAD
FLINT, MI 48507
(313) 232-2202
** AD O M Y B IN PI CU TX PV **

CONNEXION INC
310 EAST 3RD STREET
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 767-3750
** AD Y H DM PV **

INSIGHT
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
9-3255 BECHER ROAD
SUITE 600
FLINT, MI 48504
(313) 733-5988
** AD O H E CU IV TX **
MICHIGAN

HASTINGS

BARRY COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
220 WEST COURT STREET
HASTINGS, MI 49058
(616) 908-4866
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

HOLLAND

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OF MICH INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
412 CENTURY LANE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 396-2301
** AD O Y H EA DM TX CI PV **

HOLLY

HOLLY GARDENS
4501 ORANGE HALL ROAD
HOLLY, MI 48442
(313) 654-0140
** AD R Y IV TX **

HOMELL

MCPHERSON COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
MCPHERSON TREATMENT CENTER
620 BYRON ROAD
GROUND FLOOR
HOWELL, MI 48843
(517) 546-7216
** AD I IV DT TX **

HOMENS RESOURCE CENTER
404 EAST GRAND RIVER STREET
HOWELL, MI 48843
(517) 548-3525
** AD M PV **

JACKSON

BRIDGEMAY CENTER INC
1410 WEST GANSON STREET
JACKSON, MI 49202
(517) 783-2732
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

DOUBLE TALK
330 NORTH GRINNELL STREET
JACKSON, MI 49202
(517) 789-8683
** AD Y PV **

FOOTE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL REHAB AND TREATMENT CENTER
205 NORTH EAST AVENUE
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 788-4910
** AD R IV TX **

KALAMAZOO

GATEWAY VILLA
1910 SHAFFER ROAD
KALAMAZOO, MI 49001
(616) 349-8785
** AD PI IV EA TX CI OT **

KALAMAZOO PSYCHOLOGY PC
122 WEST SOUTH STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 349-4219
** AD O Y PI DM TX PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CTNS OF AMERICA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5360 HOLIDAY TERRACE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49009
(616) 388-6900
** AD EA OT **

SENIOR SERVICES INC
SENIORS AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
345 NORTH BURDICK HALL
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 382-0515 EXT. 7
** AD O E DM TX PV **

WESTSIDE FAMILY MH CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4025 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 101
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 381-2626
** AD O TX **

L'ANSE

BARAGA COUNTY
COUNSELING SERVICES INC
4 NORTH MAIN STREET
L'ANSE, MI 49946
(906) 524-7192
** AD O E TX **

LAKE ORION

GUEST HOUSE
1840 WEST SCRIPPS ROAD
LAKE ORION, MI 48055
(313) 391-3100 EXT. 33
** A R TX CI PV **

LANING

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVS OF MICHIGAN INC
CAPITOL AREA
300 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 102
LANING, MI 48933
(517) 484-4455
** AD EA CI **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
LANING REGIONAL AREA
3400 SOUTH CEDAR STREET
SUITE 200
LANING, MI 48910
(517) 887-0226
** A O TX PV **

NEW HORIZONS
SPECIALIZED TRT FOR COCAINE DEPENDENCY
915 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 203
LANING, MI 48906
(517) 402-0033
** D O CU TX **

OLDER ADULT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV AND TREATMENT
808 SOUTH STREET
SUITE A
LANING, MI 48910
(517) 867-7404
** D O E IV DM TX CI PV **

SOUTHLAND COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
808 SOUTH STREET
LANING, MI 48910
(517) 395-0150
** D O CU IV TX CI MM **

LAPEER

ALCOHOL INFORMATION AND
COUNSELING CENTER
1575 SUNCREST DRIVE
LAPEER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
LAPEER, MI 48446
(313) 667-0243
** AD O Y H TX PV **

CLINICAL CONSULTING COMPANY
255 CLAY STREET
LAPEER, MI 48446
(517) 673-8335
** A OT **

LELAND

LEELANAU SHERIFF
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
201 CHANDLER STREET
LELAND, MI 49653
(616) 256-9591
** AD Y PV **

LENDON PARK

BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
25050 OUTER DRIVE
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 382-6940
** AD O TX PV **
MICHIGAN

CLINTON COUNSELING CENTER
COMPREHENSIVE YOUTH SERVICES
2 CROCKER STREET
SUITE 105
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 468-2266
** AD 0 Y IV EA TX CI PV **

MACOMB FAMILY SERVICES INC I
57 CHURCH STREET
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 468-2656
** AD 0 EH TX PV **

RESULTS INC
126 SOUTH GRATIOT AVENUE
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 465-6257
** AD 0 TX EI **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
ADDITIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
16301 19 MILE ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 263-2760
** AD 0 Y TX **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
INPATIENT ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
15055 19 MILE ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 263-2760
** AD 0 1 IV EI TX EI **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT CLINIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
215 NORTH AVENUE
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 263-2767
** AD 0 EA TX **

MOUNT PLEASANT
MOUNT PLEASANT COUNSELING SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
3480 SOUTH ISABELLA ROAD
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 773-9655
** AD 0 Y EA TX EI PV **

MUSKEGON
EVERY MOMANS PLACE INC
1706 PECK STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 724-6405
** AD H CI PV **

MUSKEGON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1611 EAST OAK STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 724-6651
** AD 0 IV EA TX PV **

SEAMAY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
897 APPLE STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 773-6011
** AD 0 ME B AI IH CU EA EI TX EI PV **

WEST MICHIGAN ALC THERAPY SERVICE INC
1095 3RD STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49441
(616) 720-2180
** AD 0 HW Y EI TX EI PV **

LANS DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/LUCE COUNTY
405 NEWBERRY AVENUE
NEWBERRY, MI 49868
(906) 293-5107
** AD 0 EI TX EI PV **

NOVI
LAKEWOOD CLINIC PC
6355 12 MILE ROAD
NOVI, MI 48050
(313) 855-3222 EXT. 523
** AD 0 IV EI TX EI **

OAK PARK
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICE
TALBOT CENTER
26200 GREENFIELD ROAD
SUITE 90
OAK PARK, MI 48237
(313) 968-0400
** AD 0 Y EI TX EI CI PV **

OXFORD
OXFORD INSTITUTE
825 WEST DRAHNER ROAD
OXFORD, MI 48051
(313) 628-0500
** AD 0 0 ME Y EI YZ CU EI IV EI DT TX EI CI PV **

PAN PAIN
VAN BUREN COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
505 HAZEN STREET
SUITE 106
PAN PAIN, MI 49079
(616) 657-5596
** AD 0 EI TX EI PV **

PETOSKEY
HARBOR HALL
704 EMMET STREET
PETOSKEY, MI 49770
(616) 347-5511
** AD 0 EI TX EI **

WOODLAND COUNSELING CENTERS INC
820 ARLINGTON STREET
POTOSKEY, MI 49770
(616) 347-6053
** AD 0 EA TX EI OT **

Plymouth
KNOPF COMPANY INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1126 SOUTH MAIN STREET
PLYMOUTH, MI 48170
(313) 455-4303
** AD Y EI PV **

STRAIGHT/MICHIGAN
42250 ANN ARBOR ROAD
PLYMOUTH, MI 48170
(313) 453-2610
** AD 0 Y EI TX EI PV **

PONTIAC
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
55 FRANKLIN BOULEVARD
PONTIAC, MI 48053
(313) 334-3595
** AD 0 Y EI TX EI CI PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
TALBOT CENTER
5770 HIGHLAND ROAD
PONTIAC, MI 48054
(313) 674-3302
** AD 0 Y EI TX EI CI PV **

EASTWOOD AT AUBURN HILLS
1360 DORIS ROAD
PONTIAC, MI 48057
(313) 370-0720
** AD R EI TX EI PV **

HAVENWYK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1525 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
PONTIAC, MI 48057
(313) 573-9200
** AD EA PV **

HIGHLAND WATERFORD CENTER INC
577 SOUTH TELEGRAPH ROAD
PONTIAC, MI 48053
(313) 338-6616
** AD 0 Y EI TX EI PV **

PONTIAC OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
50 NORTH PERRY STREET
PONTIAC, MI 48050
(313) 338-5212
** AD 0 IV EI DT TX EI CI PV **

RESIDENTS AWARENESS PROGRAM INC
1435 NORTH OAKLAND BOULEVARD
PONTIAC, MI 48054
(313) 666-2722
** AD R 0 IV EI TX EI CI PV **

176
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERV OF ST CLAIR CO
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2601 13TH STREET
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 987-9100
** AD O Y E DH TX PV **

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
3415 28TH STREET
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 985-9618
** AD PV **

PRUDENVILLE
HUMAN AID INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3000 WEST HOUGHTON LAKE DRIVE
PRUDENVILLE, MI 48651
(517) 422-5162
** AD O DH TX PV **

RIVERVIEWS
RIVERVIEWS CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
18591 QUARRY ROAD
RIVERVIEWS, MI 48192
(313) 282-2126
** AD R O PI IV DT DM TX CI OT **

SAINT CLAIR
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE OF
SAGINAW COUNTY
1226 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 755-8491
** AD O EA TX OT **

INSIGHT INTL INC/SAGINAW DIV
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1250 SOUTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
SUITE 306
SAGINAW, MI 48601
(517) 755-2173
** AD O B H TX **

SAGINAW COUNTY
INFORMATION CENTER ON ALCOHOLISM
2216 MEISS STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 792-2943
** A Y PV **

SAGINAW COUNTY
OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1600 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SUITE 502
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 755-0959
** AD EA CI **

SAGINAW GENERAL HOSPITAL
INSIGHT
1447 NORTH HARRISON STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 771-2980
** AD I H B CU IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT CLAIR
RIVER DISTRICT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4100 SOUTH RIVER ROAD
SAINT CLAIR, MI 48079
(313) 329-7111 EXT. 430
** AD DM PV **

SAINT CLAIR SHORES
LAKEWOOD SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER INC
25001 HARPER AVENUE
SAINT CLAIR SHORES, MI 48081
(313) 759-9114
** AD O Y TX **

OXFORD INSTITUTE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
SAINT CLAIR SHORES
21200 HARPER AVENUE
SAINT CLAIR SHORES, MI 48080
(313) 776-5300
** AD O IN IV TX PV **

SAINT IGNACE
LMAS PREVENTION PROGRAM
YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
199 FERRY LANE
SAINT IGNACE, MI 49781
(906) 643-7818
** AD Y PV **
SAINT JOHNS

CLINTON COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
1000 EAST STURGIS STREET
SUITE 3
SAINT JOHNS, MI 48879
(517) 224-6228
** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **

SANILAC COUNTY

ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
37 AUSTIN STREET
SANILAC, MI 48471
(513) 648-4172
** AD O IV DH TX PV **

SAULT SAINTE MARIE

AMERICAN INDIAN SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2154 SHUNK ROAD
SAULT SAINTE MARIE, MI 49783
(906) 635-6075
** A AT PV **

SIX LAKES

TRI COUNTY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
107 EAST VESTA STREET
SIX LAKES, MI 48086
(517) 427-5173
** AD I IV TX **

SOUTH HAVEN

VAN BUREN COUNTY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
511 HURON STREET
SOUTH HAVEN, MI 49090
(616) 637-0421
** AD O DM TX PV **

SOUTHFIELD

CENTRAL THERAPEUTIC SERVICES
17600 WEST 8 MILE ROAD
SUITE 7
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48076
(313) 559-4340
** AD O IV Y B H CU TX **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
2669 N 8 MILE ROAD
SUITE 100
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48034
(313) 353-5030
** AD O EA TX **

FAMILY RESOURCES INC
28448 FRANKLIN ROAD
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48034
(313) 354-4580
** AD O IV Y CU IV TX PV **

GANESH CLINIC
28165 GREENFIELD STREET
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48076
(313) 569-6642
** AD O IV EA TX **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
21700 NORTHEASTERN HIGHWAY-SUITE 750
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 559-5558
** TX CI PV **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
16001 WEST 9 MILE ROAD
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 424-3305
** AD I O E DM TX **

STERLING

STERLING AREA HEALTH PROJECT
725 EAST STATE STREET
STERLING, MI 48659
(517) 654-3501
** AD O EA DM TX PV OT **

TAMAS CITY

AU SABLE VALLEY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1199 WEST HARRIS AVENUE
TAMAS CITY, MI 48763
(517) 362-8636
** AD O Y DM TX CI PV **

TAYLOR

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
8750 TELEGRAPH ROAD
SUITE 420
TAYLOR, MI 48180
(313) 287-6995
** AD O IV E DM TX CI PV **

HERITAGE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
24775 HAIK AVENUE
TAYLOR, MI 48180
(313) 295-5220
** AD I O Y DT DM TX PV **

MERIDITH COUNSELING CENTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
20600 EUREKA ROAD
TAYLOR, MI 48180
(313) 281-4430
** AD O IV EA TX **

TRaverse CITY

DAKOSKE HALL
116 EAST 8TH STREET
TRaverse CITY, MI 49684
(616) 922-4810
** AD R M CU TX **

PHOENIX HALL
445 EAST STATE STREET
TRaverse CITY, MI 49684
(616) 922-4898
** AD R M O H TX **

THIRD LEVEL CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER INC
908 WEST FRONT STREET
TRaverse CITY, MI 49684
(616) 922-4800
** AD PV **

TRaverse BAY AREA
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2235 NORTH GARFIELD STREET
TRaverse CITY, MI 49684
(616) 922-6200
** AD Y PV **

WILLIAMSBURG RECOVERY CENTER
7220 SUPPLY ROAD
TRaverse CITY, MI 49684
(616) 947-9573
** AD R IV TX **

TROY

CONSORTIUM FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INC
755 WEST BIG BEAVER ROAD
20TH FLOOR SUITE 2019
TROY, MI 48084
(313) 362-4333
** AD O M Y CU EA DM TX CI PV **

MERIDITH COUNSELING CENTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2838 EAST LONG LAKE ROAD
TROY, MI 48038
(313) 524-9275
** AD O IV EA TX **

UTICA

GANESH CLINIC
7877 STEAD STREET
UTICA, MI 48089
(313) 254-1340
** AD O IV EA TX PV **

MACOMB FAMILY SERVICES INC II
62140 VAN DYKE STREET
UTICA, MI 48087
(313) 254-5660
** AD DM TX **
OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
39880 VAN DYKE STREET
UTICA, MI 48078
(313) 976-0210
** AD O Y E B H H CU IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

PHOENIX CENTER INC
4455 METROPOLITAN PARKWAY
UTICA, MI 48310
(313) 939-7650
** AD O Y TX PV **

PHOENIX CENTER INC
NORTH BRANCH OFFICE
52935 MOUND ROAD
UTICA, MI 48087
(313) 759-7440
** AD O Y TX PV **

MARSHALEN
BI COUNTY OUTPATIENT COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
26091 SHERWOOD STREET
SUITE 10A
WARREN, MI 48091
(313) 758-2872
** AD O Y E CU TX **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF MACOMB
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
24900 HOOVER ROAD
WARREN, MI 48089
(313) 757-3800
** AD O EA DH TX **

GROWTH INC
20111 HOOVER ROAD
SUITE 7A
WARREN, MI 48093
(313) 574-1611
** AD O TX **

LAKEWOOD SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER INC
29600 CIVIC CENTER BOULEVARD
MACOMB COUNTY SATELLITE SERVS BLDG
WARREN, MI 48093
(313) 573-2085
** AD O Y TX **

SALVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
MACOMB COUNTY SATELLITE
23700 VAN DYKE AVENUE
WARREN, MI 48089
(313) 757-4090
** AD R O IV DT EA DH TX **

WAYNE
ANNAPOLIS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE THERAPY
31555 ANNAPOLIS ROAD
WAYNE, MI 48184
(313) 647-4167 EXT. 293
** AD I O Y CU IV DT DH TX CI PV **

CANNIP/E/KOVACH ASSOCIATES PC
3850 2ND STREET
SUITE 110
WAYNE, MI 48104
(313) 326-4280
** AD O W Y B CU EA TX **

DRUG ABUSE REDUCTION THROUGH
WAYNE COUNTY INTERMEDIATE SCH DISTRICT
33500 VAN BORN ROAD
WAYNE, MI 48104
(313) 467-1300
** AD PV **

WESTLAND
MEBRETH COUNSELING CENTER
30555 MICHIGAN AVENUE
WESTLAND, MI 48105
(313) 851-4046
** AD O IV EA TX **

WILLIAM H
HANNAH/VIL INDIAN COMMUNITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROJECT
ROUTE 1
WILLIAM H, MI 48096
(906) 466-5512
** AD AI PV **

WYANDOTTE
DOWNRIVER GUIDANCE CLINIC
ADULT SERVICES INC
13465-55 NORTHLINE ROAD
WYANDOTTE, MI 48195
(313) 283-7010
** A O TX **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/WAYNE COUNTY
SOUTHWEST DISTRICT OFFICE
3042 FIRST STREET
WYANDOTTE, MI 48192
(313) 284-7171
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

YPSILANTI
BEYER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE THERAPY PROGRAM
135 SOUTH PROSPECT STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48198
(313) 481-8760
** AD O Y TX PV **

CORNER HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
210 WEST CROSS STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(313) 484-3600
** AD Y PV **

OCCATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
452 HEMITT ROAD
YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(313) 482-6900
** AD EA CI **

SOS COMMUNITY CRISIS CENTER
114 NORTH RIVER STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48198
(313) 485-3222
** AD PV **

177
AH-GNAH-CHING
LAKESIDE CENTER
AH-GNAH-CHING, MN 56430
(218) 547-5369
** AD R M E AI TX **

ALEXANDRIA
DOUGLAS COUNTY HOSPITAL
LAKEVIEW CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
111 17TH AVENUE EAST
ALEXANDRIA, MN 56308
(612) 762-8135
** AD O Y DT EA TX PV **

ANOKA
ANOKA/METRO REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
3300 4TH AVENUE NORTH
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 427-5310
** AD PV **

ATHWATER
SAINT FRANCIS HALFAY HOUSE
202 SOUTH 3RD STREET
ATHWATER, MN 56209
(612) 974-8850
** AD R TX OT **

AUSTIN
AGAPE HALFAY HOUSE INC
200 5TH STREET SW
AUSTIN, MN 55912
(507) 433-8819
** AD R Y TX PV OT **

BARNESVILLE
RED RIVER SERENITY MANOR INC
123 2ND STREET NE
BARNESVILLE, MN 56514
(218) 354-2336
** AD R M TX **

BEMIDJI
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES OF BEMIDJI
1615 5TH STREET NN
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 751-9510
** AD O W Y EA TX **

UPPER MINNESOTA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PERSONAL AND FAMILY FREEDOM
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 751-3280
** AD O EA TX **

BRAHAM
DANEOBOARD AND LODGING
ROUTE 2
BRAHAM, MN 55006
(612) 396-3282
** AD R TX OT **

BRAINERD
BRAINERD REGIONAL HUMAN SERVICES CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1777 HIGHWAY 18 EAST
BRAINERD, MN 56401
(218) 828-2387
** AD I M AI EA TX CI PV **

BRECKENRIDGE
SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
HOPE UNIT
401 OAK STREET
BRECKENRIDGE, MN 56502
(218) 643-5000 EXT. 223
** AD O EA TX **

BUFFALO
HEALTH CENTRAL OF BUFFALO
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
303 CATLIN STREET
BUFFALO, MN 55313
(612) 682-5940
** AD O Y EA TX **

BURNSVILLE
COMMUNITY ACTION COUNCIL
14451 COUNTY ROAD 11
BURNSVILLE, MN 55344
(612) 451-2112
** AD M Y PV OT **

CAMBRIDGE
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DELLWOOD RECOVERY CENTER
725 SOUTH DELLWOOD AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE, MN 55008
(612) 689-1500 EXT. 115
** A I O EA DM TX PV **

CARLTON
LAKE VENDAH COMMUNITY
EAST CHUB LAKE ROAD
CARLTON, MN 55710
(218) 304-6464
** A R TX **

CASS LAKE
AA BAA KA MISIMIN DETOX CENTER
ROUTE 3
CASS LAKE, MN 56653
(218) 338-2219
** AD N AI PI OT **

CENTER CITY
HAZELDEN FOUNDATION
15245 PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD
CENTER CITY, MN 55025
(612) 257-6010
** AD R IV EA TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

ENVIRONMENT/TYPExE OF CARE:
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = MORMEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTIONS:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
CHASKA

STAFFORD CHEM DEPENDENCY TRT CTR INC
302 HANLUT STREET
CHASKA, MN 55318
(612) 448-6557
** AD O M Y E B H AI PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

COTTAGE GROVE

HAWTHORN INSTITUTE INC
750 80TH STREET SOUTH
COTTAGE GROVE, MN 55016
(612) 458-3757
** AD O DH TX PV OT **

DETROIT LAKES

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL SOLUTIONS
1027 WASHINGTON AVENUE
DETROIT LAKES, MN 56501
(218) 847-5611
** AD I O IV EA TX **

DULUTH

CENTER ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
424 W 5TH STREET
DULUTH, MN 55802
(218) 726-4736
** AD O TX OT **

DULUTH DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1001 EAST FIRST STREET
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 723-6444
** AD R DT TX OT **

HOMARD FRIESE MEMORIAL HALFWAY HOUSE
1520 EAST 2ND STREET
DULUTH, MN 55812
(218) 728-4566
** AD R TX OT **

HARRY MANH HALFWAY HOUSE
74 NORTH 11TH AVENUE EAST
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 724-5424
** AD R M IV TX OT **

MILLER DHAN MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
502 EAST 2ND STREET
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 720-3135
** AD I O EA TX CI PV **

PORT REHABILITATION CENTER
23 MESABA AVENUE
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-7415
** AD R M IV TX **

THUNDERBIRD HALFWAY HOUSE
229 NORTH 4TH AVENUE WEST
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-1476
** AD R AI EA DH TX **

WREN HOUSE
1731 WEST FIRST STREET
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 722-2703
** AD R AI EA DH TX **

2001/YOUNG PEOPLES
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
2001 WEST 3RD STREET
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 726-2001
** AD I Y TX **

EAST GRAND FORKS
DOUGLAS PLACE INC
322 5TH STREET NW
EAST GRAND FORKS, MN 56721
(218) 773-9801
** AD R TX PV **

EDEN PRAIRIE

FAIRVIEW RECEIVING AND EVALUATION CTR
9927 VALLEY VIEW ROAD
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55344
(612) 241-0120
** AD R DT DM TX **

ELY

ELY COMMUNITY RESOURCE INC
105 EAST CHAPMAN STREET
ELY, MN 55731
(218) 365-5254
** AD Y PV **

FAIRMONT

CHAIN OF LAKES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC
ROUTE 1
FAIRMONT, MN 56031
(507) 235-6657
** AD R IV TX PV OT **

SUNRISE TREATMENT PROGRAM
RURAL ROUTE 1
FAIRMONT, MN 56031
(507) 238-4382
** AD O EA TX **

FARIBAULT

FARIBAULT FAMILY FOCUS
1400 CANNON CIRCLE
FAIRBIAUL, MN 55021
(507) 354-4614
** A O DM TX PV **

FARMINGTON

STEPPE STONES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC
209 DAK STREET
SUITE 1
FARMINGTON, MN 55024
(612) 463-3740
** AD O M Y CU EA DH TX CI PV **

FERGUS FALLS

FERGUS FALLS REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCY REHABILITATION CENTER
FERGUS FALLS, MN 56037
(218) 739-7200
** AD I O M Y PI IV TX **

FOREST LAKE

DISTRICT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
246 11TH AVENUE SE
FOREST LAKE, MN 55025
(612) 464-7016
** AD O Y TX **

GAYLORD

GAYLORD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
HARLEY TREATMENT CENTERS INC
640 3RD STREET
GAYLORD, MN 55334
(612) 237-2911 EXT. 39
** AD O DW TX CI PV OT **

GLENNCO

HARLEY TREATMENT CENTERS INC
705 16TH STREET EAST
GLENNCO, MN 55336
(612) 866-6139
** AD O Y DH TX **

GRAND MARAIS

COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL
NORTH SHORE OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
GRAND MARAIS, MN 55604
(218) 387-1500 EXT. 19
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV OT **

GRAND RAPIDS

NORTHLAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
215 2ND AVENUE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MN 55744
(218) 326-1274
** AD O Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

WILLIAM PEABODY CENTER
DETOX AND CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
600 SOUTHpokegama AVENUE
GRAND RAPIDS, MN 55744
(218) 326-8544
** AD R DT TX OT **

179
MINNESOTA

GRANITE FALLS

PROJECT TURNABOUT
660 18TH STREET
GRANITE FALLS, MN 56241
(612) 564-9411
** AD I O M Y DT TX CI PV **

HIBBING

MESABI MEDICAL CENTER
RANGE TREATMENT CENTER/A AND CD
750 34TH STREET EAST
HIBBING, MN 55746
(218) 262-5587
** AD I O IV EA TX CI PV OT **

STAFFORD CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CTR
1011 EAST EXCELSIOR AVENUE
HIBBING, MN 55743
(612) 931-0711
** AD O M Y E B H AI PI CU EA DM **
** TX PV **

HUTCHINSON

HUTCHINSON DETOXIFICATION
RECEIVING CENTER
1095 HIGHWAY 15 SOUTH
HUTCHINSON, MN 55350
(612) 567-2148 EXT. 254
** AD R PI TX PV OT **

INTERNATIONAL FALLS

FALLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
PINEVIEW REGIONAL RECOVERY CENTER
1800 WEST 3RD STREET
INTERNATIONAL FALLS, MN 56649
(218) 285-7222
** AD R DT DH TX OT **

LE CENTER

CHOICES
203 WEST LANEBUG STREET
LE CENTER, MN 56057
(612) 357-9513
** AD I O IV TX PV **

LITCHFIELD

J L COUNSELING SERVICE
112 NORTH SIBLEY STREET
LITCHFIELD, MN 55355
(612) 693-7219
** AD O TX **

LITTLE FALLS

SAINT GABRIELS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
815 SE 2ND STREET
LITTLE FALLS, MN 56355
(612) 632-5941 EXT. 131
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

MANKATO

CENTER FOR HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
MANKATO, MN 56001
(218) 935-5603
** A PV **

NORTHEASTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
MAHKOMEN CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
MAHKOMEN, MN 56001
(218) 935-2207
** AD O TX CI PV **

MARSHALL

PROJECT TURNABOUT
300 SOUTH BRUCE STREET
MARSHALL, MN 56258
(507) 537-9195
** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **

MINNEAPOLIS

AIRPORT TREATMENT PROGRAMS
2626 EAST 82ND STREET
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55425
(612) 854-4242
** AD O CU EA TX CI PV **

ANTHONY LOUIS CENTER/BLAINE
1000 PAUL PARKWAY
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55434
(612) 757-2906
** AD R Y TX **

CENTERCARE TREATMENT PROGRAM
900 SOUTH 8TH STREET
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 347-4680
** AD O CU TX **

COAKLEY TREATMENT CENTER
7362 UNIVERSITY AVENUE NE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55432
(612) 572-9551
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CREATE INC
1911 PLEASANT AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55403
(612) 874-9811
** AD O EA DM TX CI **

EDEN RESIDENTIAL
1025 PORTLAND AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 338-0723
** AD R IV TX **

EDEN YOUTH PROGRAM
1035 EAST FRANKLIN AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 874-9461
** AD O Y TX **

FAIRVIEW SOUTHDALE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
6401 FRANCE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55435
(612) 924-5900
** AD I O CU IV DM TX CI PV **

Hazelton Womens Outpatient Program
1400 PARK AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 348-9445
** AD O M IV TX PV **
MINNESOTA

NEVIS
PINE MANOR 2 INC
ROUTE 2
NEVIS, MN 56467
(218) 732-4337
** AD I R O PI DT TX PV **

NEW ULM
BROWIN COUNTY DETOX AND EVALUATION CTR
1417 SOUTH STATE STREET
NEW ULM, MN 56073
(507) 359-9111
** AD R PI CU DT DM TX OT **

NEW ULM DOMICILIARY CAREUNIT
1417 SOUTH STATE STREET
NEW ULM, MN 56073
(507) 359-9111
** AD R E PI TX OT **

SIOUTH TRAILS MENTAL HEATH CENTER
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
1407 SOUTH STATE STREET
NEW ULM, MN 56073
(507) 354-3181
** AD EA PV OT **

SIOUTH VALLEY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1324 5TH STREET
NEW ULM, MN 56073
(507) 354-1055
** AD I O EA TX **

OWATONNA
OWATONNA FAMILY FOCUS
120 NORTH CEDAR STREET
OWATONNA, MN 55060
(507) 451-0511
** AD O DM TX PV **

WEST HILLS LODGE INC
540 FLORENC AVENUE
OWATONNA, MN 55060
(507) 451-1172
** AD R TX CI PV **

PLYMOUTH
ANTHONY LOUIS HOUSE/PLYMOUTH
115 FORESTVIEW LANE NORTH
PLYMOUTH, MN 55441
(612) 546-8088
** AD R Y TX **

HAZELDEN PIONEER HOUSE
11505 36TH AVENUE NORTH
PLYMOUTH, MN 55441
(612) 559-2022
** AD R Y IV TX **

PRINCETON
SAHARA HOUSE
SERENITY MANOR INC
407 LA GRANDE AVENUE SOUTH
PRINCETON, MN 55371
(612) 369-5703
** AD R Y TX PV **

PRIOR LAKE
LIFESTYLE COUNSELING CENTERS
14053 COMMERCE AVENUE NE
SUITE 140
PRIOR LAKE, MN 55372
(612) 447-1117
** AD O TX **

RED WING
SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL OF RED WING
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1407 WEST 4TH STREET
RED WING, MN 55066
(612) 368-6721
** AD I O EA TX CI PV **

ROCHESTER
CRONIN HOMES INC
622 NORTH BROADWAY
ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 282-1204
** A H E PI OT **

GUEST HOUSE
4800 48TH STREET NE
ROCHESTER, MN 55903
(507) 280-4693
** A R TX PV **

MAYO CLINIC
adolescent drug abuse service
MAYO CLINIC
DESK R-3
ROCHESTER, MN 55905
(507) 284-4500
** AD O TX CI PV **

ROCHESTER METHODIST HOSP/MAYO CLINIC
adolescent chemical dependency unit
201 WEST CENTER STREET
ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 286-7592
** AD I Y IV TX OT **

SOUTHERN FAMILY RECOVERY CENTERS
STONE BARN
615 16TH STREET SW
ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 281-0221
** AD O TX **

THE GABLES
604 5TH STREET SW
ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 281-2500
** AD R H IV TX **

ZUMBRO VALLEY CRISIS RECEIVING UNIT
2116 SE CAMPUS DRIVE
ROCHESTER, MN 55903
(507) 286-8750
** AD R DT TX CI PV OT **

ZUMBRO VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
2116 CAMPUS DRIVE SE
ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 280-1875
** AD O IV DM TX CI PV **

SAINT CHARLES
SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
LINLEY HOUSE
205 CIRCLE DRIVE
SAINT CHARLES, MN 55972
(507) 952-3000
** AD R H Y IV TX **

SAINT CLOUD
CENTRAL MINNESOTA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1321 NORTH 13TH STREET
SAINT CLOUD, MN 56301
(612) 252-5010
** AD O H IV EA DM TX CI PV **

SAINT CLOUD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL ADDICTION CENTER
1406 6TH AVENUE NORTH
SAINT CLOUD, MN 56301
(612) 255-5612
** AD O M Y E CU IV DT EA DM TX **
** PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG UNIT 116C
SAINT CLOUD, MN 56301
(612) 252-1670 EXT. 311
** AD I E DT EA TX PV **

SAINT PAUL
CHILDREN ARE PEOPLE INC
493 SELBY AVENUE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55102
(612) 227-4031
** AD Y PV **

CONCEPTUAL COUNSELING INC
245 EAST 6TH STREET
SUITE 435
SAINT PAUL, MN 55101
(612) 221-0334
** AD O DM TX **
MINNESOTA

WILLMAR REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
WILLMAR, MN 56201
(612) 231-5100
** AD I M CU IV EA DH TX PV MM **

WOODSTOCK

NEW LIFE TREATMENT CENTER
WOODSTOCK, MN 56186
(507) 777-4521
** AD R O PI EA DH TX PV OT **
## MISSISSIPPI

### BAY SPRINGS
**WEEMS ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM**
ALC AND DRUG PROG/JASPER COUNTY
BAY SPRINGS, MS 39422
(601) 764-2201
** AD O M Y E B H AI IH CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

### BOONEVILLE
**TIMBER HILLS REGION IV MH/HR CENTER**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 30 BY PASS
BOONEVILLE, MS 38829
(601) 728-3174
** AD O TX **

### BRANDON
**HUMAN SERVICES CENTER**
HIGHWAY 80 EAST
CROSSTIES
BRANDON, MS 39042
(601) 826-8800
** AD O TX PV **

### CANTON
**HUMAN SERVICES CENTER**
929 NORTH LIBERTY STREET
CANTON, MS 39046
(601) 859-8371
** AD O TX PV **

### CARTHAGE
**WEEMS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER**
ALC AND DRUG PROG/LEAKE COUNTY
303 HIGHWAY 16 WEST
CARTHAGE, MS 39051
(601) 267-5581
** AD O M Y E B H AI IH PI CU IV **
** DT EA DM TX CI PV **

### CHARLESTON
**TALLAHATCHIE COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER**
NORTH MARKET STREET
CHARLESTON, MS 38921
(601) 647-5535
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

### CLARKSDALE
**REGION I MENTAL HEALTH CENTER**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1742 CHERYL STREET
HEALTH SERVICES BUILDING
CLARKSDALE, MS 38614
(601) 627-7267
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

### CLEVELAND
**DELTA COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
404 MARTIN LUTHER KING JUNIOR DRIVE
CLEVELAND, MS 38732
(601) 843-9465
** AD R O IV TX CI PV **

### COLLINS
**PINE BELT MH/HR CENTER**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
104 NORTH FIRST STREET
COLLINS, MS 38622
(601) 765-4514
** AD O DM TX **

### COLUMBIA
**PINE BELT MH/HR CENTER**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
SUMRALL ROAD
COLUMBIA, MS 39429
(601) 756-6799
** AD O DM TX **

### COLUMBUS
**COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES**
LOMONDES COUNTY OFFICE
1001 MAIN STREET
COLUMBUS, MS 39701
(601) 328-9225
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

### COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
**THE PINES ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CTR**
108 10TH STREET NORTH
COLUMBUS, MS 39701
(601) 327-7916
** AD R O PI DT EA DM TX CI PV **

### CORINTH
**ALCORN COUNTY COMMUNITY WORK CENTER**
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
ROUTE 4
CORINTH, MS 38834
(601) 287-8105
** AD O TX PV **

### TIMBER HILLS REGION IV MH/HR CENTER
**CINCINNATI ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM**
OLD HIGHWAY 45 SOUTH
CORINTH, MS 38834
(601) 287-4424
** AD O TX PV **

### TIMBER HILLS REGION IV MH/HR CENTER
**HILLS COMMUNITY CENTER**
HILLS DWELLING HOUSE/ALCOHOL ALCOHOLISM HOUSE/ALCOHOL
106 5TH STREET
CORINTH, MS 38834
(601) 286-6908
** A R DT TX **

### DECATUR
**WEEMS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER**
ALC AND DRUG PROG/NEWTON COUNTY
DECATUR, MS 39272
(601) 635-3342
** AD O M Y E B H AI IH PI CU EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

### DEKALB
**WEEMS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER**
ALC AND DRUG PROG/KEMPER COUNTY
DEKALB, MS 39328
(601) 743-5616
** AD O M Y E B H AI IH PI CU EA **
** DM TX PV **

### **KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>RESIDENTIAL</td>
<td>OUTPATIENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>MOBEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>YOUTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ELDERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BLACKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>HISPANICS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### UNIT FUNCTION |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TX</th>
<th>TREATMENT UNIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>PREVENTION UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>METHADONE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>OTHER UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MISSISSIPPI

EUPORA

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
WEBSTER COUNTY OFFICE
200-A EAST FOX AVENUE
PHYSICIANS OFFICE BUILDING
EUPORA, MS 39744
(601) 250-0147
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

GREENVILLE

NUNAN ADOLESCENT CENTER
GREENVILLE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
BUILDING 355
GREENVILLE, MS 38701
(601) 332-0012
** AD R Y IV TX **

GREENWOOD

DENTON HOUSE
HIGHWAY 62 EAST
GREENWOOD, MS 38930
(601) 455-3222
** A R DT EA DM TX CI PV **

REGION V MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
OLD BROWNING ROAD
GREENWOOD, MS 38930
(601) 453-8701
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

MAYSIDE COTTAGE
OLD BROWNING ROAD
GREENWOOD, MS 38930
(601) 453-8701
** A R EA DM TX CI PV **

GULFPORT

CPC SAND HILL HOSPITAL
11150 HIGHWAY 49 NORTH
GULFPORT, MS 39503
(601) 831-1700
** AD I Y DM TX CI **

GULF COAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
LIVE OAKS TREATMENT CENTER
35120 COUNTY BARN ROAD
GULFPORT, MS 39503
(601) 865-0091
** AD R IV DT TX **

GULF COAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4514 OLD PASS ROAD
GULFPORT, MS 39501
(601) 865-1132
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI **

HATTIESBURG

FOREST COUNTY COMMUNITY WORK CENTER
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
ALCORN AVENUE
HATTIESBURG, MS 39401
(601) 544-8791
** AD O TX PV **

PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
HATTIESBURG ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
100 SOUTH 20TH AVENUE
HATTIESBURG, MS 39401
(601) 544-2052
** AD O DM TX CI **

PINE GROVE RECOVERY CENTER
2255 BROADWAY DRIVE
HATTIESBURG, MS 39401
(601) 264-0050
** AD IV EA TX **

HERNANDO

REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
SATELLITE CENTER
DR SEYNOYES OFFICE BUILDING
HERNANDO, MS 38632
(601) 368-7675
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

HOLLY SPRINGS

REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
SATELLITE OFFICE
160 SPRING STREET
HOLLY SPRINGS, MS 38635
(601) 252-4140
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

IUKA

TIMBER HILLS REGION IV MH/MR COMM INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
WHITE HOUSE ROAD
IUKA, MS 38852
(601) 423-3352
** AD O TX **

JACKSON

DRUG RESEARCH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
1991 LAKELAND DRIVE
SUITE B
JACKSON, MS 39216
(601) 362-9329
** AD PV **

HARBOR HOUSES OF JACKSON INC
MENS DIVISION ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT
1019 WEST CAPITOL STREET
JACKSON, MS 39203
(601) 355-0061
** A R DT DM TX **

HARBOR HOUSES OF JACKSON INC
WOMENS DIVISION
FANNIN ROAD
ROUTE 4
JACKSON, MS 39208
(601) 932-3020
** A R DT DM TX **

JACKSON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
969 LAKELAND DRIVE
ST DOMINIC JACKSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
JACKSON, MS 39216
(601) 364-6103
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

JACKSON RECOVERY CENTER
5354 1-55 SOUTH FRONTAGE ROAD
JACKSON, MS 39212
(601) 372-9768
** AD I R IV DT TX **

MISSISSIPPI BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1225 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39201
(601) 968-1106
** AD I R O IV DT EA TX PV **

NEW HOPE THREE QUARTER HOUSE
428 HOOKER STREET
JACKSON, MS 39204
(601) 352-7541
** AD B H AI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1500 EAST HOODOM MILSON
UNIT 11661
JACKSON, MS 39216
(601) 346-1254
** A I O DT EA TX OT **

LAUREL

PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
420 6TH AVENUE
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 649-7921
** AD O DM TX **

PINE BELT RECOVERY HOUSE
712 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 625-3561
** AD R M DM TX **

SERENITY HOUSE
711 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 628-7241
** AD R M DT DM TX **
LEAKESVILLE
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
GREENE COUNTY HOSPITAL
LEAKESVILLE, MS 38451
(601) 394-5047
** AD O DM TX **

LOUISVILLE
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
WINSTON COUNTY OFFICE
COURT STREET
COUNTY COURT HOUSE
LOUISVILLE, MS 39339
(601) 773-9377
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

LUCEDALE
SINGING RIVER MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
LUCEDALE SATELLITE BRANCH
103 INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD
LUCEDALE, MS 38452
(601) 947-4274
** AD O TX CI PV **

MACON
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
NOXUBEE COUNTY OFFICE
507 JEFFERSON STREET
MACON, MS 39341
(601) 726-5042
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

MAGEE
SIMPSON COUNTY COMMUNITY WORK CENTER
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
324 RAILROAD DRIVE EAST
MAGEE, MS 39111
(601) 869-3201
** AD O TX PV **

MARKS
REGION I MH/MR CENTER
QUITMAN COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER
QUITMAN COUNTY WELFARE DEPARTMENT
MARKS, MS 38646
(601) 326-4445
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

MENDENHALL
HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
HIGHWAY 13 NORTH
MENDENHALL, MS 39114
(601) 847-4410
** AD O TX PV **

NEW ROADS HALFMA Y HOUSE
ROUTE 2
MENDENHALL, MS 39114
(601) 847-2623
** AD R TX **

MERIDIAN
MEEMS COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HARMONY HOUSE
2806 7TH STREET
MERIDIAN, MS 39301
(601) 695-1001
** AD R W Y E B H AI IH PI CU DT **
** EA DM TX **

MEEMS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALC AND DRUG PROG/LAUDE DALE COUNTY
MERIDIAN, MS 39304
(601) 483-4821
** AD O W Y E B H AI IH PI CU EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

NATCHez
HUMAN HOSPITAL NATCHez
RESTORE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
129 JEFFERSON DAVIS BOULEVARD
NATCHez, MS 39120
(601) 445-6287
** AD I CU IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

HID AUGUSTA
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
NEW AUGUSTA, MS 39462
(601) 964-8204
** AD O DM TX **

OCEAN SPRINGS
SINGING RIVER MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
OCEAN SPRINGS SATELLITE CENTER
509 WASHINGTON STREET
OCEAN SPRINGS, MS 39564
(601) 875-6729
** AD O TX **

OXFORD
REGION II MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1908 HIGHWAY 7 BYPASS SOUTH
OXFORD, MS 38655
(601) 234-7521
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

REGION II MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HAVEN HOUSE
1908 HIGHWAY 7 BYPASS SOUTH
OXFORD, MS 38655
(601) 234-7237
** A R DT TX **

PARC HMAN
MISSISSIPPI STATE PENITENTIARY
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
PARC HMAN, MS 38758
(601) 745-6611 EXT. 286
** AD R O TX PV **

PASCAGOULA
GREEN HOUSE ANNEX
2602 WEST CRISHELL AVENUE
PASCAGOULA, MS 39567
(601) 769-8054
** AD R TX OT **

SINGING RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
4507 MCARTHRU STREET
PASCAGOULA, MS 39567
(601) 769-1793
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

STEVES CENTER
4905 TELEPHONE ROAD
PASCAGOULA, MS 39567
(601) 769-1280
** AD R O W IV DT TX PV **

PHILADELPHIA
MEEMS COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALC AND DRUG PROG/NESHOB A COUNTY
PHILADELPHIA, MS 39350
(601) 656-3451
** AD O W Y E B H AI IH PI CU IV **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

PITTSBORO
CALHOUN COUNTY COMMUNITY WORK CENTER
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
ROUTE 1
PITTSBORO, MS 38951
(601) 983-7717
** AD O TX PV **

REGION II MH/MR CENTER
PITTSBORO SATELLITE OFFICE
NEW COURT ROOM
PITTSBORO, MS 38951
(601) 983-4033
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

PRENTISS
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
MOUNT CARMEL AND 2ND STREETS
PRENTISS, MS 39474
(601) 792-4872
** AD O DM TX **
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
PHILLIPS OFFICE BUILDING
PURVIS, MS 39475
(601) 794-6543
** AD O DM TX **

QUITMAN
MEEMS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALC AND DRUG PROG/CLARKE COUNTY
QUITMAN, MS 39355
(601) 776-6051
** AD O W Y E B H AI IH PI CU IV **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

RALEIGH
MEEMS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALC AND DRUG PROG/SMITH COUNTY
MAIN STREET
RALEIGH, MS 39153
(601) 782-9461
** AD O W Y E B H AI IH PI CU IV **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

RIPLEY
TIMBER HILLS REGION IV MH/MR COMM INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
716 SOUTH MAIN STREET
RIPLEY, MS 38663
(601) 837-8154
** AD O TX **

SARDIS
REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
SATELLITE OFFICE
HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
SARDIS, MS 38666
(601) 487-2746
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

SENATobia
REGION II MH/MR CENTER
SENATOBIA SATELLITE OFFICE
424 WEST MAIN STREET
SENATOBIA, MS 38668
(601) 562-5216
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

STARKVILLE
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
OKTIBBEHA COUNTY OFFICE
117 WEST LAMPKIN STREET
STARKVILLE, MS 39759
(601) 322-9261
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

TUNICA
REGION I MH/MR CENTER
TUNICA COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER
EAST EDWARDS STREET
TUNICA, MS 38676
(601) 363-5222
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

TUPELO
REGION III CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 78 EAST
TUPELO, MS 38801
(601) 804-3551
** AD R TX CI PV **

REGION III MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
605 EASON BOULEVARD
TUPELO, MS 38801
(601) 804-1717
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

REGION III NE MH/MR COMMISSION
TRANSITION PROGRAM
ROUTE 2
TUPELO, MS 38801
(601) 801-2405
** AD R TX CI **

TUPELO MUNICIPAL COURT
DUI ASSESSMENT CENTER
TUPELO, MS 38802
(601) 804-6516
** D DM CI PV **

TURNING POINT
830 SOUTH GLOSTER STREET
TUPELO, MS 38801
(601) 804-3973
** AD I O Y IV DT EA TX CI PV DT **

VICKSBURG
BELMONT HOUSE
809 BELMONT STREET
VICKSBURG, MS 39180
(601) 634-0181
** AD R DT TX **

KUHN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL COMM MORK CTR
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
1422 OPENWOOD STREET
VICKSBURG, MS 39180
(601) 638-5756
** AD O TX **

MARIAN HILL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
100 MCAULEY DRIVE
VICKSBURG, MS 39180
(601) 631-2700
** AD I O IV DT EA TX PV DT **

WARREN/YAZOO MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
VICKSBURG SATELLITE CENTER
1315 ADAMS STREET
VICKSBURG, MS 39180
(601) 638-0031
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

WATER VALLEY
REGION II MH/MR CENTER
WATER VALLEY OFFICE
114 CHURCH STREET
WATER VALLEY, MS 38965
(601) 473-3693
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

MAYNEDsboro
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
WAYNE COUNTY HOSPITAL
MAYNESBORO, MS 39567
(601) 735-3350
** AD O DM TX **

WEST POINT
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
CLAY COUNTY OFFICE
221 COMMERCE STREET
WEST POINT, MS 38973
(601) 494-7060
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

WESTFIELD
MISSISSIPPI STATE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
BUILDING B4
WESTFIELD, MS 39193
(601) 939-1221 EXT. 234
** AD I R IV DT TX **

YAZOO CITY
WARREN/YAZOO MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
YAZOO CITY SATELLITE CENTER
129 SOUTH MAIN STREET
YAZOO CITY, MS 39194
(601) 746-5712
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **
MISSOURI

BOONVILLE
FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC
ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
214 1/2 MAIN STREET
BOONVILLE, MO 65233
(314) 882-2333
** AD O IV DH TX PV **

BRAGGADOCIO
ALPHA FOR ADOLESCENTS
HIGHWAY J WEST
BRAGGADOCIO, MO 65286
(314) 757-6432
** AD R Y DT TX CI **

BRIDGETON
COMPREHENSIVE OCCUPATIONAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICES
12255 DEPAUL DRIVE
DEPAUL PROFESSIONAL BUILDING ROOM 435
BRIDGETON, MO 63044
(314) 291-5404
** AD DH TX **

CAMERON
FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER/CAMERON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
502 NORTHLAND DRIVE
CAMERON, MO 64429
(314) 632-6161
** AD O IV DH TX CI PV **

CAPE GIRARDEAU
CAPE GIRARDEAU MISER INC
253 INDEPENDENCE STREET
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701
(314) 334-6503
** AD R O M HT TX CI **

FRANCISCAN
ALCOHOL/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRT PROG
211 SAINT FRANCIS DRIVE
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701
(314) 335-1251
** AD I O IV DT TX CI **

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI HALFWAY HOUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
43 SOUTH LORIMER STREET
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701
(314) 334-6513
** AD OT **
** KEY **

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI HALFWAY HOUSE
GIBSON CENTER
43 SOUTH LORIMER STREET
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701
(314) 334-6513
** AD R O DT TX **

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI HALFWAY HOUSE
HOPE CENTER
341 NORTH MAIN STREET
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701
(314) 334-9683
** AD R TX **

CHESTERFIELD
CROSSROADS DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SAINT LOUIS INC
16735 NORTH OUTER 40 ROAD
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
(314) 532-0935
** AD O Y TX **

CLINTON
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CONSULTANTS
HARRISON PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
CLINTON, MO 64429
(316) 885-6586
** AD R O IV EA DH TX CI PV **

COLUMBIA
COMPREHENSIVE COUNSELING
800 NORTH PROVIDENCE ROAD
COLUMBIA, MO 65205
(314) 875-1356
** AD O Y TX **

FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1001 EAST WALNUT STREET
SUITE 202
COLUMBIA, MO 65201
(314) 443-2204
** AD PV OT **

FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
1001 EAST WALNUT STREET
SUITE 202
COLUMBIA, MO 65201
(314) 449-2501
** AD O IV TX **

MCCAMBRIDGE CENTER FOR WOMEN
404 NORTH COLLEGE AVENUE
COLUMBIA, MO 65201
(314) 449-3953
** AD R O M IV DH TX **

MID MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
3 HOSPITAL DRIVE
COLUMBIA, MO 65201
(314) 449-2511 EXT. 440
** AD I R O IV DT TX **

PHOENIX HOUSE OF COLUMBIA INC
607 SOUTH 5TH STREET
COLUMBIA, MO 65201
(314) 442-7026
** A R E B H AI IN TX **

FARMINGTON
SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
HIGHWAY 32 EAST
FARMINGTON, MO 63660
(314) 756-6478
** AD EA DH OT **

SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER
AGUINAS CENTER
HIGHWAY 32 EAST
FARMINGTON, MO 63660
(314) 756-6478
** AD R O IV DT EA DH TX PV **

FESTUS
COMMUNITY TREATMENT INC
(COMTREA)
227 MAIN STREET
FESTUS, MO 63028
(314) 937-3500
** AD R O IV DT DM TX PV **

FLORENSANT
CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL NORTHWEST
RECOVERY CENTER
1225 GRAHAM ROAD
FLORENSANT, MO 65301
(314) 839-3800 EXT. 5250
** AD I O Y IV TX PV **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:
I = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
S = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
DT = DETOXIFICATION
M = SEXUAL VICTIM
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
Y = YOUTH
DM = DMI/ASAP SERVICES
E = ELDERLY
OT = OTHER UNIT
H = BLACKS
UNIT FUNCTION:
B = HISPANICS
CB = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
** = PV = PREVENTION UNIT
** KEY **
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MISSOURI

FULTON

SERVE INC
CROSSROADS
829 JEFFERSON STREET
FULTON, MO 65251
(314) 642-8563
** AD R DW TX PV **

SERVE INC
MATCH HOUSE
709 NICHOLS STREET
FULTON, MO 65251
(314) 642-3383
** AD R O W DM TX PV **

HANNIBAL

CARTER HOUSE
119 SOUTH 10TH STREET
HANNIBAL, MO 63401
(314) 240-0580
** AD R IV DT TX **

HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
121 SOUTH 10TH STREET
HANNIBAL, MO 63401
(314) 240-1196
** AD OT **

HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
MAIN UNIT
121 SOUTH 10TH STREET
HANNIBAL, MO 63401
(314) 240-0580
** AD R O W DM TX PV **

HAYTI

FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
STAPLETON DETOXIFICATION CENTER
ROUTE 1
HAYTI, MO 63851
(314) 359-2600
** AD R DT EA TX CI **

HIGGINSVILLE

SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHAB PROGRAM INC
112-E WEST 19TH STREET
HIGGINSVILLE, MO 64057
(816) 584-7459
** AD R O IV DT DM TX CI **

HIGH RIDGE

TEEN CHALLENGE OF SAINT LOUIS
2650 APPLITEREE ACRES
HIGH RIDGE, MO 63049
(314) 677-1776
** AD R Y IV DM TX **

INDEPENDENCE

COMMUNITY EDUCATION SERVICES
115 WEST LEXINGTON STREET
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64050
(816) 254-7767
** AD DM PV **

INDEPENDENCE REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
STEP UP UNIT
1509 WEST TRUMAN ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64050
(816) 836-8100 EXT. 4782
** AD I O Y IV DT TX CI PV **

JEFFERSON CITY

CHARLES E STILL HOSPITAL
PROBLEM DRINKER PROGRAM
1125 SOUTH MADISON AVENUE
JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65102
(314) 635-7141 EXT. 246
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

FAMILY COUNSELING OF MISSOURI INC
CAPITOL UNIT
1515 EAST HIGH STREET
JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65101
(314) 634-6591
** AD O IV DM TX **

MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
DIV OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
1915 SOUTH RIDGE DRIVE
JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65102
(314) 752-6942
** AD PV OT **

WHISPERING OAKS HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT HOSP
1316 WEST EDDIEWOOD DRIVE
JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65101
(314) 634-5000
** AD I Y TX PV **

JOPLIN

FAMILY SELF HELP CENTER INC
1809 CONNOR STREET
JOPLIN, MO 64801
(417) 782-8437
** AD R O W TX **

OZARK CENTER/NEW DIRECTIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2808 PICHER STREET
JOPLIN, MO 64803
(417) 781-7620
** AD OT **

OZARK CENTER/NEW DIRECTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
2808 PICHER STREET
JOPLIN, MO 64801
(417) 781-7420
** AD R O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

KANSAS CITY

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AFTERCARE PROGRAM
1112 BROADWAY
KANSAS CITY, MO 64105
(816) 221-4577
** AD O TX **

COLUMBIA HEALTH SYSTEM INC
400 EAST RED BRIDGE ROAD
RED BRIDGE PROF BUILDING SUITE 212
KANSAS CITY, MO 64131
(816) 941-9809
** AD O IV EA DM TX **

COMMUNITY ADDICTION PROGRAMS
616 EAST 63RD STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 533-3440
** AD O DM TX PV **

DE LA SALLE EDUCATION CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
3740 FOREST AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 561-4445
** AD Y PV **

DRD KANSAS CITY MEDICAL CLINIC
723 EAST 18TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 285-3877
** D O M CU IV TX CI MM **

GREATER KANSAS CITY MH FOUNDATION
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
600 EAST 22ND STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 471-3000 EXT. 465
** AD OT **

GREATER KANSAS CITY MH FOUNDATION
OUTPATIENT COMPONENT (NARA/DPSP)
712 EAST LINWOOD BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 756-1391
** AD O IV TX **

GREATER KANSAS CITY MH FOUNDATION
RESIDENTIAL COMPONENT (NARA/DPSP)
712 EAST LINWOOD BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 756-1391
** AD R IV TX **
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INDUSTRIAL REHABILITATION CENTER
5011 TRUMAN ROAD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64126
(816) 231-6357
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

JAN CLAYTON CENTER
TAFHA INC
3823 WYANDOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64111
(816) 951-5211
** AD R O M IV TX CI PV **

KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER (KCCC)
DETOX UNIT
1514 CAMPBELL STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 421-6670
** A R IV DT TX CI **

KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER (KCCC)
SOUTH UNIT
2751 CHARLOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 521-7733
** A R IV TX CI **

KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER INC (KCCC)
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1514 CAMPBELL STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 421-6670
** A OT **

LAKESIDE HOSPITAL
LAKESIDE TREATMENT CENTER
8701 TROOST STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64131
(816) 995-2375
** AD I O IV DT TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE/KANSAS CITY AREA
6155 OAK STREET
SUITE C
KANSAS CITY, MO 64113
(816) 361-5900
** AD CI PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
425 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE 100-110
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 444-0733
** AD D O M TX **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT
425 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE 100-110
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 444-0733
** AD D O M TX **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
4311 EAST 56TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64150
(816) 523-1213
** D R TX **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
SOUTH CLINIC
6305 EVANSTON STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64133
(816) 757-3733
** D O M TX **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
MENTAL HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2800 MAIN STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 755-5700 EXT. 7336
** AD I O Y CU IV DT EA TX PV **

SPEAS RESOURCE CENTER ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
616 EAST 65TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 444-0642
** AD PV **

TASK FORCE FOR WOMEN ALCOHOLICS INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
3823 WYANDOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64111
(816) 951-8211
** AD OT **

TASK FORCE FOR WOMEN ALCOHOLICS INC
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROG (TAFHA INC)
2918 TRACY AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 561-9909
** AD R O Y V EA TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY TREATMENT CENTER
2105 INDEPENDENCE BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64124
(816) 283-2873
** AD I Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
4801 LINWOOD BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64128
(816) 861-4700 EXT. 557
** AD I O IV DT EA DH TX CI PV MM **
** OT **

WELCOME HOUSE
1434 EAST 27TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 421-9169
** A EA OT **

WESTERN MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL FREE PROGRAM
2211 CHARLOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 234-5930
** D O IV TX PV **

WESTERN MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG PROGRAM/ADMIN
600 EAST 22ND STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 234-5930
** D O IV MT **

KIRKSVILLE
FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
705 SAINT FRANCIS STREET
KIRKSVILLE, MO 65301
(314) 688-5925
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
705 SAINT FRANCIS STREET
KIRKSVILLE, MO 65301
(314) 688-5925
** AD EA OT **

FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
705 SAINT FRANCIS STREET
KIRKSVILLE, MO 65301
(314) 688-5925
** AD EA OT **

LAKE OZARK
CLEAR POINTE
HORSESHOE BEND
1050 BITTERSHEET ROAD
LAKE OZARK, MO 65049
(314) 365-2111
** AD I R IV DT TX PV **
MISSOURI

LEBANON

LA CAM COUNSELING CENTER
201 WEST COMMERCIAL STREET
KNOTT PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
LEBANON, MO 65536
(417) 532-7102
** AD 0 R 0 IV TX **

MACKS CREEK

FAMILY COUNSELING OF MISSOURI INC
CEDAR RIDGE UNIT
ROUTE 1
MACKS CREEK, MO 65706
(314) 365-5325
** AD 0 R 0 IV TX **

MARYVILLE

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER/MARYVILLE
116 NORTH MAIN STREET
MARYVILLE, MO 64468
(816) 582-3300
** AD 0 IV DM TX CI PV **

MENET

BARRY AND LAWRENCE COUNTIES
MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION UNIT 2
307 4TH STREET
MENET, MO 65708
(417) 235-6610
** AD 0 DM TX PV **

NEVADA

HEARTLAND HOSPITAL
LIFE CENTER OF NEVADA
ASHLAND AND PREHITT STREETS
NEVADA, MO 64772
(417) 667-2666
** AD I Y EA TX PV **

NEVADA STATE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
NEVADA, MO 64772
(417) 667-7833 EXT. 222
** AD I TX **

SEDALIA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
815 SOUTH ASH STREET
NEVADA, MO 64772
(417) 667-8582
** AD 0 IV DM TX CI PV **

POPLAR BLUFF

ROY D HAYDEN CENTER
SHAMAR CORPORATION
ASHCROFT AND HALF MILE ROADS
POPLAR BLUFF, MO 63901
(314) 785-6644
** AD R O DT EA DM TX **

ROLLA

PHelps COUNTY REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
STRESS CENTER
1000 WEST 10TH STREET
ROLLA, MO 65401
(314) 341-2350
** AD I IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

SAINT CHARLES

BRIDGEWAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
114 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 4
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
(314) 946-5045
** AD OT **

BRIDGEWAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
MAIN UNIT
114 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 4
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
(314) 946-5045
** AD 0 TX PV **

BRIDGEWAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
NOMENS CENTER
125 NORTH 5TH STREET
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
(314) 946-6854
** AD R O TX PV **

SAIN'T JOSEPHS HEALTH CENTER
SAINT CHARLES PROGRAM
300 FIRST CAPITOL DRIVE
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
(314) 947-5140
** AD I M Y IV DT TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER (PIONEER)
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DEPARTMENT
510 FRANCIS STREET
SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501
(816) 364-1862
** AD 0 EA TX CI PV **

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER CMHC
ALC AND DRUG SERVICES/ADMN UNIT
910 EDMOND STREET
SUITE 100
SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501
(816) 364-1501
** AD EA OT **

NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUNRISE CENTER
909 FELIX STREET
SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501
(816) 252-6622
** AD R IV DT TX **

SAINT LOUIS

ARCHWAY COMMUNITIES INC
5652 PERSHING AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63112
(314) 361-1630
** AD R O IV TX **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
5615 PERSHING AVENUE
SUITE 12
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63112
(314) 361-8421
** AD 0 IV TX **

BLACK ALC/DRUG SERVICE INFO CENTER
(BASIC)
625 NORTH EUCLID STREET
SUITE 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108
(314) 367-8200
** AD O Y B TX PV **

CAREUNIT HOSPITAL OF SAINT LOUIS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
1755 SOUTH GRAND BOULEVARD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
(314) 771-0500
** AD I O Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

COUNSELING CENTER OF CLAYTON
225 SOUTH MERAMEC AVENUE
ROOM 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63105
(314) 725-6585
** AD O M Y E B H CU IV DT EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

DART INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1307 LINDBERGH PLAZA CENTER
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
(314) 569-3105
** AD OT **

DART INC
MEDICATION UNIT
1307 LINDBERGH PLAZA CENTER
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108
(314) 569-3105
** D O IV MH **

DART INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT
1307 LINDBERGH PLAZA CENTER
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
(314) 771-6720
** D O IV TX PV **

DART INC
PRIMARY RECOVERY UNIT
1307 LINDBERGH PLAZA CENTER
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
(314) 569-3105
** AD R O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **
FAMILY AND PERSONAL SUPPORT CENTERS OF GREATER SAINT LOUIS
2650 OLIVE STREET
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63105
(314) 523-8200
** AD O EA TX PV **

HARRIS HOUSE FOUNDATION
8327 SOUTH BROADWAY
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63111
(314) 631-4299
** AD R O TX **

HAWTHORN CHILDREN'S PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL RESIDENTIAL ABUSE PROGRAM (RAP)
5247 FYLER STREET
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63139
(314) 644-8692
** AD I R O Y IV TX CI PV **

HYLAND CENTER
10020 KENNERLY ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
(314) 525-7200
** AD I O W E IH CU DT DM TX CI **

INTERSTATE COURT SERVICE
ALCOHOL EDUCATION CLINIC
10425 LIBERTY AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
(314) 434-9441
** AD O Y DM TX CI PV **

MAGDALA FOUNDATION
4158 LINDELL BOULEVARD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108
(314) 652-6004
** AD O H IV EA DH TX PV **

NARCOTICS SERVICE COUNCIL INC (NASCO)
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2305 SAINT LOUIS AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
(314) 241-4310
** AD OT **

NASCO CENTRAL CLINIC
2305 SAINT LOUIS AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63104
(314) 241-4310
** AD R O N B IV DT DM TX **

NASCO WEST CLINIC
7100 OAKLAND AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
(314) 647-5444
** AD O IV TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE/SAIN T LOUIS AREA
8790 MANCHESTER ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63144
(314) 962-8456
** AD Y EA DM PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF SAINT LOUIS INC
4201 MCKIBBON ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63134
(314) 426-4201
** D R O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH CENTER
2842 NORTH BALLAS ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
(314) 569-1277
** AD Y PV **

SAINT LOUIS STATE HOSPITAL COMPLEX
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
5400 ARSENAL STREET
MS 349
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63159
(314) 652-5310
** AD I IV DT TX **

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
3010 WASHINGTON AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103
(314) 652-5310
** AD R PI DT TX OT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
JEFFERSON BARRACKS
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63125
(314) 652-4100 EXT. 4010
** AD I O CU IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **
** MM **

WEST END CLINIC
5917 MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63112
(314) 361-0560
** D O IV MM **

SALEM
SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER
SALEM CENTER
200 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
SALEM, MO 65560
(314) 729-4303
** AD R O IV DT EA DH TX PV **

SEDALIA
CENTRAL STATES MENTAL HEALTH CONSULTANTS INC
310 WEST 5TH STREET
SEDALIA, MO 65301
(816) 827-0019
** AD O EA DM TX **

SPRINGFIELD
LAKES COUNTRY REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2626 WEST COLLEGE ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 862-1753
** AD OT **

LAKES COUNTRY MEMORIES CENTER
427 SOUTH GRANT STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 862-3455
** AD O R O M IV EA TX PV **

OZARKS NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM PARK CENTRAL SQUARE
407 HOLLAND BUILDING
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 863-4167
** AD Y PV **

PHOENIX CIRCLE
205 EAST SAINT LOUIS STREET SUITE 677
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 865-5313
** AD O Y CI IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SIGMA HOUSE INC
318 1/2 EAST PERSHING STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 862-3539
** AD I R O IV DT TX **

TEEN CHALLENGE OF THE OZARKS
1445 WASHINGTON STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 864-6305
** AD R Y IV TX PV **

TRENTON
NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2711 MEADOWLARK LANE
TRENTON, MO 64685
(816) 359-4487
** AD O IV TX **

NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2711 MEADOWLARK LANE
TRENTON, MO 64685
(816) 359-4487
** AD R O IV EA DH TX CI PV **

TROY
BRIDGEWAY COUNSELING SERVICE INC
401 MAIN STREET
TROY, MO 63379
(314) 528-7611
** AD O TX PV **
MISSOURI

WARRENSBURG
WEST CENTRAL MISSOURI MHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
520-C BURKARTh ROAD
WARRENSBURG, MO 64093
(816) 747-7127
** AD D IV EA DM TX CI PV **

WEST PLAINS
SOUTH CENTRAL MISSOURI REHAB CENTER
703 MISSOURI AVENUE
WEST PLAINS, MO 65775
(417) 256-2570
** AD R O DT EA DM TX PV **

MINFIELD
BRIDGEMAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
HUNTER HOUSE
ROUTE 2
MINFIELD, MO 63309
(314) 668-6226
** AD R TX PV **
MONTANA

ANAHEMA

DEER LODGE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES OF ANAHEMA
100 WEST PARK STREET
ANAHEMA, MT 59711
(406) 563-6601
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

BILLINGS

RIIMROCK FOUNDATION
1231 NORTH 29TH STREET
BILLINGS, MT 59101
(406) 248-3175
** AD R O PI IV DT EA DM TX PV **

SOUTH CENTRAL MT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1245 NORTH 29TH STREET
BILLINGS, MT 59101
(406) 252-5658
** AD O N AI EA DM TX CI PV **

BOX ELDER

ROCKY BOYS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
ROCKY BOY ROUTE
BOX ELDER, MT 59521
(406) 395-4637
** A O AI EA TX PV **

BOZEMAN

ALCOHOL SERVICES OF GALLATIN COUNTY
502 SOUTH 19TH STREET
SUITE 502
BOZEMAN, MT 59715
(406) 586-5593
** A O DM TX PV **

GALLATIN COUNCIL ON HEALTH AND DRUGS
122 SOUTH MILLION AVENUE
BOZEMAN, MT 59715
(406) 587-1238
** D O W Y CU IV EA TX PV **

BROWNING

BLACKFEET ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
MEDICINE PINE LODGE
BLACKFOOT INDIAN RESERVATION
BROWNING, MT 59417
(406) 338-7178
** A R O Y AI DT TX CI PV OT **

BUTTE

BUTTE ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
55 WEST GRANITE STREET
BUTTE, MT 59701
(406) 273-4001
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

BUTTE INDIAN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
PARK STREET
METALS BANK BUILDING SUITE 309
BUTTE, MT 59701
(406) 792-0461
** A R O M Y AI PI TX PV OT **

DEER LODGE

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND
FAMILY COUNSELING INC
309 MISSOURI AVENUE
DEER LODGE, MT 59722
(406) 866-3442
** A O E DM TX PV OT **

MONTANA STATE PRISON
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
500 CONLEY LAKE ROAD
DEER LODGE, MT 59722
(406) 846-1320 EXT. 2443
** A D AI TX **

GLASGOW

FRANCES MAHON
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
621 SOUTH 3RD STREET
GLASGOW, MT 59230
(406) 228-7661
** A D I W Y AI DT EA TX CI PV OT **

HIGH PLAINS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS
VALLEY COUNTY
621 3RD STREET SOUTH
GLASGOW, MT 59230
(406) 228-2776 EXT. 66
** A O W Y AI DM TX PV **

GLENDIVE

DISTRICT II
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
204 NORTH KENDRICK STREET
SUITE 207
GLENDIVE, MT 59330
(406) 365-5942
** AD O M IV EA DM TX PV OT **

GREAT FALLS

MONTANA DEACONESS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1101 24TH STREET SOUTH
GREAT FALLS, MT 59405
(406) 761-1200 EXT. 5570
** A I O IV EA DM TX PV **

PROVIDENCE ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
401 3RD AVENUE NORTH
GREAT FALLS, MT 59401
(406) 727-2512
** AD O DM TX PV OT **

ROCKY MOUNTAIN TREATMENT CENTER
920 4TH AVENUE NORTH
GREAT FALLS, MT 59401
(406) 727-8832
** A R EA DM TX **

HAMILTON

RAVALLI COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE INC
824 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
HAMILTON, MT 59840
(406) 365-3060
** A O DM TX PV OT **

HAVRE

NORTHERN MT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
1020 ASSINIBOINE AVENUE
HAVRE, MT 59501
(406) 265-9665
** A R O IV EA DM TX PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:
R = RESIDENTIAL
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = MOTHER
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
MONTANA

HELENA

BOyd ANDREw SERVICE CENTER
219 NORTH RODNEY STREET
HELENA, MT 59601
(406) 443-2363
** A R Y EA DM TX PV **

KALISPELL

FLATHEAD VALLEY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CLINICS INC
38 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
KALISPELL, MT 59901
(406) 755-6453
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

MILES CITY

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC
108 NORTH HAYNES AVENUE
MILES CITY, MT 59301
(406) 232-6542
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

PINE HILLS SCHOOL FOR BOYS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
MILES CITY, MT 59301
(406) 232-1377
** A R Y TX **

MISSOULA

MISSOULA INDIAN
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
2010 SOUTH AVENUE WEST
MISSOULA, MT 59801
(406) 721-2700
** A D AI TX PV OT **

RECOVERY FOUNDATION
554 WEST BROADWAY
MISSOULA, MT 59802
(406) 721-1880
** A D W Y PI IV DM TX CI PV OT **

SAINT PATRICK HOSPITAL
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
500 WEST BROADWAY
MISSOULA, MT 59802
(406) 543-7271 EXT. 542
** A I O DT TX **

POLSON

LAKE COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
12 5TH AVENUE EAST
POLSON, MT 59860
(406) 883-4460
** A D W Y EA DM TX PV **

RONAN

CONFEDERATED SALISH/KOOTENAI TRIBES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
26 ROUND BUTTE ROAD
RONAN, MT 59864
(406) 676-2770
** A D O AI DM TX CI PV **

SAWM LAKE

SAWM RIVER FOREST CAMP
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
SAWM LAKE, MT 59911
(406) 754-2292
** A D O TX CI PV **

MONTANA STATE HOSPITAL
LIGHTHOUSE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
GALEN CAMPUS
WARM SPRINGS, MT 59756
(406) 695-7351
** D R IV TX **

SAWM LAKE

CONFEDERATED SALISH/KOOTENAI TRIBES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
26 ROUND BUTTE ROAD
RONAN, MT 59864
(406) 676-2770
** A D O AI DM TX CI PV **

MONTANA STATE HOSPITAL
LIGHTHOUSE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
GALEN CAMPUS
WARM SPRINGS, MT 59756
(406) 695-7351
** D R IV TX **
NEBRASKA

AINSWORTH
 TOUCHSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
 AINSWORTH SATELLITE
 312 NORTH MAIN STREET
 SANDHILLS HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
 AINSWORTH, NE 69210
 (402) 387–1919
 ** AD O IV EA DM TX **

ALBION
 TOUCHSTONE COMMUNITY ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/ALBION
 BOONE COUNTY HOSPITAL
 ALBION, NE 68620
 (402) 395–6635
 ** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

ALLIANCE
 HUMAN SERVICES INC
 419 WEST 25TH STREET
 ALLIANCE, NE 69301
 (308) 762–7177
 ** AD O Y DM TX PV OT **

ALMA
 SOUTH CENTRAL CMHC
 ALMA SATELLITE OFFICE
 HARLAN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
 ALMA, NE 68820
 (308) 928–8223
 ** AD O Y DM TX **

ALBURN
 SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA COMMUNITY ALC/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM/BEATRICE
 1407 19TH STREET
 AUBURN, NE 68305
 (402) 274–4573
 ** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

AURORA
 NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICE/AURORA
 1228 L STREET
 AURORA, NE 68818
 (402) 694–6583
 ** AD O Y DM TX CI PV **

BEATRICE
 SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA COMMUNITY ALC/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM/BEATRICE
 1121 NORTH 10TH STREET
 BEATRICE, NE 68310
 (402) 228–4251
 ** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

BEAVER CITY
 SOUTHERN CITIZEN'S COMMUNITY
 BEAVER CITY SATELLITE OFFICE
 1318 FEDERAL SQUARE DRIVE
 BEAVER CITY, NE 68005
 (402) 292–9105
 ** AD O TX **

BELLEVUE
 SARPY FAMILY COUNSELING CLINIC
 1318 FEDERAL SQUARE DRIVE
 BELLEVUE, NE 68005
 (402) 292–9105
 ** AD O TX **

BELLENEE
 IMMANUEL MEDICAL CENTER
 FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
 721 NORTH 21ST STREET
 BLAIR, NE 68008
 (402) 426–2434
 ** AD O Y EA TX CI PV **

BROKEN BON
 NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTpatient COUNSELING SERVICE/BROKEN BON
 321 SOUTH 9TH STREET
 BROKEN BON, NE 68822
 (308) 872–6499
 ** AD O Y DM TX CI PV **

CHADRON
 NORTHWEST NEBRASKA ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
 300 WEST 2ND STREET
 CHADRON, NE 69337
 (308) 432–4416
 ** AD O TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
 A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
 B = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
 R = RESIDENTIAL
 D = OUTPATIENT
 I = INPATIENT/INPATIENT
 SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
 M = MOTHERS
 Y = YOUTH
 E = ELDERLY
 B = BLACKS
 H = HISPANICS
 UNIT FUNCTION:
 T = TREATMENT UNIT
 CI = CENTRAL INAKE UNIT
 PV = PREVENTION UNIT
 MM = METHADONE UNIT
 OT = OTHER UNI

** NEBRASKA **

CLAY CENTE
 SOUTHEAST CENTRAL CMHC
 CLAY CENTER SATELLITE OFFICE
 220 SOUTH ALEXANDER STREET
 UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
 CLAY CENTER, NE 68933
 (402) 762–5255
 ** AD O DM TX **

COLUMBUS
 TOUCHSTONE COMMUNITY ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/COLUMBUS
 3314 28TH STREET
 COLUMBUS, NE 68601
 (402) 564–1326
 ** AD O Y IV EA DM TX PV **

TRANSITIONAL LIVING CENTER INC
 4807 29TH STREET
 COLUMBUS, NE 68601
 (402) 564–9994
 ** AD Y RX **

CUTTAKE
 PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
 SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
 1240 IVY STREET
 CUTHS, NE 68353
 (402) 826–2000
 ** AD O EA DM TX PV **

DADIA CITY
 PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
 SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
 367 E STREET
 DADIA CITY, NE 68632
 (402) 367–8216
 ** AD O EA DM TX PV **

FAIRBURY
 SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA COMMUNITY ALC/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM/BEATRICE
 521 E STREET
 FAIRBURY, NE 68352
 (402) 729–2272
 ** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

197
NEBRASKA

FALLS CITY

SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/BEATRICE
116 WEST 19TH STREET
FALLS CITY, NE 68355
(402) 245-4458
** AD O EA DH TX CI PV **

FRANKLIN

SOUTH CENTRAL CMHC
FRANKLIN SATELLITE OFFICE
FRANKLIN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
FRANKLIN, NE 68839
(308) 425-6279
** AD O Y DH TX PV **

FREMONT

IMMANUEL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY CENTER
456 NORTH MAIN STREET
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-4510
** AD O Y IH EA TX CI PV **

PATHFINDER

ALCOHOL/DRUG OUTPATIENT CLINIC
630 NORTH H STREET
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-1414
** AD O TX CI PV **

SYSTEMS ASSOCIATES
1420 EAST MILITARY AVENUE
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-9689
** AD DH TX CI PV OT **

GENEVA

FILLMORE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1325 H STREET
GENEVA, NE 68361
(402) 759-4924
** AD O EA DH TX PV OT **

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10TH AT H STREET
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
GENEVA, NE 68361
(402) 759-4212
** AD O EA DH TX PV **

GORDON

HIGH PLAINS COUNSELING SERVICE
GORDON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
GORDON, NE 69343
(308) 282-2330
** AD O TX **

SHERIDAN COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER INC (SCARCI)
305 SOUTH FOCH STREET
GORDON, NE 69343
(308) 282-2456
** AD R OP DI DT TX **

GRAND ISLAND

CENTRAL NEBRASKA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
219 WEST 2ND STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 384-7365
** AD PV **

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE INC
406 WEST KOENIG STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 382-0422
** AD R EB H I IH TX OT **

GRAND ISLAND SCIP
318 SOUTH CLARK STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 381-5925 EXT. 27
** AD Y EA OT **

MILNE DETOXIFICATION CENTER
406 WEST KOENIG STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 382-9451
** A R DT TX **

NORTH CENTRAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT COUNSELING SERVICES
2112 WEST FAIDLEY STREET
MEMORIAL HEALTH CENTER
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 381-5622
** AD O Y DH TX CI PV **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
640 NORTH DARR STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 382-3170
** AD IO IV EA DM TX **

HASTINGS

HASTINGS AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUGS
432 NORTH MINNESOTA STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-0524
** AD EA PV **

SOUTH CENTRAL CMHC
HASTINGS CLINIC
612 WEST 6TH STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-5694
** AD O Y DH TX PV **

THE BRIDGE INC
922 NORTH DENVER STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 462-4677
** AD R O H TX **

HEDRON

SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/BEATRICE
THAYER COUNTY COURTHOUSE
HEDRON, NE 68370
(402) 760-7456
** AD O EA DH TX CI PV **

MOLDREGE

SOUTH CENTRAL CMHC
MOLDREGE CLINIC
MOLDREGE, NE 68949
(308) 995-6597
** AD O Y DH TX PV **

KEARNEY

SOUTH CENTRAL CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3010 CENTRAL AVENUE
KEARNEY, NE 68847
(402) 254-4017
** AD O Y EA DH TX **

LANCASTER

CORNHUSKER PLACE
LONG TERM CARE PROGRAM
721 K STREET
LANCASTER, NE 68050
(402) 477-3951
** A R TX **

LEXINGTON

REGION II SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
OUTPATIENT UNIT
17TH AND WASHINGTON STREETS
LEXINGTON, NE 68850
(308) 324-5754
** AD O Y IV DM TX CI PV **

LINDON

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF NEBRASKA
215 CENTENNIAL HALL SOUTH
412 LINCOLN CENTER BUILDING
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 474-0950
** AD Y PV **

CORNHUSKER PLACE
DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
721 K STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 477-3951
** A R PI DT TX OT **
FULL CIRCLE
2545 N STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 475-6746
** AD R O Y TX **

FULL CIRCLE TOO
4505 HOLDREGE STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68503
(402) 466-3044
** AD R O Y TX **

HOUSES OF HOPE OF NEBRASKA INC
MENS HALFWAY HOUSE I
1609 EUCLID AVENUE
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 435-3165
** AD R TX **

HOUSES OF HOPE OF NEBRASKA INC
MENS HALFWAY HOUSE II
2530 N STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 435-3165
** AD R TX **

HOUSES OF HOPE OF NEBRASKA INC
MENS HALFWAY HOUSE III
2009 SOUTH 16TH STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 455-3165
** AD R TX **

HOUSES OF HOPE OF NEBRASKA INC
WOMENS HALFWAY HOUSE
1545 WASHINGTON STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 435-3165
** AD R TX **

HOUSES OF HOPE OF NEBRASKA INC
YOUTH
2101 SHERIDAN BOULEVARD
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 435-5519
** AD R Y TX **

LINCOLN CORRECTIONAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3210 WEST VAN DORN STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 471-2841 EXT. 199
** AD O IV DM TX PV **

LINCOLN COUNCIL ALC AND DRUGS INC
914 L STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 475-2694
** AD H PV OT **

LINCOLN EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
215 CENTENNIAL HALL SOUTH
LINCOLN CENTER BUILDING ROOM 225
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 475-8016
** AD EA OT **

LINCOLN GENERAL HOSPITAL
YOUTH TREATMENT SERVICES
1630 LAKE STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 473-5394
** AD I O Y IV DT DM TX PV **

LINCOLN LANCASTER DRUG PROJECTS INC
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
3200 O STREET
SUITE 1
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 475-5161
** AD Y OT **

LINCOLN VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOL AND
DRUG COUNSELING AND REFERRAL CENTER
4600 VALLEY ROAD
SUITE D
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 488-7383
** AD O EA DM TX PV OT **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4620 RANDOLPH STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 469-7744
** AD O M TX **

NEBRASKA ALCOHOL AND DRUG
INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE
215 CENTENNIAL HALL SOUTH
412 LINCOLN CENTER BUILDING
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 472-3899
** AD Y PV **

NEBRASKA PREVENTION CENTER
FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
225 COLISEUM
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA/LINCOLN
LINCOLN, NE 68588
(402) 472-6046
** AD Y PV **

NEBRASKA STATE PENITENTIARY
MENTAL HEALTH UNIT SUBST ABUSE SERVS
14TH STREET AND PIONEER BOULEVARD
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 471-3161 EXT. 371
** AD O TX PV **

SAINT MONICAS HOME
HALFWAY HOUSE
6420 COLBY STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68505
(402) 447-5461
** AD R M TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
CHEMICAL ABUSE SERVICES
600 SOUTH 70TH STREET
UNIT 116A
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 489-3802
** A I O OT EA DM TX PV OT **

MADY
MADY ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
MADY, NE 68039
(402) 837-5004
** AD O M Y AI EA DM TX PV OT **

MADY ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICES
MADY HALFWAY HOUSE
MADY, NE 68039
(402) 837-5004
** AD R AI EA TX **

MADY ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICES
MADY MENNS HALFWAY HOUSE
MADY, NE 68039
(402) 857-5377
** AD M Y AI PV **

MD COOK
REGION 2 SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
OUTPATIENT UNIT
302 1/2 NORMIS AVENUE
TEMPLE BUILDING SUITE 5
MC COOK, NE 69001
(308) 345-2770
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

MINDEN
SOUTH CENTRAL CMHC
MINDEN SATELLITE OFFICE
4TH AND NEHELL STREETS
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
MINDEN, NE 68959
(308) 832-1995
** AD O Y DM TX PV **

NEBRASKA CITY
SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
OAK ARBOR RECOVERY CENTER
1316 3RD AVENUE
NEBRASKA CITY, NE 68410
(402) 875-3321 EXT. 250
** A O DM TX **

SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA COMMUNITY
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/GREAT BRACE
SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
NEBRASKA CITY, NE 68410
(402) 875-5505
** AD O EA DM TX **
O'NEILL

TOUCHSTONE COMMUNITY
ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/O'NEILL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
O'NEILL, NE 68763
(402) 387-1919
** AD O IV EA DW TX CI PV OT **

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
NORTH 10TH STREET
O'NEILL, NE 68763
(402) 336-3747
** AD I H Y E B H AI IH CI IV DT **
** TX CI PV OT **

O'GALLALA

REGION 2 SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
OUTPATIENT UNIT
112 WEST FIRST STREET
SUITE 7
O'GALLALA, NE 69153
(308) 264-6767
** AD O Y DW TX CI PV **

OMAHA

ALCOHOLICS RESOCIALIZATION CONDITIONING HELP (ARCH INC)
5350 HOWARD STREET
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 346-8080
** AD R IV TX **

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM/OMAHA NCA
3610 DODGE STREET
SUITE 206
OMAHA, NE 68131
(402) 345-4080
** AD CI PV **

EQUILIBRIA MEDICAL CENTER
544 SOUTH 24TH AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 345-2252
** DO IV TX MM **

IMMANUEL MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT CENTER
6901 NORTH 72ND STREET
OMAHA, NE 68122
(402) 572-2016
** AD I E IH DT EA TX OT **

IMMANUEL MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER/TOWER
7856 MAKELEY PLAZA
TOWER PROFESSIONAL PARK
OMAHA, NE 68154
(402) 339-8521
** AD O Y E IH EA TX CI PV OT **

IMMANUEL MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER/WEST CENTER
13346 WEST CENTER STREET
OMAHA, NE 68144
(402) 333-2044
** AD O Y EA TX CI PV OT **

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
RICHARD YOUNG MEM HOSP CHEM DEP SERVS
515 SOUTH 26TH AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68103
(402) 536-6888
** AD I Y IV DW TX **

NOVA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
OUTPATIENT
3482 LARIMORE AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 455-8109
** D O TX **

NOVA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
PARTIAL CARE
4923 SOUTH 24TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68107
(402) 731-1346
** D O Y TX **

NOVA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
RESIDENTIAL
3473 LARIMORE AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 655-8503
** D R W Y IV TX **

OMAHA YWCA
GENESIS PROGRAM
222 SOUTH 29TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68131
(402) 345-6555
** AD O Y TX OT **

OPERATION BRIDGE
42ND CENTER STREET
122 APPLEWOOD MALL
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 346-7100
** AD O Y IV EA DW TX CI PV **

PRIDE OMAHA INC
3554 SOUTH 106TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68114
(402) 397-3309
** AD PV **

SANTA MONICA HALFWAY HOUSE INC
130 NORTH 59TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68131
(402) 550-7006
** AD R O M TX **

SOUTH OMAHA
ALCOHOL COUNSELING PROGRAM
5211 SOUTH 31ST STREET
OMAHA, NE 68107
(402) 734-5000
** AD O Y E B H PI DW TX CI PV **

SYSTEMS ASSOCIATES
8031 WEST CENTER ROAD
SUITE 301
OMAHA, NE 68124
(402) 591-5171
** AD DW TX CI PV OT **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICE
SAINT RAPHAEL TRANSITIONAL LIVING
4727 HAMILTON STREET
OMAHA, NE 68132
(402) 551-9588
** AD R TX **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
CHRISTUS HOUSE
3300 NORTH 60TH STREET
SAINT JAMES CENTER
OMAHA, NE 68104
(402) 554-0520
** AD R Y TX OT **
UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SAINT GABRIELS CENTER
3485 LARIMORE STREET
OMAHA, NE 68104
(402) 451-6264
** AD R PI DT TX **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SAINT JAMES CENTER
3300 NORTH 60TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68104
(402) 554-0520
** AD O DN TX PV **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
THE SHELTER
OMAHA, NE 68104
(402) 558-5700
** AD M Y OT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
4101 MOOLNORTH AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 366-8800 EXT. 4301
** AD I O M E B H AT IH PI CU IV **
** EA DN TX CI PV **

ORD
NORTH CENTRAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT COUNSELING SERV/ORD
314 SOUTH 14TH STREET
ORD, NE 68062
(308) 728-3678
** AD H Y OT **

OSCEOLA
PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
121 NORTH STATE STREET
OSCEOLA, NE 68651
(402) 747-6791
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

PAPILLION
IMMANUEL MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
609 OLSON DRIVE
SUITES 2 AND 3
PAPILLION, NE 68066
(402) 592-5285
** AD O Y IH EA TX CI PV **

MIDLANDS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 370 AT 78TH STREET
PAPILLION, NE 68066
(402) 592-3749
** AD I O Y IV TX CI PV **

SARPY COUNTY ALCOHOL DIVERSION PROG
1210 GOLDEN GATE DRIVE
SARPY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
PAPILLION, NE 68046
(402) 593-2206
** A DN CI **

PARNHEE CITY
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA COMMUNITY
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/BEATRICE
701 I STREET
PARNHEE CITY, NE 68420
(402) 852-2311
** AD O EA DM TX **

PLATTSMOUTH
CASS FAMILY COUNSELING CLINIC
2302 WEST 8TH AVENUE
SUITE 4
PLATTSMOUTH, NE 68048
(402) 296-5315
** AD O TX **

REDA CLOUD
SOUTH CENTRAL CMHC
RED CLOUD SATELLITE OFFICE
WEBSTER COUNTY HOSPITAL
RED CLOUD, NE 68479
(402) 746-2294
** AD O Y DM TX PV **

SCOTTSBLUFF
HOMESTEAD DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1624 AVENUE A
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 635-3318
** AD I PI DT DM TX CI **

HOMESTEAD HALFMAY HOUSE INC
1624 AVENUE A
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 632-7484
** AD R B H AT CI TX **

HOMESTEAD HALFMAY HOUSE INC
HOMENS PROGRAM
513 WEST 24TH STREET
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 635-2751
** AD R W B H AT CI OT **

NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY SERVICE CENTER
PANHANDLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
1202 11TH AVENUE
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 632-3044
** AD W Y H AT PV **

PANHANDLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4110 AVENUE O
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 653-3171
** AD O Y H DM TX CI **

WEST NEBRASKA/EPPLEY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
4021 AVENUE B
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 652-0282
** AD I O IV DT TX **

SEMINAR
PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
729 SEMINAR STREET
SEMINAR, NE 68046
(402) 643-3343
** AD O EA DM TX CI **

SIDNEY
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL AND HOME
ADDDITIONS CENTER
7TH AND OSAGE STREETS
SIDNEY, NE 69162
(308) 254-2649
** AD O TX PV **

SOUTH SIOUX CITY
TRI COUNTY GUIDANCE CENTER
COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
105 EAST 28TH STREET
SOUTH SIOUX CITY, NE 68776
(402) 694-3357
** AD O DM TX PV **

SUPERIOR
SOUTH CENTRAL CMHC
SUPERIOR SATELLITE OFFICE
SUPERIOR, NE 68978
(402) 879-3248
** AD O Y DM TX PV **

SYRACUSE
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA COMMUNITY
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/BEATRICE
OPPD BUILDING
SYRACUSE, NE 68446
(402) 873-5505
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

TASCHEM
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA COMMUNITY
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/BEATRICE
292 BROADWAY
TASCHEM, NE 68450
(402) 335-3571
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

VALENTINE
TOUCHSTONE COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/VALENTINE
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
VALENTINE, NE 69201
(402) 387-3919
** AD O IV EA DM TX **
NEBRASKA

MAHOO

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
536 NORTH LINDEN STREET
MAHOO, NE 68066
(402) 443-4414
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

MAYNE

TOUCHSTONE COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/MAYNE
421 PEARL STREET
MAYNE, NE 68787
(402) 494-3337
** AD O DM TX PV **

WEST POINT

TOUCHSTONE COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE SERVS/WEST POINT SATELLITE
430 NORTH MONITOR STREET
WEST POINT, NE 68788
(402) 372-2404
** AD O IV EA DM TX **

YORK

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
613 GRANT AVENUE
YORK, NE 68467
(402) 362-6128
** AD O EA DM TX PV **
### NEVADA

#### CARSON CITY

**COMMUNITY ADDICTION CLINIC**  
625 FAIRVIEW DRIVE  
SUITE 116  
CARSON CITY, NV 89701  
(702) 882-3945  
**AD O M Y IV EA TX PV OT **

**TRI COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICE INC**  
222 EAST WASHINGTON STREET  
SUITE 6  
CARSON CITY, NV 89701  
(702) 883-2720  
**AD O TX **

#### ELKO

**VITALITY CENTER**  
DETOX  
3740 EAST IDAHO STREET  
ELKO, NV 89801  
(702) 738-8004  
**AD Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

**VITALITY CENTER**  
OUTPATIENT  
3740 EAST IDAHO STREET  
ELKO, NV 89801  
(702) 738-8004  
**AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

**VITALITY CENTER**  
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT  
3740 EAST IDAHO STREET  
ELKO, NV 89801  
(702) 738-8004  
**AD R Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

#### ELY

**ELY COLONY COUNCIL**  
YOUTH DRUG/ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROGRAM  
16 SHOSHONE CIRCLE  
ELY, NV 89301  
(702) 289-3013  
**AD Y AI PV **

#### FALLON

**CHURCHILL COUNCIL**  
COMMUNITY SERVICE CLINIC  
90 NORTH MAIN STREET  
FALLON, NV 89406  
(702) 425-6644  
**AD O EA TX PV OT **

**CHURCHILL COUNCIL**  
NEW FRONTIER TREATMENT CENTER  
165 NORTH CARSON STREET  
FALLON, NV 89406  
(702) 425-6040  
**AD I R EA TX PV **

**GARDNERVILLE**  
MASHOE TRIBE  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
ROUTE 2  
GARDNERVILLE, NV 89410  
(702) 883-1364  
**D O EA TX PV **

**HANTHORNE**  
MINERAL COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE  
407 E STREET  
HANTHORNE, NV 89415  
(702) 946-2563  
**AD O TX PV **

**LAS VEGAS**  
ADAPT  
1055 EAST TROPICANA AVENUE  
SUITE 690  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89119  
(702) 734-3838  
**AD O EA TX PV **

**BRIDGE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES**  
1705 EAST SAHARA AVENUE  
SUITE 260  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104  
(702) 734-6070  
**AD O Y EA TX PV **

**CLARK COUNTY HEALTH DISTRICT**  
ADDICTION TREATMENT CLINIC  
625 SHADON LANE  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89127  
(702) 383-1347  
**D O IV MM **

#### DOMESTIC CRISIS SHELTER

LAS VEGAS, NV 89116  
(702) 646-4902  
**AD M Y PV OT **

#### ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY BOARD OF CLARK CO

CARSON REALTY HOUSE  
522 WEST WASHINGTON STREET  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106  
(702) 646-0663  
**A R O TX **

#### GROWTH ASSOCIATES

5900 WEST ROCHELLE STREET  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89103  
(702) 367-2202  
**AD O TX **

#### HUMANA HOSPITAL

SUNRISE BEHAVIORAL SERVICES UNIT  
3186 MARYLAND PARKWAY  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89109  
(702) 731-8515  
**AD I IV DT TX **

#### LAS VEGAS/HOAPA INTER/TRIBAL COUNCIL

ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION  
1521 NORTH KEN STREET  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106  
(702) 382-6541  
**AD AI PV **

#### NALA/HIGH ON LIFE YOUTH PROGRAM

323 NORTH MARYLAND PARKWAY  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101  
(702) 382-6252 EXT. 8571  
**AD Y PV **

#### NEVADA TREATMENT CENTER

DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT  
1721 EAST CHARLESTON BOULEVARD  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104  
(702) 382-4226  
**AD O CU EA DM TX PV **

#### NEVADA TREATMENT CENTER

METHADONE OUTPATIENT  
1721 EAST CHARLESTON BOULEVARD  
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104  
(702) 382-6226  
**D O IV MM **

**KEY**

**ORIENTATION:**  
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY  
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY  
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES  
O = OUTPATIENT  
R = RESIDENTIAL  
DT = DETOXIFICATION  
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES  
DM = DMI/ASAP SERVICES  
**HOSPITAL/INPATIENT**  
**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**  
M = WOMEN  
Y = YOUTH  
E = ELDERLY  
B = BLACKS  
H = HISPANICS  
**UNIT FUNCTION:**  
TX = TREATMENT UNIT  
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT  
PV = PREVENTION UNIT  
MM = METHADONE UNIT  
OT = OTHER UNIT

---

**Note:** The text above provides a list of various treatment centers and counseling services in Nevada, including contact information and services offered. Each entry is categorized by city, type of service, and location. The table also includes a legend for key terms used to describe the type of service, orientation, and other characteristics of the services.
NEVADA

NIKE HOUSE
4775 PIONEER AVENUE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89102
(702) 871-5648
** AD R TX PV **

OPERATION LIFE ALCOHOL AND DRUG PREVENTION SERVICES
600 WEST OWENS AVENUE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 649-0931
** AD Y B PV **

THERAPEUTIC ASSOCIATES
3101 SOUTH MARYLAND PARKWAY
SUITE 210
LAS VEGAS, NV 89109
(702) 735-2057
** AD O M H CU EA TX **

WE CARE FOUNDATION
2216 SOUTH 6TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104
(702) 369-0615
** A R W TX OT **

WESTERN COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
ADULT RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
950 NORTH 4TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 383-4044
** AD R IV TX **

WESTERN COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
AFTERCARE AND OUTPATIENT/ADULT
930 NORTH 4TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 383-4044
** AD O TX **

WESTERN COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
DAY CARE CLINIC/YOUTH
401 SOUTH HIGHLAND STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 305-3330
** AD O Y TX PV **

WESTERN COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
DETOX UNIT/ADULT
930 NORTH 4TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 383-4044
** AD R DT TX **

WESTERN COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
HARRIS SPRINGS RANCH
401 SOUTH HIGHLAND STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 872-5382
** AD R Y IV EA TX **

WESTERN COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
YOUTH OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
401 SOUTH HIGHLAND STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 383-3330
** AD O Y IV TX CI PV **

WESTERN COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
YOUTH RESIDENTIAL
401 SOUTH HIGHLAND STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 383-3330
** AD R Y IV TX **

HIXON
SUMAUMU SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
PYRAMID LAKE PAIUTE TRIBE
NIXON, NV 89424
(702) 676-0140 EXT. 18
** AD O AI EA TX PV **

RENO
DICKSON O'BRYAN AND ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
729 EVANS AVENUE
RENO, NV 89512
(702) 786-1894
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

HISPANIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
190 EAST LIBERTY STREET
RENO, NV 89509
(702) 786-6003
** AD Y H EA PV **

NORTHERN AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT/CENTRAL INTAKE
320 FLINT STREET
RENO, NV 89501
(702) 786-6563
** AD O EA TX CI **

NORTHERN AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
PATS PLACE
320 FLINT STREET
RENO, NV 89501
(702) 786-6563
** A R PI DT TX **

NORTHERN AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
320 FLINT STREET
RENO, NV 89501
(702) 786-6563
** AD R M EA TX **

GIKOS INC
ADOLESCENT CARE AND TREATMENT
3000 DICKERSON ROAD
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 322-4557
** AD R Y Y Y TX PV **

REALITY THERAPY ASSOCIATES
275 HILL STREET
SUITE 268
RENO, NV 89502
(702) 340-6636
** A O TX **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
KEYSTONE PROGRAM
235 WEST 6TH STREET
MING 3E
RENO, NV 89520
(702) 322-6005
** AD I O TX **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
STARTING POINT
235 WEST 6TH STREET
3 EAST
RENO, NV 89520
(702) 322-5050
** AD I Y TX **

SALVATION ARMY
ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
835 EAST 2ND STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 329-8254
** AD R TX **

TRANSITION HOUSE
52 WEST 9TH STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 323-0416
** AD R IV DH TX **

TRUCKEE MEADOWS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1240 EAST 9TH STREET
RENO, NV 89520
(702) 325-0478 EXT. 256
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
911 NORTH VIRGINIA STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 323-0351
** AD R Y TX PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
PSYCHIATRY SERV/ADDICTIVE TRT PGH
1000 LOCUST STREET
RENO, NV 89520
(702) 786-7200 EXT. 203
** AD I O IV DT EA DH TX CI PV OT **

WINDMILL

SILVER SAGE COUNSELING SERVICE
40 WEST 4TH STREET
WINDMILL, NV 89445
(702) 623-3626
** AD O Y IV DH TX CI PV **

YERINGTON

LYON COUNCIL ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
YERINGTON PROJECT
26 NEVIN WAY
YERINGTON, NV 89447
(702) 463-2656
** AD O M Y E AI CU EA DH TX PV **
NEW HAMPSHIRE

ATKINSON
SOLVE
ATKINSON, NH 03811
(603) 890-1516
** AD PV **

BERLIN
DERBYS LODGE
363 SCHOOL STREET
BERLIN, NH 03570
(603) 725-7961
** A R O EA DM TX PV **

CHARLESTOWN
FALL MOUNTAIN PREVENTION PROJECT
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
EAST STREET
CHARLESTOWN, NH 03603
(999) 999-9999
** AD Y PV **

CLAREMONT
COMMUNITY YOUTH ADVOCATES
36 TREMONT STREET
CLAREMONT, NH 03743
(603) 543-0427
** AD Y PV OT **

COUNSELING CENTER OF CLAREMONT
12 PUTNAM STREET
CLAREMONT, NH 03743
(603) 542-2575
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

COLEBROOK
UPPER CONNECTICUT VALLEY
MENTAL HEALTH CTR SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
34 COLBY STREET
COLEBROOK, NH 03576
(603) 237-4955
** AD O EA TX CI **

CONCORD
CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN
5 MARKET LANE
CONCORD, NH 03301
(603) 228-1551
** AD EA DH OT **

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL INFORMATION PROG INC
10 FERRY STREET
THE CONCORD CENTER SUITE 318
CONCORD, NH 03301
(603) 220-8101
** A DM PV **

COMMUNITY SERVICES COUNCIL
ALCOHOL CRISIS INTERVENTION PROGRAM
44 MARREN STREET
CONCORD, NH 03301
(603) 225-9000
** A R PI DT TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY SERVICES COUNCIL OF MERRIMACK COUNTY
2 INDUSTRIAL PARK DRIVE
CONCORD, NH 03301
(603) 225-9694
** A OT **

CONCORD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
250 PLEASANT STREET
CONCORD, NH 03301
(603) 225-2711
** AD I IV DT TX CI **

PROJECT SECOND START
17 SOUTH FRUIT STREET
CONCORD, NH 03301
(603) 225-5318
** AD Y PV OT **

SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE SERVICES
AT CONCORD
4 BICENTENNIAL SQUARE
CONCORD, NH 03301
(603) 225-9394
** AD O E IM PI CU IV EA DM TX PV **

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DIV FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH SERVICES
O HAZEN DRIVE
CONCORD, NH 03301
(603) 271-4451
** AD Y PV **

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
OFFICE OF ALC AND DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION
101 PLEASANT STREET
STATE OFFICE PARK SOUTH
CONCORD, NH 03301
(603) 271-2362
** AD Y PV **

CONWAY
NORTHERN NH MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES/ADMIN
WASHINGTON STREET
CONWAY, NH 03818
(603) 447-3347
** AD EA DM OT **

DOVER
SEABORNE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
SEABORNE DRIVE
DOVER, NH 03820
(603) 742-9300
** AD I Y E CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE SERVICES
AT DOVER
50 CHESTNUT STREET
DOVER, NH 03820
(603) 769-3901
** AD O E IM PI CU IV EA DM TX PV **

SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE SERVICES CRISIS SITE
52 WHITTIER STREET
DOVER, NH 03820
(603) 749-5094
** AD R PI CU IV DT TX **

DUBLIN
BEECH HILL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
NEW HARRISVILLE ROAD
DUBLIN, NH 03444
(603) 563-0811
** AD Y IV EA DM TX PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
B = ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE
E = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
BT = DETOXIFICATION
X = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS
IM = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
H = WOMEN
IM = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
DM = DMH/ASAP SERVICES
Y = YOUTH
DM = DMH/ASAP SERVICES
E = ELDERLY
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
B = BLACKS
UP = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
H = HISPANICS
IX = IV DRUG USERS
UNIT FUNCTION!
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
IX = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
NEW HAMPSHIRE

MARATHON HOUSE
CROSS ROADS
BOX C
DUBLIN, NH 03444
(603) 563-8501
** D R I V E A T TX **

HAMPTON
ODYSEY HOUSE INC
30 MINNACUNNET ROAD
HAMPTON, NH 03824
(603) 926-6702
** A D R O M Y IV TX CI PV OT **

EPING
AMETHYST FOUNDATION INC
ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
HEDDING ROAD
ROUTE 87
EPING, NH 03042
(603) 679-2100
** A D O Y E A T D H TX PV **

EXETER
ROCKINGHAM CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
257 WATER STREET
EXETER, NH 03833
(603) 772-3786
** A A E O T **

SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE SERVICES
AT EXETER
21 A PORTSMOUTH AVENUE
EXETER, NH 03833
(603) 770-0445
** A D O E I I I P I C U IV EA D H TX PV **

FRANKLIN
TWIN RIVERS COUNSELING AND
SUPPORT SERVICES
62 ELKINS STREET
FRANKLIN, NH 03235
(603) 934-3400
** A A T X P V **

GROVETON
NORTHERN NH COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
DORIS LODGE/OUTPATIENT
10 STATE STREET
GROVETON, NH 03582
(603) 636-2274
** A A E TX PV **

LEBANON
ALEC PECK DAY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
THE TREATMENT CENTER
125 MACOSA STREET
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-6380 EXT. 311
** A D I O IV DT EA TX **

COUNSELING CENTER OF LEBANON
25 OLD ETHE ROAD
WHEELock OFFICE PARK
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-1101
** A D O EA TX **

HEADREST
14 CHURCH STREET
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-4400
** A D R O A I P I IV DT EA TX PV **

LITTLETON
WHITE MOUNTAIN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
16 MAPLE STREET
LITTLETON, NH 03551
(603) 444-5558
** A D O EA D H TX CI PV **

MANCHESTER
BEDFORD COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
25 SOUTH RIVER ROAD
MANCHESTER, NH 03102
(603) 623-1916
** A D O DT EA TX CI PV OT **

LACONIA
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY FAMILY CENTER
HORIZONS COUNSELING
174 A COURT STREET
LACONIA, NH 03246
(603) 524-8005
** A D O IV EA TX PV **

LAKES REGION GENERAL HOSPITAL
NATHAN BRODY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
HIGHLAND STREET
LACONIA, NH 03246
(603) 524-5211 EXT. 442
** A D O IV TX **

LAKES REGION MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
111 CHURCH STREET
LACONIA, NH 03246
(603) 524-1100
** A D O M IV TX PV OT **

MONADNOCK FAMILY AND MH SERVICES
333 MAIN STREET
KEENE, NH 03431
(603) 357-4400
** A D M Y E EA PV **

MONADNOCK REGION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
SMANZENY HOMESTEAD OFFICE
RR 1
KEENE, NH 03431
(603) 357-3007
** A D O IV TX PV **

NORTHUMBERLAND CITIZENS COMMITTEE
EAGLES NEST
GROVETON, NH 03582
(603) 636-1309
** A D Y P V **

HAMPSTEAD
HAMPSTEAD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE REHAB
EAST ROAD
HAMPSTEAD, NH 03826
(603) 329-5511 EXT. 272
** A D IV EA TX **

WHEELOCK
MONADNOCK REGION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
SMANZENY HOMESTEAD OFFICE
RR 1
KEENE, NH 03431
(603) 357-2307
** A D Y TX **

125 COURT STREET
KEENE, NH 03431
(603) 357-2307
** A D Y TX **

25 OLD ETHE ROAD
WHEELock OFFICE PARK
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-1101
** A D O EA TX **

14 CHURCH STREET
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-4400
** A D R O A I P I IV DT EA TX PV **
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SEACOAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CENTER
444 CIRCUIT ROAD
PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801
(603) 436-5010
** AD Y PV **

SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE SERVICES
AT PORTSMOUTH
152 COURT STREET
PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801
(603) 431-8305
** AD O E IN PI CU IV EA DM TX PV **

ROCHESTER

FRISBIE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CTR FOR TREATMENT OF CHEM DEPENDENCY
WHITEHALL ROAD
ROCHESTER, NH 03867
(603) 332-5211 EXT. 462
** AD I IV DT TX PV **

SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE SERVICES
AT ROCHESTER
WHITEHALL ROAD
FRISBIE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL KENDALL BLDG
ROCHESTER, NH 03867
(603) 332-7038
** AD O E IN PI CU IV EA DM TX PV **

SOMERSWORTH

SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE SERVICES
AT SOMERSWORTH
58 HIGH STREET
SOMERSWORTH, NH 03878
(603) 749-3981
** AD O E IN PI CU DM TX PV **

SPOFFORD

SPOFFORD HALL
ROUTE 9A
SPOFFORD, NH 03462
(603) 363-4545
** AD I Y CU IV DT TX CI PV **

SUNAPEE

SEMINOLE POINT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
WOODLAND ROAD
SUNAPEE, NH 03782
(603) 763-2545
** AD I M IV DT EA TX PV **

WINCHESTER

MONADNOCK REGION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/SOUTH
13 HILDEITH STREET
WINCHESTER, NH 03470
(603) 357-3007
** AD IV DM TX PV **
### NEW JERSEY

#### ABSECON
- **FAMILY SERVICE OF ATLANTIC COUNTY**
  - **ALCOHOLISM SERVICES**
  - 312 East Whitehorse Pike
  - ABSECON, NJ 08205
  - (609) 652-2377
  - **A O TX PV**

#### ANNANDALE
- **TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION OF ADDICTED PRISONERS (TRAP)**
  - YOUTH CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
  - ANNANDALE, NJ 08801
  - (201) 638-6191 EXT. 358
  - **AD R Y B H CU TX PV**

#### ASBURY PARK
- **CENTER OF LOVE INC**
  - 1412 Lake Avenue
  - ASBURY PARK, NJ 07712
  - (201) 775-3450
  - **A O W Y B H PI DH TX PV**

#### JERSEY SHORE ADDICTION SERVICES INC
- T/A ASBURY PARK DRUG TREATMENT CENTER 1200 MEMORIAL DRIVE
  - ASBURY PARK, NJ 07712
  - (201) 988-8877
  - **AD O IV DT MM**

#### ATLANTIC CITY
- **INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (IHD)**
  - ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
  - 1315 PACIFIC AVENUE
  - ATLANTIC CITY, NJ 08401
  - (609) 345-4035
  - **AD W Y CU IV DH CI PV OT**

#### ABSECON
- **INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (IHD)**
  - DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
  - 1315 PACIFIC AVENUE
  - ATLANTIC CITY, NJ 08401
  - (609) 345-4035 EXT. 226
  - **AD O W Y CU IV EA DH TX CI PV**
  - **MM OT**

#### INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (IHD)
- METHADONE MAINTENANCE CLINIC
  - 1315 PACIFIC AVENUE
  - ATLANTIC CITY, NJ 08401
  - (609) 345-4035
  - **D O H Y CU IV DT DH TX CI MM**

#### BERNARDSVILLE
- **BERNARDSVILLE NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK**
- **MORRISTOWN NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK**
- **OLD JOCKEY HOLLOW ROAD**
- **BERNARDSVILLE, NJ 07924**
  - (201) 221-9250
  - **AD O Y TX PV**

#### BLAIRSTOWN
- **LITTLE HILL/ALINA LODGE**
  - PAULINSKILL RIVER AND SQUIRES ROAD
  - BLAIRSTOWN, NJ 07825
  - (201) 562-6114
  - **A R TX PV**

#### BOONTON
- **SAINT CLARES/RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER**
  - ALCOHOL AND CHEM DEPENDENCY TRT SERVS
  - POMERVILLE ROAD
  - BOONTON, NJ 07005
  - (201) 334-5000 EXT. 107
  - **AD I O IV EA DH TX**

#### BRICK
- **COUNSELING AND REFERRAL SERVICE**
  - 35 BEAVERSON BOULEVARD
  - LIONS HEAD OFFICE PARK BUILDING 6B
  - BRICK, NJ 08723
  - (201) 920-2700
  - **D O Y IH DM TX PV**

#### MEDICAL CENTER OF OCEAN COUNTY
- **INTERVENTION COUNSELING CENTER**
  - 1500 ROUTE 88 WEST
  - BRICK, NJ 08723
  - (201) 892-1100 EXT. 2030
  - **AD O IH DT EA DM TX PV**

#### BRIDGETON
- **CAMBERLAND COUNTY**
  - **ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT DEPARTMENT**
  - CUMBERLAND COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
  - BRIDGETON, NJ 08502
  - (609) 455-8000 EXT. 265
  - **AD O Y H IV DM TX PV**

#### KEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation:</th>
<th>D = Drug Abuse Services Only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environment/Type of Care</td>
<td>R = Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Special Programs:</td>
<td>AD = Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M = Women</td>
<td>O = Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = Youth</td>
<td>DT = Detoxification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = Elderly</td>
<td>EA = EAP Program Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = Blacks</td>
<td>DN = DHI/ASAP Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = Hispanics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Function:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX = Treatment Unit</td>
<td>CI = Central Intake Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC = Prevention Unit</td>
<td>MM = Methadone Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT = Other Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FAITH FARM/GENESIS HOUSE
RD 1
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 455-6145
** D R H IV TX **

SOUTH JERSEY DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
CUMBERLAND DRIVE
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 455-5641
** D O Y IV MM **

CEDAR HOUSE
920 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
BRIDGEWATER, NJ 08807
(201) 218-1975
** A R IV TX PV **

SOMERSET COUNTY
RICHARD HALL CMHC OUTPT/CRISIS INTERV
500 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
BRIDGEWATER, NJ 08807
(201) 725-2800
** A O EA DM TX PV **

BURLINGTON
DRENK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OPERATION AMARE
560 HIGH STREET
JERSEY, NJ 08016
(609) 387-1180
** A O Y IV TX PV **

Caldwell
THE BRIDGE
24 PARK AVENUE
CALDWELL, NJ 07006
(201) 228-3000
** A O Y DM TX PV **

Camden
HISPANIC HEALTH AND MH ASSOCIATION
LA ESPERANZA
425 BROADWAY
CAMDEN, NJ 08103
(609) 541-6985
** D O H TX **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER OF SOUTHERN JERSEY INC
417 BROADWAY
CAMDEN, NJ 08103
(609) 757-9190
** D O H CU IV DT TX PV MM **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA/DE VALLEY INC
SPECIAL NEEDS UNIT
521 PENN STREET
CAMDEN, NJ 08101
(609) 964-9711
** A R H TX OT **

WEST JERSEY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM (ALCOVE)
MOUNT EPHRAIM AND ATLANTIC AVENUES
CAMDEN, NJ 08104
(609) 342-4505
** A D I R M PI CU IV DT EA DM TX **
** C I PV **

CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH BUILDING
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 965-2202
** A D EA PV **

CHERRY HILL
KENNEDY MEM HOSP/UNIV MEDICAL CENTER
CHERRY HILL DIV SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVCS
CHAPEL AVENUE AND COOPERLANDING ROAD
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08002
(609) 488-6500 EXT. 6879
** A D I IV DT TX OT **

TRI COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
1012 HADDONFIELD ROAD
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08002
(609) 663-3422
** A EA PV **

CLIFTON
PASSAIC COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
880 CLIFTON AVENUE
CLIFTON, NJ 07015
(201) 475-3366
** A D EA DM PV **

CLINTON
FEMALE ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
(FAAP)
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN
DRAPER E
CLINTON, NJ 08009
(201) 735-7111 EXT. 218
** A R H E B H DT TX PV **

COLLINGSWOOD
CAMDEN Cnty Ctr for Addictive Diseases
TURNING POINT OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
725 COLLINGS AVENUE
COLLINGSWOOD, NJ 08108
(609) 854-1222
** D O Y TX PV **

DOVER
HOPE HOUSE
19-21 BELMONT AVENUE
DOVER, NJ 07801
(201) 361-5555
** A O Y TX **

EAST BRUNSWICK
MIDDLESEX COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
330 MILLTOWN ROAD
EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ 08816
(201) 246-3450
** A D M Y E B H PV **

EAST ORANGE
EAST ORANGE GENERAL HOSPITAL
REHAB ALC FAMILY TRT (RAFT)
300 CENTRAL AVENUE
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07019
(201) 266-8433
** A D I IV EA DM TX **

EAST ORANGE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
160 HALSTED STREET
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07018
(201) 266-5200
** D O Y CU IV CI PV **

EAST ORANGE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
DRUG FREE UNIT
160 HALSTED STREET
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07018
(201) 266-5200
** D O Y CU IV TX CI PV **

EAST ORANGE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
METHADONE MAINTENANCE UNIT
160 HALSTED STREET
4TH FLOOR
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07018
(201) 266-5200
** D O Y CU IV CI PV MM **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
TREMONT AVENUE
UNIT 116E
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07019
(201) 676-1000 EXT. 1271
** A I O M CU EA DM TX CI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
TREMONT AVENUE
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07019
(201) 676-1000 EXT. 558
** D I O M E B H AI IIH CU DT EA TX **
** MM **
NEW JERSEY

EATONTOWN

CPC/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
11 WHITE STREET
EATONTOWN, NJ 07724
(201) 842-2000 EXT. 250
** A O TX PV **

ELIZABETH

BRIDGEMAY HOUSE
615 NORTH BROAD STREET
ELIZABETH, NJ 07208
(201) 355-7200
** A O TX PV **

PROCEED INC
815 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, NJ 07201
(201) 551-7727
** AD O Y H EA DM TX PV **

SETON CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
225 WILLIAMSON STREET
3X UNIT
ELIZABETH, NJ 07207
(201) 353-8830
** AD I IV DT TX CI OT **

ENGLEWOOD

THE VAN OST INSTITUTE CHEM DEP PROG AT
ENGLEWOOD HOSPITAL
350 ENGLE STREET
ENGLEWOOD, NJ 07631
(201) 569-6667
** AD I IV OT TX **

THE VAN OST INSTITUTE FOR
FAMILY LIVING INC
113 ENGLE STREET
ENGLEWOOD, NJ 07631
(201) 569-6667
** AD O TX CI PV **

FLEMINGTON

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
ALCOHOLIC SERVICES
64 PARK AVENUE
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 782-7905
** A O Y TX PV **

HUNTERDON COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
3 EAST MAIN STREET
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 782-3909
** AD M Y E EA DM TX **

HUNTERDON MEDICAL CENTER
CTR FOR ALCOHOL AND SUBST ABUSE/UNIT 1
ROUTE 31
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 780-6401
** AD O H IV EA DM TX CI PV **

HUNTERDON MEDICAL CENTER
CTR FOR ALCOHOL AND SUBST ABUSE/UNIT 2
ROUTE 31
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 780-6401 EXT. 341
** AD I O H IV DT EA DM TX PV OT **

HUNTERDON YOUTH SERVICES
INSIDE OUT PROGRAM
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 782-1046
** AD R O Y TX CI PV **

FORT DIX

FORT DIX COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CONTROL DIV
USAC
ATTENTION: ATZD-GAC-A
FORT DIX, NJ 08640
(609) 562-4011 EXT. 3641
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

FRANKLIN

MALLKILL VALLEY HOSP AND HEALTH CTRS
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICE
19 HOSPITAL ROAD
FRANKLIN, NJ 07416
(201) 827-5755
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

FREEMAN

FREEHOLD

FREEHOLD AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
WEST MAIN STREET
FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
(201) 780-6025
** AD I O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV OT **

GLASSBORO

TOGETHER INC
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
7 STATE STREET
GLASSBORO, NJ 08028
(609) 881-7045
** D O TX **

GLENN GARDNER

FREEDOM HOUSE
GLENN GARDNER, NJ 08826
(201) 537-6043
** AD R O CU TX **

HACKENSACK

ALCOHOL RECOVERY PROGRAM
355 MAIN STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 646-5336
** A O DM TX **

ALTERNATIVES TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
355 MAIN STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 467-0846
** AD O TX CI PV OT **

BERGEN COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE/ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
HACKENSACK, NJ 07605
(201) 261-2183
** A PV **

KIDS OF BERGEN COUNTY INC
80 COMMERCE WAY
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 487-6100
** AD O Y IV TX **

MOWSIGNOR MALL SOCIAL SERVICE CENTER
75 EAST BROADWAY
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 342-2565
** D O IV TX MM **

HOBOKEN

SAINT MARY HOSPITAL CMHC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROG
314 CLINTON STREET
HOBOKEN, NJ 07030
(201) 792-8200 EXT. 8201
** A O EA DM TX PV **

THE HARBOR
1406 CLINTON STREET
HOBOKEN, NJ 07030
(201) 656-0460
** AD R O H IV DT TX **

HOLMDEL

BAYSHORE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
727 NORTH BEERS STREET
HOLMDEL, NJ 07733
(201) 729-5900
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

HOMELL

HOMELL TOWNSHIP YOUTH AND
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
PREVENTORIUM ROAD
HOMELL, NJ 07751
(201) 936-5747
** A O EA TX PV OT **
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IRVINGTON

L AND L CLINICS INC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX
57-59 NEW STREET
IRVINGTON, NJ 07111
(201) 573-2010
** D O IV DT MM **

JERSEY CITY

CHRIST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
176 PALISADE AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07306
(201) 795-8264
** AD O EA TX PV **

JERSEY CITY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
30 BALDWIN AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07304
(201) 915-2281
** A O DM TX CI PV **

MOUNT CARMEL GUILD
249 VIRGINIA AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07304
(201) 332-6365
** AD O DM TX **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
248 ERIE STREET
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07302
(201) 653-3071
** AD R O TX **

SPECTRUM HEALTH CARE INC
450 JOHNSTON AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07304
(201) 451-2544
** D O DT CI PV MM **

KEYPORT

INTER COUNTY
KERNY METHADONE CLINIC
645 KERNY AVENUE
KERNY, NJ 07032
(201) 997-4003
** D O W Y CU IV DT MM **

INTER COUNTY COUNCIL ON
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE/ADMIN UNIT
416 KERNY AVENUE
KERNY, NJ 07032
(201) 997-4000
** AD H Y CU IV EA DM PV **

INTER COUNTY DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE
INFORMATION CENTER
416 KERNY AVENUE
KERNY, NJ 07032
(201) 997-4000
** AD O H Y CU IV EA DM TX PV **

KEYPORT

ENDEAVOR HOUSE
6 BROADWAY
KEYPORT, NJ 07735
(201) 264-3824
** AD R O IV TX **

MENNS RESOURCE AND SURVIVAL CENTER
10-16 BROAD STREET
KEYPORT, NJ 07735
(201) 264-4111
** AD O H IV TX **

LAFAYETTE

SUNRISE HOUSE FOUNDATION INC
SUNSET INN ROAD
INTERSECTION OF ROUTES 15 AND 94
LAFAYETTE, NJ 07848
(201) 383-6300
** A R M H IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

LAKEHURST

NEW BEGINNINGS AT LAKEHURST
440 BECKERVILLE ROAD
LAKEHURST, NJ 08733
(201) 657-4000
** A R IV DM TX PV OT **

LAKELAND

CAMDEN CNTY CTR FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
COLLIER DRIVE
BLACKWOOD POST OFFICE
LAKELAND, NJ 08012
(609) 228-4200 EXT. 9
** AD H Y CU IV OT **

CAMDEN CNTY CTR FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
INTERMEDIATE MEDICAL UNIT
COLLIER DRIVE
BLACKWOOD POST OFFICE
LAKELAND, NJ 08012
(609) 228-4200 EXT. 18
** D R M IV TX **

LAKEWOOD

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
EAST COUNTY LINE ROAD AND RIDGE AVENUE
LAKEWOOD, NJ 08701
(201) 367-5515
** A O M Y E EA DM TX PV **

SHORE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL REHABILITATION (DARE)
700 AIRPORT ROAD
LAKEWOOD, NJ 08701
(201) 367-4700
** AD O DN TX PV **

LINDEN

CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
210 SAINT GEORGE AVENUE
LINDEN, NJ 07036
(201) 486-6230
** A O M Y TX PV **

LIVINGSTON

SAINT BARNABAS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
94 OLD SHORT HILLS ROAD
LIVINGSTON, NJ 07039
(201) 533-5409
** AD O IV EA DM TX **

LONG BRANCH

MONMOUTH CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRT CTR
ALTERNATIVES/OPTIONS/EXTENDED CARE
152 CHELSEA AVENUE
LONG BRANCH, NJ 07740
(201) 222-5190
** A I O Y E H EA TX CI PV **

LYONS

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
BUILDING 57 B NORTH
LYONS, NJ 07939
(201) 647-0160 EXT. 6627
** A O EA DM TX CI **

MANAHAWKIN

OCEAN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
102 EAST BAY AVENUE
SUITE C
MANAHAWKIN, NJ 08050
(609) 597-1254
** A O M Y E B H AI PI DM TX **

MARLBORO

MCBS/PROJECT TRANSITION
TRANSITION AFTERCARE SERVICE PROGRAM
41 WEST GATE ROAD
MARLBORO PSYCHIATRIC HOSP/ROUTE 520
MARLBORO, NJ 07746
(201) 946-8100 EXT. 2569
** A O TX DT **

NEW HOPE FOUNDATION INC
MARLBORO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
ROUTE 520
COTTAGE 5
MARLBORO, NJ 07746
(201) 946-3030
** A R O Y DT EA DM TX **
MATAWAN

BAY SHORE YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
166 MAIN STREET
MATAWAN, NJ 07747
(201) 290-9940
** D O Y IV TX PV **

MCGUIRE AIR FORCE BASE

DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICES
458 MAM/SLD
MCGUIRE AIR FORCE BASE, NJ 08641
(609) 726-6672
** AD O TX CI PV **

MENDHAM

THE SHIRE
ROUTE 24
MENDHAM, NJ 07945
(201) 543-2009
** A R O W Y EA DN TX **

MEXICAN

ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
37 OAKWOOD AVENUE
MEXICAN, NJ 08840
(201) 321-6606 EXT. 466
** A O H EA TX **

MOUNTCLAIR

MOUNTAINSIDE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
BAY AND HIGHLAND AVENUES
MOUNTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 429-6121 EXT. 253
** AD I R O W Y CU DT DN TX CI PV **

NEDAC

104 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 239-6137
** AD O IV TX CI PV **

MOORESTOWN

PARKSIDE LODGE OF NEW JERSEY
EAST 2ND STREET AND PANDOSA AVENUE
MOORESTOWN, NJ 08057
(609) 235-7900
** A R O EA TX **

MORRIS PLAINS

NEW VIENS TREATMENT PROGRAM INC
CENTRAL AVENUE
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950
(201) 292-4015
** AD I O W H TX CI PV **

MORRISTOWN

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE ILLNESSES
95 MOUNT KEMBLE AVENUE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 254-4700
** A O W Y CU IV DH TX CI PV **

MORRIS COUNTY AFTERCARE CENTER
16 BANK STREET
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 326-9828
** D O IH CU IV DT DH TX PV MM OT **

MRS WILSONS
56 MOUNT KEMBLE AVENUE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 540-0116
** A R W TX **

MOUNT HOLLY

AMITY HOUSE
211 GARDEN STREET
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 267-6102
** A R W TX **

BURLINGTON COMP COUNSELING INC
75-77 MASON STREETS
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 267-9553
** D O IH CU IV DT EA TX MM **

DRENG MEMORIAL GUIDANCE CENTER
PATH PROGRAM
1109B WOODLANE ROAD
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 261-3330
** AD O Y TX PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF MOUNT HOLLY
ALCOHOLISMS SERVICES
175 MADISON AVENUE
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 267-6600 EXT. 4532
** AD I DT EA TX **

NEW BRUNSWICK

DAMON HOUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
110 BAYARD STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 828-3938
** AD W CU IV DT **

DAMON HOUSE OF NEW BRUNSWICK RESIDENTIAL
105 JOYCE KILMER AVENUE
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 828-6002
** AD R O W CU IV TX **

MIDDLESEX COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPOR CORP
COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES PROGRAM
28 SOUTH HARR STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 296-4292
** A B W PI PV OT **

NEW BRUNSWICK COUNSELING CENTER
54 NEW STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 246-4025
** D O IH IV DT TX MM **

RUTGERS UNIV STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL ASSISTANCE PROG FOR STUDENTS
11 BISHOP PLACE
HURTADO HEALTH CENTER
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
(201) 952-7976
** AD O DH TX CI PV **

UNIV OF MDNJ CHMC AT PISCATAY
MENTALLY ILL CHEM ABUSERS UNIT (MICA)
195 NEW STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 418-2900
** A O TX CI PV **

NEWARK

COMMUNITY UNITED FOR REHAB OF ADDICT
CURA INC
61 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 622-3570
** AD R O H IV TX PV **

ESSEX SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT CTR INC
164 BLANCHARD STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07105
(201) 589-4286
** D O IV DT MM **

GOODHILL HOME AND MISSIONS INC
79 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 621-9560
** AD OT **

INTEGRITY INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
103 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 623-0600
** AD IV EA OT **

INTEGRITY INC
HOUSE A AND B
97-99 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 625-0600
** D R IV TX **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrity Inc</td>
<td>OUTREACH 37 LINCOLN PARK NEWARK, NJ 07102 (201) 625-0600 **D O IV EA TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa de Don Pedro Alcoholism Services</td>
<td>25 BROADWAY NEWARK, NJ 07104 (201) 485-2703 **A O H TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Carmel Guild</td>
<td>Narcotic and Rehab Center 17 Mulberry Street NEWARK, NJ 07102 (201) 596-3943 **D I O H IV DT TX **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Carmel Guild</td>
<td>Social Service Center 101 University Avenue NEWARK, NJ 07102 (201) 621-7755 **A R TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark Renaissance House Inc</td>
<td>80 Norfolk Street NEWARK, NJ 07107 (201) 625-3586 **D R O Y IV EA TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Michaels Medical Center</td>
<td>Alcoholism Detox Program 260 Martin Luther King Jr Boulevard NEWARK, NJ 07102 (201) 877-5523 **A I H DT TX **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soul House</td>
<td>178 Prince Street NEWARK, NJ 07105 (201) 643-3088 **D O Y IV EA TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum/Newark</td>
<td>461 Frelinghuysen Avenue NEWARK, NJ 07114 (201) 596-2850 **D O IV CI PV MM **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Alcon Project Inc</td>
<td>103 Lincoln Park NEWARK, NJ 07101 (201) 621-1623 **A O TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New Hell Addict Rehab Ctr</td>
<td>15 Roseville Avenue NEWARK, NJ 07107 (201) 242-0715 **D O M Y B H CU IV EA TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning Point</td>
<td>Newark Program 600 Broad Street YMCA NEWARK, NJ 07102 (201) 596-5929 **A O TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Community Alcoholism Network U Can</td>
<td>14 Park Place NEWARK, NJ 07102 (201) 621-5650 **A O DM TX **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ Of Medicine and Dentistry of NJ</td>
<td>Univ Hosp Dept of Psych ALC TRT SERVS 30 Bergen Street Administrative Complex Room 1412 NEWARK, NJ 07107 (201) 456-6389 **A O B EA DM TX **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNTHON</td>
<td>Sussex Council on Alcohol Inc 122 Main Street Newton, NJ 07860 (201) 383-4707 **A O Y E EA DM TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northfield</td>
<td>Atlantic County Council On Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Inc South Shore Road Shoreview Complex Northfield, NJ 08225 (609) 272-0101 **AD W Y E EA PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northvale</td>
<td>Network 35 Piermont Road Northvale, NJ 07647 (201) 768-9400 **AD R Y TX **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>City of Orange Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program 301 Main Street Room 1 Orange, NJ 07050 (201) 266-4173 **AD O M Y E IV TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Service and Child Guidance Ctr Psychotherapy 395 South Center Street Orange, NJ 07050 (201) 675-3817 **D O Y IV EA TX **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramus</td>
<td>First Step Detox House for Alcohol Abusers Superintendents Drive Bergen Pines County Hospital Paramus, NJ 07652 (201) 599-6200 **A R IV DT EA DM TX OT **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramus</td>
<td>Hispanic Institute for Research and Development/Alc Services 368 Paramus Road Paramus, NJ 07652 (201) 447-9477 **AD O H TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid Bergen CMHC Addictive Services Team 11 Park Place Paramus, NJ 07652 (201) 265-8200 **A O H Y E B H AI IH PI CU IV EA ** **DM TX CI **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spring House East Ridgehood Avenue Bergen Pines Complex Bldg 7 Paramus, NJ 07652 (201) 261-5582 **A R W TX **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passaic</td>
<td>Morris County Alcohol Recovery Center 620 West Hanover Avenue Passaic, NJ 07054 (201) 285-6990 **A O EA DM TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Passaic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BETH ISRAEL HOSP/GOM OUPATIENT Comp Outpatient Addiction TRT Center 70 Parker Avenue Passaic, NJ 07055 (201) 365-5181 **AD O M B H IH CU TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hispanic Information Center Alcohol Outreach Prog for Minorities 270 Passaic Street Passaic, NJ 07055 (201) 779-8110 **A O Y E H TX **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northeast Life Skills Associates Inc T/A The Passaic Clinic 77 Hoover Avenue Passaic, NJ 07055 (201) 777-2962 **D O M Y IH CU IV DT TX PV MM **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PASSAIC ARTS
70 PARKER AVENUE
PASSAIC, NJ 07055
(201) 472-0364
** AD O IV DT DM TX CI PV **

PATERSON
BARNERT HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
680 BROADWAY
PATERSON, NJ 07514
(201) 977-6704
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

DAMON HOUSE OF PATERSON
OUTPATIENT
136 WASHINGTON STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 279-5563
** D O M CU IV TX **

EYESHIELD
389 GRAND STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07505
(201) 523-6220
** AD R H B PI IV TX **

MCNULTY HALFWAY HOUSE
101 CEDAR STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 279-7005
** A R DM TX **

PATERSON COUNSELING CENTER INC
319-321 MAIN STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07505
(201) 523-8316
** D O IV DT EA PV MM OT **

PATERSON
STRAIGHT AND NARROW INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
396 STRAIGHT STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000
** AD M Y PI CU IV DM CI PV OT **

PATERSON COUNSELING CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
899 EAST 19TH STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 279-7005
** A O H DM TX **

PATERSON
STRAIGHT AND NARROW INC
ALPHA HOUSE
396 STRAIGHT STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000
** D R M Y CU IV EA TX **

PATERSON COUNSELING CENTER INC
CEDAR OUTPATIENT CLINIC
103 CEDAR STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000 EXT. 44
** D O M Y B H IV DM TX CI PV OT **

PATERSON
STRAIGHT AND NARROW INC
DISMASH HOUSE
396 STRAIGHT STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000
** D R M Y CU IV EA DM TX **

PATERSON
STRAIGHT AND NARROW INC
MOUNT CARMEL DETOX UNIT
396 STRAIGHT STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000 Ext. 61
** A I IV DT TX **

PATERSON
STRAIGHT AND NARROW INC
MT CARMEL REHAB CTR FOR ALCOHOLICS
396 STRAIGHT STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000
** A R B H PI IV TX PV **

PEMBERTON
BURLINGTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
POST HOUSE RESI/OUTPT DRUG FREE PROG
PEMBERTON/BROWNS MILLS ROAD
PEMBERTON, NJ 08068
(609) 726-7157
** D R O IV TX CI PV OT **

PENN'S GROVE
NEW HOPE RETREAT INC
PENNSVILLE-AUBURN ROAD
PENN'S GROVE, NJ 08069
(609) 299-5262
** A R TX **

PERTH AMBOY
PARITAN BAY MEDICAL CENTER
MEDICAL INTERVENTION UNIT (MIU)
550 NEM BRUNSWICK AVENUE
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(201) 442-3700 Ext. 2837
** A I IV DT EA DM TX OT **

PERTH AMBOY
PERTH AMBOY ADDICTION CENTER
ESCAPE CENTER YOUTH COOP
546 LAMIE STREET
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(201) 442-3700 Ext. 2170
** D O Y CU IV DT EA DM TX PV MM **
** OT **

PERTH AMBOY
RARITAN BAY MEDICAL CENTER
BAY HARBOR
530 NEM BRUNSWICK AVENUE
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(201) 442-4364 Ext. 2837
** A R O EA DM TX **

RARITAN BAY MEDICAL CENTER
TRIPE S
530 NEM BRUNSWICK AVENUE
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(201) 442-3700 Ext. 5185
** A I DT EA DM TX OT **

RARITAN BAY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
570 LEE STREET
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(201) 442-1666
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

PHILADELPHIA
WARREN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
165 ROSEBERRY STREET
PHILADELPHIA, NJ 08865
(201) 859-6787
** A I O IV DT TX **

PISCATAWAY
UMDNJ/CMHC AT PISCATAWAY
ADDITION RECOVERY SERVICES
667 HOES LANE
PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854
(201) 463-6726
** A O M Y B CU DM TX PV OT **

PLAINFIELD
PLAINFIELD RED CROSS OPTIONS PROGRAM
332 WEST FRONT STREET
PLAINFIELD, NJ 07060
(201) 756-7066
** A O Y TX **

PLAINFIELD
PLAINFIELD TREATMENT CENTER
519 NORTH AVENUE
PLAINFIELD, NJ 07060
(201) 757-0450
** D O M Y IV DT TX MM **

PLEASANTVILLE
ATLANTIC MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG HOUSE UNIT
2002 BLACK HORSE PIKE
PLEASANTVILLE, NJ 08232
(609) 645-3572
** AD O Y IV DM TX **

PRINCETON
CORNER HOUSE
369 MITHERSPOON STREET
VALLEY ROAD BUILDING
PRINCETON, NJ 08540
(609) 924-8018
** AD O TX PV **
NEW JERSEY

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF PRINCETON
OUTPT ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND EDUC
120 JOHN STREET
PRINCETON, NJ 08542
(609) 924-2098
** AD R O DT TX CI PV **

PRINCETON HOUSE
ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
905 HERRONTOWN ROAD
PRINCETON, NJ 08540
(609) 734-4631
** AD I R IV TX **

RED BANK
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
OF MONMOUTH COUNTY
90 MONMOUTH STREET
RED BANK, NJ 07701
(201) 744-5200
** A W Y E PV DT **

STORM RIVER MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY UNIT/CENTURY HOUSE
35 UNION STREET
RED BANK, NJ 07701
(201) 530-2115
** A I R O DT TX **

RIDGEWOOD
WEST BERGEN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
120 CHESTNUT STREET
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450
(201) 644-3550
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

RUTHERFORD
SOUTH BERGEN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
516 VALLEY BROOK AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, NJ 07071
(201) 460-0160
** AD O DM TX CI **

SECAUCUS
SEABROOK HOUSE
POLE LANE
SEABROOK, NJ 08002
(609) 655-7575
** A R O DT TX CI PV **

SECAUCUS
Hudson County Meadowview Hospital
Hudson County Detox
595 COUNTY AVENUE
SECAUCUS, NJ 07094
(201) 863-9151
** A R DT TX **

SKILLMAN
CRAWFORD HOUSE INC
HALFAYE HOUSE FOR WOMEN ALCOHOLICS
262 SUNSET ROAD
SKILLMAN, NJ 08550
(201) 874-6090
** A R M TX PV **

SOMERS POINT
SHORE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1 EAST NEW YORK AVENUE
SOMERS POINT, NJ 08244
(609) 655-3500
** AD I IV DT TX PV **

SOMERVILLE
SOMERSET COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
104 REHILL AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(201) 722-4900
** A O TX **

SOMERSET COUNTY DRUG CLINIC
256 EAST MAIN STREET
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(201) 722-4406
** D O M Y I IH CU IV EA DM TX PV **

SOUTH AMBOY
SOUTH AMBOY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
540 BORDENTOWN AVENUE
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(201) 721-1400 EXT. 4453
** AD O Y PI DM TX PV **

SUMMIT
FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT RECOVERY CENTERS
2 BROAD CENTER
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
(201) 273-7600
** AD O IV DM TX CI PV **

OVERLOOK HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
99 BEAUVOR AT SYLVAN STREET
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
(201) 522-2837
** AD O IV DT EA TX **

TEANECK
HOLY NAME HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
718 TEANECK ROAD
FOUR WEST
TEANECK, NJ 07666
(201) 633-3741
** AD I O M I IH IV DT EA DM TX PV **

TOMS RIVER
OCEAN COUNTY BOARD OF SOCIAL SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
1027 HOOPER AVENUE
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08754
(201) 385-1500
** A O M E B TX PV **

SCHAEFFER TREATMENT CENTER
1594 ROUTE 9
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08753
(201) 240-0423
** A O M Y DM TX **

TOMS RIVER OUTREACH CENTER
247 MAIN STREET
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08753
(201) 244-1600
** D O M TX **

TRENTON
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
ALCOHOLISM/ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
47 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08607
(609) 394-5181
** AD O Y CU EA DM TX CI PV **

COMM GUIDANCE CENTER OF MERCER COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM
2300 HAMILTON AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08619
(609) 587-7046
** D O IV EA DM TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF TRENTON
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PLAN
941 WHITEHORSE MERCERVILLE ROAD
SUITE 21
TRENTON, NJ 08610
(609) 585-8000
** AD M Y EA DM TX PV **

HAMILTON HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1881 WHITEHORSE HAMILTON SQUARE ROAD
TRENTON, NJ 08690
(609) 586-7900 EXT. 1312
** AD I IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

HENRY J AUSTIN HEALTH CENTER
MENTAL HEALTH DEPT SUBST ABUSE PROG
321 NORTH MARREN STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08618
(609) 909-3390
** A O H TX CI PV **
MERCER COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
408 BELLEVue AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08618
(609) 396-5874
** A O M Y E B H PI CU EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

MERCER STREET FRIENDS CENTER
1201 WEST STATE STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08618
(609) 989-7466
** AD O Y TX PV OT **

NEW HORIZON TREATMENT SERVICES INC
132 PERRY STREET
2ND FLOOR
TRENTON, NJ 08618
(609) 394-6888
** AD O IN CU IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **
** MM DT **

RESCUE MISSION OF TRENTON INC
VINCEN PLACE/HAP PROGRAM
98 CARROLL STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08604
(609) 395-3533
** A I H E PI TX CI **

UNITED PROGRESS INC
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
541 EAST STATE STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08609
(609) 392-2822
** A R DT TX **

UNITED PROGRESS/MERCER COUNTY
AID TO LOW INCOME ALCOHOL ABUSERS
541 EAST STATE STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08609
(609) 392-2822
** A O EA DM TX **

UNION
ALCOHOL INTERVENTION OF UNION COUNTY
UNION, NJ 07083
(201) 923-0825
** AD O DM TX PV **

UNION HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
1000 GOLDFIELD HILL ROAD
UNION, NJ 07083
(201) 687-9000 EXT. 2141
** AD I O Y IV DT EA TX OT **

VAUXHALL
B N BASS INC
T/A SUBURBAN CLINIC
1 ROSELYN PLACE
VAUXHALL, NJ 07088
(201) 687-7188
** D O CU IV DT CI MM **

VERONA
TURNING POINT INC
HILLTOP SANITARIUM ROAD
VERONA, NJ 07044
(201) 259-9400
** A R H TX CI PV **

MALDKICK
VALLEY HOSPITAL
COMP OUTPT ADDICTION PROG (COAP)
20 FRANKLIN TURNPIKE
MALDKICK, NJ 07443
(201) 647-8226
** AD I O CU DT EA TX CI PV **

WASHINGTON
FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER OF MARREN
OUTPATIENT DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
21 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE
WASHINGTON, NJ 07882
(201) 699-4470
** D O IV TX PV **

MAYNIE
WAYNE COUNSELING CENTER
475 VALLEY ROAD
MAYNIE, NJ 07470
(201) 694-1234
** D O Y TX **

WEST MILFORD
WAYNE GENERAL HOSPITAL
WEST MILFORD COUNSELING CENTER
1000 MACOPIN ROAD
WEST MILFORD, NJ 07480
(201) 728-3938
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

WEST ORANGE
MAIN STREET COUNSELING CENTER
242 MAIN STREET
WEST ORANGE, NJ 07052
(201) 736-2041
** A O TX OT **

WEST ORANGE FAMILY YOUTH SERVICE
MAYBE
4 CHARLES STREET
WEST ORANGE, NJ 07052
(201) 326-4141
** AD O EA TX **

WESTFIELD
UNION COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
300 NORTH AVENUE EAST
WESTFIELD, NJ 07090
(201) 233-8010
** AD DM PV **

WESTVILLE
MARYVILLE ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
156 BROADWAY
WESTVILLE, NJ 08093
(609) 456-0660
** A O EA DM TX CI PV **

WHITING
AMERICAS KESKICK
KESKICK COLONY DIVISION
KESKICK GROVE
WHITING, NJ 08759
(201) 350-1187
** AD R TX OT **

WILDWOOD
CAPE COUNSELING SERVICES
115-117 WEST DAVIS AVENUE
WILDWOOD, NJ 08260
(609) 729-1404
** AD O Y IV DM TX CI PV **

WILLIAMSTON
MARYVILLE ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
GRANT AVENUE
RD 2
WILLIAMSTON, NJ 08094
(609) 729-0244
** A R H IV EA DM TX **

WOODBRIDGE
JFK CENTER FOR
DRUG/ALCOHOL PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
73 GREEN STREET
WOODBRIDGE, NJ 07095
(201) 634-7910
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

WOODBURY
REALITY HOUSE INC
C/O GLOUCESTER COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
CARPENTER STREET
WOODBURY, NJ 08096
(609) 848-0055
** AD O M Y H CU TX PV **

SERVICES TO OVERCOME DRUG ABUSE AMONG
TEENAGERS OF NJ INC (SODAT INC)
124 NORTH BROAD STREET
WOODBURY, NJ 08096
(609) 845-6333
** AD O M Y IV EA TX CI PV **
NEW JERSEY

WOODSTOWN

SALEM COUNTY ALCOHOL ABUSE
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
SALEM WOODSTOWN ROAD
WOODSTOWN, NJ 08098
(609) 769-2126 EXT. 40
** A O Y DM TX PV **
NEW MEXICO

ALAMOGORDO
LA PLACITA REINTEGRATION CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3102 NORTH FLORIDA STREET
ROUTE 7
ALAMOGORDO, NM 88310
(505) 434-0515
** D R Y H A I EA TX PV **

OTERO COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM
523 MARYLAND AVENUE
ALAMOGORDO, NM 88310
(505) 427-8942
** A R O EA DH TX **

THE COUNSELING CENTER
1408 8TH STREET
ALAMOGORDO, NM 88310
(505) 457-7404
** A O H DH TX PV **

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE INDIAN HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL ABUSE UNIT
801 VASSAR DRIVE NE
COMMUNITY HEALTH BUILDING
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106
(505) 256-4000
** AD O W Y EA DH TX CI PV **

BERNALILLO COUNTY MH/HR CENTER
ALCOHOL/DUPLICATE PROGRAM
2350 ALAMO AVENUE SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106
(505) 287-9881
** AD I O M IV DT TX CI MH **

CAREUNIT HOSPITAL OF ALBUQUERQUE
505 HIGH STREET NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87102
(505) 848-8088
** AD I O W Y H A IH CU IV DT **
** EA DH TX PV **

HOGARES INC
1218 GRIEGOS ROAD NM
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107
(505) 345-8471
** AD R O Y IV TX **

SOUTH BROADWAY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT INC
1500 MALLET STREET SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87102
(505) 854-2593
** AD WYBHAI PV **

SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE (SIPI)
ALCOHOL EDUC PROG
9169 COORS ROAD NW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87104
(505) 766-1373
** A O AI TX PV **

TURQUOISE LODGE
6000 ISLETA BOULEVARD NW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105
(505) 861-8978
** A I DT TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2100 RIDGECREST DRIVE SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 265-1711 EXT. 2478
** A I O W EA DH TX CI PV OT **

ARTEZIA
ARTEZIA COUNSELING AND
RESOURCE CENTER
801 BUSH AVENUE
ARTEZIA, NM 88210
(505) 746-9848
** AD O W Y E B H EA DH TX CI PV **

BERNALILLO
FIVE SANTOVAL INDIAN PUEBLOS INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
BERNALILLO, NM 87004
(505) 857-3351
** AD O W Y E AI DM TX PV **

LA BUENA VIDA INC
720 CAPINO DEL PUEBLO
BERNALILLO, NM 87004
(505) 867-2380
** AD O Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

CANONCITO
CANONCITO ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
CANONCITO, NM 87026
(505) 834-0011
** A O AI TX **

CLOVIS
CURRY ROOSEVELT COUNTY
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
5106 NORTH PRINCE STREET
CLOVIS, NM 88101
(505) 769-0051
** A DM PV **

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES
EASTMIND ALC AND CHEM DEPENDENCY SERVS
816 WEST 12TH STREET
CLOVIS, NM 88101
(505) 769-2849
** AD R DH TX CI PV **

DULCE
JICARILLA APACHE TRIBE
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
JICARILLA RESERVATION
DULCE, NM 87528
(505) 759-3478
** A R AI TX **

EMBUDO
RIO GRANDE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER INC
EMBUDO, NM 87531
(505) 579-4251
** A R WH AI TX **

ESPANOLA
HOY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
531 CORLETT ROAD
ESPANOLA, NM 87533
(505) 753-2203
** A R O DT TX **

SANTA CLARA REHABILITATION CENTER
ESPANOLA, NM 87532
(505) 753-7326 EXT. 276
** A R H AI DT TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
B = ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE
E = RESIDENTIAL
I = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS
M = HOMEN
O = OUTPATIENT
Y = YOUTH
DT = DETOXIFICATION
E = ALL RESIDENTIAL
R = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
H = HISPANICS
PI = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
M = OTHER UNIT
I = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
V = DRUG USERS
UNIT FUNCTION:
X = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PE = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
FA = TREATMENT UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
FA = TREATMENT UNIT
FA = TREATMENT UNIT
NEW MEXICO

FARMINGTON

FOUR WINDS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
1313 MISSION AVENUE
FARMINGTON, NM 87401
(505) 327-7228 EXT. 304
** A R M Y A I PI CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

SUN CREST HOSPITAL
LIFENWORKS CENTER
1101 W. MURRAY ROAD
FARMINGTON, NM 87401
(505) 326-9151
** A I IV DT EA DM TX **

FORT BAYARD

FORT BAYARD MEDICAL CENTER
FORT BAYARD, NM 88036
(505) 537-5392 EXT. 235
** A I DM TX PV **

GALLUP

FRIENDSHIP SERVICES
600 VANDEN BOSCH PARKWAY
GALLUP, NM 87501
(505) 527-7706
** A R O W A I PI DT EA DM TX CI PV **
** DT **

GRANTS

THE RESOURCE CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
1500 NORTH 3RD STREET
GRANTS, NM 87020
(505) 287-7985
** A Y E IV EA DM TX CI PV **

HOBSBS

LEA REGIONAL HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE/ADULT CHEM DEP
LOVINGTON HOSPITAL
HOBSBS, NM 88040
(505) 392-6581 EXT. 449
** A I R Y IV DT TX **

NEW MEXICO JUNIOR COLLEGE
DNI SCHOOL
5317 LOVINGTON HIGHWAY
HOBSBS, NM 88040
(505) 392-4510
** A DM PV **

ISLETA

PUEBLO OF ISLETA
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG PROGRAM
ISLETA, NM 87022
(505) 869-2338
** A O TX **

LAGUNA

PUEBLO OF LAGUNA SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
LAGUNA, NM 87026
(505) 243-3716
** A O Y A I DM TX CI PV **

LAB CRUCES

SOUTHWEST COUNSELING CENTER INC
1480 NORTH MAIN STREET
LAB CRUCES, NM 88001
(505) 526-3371 EXT. 112
** A R O DT EA DM TX CI PV OT **

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT JUVENILE PROB
FIRST OFFENDER PROG/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
135 EAST GRIGGS STREET
DONA ANA COUNTY COURT COMPLEX
LAB CRUCES, NM 88001
(505) 526-6360
** A D Y PV **

VALLEY VIEW HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3751 NORTH DEL REY BOULEVARD
LAB CRUCES, NM 88005
(505) 522-4407
** A I IV DT EA TX CI PV **

FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
LAB CRUCES, NM 87701
(505) 425-9335
** A D PV **

LOS ALAMOS

LOS ALAMOS COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
2132 CENTRAL AVENUE
LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544
(505) 662-5000
** A O EA DM TX OT **

LOS LUNAS

COTTONWOOD DE ALBUQUERQUE
804 BLYTHE ROAD
LOS LUNAS, NM 87031
(505) 665-3345
** A R DT TX CI PV **

VALENCIA COUNSELING SERVICES INC
267 COURTHOUSE ROAD
LOS LUNAS, NM 87031
(505) 865-3359
** A O TX OT **

MAGDALENA

ALAMO ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
TREATMENT AND PREVENTION
MAGDALENA, NM 87825
(505) 854-2626
** A O W Y E AI CU EA TX PV **

MESCALERO

MESCALERO APACHE REHABILITATION CENTER
MESCALERO RESERVATION
MESCALERO, NM 88040
(505) 671-4432
** A R O W Y E AI PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX PV **

HELPPING HANDS INC
NORTH HIGHWAY
MORA, NM 87732
(505) 387-2288
** A O TX PV OT **

PUEBLO DE ACA

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF ACA
MCCARTY HEALTH SOCIAL SERV DIVISION
PUEBLO DE ACA, NM 87034
(505) 552-6663
** A O W Y E AI PI EA DM TX CI PV **

RATON

RATON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
6TH AND CIMARRON STREETS
RATON, NM 87740
(505) 466-2754
** A R O W Y E H DT DM TX PV **

ROSNELL

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES INC
109 WEST BLAND STREET
ROSNELL, NM 88201
(505) 623-1460
** A O EA DM TX PV OT **

PECOS VALLEY LODGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1600 EAST TILDEN STREET
ROSNELL, NM 88201
(505) 629-6059
** A I DT TX **

SAN JUAN PUEBLO

DELANCEY STREET/NEW MEXICO INC
OLD ALCALDE ROAD
SAN JUAN PUEBLO, NM 87566
(505) 852-4247
** A R TX **
NEW MEXICO

EIGHT NORTHERN INIAN PUEBLOS COUNCIL
DRUG COUNCIL PROGRAM
SAN JUAN PUEBLO, NM 87566
(505) 852-4265 EXT. 258
** AD R O M Y AI TX CI PV OT **

SANTA FE

AYUDANTES INC
1524 PASEO DE PERALTA
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 988-8810
** A O Y DM TX **

FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
105 SPRUCE STREET
VALLEY VIEW METHODIST CHURCH
SANTA FE, NM 87504
(505) 827-5031
** AD PV **

PINON HILLS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
313 CAMINO ALIRE
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 232-8000
** AD I O H CU DT EA DM TX CI PV **

RECOVERY OF ALCOHOLICS PROGRAM INC
OUTPATIENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
826 CAMINO DEL MONTE REY
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 988-7297
** A O H Y H IA EA DM TX PV **

RECOVERY OF ALCOHOLICS PROGRAM INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS
1604 BERRY AVENUE
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 988-4481
** A R DT EA DM TX **

SANTA FE GROUP HOMES
LA NUEVA VIDA
1301 LUISA STREET
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 983-9521
** AD R O Y H TX PV **

SANTA ROSA

THE SURE HOUSE
501 4TH STREET
SANTA ROSA, NM 88435
(505) 472-5383
** AD O Y DM TX PV **

SANTO DOMINGO PUEBLO

SANTO DOMINGO PUEBLO
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
C/O COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
SAN ILDEFONSO STREET
SANTO DOMINGO PUEBLO, NM 87052
(505) 465-2214 EXT. 35
** D O AI TX PV OT **

SILVER CITY

BORDER AREA MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
315 SOUTH HUDSON STREET
SILVER CITY, NM 88061
(505) 388-4412
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

TAOS

EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
JUVENILE PROBATION FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
TAOS, NM 87571
(505) 758-9190
** AD Y B H AI PV **

THOREAU

THOREAU ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM INC
2ND AND OLIVE STREETS
THOREAU, NM 87323
(505) 862-7580
** AD O M Y E AI PI CU EA TX PV **

ZUNI

ZUNI COMMUNITY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ZUNI, NM 87327
(505) 782-6717
** A O Y AI TX PV **
NEW YORK

ALBANY
AL CARE
445 NEW KARNER ROAD
ALBANY, NY 12205
(518) 456-8043
** A O Y Y IN CU TX **

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC INC
ALCOHOLISM RECEIVING CENTER/CRISIS CTR
75 NEW SCOTLAND AVENUE UNIT G
CAPITAL DISTRICT PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 465-7386
** A R PI DT TX OT **

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC INC
MCCARTY AVENUE HALFAY HOUSE
90 MCCARTY AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 449-8643
** A R TX **

ALBANY COUNTY EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROG
ALCOHOL SERVICES
161 GREEN STREET
ALBANY, NY 12205
(518) 454-2907
** A O IV TX CI **

ALBANY COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
59 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 465-7085
** D O IV TX CI **

ALBANY/SCHONARIE/SCHENECTADY
BOCES/CAPIT
47 CORNELL ROAD
ALBANY, NY 12110
(518) 786-3211
** AD H PV **

ARBOR HILL ALCOHOL PROGRAM (AHAP)
145 VAN RENSSELAER BOULEVARD
ALBANY, NY 12204
(518) 434-3061
** A PV **

CLINICAL SERVICES AND CONSULT INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
26 COMPUTER DRIVE WEST
ALBANY, NY 12205
(518) 459-2061
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

COLONIE YOUTH CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1655 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12205
(518) 869-8328
** D O DM TX PV **

DRIVING AND ALCOHOL STUDIES PROGRAM
SUNY AT ALBANY
1400 WASHINGTON AVENUE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CENTER ROOM 134
ALBANY, NY 12222
(518) 765-4011
** A DM PV **

EDWARD F KENNEAL CENTER INC
ALBANY COUNTY YDA SITE 2/ADMIN UNIT
70 NORTH SHAN STREET
SAINT JOSEPHS SCHOOL
ALBANY, NY 12210
(518) 462-4320
** D O H Y BC EA TX **

EQUINOX INC
EQUINOX COUNSELING CENTER/ADMIN
214 LARK STREET
ALBANY, NY 12210
(518) 434-6135
** D O H Y CU TX PV **

HOPE HOUSE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
261 NORTH PEARL STREET
ALBANY, NY 12207
(518) 465-2441
** D O H Y CU IV TX PV OT **

HOSPITALITY HOUSE
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC/ADMIN UNIT
271 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 434-6468
** D R IV TX **

SAINT JOHNS
PROJECT LIFT INC
37 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 462-3763
** A R TX PV **

SAINT PETERS ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
(SPARC) COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
64 2ND AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 449-5170
** A O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

SAINT PETERS ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
(SPARC) DETOX UNIT
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
CUSACK PAVILION
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1305
** A I DT TX PV **

SAINT PETERS ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
(SPARC) OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
675 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 454-1338
** A O DM TX **

SAINT PETERS ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
ADMISSION AND EVALUATION UNIT
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1356
** A CI **

SAINT PETERS ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
PREVENTION AND EDUCATION
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1356
** A PV **

SAINT PETERS HOSPITAL
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
SUITE 3-1
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1612
** A DM PV OT **

SUNY DRUG EDUCATION AND COUNSELING
MIDDLE EARTH/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1400 WASHINGTON AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12205
(518) 457-7598
** AD O TX PV **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION:**
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
B = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
D = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AD = OUTPATIENT
O = OUTPATIENT

** ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:**
R = RESIDENTIAL

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

** UNIT FUNCTION:**
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binghamton</td>
<td>Bethpage Adolescent Development Assoc</td>
<td>70 Henry Street</td>
<td>(607) 723-7508</td>
<td>AOD/Y TX PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binghamton</td>
<td>Alcoholism Center of Broome County Inc</td>
<td>70 Henry Street</td>
<td>(607) 723-7508</td>
<td>AOD/Y TA PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binghamton</td>
<td>Alcoholism Center of Broome County/OP</td>
<td>Intensive Outpatient Treatment Service</td>
<td>30 West State Street</td>
<td>BINGHAMTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethpage</td>
<td>Bethpage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binghamton</td>
<td>Alcoholism Center of Broome County Inc</td>
<td>70 Henry Street</td>
<td>(607) 723-7508</td>
<td>AOD/Y TA PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binghamton</td>
<td>Alcoholism Center of Broome County/OP</td>
<td>Intensive Outpatient Treatment Service</td>
<td>30 West State Street</td>
<td>BINGHAMTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethpage</td>
<td>Bethpage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binghamton</td>
<td>Alcoholism Center of Broome County Inc</td>
<td>70 Henry Street</td>
<td>(607) 723-7508</td>
<td>AOD/Y TA PV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The above text is a list of alcohol and substance abuse treatment facilities located in various locations within New York. The services offered include inpatient and outpatient programs, detoxification, counseling, and other support services. Some facilities also provide crisis referral services. The information is organized by location and includes the name of the facility, address, phone number, and the types of services offered.
FAIRVIEW HALFWAY HOUSE INC  
MERRICK HOUSE COMMUNITY RESIDENCE  
1 MERRICK STREET  
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904  
(607) 722-0997  
** A R E TX **

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES INC  
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT  
MITCHELL AVENUE  
BINGHAMTON GENERAL HOSPITAL  
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903  
(607) 771-2252  
** A I W E B H AI IH PI CU IV EA **  
** DN TX **

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES INC  
NEW HORIZONS OUTPT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC  
MITCHELL AVENUE  
BINGHAMTON GENERAL HOSPITAL  
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903  
(607) 771-2255  
** A D EA DM TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA  
MENS REHABILITATION CENTER  
295 CLINTON STREET  
BINGHAMTON, NY 13905  
(607) 729-2294  
** A PV DT **

YMCA CLEAR VISIONS FOR WOMEN  
HALFWAY HOUSE  
80 HAMLEY STREET  
BINGHAMTON, NY 13901  
(607) 772-0360  
** A R M TX **

BLAUVELT  
SOUTH ORANGETOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT  
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM/ADMIN  
VAN Wyck Road  
BLAUVELT, NY 10913  
(914) 539-3320 EXT. 271  
** D O Y TX PV **

BOWMANA  
CATHOLIC CHARITIES (TALBOT HOUSE)  
SOBERING UP STATION  
75 CARLOUGH ROAD  
BOHEMIA, NY 11716  
(516) 589-4144  
** A R PI DT TX **

CONNECTquot CSD OF ISLIP  
YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES PROGRAM  
780 OCEAN AVENUE  
BOHENA, NY 11776  
(516) 244-2217  
** AD Y PV DT **

PACE CENTER INC  
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC  
4750 SUNRISE HIGHWAY  
BOHENA, NY 11716  
(516) 589-3364  
** A O W Y EA DM TX PV **

BRETHOOD  
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER  
CHARLES K POST HALFWAY HOUSE  
PILGRIM PSYCHIATRIC CENTER  
BUILDING 1  
BRETHOOD, NY 11717  
(516) 434-7200  
** A R TX **

ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER  
CHARLES K POST INPATIENT REHAB  
PILGRIM PSYCHIATRIC CENTER  
BUILDING 1  
BRETHOOD, NY 11717  
(516) 434-7200  
** A R M EA TX OT **

BRETHOOD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT  
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM  
3RD AVENUE  
ADMIN BLDG/OFFICE OF FUNDED PROGRAMS  
BRETHOOD, NY 11717  
(516) 434-2403  
** AD Y PV **

BROK  
ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE  
DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE ADMISSIONS  
1500 MATURES PLACE  
PARKER BUILDING WARD 20  
BRONX, NY 10461  
(212) 409-9450 EXT. 104  
** D O M Y E H IH CU IV CI PV MM **

ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM  
1725 CASTLE HILL AVENUE  
BRONX, NY 10462  
(212) 904-1333  
** D O Y TX PV **

ARGUS COMMUNITY INC  
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT  
760 EAST 160TH STREET  
BRONX, NY 10456  
(212) 995-5300  
** D O Y IV TX PV OT **

BETH JACOB/BETH MIRIAM SCHOOL  
2930 WALLACE AVENUE  
BRONX, NY 10467  
(212) 547-7860  
** AD PV **

BRONX ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER  
ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION UNIT  
1500 MATURES PLACE  
BRONX, NY 10461  
(212) 931-0600 EXT. 2502  
** A I W H EA TX **

BRONX CITIZENS COMMITTEE INC  
BRONX SOBERING UP STATION  
1668 WEBSTER AVENUE  
BRONX, NY 10457  
(212) 716-6200  
** A D TX **

BRONX MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL CENTER  
CATC/INPATIENT DETOK  
PHELAM PARKWAY AND EASTCHESTER ROAD  
BRONX, NY 10461  
(212) 430-5522  
** A I DT TX **

BRONX MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL CENTER  
CATC/OUTPATIENT  
PHELAM PARKWAY AND EASTCHESTER ROAD  
BRONX, NY 10461  
(212) 430-5522  
** A O TX **

BRONX/LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER  
ALCOHOL DMC OUTPATIENT CLINIC  
321 EAST TREMONT STREET  
BRONX, NY 10457  
(212) 590-5067  
** A O M EA DM TX CI PV OT **

BRONX/LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER  
ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HOUSE  
321 EAST TREMONT AVENUE  
BRONX, NY 10457  
(212) 590-5128  
** A R N E B H IH EA TX **

BRONX/LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER  
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT UNIT  
321 EAST TREMONT AVENUE  
BRONX, NY 10457  
(212) 590-5090  
** A O W E B H EA DM TX CI PV **

BRONX/LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER  
HMT/ADMIN  
501 EAST 158TH STREET  
BRONX, NY 10451  
(212) 665-7802  
** D O IV MM **

COMM FOR BETTERMENT/EDUC AND INTERV  
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/I AND R  
3164 3RD AVENUE  
BRONX, NY 10451  
(212) 602-8900  
** A M Y E B H PI PV **
NEW YORK

DR MARTIN LUTHER KING JR HEALTH CENTER
866 HUNTS POINT AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(212) 960-2137
** A O W B H TX **

GENESIS MEDICAL
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CORP/ADMIN
680 HARRIS AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11211
(212) 465-5940
** D O MM **

HUNTS POINT MULTI SERVICE PROGCTR INC
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
630 JACKSON AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(212) 993-3010
** A O W Y B H TX PV **

HUNTS POINT MULTI SERVICE PROGCTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG/ADMIN
777 WESTCHESTER AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(212) 565-5500
** D O H CU IV MM **

LINCOLN MEDICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
349 EAST 140TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11205
(212) 579-5292
** A D O H B H PI CU IV DT EA DH TX **
** OT **

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CTR SOCIAL MED MMTP
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
111 EAST 210TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(212) 920-6761
** D O IV PV MM OT **

NARCO FREEDOM INC
MMTP/ADMINISTRATION
2780 3RD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(212) 292-6640
** D O IV MM **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 10
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
3761 HILLHAM AVENUE
ROOM 209
BROOKLYN, NY 11208
(212) 220-8590
** D O Y TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 11
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/EDUC PROG
750 BAYCHESTER AVENUE
C/O TRUMAN HIGH SCHOOL
BROOKLYN, NY 11205
(212) 671-7700
** D O Y TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 12
EDUC/PREVENTION/REFERRAL PROGRAM
1000 JENNINGS STREET
ROOM 30
BROOKLYN, NY 11207
(212) 328-1662
** D O Y B H TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 7
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV/NEW DIRECTIONS
564 JACKSON AVENUE
PS 5 ROOM 123
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
(212) 665-1354
** D O TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 8
ADAPT PROGRAM
650 WHITE PLAINS ROAD
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(212) 597-8636 EXT. 8635
** D O Y B H TX PV OT **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 9
SPINS 9
1020 ANDERSON AVENUE
ROOM 314
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(212) 588-4721 EXT. 31
** D O Y B H CU TX PV OT **

OUR LADY OF MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4401 BRONX BOULEVARD
BRONX, NY 10470
(212) 920-9100
** A O W EA DH TX **

METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT PROG/ADMIN
MORRIS PARK AND SEMINDE AVENUES
NATHAN VAN ETEN HOSPITAL TORT 1A
BROOKLYN, NY 11211
(212) 829-3460
** D O H CU IV EA TX CI HM **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
150 WEST KINGSBRIDGE ROAD
UNIT 1516
BROOKLYN, NY 11208
(212) 504-9000 EXT. 1903
** A D O DT EA DH TX CI PV OT **

BROOKLYN

SENeca CENTER INC
BRONX UNIT/ADMIN
868 HUNTS POINT AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(212) 542-6130
** D O Y B H TX PV **

SOUNCVEN THROGS NECK CMHC
YESHIVA UNIV/EASTIN COLLE/OPC
1947 TURNBULL AVENUE
SUITE 34
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(212) 597-3888
** A O B H D H TX **

SOUTH BRONX MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL INC
CMHC ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2835 3RD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(212) 993-5407
** A O W B H TX CI PV OT **

TREMONT COMMUNITY COUNCIL
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
770 EAST 176TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11240
(212) 583-5315
** D ROB H CU IV TX CI **

UNITED BRONX PARENTS INC
DRUG INTERVENTION/PREVENTION PROG/ADM
775 PROSPECT AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(212) 991-7100
** D O Y TX PV **

VAN ENTHEN HOSPITAL TRT PROGRAM
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(212) 834-5300
** D O D H CU IV EA TX CI MM **

ADDICTION RESEARCH AND TREATMENT CORP
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS/ADMIN
22 CHAPEL STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11211
(212) 834-5300
** D O MM **

ALPHA SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2400 LINDEN BOULEVARD
BROOKLYN, NY 11208
(718) 257-5800
** D O TX PV **
**NEW YORK**

**ANCHOR HOUSE**
**ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT**
976 PARK PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
(718) 756-8676
**D R TX CI** **

**BEDFORD/STUYVESANT CHHC**
**ALCOHOLISM SOBERING UP STATION**
944 BEDFORD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11205
(718) 656-5803
**A R PI DT TX OT** **

**BEDFORD/STUYVESANT COMP ALC TRT CENTER**
**ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC**
1121 BEDFORD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(718) 636-4219
**A O M B H TX CI PV OT** **

**BENSONHURST MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC**
**DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ADMIN UNIT**
8620 18TH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11214
(718) 256-8600
**D O Y CU TX PV** **

**BROOKLYN CARES**
**BROOKLYN COMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM**
307 76TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11209
(718) 833-8101
**A PV** **

**BROOKLYN CENTER FOR PHYCHOTHERAPY INC**
**NEW DIRECTIONS**
300 FLATBUSH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(718) 398-0800
**A O M Y B H EA DM TX PV** **

**CANSASIE YOUTH CENTER**
**ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT**
1205 ROCKAWAY AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11206
(718) 257-3195
**D O Y TX** **

**CONY ISLAND HOSP DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY**
**ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM**
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
HAMMETT PAVILION
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-5972 EXT. 5982
**A O M Y B H TX PV** **

**CONEY ISLAND HOSPITAL**
**COMP DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG/ADMIN**
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-4828 EXT. 4829
**D O O CU IV DT EA DM TX CI DT** **

**COUNSELING SERVICE OF**
**EASTERN DISTRICT NEW YORK INC/ADMIN**
141 LIVINGSTON STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 656-6631
**D O M IV TX** **

**CUMBERLAND FAMILY CARE CENTER**
**ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICE**
100 NORTH PORTLAND AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11205
(718) 403-0870
**A O Y B H TX CI PV** **

**DIOCESE OF BROOKLYN DEPT OF EDUCATION**
**DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM**
6025 6TH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 492-1900
**D O Y TX PV OT** **

**DISTRICT 3 YOUTH AND ADULT INC**
**ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT**
271 MELROSE STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11206
(212) 821-7710
**D O Y TX** **

**DOWNSTATE (KINGS CO) MEDICAL CENTER**
**ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT**
600 ALBANY AVENUE
BUILDING K BOX 9 CODE 26
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(212) 270-1425
**D I O H M CU IV DT TX CI MM OT** **

**DYNAMIC YOUTH COMMUNITY INC**
**ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT**
1830 CONY ISLAND AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11230
(718) 376-7925
**D R O Y IV TX PV** **

**HEBREW EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY**
**9502 SEAVIEW AVENUE**
BROOKLYN, NY 11236
(718) 241-3000
**D Y PV** **

**INTERFAITH MEDICAL CENTER**
**ALCOHOLISUM DETOXIFICATION UNIT**
1565 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
(718) 935-7000 EXT. 5580
**A I IV DT TX** **

**INTERFAITH MEDICAL CENTER**
**ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC**
555 PROSPECT PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(718) 935-7370
**A O TX PV** **

**INTERFAITH MEDICAL CENTER**
**BUSHINICK/BROOKSVILLE MM AND DETOX/ADM**
555 PROSPECT PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(212) 467-7000
**D I O O CU IV DT TX CI PV MM OT** **

**JEWISH BOARD OF**
**FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES/ADMIN**
1113 AVENUE J
BROOKLYN, NY 11230
(718) 522-4800
**A I TX CI** **

**KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL CENTER**
**ACUTE ALCOHOL WITHDRAWAL UNIT**
600 ALBANY AVENUE
HARD K-32 ROOM 3228 CODE 26
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 735-2877
**A I DT TX CI** **

**KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL CENTER**
**COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC**
451 CLARKSON AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 735-2723
**A O TX PV** **

**KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL CENTER**
**SHORT TERM ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT**
600 ALBANY AVENUE
HARD K-32 ROOM 3228 CODE 26
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 735-3577
**A I TX CI** **

**KINGSBORO ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER**
**AT METHODIST HOSPITAL**
506 6TH STREET
BUCKLEY 5
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
(718) 965-7860
**A I TX** **

**LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL**
**DETOXIFICATION UNIT**
540 HENRY STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 522-4000
**A I DT TX** **

**LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL**
**DMI PROGRAM**
67 SCHERMERHORN STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 522-4800
**A O H DM TX** **
NEW YORK

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
MU PROSPECT HOUSE
566 STERLING PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 780-1214
** A R H H TX CI **

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
67 SCHERMERHORN STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 780-1572
** D O IV MM **

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
514 49TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 854-1851
** A D Y E H TX PV **

MID BROOKLYN HEALTH SOCIETY INC
ALCOHOLISM SOBERING UP STATION
599RALPH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11233
(718) 756-8080
** A I DT TX CI PV OT **

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR
HEBRENB DAY SCHOOLS
601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11218
(718) 854-7730
** D O Y TX PV **

NYC HEALTH AND HOSPITAL CORP
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
451 CLARKSON AVENUE
F BUILDING
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 756-3400
** D OT **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 13
POSITIVE DIRECTIONS FOR YOUTH
227 STERLING PLACE
PS 141
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(212) 622-3733
** D O Y TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 15
ALTERNATIVE 15
360 SMITH STREET
ROOM 15
BROOKLYN, NY 11231
(212) 858-1770
** D EA PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 16
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICE PROGRAM
1010 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11221
(718) 574-2300
** D O Y TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 17
PROJECT 17 DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
168 ROCHESTER AVENUE
ROOM 516
BROOKLYN, NY 11226
(718) 953-0401
** D O Y TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 18
SPINS 18/PROJECT CONCERN
755 EAST 100TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11236
(718) 257-7503
** D O Y TX PV OT **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 19
REACH OUT
557 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11207
(718) 257-6900 EXT. 210
** D O Y TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 20
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
1031 59TH STREET
PS 105K ROOM 516
BROOKLYN, NY 11219
(212) 851-3216
** D O Y TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 21
345 VAN SICKLEN STREET
ROOM 335
BROOKLYN, NY 11223
(718) 266-5665
** D O TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 22
ALTERNATIVES
2525 HARING STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 891-8990
** D O TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 22
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
2525 HARING STREET
ROOM 208
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 891-8990
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 23
HELP PROGRAM
2240 DEAN STREET
ROOM 320
BROOKLYN, NY 11233
(718) 495-7767
** AD Y PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 32
SPINS 32/SUBST PREV AND INTERV NETWORK
797 BUSHWICK AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11221
(718) 574-0260
** D O Y EA TX PV **

NYC TECH COLLEGE DIV OF CONT EDUCATION
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
300 JAY STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 643-5570
** A DM PV **

PAUL J COOPER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
106 NEW LOTS AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11212
(718) 346-5900
** A O H B C U TX PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL OF BROOKLYN
ADDITION SERVICE DEPARTMENT/ADMIN
170 BUFFALO AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
(718) 774-8436
** D O H CU IV TX MM **

SOUTH BROOKLYN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
605 3RD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11232
(212) 788-2594
** D O IV DT MM **

SPINS 16
NARCOTICS EDUCATION AND PREVENTION
215 HEYWARD STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11206
(718) 963-1436
** D O TX PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
800 POLY PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11209
(718) 856-6600 Ext. 925
** D I O IV DT TX CI MM **

WOODHULL MEDICAL AND MH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM DETOXIFICATION SERVICES
760 BROADWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11206
(718) 963-5910
** A I W H H TX CI **

WOODHULL MEDICAL AND MH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
760 BROADWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11206
(718) 963-5910
** A O TX CI PV **
NEW YORK

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES CORPORATION VI
EL COMIENZO/HISPANIC ALC DAY REHAB PGM
508 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 856-1624
** A O H DM TX **

MID ERIE ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
563 JEFFERSON AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14204
(716) 856-4413
** A O B TX **

NIAGARA FRONTIER VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION CENTER INC
100 LEROY AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 833-3231
** A EA DM PV OT **

PARENTS ANONYMOUS OF
BUFFALO AND ERIE COUNTIES
27 JENETT STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 833-9772
** D PV **

SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
MEDICAL EVALUATION UNIT/ADMIN
2157 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 862-2623
** AD OT **

SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
MHFT ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2157 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 862-2623
** D O M E H IV MM **

SOUTHEAST CORPORATION V
SOUTH BUFFALO ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
2040 SENECA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14220
(716) 828-0506
** A O H DM TX **

STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BUFFALO
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1300 ELWOOD AVENUE
THIN RISE ROOM 100
BUFFALO, NY 14222
(716) 878-5906
** A DH PV **

STUTZMAN ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
360 FOREST AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14213
(716) 882-4900
** A I M TX **

TONAWANDA DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
25 DELAHAYE AVENUE
ERIE COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT
BUFFALO, NY 14202
(716) 846-8041
** D Y PV **

TOWN OF WEST SENeca
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
1250 UNION ROAD
BUFFALO, NY 14224
(716) 674-5600
** D PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
3495 BAILEY AVENUE
UNIT 10C
BUFFALO, NY 14215
(716) 854-9200 EXT. 2393
** AD I O IV DT EA TX PV **

CAIRO
GREENE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
DRUG ABUSE SERVICE/ADMIN UNIT
HCR 3
COUNTY BUILDING
CAIRO, NY 12413
(518) 622-9640
** D O IV TX PV **

CAMILLUS
PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
5426 WEST GENESSEE STREET
CAMILLUS, NY 13031
(315) 468-1641
** A O EA DM TX CI **

CANANDAIGUA
COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF THE FINGER LAKES
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
LINCOLN HILL CAMPUS
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(716) 394-7070 EXT. 2230
** D O Y TX PV OT **

ONTARIO COUNTY YOUTH COUNSELING SERV
(OCYCS)/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2102 COUNCIL BUILDING 1
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(716) 394-7953
** A O DM TX CI **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
5 BRISTOL STREET
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(716) 394-7953
** A O DM TX CI **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
FORT HILL AVENUE
BUILDING 7
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(716) 394-2000 EXT. 3089
** A I O DT EA TX **

CAHASTOTA
MADISON COUNTY COUNCIL ALC/SUBST ABUSE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
NORTH PETERBORO STREET
RD 4
CAHASTOTA, NY 13052
(315) 697-3947
** A DM PV **

CARLE PLACE
CARLE PLACE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUC/ADMIN
CHERRY LANE
CARLE PLACE, NY 11514
(516) 334-1900 EXT. 217
** D O Y TX PV **

CARMEL
ARMS ACRES INC
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
SEMINARY HILL ROAD
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-3400
** A I M Y DT TX CI **

ARMS ACRES INC
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
SEMINARY HILL ROAD
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-3400
** A I M Y TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM/PUTNAM
PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL
2 CHURCH STREET
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-4446
** A PV **

PUTNAM COUNTY ALC/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
COMMON SENSE/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
17 BREMSTER AVENUE
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6310
** AD O M DM TX PV **

CARTHAGE
JEFFERSON/LEMIS COUNTIES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
401 STATE STREET
CARTHAGE, NY 13619
(315) 493-0466
** A O M Y E B H AI EA DM TX PV **
NEW YORK

GATSKILL

ALCOHOLISM CENTER OF COLUMBIA COUNTY
GREENE COUNTY ALC SERVS OUTPT CLINIC
80 HOODLAND AVENUE
GATSKILL, NY 12414
(518) 828-9300
** A P M TN TX PV **

CENTER MORICHES

TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN
CENTER MORICHES DAPC
29 BEACHFERN ROAD
CENTER MORICHES, NY 11934
(516) 878-4113
** D Y PV **

CENTEREACH

YMCA OF LONG ISLAND INC
YOUTH AND FAMILY COUNSELING PROG/ADMIN
11 UNIITY DRIVE
CENTEREACH, NY 11720
(516) 588-6676
** D O Y IV TX PV **

CHAPPAGUA

TOWN OF NEW CASTLE
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
200 SOUTH GREELEY AVENUE
CHAPPAGUA, NY 10514
(914) 666-2769
** AD PV **

CHEKTOWAGA

MID ERIE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1520 MALDEN AVENUE
CHEKTOWAGA, NY 14225
(716) 895-7206
** D O Y IV TX **

MID ERIE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1520 MALDEN AVENUE
CHEKTOWAGA, NY 14225
(716) 895-6700
** A O Y DH TX PV **

CHESTER

NEW YORK DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
CAMP LA GUARDIA
GREYCOURT ROAD
CHESTER, NY 10918
(914) 469-2185
** A PT PV **

CLIFTON PARK

SARATOGA ALCOHOL VEHICLE EDUC PROGRAM
DDP/EAP
ROUTE 9
CLIFTON EXECUTIVE PARK
CLIFTON PARK, NY 12065
(518) 371-0044
** EA AD DM TX PV **

CLIFTON SPRINGS

CLIFTON SPRINGS HOSPITAL AND CLINIC
INPATIENT ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
2 COULTER ROAD
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9561
** A I TX **

CLIFTON SPRINGS HOSPITAL AND CLINIC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
2 COULTER ROAD
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9561 EXT. 2290
** A O M TX CI **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSELING AND
REFERRAL AGENCY INC/ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT
28 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
** A O DH TX CI PV OT **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSELING AND
REFERRAL AGENCY INC/COMM RESIDENCE I
28 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
** A R TX CI OT **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSELING AND
REFERRAL AGENCY INC/CRISIS CENTER
28 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9966
** A R DT TX CI PV OT **

COBLESKILL

SCHOHARIE COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
41 WEST MAIN STREET
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-7658
** D O Y TX PV **

SCHOHARIE COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
RD 1
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-8705
** A PV **

COHOES

SAINT PETERS ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
(ISPARC) COHOES OUTPATIENT CLINIC
C/O COHOES MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
WEST COLUMBIA STREET
COHOES, NY 12047
(518) 235-1100
** A O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

COMPACK

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
155 INDIAN HEAD ROAD
COMPACK, NY 11725
(516) 543-6200
** A O DH TX PV **

COOPERSTOWN

BASSETT HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
COOPERSTOWN, NY 13326
(607) 547-3236
** A I DT TX OT **

LEATHERSTOCKING EDUC ON ALC FOUNDATION
AND COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
45 PIONEER STREET
COOPERSTOWN, NY 13326
(607) 547-8220
** A DN PV **

CORAM

BROOKHAVEN DAPC
MIDDLE ISLAND PEP PROGRAM
32 AMERICAN AVENUE
CORAM, NY 11727
(516) 698-0945
** AD Y PV **

THE MINISTRIES
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT/ADMIN
2229 ROUTE 112
CORAM, NY 11727
(516) 736-3314
** D O TX PV **

CORNING

CATHOLIC FAMILY CENTER OF ROCHESTER
COUNSELING SERVS OF THE SOUTHERN TIER
162 EAST FIRST STREET
CORNING, NY 14830
(607) 936-6695
** D EA OT **
NEW YORK

FAMILY SERVICE SOCIETY OF CORNING
YOUTH SERVICES PROGRAM/ADMIN
11 EAST PULTENEY STREET
CORNING, NY 14830
(607) 962-3148 EXT. 3149
** D O Y TX PV **

STEUBEN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
ALC PREV INTERV/INFO AND REFERRAL
139 CHEMUNG STREET
CORNING, NY 14830
(607) 937-5156
** A M Y E DW PV **

STEUBEN COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
249 PINE STREET
ROCKAWAY, NY 11373
(607) 956-6159
** A O Y DN TX **

CORTLAND

CORTLAND COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
CORTLAND COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CORTLAND, NY 13045
(607) 753-5094
** A O M Y E B H AI DM TX PV **

VOLUNTEER FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT UNIT/ADMIN
36 MAIN STREET
MARINE MIDLAND BUILDING
CORTLAND, NY 13045
(607) 753-9349
** D O TX PV **

DUNKIRK

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM/DUNKIRK INFO AND REFERRAL
410 CENTRAL AVENUE
DUNKIRK, NY 14438
(716) 366-6623
** A PV OT **

EAST AMHERST

AMHERST Y-U
105 CASEY ROAD
CASEY EDUCATION CENTER
EAST AMHERST, NY 14051
(716) 680-3000
** D Y PV OT **

EAST ELMHURST

ELMCOR YOUTH AND ADULT ACTIVITIES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
98-04 ASTORIA BOULEVARD
EAST ELMHURST, NY 11369
(718) 444-8010
** D R O IV TX PV **

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CENTER
Rikers Island Health Servs Nycbfm/ADM
15-15 Hazen Street
East Elmhurst, NY 11370
(718) 626-3420
** D O DT MH **

EAST GREENBUSH

LEONARD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
6 Greenwood Drive
East Greenbush, NY 12061
(518) 477-7555
** A O M Y EA DM TX CI **

EAST MEADOW

EAST MEADOW UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROG
Caryen Avenue
East Meadow, NY 11554
(516) 796-7000 EXT. 240
** D O Y TX PV **

NASSAU COUNTY
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2201 Hempstead Turnpike
Nassau County Med Ctr Building K
East Meadow, NY 11554
(516) 542-3975
** A O DM TX **

NASSAU COUNTY
EMPLOYEE COUNSELING SERVICE
2201 Hempstead Turnpike
Nassau Cnty Med Ctr Butler Bldg
East Meadow, NY 11554
(516) 542-5906
** AD EA DM PV **

NASSAU COUNTY
MEDICAL CENTER DETOX UNIT
2201 Hempstead Turnpike
10 WEST
East Meadow, NY 11554
(516) 542-2394
** A I DT TX **

NASSAU COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ALTERNATIVE CLINIC
Nassau County Medical Center
Building K
East Meadow, NY 11554
(516) 542-2305
** D O IV TX OT **

EAST ROCKAWAY

EAST ROCKAWAY UNION FREE SCH DIST 19
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROG/ADMIN
Ocean Avenue
East Rockaway, NY 11518
(516) 599-7589
** D O Y TX PV **

ELIZABETHTOWN

ESSEX COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
Maple Street
Elizabethtown, NY 12932
(518) 875-6301 EXT. 349
** A O TX **

ELMHURST

CITY HOSPITAL CENTER OF ELMHURST
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
79-01 Broadway
Hard A-9
Elmhurst, NY 11373
(718) 850-1652
** A I DT DN TX **

CITY HOSPITAL CENTER OF ELMHURST
COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
81-30 Baxter Avenue
Elmhurst, NY 11373
(718) 850-1060
** A R TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTERS INC
DRIVERS WITH ALCOHOL PROBLEMS
87-08 Justice Avenue
Suite 1G
Elmhurst, NY 11373
(718) 478-0580
** A O M Y E B H CU EA DM TX PV **

ELMIRA

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF CHEMUNG COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION CENTER
215 West Water Street
Elmira, NY 14901
(607) 754-1567
** AD Y PV **

CHEMUNG COUNTY DRUG REHAB PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
310 West 3rd Street
Elmira, NY 14901
(607) 734-6228
** D O Y TX **

CHEMUNG COUNTY ECON OPPORTUNITY PROG
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
310 West 3rd Street
Elmira, NY 14901
(607) 734-6227
** A O M Y B CU DM TX **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
S TIER ALC REHAB SERV (STARS)/INPT
555 East Market Street
Elmira, NY 14902
(607) 757-7801
** A I TX OT **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Area</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL</td>
<td>(607) 735-5519</td>
<td>555 EAST MARKET STREET, ELMIRA, NY 14902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALVATION ARMY</td>
<td>(607) 732-0314</td>
<td>416 LAKE STREET, ELMIRA, NY 14901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALVATION ARMY/CITADEL</td>
<td>(607) 734-0052</td>
<td>314 LORMORE STREET, ELMIRA, NY 14904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELMONDB</td>
<td>(516) 326-5509</td>
<td>ELMONT, NY 11003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONG ISLAND JEWISH HILLSIDE MED CENTER</td>
<td>(516) 437-0440</td>
<td>ELMONT, NY 11003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARMINGDALE</td>
<td>(516) 293-3480</td>
<td>599 CONKLIN STREET, FARMINGDALE, NY 11735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE UNIVERSITY AT FARMINGDALE</td>
<td>(516) 451-4600</td>
<td>FARMINGDALE, NY 11735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARMINGVILLE</td>
<td>(914) 471-0310</td>
<td>15 HORSE BLOCK PLACE, FARMINGVILLE, NY 11738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID HUDSON ALCOHOL RECEIVING CENTER</td>
<td>(718) 670-1240</td>
<td>FISHKILL, NY 12544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOTH MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>(718) 670-1550</td>
<td>56-65 MAIN STREET, FISHKILL, NY 11355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOTH MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>(718) 359-0823</td>
<td>34-65 192ND STREET, FLUSHING, NY 11358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK CITY DISTRICT 25</td>
<td>(607) 359-0823</td>
<td>34-65 192ND STREET, FLUSHING, NY 11358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK CITY DISTRICT 26</td>
<td>(718) 997-7777</td>
<td>34-65 192ND STREET, FLUSHING, NY 11358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK CITY DISTRICT 27</td>
<td>(718) 987-4500</td>
<td>34-65 192ND STREET, FLUSHING, NY 11358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF WEST NASSAU INC</td>
<td>(516) 328-1717</td>
<td>922 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE, FRANKLIN SQUARE, NY 11010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF WEST NASSAU INC</td>
<td>(516) 328-1717</td>
<td>922 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE, FRANKLIN SQUARE, NY 11010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREEPORT</td>
<td>(516) 370-0800</td>
<td>34-65 192ND STREET, FLUSHING, NY 11358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREEPORT HOSPITAL</td>
<td>(516) 370-0800</td>
<td>34-65 192ND STREET, FLUSHING, NY 11358</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW YORK

FREEPORT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
SOUTH BROOKSIDE AVENUE
FREEPORT, NY 11520
(516) 867-5312
** D O Y TX PV **

MERCY HALL
95 PINE STREET
FREEPORT, NY 11520
(516) 866-2244
** A R H TX OT **

SOUTH SHORE CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER
CARE/ADOLESCENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
17 WEST MERRICK ROAD
FREEPORT, NY 11520
(516) 378-2992
** A D Y TX **

GARDEN CITY

MERCY HOSPITAL: NEW HOPE
SOBERING UP STATION
8TH STREET AVENUE R
MITCHEL FIELD COMPLEX
GARDEN CITY, NY 11530
(516) 794-0160
** A R P I DT TX OT **

NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
STENART AVENUE
GARDEN CITY, NY 11530
(516) 222-7201
** A D H PV **

648 FRANKLIN AVENUE CENTER INC
DBA ALTERNATIVE RECOVERY PROGRAMS
648 FRANKLIN AVENUE
GARDEN CITY, NY 11530
(516) 877-2300
** A O W EA DH TX PV **

GENEVA

COUNCIL ON ALC OF THE FINGER LAKES
500 HAMILTON STREET
GENEVA, NY 14456
(315) 789-0310
** A PV **

GLEN COVE

GLEN COVE CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE
AGAINST SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
BRIDGE STREET
CITY HALL
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 767-2000 EXT. 200
** AD Y B EA PV OT **

GLEN COVE CITY SCHOOLS 
DOSORIS LANE 
GLEN COVE, NY 11542 
(516) 729-7202 
** D O Y TX PV OT **

GLEN COVE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY HOUSE DRUG PROGRAM/ADMIN
19 HAMALUT ROAD
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 676-5000
** D I O Y CU IV DT TX OT **

MELILLO CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICE
30A GLEN STRELT
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 671-9334
** A O W Y E B DM TX PV **

GLEN HEAD

NORTH SHORE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
450 GLEN COVE AVENUE
GLEN HEAD, NY 11545
(516) 671-5500 EXT. 159
** D O Y TX PV **

GLEN FALLS

FAMILY TREATMENT CTR FOR ALCOHOLISM OF
GLEN FALLS HOSPITAL
51 PARK STREET
GLEN FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 792-2288
** A O DH TX **

GLEN FALLS HOSPITAL CMHC
HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER/ADMIN UNIT
46 ELM STREET
GLEN FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 795-5189
** D O Y CU TX PV **

GLOVERSVILLE

FULTON COUNTY ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
34 WEST FULTON STREET
GLOVERSVILLE, NY 12078
(518) 725-4232
** A O EA DH TX PV **

GOSHEN

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF
ORANGE COUNTY INC/PRV AND EDUC
50 NORTH CHURCH STREET
GOSHEN, NY 10924
(914) 294-9000
** AD PV **

ORANGE COUNTY FORENSIC CLINIC
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
40 ERIE STREET
GOSHEN, NY 10924
(914) 294-6166 EXT. 256
** D R TX **

HARRICK AREA MIGRANT COMMITTEE
FARM WORKERS COMMUNITY CENTER
PULASKI HIGHWAY
RD 2
GOSHEN, NY 10924
(914) 651-4272
** AD W Y B H DM PV **

GREAT NECK

GREAT NECK
UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 7
345 LAKEVILLE ROAD
GREAT NECK, NY 11020
(516) 492-8650 EXT. 204
** D Y PV **

GREAT NECK COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR
PARENTS AND YOUTH (COPAY)/ADMIN
21 NORTH STATION PLAZA
GREAT NECK, NY 11021
(516) 466-2509
** D O TX CI PV **

HAMBURG

HAMBURG DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
210 HIGHLAND AVENUE
HAMBURG, NY 14075
(716) 649-6850
** D Y PV **

SOUTHERN ERIE CLINICAL SERVICES
ONE MAIN STREET
HAMBURG, NY 14075
(716) 640-7504
** A O W Y EA DM TX CI PV **

HAMDEN

DELANE COUNTY
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN UNIT
ROUTE 10
HAMDEN, NY 13782
(607) 865-4213
** D O IV EA TX PV **

DELANE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
RD 1
HAMDEN, NY 13782
(607) 865-7656
** A O EA DM TX **

HANNIBAL

OSWEGO COUNTY OPPORTUNITIES INC
ARBOR HOUSE
HALL ROAD WEST
HANNIBAL, NY 13074
(315) 564-5506
** A R TX **

HARRIS

COMM GEN HOSP OF SULLIVAN COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
BUSHVILLE ROAD
HARRIS, NY 12742
(914) 794-3300 EXT. 2746
** AD I IV DT TX PV **
HARRISON
SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
240 NORTH STREET
HARRISON, NY 10528
(914) 597-6500
** A O M DM TX **

HARTSDALE
TOWN OF GREENBURGH
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
474 HARTSDALE AVENUE
ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING 7
HARTSDALE, NY 10530
(914) 761-6000 EXT. 244
** AD Y PV **

HASTINGS ON HUDSON
YOUTH ADVOCATE PROGRAM
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL/admin
44 MAIN STREET
HASTINGS ON HUDSON, NY 10706
(914) 478-2471
** D O W Y CU TX PV **

HAUPPAUGE
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE ENRICHMENT INC. (APPLE/ADMIN UNIT
220 VETERANS HIGHWAY
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788
(516) 979-7500
** D R O Y IV TX CI **

SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT OF HEALTH SERVICES
BRENTWOOD MH CLINIC ALCOHOLISM SERVS
350 MOTOR PARKWAY
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788
(516) 455-6840
** A O H DM TX **

SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT OF HEALTH SERVICES
DIVISION OF DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
225 RADAHO DRIVE EAST
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788
(516) 348-2791
** D O CU IV DT TX CI PV MH OT **

HAVERSTRAM
HAVERSTRAM COUNSELING CENTER
REACHOUT/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
216 CONGER AVENUE
HAVERSTRAM, NY 10927
(914) 429-5731
** D O W Y B H CU IV TX PV **

OPEN ARMS INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
57 SHARP STREET
HAVERSTRAM, NY 10927
(914) 429-9514
** A R TX **

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL DEPT OF MH
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2 MAIN STREET
HAVERSTRAM, NY 10927
(914) 354-0200
** A O TX CI **

HEMPSTEAD
EOC NASSAU CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION
106 MAIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 292-9710 EXT. 296
** D Y B H EA PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF NASSAU
DRUG TRT AND PREV SERVS/ADMIN UNIT
126 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 486-7200
** D O EA TX PV **

HEMPSTEAD UFSD
185 PENINSULA BOULEVARD
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 292-7010
** D O Y TX PV OT **

HISPANIC COUNSELING CENTER (SALSA)
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
250 FULTON AVENUE
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 538-2613
** D O W Y H CU DM TX PV **

JEWISH COMM SERVS OF LONG ISLAND INC
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
50 CLINTON STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 485-5710
** A CI PV OT **

K-7 GROWING HEALTHY
HEALTH CURRICULUM PROJECT
175 FULTON AVENUE
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554
(516) 560-1925
** AD Y PV **

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF
NASSAU COUNTY INC
106 CLINTON STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 489-2322
** D PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
393 FRONT STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11552
(516) 463-3577
** A O Y E H PI DM TX PV **

NASSAU COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM DAY ACTIVITY UNIT
160 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 538-4661
** A O TX OT **

NASSAU COUNTY SUBST ALTERNATIVE CLINIC
MMTP/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
BUILDING Z
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554
(516) 542-3184
** D O CU IV TX MM **

NASSAU TASC
ALCOHOLISM INFO/REFERRAL UNIT
250 FULTON AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 486-8944
** AD DM PV OT **

NCDCLAAC TOPIC HOUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
175 FULTON AVENUE
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 535-5403
** D R IV TX OT **

TOWN OF HEMPSTEAD
DEPT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL ADDICTION
200 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 292-9090
** AD M Y E B H CU EA DM PV **

WORK EVALUATION RESOURCE CENTER
(MERC)
150 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 538-6661
** AD OT **

HERKIMER
HERKIMER COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
119 MARY STREET
HERKIMER, NY 13350
(315) 866-5220
** A O DM TX CI **

HICKSVILLE
CENTRAL NASSAU GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING SERVICES INC/ADMIN
248 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801
(516) 822-4060
** D O TX **

EAC INC
EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL SERVICES
240A OLD COUNTRY ROAD
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801
(516) 433-0800
** D OT **
NEW YORK

HELP AID DIRECTION (HAD)
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
25-A JERUSALEM AVENUE
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801
(516) 935-6858
** A O EA DM TX **

HELP AID DIRECTION (HAD)
HICKSVILLE/ADMINISTRATION
25A JERUSALEM AVENUE
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801
(516) 935-6858
** D O EA DM TX OT **

MILLBURN

RAMAPO CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL COMMUNITY COUNSELOR PROGRAM
HILLBURN, NY 10931
(914) 557-7785
** AD O Y TX PV **

HOGANSBURG

SAINT REGIS MOHANK TRIBAL COUNCIL
ALCOHOL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
HOGANSBURG, NY 13348
(518) 358-2272 EXT. 265
** A R AI DM TX PV **

HORNS

HORNS AREA CONCERN FOR YOUTH INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
8 MAIN STREET
HORNS, NY 14843
(607) 324-0808
** D O Y TX PV **

STEUBEN COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
C/O SAINT JAMES HOSPITAL
CANTIEO STREET
HORNS, NY 14843
(607) 324-9998
** A O Y DM TX **

HODSON

COLUMBIA COUNTY ALC RESOURCE CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INFO AND REFERRAL PROGRAM
315 WARRE STREET
HODSON, NY 12534
(518) 828-9300
** A PV **

COLUMBIA COUNTY ALC RESOURCE CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
315 WARRE STREET
HODSON, NY 12534
(518) 828-9300
** A O DM TX PV **

COLUMBIA COUNTY ALC RESOURCE CENTER
MYS DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
315 WARREN STREET
HUDSON, NY 12534
(518) 828-9300
** A DM PV **

HUDSON FALLS

WARREN/NASS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC
COMMUNITY EDUC AND INTERV/INFO AND REF
56 S/4 MAIN STREET
HUDSON FALLS, NY 12839
(518) 747-2191
** A PV OT **

HUNTINGTON

HUNTINGTON YOUTH BOARD
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
425 PARK AVENUE
VILLAGE GREEN SCHOOL
HUNTINGTON, NY 11743
(516) 271-3591
** D O Y DM TX PV **

HUNTINGTON STATION

PEDERSON KRAZ CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
33 WALT WHITMAN ROAD
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
(516) 623-5664
** A O TX **

THE LONG ISLAND CENTER INC
FOR PROBLEM DRINKING INC
7 DAVISON STREET
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
(516) 623-7660
** A O M H EA DM TX PV **

HYDE PARK

HYDE PARK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
HAVILAND ROAD
HYDE PARK, NY 12558
(914) 229-8873
** AD Y PV **

INDIAN LAKE

HAMILTON COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROGRAM
INDIAN LAKE, NY 12842
(518) 648-5555
** A O DM TX **

ISLIP

ISLIP UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
215 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 581-2560
** D Y EA PV **

TOWN OF ISLIP ACCESS
ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION AND EDUCATION
101 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 224-5330
** A Y DM PV **

TOWN OF ISLIP ACCESS
DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES/ADMIN
401 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 224-5330
** D O Y CU TX PV **

ITHACA

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF TOMPKINS COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
301 SOUTH GENEVA STREET
ROOM 6-10
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 273-5422
** A O M DM TX PV **

JACKSON HEIGHTS

CITY HOSPITAL CENTER AT ELmhurst
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CENTER ANNEX
74-16 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
JACKSON HEIGHTS, NY 11372
(718) 830-2517
** A O DM TX **

JAMAICA

CENTRAL LABOR REHAB COUNCIL OF NY INC
115-10 MYRTLE AVENUE
JAMAICA, NY 11418
(718) 944-1700
** AD EA PV **

CREEDMOOR PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
CREEDMOOR ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
80-45 MANCHESTER BOULEVARD
BUILDING 1910
JAMAICA, NY 11427
(718) 464-7500 EXT. 257
** A I N TX **

MARY IMMACULATE HOSPITAL HIMTP
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
152-11 89TH AVENUE
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 291-3300 EXT. 2000
** D O M CU IV DT MM **

NEW SPIRIT INFORMATION/EDUCATION
PREVENTION AND REFERRAL
162-04 SOUTH ROAD
JAMAICA, NY 11433
(718) 526-1627
** A PV OT **

256
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LAWRENCE
COMMITTEE ON DRUG ABUSE (CODA)
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
270 LAWRENCE AVENUE
LAWRENCE, NY 11559
(516) 239-6244 EXT. 237
** D O TX PV **

PENINSULA COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICE
270 LAWRENCE AVENUE
LAWRENCE, NY 11559
(516) 239-7277
** A O Y B H CU DM TX **

LEVITTOWN
ISLAND TREES UFSD
CONDOR AND OML PLACE
MICHAEL STOKES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 731-8826 EXT. 212
** D O TX PV **

LEVITTOWN UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ABBEY LANE
MEMORIAL EDUCATION CENTER
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 520-5264
** AD Y PV **

YOURS OURS MINE COMMUNITY CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT AMBULATORY DF/ADMIN UNIT
CENTER LANE/VILLAGE GREEN
BUILDING T
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 796-6633
** D O Y TX PV **

LIBERTY
MOUNT SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
CLEARVIEW TREATMENT SERVICES
5300 MILITARY ROAD
LEWISTON, NY 14092
(716) 297-4800 EXT. 331
** A I M AI TX **

LIBERTY
INWARD HOUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
UPPER FERNDALE ROAD
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-3030
** D R TX **

LIVERPOOL
BOCES OF ONONDAGA AND MADISON COUNTIES
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
7150 MORGAN ROAD
LIVERPOOL, NY 13088
(315) 421-6084
** A DH PV **

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
7400 OSWEGO ROAD
LIVERPOOL, NY 13088
(315) 461-2161
** A O M Y EA DM TX PV **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
7323 OSWEGO ROAD
LIVERPOOL, NY 13088
(315) 451-9100
** A O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

LOCKPORT
ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OCCUP/INDUSTRIAL PROGRAM
41 MAIN STREET
LOCKPORT, NY 14094
(716) 282-1228
** A EA PV OT **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
41 MAIN STREET
LOCKVIEW PLAZA
LOCKPORT, NY 14094
(716) 433-3646
** A O M Y AI EA DM TX **

LONG BEACH
FAMILY ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND
TREATMENT SERVICES (FACTS)
455 EAST BAY DRIVE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 432-8355 EXT. 561
** A O M Y DM TX **

LONG BEACH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
METHADONE THERAPY PROGRAM
455 EAST BAY DRIVE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 432-8000 EXT. 350
** D O IV MM **

LONG BEACH REACH
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
26 WEST PARK AVENUE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 889-2332
** D O M Y CU TX PV **

LONG ISLAND CITY
A MAY OUT INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
41-14 27TH STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101
(718) 794-0220
** D O Y IV EA TX CI OT **

BRIDGE PLAZA TRT AND REHAB CLINIC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
41-15 27TH STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101
(718) 786-5676 EXT. 74
** D O IV DT PV MM **

LA NUEVA RAZA INSTITUTE INC
DAY SERVICE PROGRAM/ADMIN
39-21 CRESCENT STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101
(212) 786-4477
** D O Y B H TX CI **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 30 PROJECT SHARE
DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION
36-41 28TH STREET
JHS 204
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11106
(718) 729-4588
** D O Y TX PV **

LOWVILLE
LENTS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
7612 STATE STREET
LOWVILLE, NY 13367
(315) 376-2268
** AD PV **

LYNBROOK
LINK COUNSELING CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
21 LANGDON PLACE
LYNBROOK, NY 11563
(516) 887-4048
** D O E DM TX **

LYONS
WAYNE COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING PROG/ADMIN
7320 ROUTE 51
LYONS, NY 14489
(315) 946-5745
** D O TX PV **

WAYNE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DUI/CRIMINAL JUSTICE INTERVENTION
7228 NEWARK-LYONS ROAD
ROUTE 51
LYONS, NY 14489
(315) 946-5745
** A DH OT **

MADRZD
JOHN E MURPHY
COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
13 ELM STREET
MADRID, NY 13360
(315) 322-4465
** A R TX **
NEW YORK

ROBERT J MINER COUNSELING/GUIDANCE CTR
115 SOUTH STREET
ORANGE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 343-1121 EXT. 4070
** A DM PV **

MINEOLA

HERRICKS COMMUNITY LIFE CENTER EPID
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
450 JERicho TURNPIKE
SUITE 206
MINEOLA, NY 11501
(516) 794-6969
** D O Y CU IV DM TX OT **

LONG ISLAND JEWISH HILLSIDE MED CENTER
FAMILY CONSULTATION CTR/ALC OUTPT
366 JERicho TURNPIKE
MINEOLA, NY 11501
(516) 742-4015
** A O H Y DM TX PV **

MINEOLA UFSD
200 EMERY ROAD
MINEOLA, NY 11501
(516) 791-4556
** D O Y TX PV OT **

MONROE

PLUS X11 OUTREACH
ALCOHOLISM WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/EAP
11-15 LAKE STREET
MONROE, NY 10950
(914) 783-6676
** A EA PV OT **

MONTICELLO

MONTICELLO CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
PORT JERVIS ROAD
MONTICELLO CENTRAL SCHOOL
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-7700
** D PV **

SULLIVAN CNTY COUN ON ALC/DR ABUSE INC
ALC PUBLIC EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
17 HAMILTON AVENUE
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-8080
** A PV **

SULLIVAN CNTY COUN ON ALC/DR ABUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM CRISIS UNIT
17 HAMILTON AVENUE
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-8000
** A R OT DT TX OT **

SULLIVAN CNTY COUN ON ALC/DR ABUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM DAY REHABILITATION PROGRAM
17 HAMILTON AVENUE
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-8080
** A O H TX OT **

SULLIVAN CNTY COUN ON ALC/DR ABUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
17 HAMILTON AVENUE
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-0761
** A O H Y CU IV DM TX CI PV **

SULLIVAN CNTY COUN ON ALC/DR ABUSE INC
DRUG ABUSE ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
17 HAMILTON AVENUE
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-7500
** A O H Y CU IV DM TX CI PV **

SULLIVAN CNTY COUN ON ALC/DR ABUSE INC
RECOVERY CENTER COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
17 HAMILTON AVENUE
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-8080 EXT. 217
** A R OT **

MOUNT Kisco

THE WEEKEND CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
666 LEXINGTON AVENUE
MOUNT KISCO, NY 10549
(914) 666-6760
** A O Y E DM TX CI **

MOUNT MORRIS

DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
THE LIVINGSTON CAMPUS
BUILDING 2
MOUNT MORRIS, NY 14510
(716) 658-2216
** A DM PV OT **

LIVINGSTON COUNTY
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
THE LIVINGSTON CAMPUS
BUILDING 2
MOUNT MORRIS, NY 14510
(716) 658-2216
** A O H Y E DM TX **

MOUNT VERNON

ARCHWAY
ALCOHOLISM DAY REHABILITATION PROGRAM
229 SOUTH 7TH STREET
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 667-0462
** A O H B TX **

ARCHWAY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
11 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 668-1650
** A O H Y E DM TX **

MCHEB MOUNT VERNON HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRG PROG/ADMIN
3 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 664-5981
** D O CU IV MM **

NANUET

NANUET UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMMUNITY COUNSELOR PROGRAM
24 HIGHVIEW AVENUE
NANUET, NY 10954
(914) 625-1431
** D O Y TX PV **

NEW CITY

CLARKSTOWN
DRUG ABUSE AND PREVENTION COUNCIL
10 MAPLE AVENUE
NEW CITY, NY 10956
(914) 634-4100
** D PV **

CLARKSTOWN COUNSELING CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
40 MAPLE AVENUE
NEW CITY, NY 10956
(914) 634-6569
** D O TX CI PV **

NEW HARTFORD

MOHAWK VALLEY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM ADDICTIONS INC
42 GENESSEE STREET
NEW HARTFORD, NY 13413
(315) 752-6155
** A Y EA DM PV **

NEW HYDE PARK

HERRICKS UFSD
SHELTER ROCK ROAD
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
NEW HYDE PARK, NY 11040
(516) 761-7800 EXT. 110
** D O Y TX PV OT **

LONG ISLAND JEWISH HILLSIDE MED CENTER
DRUG ABUSE TRG PROGRAMS/ADMIN UNIT
LAKEVILLE ROAD
BUILDING 5
NEW HYDE PARK, NY 11042
(718) 470-8925
** A O H Y CU DM TX CI PV MM **

MCM PALTZ

OASIS/CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER
SUZY NEW PALTZ
DEVO HALL 6-13C
NEW PALTZ, NY 12561
(914) 257-2141
** AD OT **
NEW ROCHELLE

ALCOHOLISM TRT CENTER AT NEW ROCHELLE
ALCOHOLISM DAY REHABILITATION UNIT
3 THE BOULEVARD
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-6633
** A O Y H DM TX **

ALCOHOLISM TRT CENTER AT NEW ROCHELLE
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
3 THE BOULEVARD
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-6633
** A O W Y H DM TX CI PV **

NCA/EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OF WESTCHESTER
175 MEMORIAL HIGHWAY
ROOM 217
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 635-4092
** A H EA PV OT **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2 HAMILTON AVENUE
ROOM 217
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 576-3320
** D R O IV EA TX **

MCHB GUIDANCE CENTER
NEW ROCHELLE MHTP/ADMIN
403-5 NORTH AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 632-1374
** D O IV MM OT **

NEW YORK

ADDICTS REHABILITATION CTR FUND INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1801 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 427-1342
** D R IV TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF GREATER NEW YORK
INFORMATION/REFERRAL UNIT
133 EAST 62ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 955-7075
** A EA PV OT **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF GREATER NEW YORK
OCCUPATIONAL/INDUSTRIAL PROGRAM
133 EAST 62ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 955-7070
** A EA PV **

AMERICAN INDIAN COMMUNITY HOUSE
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROGRAM
842 BOARDWAY
8TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 598-0102 EXT. 29-34
** D AI PV OT **

AREBA CASRIEL INC
AREBA/CASRIEL INST/ADMIN UNIT
500 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 247-4920
** D R O CU IV EA DM TX PV **

ARMS ACRES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT SERVICES OF MANHATTAN
330 WEST 58TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 399-6901
** A O M CU IV EA TX PV **

BEERMAN DOWNTOWN HOSPITAL MHTP
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
74 TRINITY PLACE
NEW YORK, NY 10006
(212) 422-0250
** D O IV MM **

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
FIRST AVENUE AND 30TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 561-4487
** D O M CU IV MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MHTP
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
245 EAST 17TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 420-2065
** D O IV MM **

BOYS CHOIR OF HARLEM INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
550 WEST 155TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10032
(212) 749-1717
** D O Y TX PV **

BRC HUMAN SERVICES CORPORATION
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
191 CHRYSTIE STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 533-5700
** A D M E B H PI DN TX PV **

CARNEGIE HILL INSTITUTE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
116 EAST 92ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10128
(212) 289-7166
** D O MM **

CENTRAL HARLEM
SOBERING UP STATION
419 WEST 126TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 865-6133
** A R DT TX OT **

CENTRAL LABOR REHABILITATION COUNCIL
OF NEW YORK/REFERRAL SERVICE
366 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 552-7575
** D EA PV **

CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY
DRUG INTERVENTION PROGRAM/ADMIN
105 EAST 22ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 959-6927
** D O TX PV **

CHINESE/AMERICAN PLANNING COUNCIL INC
PROJECT REACH/ADMINISTRATION
48 HENRY STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 233-5756
** D O Y TX PV **

COLONIAL PARK COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2714 FREDERICK DOUGLAS BOULEVARD
NEW YORK, NY 10039
(212) 690-5009 EXT. 5070
** D O IV TX OT **

COMMUNITY NARCOTICS PREVENTION PROGRAM
119 EAST 106TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 534-2250
** A D M Y E B H CU PV **

CREATE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2-6 LENOX AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10026
(212) 996-2500
** D R O IV TX **

DA MANN HOUSE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
45 JOHN STREET
ROOM 510
NEW YORK, NY 10038
(212) 513-1966
** D R TX **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
54 WEST 40TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 354-6000
** D R O Y IV EA TX **

DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
BRIEF THERAPY CENTRE/ADMIN
80 CENTRE STREET
ROOM 337
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 887-4885
** D O IH CU IV EA TX CI OT **
NEW YORK

DR M DEGIARDE MMTP CLINIC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
233-5 LAFAYETTE STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 431-6177
** D O IV CI PV MM **

EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM FOR RECOVERED ALCOHOLICS (EPRA)
360 WEST 31ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10001
(212) 947-1471
** A PV OT **

ENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2011 3RD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 722-1700
** D R O H B H CU IV EA TX **

ENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
2009 3RD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-2525
** A R TX **

ENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
502-306 EAST 111TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-2525
** D O B H EA TX PV **

EUGENE SILBERMAN MD MMTP 1
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1650 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-2300
** D O B H IV MM **

EXODUS HOUSE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
509 EAST 103RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-8775
** D O M Y B H TX PV **

GRACIE SQUARE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
420 EAST 76TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 988-4400
** A I H IV EA TX PV **

GRACIE SQUARE HOSPITAL
DRUG REHABILITATION UNIT/ADMIN
420 EAST 76TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 988-4400 EXT. 504
** D I H CU IV TX PV OT **

GRACIE SQUARE HOSPITAL
THE BREAKTHROUGH OUTPT ALC CLINIC
421 EAST 75TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 988-4400
** A D O H IV EA TX CI PV **

GRAMERCY PARK MEDICAL GROUP/PC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
255-55 3RD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 475-1900 EXT. 11
** D O IV MM **

GREENWICH HOUSE INC
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
151 WEST 15TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 463-8264
** A I H IV TX CI PV **

GREENWICH HOUSE INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
312-314 BONERY STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 463-8264
** A I M H TX PV **

GREENWICH HOUSE MMTP
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
50 COOPER SQUARE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 677-3400
** D O CU IV EA TX MM OT **

GROOVING IN THE GHETTO INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1712 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 427-1760
** D O Y TX PV **

HAMILTON MADISON HOUSE
CHINATOWN ALCOHOLISM SERVICE
46 HENRY STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 285-4345
** A O TX CI PV OT **

HARLEM HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
132-40 WEST 125TH STREET
5TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 678-1790
** A O EA DN TX PV OT **

HARLEM HOSPITAL ALCOHOLISM TRT CENTER
HARLEM ALC CTR DETOXIFICATION UNIT
156TH STREET AND 5TH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10037
(212) 491-8535
** A I M B H DT TX **

HMC BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
METABOLIC MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
EAST 24TH STREET AND FIRST AVENUE
C AND D BUILDINGS
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 561-3201
** D O IV EA MM **

HOSPITAL AUDIENCE INC
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
220 WEST 42ND STREET
13TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10036
(212) 575-7676
** D PV OT **

IMMIGRANT SOCIAL SERVICES INC
137 HENRY STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 571-1840
** D Y PV **

INTERNATIONAL CTR/INTEGRATED STUDIES
THE DOOR
618 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 693-6163
** AD M Y B H PV OT **

INTNL CENTER FOR THE DISABLED (ICD)
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
220 EAST 23RD STREET
SUITE 509
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 481-5780
** AD O M IV DM TX **

JOINT DISEASES NORTH GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE HOSPITAL/ADM
1519 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 650-4155
** AD I O Y E B H CU DT TX **

JOINT DISEASES NORTH GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
1887 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 650-4127
** A R TX PV **

JOINT DISEASES NORTH GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1519 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 650-4400
** A I IV DT TX OT **
JOINT DISEASES NORTH GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM FAMILY SERVICE UNIT
1919 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 650-4412
** A W Y B H A I TX **

JOINT DISEASES NORTH GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1824 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 650-4130
** A W Y B H A I TX **

LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
157 CHAMBERS STREET
6TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10007
(212) 233-5372
** D R O Y Y C U IV DT EA TX PV MM **
LUCHA INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
127 EAST 105TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 289-1004
** D O B Y H A I TX **

MANHATTAN ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHAB UNIT
600 125TH STREET
WARDS ISLAND
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 369-0322
** A I W H TX **

MANHATTAN BOHEM CORP
ALCOHOL DETOX UNIT
8 EAST 3RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 533-8400
** A R B H P I DT TX **
MANHATTAN BOHEM CORP
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
8 EAST 3RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 533-8400 EXT. 53
** A O B H P I TX **

MANHATTAN BOHEM CORP
SHELTER ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL PROG
275 7TH AVENUE
5TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10001
(212) 620-0340
** A H P I OT **

MEDICAL ARTS CENTER HOSPITAL
CROSSROADS AT 57TH DETOX
57 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 755-0200 EXT. 206
** A I DT TX **

METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL CENTER
DRUG ADDICTION CLINIC MHTM/ADMIN
1900 2ND AVENUE
PSYCHIATRIC PAVILION
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 250-6821
** D I O DT MM **

MORRIS J BERNSTEIN INSTITUTE
DETOXIFICATION UNIT/ADMIN
10 NATHOM PERLMAN PLACE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 620-2690
** D I DT TX OT **

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY YOUTH PROGRAM/ADMIN
19 EAST 101ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 650-7570
** D O Y TX PV **

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL
NARCOTICS REHAB CENTER TP/ADMIN
ONE GUSTAVE L LEVY PLACE
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-1165
** D I IV MM **

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ON
DRUG ABUSE PROBLEMS INC
355 LEXINGTON AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10017
(212) 986-1170
** D EA PV OT **

NATIONAL EXPERT CARE CONSULTANTS INC
455 WEST 50TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 873-5090
** D R O IV EA TX **

NATIONAL MARITIME UNION
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
346 WEST 17TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 675-7300 EXT. 829
** AD EA PV OT **

NEW YORK COUNCIL OF
SMALLER CHURCHES INC/ADMIN
69 WEST 128TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 876-7667
** D O TX PV **

NEW YORK HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM/ADMIN
411 EAST 69TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 472-1707
** D O Y B H C U IV DT MM **

NEW YORK HOSPITAL
MHTM CLINIC/ADMIN
401 EAST 71ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 980-5501
** D O IV MM **

NEW YORK MEDICAL COLLEGE
CHCP MHTM/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1900 2ND AVENUE
12TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 360-7874
** D O C IV TX PV MM **

NEW YORK SOCIETY FOR THE DEAF
344 EAST 14TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 673-6500
** AD W Y E B H C U CI PV OT **

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
CREATIVE ARTS TEAM (CAT)
715 BROADWAY
5TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 998-7380
** AD Y B H PV **

NEW YORK URBAN COALITION INC
CASH/ESCORT/VOC DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
356 WEST 123RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 864-5850
** D W Y B H PV **

NYC HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORP
OFFICE OF GRANTS DEVEL AND MGMT/ADMIN
125 NORTH STREET
ROOM 427-B
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 566-1897
** D O IV MM **

NYC SCHOOL DIST & SCH COMMUNITY ACTION
FOR A NEW TOMORROW (SCANT)
176 EAST 115TH STREET
C/O PS 57 ROOM 222
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 860-1744
** D O Y B H TX PV OT **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 1
YOUTH LEADERSHIP PROJECT
220 HENRY STREET
JHS 56 ROOM 134
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 732-1181
** D O Y TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 2
PROJECT OMNIBUS
210 EAST 33RD STREET
ROOM 408
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 689-6540
** D O TX CI PV **
NEW YORK

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 3
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
220 WEST 121ST STREET
PS 76
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 866-8500 EXT. NONE
** D O B H TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 5
PROJECT DECISION DRUG PREVENTION PROG
175 WEST 134TH STREET
ROOM 219
NEW YORK, NY 10030
(212) 690-5952
** D O Y TX PV OT **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 6
ALC D/A PREV PRC PAC ACADEMY
C/O SCHOOL DISTRICT 6 OFFICE
601 WEST 183RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10033
(212) 781-2226
** D O B H PV **

NYC SPARK PROGRAM
BOARD OF EDUCATION
40 IRVING PLACE
WASHINGTON IRVING HIGH SCHOOL
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 477-5442
** D O Y TX PV **

NYSA/ILA MEDICAL CENTER
OF NEW YORK INC
600 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 989-3200
** AD M Y E B H CU EA PV OT **

ODYSSEY HOUSE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
666 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 477-9493
** D R H Y IV TX CI **

OUR CHILDREN'S DEVELOPMENTAL INSTITUTE
1975 AMSTERDAM AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10032
(212) 368-8304
** D O N Y B H CU TX PV **

PACE HEALTH SERVICES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
369 LEXINGTON AVENUE
SUITE 203
NEW YORK, NY 10017
(212) 949-6070
** A O W CU TX **

PHASE PIGGY BACK INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
507 WEST 145TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10031
(212) 254-1660
** D O Y IV TX PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE FOUNDATION INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
164 WEST 74TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 595-5810
** D R O Y IV TX CI PV **

PROJECT CONNECT
208 WEST 13TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 620-7310
** A PV **

PROJECT GREEN HOPE SERVS FOR WOMEN
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
448 EAST 119TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 569-5100
** D R M TX **

PROJECT RETURN FOUNDATION INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
133 WEST 21ST STREET
11TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 242-4800
** D R M IV TX PV **

PROJECT STRAIGHT LIFE
330 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10036
(212) 244-1802
** AD M EA PV **

REALITY HOUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
637 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 666-8000
** D O CU DT TX CI PV MM **

RICHARD KOEPPLE MD
MMTP 1/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
301 WEST 37TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 736-5900
** D O MM **

ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/ADMIN
428 WEST 59TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 354-6570
** D O MM **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL NEW YORK
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
AMSTERDAM AVENUE AND 114TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 670-1050
** D I M CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
ALC WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/EAP
411 WEST 114TH STREET
APT 6D
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 870-7774
** A EA PV **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
506 WEST 102ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 678-6317
** A R N W E B H AI CU IV EA TX OT **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT DETOX
AMSTERDAM AVENUE AT 114TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 678-6322
** A I M B H AI IH PI IU IV DT TX **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
DMX PROGRAM
526 WEST 108TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 678-6352
** A O H DM TX PV OT **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
SMITHERS ALC CENTER/DETOX UNIT
428 WEST 59TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 554-7305
** A I DT TX PV **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
SMITHERS ALC OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT
410 WEST 58TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 554-7305
** A O TX PV **

SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL AND MED CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICE
203 WEST 12TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 790-8273
** A O H E H CU EA TX **

SMITHERS TREATMENT/TRAINING CENTER
REHABILITATION UNIT
56 EAST 93RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10028
(212) 369-9566
** A R H EA TX PV **
NEW YORK

STUYVESANT POLyclINIC
STUYVESANT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
137 2ND AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 596-6828
** A O H H TX **

THE DOOR/A CENTER OF ALTERNATIVES
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
618 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 691-6161
** D O W Y H IV TX PV **

THE EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE
PROJECT CONTACT ADMIN UNIT
197 EAST BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 475-6200 EXT. 220
** D R IV TX **

UPPER MANHATTAN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1727 AMSTERDAM AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10031
(212) 690-4800 EXT. 313
** A O TX CI PV **

VERITAS INC
RESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
68 WEST 106TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 666-1411
** D R IV TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
440 FIRST AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 686-7500 EXT. 683
** A D I O IV DT EA TX CI PV MM **

WILDCAT SERVICE CORPORATION
161 HUDSON STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 219-9700
** A D Y H EA OT **

WOMEN IN CRISIS INC
135 WEST 21ST STREET
11TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 242-4880
** D O PV **

WOMEN IN NEED
ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
406 WEST 40TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 695-7330
** A D O W TX PV **

WOMENS ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUC PROJECT
370 LEXINGTON AVENUE
ROOM 603
NEW YORK, NY 10017
(212) 532-8330
** A M Y B H AI PV **

YMCA OF GREATER NEW YORK
YOUTH ENRICHMENT PROG/ADMIN
180 WEST 135TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10030
(212) 281-4100 EXT. 202
** D O Y B H CI TX PV **

NEWARK
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF FINGER LAKES
ALC COMM EDUC AND PREV/INFO AND REFER
ROUTE 31
CANNERY ROW MALL
NEWARK, NY 14513
(315) 331-7211
** A PV **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSELING/REFER AGY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
201 CHURCH STREET
NEWARK, NY 14513
(315) 331-3862
** A O DM TX CI PV OT **

HUMBER
ORANGE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
104 2ND STREET
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 565-4960
** A O M Y E B H DM TX CI **

PIUS XII YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
15 LAKE STREET
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 562-8255
** D O Y CU IV EA TX PV OT **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRG/PROG/ADMIN
164 FIRST STREET
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 561-4400 EXT. 233
** D O IV MM **

NIAGARA FALLS
ALC COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY INC
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
1319 PINE AVENUE
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 282-1228
** A Y E PV **

ALC COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY INC
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1319 PINE AVENUE
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 282-1228
** A D Y PV **

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
ALCOHOLISM HALFAY HOUSE
463 MEMORIAL PARKWAY
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14303
(716) 286-6226
** A R TX PV OT **

FIRST STEP ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
1560 BUFFALO AVENUE
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14303
(716) 285-3421
** A R DT TX **

MILESTONES ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
501 10TH STREET
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 278-4940
** A D M TX **

NIAGARA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
775 3RD STREET
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14302
(716) 285-9636
** D O CU IV TX PV MM **

NORTH ROSE
DELPHI DRUG ABUSE CENTER INC
RAYNE/NORTH ROSE MEDICAL CENTER
NORTH ROSE, NY 14516
(315) 587-4451
** D O Y TX **

NORTH TONAWANDA
NORTH TONAWANDA CSD
PROJECT PEEP AND PROJ PRIMARY MH
175 HUMPHREY STREET
NORTH TONAWANDA, NY 14120
(716) 694-5200
** A D Y PV **

NORTHPORT
CONCEPTS FOR NARCOTICS PREVENTION INC
THE PLACE/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
324 MAIN STREET
NORTHPORT, NY 11768
(516) 261-2670
** D O TX PV **

NORTHENON
CHENANGO COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERV
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
12 HENRY STREET
NORWICH, NY 13815
(607) 335-4615
** A D O IV Y E EA DM TX PV **

CHENANGO COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERV
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
12 HENRY STREET
NORWICH, NY 13815
(607) 335-4615
** A D O IV Y E EA DM TX PV **
NEW YORK

NYACK
COMMUNITY TRAINING SERVICE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1-5 SOUTH BROADWAY
ROOM 5
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-8506
** A DM PV **

NYACK HOSPITAL
EAP/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
NORTH MIDLAND AVENUE
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-6200
** AD EA PV **

NYACK SCHOOLS
SOUTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-5700
** D O TX PV OT **

ROCKLAND COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL
1 SOUTH BROADWAY
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-6357
** AD M Y H IH DM PV **

ROCKLAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH BOARD
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
37 SOUTH BROADWAY
NYACK, NY 10980
(914) 358-0200
** A O TX CI **

OCEANSIDE
OCEANSIDE COUNSELING CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
OCEANSIDE ROAD
SCHOOL NUMBER 4
OCEANSIDE, NY 11572
(516) 766-6283 EXT. 5794
** D O IV EA DM TX PV **

OCEANSIDE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
145 HERLE AVENUE
OCEANSIDE, NY 11572
(516) 678-1200 EXT. 222
** D O Y TX PV **

SOUTH NASSAU COMMUNITIES HOSPITAL
YOUTHFUL DRUG ABUSE PGM/MED SER CLINIC
2445 OCEANSIDE ROAD
OCEANSIDE, NY 11572
(516) 763-2030
** D OT **

OGLEBURN
SAINT LAWRENCE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
STATION A/HAMILTON HALL
OGLEBURN, NY 13669
(315) 395-1180 EXT. 335
** A R N TX **

OLEAN
CATTARAZAGUS COUNTY COUNCIL
ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE/ADMIN
201 SOUTH UNION STREET
OLEAN, NY 14760
(716) 373-4303
** AD O TX PV **

CATTARAZAGUS COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC/SUBSTANCE ABUSE INTERV/REFERRAL
201 SOUTH UNION STREET
OLEAN, NY 14760
(716) 373-4303
** A PV **

OHEIDA
MADISON COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
(ADAPT) ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
248 MAIN STREET
JOHNSON HALL
ONEIDA, NY 13421
(315) 363-8750
** D O DM TX PV **

MADISON COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
(ADAPT) ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
248 MAIN STREET
ONEIDA, NY 13421
(315) 363-8750
** A O DM TX PV **

ONEONTA
OTSEGO COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
242 MAIN STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
ONEONTA, NY 13820
(607) 433-2343
** A O M DM TX **

ORANGEBURG
BLAISDELL ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
INPATIENT REHABILITATION UNIT
ROCKLAND PSYCHIATRIC CENTER CAMPUS
NORTH STREET
ORANGEBURG, NY 10962
(914) 359-8500 EXT. 2000
** A I M TX **

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL DEPT OF MH
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
63 STAFF COURT
ORANGEBURG, NY 10962
(914) 359-2000
** A O TX CI **

ORCHARD PARK
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES CORP V
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
227 THORN AVENUE
ORCHARD PARK, NY 14127
(716) 662-2040
** D O M IV DM TX **

SOUTHEAST CORPORATION V
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
227 THORN PARK
ORCHARD PARK, NY 14127
(716) 662-6638
** A O M DM TX **

OSSEING
WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM DAY REHAB/OSSINING
203 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
OSSINING, NY 10562
(914) 941-9022
** A O TX CI **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM/OSSINING
203 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
OSSINING, NY 10562
(914) 941-9022
** A O DM TX CI **

OSWEGO
FARNHAM INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
145 EAST BRIDGE STREET
OSWEGO, NY 13126
(315) 342-4489
** D O Y TX PV OT **

OSWEGO COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
175 EAST 7TH STREET
OSWEGO, NY 13126
(315) 342-2370
** A PV **

OSWEGO COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
175 EAST 7TH STREET
OSWEGO, NY 13126
(315) 342-2370
** A O DM TX **

ONEIDA
TIOGA COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
175 FRONT STREET
ONEIDA, NY 13427
(315) 687-5555
** AD O DM TX **

TIOGA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
175 FRONT STREET
ONEIDA, NY 13427
(315) 687-5555
** AD O DM TX **
OYSTER BAY
YOUTH AND FAMILY COUNSELING AGENCY
OF OYSTER BAY/ADMIN
193 SOUTH STREET
OYSTER BAY, NY 11771
(516) 922-6867
** D O TX **

PATHCROUQE
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
COMMUNITY LIFE CENTER ALC OUTP SERVS
260 SILLS ROAD
PATCHOQUE, NY 11772
(516) 654-1919
** A O DM TX **

SOUTH BROOKHAVEN HEALTH CENTER/WEST
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/WEST
365 EAST MAIN STREET
PATCHOQUE, NY 11772
(516) 758-9000 EXT. 280
** A O M Y DM TX CI PV **

TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN DF OP
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
85 EAST MAIN STREET
PATCHOQUE, NY 11772
(516) 654-7924
** D O Y CU DM TX CI PV OT **

PEARL RIVER
PEARL RIVER SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
275 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
PEARL RIVER, NY 10965
(914) 735-5151 EXT. 25
** D O Y TX PV OT **

PEEKSKILL
MCWB PEEKSKILL COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT PROG/ADMIN
1980 CROMPOND ROAD
PEEKSKILL, NY 10566
(914) 737-6117
** D O M **

PELHAM
PELHAM GUIDANCE COUNCIL
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
255 WOLFS LANE
PELHAM, NY 10803
(914) 738-0550
** D O Y TX CI PV OT **

PENFIELD
PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
ALCOHOLISM CLINIC PROGRAM
1794 PENFIELD ROAD
PENFIELD, NY 14526
(716) 361-5520
** A O Y EA DM TX PV **

PENN YAN
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF FINGER LAKES
ALC COMM EDUC AND PREV/INFO AND REFER
1 EAST MAIN STREET
PENN YAN, NY 14527
(315) 556-2435
** A PV **

SCHUYLER HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
100 WEST LAKE ROAD
PENN YAN, NY 14527
(315) 556-7751
** A O Y TX **

YATES COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
431 LIBERTY STREET
PENN YAN, NY 14527
(315) 556-4601
** D O Y TX CI PV **

PLAINVIEW
CENTRAL GENERAL HOSPITAL INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
888 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 681-8900 EXT. 2382
** AD I DT TX **

DOROTHY YOUNG RECOVERY HOUSE
1425 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 420-5110
** A R TX PV **

NASSAU COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
1425 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
DAVIS PAVILION 2ND FLOOR
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 420-5055
** A R M CU DM TX PV **

PLAINVIEW/OLDER BETHPAGE
YOUTH ACTIVITIES COUNCIL/ADMIN
777 OLD COUNTY ROAD
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 822-5071
** D O TX PV **

PLAINVIEW/OLDER BETHPAGE CSD
DRUG PROGRAM
JOYCE ROAD SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 937-6418
** D O Y TX PV **

PLATTSBURGH
CHAMPLAIN VALLEY FAMILY CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT YOUTH SERVICES INC/ADM
50 CORNELIA STREET
PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901
(518) 561-6480
** D O IV TX PV **

CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE
NYS DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
BLUFF POINT ROUTE 9
PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901
(518) 561-6650 EXT. 314
** A DM DT **

CLINTON COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
30 DURKEE STREET
PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901
(518) 565-3230
** A O DM TX **

POMONA
MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC/ROCKLAND COUNTY
PROJECT RAINBOW ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
SANATORIUM ROAD
BUILDING D
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200
** A O Y TX PV **

ROCKLAND COUNTY CMHC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
SANATORIUM ROAD
BUILDING D
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200 EXT. 2260
** A EA PV **

ROCKLAND COUNTY CMHC
MTP ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
SANATORIUM ROAD
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200
** D O IV CI PV MM OT **

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL DEPT OF MH
ALCOHOLISM DAY REHABILITATION UNIT
SANATORIUM ROAD
BUILDING C
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200 EXT. 2479
** A O M YE CU IV TX CI OT **

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL DEPT OF MH
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT DETOX UNIT
SANATORIUM ROAD
BUILDING E
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200 EXT. 2452
** A I DT TX **

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL DEPT OF MH ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC SANATORIUM ROAD BUILDING C POMONA, NY 10970 (914) 555-0000 EXT. 22451 ** A D T C I **

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL DEPT OF MH SOBERING UP STATION SANATORIUM ROAD BUILDING D POMONA, NY 10970 (914) 555-0000 EXT. 22451 ** A I DT TX OT **

PORT CHESTER

UNITED HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOX UNIT 406 BOSTON POST ROAD PORT CHESTER, NY 10573 (914) 937-7412 ** AD I H IV DT TX **

MCBH SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT PROG/ADMIN 350 NORTH MAIN STREET PORT CHESTER, NY 10573 (914) 937-1105 ** D O IV CI MH **

PORT JEFFERSON

JOHN T MATHER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL MOTHER OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC 655 BELLE TERRE ROAD PORT JEFFERSON, NY 11777 (516) 331-8200 ** A D O DM TX CI PV **

LONG ISLAND CENTER INC ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC 320 MAIN STREET PORT JEFFERSON, NY 11777 (516) 423-7663 ** A D O HA DM TX CI PV **

TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL 227 MAIN STREET PORT JEFFERSON, NY 11777 (516) 473-5500 ** AD Y PV **

PORT JEFFERSON STATION

CONSEMOUGE SCHOOL DISTRICT YOUTHFUL DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM 400 JAYNE BOULEVARD PORT JEFFERSON STATION, NY 11776 (516) 473-8100 EXT. 274 ** D O Y TX PV **

TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN MIDDLE COUNTRY DAPC 136 THAMES ROAD PORT JEFFERSON STATION, NY 11776 (516) 737-4717 ** D Y PV **

PORT JERVIS

THE NEW LIFE FOUNDATION INC NEW LIFE MANOR 259 OLD MOUNTAIN ROAD TOWN OF GREENVILLE PORT JERVIS, NY 12771 (914) 856-5812 ** A R Y TX **

PORT WASHINGTON

PORT COUNSELING CENTER INC 225 MAIN STREET PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050 (516) 767-1133 ** D O H IV DM TX PV OT **

PORT WASHINGTON UNION FREE SCH DIST SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM 100 CAMPUS DRIVE PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050 (516) 883-4000 ** D O Y TX PV **

POTSDAM

ALC/SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF SAINT LAWRENCE COUNTY INC 63 MARKET STREET POTSDAM, NY 13676 (315) 265-1211 ** A PV **

SAINT LAWRENCE COMMUNITY SERVICES ALC/OUTPATIENT SERVICES ADMIN UNIT VAN HUSEN HALL STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK POTSDAM, NY 13676 (315) 265-6193 ** AD O EA DM TX **

POUGKEEPSIE

DUTCHESS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM PENDELL ROAD BOHNE HALL ROOM 221 POUGKEEPSIE, NY 12601 (914) 471-4500 EXT. 4703 ** A DH PV **

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE ALCOHOL ABUSE CLINIC 230 NORTH ROAD Pougkeepsie, NY 12601 (914) 465-1510 EXT. 505 ** A O M Y EA DM TX **

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE ALCOHOLISM EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 230 NORTH ROAD Pougkeepsie, NY 12601 (914) 465-9700 ** D O H CU IV MM **

DUTCHESS COUNTY PRIMARY ALC SERVICES HUDSON ALCOHOLISM RECEIVING CTR BRANCH B RYAN HALL Pougkeepsie, NY 12601 (914) 471-0510 ** A I PI DT DM TX **

DUTCHESS COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 230 NORTH ROAD Pougkeepsie, NY 12601 (914) 465-1510 ** D O IV EA TX CI PV OT **

REDO PARK

JEWISH COMM SERVS OF LONG ISLAND INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN UNIT 97-45 QUEENS BOULEVARD REDO PARK, NY 11374 (718) 896-9090 ** D O IV TX CI PV **

RHINEBECK

RHINEBECK LODGE FOR SUCCESSFUL LIVING ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT MILAN HOLLON ROAD RD 1 RHINEBECK, NY 12572 (914) 266-3401 ** A R M DM TX **

RIVERHEAD

CATHOLIC CHARITIES ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC 750 ROANOKE AVENUE RIVERHEAD, NY 11901 (516) 369-0182 ** A O TX **
CATHOLIC FAMILY CENTERS
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
55 TROUP STREET
PLYMOUTH PARK WEST
ROCHESTER, NY 14608
(716) 566-3046
** D R O IV TX **

CENTER FOR YOUTH SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
256 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 473-2444
** D O Y TX PV **

CENTER FOR YOUTH SERVICES INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION/SAP
256 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 473-2444
** A R TX **

CROSSROADS HOUSE I
269 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 232-1590
** A R TX **

CROSSROADS HOUSE II
239 ALPHONSE STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 342-4950
** A R TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
COMMUNITY RESIDENCE/HMH
435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-4114
** A R TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
COMP ALC OUTPATIENT CENTER
435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-4114
** A O H TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
INPATIENT SERVICES UNIT
435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-4114
** A R H PI TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
MEDICAL DETOXIFICATION UNIT
435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-4114
** A R DT TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
SUPPORTIVE LIVING FACILITY
435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14630
(716) 461-4114
** A R TX OT **

DELPHI DRUG ABUSE CENTER INC
ROCHESTER
59 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 244-9490
** D O Y TX PV **

DRIVER AWARENESS TRAINING
7 PORTSMOUTH TERRACE
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 271-6900
** A DM PV **

FAMILY SERVICES OF ROCHESTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
50 CLINTON AVENUE NORTH
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 232-1840
** A O EA TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICES OF ROCHESTER INC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL CLINIC
50 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 232-1840
** A O EA TX PV **

GENESEE HOSPITAL
DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
224 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 265-5513
** A O TX **

GENESEE HOSPITAL
ENTRY TO CARE/ALC SOBERING UP STATION
745 WEST AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14611
(716) 235-8700
** A R PI DT TX OT **

GENESEE HOSPITAL
GENESEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
224 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 232-1670
** A PV **

JOHN L NORRIS
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
1600 SOUTH AVENUE
HOWARD I
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-0410
** A I M TX CI **

LIFE PROGRAM
RESID CHEM DEPENDENCY SERVS YOUTH/LT
3300 DEWEY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14616
(716) 865-1550 EXT. 209
** AD R Y TX **
NEW YORK

MENS SERVICE CENTER
HALFWAY HOUSES
353 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 325-5339
** AD TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC (ROCHESTER AREA)
A CHAPTER OF THE HEALTH ASSOC OF
ROCHESTER AND MONROE COUNTY
973 EAST AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 473-6750 EXT. 28
** A M Y H PV OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC (ROCHESTER AREA)
HISPANIC ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
973 EAST AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 473-6750
** A H PV **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC I
1565 LONG POND ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 723-7723
** A O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC II
2000 MINTON ROAD SOUTH
ROCHESTER, NY 14618
(716) 272-8350
** A O M Y EA DM TX PV **

PARK RIDGE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
1565 LONG POND ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 723-7723
** A I EA DM TX PV **

PARK RIDGE HOSPITAL
ALCSM INPT REHAB/YOUTH SHORT TERM
1565 LONG POND ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 723-7723
** A I EA DM TX PV **

ROCHESTER CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROG
131 WEST BROAD STREET
C 0 3
ROCHESTER, NY 14616
(716) 325-4560 EXT. 2203
** AD Y PV **

ROCHESTER GENERAL HOSPITAL
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
1299 PORTLAND AVENUE
SUITE 10
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 362-5250
** AD DH CI PV **

ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
ALCOHOLISM INTERV SERV FOR DEAF(SAISD)
50 WEST MAIN STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14614
(716) 475-4978
** AD PV OT **

ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1425 PORTLAND AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 544-5220
** A O M Y DM TX **

ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES/ADMIN UNIT
1425 PORTLAND AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 544-5220
** D O CU IV DT TX MM **

ROCHESTER REHABILITATION CENTER
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1000 ELWOOD AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 271-2520 EXT. 325
** A DM PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS VILLA INC OF ROCHESTER
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3300 DEKEY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14616
(716) 865-1550
** D Y PV **

STRONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND ALCOHOL ABUSE CLINIC
300 CRITTENDEN BOULEVARD
ROCHESTER, NY 14642
(716) 275-3161
** A O M Y DM TX CI OT **

THRESHOLD CENTER FOR
ALTERNATIVE YOUTH SERVICES INC/ADMIN
115 SOUTH CLINTON AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 459-7530
** D O Y PV **

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT PROG/ADMIN
300 CRITTENDEN BOULEVARD
R-WING PSYCH DEPT ROOM 69523
ROCHESTER, NY 14642
(716) 275-5489
** D O W CU IV MM **

WESTFALL ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
919 WESTFALL ROAD
SUITE C-120
ROCHESTER, NY 14618
(716) 475-1500
** A O W Y OT TX **

YMCA OF ROCHESTER/MONROE COUNTY/ADMIN
175 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 546-5820
** D O W TX OT **

ROCKVILLE CENTRE
ROCKVILLE CENTRE UFSD
SHEPHERD STREET
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 255-8965
** D O Y PV **

ROCKVILLE CTR NARCOTICS/DRUG ABUSE
CONFID/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
30 HEMPESTAD AVENUE
SUITE H-11
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 764-5522
** D O TX PV **

ROCKY POINT
TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN
ROCKY POINT DAPC
C/O MALNIT ROAD
ROCKY POINT, NY 11778
(516) 744-5502
** AD Y PV **

ROME
ONEIDA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ROME CLINIC ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
228 LIBERTY PLAZA
ONEIDA COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
ROME, NY 13440
(315) 337-3240
** A O Y EA DM TX OT **

ROOSEVELT
NCDAA ROOSEVELT COUNSELLING CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
42 EAST FULTON AVENUE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 546-1962
** D O Y TX **

ROOSEVELT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOLISM DIVISION/DAY REHAB UNIT
27A WASHINGTON PLACE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 623-7741
** A O YEA DM TX CI PV **

ROOSEVELT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOLISM DIVISION/OUTPATIENT CLINIC
27A WASHINGTON PLACE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 623-7741
** A O DM TX PV **
SOUTH BEACH ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
777 SEAVIEW AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10305
(718) 667-5202
** A I AI EA TX CI PV **

STATEN ISLAND
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
263 PORT RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10302
(718) 981-8100
** AD H Y CU CI PV OT **

STATEN ISLAND HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM DETOXIFICATION UNIT
475 SEAVIEW AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10305
(718) 390-9776
** A I DT TX **

STATEN ISLAND HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
475 SEAVIEW AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10305
(718) 390-8838
** A O W Y TX **

TEEN CENTER FOR ALCOHOL ABUSE PROBLEMS
3974 AMBOY ROAD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10308
(718) 317-1800
** A O TX PV **

YMCA OF GREATER NEW YORK
STATEN ISLAND BRANCH/ADMIN UNIT
3902 RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10312
(718) 948-3222
** D O Y B CU IV TX CI PV **

STEAMBURG
SENECA NATION OF INDIANS
HUMAN SERVICES ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
STEAMBURG, NY 14783
(716) 354-6375
** A O AI EA TX PV OT **

STONE RIDGE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
ULSTER COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
STONE RIDGE, NY 12484
(914) 687-7621 EXT. 212
** AD DM PV OT **

STONEY BROOK
SUNY AT STONEY BROOK
NYS DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES BLDG
ROOM N229
STONEY BROOK, NY 11794
(516) 632-7060
** AD DM PV **

TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN THREE VILLAGE DAPC
THREE VILLAGE YOUTH SERVICE
STONY BROOK, NY 11790
(516) 751-7176
** D Y PV **

SUFFERN
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL OF SUFFERN
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
ROUTE 59
SUFFERN, NY 10901
(914) 357-3300 EXT. 2771
** A O EA DM TX CI PV **

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DRINKER DRIVER PROGRAM
145 COLLEGE ROAD
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
SUFFERN, NY 10901
(914) 356-4650 EXT. 317
** AD DM PV **

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OUTREACH INTERVENTION
145 COLLEGE ROAD
SUFFERN, NY 10901
(914) 356-4650 EXT. 306
** AD PV **

SYOSSET
SYOSSET UFSD
SOUTH WOODS ROAD
SYOSSET HIGH SCHOOL
SYOSSET, NY 11791
(516) 921-5500
** D O Y TX PV **

SYOSSET
SYOSSET CONSULTING GROUP
SOUTH WOODS ROAD
SYOSSET, NY 11791
(516) 921-3790
** D O IV DM TX PV **

SYRACUSE
ALCOHOL SERVICES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
247 WEST FAYETTE STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 471-2805
** A O TX **

BENJAMIN RUSH CENTER
CHEM DEPENDENCY OUTPT SERVICE/ADMIN
614 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-2185
** AD O DM TX **

SYRACUSE
ALCOHOL SERVICES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
247 WEST FAYETTE STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 471-2805
** A O TX **

BENJAMIN RUSH CENTER
CHEM DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT SERVICE
672 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-2185
** A O DM TX **

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT SERVICES/ALCOHOLISM OUTPT
550 HARRISON STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 422-6121
** A O Y TX **

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
410 SOUTH CROUSE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7283
** A O H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
736 IRVING AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7314
** A O DM TX CI **

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS ADMIN UNIT
410 SOUTH CROUSE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7314
** D O IV TX CI MM **

ONONDAGA COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM ADDICTIONS INC
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 471-1359
** A D H Y E B H AI IH PI CU EA DM **
** PV OT **

ONONDAGA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 471-1359
** A B EA DM PV **

ONONDAGA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
COMMUNITY EVALUATION TEAM
421 MONTGOMERY STREET
CIVIC CENTER 10TH FLOOR
SYRACUSE, NY 13201
(315) 425-3571
** AD PV OT **

ONONDAGA/MADISON/CORTLAND BD COOP EDUC
AIC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND EDUC PROG
6820 THOMPSON ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13221
(315) 433-2609
** D O Y TX PV OT **
NEW YORK

PELION PRESCRIP DRUG MISUSE PROG INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
500 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SUITE 218
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-5103
** A D O IV EA DH TX PV **

PELION PRESCRIP DRUG MISUSE PROG INC
CHRONIC DISORDERS OUTPATIENT/ADMIN
500 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SUITE 218
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-5103
** AD O IV TA TX DF **

RESCUE MISSION ALLIANCE INC
SOBERING UP UNIT
120 GIFFORD STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 472-7876
** A R PI DT TX CI **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 471-1564
** A O TX **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
MEN'S ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
121 GREEN STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 472-4442
** A R TX **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
WILLMORS ARS
3606 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13206
(315) 465-4539
** A R TX **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
WOMEN'S ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
125 GREEN STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 472-4442
** A R H TX **

SYRACUSE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
819 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-7921
** A O B H AI DM TX **

TONAWANDA

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
36 DELANARE STREET
TONAWANDA, NY 14150
(716) 694-0100
** AD O IV DM TX **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES CORP I
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
169 SHERIDAN/PARKSIDE DRIVE
TONAWANDA, NY 14151
(716) 674-2590
** D O TX **

TONAWANDA CITY SCHOOL PROJECT TEAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
202 BROAD STREET
TONAWANDA, NY 14150
(716) 694-6802
** D Y PV **

TROY

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC INC
GREEN ISLAND COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
125 GEORGE STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-0610
** A R TX **

ALC CENTER OF RENSSELAER COUNTY INC
DAY REHABILITATION PROGRAM
16 FIRST STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-4060
** A D W TX PV OT **

ALC CENTER OF RENSSELAER COUNTY INC
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
16 FIRST STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-3918
** A O Y B DM TX **

EIGHT TWENTY RIVER STREET INC
COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
820 RIVER STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-4246
** A R TX **

LANGSTON BUISNESS AND GIRLS CLUB INC
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
501 4TH AVENUE
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 235-4163
** D Y PV **

LEONARD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE DETOX SERVICES
74 NEW TURNPIKE ROAD
TROY, NY 12182
(518) 235-0310 EXT. 435
** AD I IV DT TX **

LEONARD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
74 NEW TURNPIKE ROAD
TROY, NY 12182
(518) 235-0310
** A I TX **

PAHL HOUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
106-108 9TH STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-0206
** D R Y TX **

RENSSELAER COUNTY MH DEPARTMENT LDA
SUBST ABUSE PREV AND EDUCATION PROGRAM
7TH AVENUE AND STATE STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 270-2800
** D PV **

RENSSELAER COUNTY MH UNIFIED SERVICES
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE PROGRAM/ADMIN
7TH AVENUE AND STATE STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 270-2800
** D O TX **

RENSSELAER COUNTY MH UNIFIED SERVICES
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
7TH AVENUE
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 270-2800
** AD Y PV OT **

SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION SERVICE
2215 BURDETT AVENUE
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 271-3344
** A I DT EA TX **

TRUMANSBURG

ITHACA ALPHA HOUSE CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
RD 1 ROUTE 227
TRUMANSBURG, NY 14886
(607) 387-6118
** D R O IV TX **

UTICA

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
ALCOHOLISM HALFAY HOUSE
407-409 RUTGERS STREET
UTICA, NY 13502
(315) 736-8485
** A R TX **

254
NEW YORK

CREDO FOUNDATION INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
130 WINTHROP STREET
WATERTOWN, NY 13601
(315) 782-2207
** D R O Y TX **

JEFFERSON COUNTY
COMMUNITY CENTER FOR ALCOHOL INC
595 WEST MAIN STREET
WATERTOWN, NY 13601
(315) 788-1530
** A O W Y EA DM TX CI PV **

JEFFERSON COUNTY COMMITTEE ON ALC INC
ALC YOUTH EDUC/INTERV/SAP
345 FACTORY STREET
WATERTOWN, NY 13601
(315) 788-4660
** AD Y CI PV OT **

JEFFERSON COUNTY COMMITTEE ON ALC INC
ALCOHOLISM PUBLIC EDUCATION
345 FACTORY STREET
WATERTOWN, NY 13601
(315) 788-4790
** A H Y E IH DH CI PV OT **

JEFFERSON COUNTY COMMITTEE ON ALC INC
ALCOHOLISM WORKPLACE INTERV/EAP
345 FACTORY STREET
WATERTOWN, NY 13601
(315) 788-4790
** A EA CI PV OT **

MERCY HOSPITAL OF WATERTOWN
ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION PROGRAM
218 STONE STREET
WATERTOWN, NY 13601
(315) 782-7400 EXT. 2345
** A I TX **

WATERTOWN CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
376 BUTTERFIELD AVENUE
WATERTOWN, NY 13601
(315) 785-3700
** D D Y TX PV **

NATKINS GLEN
SCHUYLER HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
108 WEST 4TH STREET
NATKINS GLEN, NY 14891
(607) 535-7166
** A O Y TX **

WEBSTER
HUTHER/DOYLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2132 EMPIRE BOULEVARD
WEBSTER, NY 14580
(716) 671-3591
** A O DM TX CI PV OT **

MELLSVILLE
ALLENY AREA COUNCIL ALC/SUBST ABUSE
ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
23 JEFFERSON STREET
MELLSVILLE, NY 14095
(716) 593-6738
** A O M Y DM TX PV OT **

ALLENY AREA COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC/ADM
23 JEFFERSON STREET
MELLSVILLE, NY 14095
(716) 593-6738
** AD O M Y DM TX PV OT **

TRAPPING BROOK HOUSE
COMMUNITY RESIDENCE/HALFWAY HOUSE
234 TRAPPING BROOK ROAD
MELLSVILLE, NY 14095
(716) 593-1920
** A R TX OT **

WEST HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND JEWISH HOSPITAL MED CENTER
PROJECT OUTREACH/ADMIN
600 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
WEST HEMPSTEAD, NY 11552
(516) 481-2890
** D O C U IV TX **

WEST HEMPSTEAD UFED
252 CHESTNUT STREET
WEST HEMPSTEAD, NY 11552
(516) 489-8511
** D Y TX PV **

WEST NYACK
CLARKSTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
30 PARROTT ROAD
WEST NYACK, NY 10994
(914) 634-4941
** D O TX PV **

WESTURY
LABOR EDUC AND COMMUNITY SERVS (LECSA)
ALCOHOLISM EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
265 POST AVENUE
SUITE 200
WESTBURY, NY 11590
(516) 333-3164
** AD EA PV OT **

WESTHAMPTON BEACH
SEAFIELD CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
7 SEAFIELD LANE
WESTHAMPTON BEACH, NY 11978
(516) 288-1222
** A R M EA TX **

TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPTON MEST DACP
C/O SAINT MARKS CHURCH
WESTHAMPTON BEACH, NY 11797
(516) 280-1954
** D PV **

WHITE PLAINS
CAGE TEEN CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
220 FERRIS AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10603
(914) 420-1600
** D O M Y TX PV **

COLLEGE CAREERS FUND OF WESTCHESTER
60 MITCHELL PLACE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 420-3455
** A Y B PV **

HALFWAY HOUSES OF WESTCHESTER INC
HATHORNE HOUSE ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HSE
1A LONGVIEW AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 496-0949
** A R TX OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS WESTCHESTER INC
360 MANHATTANE AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 683-1213
** AD EA DM PV **

NEW YORK HOSP/CORNELL MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
21 BLOOMINGDALE ROAD
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 682-9100 EXT. 2315
** A I IV EA TX CI PV **

NYS DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERV
SPECIALIZED SERVICES
30 GLENN STREET
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10603
(914) 949-7290
** D O DH CU IV EA TX CI PV OT **

PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES CENTER INC
NFP/ADMIN
88 EAST POST ROAD
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 949-7880
** D D IV TX PV MM **

STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
228 FISHER AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10606
(914) 997-7277
** AD Y PV **
NORTH CAROLINA

ABERDEEN
BETHESDA INC
204 NORTH PINE STREET
ABERDEEN, NC 28315
(919) 944-7700
** AD PV **

ALEMBARLE
ALEMBARLE HOUSE INC
242 NORTH 2ND STREET
ALEMBARLE, NC 28001
(704) 982-0212
** AD OT **

ASHEDORO
ALPHA HOUSE INC
1006 SUNSET AVENUE
ASHEDORO, NC 27203
(919) 628-1637
** AD R H IV EA TX PV **

RANDOLPH COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
204 EAST ACADEMY STREET
ASHEDORO, NC 27205
(919) 625-1113
** AD I R O IV DT DM TX CI PV **

RANDOLPH FELLOWSHIP HOME
373 HILL STREET
ASHEDORO, NC 27203
(919) 629-6120
** AD R IV EA DM TX OT **

ASHEVILLE
FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
HOME FOR MEN
182 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
ASHEVILLE, NC 28801
(704) 252-3779
** A R TX OT **

HIGHLAND HOSPITAL
HOPEWELL ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE PROG
49 ZILLICOA STREET
ASHEVILLE, NC 28801
(704) 254-3201
** AD Y IV TX CI PV MM **

WOODHILL DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE
TREATMENT CENTER
CALEDONIA ROAD
ASHEVILLE, NC 28813
(704) 253-3681
** AD I Y IV EA TX **

BLACK MOUNTAIN
ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CENTER
BLACK MOUNTAIN, NC 28711
(704) 669-3400
** AD I IV TX **

NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SERENITY FARM
ROUTE 1 HIGHWAY 221
BLOOMING ROCK, NC 28605
(704) 295-3113
** A R TX **

BOLIVIA
BRUNSWICK COUNTY
SOUTHEASTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
COUNTRY COMPLEX
BOLIVIA, NC 28422
(919) 253-4485
** A O Y EA DM TX **

BOONE
HERBON COLONY AND GRACE HOME
ROUTE 3
BOONE, NC 28607
(704) 963-4842
** A OT **

NEW RIVER AREA MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
883 STATE ROAD
BOONE, NC 28607
(704) 264-9007
** AD OT **

NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HATAUSA CARES
420 EAST HOWARD STREET
BOONE, NC 28607
(704) 264-0319
** A DM PV **

BREVARD
BRIDGEMAY A DIVISION OF
TRANSYLVANIA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL INC
HOSPITAL DRIVE
BREVARD, NC 28712
(704) 864-2100
** AD I O W IV CU IV DT TX PV **

TREND COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
GASTON AND MORGAN STREETS
COMMUNITY SERVICES BUILDING
BREVARD, NC 28712
(704) 804-2027
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

BUYES CREEK
LEE/HARNETT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 421 NORTH
BUYES CREEK, NC 27506
(919) 895-5727
** AD R O IV DT DM TX CI PV OT **

BURGUM
PENDER COUNTY
SOUTHEASTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
BURGUM, NC 28425
(919) 259-5476
** A O Y EA DM TX PV **

BURLINGTON
ALAMANCE CASHELL AREA MH/ MR AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1946 MARTIN STREET
BURLINGTON, NC 27215
(919) 220-0580
** AD O V IV EA DM TX PV **

ALAMANCE COUNTY HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CARE UNIT
327 GRAHAM-HOPEDALE ROAD
BURLINGTON, NC 27215
(919) 226-6582
** D I Y IV DT EA TX PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
O = OUTPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL
S = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
I = INPATIENT/OUTPATIENT
M = MENTAL
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
W = WOMEN

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
AX = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
DM = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
DU = COCAINE USERS
IV = I V DRUG USERS

FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
BETHLEHEM CENTER
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PREVENTION PROGRAM
2805 BALTIMORE AVENUE
CHARLOTTE, NC 28203
(704) 376-1305
** A R M Y B PV **

CHARLOTTE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
100 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
CHARLOTTE, NC 28211
(704) 376-7447
** AD EA DH PV **

CHARLOTTE TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
2715 SHARON ROAD WEST
CHARLOTTE, NC 28210
(704) 554-8373
** AD I O Y IV DT TX **

DRUG EDUCATION CENTER INC
500 EAST MOREHEAD STREET
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202
(704) 375-3784
** AD Y E B PV **

HOPE HAVEN INC
701 EAST BOULEVARD
CHARLOTTE, NC 28203
(704) 334-0415
** A R M WX **

REACHLINE TELEPHONE COUNSELING SERVICE
501 NORTH TRYON STREET
CHARLOTTE, NC 28205
(704) 372-1500
** AD PV OT **

REBOUND
907 WEST FIRST STREET
CHARLOTTE, NC 28254
(704) 336-4635
** AD R TX PV **

SEVENTH STREET CENTER
ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1325 EAST 7TH STREET
CHARLOTTE, NC 28204
(704) 336-3067
** A R PI IV DT TX OT **

THE RANDOLPH CLINIC INC
A CENTER FOR ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
100 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
CHARLOTTE, NC 28211
(704) 376-2431
** A O Y DM TX **

CLAYTON
RALEIGH RESCUE MISSION AND MORTON PRITCHARD FARM
2100 MISSION FARM ROAD
CLAYTON, NC 27520
(919) 553-5158
** AD W B PI OT **

CLINTON
DUPLIN SAMPSON AREA MH/MR SERVICES
CLINTON DIVISION
EAST ROWAN ROAD
CLINTON, NC 28328
(919) 592-5791
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

COLUMBIA
TIDE LAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
BROAD STREET
COLUMBIA, NC 29725
(803) 796-2681
** A O DM TX CI PV **

CONCORD
SERENITY HOUSE INC
172 SPRING STREET SW
CONCORD, NC 28025
(704) 786-8722
** A OT **

CURRITUCK
ALBEMARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 168
CURRITUCK, NC 27929
(919) 232-2408
** AD EA DM TX CI PV **

DANBURY
STOKES COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
STOKES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DANBURY, NC 27016
(336) 595-5300
** A O DM TX CI PV **

DILLSBORO
SMOKEY MOUNTAIN CTR FOR MH/MR/SA SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
DILLSBORO, NC 28725
(704) 586-5501
** AD I O M Y IV DT EA DM TX PV **

DURHAM
DURHAM COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION CENTER
1200 BROAD STREET
SUITE 6-5
DURHAM, NC 27705
(919) 286-1656
** A EA DM PV **

DURHAM COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
719 BROAD STREET
DURHAM, NC 27701
(919) 286-1656
** A R O DT EA DM TX CI OT **
NORTH CAROLINA

DURHAM DRUG COUNSELING AND EVALUATION SERVICES
904 RAMSEUR STREET
DURHAM, NC 27701
(919) 688-8246
** D O Y IV TX CI PV MM OT **

LINCOLN COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1301 SYCAMORE STREET
DURHAM, NC 27707
(919) 683-1316 EXT. 236
** A B PI PV **

EDEN
MILLER EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
407 SOUTH VAN BUREN ROAD
SUITE C
EDEN, NC 27286
(919) 627-4532
** AD O EA TX OT **

EDENTON
ALBEMARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
216 SOUTH BROAD STREET
EDENTON, NC 27932
(919) 482-7495
** AD EA DM TX CI PV **

ELIZABETH CITY
ALBEMARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
113 NORTH ELLIOTT STREET
ELIZABETH CITY, NC 27909
(919) 335-0803
** AD EA DM TX CI PV **

CLIFFDALE CLINIC
6245 CLIFFDALE ROAD
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28304
(919) 866-4016
** AD O IV DT TX CI PV **

CUMBERLAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
CAPE FEAR VALLEY HOSPITAL CHIEF DRIVE
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28304
(919) 323-0601
** AD I W Y PI IV DT TX PV OT **

CUMBERLAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
109 BRADFORD AVENUE
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28302
(919) 523-0601
** AD D H Y PI IV EA DM TX **

CUMBERLAND HOSPITAL
THE LIFE CENTER
3425 MELROSE ROAD
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28304
(919) 485-7181
** AD I R O Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

MYROVER REESE FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
613 QUALITY ROAD
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28306
(919) 484-9393
** AD OT **

GASTONIA
FLYNN FELLOWSHIP HOME OF GASTONIA INC
311 SOUTH MARIETTA STREET
GASTONIA, NC 28052
(704) 865-9595
** A R TX PV OT **

GASTON/LINCOLN AREA MH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
401 NORTH HIGHLAND STREET
GASTONIA, NC 28052
(704) 867-2561
** AD I R O H Y PI CU IV DT EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

HORIZON YOUTH SERVICES
529 SOUTH CHESTER STREET
GASTONIA, NC 28052
(704) 867-3555
** AD Y PV OT **

ROTARY ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER
GASTONIA, NC 28053
(704) 825-7282
** AD O IV TX **

GREENSBORO
ALCOHOL SERVICES OF GUILFORD INC
330 NORTH EUGENE STREET
GREENSBORO, NC 27402
(919) 373-4576
** A Y EA DM PV **

EMPLOYEE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES INC
612 PASTEUR DRIVE
SUITE 207
GREENSBORO, NC 27403
(919) 854-1760
** AD O EA TX OT **

GREAT PIEDMONT TEEN CHALLENGE
1912 BOULEVARD STREET
GREENSBORO, NC 27407
(919) 292-7795
** D R EA TX PV **

GUILFORD COUNTY
CRANFORD ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
1305 GLENWOOD AVENUE
GREENSBORO, NC 27403
(919) 373-3080
** A R D OT EA TX CI **

GUILFORD COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1025 HOMELAND AVENUE
GREENSBORO, NC 27405
(919) 373-5630
** AD OT **

SYCAMORE CENTER PREVENTION/TREATMENT
CRISIS INTERVENTION SERVICES/SWITCH
101 WEST SYCAMORE STREET
SUITE 410
GREENSBORO, NC 27401
(919) 275-0896 EXT. 38
** AD OT **

SYCAMORE CENTER PREVENTION/TREATMENT
OUTPATIENT MEDICAL SERVICES
101 WEST SYCAMORE STREET
SUITE 410
GREENSBORO, NC 27401
(919) 275-9343 EXT. 37
** D O IV DT PV MM **

SYCAMORE CENTER PREVENTION/TREATMENT
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
101 WEST SYCAMORE STREET
GREENSBORO, NC 27401
(919) 275-9346
** D O Y IV EA TX OT **

SYCAMORE CENTER PREVENTION/TREATMENT
RESIDENTIAL CENTER
3301 A EAST BESSEMER AVENUE
GREENSBORO, NC 27405
(919) 621-0047
** D I IV EA TX OT **

GREENVILLE
FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME INC
400 PITT STREET
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
(919) 752-2961
** AD PV **

PITT COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
306 STANTONSBURG ROAD
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
(919) 752-7151
** AD R O M Y PI DT EA DM TX CI PV **

REAL CRISIS INTERVENTION INC
312 EAST 10TH STREET
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
(919) 758-6557
** AD OT **

W B JONES ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
ROUTE 1
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
(919) 758-1515 EXT. 246
** AD I M Y IV EA DM TX **

HARMONY
TEEN CHALLENGE
ROUTE 2
HARMONY, NC 28634
(704) 546-2551
** AD Y OT **

260
HARRELLSVILLE
ROANOKE/CHOWAN HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
MCCACON CENTER
HIGHWAY 45
HARRELLSVILLE, NC 27942
(919) 356-2950
** A R O PI CU IV DT DN TX PV **

HENDERSON
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
630 SOUTH GARNETT STREET
HENDERSON, NC 27536
(919) 492-3141
** AD Y PV OT **

FRANKLIN/GRANVILLE/VANCE/HARREN
AREA MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
125 EMERGENCY ROAD
HENDERSON, NC 27536
(919) 492-4011
** AD I O Y DI EA DM TX PV OT **

TEHLVE STEPS HOME INC
DBA ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
1020 COUNTY HOME ROAD
HENDERSON, NC 27536
(919) 492-5746
** AD R O TX OT **

HENDERSONVILLE
CITY OF HENDERSONVILLE
ABC BOARD
205 SOUTH CHURCH STREET
HENDERSONVILLE, NC 28794
(704) 693-4112
** AD Y PV **

TREND COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
800 NORTH FLEMING STREET
HENDERSONVILLE, NC 28793
(704) 692-5741
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

HERTFORD
ALBEMARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
103 CHARLES STREET
HERTFORD, NC 27944
(919) 426-5107
** AD EA DM TX CI PV **

HICKORY
CATAMA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ROUTE 3
HICKORY, NC 28601
(704) 328-5361
** AD O IV EA TX CI PV OT **

CATAMA COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
ROUTE 3
HICKORY, NC 28602
(704) 322-6891
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSES OF
HICKORY NC INC/AIDA GETNTER HOME
210 2ND STREET SE
HICKORY, NC 28601
(704) 328-6250
** AD R M TX OT **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSES OF
HICKORY NC INC/CATAMABA DETOX
706 MAIN AVENUE SE
HICKORY, NC 28602
(704) 328-8380
** AD I IV DT TX PV **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSES OF
HICKORY NC INC/GRADY BUFF HOME
706 MAIN AVENUE SE
HICKORY, NC 28601
(704) 328-8767
** A R TX PV **

HIGH POINT
ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER
RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
1908 SOUTH MAIN STREET
HIGH POINT, NC 27260
(919) 885-4519
** A I O Y EA DM TX PV **

GUILFORD COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HIGH POINT MENTAL HEALTH
400 EAST COMMERCE STREET
HIGH POINT, NC 27260
(919) 884-7946
** AD CI PV OT **

HIGH POINT DRUG ACTION COUNCIL INC
214 EAST KIEVET DRIVE
HIGH POINT, NC 27260
(919) 882-2125
** D O M Y B CU IV DT TX PV MM **

JACKSONVILLE
BRYN MAHR HOSPITAL
THE LIFE CENTER
192 VILLAGE DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, NC 28540
(919) 577-1400
** AD I Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

JAMESTOWN
ALCOHOLICS HOME INC
HOUSE OF PRAYER
RIVERDALE ROAD
ROUTE 1
JAMESTOWN, NC 27282
(919) 882-1026
** AD R TX CI PV OT **

JEFFERSON
HEM RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ASHE CARES
JEFFERSON, NC 28640
(919) 246-3044
** A DM PV **

KENANSVILLE
DUPLIN/SAHMPSON AREA MH/MR SERVICES
AREA OFFICE
BEASLEY STREET
KENANSVILLE, NC 28349
(919) 296-1851
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

KINSTON
FLYNN CHRISTIAN HOME
611 MITCHELL STREET
KINSTON, NC 28501
(919) 523-2905
** AD PI OT **

LENOR AREA MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1007 NORTH COLLEGE STREET
KINSTON, NC 28501
(919) 527-7086
** AD R O DT EA DM TX CI PV **

LENOR
BETHEL COLONY OF MERCY
166 WILDWOOD ROAD
LENOR, NC 28645
(704) 754-3781
** AD R TX **

FOOT HILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1006 KIRKWOOD AVENUE
LENOR, NC 28645
(704) 754-3551
** AD O EA TX **

LEXINGTON
DAVIDSON ALCOHOLIC CARE INC
210 EAST CENTER STREET
LEXINGTON, NC 27292
(704) 247-7561
** AD R M TX **

MANTEO
ALBEMARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ROUTE 64 AT BUDLEIGH STREET
MANTEO, NC 27954
(919) 477-1155
** AD EA DM TX CI PV **
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MARION
FOOTHILLS MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
122 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MARION, NC 28752
(704) 652-5444
** AD O EA TX **

MORGANTON
NEUSE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CARTERET DIVISION
1707 ARENDELL STREET
MOREHEAD CITY, NC 28557
(919) 726-0515
** AD I O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

MORGANTON
BURKE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
205 WHITE STREET
MORGANTON, NC 28655
(704) 433-1221
** A PV **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME
721 WEST UNION STREET
MORGANTON, NC 28655
(704) 437-9491
** AD OT **

FOOTHILLS AREA
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ROUTE 11
MORGANTON, NC 28655
(704) 433-4200
** AD O EA TX **

FOOTHILLS AREA MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS
SAFE HAVEN
206 PATTERSON STREET
MORGANTON, NC 28655
(704) 435-5611
** AD O Y TX PV **

FOOTHILLS DETOX HOUSE
ROUTE 3
MORGANTON, NC 28655
(704) 437-9676
** AD R IV DT EA TX PV **

NEW BERN
NEUSE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
2000 NEUSE BOULEVARD
NEW BERN, NC 28560
(919) 635-6171 EXT. 227
** AD I O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

NEWLAND
NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
AVERY CARES CENTER
HIGHWAY 196
NEWLAND, NC 28657
(704) 733-9236
** A DM PV **

NORTH WILKESBORO
NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
110 PEACE STREET
NORTH WILKESBORO, NC 28669
(919) 667-7191
** A R DT TX **

NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CTR/CARE CTR
WILKES COUNTY
819 D STREET
NORTH WILKESBORO, NC 28669
(919) 667-8798
** A DM PV **

PINEHURST
PINEHURST TREATMENT CENTER
C/O MOORE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
PINEHURST, NC 28374
(919) 295-7902
** AD I IV TX **

SANDHILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
MOORE COUNTY UNIT
PINEHURST, NC 28374
(919) 295-6853
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

PITTSTORO
CHATHAM COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
GRAHAM ROAD
ROUTE 1
PITTSTORO, NC 27312
(919) 562-4422
** AD O DT EA DM TX CI PV **

PLYMOUTH
TIDELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
716 WASHINGTON STREET
PLYMOUTH, NC 27962
(919) 793-1154
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

RAEFORD
SANDHILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
Hoke County Unit
132 WEST ELWOOD AVENUE
RAEFORD, NC 28376
(919) 875-8156
** AD I R O IV DT EA TX PV **

RALEIGH
CAROLINA EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
3901 BARRETT DRIVE
RALEIGH, NC 27609
(919) 821-0220
** AD EA OT **

CHARTER NORTHRISE HOSPITAL
400 HENTON ROAD
RALEIGH, NC 27615
(919) 847-0098
** AD I O IV DT EA DM TX PV **

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME OF RALEIGH
506 CUTLER STREET
RALEIGH, NC 27603
(919) 853-6030
** A OT **

DRUG ACTION OF WAKE COUNTY INC
COMMUNITY TREATMENT PROJECT
2809 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
RALEIGH, NC 27609
(919) 832-4453
** D O Y IV DT TX CI PV OT **

SALVATION ARMY
EMERGENCY SHELTER
215 SOUTH PERSON STREET
RALEIGH, NC 27601
(919) 894-6733
** AD PI OT **

MAKE COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION CENTER
3024 BARRETT DRIVE
SUITE 105
RALEIGH, NC 27609
(919) 821-7515
** A Y B PV **

ROCKINGHAM
Samaritan Colony
ROUTE 2
ROCKINGHAM, NC 28379
(919) 895-3243
** A I TX **

SANDHILLS MENTAL HEALTH
RICHMOND COUNTY UNIT
ROCKINGHAM, NC 28379
(919) 895-2462
** AD R O Y IV DT EA DM TX PV **

ROCKY MOUNT
EDGECOME/NASH MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
369 FALLS ROAD
ROCKY MOUNT, NC 27801
(919) 877-0151
** AD R O Y IV DT EA DM TX PV **
ROSE HILL
DUPLIN/SAMPSON AREA MH/MR/SAS
ARCHWAY EAST
WEST RIDGE STREET
ROSE HILL, NC 28458
(919) 296-1851
** A R O TX CI PV OT **

ROXBORO
PERSON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
104 WEST BARDEN STREET
ROXBORO, NC 27573
(919) 599-0366
** AD O Y PI CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

RUTHERFORDTON
RUTHERFORD MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
GREEN STREET CENTER
221 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
RUTHERFORDTON, NC 28139
(704) 286-9191
** AD O Y IV DM TX PV **

SANFORD
LEE/HARNETT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
130 CARBONTON ROAD
SANFORD, NC 27330
(919) 774-6523
** AD R O IV DT DM TX CI PV OT **

SELMA
DAY BY DAY TREATMENT CENTER OF
JOHNSON COUNTY INC
312 SOUTH WEBB STREET
SELMA, NC 27576
(919) 965-6550
** AD R TX **

SHELBY
CLEVELAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CLEVELAND/RUTHERFORD/Polk REG DETOX
317 GROVER STREET
SHELBY, NC 28150
(704) 484-0230
** A R DT TX OT **

CLEVELAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
222 CRAWFORD STREET
SHELBY, NC 28150
(704) 482-6941
** AD R O M Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

SLIDER CITY
SLIDER CITY CLINIC
1105 EAST CARDINAL STREET
SLIDER CITY, NC 27344
(919) 742-5612
** AD O DT EA DM TX CI PV **

SMITHFIELD
SMITHFIELD RESCUE MISSION
523 GLENN STREET
SMITHFIELD, NC 27577
(919) 954-9257
** A PI OT **

SPARTA
NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALLEGHANY CARES
SPARTA, NC 28675
(919) 372-4095
** A DM PV **

SPINDALE
RUTHERFORD CRISIS LINE
311 FAIRGROUND ROAD
CITY ROUTE 1
SPINDALE, NC 28160
(704) 287-7796
** AD PV **

STATESVILLE
THE CUP OF WATER
125 WEST BELL STREET
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 872-7630
** AD Y PV **

SHANKQUARTER
TIDELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
C/O HYDE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SHANKQUARTER, NC 28705
(919) 926-3561
** AD O IV DM TX CI PV **

TAYLORSVILLE
FOOTHILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
TAYLORSVILLE, NC 28681
(704) 632-7005
** AD O EA TX **

THOMASVILLE
DAVIDSON COUNTY MH/MR AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
205 OLD LEXINGTON ROAD
THOMASVILLE, NC 27360
(336) 675-8184
** AD I O DT EA DM TX CI PV **

TROY
SANDELLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
MONTGOMERY UNIT
227 NORTH MAIN STREET
TROY, NC 27371
(919) 572-3681
** AD O M EA DM TX CI PV **

TRYON
POLK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
TRYON, NC 28782
(704) 859-6661
** AD O IV DM TX PV **

WADESBORO
SANDBILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ANSON COUNTY UNIT
303 EASTVIEW STREET
WADESBORO, NC 28170
(704) 694-6588
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

WASHINGTON
TIDELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
1308 HIGHLAND DRIVE
WASHINGTON, NC 27809
(919) 946-8061
** AD O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

WILLIAMSTON
TIDELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
LIBERTY STREET
WILLIAMSTON, NC 27892
(919) 792-5150
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

WILMINGTON
CAPE FEAR SUBSTANCE CENTER
801 PRINCESS STREET
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
(919) 345-0165
** D O IV DT TX CI PV OT **

NEW HANOVER COUNTY
SOUTHEASTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
2025 SOUTH 17TH STREET
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
(919) 345-0151
** A O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

PATHWAY
119 NORTH 13TH STREET
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
(919) 762-6841
** D R M TX **

SENCELAND ALUMNI ASSOCIATION INC
STEPPING STONE MANOR
416 WALNUT STREET
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
(919) 762-1765
** AD R TX OT **
NORTH CAROLINA

SOUTHEASTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ALC PRISON PROJECT
918 SOUTH 17TH STREET
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
(919) 763-4210
** A O TX **

THE LIFE CENTER OF WILMINGTON
2520 TROY DRIVE
WILMINGTON, NC 28403
(919) 762-2727
** AD I Y IV TX **

WILSON

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME OF
WILSON INC
306 WHITEHEAD AVENUE
WILSON, NC 27893
(919) 237-6320
** A OT **

WILSON CRISIS CENTER
WILSON, NC 27893
(919) 237-5156
** AD OT **

WILSON/GREENE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1709 TARBORO STREET SW
WILSON, NC 27893
(919) 399-8021
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

WINSTON-SALEM

ALCOHOLISM RESIDENTIAL CARE AUTHORITY
UNION CROSS ROAD
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27107
(919) 764-9470
** AD R IV OT TX PV **

FORSYTH/STOKES
COMPREHENSIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
725 HIGHLAND AVENUE
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101
(919) 725-7777 EXT. 213
** A I O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE
533 SUMMIT STREET
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101
(919) 725-1142
** AD N PI OT **

R J REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO USA
COUNSELING SERVICES FOR EMPLOYEES
MAIN STREET
REYNOLDS BUILDING ROOM 110
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27102
(919) 773-5011
** AD EA PV OT **

STEP ONE INC
301 EAST 3RD STREET
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101
(919) 725-8309
** D O Y B IV DT EA TX PV OT **

WINSTON-SALEM RESCUE MISSION INC
717 OAK STREET
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101
(919) 723-1848
** AD PI OT **

YADKINVILLE

SURRY/YADKIN AREA MH AUTHORITY
YADKINVILLE CLINIC
HEMLOCK AVENUE
YADKINVILLE, NC 27055
(919) 679-8265
** A O EA DM TX CI PV **
NORTH DAKOTA

BISMARCK

BURLEIGH COUNTY DETOXIFICATION CENTER
BURLEIGH COUNTY COURTHOUSE
BURLEIGH COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
BISMARCK, ND 58501
(701) 222-6669
** AD DW PV **

NORTH DAKOTA STATE PENITENTIARY
ADDITION TREATMENT PROGRAM
BISMARCK, ND 58502
(701) 221-6131
** AD I O IV DT EA DW TX CI PV **

WEST CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
600 SOUTH 2ND STREET
BISMARCK, ND 58501
(701) 255-3990
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

DEVILS LAKE

LAKE REGION HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
HIGHWAY 2 WEST
DEVILS LAKE, ND 58301
(701) 662-7581
** AD O IV EA DW TX CI PV OT **

DICKINSON

BADLANDS HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
PULVER HALL
DICKINSON, ND 58601
(701) 227-2771
** AD O M TX CI PV **

NEW FREEDOM CENTER
195 2ND AVENUE
DICKINSON, ND 58601
(701) 225-4474
** AD O AI DW TX CI PV **

SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
UNIT 701 SOUTH 9TH STREET
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 237-9340
** AD R O DW TX PV **

FARGO CLINIC MERITCARE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
700 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 234-6000
** AD O DW TX CI PV **

HUMAN SERVICE ASSOCIATES
806 6TH AVENUE NORTH
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 280-1120
** AD O TX CI PV **

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL
CROSSROADS CENTER
510 SOUTH 4TH STREET
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 232-5351 EXT. 418
** AD I O M Y E IV TX PV OT **

SHARE HOUSE
3309 FIECHTNER DRIVE
WESTRAC OFFICE BUILDING SUITE G
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 235-0905
** AD R TX OT **

SOUTHEAST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
15 NORTH BROADWAY
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 237-6513 EXT. 339
** AD O M Y IV DW TX CI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT UNIT
21ST AND ELM STREETS NORTH
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 232-3241
** AD I O IV TX **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION: **
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
O = OUTPATIENT

** ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE: **
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL
D = DETOXIFICATION
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS: **
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

** UNIT FUNCTION: **
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
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PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS
JAMESTOWN MALL
SUITE 218
JAMESTOWN, ND 58401
(701) 251-1929
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV OT **

SOUTH CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
520 3RD STREET NW
JAMESTOWN, ND 58401
(701) 252-2641
** AD O H Y E AI IH CU DM TX CI PV **

MANDAN

HEARTVIEW FOUNDATION
1606 NM 2ND STREET
MANDAN, ND 58554
(701) 663-2321
** AD I O M Y IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

MINOT

AUSTIN FULL LIFE CENTER INC
2001 8TH AVENUE SE
MINOT, ND 58701
(701) 852-5448
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

DAKOTA BOYS RANCH
RR 6
MINOT, ND 58702
(701) 852-3626
** AD R Y TX CI PV OT **

NORTH CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
400 22ND AVENUE NW
MINOT, ND 58701
(701) 852-1251
** AD O H Y EA DM TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3RD STREET SE AND BURDICT EXPRESSWAY
MINOT, ND 58701
(701) 857-2480
** AD I O M IV EA DM TX PV OT **

WAHPETON

PATHWAYS RECOVERY INC
509 1/2 DAKOTA AVENUE
WAHPETON, ND 58075
(701) 642-5008
** AD O EA TX CI PV OT **

WILLISTON

MERCY RECOVER/ CENTER
1213 15TH AVENUE WEST
WILLISTON, ND 58801
(701) 774-7409
** AD I O IV DT EA TX PV **
**KEY**

**ORIENTATION**
- A = Alcoholism Services Only
- D = Drug Abuse Services Only
- E = Environment/Type of Care
- I = Hospital/Inpatient
- S = Selected Special Programs
- T = Treatment Unit
- X = Central Intake Unit
- P = Prevention Unit
- M = Methadone Unit
- O = Outpatient
- T = Detoxification
- D = Dual Diagnosis
- H = Homeless
- P = Prevention
- B = Black
- U = Urban
- R = Residential
- Y = Youth
- E = Elderly
- C = Cocaine Users
- Z = Impaired Health Professionals
- I = Indians
- H = Hispanics
- A = Alcoholism
- E = Education
- O = Other
- P = Prevention
- S = Special
- U = Urban
- M = Methadone
- R = Residential
- D = Dual Diagnosis
- H = Homeless
- P = Prevention
- B = Black
- U = Urban
- R = Residential
- D = Dual Diagnosis
- H = Homeless
- P = Prevention
- S = Special
- U = Urban
- M = Methadone
- R = Residential
- D = Dual Diagnosis
- H = Homeless
- P = Prevention
- S = Special
- U = Urban
OHIO

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE INC
28 NORTH COLLEGE STREET
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 592-4729
** AD O Y EA TX PV **

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT PROGRAM
ALCOHOLISM DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
28 NORTH COLLEGE STREET
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 592-3511
** AD DN OT **

SOUTHEASTERN OHIO
REGIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
DAIRY LANE
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 592-3025
** A OT **

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND
COUNSELING SERVICE INC
28 WEST STEMSON AVENUE
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 592-3091
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

BARBERTON

FAMILY SERVICES OF SUMMIT COUNTY
480 WEST TUSCARAWS AVENUE
BARBERTON, OH 44203
(216) 753-3064
** AD O EA TX CI **

BATAVIA

CLERMONT COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
2291 BAUER ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 752-1710
** AD O Y IV DH TX CI PV **

CLERMONT COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2291 BAUER ROAD
MEDICAL/SOCIAL SERVICES BUILDING
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 752-7203
** AD OT **

CLERMONT COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES
2291 BAUER ROAD
MEDICAL/SOCIAL SERVICES BUILDING
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 752-7102
** AD Y PV **

DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
2291 BAUER ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 752-1710
** AD DM PV **

BEDFORD

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF BEDFORD
SERENITY HALL
44 BLAINE STREET
BEDFORD, OH 44146
(216) 439-2000
** AD I O ZV DT DN TX PV **

DRIVERS ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
SERENITY HALL
44 BLAINE AVENUE
BEDFORD, OH 44146
(216) 439-3738
** AD DN PV **

BELLEFONTE

LOGAN/CHAMPAIGN ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
2043 COUNTY ROAD 13
BELLEFONTE, OH 43311
(513) 599-1975
** A O M Y EA TX PV **

LOGAN/CHAMPAIGN GUIDANCE CLINIC
468 COUNTY ROAD 11
BELLEFONTE, OH 43311
(513) 599-6191
** D O EA TX PV **

MERCY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
MEMORIAL HALL
LOWER LEVEL
BELLEFONTE, OH 43311
(513) 592-4925
** AD O M Y EA DH TX CI PV OT **

BELLEVUE

TENNYSON CENTER/BELLEVUE
C/O BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
811 NORTHWEST STREET
BELLEVUE, OH 44811
(419) 485-4040 EXT. 219
** AD I IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

BEREA

GREATER CLEVELAND SCHOOL
SUPERINTENDENTS ASSOC/PROJECT CARE
390 FAIR STREET
BEREA, OH 44017
(216) 234-1972
** AD Y EA PV **

UNITED METHODIST ALCOHOL AND
CHEMICAL COUNSELING (UMACC)
290 PINEVIEW DRIVE
BEREA, OH 44017
(216) 234-1343
** AD PV OT **

BLOOMINGTON

JEFFERSON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
VIA meiner MOODS
RD 2
BLOOMINGTON, OH 43910
(614) 765-4476
** AD R M IV TX **

BOWLING GREEN

WOOD COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE INC
320 MEST GYPSY LANE
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402
(419) 352-2551
** AD O TX PV **

BRYAN

MAUMEE VALLEY GUIDANCE CENTER
110 SOUTH PORTLAND STREET
BRYAN, OH 43506
(419) 636-2932
** AD EA CI PV **

BYESVILLE

GUERNSEY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
60786 SOUTHGATE ROAD
BYESVILLE, OH 43723
(614) 439-4832
** AD DH PV **

GUERNSEY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
60786 SOUTHGATE ROAD
BYESVILLE, OH 43723
(614) 439-4832
** A O DH TX PV **

CALDWELL

NOBLE DRUG ABUSE AND ALC COUNCIL INC
STATE ROUTE 821 SOUTH
CALDWELL, OH 43724
(614) 752-5233
** AD O M Y EA DH TX **

CAMBRIDGE

EASTERN OHIO
REGIONAL ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
1950 EAST WHEELING AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE, OH 43725
(614) 439-3250
** A PV OT **

GUERNSEY COUNSELING CENTER
2500 JOHN FRIENDLY HIGHWAY
CAMBRIDGE, OH 43725
(614) 439-4428
** AD EA CI **
GUERNSEY COUNTY DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL INC
A LEARNING CENTER
703 NORTH 7TH STREET
CAMBRIDGE, OH 43725
(614) 439-3543
** D O Y TX PV OT **

CANTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSISTANCE INC
1341 MARKET AVENUE NORTH
CANTON, OH 44714
(216) 453-8252
** AD O B IV DT TX PV MM **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSISTANCE INC
OF STARK COUNTY/NEWTOWN HOUSE
215 NEWTON AVENUE NW
CANTON, OH 44703
(216) 454-4034
** AD R E B IH PI CU TX CI **

CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER OF STARK COUNTY INC
2462 15TH STREET NW
CANTON, OH 44707
(216) 452-9012
** AD OT **

STARK COUNTY UI RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1200 MARKET AVENUE SOUTH
CANTON, OH 44707
(216) 453-5989
** AD DH PV **

CARROLLTON
SELF HELP INC
70 EAST MAIN STREET
CARROLLTON, OH 44615
(216) 627-5080
** D O TX PV **

CELIBIA
MERCER COUNTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE CTR INC
NONRESIDENTIAL ALCOHOL SAFETY PROGRAM
214 WEST FAYETTE STREET
CELINA, OH 45822
(419) 586-4030
** AD M Y PI EA DH PV OT **

MERCER COUNTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE CTR INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
214 WEST FAYETTE STREET
CELINA, OH 45822
(419) 586-4030
** AD M Y PI EA DH TX PV **

CHARDON
AWARENESS INC
13801 GAR HIGHWAY
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 285-8929
** AD PI DH PV OT **

GEauga HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
13207 RAVENNA ROAD
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 946-9200 EXT. 6121
** AD I IV DT TX PV **

RAVENWOOD CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
12557 RAVENWOOD DRIVE
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 285-3568
** AD O M Y B TX PV **

CHILlicothe
CHILlicothe CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
15002 STATE ROUTE 104
CHILlicothe, OH 45601
(614) 773-2616 EXT. 408
** AD B H AI CU CI PV **

GREAT SEAL FAMILY CARE CENTER
425 CHESTNUT STREET
CHILlicothe, OH 45601
(614) 773-8050
** A O Y DH TX PV **

GREAT SEAL FAMILY CARE CENTER
ALCOHOL INTERVENTION PROGRAM
425 CHESTNUT STREET
CHILlicothe, OH 45601
(614) 773-0530
** AD DH OT **

PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH BOARD
COMMUNITY EDUC DRUG ABUSE PREV PROJ
394 CHESTNUT STREET
CHILlicothe, OH 45601
(614) 773-2283
** D PV OT **

ROSS CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
16149 ROUTE 104
CHILlicothe, OH 45601
(614) 774-4182
** AD IV CI PV **

SCIOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
4449 STATE ROUTE 159
CHILlicothe, OH 45601
(614) 775-1260 EXT. 269
** AD I O Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

CINCINNATI
ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
3259 ELLAND AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45267
(513) 872-4016
** AD O M Y B CU IV EA TX CI PV OT **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF THE
CINCINNATI AREA NCA
118 EAST WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 281-7860
** A H Y DH PV OT **

ARCHDIOCESE OF CINCINNATI BD OF EDUC
PROJECT TRIPLE OUTREACH
100 EAST 8TH STREET
DRUG EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(515) 421-5131
** AD PV **

BETHESEA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
BLUEASH OUTPATIENT SERVICES
4360 COOPER ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45242
(513) 984-4004
** AD O M TX **

BETHESEA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
OAK INPATIENT PROGRAM
619 OAK STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 569-6016
** AD I DT TX **

BETHESEA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
OAK OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
619 OAK STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 569-6550
** AD O TX **

CAREUNIT HOSPITAL OF CINCINNATI
3156 OLMORE AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45211
(513) 481-8822
** AD I M Y B CU IV DT EA TX **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICE OF
SOUTHEAST OHIO
100 EAST 6TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 241-7745
** AD O DT TX PV **

CENTER FOR COMP ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT
830 EZZARD CHARLES DRIVE
CINCINNATI, OH 45214
(513) 381-6660
** A R M B IV DT TX CI **

CENTRAL COMMUNITY HEALTH BOARD
DRUG SERVICES
3020 VERNON PLACE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 559-2042
** D O B IV DT TX CI MM **

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT CLINIC
ELLAND AND BETHESEA AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45229
(513) 559-4681
** AD PV **
OHIO

CHRIST HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
2139 AUBURN AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 369-1110
** AD I M E B CU IV TX **

CITY GOSPEL MISSION
NEW LIFE
1419 ELM STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45210
(513) 241-5525
** AD R PI DT TX **

DROP IN CENTER SHELTERHOUSE
217 WEST 12TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45210
(513) 721-0643
** AD PI CI PV OT **

DRUG AND POISON INFORMATION CENTER
231 BETHESA AVENUE
BRIDGE ML 144 ROOM 7702
CINCINNATI, OH 45267
(513) 872-5111
** AD Y E IH EA PV OT **

EDEN TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES FOR MOTHERS
206 WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 751-3364
** A R M IV DH TX **

FAMILY SERVICES OF
THE CINCINNATI AREA/CENTRAL UNIT
205 WEST 4TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 361-6300
** AD O EA TX PV **

HAMILTON COUNTY MUNICIPAL COURT
DRIVER EDUCATION INTERVENTION PROGRAM
222 EAST CENTRAL PARKWAY
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 632-8821
** AD DH PV **

JEWISH HOSPITAL OF CINCINNATI INC
adolescent chemical dependency unit
3200 BURNET AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45229
(513) 569-2015
** AD I Y IV TX CI PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES WEST INC
4964 GLENWAY AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45238
(513) 471-6000
** AD CI PV **

PROSPECT HOUSE
682 HAWTHORNE AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45205
(513) 921-1613
** A R B TX **

READING YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
1223 JEFFERSON AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45215
(513) 753-5623
** AD Y DH PV **

SOUTHWESTERN OHIO
REGIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
850 MAIN STREET
SUITE 1205
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 621-7202
** A PV OT **

TALBERT HOUSE
ALIGNMENT OFFICE
328 MCGREGOR STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 421-8444
** AD Y DH OT **

TALBERT HOUSE
CORNERSSTONE FOR MEN
2214 VINE STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 261-2427
** AD R IV TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
151 WEST GALBRAITH ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45216
(513) 821-2670
** AD DH OT **

TALBERT HOUSE
WALK AND FAMILY COUNSELING
308 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 241-4550
** AD O TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE
PATHWAYS
334 MCGREGOR AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 241-4440
** AD R M IV TX **

TALBERT HOUSE
FOR MOTHERS
3125 WOODBURN AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45207
(513) 961-2236
** AD R M B CU IV DT TX CI PV OT **

TALBERT HOUSE
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2115 WEST 8TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45204
(513) 251-0202
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

URBAN APPALACHIAN COUNCIL
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
1300 6TH AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 622-7100
** AD B IV PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3200 VINE STREET
BLDG 3 2ND FL MDP 1167
CINCINNATI, OH 45220
(513) 559-5025 EXT. 440
** AD O XV EA DH TX CI PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
1340 CLAY STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45210
(513) 581-1954
** AD R TX **

CIRQUEVILLE
PICKAWAY COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM INC
600 NORTH PICKAWAY STREET
BERGER HOSPITAL ROOM 205
CIRQUEVILLE, OH 43115
(614) 477-1745
** A O W Y E B EA EA TX CI PV **

SCIOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
PICKAWAY COUNTY OFFICE
145 MORRIS ROAD
CIRQUEVILLE, OH 43113
(614) 474-6876 EXT. 26
** AD Y IV EA PV **

CLEVELAND
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CLEVELAND
2490 LEE BOULEVARD
SUITE 300
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 391-2300
** A O W EA TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING CENTER
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
1001 MURON ROAD
ROOM 305
CLEVELAND, OH 44108
(216) 676-6650
** AD O M Y B H TX PV OT **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
THE RAP ART CENTER
3429 CEDAR ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 932-9497
** D O Y B TX PV **

CLEVELAND TREATMENT CENTER INC
METHADONE CLINIC
1127 CARNEGIE AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 861-4246
** D O H CU IV DT TX PV **

270
OHIO

PARAMADELE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
DAY TREATMENT AND AFTERCARE
6753 STATE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44134
(216) 845-7700 EXT. 205
** AD O Y TX **

PARAMADELE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
EMMAUS HALFWAY HOUSE
6753 STATE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44134
(216) 845-7700 EXT. 250
** AD R Y TX **

PARAMADELE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
6753 STATE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44134
(216) 845-7700 EXT. 204
** AD R Y TX **

REGIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF
CUYAHOGA/LAKE/GEauga/LORAIN COUNTIES
3101 EUCLID ROAD
SUITE 604
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 391-5805
** A PV **

SAINT JOHN AND WEST SHORE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM UNIT SERENITY HALL
29000 CENTER RIDGE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44145
(216) 855-6059
** AD I O Y IV DT TX **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
11511 SHAKER BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND, OH 44104
(216) 368-7970
** AD I Y TX **

SHAKER HEIGHTS YOUTH CENTER INC
3445 MARRENSVILLE CENTER ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44122
(216) 752-9292
** AD O M Y TX PV **

SOUTHWEST GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
186-97 EAST BAGLEY ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44130
(216) 826-4000
** AD I O IV DT EA TX **

THOMAS F MCCAFFERTY HEALTH CENTER
4262 LORAIN AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 651-5005
** D O Y EA TX PV **

UNITED WAY SERVICES
FIRST CALL FOR HELP DRUG INFO PROGRAM
3113 PROSPECT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 391-5800
** D DT **

VET ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR/MADE PARK
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT UNIT
10701 EAST BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 791-3800 EXT. 4717
** AD O EA TX CI Pv **

VETERANS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
10000 BREEKSVILLE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44141
(216) 526-3050 EXT. 7024
** AD I O DT EA TX CI PV **

WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
THE UNBAR
8301 DETROIT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44102
(216) 281-2660
** AD O M H TX **

WESTSIDE WOMENS CENTER
4209 LORAIN AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 651-1450
** AD M H B CI PV **

WOMENS ALLIANCE FOR RECOVERY SERVICES
2012 WEST 25TH STREET
SUITE 620
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 575-9120
** AD M B H AI PI CU OT **

COLUMBUS

AERO PROGRAM
COMP DRUG CORPORATION
700 BRYDEN ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-6506
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR ALTERNATIVES
111 HAMILTON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43203
(614) 462-6646
** AD D M Y B TX **

CENTRAL OHIO
REGIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
1755 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 446-9031
** AD EA PV OT **

COLUMBUS AREA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
360 SOUTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 306
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 464-0191
** AD PV **

COLUMBUS HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALC/DRUG ABUSE P/DRIV ER INTERV PROG
181 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 222-7306
** AD O PI DM PV **

COLUMBUS HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
181 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 222-7306
** AD O PI DM TX PV **

COMPDRUG
PREVENTION SERVICES
700 BRYDEN ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-6506
** AD M Y E B PV **

COMPDRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
YOUTH TO YOUTH
700 BRYDEN ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-6506
** AD M Y E PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND
CRITTENTON SERVICES
185 SOUTH 5TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 221-7608
** AD O EA DM TX CI **

HOUSE OF HOPE FOR ALCOHOLICS
825 DENNISON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43212
(614) 291-4691
** AD R TX **

JAMES M SHULMAN PHD AND ASSOC INC
INTERACT ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT PROG
2372 EAST MAIN STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43209
(614) 235-8548
** AD Y EA DH PV **

KIDSCOPE
COLUMBUS, OH 43227
(614) 231-5637
** AD O M Y B IV TX CI PV **

LAWYERS ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE OF THE
OHIO STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
33 WEST 11TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 421-2212
** AD EA PV OT **

MARYHAVEN INC
1755 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 466-0131
** AD R M Y C IV DT DM TX OT **
SAINT ANTHONY MEDICAL CENTER
1692 EAST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 251-5760
** AD I O Y Y CU IV DT TX **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
570 SOUTH FRONT STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 221-9269
** AD R O EA TX CI PV OT **

SOUTHEAST CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1455 SOUTH 4TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 446-0800
** AD O EA TX **

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT COUNCIL
375 SOUTH HIGH STREET
5TH FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 462-3686
** A CI PV **

THE BRIDGE
407 KARL ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43229
(614) 866-2588
** AD PV **

THE COMPOTHERAPY CORPORATION
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
700 BRYDEN ROAD
SUITE 326
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-4506
** AD W Y E B CU PV **

URBAN MINORITY
ALC OUTREACH OF FRANKLIN COUNTY INC
98 HAMILTON PARK
SUITE 1-F
COLUMBUS, OH 43203
(614) 469-1225
** AD W Y B PV **

VITA TREATMENT CENTER
156 PARSONS AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-4506
** D O B CU IV DT TX CI MM **

WHITEHALL COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR
760 YEARLING ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43213
(614) 259-9965
** AD O W Y E TX PV **

WOMENS OUTREACH FOR WOMEN
1950 NORTH 4TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 291-3659
** AD W PV **

NORTHINGTON COMMUNITY
COUNSELING SERVICE
5884 NORTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43085
(614) 888-8468
** AD O Y E EA DM TX PV **

COSHOCTON

COSHOCTON COUNTY
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
709 MAIN STREET
COSHOCTON, OH 43812
(614) 622-0033
** AD DM OT **

COSHOCTON COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC
709 MAIN STREET
COSHOCTON, OH 43812
(614) 622-0035
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

CRESTLINE

CRESTLINE MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL
291 HEISER COURT
CRESTLINE, OH 44827
(419) 683-1212 EXT. 41
** AD I IV TX **

CUYAHOGA FALLS

COUNTY OF SUMMIT
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH BOARD
405 TALLMADGE ROAD
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH 44221
(216) 922-0436
** AD OT **

CUYAHOGA VALLEY COUNSELING CENTER
1951 BAILEY ROAD
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH 44221
(216) 923-7642
** AD O TX CI PV OT **

NORTHEAST SUMMIT FAMILY SERVICE
CHEMICAL ABUSE
2100 FRONT STREET
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH 44221
(216) 928-1159
** AD O W Y E EA TX **

DAYTON

COMBINED HEALTH DIST OF MONTG县 COUNTY
BUREAU OF ADDICTION SERVICES
117 WEST MONUMENT AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 461-5223
** AD R O W B TX PV **
OHIO

DARTMOUTH HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1038 SALEM AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45406
(513) 270-7917
** AD H CU IV TX CI **

DAY MONT MENT
DRUG ABUSE PROJECT OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1552 GERMANTOWN STREET
DAYTON, OH 45408
(513) 222-8111
** AD O Y H B H CU TX PV **

DAYTON FREE CLINIC AND COUNSELING CTR
1133 SALEM AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45406
(513) 278-9401
** AD O M Y B H DM TX PV **

EASTWAY LIFE MANAGEMENT
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM FOR YOUTH
600 MAINE AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45410
(513) 222-4900
** AD R O Y TX PV OT **

GREENE HALL OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1332 WOODMAN DRIVE
SUITE 200
DAYTON, OH 45432
(513) 250-1876
** AD O M Y EA TX **

MIAMI VALLEY HOSPITAL
TURNING POINT INPATIENT
1 WYOMING STREET
DAYTON, OH 45409
(513) 223-4675
** AD I W B CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

MIAMI VALLEY HOSPITAL
TURNING POINT OUTPATIENT
1 WYOMING STREET
DAYTON, OH 45409
(513) 223-4675
** AD O M W B CU TX CI PV **

NOVA HOUSE ASSOCIATION
TREATMENT PROGRAM
841 JESSIE STREET
DAYTON, OH 45420
(513) 253-1680
** AD R O IV EA TX CI PV **

PROJECT CURE INC
1800 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45427
(513) 262-3500
** D R O M Y IV DT TX CI PV MM OT **

REGIONAL DMI PROGRAMS INC
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM (DIP)
359 WEST FIRST STREET
SUITE 300
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 223-7644
** AD DM PV **

SAMARITAN HALL
4700 SALEM AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45416
(513) 276-5031 EXT. 2605
** AD R O Y DM TX PV **

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES OF DAYTON INC
DRUG EDUCATION AND INFORMATION PROGRAM
184 SALEM AVENUE
SUITE 210
DAYTON, OH 45406
(513) 220-6600
** AD Y PV OT **

URBAN MINORITY
ALCOHOLISM OUTREACH PROGRAM (UMAOP)
3523 WEST 3RD STREET
DAYTON, OH 45407
(513) 225-5565
** AD M Y H B PV **

WESTERN OHO
REGIONAL ALCOHOL COUNCIL
379 WEST FIRST STREET
SUITE 300
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 233-7644
** A OT **

WRIGHT STATE UNIV SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
WEEKEND INTERVENTION PROGRAM
DAYTON, OH 45401
(513) 873-3050
** AD DM OT **

REFINANCE
FIVE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
FIRST TIMERS RETREAT
416 AUGLAIZE STREET
DEFIANCE, OH 45832
(419) 782-9920
** AD DM OT **

MAUMEE VALLEY GUIDANCE CENTER
211 BIEDE AVENUE
DEFIANCE, OH 45832
(419) 782-8856
** AD EA CI PV **

DELAMAR
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
100 WOODRON AVENUE
DELAMAR, OH 43015
(614) 365-1659
** AD DM PV OT **

CENTRAL OHIO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
MAY HOUSE
1607 COLUMBUS PIKE
DELAMAR, OH 43015
(614) 369-7688
** D O EA TX CI PV **

DELAMARE COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM INC
38 SOUTH FRANKLIN STREET
DELAMARE, OH 45015
(614) 369-6811
** AD O Y EA TX PV **

DOVER

TUSCARA/HAMAS AND CARROLL COUNTIES
ALCOHOL AND ADDICTION CENTER
897 EAST IRON AVENUE EXTENDED
DOVER, OH 44622
(216) 345-5555
** AD O M Y IH PI EA DM TX CI PV **
** OT **

TUSCARA/HAMAS/DE CARROLL COUNTIES
DMI COUNTERATTACK SCHOOL
897 EAST IRON AVENUE
DOVER, OH 44622
(216) 345-5555
** A DM PV **

DUBLIN

DUBLIN COUNSELING CENTER
5614 POST ROAD
DUBLIN, OH 43017
(614) 889-5722
** AD O EA TX PV **

EAST LIVERPOOL

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
422 WES 6TH STREET
EAST LIVERPOOL, OH 43920
(216) 386-4562
** A O Y DM TX CI PV **

EATON

DARKE/PREBLE ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
200 EATON CENTER DRIVE
EATON, OH 45320
(513) 456-3376
** AD O M Y EA DM TX PV **

PREBLE COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
101 NORTH BARRON STREET
EATON, OH 45320
(513) 456-6201
** AD O TX CI PV **

ELYRIA

LORAIN COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
503 SOUTH ABBE ROAD
ELYRIA, OH 44035
(216) 366-5120
** AD O Y B H TX PV OT **
FINDLAY
ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE INC
124 WEST LINCOLN STREET
FINDLAY, OH 45840
(419) 423-9869
** AD DH PV OT **

FAMILY SERVICE OF HANCOCK COUNTY
401 WEST SANDUSKY STREET
FINDLAY, OH 45840
(419) 423-6991
** AD EA PV OT **

LINCOLN CENTER
124 WEST LINCOLN STREET
FINDLAY, OH 45840
(419) 423-9242
** AD D EA DM TX PV **

FOSTORIA
FOSTORIA ALCOHOL INFORMATION AND REMEDIAL DRIVING INSTRUCTION COURSE
150 PERRY STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 45840
(419) 435-9465
** AD DH PV OT **

FOSTORIA ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
150 PERRY STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 45840
(419) 435-9465
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

TENNYSON CENTER/FOSTORIA
501 VANBUREN STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 45840
(419) 435-7754 EXT. 200
** AD I R IV TX PV **

FREMONT
EDUCATION TRAINING RESEARCH FOUNDATION
ALC EDUC ASSESSMENT PROG/FREMONT
303 SOUTH ARCH STREET
FREMONT, OH 43420
(419) 628-5398
** AD DH PV OT **

SANDUSKY COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
SANDUSKY COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
310 SOUTH FRONT STREET
FREMONT, OH 43420
(419) 334-8901
** AD O W Y H IV EA TX **

UNITED WAY FIRST CALL FOR HELP
2201 COMMERCIAL DRIVE
SUITE B
FREMONT, OH 43420
(449) 334-2720
** AD OT **

GAHANNA
GAHANNA COUNSELING SERVICES
330 GRANVILLE STREET
GAHANNA, OH 43230
(614) 475-7090
** AD CI PV **

GALION
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
760 GROVE AVENUE
GALION, OH 44833
(419) 468-3010
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

GALION
FAMILY ADDICTION
COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVICES INC
417 1/2 2ND AVENUE
GALLIPOLIS, OH 45631
(614) 446-7866
** AD O TX CI PV **

WOODLAND CENTERS INC
412 VINTON PIKE
GALLIPOLIS, OH 45631
(614) 446-5500
** AD O EA TX CI PV OT **

GEORGETOWN
BROWN COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICE
415 1/2 HOME STREET
GEORGETOWN, OH 45631
(513) 378-4011
** AD O Y ZV TX PV **

GREENVILLE
QUEST INTERNATIONAL
537 JONES ROAD
GRANVILLE, OH 43023
(614) 522-6400
** AD Y B H PV **

GREENVILLE
DARKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
212 EAST MAIN STREET
GREENVILLE, OH 45331
(513) 568-1635
** D O TX **

DARKE/PREBLE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
134 WEST 4TH STREET
GREENVILLE, OH 45331
(513) 568-6042
** AD O W Y EA DM TX PV **

GROVE CITY
BUCKEYE BOYS RANCH INC
5665 HOOVER ROAD
GROVE CITY, OH 43123
(614) 875-2371
** AD Y CI PV **

HAMILTON
ACCESS/DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
111 BUCKEYE STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 866-2100
** AD DM PV OT **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF BUTLER COUNTY OHIO INC
111 BUCKEYE STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 866-2100
** A O M Y EA DM TX PV **

DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES OF BUTLER COUNTY INC
1475 PLEASANT AVENUE
HAMILTON, OH 45015
(513) 867-1100
** AD O Y IV EA TX PV **

FT HAMILTON HUGHES MEMORIAL HOSP CTR
HORIZON TREATMENT CENTER
650 EATON AVENUE
HAMILTON, OH 45013
(513) 867-2000
** AD I R M IV DT TX PV **

HAMILTON CENTRAL YMCA
YOUTH/OUTREACH PROGRAM
105 NORTH 2ND STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 895-6901 EXT. 7
** AD Y PV **

SOJOURNER HOME
244 DAYTON STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 868-7654
** A R M TX PV **

SOUTHWESTERN OHIO SERENITY HALL INC
447 SOUTH 2ND STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 863-2975
** A R TX PV **

HILLSBORO
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC
1111 NORTHWICH DRIVE
HILLSBORO, OH 45133
(513) 393-4562
** AD O M Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **
SC lOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
HIGHLAND COUNTY OFFICE
100 ERIN COURT
HILLSBORO, OH 45133
(513) 393-9996
** AD Y IV EA PV **

IRONTON

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
RIVER VALLEY TREATMENT CENTER
107 NORTH 4TH STREET
IRONTON, OH 45638
(614) 532-7855
** AD O WY CU EA DN TX CI PV **

JACKSON

NEW ALTERNATIVE
SUBST ABUSE COUNSELING/EDUC AND PREV
207 PEARL STREET
JACKSON, OH 45640
(614) 206-1589
** AD O WY TX PV **

KENT

ADDITION INTERVENTION
WITH THE DISABLED (AID)
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
KENT, OH 44242
(216) 678-3006
** AD O Y TX PV **

KENTON

HARDIN COUNTY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE CENTER
114 EAST COLUMBUS STREET
KENTON, OH 43326
(419) 675-3209
** A O Y DM TX PV **

Lancaster

FAIRFIELD COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM
904 EAST MAIN STREET
LANCASTER, OH 43130
(614) 687-4500
** A O W Y EA DN TX CI PV **

NEW HORIZONS

DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND TRT SERVICES
1592 GRANVILLE PIKE
LANCASTER, OH 43130
(614) 687-0835
** D O Y EA TX PV **

SOUTHEASTERN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
5900 BIS ROAD
LANCASTER, OH 43130
(614) 653-6246 EXT. 208
** AD IV CI PV **

LEBANON

LEBANON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
STATE ROUTE 63
LEBANON, OH 45036
(513) 952-1211 EXT. 377
** AD R EA TX PV **

MARRON COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE/DIP
107 OREGONIA ROAD
LEBANON, OH 45036
(513) 952-2642
** A DH PV OT **

LIMA

ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE
NONRESIDENTIAL
311 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 205
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 222-4557
** AD DH PV OT **

ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE
OFFENDERS PROGRAM
311 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 205
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 222-4557
** A DH PV OT **

CENTER FOR CHEMICAL FREEDOM
311 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 205
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 222-4557
** AD Y E B EA DH TX CI PV **

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
INTERFACE RESID SUBST ABUSE TRT PROG
NORTH WEST STREET
LIMA, OH 45802
(419) 225-8060
** AD EA PV OT **

NH CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
529 SOUTH ELIZABETH STREET
LIMA, OH 45804
(419) 228-5508
** AD O EA TX PV **

REGIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
FOREST CENTRAL OHIO
675 WEST MARKET STREET
SUITE 202
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 228-7996
** A PV OT **

SAINT RITAS MEDICAL CENTER
MERCY HALL
730 WEST MARKET STREET
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 226-9029
** A D Y IV DT TX **

LISBON

COLUMBIANA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
40722 STATE ROUTE 154
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-9573
** D O TX PV **

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
965 NORTH MARKET STREET
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-1460
** A O Y EA DN TX CI PV OT **

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
STEERING CLEAR DRIVER INTERV PROGRAM
965 NORTH MARKET STREET
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-1460
** AD DM PV **

LOGAN

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND
COUNSELING SERVICE INC
47 NORTH MARKET STREET
LOGAN, OH 43138
(614) 388-6594
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

LONDON

ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND
REHABILITATION CLASS
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 852-2454
** AD PV OT **

DRUADD LONDON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 226-1664 EXT. 477
** D B TX PV **

MADISON COUNTY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
210 NORTH MAIN STREET
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 852-1372 EXT. 500
** AD DH PV **
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COLUMBUS
MC ARTHUR
NEW ALTERNATIVES
SUBST ABUSE COUNSELING/EDUC AND PREV
STATE ROUTE 95N
VINTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
MC ARTHUR, OH 45651
(614) 596-5233
** AD O W Y TX PV **

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND
COUNSELING SERVICE INC
315 1/2 WEST MAIN STREET
MC ARTHUR, OH 45651
(614) 596-4809
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

MC CONNELSVILLE
MORGAN COUNTY DRUG/ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE ADVISORY COUNCIL INC
ROUTE 376 SOUTH
MC CONNELSVILLE, OH 43756
(614) 962-6933
** AD O W Y EA TX PV **

MEDINA
ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES OF
MEDINA COUNTY INC
246 NORTHLAND DRIVE
MEDINA, OH 44256
(216) 723-3641 EXT. 321
** AD O TX CI PV **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
246 NORTHLAND DRIVE
MEDINA, OH 44256
(216) 723-3641 EXT. 321
** AD DM OT **

D SANDERSON AND ASSOCIATES INC
133 NORTH COURT STREET
MEDINA, OH 44256
(216) 722-8090
** AD DM PV OT **

MEDINA CRISIS HELP HOT LINE
246 NORTHLAND DRIVE
MEDINA, OH 44256
(800) 553-4141
** AD OT **

MENTOR
COMP SERV/CENTRAL OFFICE
5034 HEISLEY ROAD
MENTOR, OH 44060
(216) 352-2730
** AD DM PV **

COMP/PERV/ASHTABULA
5034 HEISLEY ROAD
MENTOR, OH 44060
(216) 352-2730
** AD DM PV OT **

CROSSROADS/LAKE COUNTY
adolescent counseling service
9652 OLD JOHNNYCAKE ROAD
MENTOR, OH 44060
(216) 352-5300
** AD O Y TX PV **

LAKE/GEauga CENTER ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
8870 MENTOR AVENUE
MENTOR, OH 44060
(216) 255-0678
** AD O TX **

MIAHISBGUR
KETTERING INTERVENTION NETWORK
adolescent substance abuse trt program
2150 LEITER ROAD
MIAHISBGUR, OH 45342
(513) 865-8750
** AD I O Y TX PV **

MIDDLETOWN
DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES OF
BUTLER COUNTY INC
1355 CENTRAL AVENUE
MIDDLETOWN, OH 45045
(513) 424-3505
** AD Y IV EA CI PV **

MIDDLETOWN REGIONAL HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CARE
105 MCKENIGHT DRIVE
MIDDLETOWN, OH 45044
(513) 420-5231
** A I O DT TX CI **

MILLERSBURG
HOLMES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL CENTER/OUTPATIENT
2 HOSPITAL DRIVE
MILLERSBURG, OH 44654
(216) 674-5035
** A O W Y E DM TX CI PV **

HOLMES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL OFFENDER PROGRAM
2 HOSPITAL DRIVE
MILLERSBURG, OH 44654
(216) 674-5035
** A DM PV OT **

MOUNT GILEAD
MORROW COUNTY
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUGS INC
16 1/2 WEST HIGH STREET
MOUNT GILEAD, OH 43338
(419) 947-4056
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

MORROW COUNTY CENTER
900 MEADOW DRIVE
MOUNT GILEAD, OH 43338
(419) 947-4560
** D EA CI PV **

MOUNT VERNON
ALC/DRUG FREEDOM CENTER OF KNOX COUNTY
116 EAST HIGH STREET
MOUNT VERNON, OH 43050
(614) 397-2560
** AD O W Y EA TX CI PV **

NAPOLEAH
HUMMEE VALLEY GUIDANCE CENTER
219 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
NAPOLEAH, OH 43545
(419) 592-5981
** AD EA CI PV **

NELSONVILLE
HOCKING CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
NELSONVILLE, OH 45764
(614) 783-1917
** AD IV EA PV **

NMD LEXINGTON
• PERRY COUNTY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL INC
225 EASTERN AVENUE
NEW LEXINGTON, OH 43764
(614) 342-1991
** AD O W Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

NMD PHILADELPHIA
SELF HELP INC
125 FAIR AVENUE NE
NEW PHILADELPHIA, OH 44663
(330) 343-6166
** D O TX PV OT **

NEMARK
CENTER FOR ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
21 SOUTH FIRST STREET
NEMARK, OH 43055
(614) 345-6166
** D O Y EA TX CI PV **

LICKING COUNTY ALCOHOLISM PREV PROGRAM
OPTIONS
62 EAST STEVENS STREET
NEMARK, OH 43055
(614) 366-7305
** A M DM PV OT **
LICKING COUNTY ALCOHOLISM PREV PROGRAM
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
62 EAST STEVEN STREET
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 366-7303
** A O W Y E EA DM TX PV **

SHEPHERD HILL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
200 MESSIMER DRIVE
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 522-8484
** AD I R IH IV EA TX PV **

SPENCER HALFWAY HOUSE INC
69 GRANVILLE STREET
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 345-7030
** AD R W EA TX **

NORMAL
ALCOHOL CENTER OF HURON COUNTY
35 BENEDICT AVENUE
NORMALK, OH 44857
(419) 668-2492
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

ALCOHOL DRIVER INTERVENTION COURSE
35 BENEDICT AVENUE
NORMALK, OH 44857
(419) 668-2492
** AD DM OT **

HURON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH BOARD
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
180 MLAN AVENUE
NORMALK, OH 44857
(419) 668-8649
** D OT **

OBERLIN
ALLEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CAREUNIT
200 WEST LORAIN STREET
OBERLIN, OH 44074
(216) 775-2273
** AD I DT TX **

ORRVILLE
EDUCATION AND COUNSELING SERVICE INC
1022 WEST HIGH STREET
ORRVILLE, OH 44667
(216) 684-2476
** AD DM PV OT **

OTTAWA
PUTNAM COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
211 SOUTH OAK STREET
OTTAWA, OH 45875
(419) 523-4500
** D O Y TX PV **

OXFORD
OXFORD CRISIS AND REFERRAL CENTER
111 EAST HAMILTON STREET
OXFORD, OH 45056
(513) 523-4146
** AD Y E PV OT **

PAINESVILLE
NEIGHBORING SUPPORTIVE SERVICES FOR MENTAL HEALTH
1657 MENTOR AVENUE
PAINESVILLE, OH 44077
(216) 354-9924
** AD PV **

OAK HOUSE
796 OAK STREET
PAINESVILLE, OH 44077
(216) 354-2498
** AD R M TX **

PIQUA
MIAMI COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
423 NORTH MAYNE STREET
PIQUA, OH 45356
(513) 335-4543
** A O EA TX PV **

MIAMI COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL DMI PROGRAM
423 NORTH MAYNE STREET
PIQUA, OH 45356
(513) 778-9612
** A DM OT **

PORT CLINTON
TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS CENTER
110 EAST WAGNER STREET
PORT CLINTON, OH 43452
(419) 734-5555
** A O EA DM TX CI PV **

PORTSMOUTH
MERCY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY CENTER
1248 KINNEYS LANE
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 353-2313 EXT. 251
** AD I IV DT TX **

SCIOTO COUNTY
DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL INC
1925 ARGONNE ROAD
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 354-2001
** AD PV OT **

SCIOTO COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER INC
1311 2ND STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 354-6655
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

RAVENNA
PORTAGE COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
118 NORTH CHESTNUT STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 296-3255
** AD O W Y B PE DM TX PV **

PROJECT DETOUR
116 NORTH CHESTNUT STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 296-3255
** AD PE DM PV OT **

REYNOLDSBURG
FAMILY COUNSELING AND CRITTENTON SERVICES/EAST BRANCH
6420 EAST MAIN STREET
REYNOLDSBURG, OH 43068
(614) 863-6631
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

ROCK CREEK
GLENBEIGH HOSPITAL/ROCK CREEK
ROUTE 45
ROCK CREEK, OH 44084
(216) 953-0177
** AD I W AI IH CU IV DT EA DM TX **

ROOTSTOWN
NE OHIO UNIVERSITIES COLLEGE OF MED
OFFICE OF ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE
4209 STATE ROUTE 44
ROOTSTOWN, OH 44272
(216) 325-2511 EXT. 587
** AD PV **

SAINT CLAIRSVILLE
BELMONT/HARRISON/MONROE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC
146-A WEST MAIN STREET
SAINT CLAIRSVILLE, OH 43950
(614) 695-9947
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

SALEM
SALEM COMMUNITY HOSPITAL CAREUNIT
1995 EAST STATE STREET
SALEM, OH 44460
(216) 332-7103 EXT. 103
** AD I CU IV DT EA TX CI **
OHIO

SANDBURY

FIRELANDS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
FIRELANDS CENTER
2020 HAYES AVENUE
SANDBURY, OH 44870
(419) 625-5000, EXT. 5095
** AD Y IV EA TX CI OT **

NORTH COAST YOUTH SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
1006 GRANT STREET
SANDBURY, OH 44870
(419) 626-9156
** AD Y PV **

SANDBURY EDUCATION TRAINING RESEARCH
FOUNDATION/ALC EDUC AND ASSESS PROGRAM
209 EAST WATER STREET
SANDBURY, OH 44870
(419) 626-5398
** A DM PV OT **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS CENTER INC
ATAC PROGRAM
2020 HAYES AVENUE
SANDBURY, OH 44870
(419) 625-7262
** AD DM OT **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
2020 HAYES AVENUE
SANDBURY, OH 44870
(419) 625-7262
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV OT **

SHELE

ASSOCIATION OF OHIO
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
2357 HORNING ROAD
ROUTE 2
SHELE, OH 44875
(419) 683-3711
** AD OT **

SHELE

SHELEY COUNTY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
305 SOUTH OHIO AVENUE
SHELEY, OH 45365
(513) 492-2252
** O A EA TX PV **

SHELEY COUNTY INTERVENTION PROGRAM
305 SOUTH OHIO AVENUE
SHELEY, OH 45365
(513) 492-2252
** AD DM PV OT **

SHELEY COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
500 EAST COURT STREET
SHELEY, OH 45365
(513) 492-4178
** D O EA TX PV OT **

SPRINGFIELD

ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE
PROGRAM FOR TREATMENT
825 EAST HIGH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, OH 45501
(513) 323-0951
** AD DM PV OT **

MCKINLEY HALL INC
1101 EAST HIGH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, OH 45505
(513) 328-5300
** AD O B IV EA TX PV **

STEUBENVILLE

JEFFERSON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
3200 JOHNSON ROAD
STEUBENVILLE, OH 43952
(614) 264-7751
** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **

SAINT JOHN MEDICAL CENTER
PHOENIX UNIT
SAINT JOHN HEIGHTS
STEUBENVILLE, OH 43952
(614) 264-6020
** AD I IV DT TX **

SYLVANIA

FLOWER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
5200 HARROON ROAD
SYLVANIA, OH 43560
(419) 885-1044, EXT. 4571
** AD I O M Y IV IN IV EA TX CI PV **
** OT **

JEMISH FAMILY SERVICE
6525 SYLVANIA AVENUE
SYLVANIA, OH 43560
(419) 805-2561
** AD PV **

TIFFFZ

ALCOHOL INTERVENTION PROGRAM
200 SAINT FRANCIS AVENUE
TIFFFZ, OH 44003
(419) 447-8331
** AD DM OT **

SANDUSKY VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
67 SAINT FRANCIS AVENUE
TIFFFZ, OH 44003
(419) 447-8331
** AD O Y EA TX CI PV **

SENCA/SANDUSKY/HYANDOT
COMMUNITY MH BOARD DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
600 NORTH RIVER ROAD
TIFFFZ, OH 44003
(419) 443-0640
** D OT **

TOLEDO

COMPASS
ALTERNATIVES OUTPATIENT SERVICES
3314 COLLINGWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43610
(419) 255-3648
** A O IV TX OT **

COMPASS
REGIONAL ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
3314 COLLINGWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43610
(419) 241-8827
** A R M B H PI IV DT TX CI **

COMPASS HALFWAY HOUSE SERVICES
CHRISTOFF HOUSE
1035 NORTH SUPERIOR STREET
TOLEDO, OH 43604
(419) 244-5292
** A R M PI IV TX **

COMPASS HALFWAY HOUSE SERVICES
MORLEY HOUSE
1111 NORTH HURON STREET
TOLEDO, OH 43604
(419) 244-5579
** A R M PI IV TX **

CONNECTING POINT INC
3301 COLLINGWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43610
(419) 243-1001
** AD Y OT **

CUMMINGS ZUCKER
POLY RECOVERY PROGRAM FOR TEENS
10 SOUTH HOLLAND SYLVANIA ROAD
TOLEDO, OH 43615
(419) 241-6191
** D O Y TX **

NORTHERN OHIO
REGIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
5420 SOUTHWICK BOULEVARD
THOMAS BUILDING SUITE 101
TOLEDO, OH 43614
(419) 866-6456
** A PV OT **

OPTIONS INC
151 NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
SUITE 200
TOLEDO, OH 43624
(419) 262-7474
** AD O Y TX PV **

RESCUE CRISIS SERVICES
3314 COLLINGWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43610
(419) 255-9565
** AD OT **
OHIO

SCIOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
FAYETTE COUNTY OFFICE
1300 EAST PAINT STREET
WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE, OH 43160
(614) 355-6935
** AD Y IV EA PV **

MAHEE VALLEY GUIDANCE CENTER
220 DEPOT STREET
MAHEE, OH 43567
(937) 337-5941
** AD EA CI PV **

MAVERLY
PIKE COUNTY RECOVERY COUNCIL
196 EAST EMMITT AVENUE
MAVERLY, OH 45690
(614) 947-7501
** A DH PV **

PIKE COUNTY RECOVERY COUNCIL
196 EAST EMMITT AVENUE
MAVERLY, OH 45690
(614) 947-7501
** A O B AT DH TX PV **

SCIOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
PIKE COUNTY OFFICE
140 DAWN LANE
MAVERLY, OH 45690
(614) 947-7783
** AD Y IV EA PV **

SOUTHERN OHIO
REGIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
216 EAST EMMITT STREET
MAVERLY, OH 45690
(614) 947-7723
** AD OT **

WEST UNION
BROWN AND ADAMS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
121A MAIN STREET
WEST UNION, OH 45693
(513) 544-5218
** AD O Y EA DH TX PV **

WESTERVILLE
CONCORD COUNSELING INC
924 EASTWIND DRIVE
WESTERVILLE, OH 43081
(614) 882-9336
** AD O EA DH TX PV **

THE CAMPUS
905 SOUTH SUMBURY ROAD
WESTERVILLE, OH 43081
(614) 895-1000
** AD R O Y IV TX **

WILLIAMSBURG
WILLIAM RIDGE TREATMENT CENTER
35900 EUCLID AVENUE
WILLIAMSBURG, OH 44094
(216) 951-6673
** AD I N IV DT TX **

WILKINGHAM
CLINTON COUNTY CENTER ON
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE INC
260 CHARLES STREET
WILKINGHAM, OH 45177
(513) 382-7523
** AD O H Y B EA DM TX PV OT **

LAKE CONAN INTERVENTION PROGRAM INC
260 CHARLES STREET
WILKINGHAM, OH 45177
(513) 382-7523
** A H DM PV OT **

WOOSTER
DOUGLAS POMEROY PATHWAY HOUSE
550 NORTH GRANT STREET
WOOSTER, OH 44691
(216) 262-6903
** AD R TX **

HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
2695 AKRON ROAD
WOOSTER, OH 44691
(216) 264-9597
** D O Y TX PV **

MAYNE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
149 EAST LIBERTY STREET
SUITE 210
WOOSTER, OH 44691
(216) 264-0498
** A O M Y DH TX PV **

MIRIERT PATTENSON AFB
MIRIERT PATTENSON AFB
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL OFFICE
2750 AIR BASE KING SLD
BUILDING 4932 2ND FLOOR
MIRIERT PATTENSON AFB, OH 45433
(513) 255-5020 EXT. 257
** AD O EA TX PV **

XENIA
MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE CORP
452 WEST MARKET STREET
XENIA, OH 45385
(513) 376-8700
** AD O Y B IV TX **

YOUNGSTOWN
ALCOHOLIC CLINIC OF YOUNGSTOWN
2151 RUSH BOULEVARD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 746-1317
** AD I O M Y B H PI IV DT EA DW **
** TX PV **

ALCOHOLISM PROG OF MAHONING COUNTY INC
1161 MCUGUEFF ROAD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 747-2614
** AD R W Y B H IV TX **

ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS OF MAHONING COUNTY
ALMA L FIELD 3/4 HOUSE
145 ILLINOIS AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 746-9868
** AD H OT **

ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS OF MAHONING COUNTY
JOSEPH P STEPHENS 3/4 HOUSE
371 SOUTH JACKSON STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 746-9173
** AD OT **

COMMUNITY RECOVERY RESOURCE CENTRE
4214 MARKET STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44512
(216) 782-1188
** A O M Y B H TX CI PV **

DRIVERS EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE PROG (DEAP)
145 ILLINOIS AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 743-9975
** AD DM PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
555 MARMION AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44502
(216) 782-8664
** AD O EA TX CI **

MAHONING COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS INC
2073 MARKET STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 785-0010
** D O M Y IV TX CI PV MM OT **

NORTH SIDE MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
500 GYPSY LANE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44501
(216) 740-3581
** AD I Y TX CI **

NORTHEASTERN OHIO
REGIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
4959 MAHONING AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44515
(216) 793-9011
** A OT **
ZANESVILLE

GOOD SAMARITAN MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
800 FOREST AVENUE
ZANESVILLE, OH 43701
(614) 454-5927
** A I CU IV DT TX PV **

MUSKINGUM ALCOHOLISM CENTER
HALFWAY HOUSE PROGRAM
807 FINDLEY AVENUE
ZANESVILLE, OH 43702
(614) 454-2536
** A R TX CI IV **

MUSKINGUM ALCOHOLISM CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
807 FINDLEY AVENUE
ZANESVILLE, OH 43701
(614) 454-2536
** A O M TX CI PV **

MUSKINGUM ALCOHOLISM CENTER
SOUTHEASTERN OHIO DWI INSTITUTE
807 FINDLAY AVENUE
ZANESVILLE, OH 43702
(614) 454-2536
** A D W Y TM PV OT **

MUSKINGUM COUNTY DRUG/ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL INC
575 HARDING ROAD
ZANESVILLE, OH 43701
(614) 454-1266
** D O Y EA TX PV **
OKLAHOMA

ADA

ADA AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
704 NORTH OAK STREET
ADA, OK 74820
(405) 332-3001
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

ALTUS

TRI COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
614 WEST COMMERCE STREET
ALTUS, OK 73521
(405) 477-2071
** A R B H AI TX PV **

ARCADIZA

DRUG RECOVERY ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
505 NORTH BROADWAY
ARCADIZA, OK 73007
(405) 396-2921
** AD R Y IV TX **

BARTLESVILLE

ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER INC
1512 WEST HENSLEY BOULEVARD
BARTLESVILLE, OK 74003
(918) 336-2110
** AD O Y OY TX PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
GENESIS OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
3500 EAST FRANK PHILLIPS BOULEVARD
BARTLESVILLE, OK 74006
(918) 333-5027
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

BROKEN ARROW

COUNTRY VIEW HOSPITAL
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
12300 EAST 91ST STREET
BROKEN ARROW, OK 74012
(918) 252-2254
** D I O IV DT TX CI PV OT **

CHOCTAM

TRI CITY YOUTH AND FAMILY CENTER INC
14625 NE 23RD STREET
CHOCTAM, OK 73020
(405) 398-8131
** AD O DM TX PV **

COOKSON

BILL WILLIS CMHC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
ROUTE 1
COOKSON, OK 74427
(918) 456-0272
** AD R IV EA TX CI **

CUSING

VALLEY HOPE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
100 SOUTH JONES AVENUE
CUSING, OK 74023
(918) 225-1756
** AD I Y IV EA TX CI PV **

EL RENO

CHISHOLM TRAIL MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
EL RENO UNIT
217 EAST RUSSELL STREET
EL RENO, OK 73036
(405) 262-6778
** AD O TX PV **

ENID

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES OF NORTH CENTRAL OKLAHOMA INC
2925 NORTH MIDWAY STREET
ENID, OK 73010
(405) 233-7220
** AD O Y TX PV OT **

FORT SUPPLY

FORT SUPPLY ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
FORT SUPPLY, OK 73041
(405) 766-2311 EXT. 401
** AD R IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

GROVE

HOUSE OF HOPE INC
ROUTE 1
GROVE, OK 74344
(918) 786-2930
** AD R TX PV **

GUYNON

PANHANDLE TREATMENT CENTER
604 NORTH QUINN STREET
GUYNON, OK 79342
(405) 358-7259
** AD R O IV DM TX PV **

HOMINY

HOMINY HEALTH SERVICES INC
211 EAST 5TH STREET
ROOM 7
HOMINY, OK 74035
(918) 805-4405
** AD O TX PV **

HUGO

KIAMICHI COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE INC
308 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
HUGO, OK 74743
(405) 326-7862
** AD O TX PV **

IDABEL

KIAMICHI COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE INC
102 NORTH EAST AVENUE A
IDABEL, OK 74745
(405) 286-3301
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

LAWTON

GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF SOUTHWEST OKLAHOMA INC
1210 SUMMIT STREET
LAWTON, OK 73501
(405) 555-2162
** AD O TX PV **

** KEY **

O = ORIENTATION
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
E = ENROLLMENT/TYPES OF CARE
R = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
A = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
S = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS
I = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
H = HISPANICS
F = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
M = MOTHER/CHILD
I = INDIVIDUAL
L = MOTHER/CHILD
T = TREATMENT UNIT
X = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
P = PREVENTION UNIT
M = METHADONE UNIT
O = OTHER UNIT
OKLAHOMA

DRUG RECOVERY INC
COUNSELING CENTER
6161 NORTH MAY AVENUE
SUITE 28
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112
(405) 893-5319
** AD O IV EA TX **

FREEDOM OF CHOICE INC
744 CULBERTSON DRIVE
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73105
(405) 525-0036
** D R M Y B H AI IH CU IV TX **

ORANGE QUARTERS INC
DBA THE LIFE IMPROVEMENT CENTER
2606 SOUTH MERIDIAN AVENUE
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73108
(405) 681-6594
** AD O Y 2H IV DT EA CI PV MM OT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION UNIT
921 NE 13TH STREET
(1160)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73104
(405) 272-9876 EXT. 3215
** A T O DT EA TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
DRUG REHABILITATION UNIT
921 NE 13TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73104
(405) 272-9876 EXT. 3633
** D I O IV DT TX CI PV MM OT **

PONCA CITY
BI STATE MENTAL HEALTH FOUNDATION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
1500 NORTH 6TH STREET
PONCA CITY, OK 74601
(405) 762-7561
** AD O DT DM TX PV **

NATIVE AMERICAN HOMES
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
ROUTE 6
PONCA CITY, OK 74601
(405) 762-6329
** AD R O H AI EA TX PV **

NORTHERN OKLAHOMA
ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CENTER INC
1611 SOUTH 4TH STREET
PONCA CITY, OK 74602
(405) 762-1662
** AD R TX CI PV **

SALLISAW
BILL MILLIS CMHC
SEQUOYAH COUNTY SATELLITE
131 EAST CHERASAN STREET
SALLISAW, OK 74955
(918) 775-5513
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

--

JIM TALIAFERRO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
602 SM 38TH STREET
LAMONT, OK 73505
(405) 248-5780
** AD I O M B H AI CU IV DT TX PV **

LONE WOLF
SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA ADOLESCENT
ADDICTION REHAB RANCH INC (SOAARR)
ROUTE 1
LONE WOLF, OK 73655
(405) 846-5504
** AD R IV TX PV **

MANGUM
NEW HOPE OF MANGUM HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
2100 NORTH LOUIS TITIIE STREET
MANGUM, OK 73554
(405) 782-3352 EXT. 76
** D I O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

MARIETTA
OKLAHOMA RECOVERY CENTER INC
NORTH FORTY AND RISING STAR
MARIETTA, OK 73440
(405) 276-3207
** D R Y IV TX PV **

MC ALESTER
THE OAKS REHABILITATION SERVICES CTR
628 EAST CREEK STREET
MC ALESTER, OK 74501
(918) 423-6550
** AD R O N DT DM TX PV **

MIAMI
INTER TRIBAL
ALCOHOLISM AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM
501 NE FIRST STREET
MIAMI, OK 74354
(918) 542-5565
** A R O AI DM TX PV **

NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
301 NE F STREET
MIAMI, OK 74354
(918) 542-2845
** AD R O EA TX PV OT **

WILLOHMCREST HOSPITAL
DRUG/ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
130 A STREET SW
MIAMI, OK 74354
(918) 542-1836
** AD I Y DT TX PV **

MOORE
MOORE ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER INC
715 SOUTH SERVICE ROAD
MOORE, OK 73153
(405) 799-7761
** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **

MUSKOGEE
GREEN COUNTRY MENTAL HEALTH SERVS INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2601 CHANDLER ROAD
SUITE C
MUSKOGEE, OK 74403
(918) 682-8407
** AD O M Y EA TX CI PV OT **

MONARCH
501 FREDONIA STREET
MUSKOGEE, OK 74403
(918) 685-0134
** AD R O IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

NORMAN
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
909 EAST ALAMEDA STREET
NORMAN, OK 73071
(405) 360-5100
** AD O M Y EA TX CI PV **

NAIC/CENTER FOR OKLAHOMA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES INC
225 WEST DUFFY STREET
NORMAN, OK 73070
(405) 321-0022
** AD O M Y DM TX PV OT **

OKLAHOMA CITY
A CHANCE TO CHANGE FOUNDATION
5015 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
SUITE 100
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112
(405) 860-9000
** AD O M Y EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY
TURNING POINT
1607 SM 17TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73108
(405) 634-0508
** AD O M Y B DM TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
2512 SOUTH HARVY AVENUE
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73109
(405) 256-3574
** AD O W TX **

COMMUNITY HOUSE
1501 NE 11TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73117
(405) 424-4347
** AD R IV TX **

--
OKLAHOMA

SHAWNEE

INDIAN ACTION CENTER
ROUTE 5
SHAWNEE, OK 74801
(405) 275-5270
** AI AI TX **

STILLWATER

PAYNE COUNTY VOLUNTEER PROGRAM FOR MISDEMEANANTS INC
116 WEST 9TH STREET
STILLWATER, OK 74074
(405) 372-0196
** AD O DM TX PV OT **

STARTING POINT II INC
608 HIGHPOINT DRIVE
STILLWATER, OK 74075
(405) 377-1517
** AD R O IV DT EA TX PV OT **

STILLWELL

BILL MILLIS CMHC
ADAIER COUNTY SATELLITE
716 SOUTH 2ND STREET
SUITE 104
STILLWELL, OK 74960
(918) 696-6212
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

SULPHUR

MH SERVICES OF SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA
SULPHUR CLINIC
3RD AND N MISSOURI STREETS
SULPHUR, OK 73086
(405) 692-6171
** AD O EA DN TX PV **

TAHLEQUAH

BILL MILLIS CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1200 EAST 4TH STREET
TAHLEQUAH, OK 74464
(918) 456-2827
** AD O IV EA DN TX CI PV **

TONKANA

ALPHA II
104 NORTH 9TH STREET
TONKANA, OK 74653
(405) 628-2539
** AD R IV EA DN TX **

TULSA

BRIGHT SKY
1508 SOUTH DENVER AVENUE
TULSA, OK 74119
(918) 586-2563
** AD O IV EA DN TX CI PV OT **

HILLCREST MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT CAREUNIT
1120 SOUTH UTICA STREET
UTICA ON THE PARK
TULSA, OK 74104
(918) 560-5712
** O Y Y IV TX PV **

NEW CHOICE INC
3747 SOUTH HARVARD AVENUE
SUITE 200
TULSA, OK 74135
(918) 743-0711
** O M Y B AI IU EA DM TX PV **

OKLAHOMA OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
744 WEST 9TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74127
(918) 599-5350
** AD I IV DT TX CI PV OT **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
711 SOUTH SHERIDAN ROAD
TULSA, OK 74112
(918) 632-7763
** D O M Y IV TX **

STREET SCHOOL INC
1006 NORTH QUAKER AVENUE
TULSA, OK 74106
(918) 584-2441
** AD O Y TX PV **

ZARRON CENTER
1220 SOUTH TRENTON AVENUE
TULSA, OK 74120
(918) 584-2831
** AD O IV TX PV **

WAGONER

BILL MILLIS CMHC
WAGONER COUNTY SATELLITE
404 WEST CHEROKEE STREET
WAGONER, OK 74467
(918) 485-4040
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

WOODHOGA

OPPORTUNITIES INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
120 WEST 5TH STREET
WOODHOGA, OK 74467
(405) 623-2545
** AD R IV DT TX CI PV **

WOODWARD

NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA CMHC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1011 MAIN STREET
WOODWARD, OK 73801
(405) 256-8615
** AD O EA TX PV **
OREGON

ALBANY
LINN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
4TH AND LYONS STREETS
ALBANY, OR 97321
(503) 967-3619
** AD O M Y IV DM TX PV **

ASHLAND
DOHNS ASSOCIATES OF ASHLAND
349 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 9
ASHLAND, OR 97520
(503) 482-4765
** A O TM TX PV **

ASTORZA
CLATSOUP COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS
701 WEST MARINE DRIVE
ASTORIA, OR 97103
(503) 325-5722
** AD O TM TX PV **

TURNAROUND AT
COLUMBIA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
2211 EXCHANGE STREET
ASTORIA, OR 97103
(503) 325-6321 EXT. 424
** AD I R O IV TX **

BAKER
BAKER COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS INC
2330 5TH STREET
BAKER, OR 97814
(503) 523-6501
** AD O R Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

BEND
CENTRAL OREGON ALCOHOL COUNCIL
DETOXIFICATION AND REHAB
1725 NW NEWPORT AVENUE
BEND, OR 97701
(503) 362-9579
** A R O IV DT DM TX CI PV **

CANYON CITY
GRANT COUNTY
JUVENILE DEPARTMENT ALCOHOLISM SERVS
GRANT COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CANYON CITY, OR 97820
(503) 575-1722
** AD Y PV **

DESCRIPTIVE HEALTH SERVICES
STANCE ABUSE SERVICES
415 NE GREENWOOD AVENUE
SUITE 2
BEND, OR 97701
(503) 368-6601
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX PV **

BLANCHLY
B AND H STUMP RANCH INC
18624 HIGHWAY 36
BLANCHLY, OR 97412
(503) 927-3955
** AD R M PI IV DT EA TX PV **

BOARDMAN
MORROW/WHEELER/GILLIAM
MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM/ALCOHOLISM SERVS
206 MAIN STREET
BOARDMAN, OR 97818
(503) 481-2911
** A O M Y H DM TX **

BURNS
BURNS INDIAN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
BURNS PAUITE RESERVATION
BURNS, OR 97720
(503) 573-7312
** A O M Y AI TX CI PV **

HARNEY COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE SERVICES
415 NORTH FAIRVIEW STREET
BURNS, OR 97720
(503) 573-7620 EXT. 420
** AD O M Y E AI PI EA DM TX PV **

COOS BAY
COOS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
AND REFGU TRINMENT/EDUC/REFERRAL
201 SCHONEMANN STREET
COOS BAY, OR 97420
(503) 966-2941
** A OT **

COOS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT/EDUC/REFERRAL
320 CENTRAL AVENUE
518 HALL BUILDING
COOS BAY, OR 97420
(503) 269-7130
** A O Y AI DM TX PV **

COQUILLE
SOUTHWEST ALCOHOL TREATMENT
30 EAST FIRST STREET
SUITE 202
COQUILLE, OR 97423
(503) 756-1160
** A DM PV **

CORVALLIS
ADDITIONAL COUNSELING AND
EDUCATION SERVICES INC
1765 NW 5TH STREET
SUITE 302
CORVALLIS, OR 97330
(503) 757-3550
** A O DM TX PV **

BENTON COUNTY
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
550 NW 27TH STREET
CORVALLIS, OR 97330
(503) 757-6850
** AD O M Y IV DM TX PV **

BENTON/LINN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND
OTHER DRUGS
128 NW 9TH STREET
CORVALLIS, OR 97333
(503) 758-5000
** A Y DM PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION!
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
O = OUTPATIENT
E = ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE!
I = RESIDENTIAL
HOSPITAL/IPATIENT
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!
M = MOTHER
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
UNIT FUNCTION!
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

287
JOSEPHINE COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
707 NW A STREET
GRANTS PASS, OR 97526
(503) 476-2277
** AD O M Y T E H DM TX PV **

JOSEPHINE COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
ROGUE RECOVERY HOUSE
701 NW A STREET
GRANTS PASS, OR 97526
(503) 479-5653
** A R D T TX **

GRESHAM
MOUNT HOOD MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICES
24700 SE STARK STREET
GRESHAM, OR 97030
(503) 661-9204
** AD I O M Y E C U IV DT TX **

NATIVE AMERICAN REHAB ASSOCIATION
INPATIENT PROGRAM
2022 NW DIVISION STREET
GRESHAM, OR 97030
(503) 669-7089
** A R M Y AI PI TX PV **

HEPPNER
MORROW/WHEELER/GILLIAM
MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM ALCOHOLISM SERVS
150 ROCK STREET
HEPPNER, OR 97836
(503) 676-9161
** A O M Y H DM TX **

HERMISTON
NATIONAL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
199 EAST RIDGEMAY STREET
ARMAND LAVINE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
HERMISTON, OR 97838
(503) 564-3565
** A DM PV **

UMATILLA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
HERMISTON CLINIC
435 SE NEWPORT STREET
HERMISTON, OR 97838
(503) 567-2367
** AD O M Y IV DM TX CI PV **

HILLSBORO
HILLSBORO COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
205 EAST MAIN STREET
ROOM 9
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 640-5592
** A R O M Y H DT TX CI PV **

OREGON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
AYUDA COMMUNITY SERVICES
245 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 640-5225
** AD O M Y H CU DM TX **

WASHINGTON COUNTY
ALCOHOL INFORMATION
154 NE 2ND STREET
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 640-8995
** A O M DM TX PV **

WASHINGTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH DEPT
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
1679 ENTERPRISE CIRCLE SE
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 681-7020
** AD O Y IV TX CI **

WASHINGTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH PROG
ALCOHOL CORRECTIONS
330 NE LINCOLN STREET
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 640-3460
** A O TX **

YOUTH CONTACT
435 SE WASHINGTON STREET
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 640-4822
** AD O Y TX PV **

HOOD RIVER
MID COLUMBIA CENTER FOR LIVING
1109 JUNE STREET
HOOD RIVER, OR 97031
(503) 366-2620
** A O Y H EA DM TX PV **

JOHN DAY
GRANT COUNTY CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
166 SW BRENT STREET
JOHN DAY, OR 97845
(503) 575-1666
** A O EA DM TX CI PV **

KLAMATH FALLS
D MARIE ZEMAN
2865 DAGGET AVENUE
ROOM 2
KLAMATH FALLS, OR 97601
(503) 885-7372
** A H DM PV **

KLAMATH ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC
(KADA)
926 B KLAMATH AVENUE
KLAMATH FALLS, OR 97601
(503) 882-7246
** A O M Y AI IM PI EA DM TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICE
2565 NORTH ELDORADO AVENUE
KLAMATH FALLS, OR 97601
(503) 883-3671
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

STEPPING STONES
OUTPATIENT AND RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS
5160 SUMMERS LANE
KLAMATH FALLS, OR 97603
(503) 882-7211
** AD O M Y IV DT DM TX PV **

LA GRANDE
CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
1208 4TH STREET
LA GRANDE, OR 97850
(503) 963-1013
** AD O Y E IV DM TX CI PV **

LAKEVIL
LAKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
513 CENTER STREET
LAKEVIEW, OR 97630
(503) 947-4031
** A O M Y DM TX CI PV **

LEBANON
TEEN CHALLENGE OF OREGON
MENS CHRISTIAN GROWTH PROGRAM
25 WEST MORTON STREET
LEBANON, OR 97555
(503) 259-3401
** AD R TX CI PV **

MADRAS
JEFFERSON COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS
639 D STREET
MADRAS, OR 97741
(503) 475-6575
** A O M Y H TX PV **

MC MINNVILLE
WHITE OAKS
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
626 NORTH FORD STREET
MC MINNVILLE, OR 97128
(503) 472-9371 EXT. 574
** AD O M Y H PI EA DM TX PV **

MEDFORD
JACKSON COUNTY
PROBATION DEPARTMENT ALCOHOLISM SERVS
100 SOUTH OAKDALE STREET
ROOM 102
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 776-7220
** A DH PV **

OREGON
OREGON

JACKSON COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
1313 MAPLE GROVE DRIVE
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 776-7359
** A D Y IV DT MM **

JEANNIE FENTON COUNSELING
2530 ROSEHOWN STREET
MEDFORD, OR 97504
(503) 779-0270
** A DM PV **

ONTÄCK
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
221 WEST MAIN STREET
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 772-1777
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX PV **

MILWAUKIE
CLACKAMAS COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
2100 SE LAKE ROAD
MILWAUKIE, OR 97222
(503) 655-6715
** AD O M Y IV DM TX CI PV **

HARMONY HOUSE II
5230 SE ROETHE ROAD
MILWAUKIE, OR 97267
(503) 653-6209
** A R PI TX PV **

PROVIDENCE MILWAUKIE HOSPITAL
OPTION
10150 SE 32ND AVENUE
MILWAUKIE, OR 97222
(503) 653-6668
** AD O DM TX **

MYRTLE POINT
COOS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
SOUTH COAST RECOVERY CENTER
1252 MARYLAND AVENUE
MYRTLE POINT, OR 97458
(503) 572-5752
** A I TX **

NEWPORT
LINCOLN COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
155 8TH STREET
NEWPORT, OR 97365
(503) 265-2971
** A R PI DT DM TX OT **

LINCOLN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
255 SM COAST HIGHWAY
NEWPORT, OR 97365
(503) 265-6611 EXT. 379
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX PV **

NORTH BEND
ALCOHOL/DRUG RESPONSIBILITY PROGRAM
2184 BROADWAY
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 756-5332
** AD O DIV DM TX CI PV **

SOUTHWESTERN OREGON COMMUNITY ACTION
OUTPATIENT DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1995 SHERMAN AVENUE
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 756-3176 EXT. 28
** D O IV DM TX **

ONTARIO
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG REHAB CENTER
686 NW 9TH STREET
ONTARIO, OR 97914
(503) 889-2490
** AD R H E B H AI CU IV TX **

MALHEUR COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND COUNSELING CENTER
1108 SW 4TH STREET
ONTARIO, OR 97914
(503) 889-9167
** AD O H EA DM TX PV **

OREGON CITY
ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND EVALUATION
724 MAIN STREET
OREGON CITY, OR 97045
(503) 650-0563
** A DM PV **

CLACKAMAS COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1427 SOUTH KAEN ROAD
OREGON CITY, OR 97045
(503) 655-8401
** AD O H Y IV DM TX CI PV **

YOUTH ADVENTURES INC
15544 SOUTH CLACKAMAS RIVER DRIVE
OREGON CITY, OR 97045
(503) 656-8005
** AD R Y IV TX PV **

PENDLETON
EASTERN OREGON ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
304 SM HARRISON AVENUE
PENDLETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-5518
** AD R DM TX **

SAINT ANTHONY HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT PROGRAM
1610 SE COURT AVENUE
PENDLETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-9507
** A I EA TX **

Umatilla County Mental Health Program
Substance Abuse Treatment Unit
721 SE 3RD STREET
SUITE B
PENDLETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-5784
** AD R O M Y IV DT DM TX CI PV **

PORTLAND
ALCOHOL TREATMENT AND TRAINING CLINIC
732 SW 3RD AVENUE
SENIOR BUILDING 6TH FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97204
(503) 229-8520
** A D O M Y DM TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION
OF PORTLAND OREGON
1851 14TH AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97201
(503) 220-0619
** A R PI TX **

ALLIED HEALTH SERVICES
1224 SM MORRISON STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 226-2203
** AD O DT TX MM **

ALPHA HOUSE
1325 GIBBS STREET SW
PORTLAND, OR 97201
(503) 241-0266 EXT. 0267
** D R IV TX **

ASAP TREATMENT SERVICES
919 SM TAYLOR STREET
7TH FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 224-0076
** AD O H H PI TX **

BURNSIDE PROJECTS INC
435 NW GLISAN STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97209
(503) 222-9362
** AD O H H PI TX **

CENTRAL CITY CONCERN
HOOVER MEMORIAL CENTER
20 NE UNION AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 231-4066
** AD I PI IV DT TX **
OREGON

REEDSPORT

DOUGLAS COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
680 FIR AVENUE
REEDSPORT, OR 97467
(503) 271-4856
** AD 0 EA DM TX CI PV **

ROSEBURG

DOUGLAS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
621 WEST MADRONE STREET
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 672-2691
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX PV **

THE CROSSROADS
740 NN HILL PLACE
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 673-5469
** AD R IV TX CI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
GARDEN VALLEY BOULEVARD
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 440-1000
** AD I R O IV DT TX CI PV **

W H MALLY CROOK
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
171 MEDICAL LOOP ROAD
SUITE 150
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 673-7678
** AD O M Y H IH EA DM TX **

SAINT HELENS

COLUMBIA COUNTY FAMILY COUNSELING CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
161 SAINT HELENS STREET
SAINT HELENS, OR 97051
(503) 397-5211
** AD O M Y DH TX PV **

REX BURROWS AND ASSOCIATES
375 SOUTH 6TH STREET
SAINT HELENS, OR 97051
(503) 397-4126
** A O DH TX **

SALEM

BRIDGEMAY
2550 CORAL AVENUE NE
SALEM, OR 97305
(503) 364-2021
** AD O M Y H EA DH TX **

GROWTH PLACE CLINIC
3709 RIVERDALE ROAD SOUTH
SALEM, OR 97302
(503) 581-0657
** AD O DH TX PV **

MARION COUNTY DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3180 CENTER STREET NE
ROOM 225
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 586-3550
** O M Y IV TX PV MM **

NATIONAL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
4000 LANCASTER DRIVE NE
CHEMKEKTA COMMUNITY COLLEGE BLDG 32
SALEM, OR 97303
(503) 564-3565
** A DH PV **

OREGON STATE HOSPITAL
CORNERSTONE ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
2600 CENTER STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 376-5491
** AD R O IV TX **

PACIFIC HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES
START POINT
2561 CENTER STREET NE
SALEM HOSPITAL GENERAL UNIT 400
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 585-5433
** AD O IV EA DM TX **

RINEHART COUNSELING
ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND TREATMENT PROG
161 HIGH STREET SE
SUITE 142
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 585-5646
** A O DH TX PV **

SALUD ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
2555 SILVERTON ROAD NE
SALEM, OR 97303
(503) 588-8611
** A R H TX **

TURN AROUND AT SALEM/KEIZER
5119 RIVER ROAD NORTH
SALEM, OR 97303
(503) 390-5900
** AD R Y IV EA TX CI PV **

WHITE OAKS
3750 LANCASTER DRIVE NE
SALEM, OR 97309
(503) 585-6278
** AD R O M Y H PI DT EA DM TX PV **

SANDY

SANDY FAMILY SERVICES INC
39532 PROCTOR BOULEVARD
SANDY, OR 97055
(503) 668-8101
** A DH TX PV **

SEASIDE

SERENITY BY THE SEA
321 SOUTH PROW AND AVENUE A
SEASIDE, OR 97158
(503) 758-3586
** AD R IV EA TX **

SQ FT COUNSELING
2480 SOUTH HOLLADAY DRIVE
SEASIDE, OR 97158
(503) 758-8111
** A DH PV **

SILETZ

SILETZ INDIAN PROGRAM
110 METCALF STREET
SILETZ, OR 97350
(503) 444-2532
** A O M Y AI CU IV EA DM TX PV **

SPRINGFIELD

PERSONAL SOLUTIONS
223-6 NORTH A STREET
SPRINGFIELD, OR 97477
(503) 726-9032
** A O M DH TX **

THE DALLES

MID COLUMBIA CENTER FOR LIVING
400 EAST 5TH STREET
COURthouse ANNEX A ROOM 106
THE DALLES, OR 97058
(503) 296-5452
** AD O M Y EA DH TX PV **

TIALLAMOOK

TIALLAMOOK COUNSELING INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2405 5TH STREET
TIALLAMOOK, OR 97141
(503) 546-8201
** AD O Y IV TX CI PV **

WARMSPRINGS

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF WARM SPRINGS
WARMSPRINGS, OR 97761
(503) 553-1161 EXT. 205
** AD O AI TX CI PV **

WARREN

MELVIN R YOUNG AND ASSOCIATES
56510 OLD PORTLAND ROAD
WARREN, OR 97053
(503) 397-4126
** AD DH PV **
WHITE CITY

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT
WHITE CITY, OR 97503
(503) 826-2111 EXT. 3270
** A I DT EA TX **

WOODBURN

BRIDGEMAY
1359 NORTH PACIFIC HIGHWAY
SUITE J
WOODBURN, OR 97071
(503) 981-5265
** AD O W H DM TX **

SALUD DE LA FAMILIA
WOODBURN, OR 97071
(503) 981-5265
** AD O H DM TX **
PENNSYLVANIA

ALLENTOWN

PCDS INC
1069 EASTON ROAD
ALLENTOWN, PA 18101
(215) 439-0218
** AD R M Y IV TX **

TEL E HELP
ALLENTOWN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL MH CENTER
ALLENTOWN, PA 18101
(215) 576-2526
** AD OT **

ALLENTOWN

ALLENTOWN OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1736 HAMILTON STREET
ALLENTOWN, PA 18104
(215) 770-8300 EXT. 8452
** AD I IV DT TX OT **

CONFRONT INC
1130 WALNUT STREET
ALLENTOWN, PA 18102
(215) 453-0148
** AD O M Y IV EA DW TX **

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
456 NORTH 6TH STREET
ALLENTOWN, PA 18102
(215) 437-0601
** AD O H DW TX PV OT **

DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM OF
LEHIGH VALLEY INC
ROUTE 10
ALLENTOWN, PA 18103
(215) 264-5900
** D O IV TX MM **

HALFWAY HOME OF LEHIGH VALLEY
119-121 NORTH 8TH STREET
ALLENTOWN, PA 18101
(215) 439-0218
** AD R M Y IV TX **

HOGAR CREA OF PENNSYLVANIA INC
HOGAR CREA OF ALLENTOWN
112 NORTH 9TH STREET
ALLENTOWN, PA 18102
(215) 776-0525
** AD R IV TX PV **

LEHIGH COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL INTAKE UNIT
139 NORTH 8TH STREET
ALLENTOWN, PA 18101
(215) 432-2228
** AD Y H CI **

LEHIGH COUNTY
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
521 COURT STREET
ALLENTOWN, PA 18101
(215) 432-6760
** AD OT **

LEHIGH COUNTY ADULT PROBATION
ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM
455 HAMILTON STREET
LEHIGH COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ALLENTOWN, PA 18105
(215) 820-3130
** A PV **

LEHIGH VALLEY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER
4400 SOUTH CEDARBRK ROAD
ALLENTOWN, PA 18103
(215) 398-1060
** AD O Y TX PV **

LEHIGH VALLEY DRUG AND ALC ABUSE SERVS
KEENAN HOUSE INC
18-22 SOUTH 6TH STREET
ALLENTOWN, PA 18105
(215) 439-0470
** AD R IV TX **

UPWARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
532 SAINT JOHN STREET
ALLENTOWN, PA 18103
(215) 776-3502
** AD O EA TX PV OT **

ALLENWOOD

WHITE DEER KOALA CENTER
DEHARALY CAMP ROAD
ALLENWOD, PA 17810
(717) 538-2567
** AD I R Y IV DT EA TX **

ALLETOA

ALLETOA HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL CLINIC
2729 8TH AVENUE
ALLETOA, PA 16601
(814) 946-2279
** AD I O M IV DT EA TX PV OT **

ALLETOA HOSPITAL CMHC
COMMUNITY CRISIS CENTER
700 HOMARD AVENUE
ALLETOA, PA 16603
(814) 946-2141
** AD OT **

BLAIR COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
5433 INDUSTRIAL AVENUE
ALLETOA, PA 16602
(814) 946-5651
** A Y PV **

AMBLER

HORSHAM CLINIC
BUTLER PIKE AND MELSH ROAD
AMBLER, PA 19002
(215) 643-7800 EXT. 237
** AD I Y E IV EA TX CI PV **

TURNING POINT INC
22 NORTH MAIN STREET
AMBLER, PA 19002
(215) 643-4835
** AD M Y EA DM PV OT **

ARDMORE

LOWER MERION COUNSELING SERVICES
54 RITTENHOUSE PLACE
ARDMORE, PA 19003
(215) 649-6512
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
R = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT
DT = DETOXIFICATION
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
TH = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
PB = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
DM = DHI/ASAP SERVICES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
BRADFORD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
BRADFORD UNIT
36 SOUTH AVENUE
BRADFORD, PA 16701
(814) 362-6517
** AD O W Y E TX **

BRADFORD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
116-156 INTERSTATE PARKWAY
BRADFORD, PA 16701
(814) 368-4143
** AD TX **

BUTLER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
165 OLD PLANK ROAD
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-8205
** AD R TX **

BUTLER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
911 EAST BRADY STREET
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 284-4357
** AD I IV TX PV **

IRENE STACY CMHC
ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS UNIT
112 HILLVIEW DRIVE
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-0791 EXT. 40
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

CAMP HILL
HOLY SPIRIT CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
NORTH 21ST STREET
CAMP HILL, PA 17011
(717) 763-6013
** AD PV **

HOLY SPIRIT HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL MEDICAL SERVICE UNIT
NORTH 21ST STREET
CAMP HILL, PA 17011
(717) 763-2472
** AD I IH IV DT EA TX CI **

HOLY SPIRIT HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVICES
NORTH 21ST STREET
CAMP HILL, PA 17011
(717) 763-2369
** AD O W Y IH IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CANNONSBURG
THE CARE CENTER
CROSSROADS OFFICE
107 EAST MCMURRAY ROAD
CANNONSBURG, PA 15317
(412) 961-2050
** AD O W Y IV EA DM TX PV **

CARBONDALE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICE
9 NORTH MAIN STREET
CARBONDALE, PA 18407
(717) 282-6630
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI **

CARLISLE
CUMBERLAND/PERRY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
10 SOUTH COURTHOUSE AVENUE
CARLISLE, PA 17013
(717) 269-6094
** AD Y PV OT **

STEVEN'S MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
801 BELVEDERE STREET
CARLISLE, PA 17013
(717) 245-6033
** AD O W DH TX **

CENTRAL CITY
THIN LAKES CENTER
FORBES TRAIL MEDICAL CLINIC
RD 1
REELS CORNER
CENTRAL CITY, PA 15926
(814) 893-6100
** AD PV **

CENTRE HALL
THE HEADMOS PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
EARLYSTOWN ROAD
RD 1
CENTRE HALL, PA 16828
(814) 364-2161
** AD I Y TX CI **

CHAMBERSBURG
CONTACT CHAMBERSBURG
221 NORTH MAIN STREET
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 264-7799
** AD OT **

FRANKLIN/FULTON COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
550 CLEVELAND AVENUE
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 263-1256
** AD Y E DH PV **

TWN LAKES CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL REHABILITATION
366 SOUTH MAIN STREET
KERRSTOWN SQUARE SUITE 202
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 267-0062
** AD O TX CI **

WOMEN IN NEED INC
263 LINCOLNHAY EAST
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 264-3056
** A W OT **

CHESTER
CROZIER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER (CCMC)
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVICE
3 EAST 9TH STREET
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 447-6028 EXT. 267
** A O W TX **
CROZIER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER (CCMC)
ALCOHOLISM RESIDENTIAL SERVICE
15TH STREET AND UPLAND AVENUE
VEDDER HOUSE
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 447-6121
** A R M TX **

CROZIER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER (CCMC)
CMHC METHADONE PROGRAM
733 WEST 9TH STREET
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 447-2600
** D O IV MM **

CROZIER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER (CCMC)
CMHC OUTPATIENT DRUG SERVICE
1 EAST 9TH STREET
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 447-6011
** AD PV **

CROZIER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER (CCMC)
DETOXIFICATION SERVICES
15TH STREET AND UPLAND AVENUE
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 874-5217
** AD O EA TX CI **

FAIRMOUNT CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER
CRISIS SERVICE
15TH STREET AND UPLAND AVENUE
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 447-6081
** AD PV **

CLARION
CLARION COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
214 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
CLARION, PA 16214
(814) 226-6252
** AD O Y TX **

CLARION COUNTY DRUG/ALC PREVENTION
708 MAIN STREET
CLARION, PA 16258
(814) 226-5851
** AD M Y E EA DM PV **

STOP ABUSE FOR EVERYONE
234 SOUTH 7TH STREET
CLARION, PA 16214
(814) 226-8481
** AD OT **

CLARKS SUMMIT
LOUDENSVILLE
GOOD SHEPHERD YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
537 VENARD ROAD
CLARKS SUMMIT, PA 18411
(717) 587-4741
** AD Y PV **

CLEARFIELD
BI COUNTY ADDICTIONS CENTER
214 NORTH 2ND STREET
CLEARFIELD, PA 16830
(814) 765-5200
** AD O Y TX PV **
CLEARFIELD/JEFFERSON CMHC
CLEARFIELD SATELLITE ALC/DU GK SERVICES
600 LEONARD STREET
CLEARFIELD, PA 16830
(814) 765-5337
** AD O TX PV **

CLIFTON HEIGHTS
FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICE OF DELAWARE COUNTY/CLIFTON HEIGHTS
37 NORTH GLENWOOD AVENUE
CLIFTON HEIGHTS, PA 19018
(215) 626-5800
** AD O EA TX CI **

COATESVILLE
BRANDYWINE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
201 RECEEVILLE ROAD
COATESVILLE, PA 19320
(215) 385-6800
** AD I IV DT TX **

RIVERSIDE CLINICS INC
RIVERSIDE BRANDYWINE
118 EAST LINCOLN HIGHWAY
COATESVILLE, PA 19320
(215) 385-9600
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
BLACK HORSE HILL
UNIT 116A5
COATESVILLE, PA 19320
(215) 385-7111 EXT. 477
** AD I O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV MM **

COLLEGEVILLE
CREATIVE HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
363 MAIN STREET
COLLEGEVILLE, PA 19426
(215) 489-1000
** AD O IV TX **

CONFLUENCE
THIN LAKES CENTER
TURKEYFOOT AREA FAMILY PRACTICE CENTER
LOGAN PLACE
CONFLUENCE, PA 15424
(814) 395-5674
** AD PV **

CONNELLSVILLE
FAYETTE COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
110 SOUTH ARCH STREET
ROOM 129
CONNELLSVILLE, PA 15425
(412) 628-9010
** AD TX **

CORY
CORY MEMORIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
612 WEST SMITH STREET
CORY, PA 16407
(814) 664-6641
** AD PV **

GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/CORRY
133 PARK STREET
CORY, PA 16407
(814) 664-9858
** AD O TX **

COUDERSPORT
CHARLES COLE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
R D 3
COUDERSPORT, PA 16915
(814) 274-9300
** AD I DT TX **

DANVILLE
COLUMBIA/HORTON/SNYDER/UNION MH/HR DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
TERRACE BUILDING
DANVILLE, PA 17821
(717) 275-5422
** AD OT **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND MH CLINIC
DRUG ABUSE UNIT
307 MILL STREET
DANVILLE, PA 17821
(717) 275-4962
** AD O EA DM TX CI **

297
Geisinger Medical Center
Substance Abuse Services
North Academy Avenue
Danville, PA 17822
(717) 271-6164
** Ad I IV DT EA TX OT **

Dowington
Counseling Network Of
Brandywine Valley/Dowington Clinic
351 East Lancaster Avenue
Dowington, PA 19335
(215) 875-1280
** Ad O W Y EA DN TX **

Doyles-town
Alodie Counseling Center
228 North Main Street
Doyles-town, PA 18901
(215) 345-8530
** Ad O TX **

Bucks County
Council On Alcoholism Inc
Routines 313 And 611
Doyles-town Corporate Center Suite 320
Doyles-town, PA 18901
(215) 345-6644
** Ad W EA DN CI PV **

Bucks County Correctional Facility
Drug And Alcohol Unit
1730 South Easton Road
Doyles-town, PA 18901
(215) 345-3765
** Ad O IV TX **

Bucks County Drug/Alc Commission Inc
Prevention Unit
Routines 611 And 313
Doyles-town Corporate Center Suite 300
Doyles-town, PA 18901
(215) 345-6990
** Ad W Y B H PV **

Doyles-town Hospital
Substance Abuse Services
595 West State Street
Doyles-town, PA 18901
(215) 345-2200
** Ad OT **

Youth Servs Of Bucks County Inc/Tasc
Neshaminy Manor Center
Doyles-town, PA 18901
(215) 345-2800
** Ad Y PV **

Dubois
Bi County Addictions Center
319 Daily Street
Dubois, PA 15801
(814) 371-1522
** Ad R O Y DN TX **

Clearfield Jefferson Cmhc
Drug And Alcohol Outpatient Program
100 Caldwell Drive
Dubois, PA 15801
(814) 371-1100
** Ad O M TX PV **

Dubois Hospital Sure Care Unit
Substance Abuse Services
100 Hospital Avenue
Dubois, PA 15801
(814) 375-3568
** Ad I DT EA TX **

Eagle ville
Eagleville Hospital
Continuum Program
100 Eagleville Road
Eagleville, PA 19408
(215) 539-6000
** Ad I R M IV TX **

Eagleville Hospital
Inpatient Program
100 Eagleville Road
Eagleville, PA 19408
(215) 539-6000 Ext. 101
** Ad I M IV DT EA TX **

East Stroudsburg
Pocono Medical Center
Drug And Alcohol Abuse Services
206 East Brown Street
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301
(717) 421-4000
** Ad OT **

Easton
Easton Hospital
Drug And Alcohol Abuse Services
21st And Lehigh Streets
Easton, PA 18042
(215) 250-4000
** A EA TX OT **

Edensburg
Cambria County
Dui Counter Attack Program
201 North Julian Street
Edensburg, PA 15931
(814) 472-6422
** Ad DN CI **

Erie
Abrasax Foundation Inc
Abrasax II
340-350 West 8th Street
Erie, PA 16502
(814) 459-0618
** Ad R IV DN TX **

Community House Inc
521 West 7th Street
Erie, PA 16502
(814) 459-5855
** Ad M PV **

Crossroads Hall
Facility Of Serenity Hall Inc
414 West 5th Street
Erie, PA 16507
(814) 459-4775
** Ad R PI DT TX **

Geccac
Drug And Alcohol Servs/Crossroads
414 West 5th Street
Erie, PA 16507
(814) 459-4775
** Ad O TX **

Geccac
Drug And Alcohol Servs/Central Office
809 Peach Street
Erie, PA 16501
(814) 870-5426
** Ad O TX PV OT **

Hamot Chemical Dependency Careunit
203 State Street
Erie, PA 16550
(814) 870-6133
** Ad I Y DT EA TX CI PV **

Hospitality House For Woen Inc
240 East 10th Street
Erie, PA 16507
(814) 454-1963
** Ad M TX OT **

Perseus House Inc
Andromeda House I
1429 Buffalo Road
Erie, PA 16503
(814) 452-6254
** Ad Y TX **

Perseus House Inc
Perseus House I
132 West 24th Street
Erie, PA 16508
(814) 454-0305
** Ad R Y TX **
PERSEUS HOUSE INC
PERSEUS HOUSE II
516 WEST 7TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 453-6389
** AD O Y TX **

STAIRWAYS INC
FRONTIER
1726 WEST 6TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16505
(814) 483-5806 EXT. 257
** AD R IV TX PV OT **

EVANS CITY
IRENE STACY CMHC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
20421 ROUTE 19
EVANS CITY, PA 16035
(412) 776-3711
** AD O Y TX CI **

EXTON
CHESTER COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ADDICTIVE DISEASES INC
313 EAST LANCASTER AVENUE
EXTON, PA 19341
(215) 363-6164
** AD DH PV **

FALLS CREEK
CLEARFIELD/JEFFERSON
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
104 MAIN STREET
FALLS CREEK, PA 15840
(814) 371-9002
** AD Y PV **

GETTYSBURG
ADAMS COUNTY
DRUG/ALC TRT AND PREVENTION SERVICES
108 NORTH STRATTON STREET
GETTYSBURG, PA 17325
(717) 334-8156
** AD O Y H Y H CU EA DH TX CI PV OT **

GETTYSBURG YWCA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
900 FAIRFIELD ROAD
GETTYSBURG, PA 17325
(717) 334-9171
** AD Y PV **

WHITE DEER/KOALA OUTREACH CENTER
69 EAST MIDDLE STREET
GETTYSBURG, PA 17325
(717) 334-7345
** AD O Y IV EA TX PV **

GIRARD
GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/GIRARD
259 MAIN STREET EAST
GIRARD, PA 16417
(814) 774-2008
** AD O Y TX **

GLENMORE
VITAE HOUSE INC
FAIRVIEW ROAD
GLENMORE, PA 19343
(215) 942-3293
** AD R W TX CI **

GREENSBURG
MONTVOY WESTMORELAND
HYRIAD PROGRAM
105 WEST 4TH STREET
MILLER SQUARE SUITE 1
GREENSBURG, PA 15601
(412) 832-5800
** AD O W Y IV DM TX **

WESTMORELAND GATEWAY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE CENTER
532 WEST PITTSBURGH STREET
GREENSBURG, PA 15601
(412) 832-4037
** AD I O H CU IV DT EA TX **

GREENVILLE
GREENVILLE REGIONAL HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
110 NORTH MAIN STREET
GREENVILLE, PA 16125
(412) 588-2100 EXT. 2272
** AD I O H Y DT EA DH TX PV OT **

GROVE CITY
UNITED COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
RD S CRANBERRY ROAD
GROVE CITY, PA 16127
(412) 458-5442 EXT. 141
** AD I O H Y E IH PI CU IV DT EA **
** DH TX PV **

HANOVER
ADAMS COUNTY
DRUG/ALC TRT AND PREVENTION SERVICES
134 BROADWAY
HANOVER, PA 17331
(717) 632-6555
** AD O W H H CU EA DH TX CI PV **

HANOVER HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
300 HIGHLAND AVENUE
HANOVER, PA 17331
(717) 657-5711
** AD I R OT TX CI PV OT **

SELF HELP COUNSELING CENTER
329 YORK STREET
HANOVER, PA 17331
(717) 657-9869
** AD O EA TX PV **

HARRISBURG
ADDICTIVE DISEASE CLINIC
1727 NORTH 6TH STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17102
(717) 236-9621
** AD O W CU IV DT TX MM **

CONTACT HARRISBURG INC
900 SOUTH ARLINGTON AVENUE
HARRISBURG, PA 17109
(717) 652-4987
** AD PV **

DAUPHIN COUNTY ADULT PROBATION
DUI PROGRAM
112 MARKET STREET
DAUPHIN COUNTY MEMORIAL OFFICE BLDG
HARRISBURG, PA 17101
(717) 255-2765
** AD DM PV **

DAUPHIN COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF DRUGS AND
ALCOHOL SERVICES/PREVENTION DEPARTMENT
25 SOUTH FRONT STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17101
(717) 255-2993
** AD DM PV **

DAUPHIN COUNTY MH/MR
CRISIS INTERVENTION PROGRAM
25 SOUTH FRONT STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17107
(717) 232-7511
** AD H OT **

GAUDENZIA
COMMON GROUND
2835 NORTH FRONT STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17110
(717) 236-5535
** AD R W Y B H CU IV EA DM TX **

GAUDENZIA
CONCEPT 90
SPRUCE ROAD
HARRISBURG STATE HOSPITAL BUILDING 21
HARRISBURG, PA 17105
(717) 252-5252
** AD R W Y IV TX **

KEYSTONE RESIDENCE
28 NORTH 19TH STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17103
(717) 236-6040
** AD R IV DM TX **
PENNSYLVANIA

TEEN CHALLENGE
1419-21 NORTH FRONT STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17102
(717) 233-6549
** AD R IV TX **

THE FIRST STEP
650 NORTH 12TH STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17105
(717) 294-3496
** A R M DT TX **

TRI AD INFORMATION SERVICES
2001 NORTH FRONT STREET
BUILDING 3 SUITE 251
HARRISBURG, PA 17102
(717) 232-7001
** AD E PV **

HAVERTOWN
HAVERTOWN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2000 OLD WEST CHESTER PIKE
HAVERTOWN, PA 19083
(215) 645-3610
** AD I IV DT TX **

HAZLETON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG SERVICES OF
LIER LUZERNE COUNTY INC
31ST AND NORTH CHURCH STREETS
HAZLETON, PA 18201
(570) 465-1504
** AD R O N Y EA TX PV **

HICKORY
SERENITY FARMS INC/DRUG AND ALCOHOL
INPATIENT NON-HOSPITAL TREATMENT CTR
HICKORY, PA 15340
(412) 356-2208
** AD R E PI CU IV TX OT **

HILTON
FAYETTE COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
903 FIRST STREET
HILLER, PA 15444
(412) 785-2507
** AD TX **

HOMESTEAD
TURTLE CREEK VALLEY MH/MR INC
ALTERNATIVES
3409 MAIN STREET
HOMESTEAD, PA 15120
(412) 461-3100
** AD O IV TX **

HONESDALE
TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION CENTER
OF NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
602 1/2 CHURCH STREET
HONESDALE, PA 18431
(717) 253-4981
** AD O IV EA DW TX PV **

WAYNE COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DETOX UNIT
PARK AND HEST STREETS
HONESDALE, PA 18431
(717) 253-1300 EXT. 3240
** AD I IV DT TX **

HUMMELSTOWN
TALBOT PLACE LTD
N Y E ROAD
RD 1
HUMMELSTOWN, PA 17036
(717) 533-8500
** AD R M CU IV EA TX CI **

WOMEN IN CRISIS
RD 1
HUMMELSTOWN, PA 17036
(717) 534-3110
** AD W OT **

HUNTINGDON
J C BLAIR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
WARM SPRINGS AVENUE
HUNTINGDON, PA 16652
(814) 643-2290
** AD IV DM OT **

INDIANA
THE OPEN DOOR OF INDIANA PENNSYLVANIA
1020 PHILADELPHIA STREET
INDIANA, PA 15701
(412) 645-2605
** AD O N Y EA DW TX PV OT **

JEANNETTE
MONSOUR MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
70 LINCOLN MAY EAST
JEANNETTE, PA 15644
(412) 527-1511
** AD IV PV OT **

JOHNSTOWN
CAMBRIA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
INTAKE AND EVALUATION
417 MAIN STREET
JOHNSTOWN, PA 15901
(814) 536-8000
** AD CI **

MERCY HOSPITAL
HIGHLAND CENTER
1954 MARY GRACE LANE
JOHNSTOWN, PA 15901
(814) 536-6707
** AD R O N Y TX CI PV **

KANE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
KANE UNIT
95 FRALEY STREET
KANE, PA 16735
(814) 857-7691
** AD O N Y EA TX **

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
NORTH FRALEY STREET
KANE, PA 16735
(814) 857-0605
** AD TX OT **

KENNEDY SQUARE
COUNTERPOINT OF CHESTER COUNTY INC
113 SOUTH BROAD STREET
KENNEDY SQUARE, PA 19348
(215) 444-0555
** AD O IV DW TX CI **

KINGSTON
CAREUNIT AT NESBITT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
518 WYOMING AVENUE
KINGSTON, PA 18704
(717) 283-2388
** AD I CU IV DT TX **

WYOMING VALLEY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES INC
301 WYOMING AVENUE
KINGSTON, PA 18704
(717) 287-9651
** AD O N Y EA DW TX PV **

KITTANNING
ARMSTRONG COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS INC/ARC MANOR
301 ARTHUR STREET
KITTANNING, PA 16201
(412) 548-7607
** AD R O N Y EA DW TX OT **
ALCOHOL

** AND **

AUSTIN

** AND **

BAYOU CITY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES

18235 5TH STREET

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL

DETOX UNIT

250 COLLEGE AVENUE

LANCASTER, PA 17604

(717) 291-8449

** AD I IV OT EA TX **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL

OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS

250 COLLEGE AVENUE

LANCASTER, PA 17603

(717) 291-8003

** AD I IV TX **

THERAPY SERVICES

E1 NORTH DUKE STREET

LANCASTER, PA 17602

(717) 392-7489

** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

LANGSOMNE

DELAWARE VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

200 OXFORD VALLEY ROAD

LANSDON, PA 19047

(215) 750-3301

** AD IV TX CI PV **

THE COUNSELING CONSORTIUM

400 MIDDLETOWN BOULEVARD

LANSDON, PA 19047

(215) 752-8690

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX **

TODAY OUTPATIENT

602 WEST STREET ROAD

LANSDON, PA 19047

(215) 322-0827

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX **

LAPORTE

SULLIVAN COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER

LAPORTE MEDICAL CENTER

LAPORTE, PA 18626

(717) 946-5007

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **

LATROBE

SAINT VINCENT COLLEGE

DRUG/ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROJECT

ALFRED HALL

LATROBE, PA 15650

(412) 559-9761

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **

LEBANON

LEBANON COUNTY CRISIS INTERVENTION AND INFORMATION/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL

LEBANON, PA 17042

(717) 274-3563

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **

NEW PERSPECTIVE

ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER

3030 WEST CHESTNUT STREET

LEBANON, PA 17042

(717) 274-0427

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **

LEHIGHON

CARBON/MONROE/PIKE

DRUG/ALCOHOL COMMISSION INC

126 SOUTH FIRST STREET

LEHIGHON, PA 18235

(215) 377-5177

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **

UPHARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM

3RD AND IRON STREETS

LEHIGHON, PA 18235

(215) 277-6303

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **

LEVITTOWN

RIVERSIDE NORTH COUNSELING CENTER

9167 NEW FALLS ROAD

LEVITTOWN, PA 19054

(215) 295-9550

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **

LEWISBURG

CAREER DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES

LEWISBURG, PA 17837

(717) 275-5022

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **

TRANSITIONAL LIVING FACILITY

23 NORTH 4TH STREET

LEWISBURG, PA 17837

(717) 275-5422

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **

LEWISTOWN

LEWISTOWN HOSPITAL

ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICE OUTPT UNIT II

HIGHLAND AVENUE

LEWISTOWN, PA 17044

(717) 248-5411

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **

WILLIAM L CLARK AND ASSOCIATES

36 CHESTNUT STREET

LEWISTOWN, PA 17044

(717) 242-3070

** AD O EA EA EA EA TX CI PV **
LIJLLY

MERCY HOSPITAL
HIGHLAND CENTER LILLY OUTREACH
CHURCH STREET
LILLY, PA 15958
(814) 866-8186
** AD O TX **

LITITZ

HEAR INC
GATE HOUSE
649 EAST MAIN STREET
LITITZ, PA 17543
(717) 626-9524
** AD R IV TX PV **

LOCK HAVEN

GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
UNIT IV
350 EAST MAIN STREET
LOCK HAVEN, PA 17745
(717) 746-6704
** AD O IV EA DN TX **

THE WEST BRANCH
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE COMMISSION
150-154 EAST MAIN STREET
3RD FLOOR
LOCK HAVEN, PA 17745
(717) 746-7577
** AD O TX **

MALVERN

MALVERN INSTITUTE
900 KING ROAD
MALVERN, PA 19355
(215) 667-0330
** AD Z O M IV DT TX **

MAR LIN

SCHUYLKILL INTERMEDIATE UNIT 29
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
MAR LIN, PA 17951
(717) 544-9131
** AD Y EA DM PV **

MARIENVILLE

ABRAKAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAKAS I
BLUE JAY VILLAGE
MARIENVILLE, PA 16239
(814) 927-6615
** AD R Y IV TX **

FOREST/MARREN
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM/MARIENVILLE
CHESTNUT STREET
MARIENVILLE, PA 16239
(814) 927-8205
** AD O TX CI **

MD CONNELLSBURG

FRANKLIN/FULTON
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
116 WEST MARKET STREET
MC CONNELLSBURG, PA 17233
(717) 263-1256
** AD Y E DM PV **

THIN LAKES CENTER FOR
DRUG AND ALCOHOL REHABILITATION
116 WEST MARKET STREET
MC CONNELLSBURG, PA 17233
(717) 405-5315
** AD O TX CI **

MD KEESPORT

CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
120 5TH AVENUE
MC KEESPORT, PA 15132
(412) 673-8500
** AD O M Y IV DN TX **

MEADOWVILLE

CRAWFORD COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL EXECUTIVE COMMISSION
898 PARK AVENUE
SUITE 12
MEADOWVILLE, PA 16335
(814) 724-4100
** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV OT **

MEADOWVILLE MEDICAL CENTER
HELP UNIT
1034 GROVE STREET
MEADOWVILLE, PA 16335
(814) 336-4357
** AD I IV DT EA TX CI **

MECHANICSBURG

GAUDENZIA
WEST SHORE
523 WEST ALLEN STREET
MECHANICSBURG, PA 17055
(717) 764-8517
** AD O Y IV TX **

MEDIA

ADDICTIONS RESOURCE CENTER
12 VETERANS SQUARE
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 566-8145
** AD O EA TX **

ALCOHOLISM AND ADDICTIONS COUNCIL OF
DELANARE COUNTY
12 VETERANS SQUARE
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 866-8145
** AD DM PV OT **

DELCO IU DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE
PREVENTION PROGRAMS
6TH AND OLIVE STREETS
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 565-4680 EXT. 255
** AD PV OT **

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICE OF
DELANARE COUNTY/MEDIA
100 WEST FRONT STREET
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 566-7540
** AD O EA TX CI **

JOHN J HUGHES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
316-318 EAST BALTIMORE PIKE
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 891-9033
** AD O Y TX OT **

MIRMONT ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
100 YEARSLEY MILL ROAD
MEDIA, PA 19067
(215) 565-9232
** AD R O IV TX CI PV **

MIFFLINTOWN

WILLIAM L CLARK AND ASSOCIATES
104 NORTH MAIN STREET
MIFFLINTOWN, PA 17059
(717) 436-9534
** AD O M Y EA DM TX PV **

MILFORD

CARBON/MONROE/PIKE DRUG/ALCOHOL COMMISSION
PIKE COUNTY CLINIC
305 BROAD STREET
MILFORD, PA 18337
(717) 296-7255
** AD O M Y IV DN TX PV OT **

MILTON

GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER UNIT I
4S 1/2 SOUTH FRONT STREET
MILTON, PA 17843
(717) 742-2603
** AD O IV EA DM TX **

MONROTON

RICHARD J CARON FOUNDATION
ROSE KEARNEY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
223-225 EAST WYOMISSING AVENUE
MONROTON, PA 19540
(215) 777-1869
** AD R M B H AI IH CU TX OT **
MONAGA

BEAVER COUNTY
ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM
C/O COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF BEAVER COUNTY
COLLEGE DRIVE
MONACA, PA 15061
(412) 755-8561 EXT. 162
** A Y DM PV **

FAMILY SERVICE/BEAVER COUNTY
1260 NORTH BRODHEAD ROAD
SUITE 202
MONACA, PA 15061
(412) 775-8390
** AD EA TX PV **

MONessen

MON VALLEY DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROJECT
EASTGATE B
MON VALLEY CHC
MONESSEN, PA 15062
(412) 664-9000 EXT. 590
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX **

MONONGAHELA

MONONGAHELA VALLEY HOSPITAL
DRUG/ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION UNIT
COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
ROUTE 88
MONONGAHELA, PA 15063
(412) 258-2000
** AD I DT TX **

MONROEVILLE

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEM DEP PROG/MONROEVILLE OUTREACH
2550 MOWSIDE STREET
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING SUITE 212
MONROEVILLE, PA 15246
(412) 372-1020
** AD O Y IV TX **

MONTROSE

TREATMENT AND REHAB CENTER OF
NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
28 1/2 MAPLE STREET
MONTROSE, PA 18801
(717) 279-5338
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

MORRISVILLE

GOOD FRIENDS INC
LINCOLN HIGHWAY
MORRISVILLE, PA 19067
(215) 736-2861
** AD R TX **

MARTUNA HEIGHTS

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
ALLEGHENY VALLEY CTR/CHEM DEP PROGRAM
1300 CARLISLE STREET
ALLEGHENY VALLEY HOSPITAL
NATRONA HEIGHTS, PA 15065
(412) 226-0524
** AD O M Y E B H AI IH CU EA DM **
** TX PV **

NEM BLOOMFIELD

PERRY HUMAN SERVICES
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
NEM BLOOMFIELD, PA 17068
(717) 582-6703
** AD O TX PV **

NEM CASTLE

DRUG AND ALCOHOL
COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVICES INC
332 HIGHLAND AVENUE
NEM CASTLE, PA 16101
(412) 658-2696
** AD O EA DM TX PV OT **

WOMENS SHELTER OF LAWRENCE COUNTY
NEM CASTLE, PA 16101
(412) 652-9036
** AD R M Y TX OT **

NEM KENSTON

ALLE/KISKI DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
305 10TH STREET
NEM KENSTON, PA 15068
(412) 339-6860
** AD O M Y IV TX **

PATTON

TODAY INC
MOODBOURNE AND ELLIS ROADS
PATTON, PA 15940
(215) 968-4715
** AD R M Y IV TX CI PV **

MONTROSE

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1007 WEST MAIN STREET
MONTROSE, PA 19401
(215) 272-0800
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV OT **

FAMILY AND YOUTH PROGRAMS
201 UNION AVENUE
MONTROSE, PA 19405
(215) 277-3715
** AD M Y E DM PV OT **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY METHADONE CENTER
316 DEKALB STREET
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 272-3710
** D O IV DT DM **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY MH/HR
EMERGENCY SERVICE
STANDBRIDGE AND STEEIGER STREETS
BUILDING 16
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 559-8500
** AD I IV DT TX **

VALLEY FORGE

MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL
1033 WEST GERMANTOWN PIKE
NORRISTOWN, PA 19403
(215) 559-8500
** AD O M IV EA TX **

NORTH EAST

GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVS/NORTH EAST
41 WEST MAIN STREET
NORTH EAST, PA 16428
(614) 725-8601
** AD O TX **

OIL CITY

DECISION HOUSE
806 GRANDVIEW ROAD
OIL CITY, PA 16001
(215) 674-0656
** AD R IV EA TX **

VENANGO COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
815 GRANDVIEW ROAD
OIL CITY, PA 16001
(814) 676-5614
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX PV OT **

OTTISVILLE

FAMILY CONNECTION GUIDANCE CENTER
ROUTES 412 AND 611
THE HARRON CENTER
OTTISVILLE, PA 18942
(215) 647-8111
** AD O Y TX **

PAOLI

PAOLI MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
21 INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
PAOLI, PA 19301
(215) 648-1130
** AD O M Y E DM TX **
PENNSBURG
UPPER PERKIOMEN VALLEY YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU ONE HALL ROAD PENNSBURG, PA 18073 (215) 679-6282 ** AD DM PV **

PHILADELPHIA

ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH COUNSELING AND TREATMENT (ACT) UNIT II 1745 NORTH 4TH STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122 (215) 256-0100 ** D O IV TX M **

ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES OUTPATIENT 111 NORTH 49TH STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19139 (215) 471-2391 ** AD OT **

ADULT PROBATION ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM 121 NORTH BROAD STREET ROOM 508 PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107 (215) 686-7473 ** D OT **

AL ASSIST ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT AND RECOVERY PROGRAM 606 SOUTH 9TH STREET 2ND FLOOR PHILADELPHIA, PA 19147 (215) 592-4261 ** AD O M B IV DM TX **

ALCOHOL AND MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES 1200 WALNUT STREET 2ND FLOOR PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107 (215) 545-8078 ** AD O M IV TX M **

BRIDGE ADOLESCENT PROGRAM 1912 MELS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19115 (215) 969-8990 ** AD O Y TX **

BRIDGE FAMILY AND YOUTH SERVICES 1912 MELS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19115 (215) 969-8990 ** AD O Y TX **

BRIDGE THERAPUTIC CENTER AT FOX CHASE 0400 PINE ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19111 (215) 342-5000 ** AD R IV TX PV **

CARON COUNSELING SERVICES CHIT CHAT PHILADELPHIA 10 PENN CENTER SUITE 1000 PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103 (215) 568-6718 ** AD O TX **

CHESTNUT HILL HOSPITAL ADDICTION INTERV AND COUNSELING PROG 1555 GERMANTOWN AVENUE PHILADELPHIA, PA 19118 (215) 240-0379 ** AD I IV DT TX PV MM OT **

CLEAR BROOK/FRIENDSHIP CENTER 1525 OVERINGTON STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19124 (215) 743-9071 ** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX **

COMMUNITY COUNCIL FOR MH/HR ALCOHOL PROGRAM 4900 MYALUSING AVENUE PHILADELPHIA, PA 19131 (215) 473-7055 ** A O TX CI **

CONGRESO DE LATINOS UNIDOS CENTRO NUEVOS CAMINOS 704 WEST GIRAUD AVENUE PHILADELPHIA, PA 19123 (215) 625-0550 ** AD O M Y H CU IV TX **

CORA SERVICES COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION 733 SUGUEHANNA ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19111 (215) 342-7660 EXT. 324 ** AD O IV EA TX **

DIAGNOSTIC AND REHABILITATION CENTER INTERMEDIATE RESIDENCE 229 ARCH STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106 (215) 625-8076 ** AD OT **

EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES FRONT STREET AND LEHIGH AVENUE PHILADELPHIA, PA 19125 (215) 427-7000 ** AD I CU IV DT TX **

FOCUS HOUSE 701 NORTH 65TH STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19151 (215) 477-0063 ** AD R IV TX **

FRANKFORD HOSPITAL SOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES FRANKFORD AVENUE AND MAKELING STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19124 (215) 851-2000 ** AD I IV DT EA CI PV MM OT **

GAUDENZIA HOUSE TREATMENT UNIT 1814 W. TIODA STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19140 (215) 228-0644 ** D R IV TX **

GAUDENZIA OUTREACH 3415 NORTH BROAD STREET ROOM 219 PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122 (215) 255-5200 ** AD O IV EA TX CI **

GENESIS II INC 1214 NORTH BROAD STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19121 (215) 763-2650 ** D R IV TX **

GENESIS II INC 1221 NORTH BROAD STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19121 (215) 232-0135 ** AD O TX **

GIUFFRE MEDICAL CENTER COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM GIRAUD AVENUE AND 8TH STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122 (215) 797-2050 ** A O IV EA TX **

GIUFFRE MEDICAL CENTER GOLDMAN CLINIC 8TH AND GIRAUD AVENUE PHILADELPHIA, PA 19121 (215) 787-2071 ** D O M IV MM **

GIUFFRE MEDICAL CENTER INPATIENT DETOX/DRUG AND ALCOHOL GIRAUD AVENUE AND 8TH STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122 (215) 787-2510 ** AD I IV DT TX **
GIUFFRE MEDICAL CENTER
MEDICAL REHABILITATION SERVICES
GIRARD AVENUE AND 8TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 787-2065
** AD I IV EA TX **

GIUFFRE MEDICAL CENTER
RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY PROGRAM
GIRARD AVENUE AND 8TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 787-2200
** A R H IV EA TX **

HELP INC
638 SOUTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19147
(215) 925-6069
** AD O TX **

HORIZON HOUSE
POINT BREEZE COUNSELING PROGRAM
1710 POINT BREEZE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19145
(215) 271-5553
** AD O IV TX **

HORIZON HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1714 POINT BREEZE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19145
(215) 271-5553
** AD R IV TX **

HORIZON HOUSE
30TH STREET COUNSELING PROGRAM
120 SOUTH 30TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 366-1960
** AD O IV TX **

INTERCOMMUNITY ACTION INC (INTERAC)
ALC EDUC AND FAMILY COUNSELING PROG
6122 RIDGE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19128
(215) 487-1961
** AD O Y E B CU TX **

INTERM HOUSE INC
335 WEST UPSAL STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19119
(215) 869-4606
** AD R H IV TX **

JEFFERSON METHADONE CLINIC
NE CORNER OF SOUTH 21ST STREET AND
WASHINGTON AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19146
(215) 735-5979
** D O H IV MM OT **

JEFFERSON OUTREACH DRUG AND ALC PROG
CENTRAL DISTRICT
1015 CHESTNUT STREET
JEFFERSON BUILDING 2ND FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 928-8056
** AD O W IH CU IV TX OT **

JEFFERSON OUTREACH DRUG AND ALC PROG
SOUTHERN DISTRICT
1715 MCKEAN STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19145
(215) 755-0500
** AD O H CU IV TX OT **

JEFFERSON PARK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
FORD ROAD AND FAIRMOUNT PARK
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19131
(215) 576-3751
** AD I M IH CU IV DT TX OT **

JEVS/ACT (ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH
COUNSELING AND TREATMENT)
907 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19123
(215) 235-5520
** AD O IV TX MM **

JEWISH FAMILY AND CHILDRENS SERVICES
PROJECT PRIDE
1610 SPRUCE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19141
(215) 549-9000
** AD O H Y B H PV **

JOHN F KENNEDY COMMUNITY MH/HR
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER OF PHILADELPHIA
907 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19123
(215) 235-5520
** AD O IV TX MM **

KENSINGTON HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL SERVICES
136 WEST DIAMOND STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 426-8100
** A I H IV DT TX **

MANUA HUMAN SERVICES
426 NORTH 38TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 367-4160
** D O H IV MM **

NAZARETH HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2601 HOLME AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19152
(215) 355-6676
** AD I M IH CU IV DT TX OT **

PARKSIDE HUMAN SERVICES
WESTMINSTER
4950 PARKSIDE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19131
(215) 879-6114
** D O H Y IV TX **

PARKSIDE HUMAN SERVICES AND ASSOCIATES
METHADONE CLINIC
4950 PARKSIDE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19131
(215) 477-1867
** D O H IV MM **

PARKSIDE HUMAN SERVICES AND ASSOCIATES
NEW DIRECTIONS HOUSE
51 NORTH 39TH STREET
ADMIN ANNEX BUILDING FIRST FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 366-4422
** D O H IV TX **

PHILADELPHIA COUNSELING SERVICE INC
614 EAST ALLEHENY AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19134
(215) 427-6585
** AD O Y E H DW TX CI PV **

PHILADELPHIA TEEN CHALLENGE
HOMENS HOME
329 EAST MISTER STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
(215) 843-2887
** AD R H TX **

PRESBYTERIAN UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA
MEDICAL CENTER ALC AND DRUG SERVICES
51 NORTH 39TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 662-8200
** AD I IV DT TX **

ROLLING HILL HOSPITAL
PHOENIX UNIT
60 EAST TOWNSHIP LINE ROAD
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19117
(215) 663-6496
** AD IV OT **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
SAINT FELIX CENTER
1530 WEST GIRARD AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19130
(215) 787-9126 Ext. 333
** AD O M IV TX CI PV **

SAINT MARY HOSPITAL PHILADELPHIA
NEUMANN CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
FRANKFORD AVENUE AND PALMER STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19125
(215) 293-2156
** AD I IV TX OT **

SELF HELP MOVEMENT INC
14000 ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
DANIEL BLAINE BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19154
(215) 677-7778
** AD R IV TX PV **

SHALOM INC
311 SOUTH JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 546-3470
** AD Y DM PV OT **

THE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1225 VINE STREET
2ND FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 663-1730
** AD EA CI PV OT **

305
PENNSYLVANIA

THE CHARTER FAIRMOUNT INSTITUTE
ADOPTION TREATMENT SERVICE
561 FAIRTHORNE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19128
(215) 843-4542
** AD I R M Y E IH IV EA TX CI **

THE NORTHWEST CENTER INC
ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
21-25 EAST SCHOOL HOUSE LANE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
(215) 843-5400
** A O W DM TX **

THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
FAMILY CENTER PROGRAM
111 SOUTH 11TH STREET
SUITE 6105
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 920-8877
** D O M CU IV TX MM **

VALLEY FORGE MEDICAL FOUNDATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SATELLITE
1225 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 539-8500
** AD I IV TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
UNIVERSITY AND WOODLAND AVENUES
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 823-5808
** AD I O IV DT DM TX CI PV MM OT **

WASHINGTON HOUSE
1516-18 WASHINGTON AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19146
(215) 545-5907
** AD OT **

WOMEN IN TRANSITION
125 SOUTH 9TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 922-7177
** AD N PV OT **

PHOENIXVILLE
HELP COUNSELING CENTER
234 CHURCH STREET
PHOENIXVILLE, PA 19460
(215) 933-0600
** AD O E DM TX **

THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR INC
125-125 GAY STREET
PHOENIXVILLE, PA 19460
(215) 935-9041
** A PV OT **

PITTSBURGH

ABRAXAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAXAS III
936 WEST NORTH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15233
(412) 323-9221
** AD R O Y IV TX **

ABRAXAS FOUNDATION INC
COMMUNITY SERVICES
307 4TH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15222
(412) 562-6105
** AD O TX PV OT **

ACHIES MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
7805 MCKNIGHT ROAD
SUITE 105
PITTSBURGH, PA 15237
(412) 367-6514
** AD IV EA TX **

ALPHA HOUSE
455 SHADY AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15206
(412) 365-6220
** AD R O IV TX **

CENTRAL MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1200 CENTRE AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15219
(412) 562-5267
** AD I IV DT TX **

CIRCLE C SPECIALIZED GROUP HOME FOR
CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT ADOLESCENTS
227 SEABRIGHT STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15214
(412) 253-1327
** AD Y TX PV **

FORBES REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
MENTAL HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2570 HAYMAKER ROAD
PITTSBURGH, PA 15146
(412) 273-2670
** AD I DT TX **

HOMEWOOD/BRUSHTON
YMCA COUNSELING SERVICES
7140 BENNETT STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15208
(412) 243-2900
** D O Y B TX PV **

HOUSE OF THE CROSSROADS
2012 CENTRE AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15219
(412) 281-5080
** AD R IV TX **

PBA INC
THE SECOND STEP PROGRAM
1425 BEAVER AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15233
(412) 322-8415
** D O IV MM **

PROJECT REDISCOVERY INC
7227 HAMILTON AVENUE
MEDICAL CENTER ANNEX
PITTSBURGH, PA 15208
(412) 244-8650
** AD Y PV **

SAINT CLAIR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1000 BOMER HILL ROAD
PITTSBURGH, PA 15243
(412) 561-4900
** AD I DT TX OT **

SAINT FRANCIS
INTENSIVE INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1945 5TH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15219
(412) 281-1400
** AD Y CI **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
45TH AND PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15201
(412) 622-4601
** AD I O Y IV EA DM TX PV OT **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEM DEP PROG/ALLEGHENY EAST CENTER
712 SOUTH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15221
(412) 243-5400
** AD O M Y E IH CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1945 5TH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15219
(412) 281-1400
** AD O TX **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEM DEP PROG/ALLEGHENY EAST CENTER
712 SOUTH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15221
(412) 243-5400
** AD O M Y E IH CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
45TH STREET AND PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15201
(412) 622-4911
** AD O M Y E IH CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **
SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
NEUMANN CENTER
12TH AND WALNUT STREETS
READING, PA 19603
(215) 376-0805
** AD R IV EA DM TX PV **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
BERKS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
READING, PA 19601
(215) 375-4426
** AD M Y DM CI PV DT **

UPWARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
133A SOUTH 4TH STREET
READING, PA 19602
(215) 376-9652
** AD O EA TX PV OT **

RED LION
HUMAN SERVICES ASSOCIATES
424 SOUTH PINE STREET
RED LION, PA 17566
(717) 294-2569
** AD O Y EA DM TX **

RHODESBURG
TEEN CHALLENGE TRAINING CENTER INC
RHODESBURG, PA 19550
(717) 933-4181
** AD R Y B H CU IV TX CI PV **

RIDGWAY
ELK COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
RIDGWAY, PA 15853
(814) 776-6111
** AD TX **

ROBESONIA
RICHARD J CARON FOUNDATION
27 FREEMAN STREET
ROBESONIA, PA 19551
(215) 678-2532
** AD R V IV TX **

ROYERSFORD
MERIDIAN YOUTH SERVICES INC
DROP IN AND PREVENTION PROGRAM
154 NORTH 4TH AVENUE
ROYERSFORD, PA 19468
(215) 948-3345
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

RURAL RIDGE
TEEN CHALLENGE OF WESTERN PA
LEFEVER HILL ROAD
RURAL RIDGE, PA 15075
(412) 265-4100
** AD R IV DT TX PV OT **

SAINT MARYS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
SAINT MARYS UNIT
20 NORTH MICHAEL STREET
SAINT MARYS, PA 15575
(814) 781-1700
** AD O M Y E TX **

NELSON COUNSELING CENTER
509 ARCH STREET EXTENSION
SAINT MARYS, PA 15657
(814) 834-9129
** AD O W DM TX **

SALTSBURG
ADELPHIO VILLAGE
KEYSTONE HOUSE
114 WEST CONCORD STREET
SALTSBURG, PA 15681
(412) 639-9772
** AD R Y TX **

SCRANTON
COMMUNITY MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
1822 MULBERRY STREET
SCRANTON, PA 18510
(717) 969-0761
** AD TX OT **

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICE INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
SCRANTON STATE GENERAL HOSPITAL
ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING
SCRANTON, PA 18503
(717) 961-1997
** AD O IV DM TX PV **

LACKAWANNA COUNTY SCA
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION UNIT
200 ADAMS AVENUE
SCRANTON, PA 18503
(717) 963-6820
** AD PV **

THE RAP HOUSE INC
614 MULBERRY STREET
SCRANTON, PA 18510
(717) 342-4298
** AD OT **

VOLUNTARY ACTION CENTER OF NE PA
225 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
PARK PLAZA
SCRANTON, PA 18503
(717) 347-5616
** AD PV OT **

SELINSBOURG
ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING SERVICE
720 NORTH MARKET STREET
SELINSBOURG, PA 17870
(717) 374-5155
** AD O M Y IH EA DM TX PV **

SELLERSVILLE
GRAND VIEW HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
700 LANN AVENUE
SELLERSVILLE, PA 18960
(215) 257-3611
** AD I IV DT EA TX PV **

PA FOUNDATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
807 LANN AVENUE
SELLERSVILLE, PA 18960
(215) 257-6551 EXT. 50
** AD O M Y EA DM TX **

SHAMOKIN
GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER UNIT II
117 EAST INDEPENDENCE STREET
SHAMOKIN, PA 17872
(717) 644-0007
** AD O IV EA DM TX **

SHAMOKIN STATE GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
RD 2
SHAMOKIN, PA 17872
(717) 644-4200
** AD TX **

SHARON
SHARON GENERAL HOSPITAL
HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
740 EAST STATE STREET
SHARON, PA 16146
(412) 985-3890
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX PV **

SHAWNEE-ON-DELAWARE
MARLINGTON ADOLESCENT
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
RIVER ROAD
SHAWNEE-ON-DELAWARE, PA 18356
(717) 424-8065
** AD I Y OT TX **
SHERLOCTA
ARMSTRONG/INDIANA PREVENTION UNIT
RD 1
SHERLOCTA, PA 15774
(412) 354-8131
** AD M Y PV **

SHEHANODAH
LOCUST MOUNTAIN TREATMENT CENTER
200 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
SHEHANODAH, PA 17976
(717) 462-1995
** AD R IV DV TX **

SHICKSHINNY
CLEAR BROOK LODGE
RD 2
SHICKSHINNY, PA 18655
(717) 864-5116
** AD I CU IV TX PV **

SHIPPENSBURG
ROXBURY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
601 ROXBURY ROAD
SHIPPENSBURG, PA 17257
(717) 532-9217
** AD R Y IV TX CI PV **

SOMERSET
PENIEL
FEMALE RESTORATION CENTER
EDGECOMB GROVE
SOMERSET, PA 15501
(814) 443-1659
** AD R IV TX **

TWIN LAKES CENTER
CHILDREN’S AIDE SOCIETY
574 EAST MAIN STREET
SOMERSET, PA 15501
(814) 445-2009
** AD Y PV **

TWIN LAKES CENTER FOR
DRUG/ALCOHOL REHABILITATION
BAYERS ROAD
RD 7
SOMERSET, PA 15501
(814) 443-3639
** AD R O W Y E IV DT EA DM TX PV **

SPALTERS
HIGHLAND CENTER
SPALTERS OUTREACH
MINERS HOSPITAL
SPALTERS, PA 15775
(814) 948-7171
** AD O TX **

SPARTANSBURG
PERSEUS HOUSE INC
ANDROMEDA HOUSE II
SPARTANSBURG, PA 16434
(814) 694-5653
** AD Y TX **

STATE COLLEGE
ON DRUGS INCORPORATED
236A SOUTH ALLEN ST
STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801
(814) 237-5855
** AD DM PV OT **

STROUDSBURG
CARBON/MONROE/PIKE DRUG AND ALC PROG
MONROE COUNTY CLINIC
51 NORTH 2ND STREET
STROUDSBURG, PA 18360
(717) 421-1960
** AD O M Y IV DM TX PV **

UPHARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
9 NORTH 9TH STREET
STROUDSBURG, PA 18360
(800) 468-9136
** AD O EA TX CI PV OT **

SUNBURY
CENTRAL SUSQUEHANNA DIAGNOSTIC AND
REHABILITATION SERVICES INC (CSDRS)
445 CHESTNUT STREET
SUNBURY, PA 17801
(717) 286-2278
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES CLINIC
352 ARCH STREET
SUNBURY, PA 17801
(717) 286-5081
** AD O M Y E H CU EA TX OT **

TITONILLA
FOREST/MARREN
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES/ALC UNIT
HIGHLAND STREET
TITONILLA, PA 16553
(814) 755-3622
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

TOMANDA
TOMANDA COUNSELING CENTER
3 LOMBARD STREET
TOMANDA, PA 18040
(717) 285-2003
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

TUNKHANNOCK
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
ROUTE 309S
ROBINSON BUILDING
TUNKHANNOCK, PA 18657
(717) 856-1101
** AD O Y IV DM TX **

TURTLE CREEK
TURTLE CREEK VALLEY MN/MR INC
ALTERNATIVES
519 PENN AVENUE
TURTLE CREEK, PA 15145
(412) 824-9300
** AD O IV TX CI **

TYRONE
TYRONE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG DETOX UNIT
CLAY AVENUE EXTENSION
TYRONE, PA 16686
(814) 684-1255
** AD I IV DT TX CI OT **

UNION CITY
UNION CITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
130 NORTH MAIN STREET
UNION CITY, PA 16438
(814) 498-3017
** AD I DO TX PV **

UPONTOWN
FAYETTE COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
100 NEM SALEM ROAD
SUITE 106
UPONTOWN, PA 15401
(412) 438-3576
** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **

UPPER DARBY
HARWOOD HOUSE
9200 WEST CHESTER PIKE
UPPER DARBY, PA 19082
(215) 853-3460
** AD O RX **

HIP ID OUTPATIENT DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
303 SOUTH 69TH STREET
UPPER DARBY, PA 19082
(215) 734-1155
** AD O M Y B H AI CU DM TX OT **

WARMINGTON
WARMINGTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
225 NEWMAN ROAD
WARMINGTON, PA 18974
(215) 434-6600
** AD I M IV DT TX OT **
Pennsylvania

Warren
Forest/Marren Dept of Human Services
Substance Abuse Prevention Services
1733 Market Street Extension
Warren, PA 16365
(814) 726-2100
** AD M Y PV **

Forest/Marren Drug and Alcohol Program
Department of Human Services
355 Hickory Street
Warren, PA 16365
(814) 723-1832
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI OT **

Warren County Jail
Office of Counseling Services
407 Market Street
Courthouse Annex
Warren, PA 16365
(814) 723-7563
** AD CI PV **

Warren General Hospital
Serenity Recovery Center
2 Crescent Park West
Warren, PA 16365
(814) 723-3300 Ext. 605
** AD I O DT EA TX OT **

Washington
Crisis Addiction Recovery/Educ Center
Washington Unit
80 East Chestnut Street
Washington, PA 15301
(412) 228-2200
** AD O M Y XI; PI IV EA DM TX PV **

Greenbriar Treatment Center
800 Manor Drive
Washington, PA 15301
(412) 225-9700
** AD R M Y IV DT EA TX **

Washington Hospital
Substance Abuse Services
156 Wilson Avenue
Washington, PA 15301
(412) 223-5216
** AD EA TX **

Washington/Greene Prevention Corp
67 East Maiden Street
Washington, PA 15301
(412) 228-0810
** AD PV **

Maverly
Marnorth
Maverly, PA 18471
(717) 565-3112
** AD I ZV DT TX **

Waynesboro
Twin Lakes Center for Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation
40 West North Street
Waynesboro, PA 17268
(717) 762-1518
** AD TX CI **

Waynesburg
Citizens Addiction Rehab and Educ
Waynesburg Unit
63 South Washington Street
Waynesburg, PA 15370
(412) 627-6108
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX PV **

Penuel at Greene Valley
Waynesburg, PA 15370
(412) 852-9939
** AD R IV TX **

Wellsboro
Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hospital
Changes Program
32-56 Central Avenue
Wellsboro, PA 16901
(717) 726-1651 Ext. 265
** AD I IV DT TX **

Tioga County
Wellsboro Clinic
114 East Avenue
Wellsboro, PA 16901
(717) 726-1906 Ext. 750
** AD O DM TX PV **

Merricksville
Richard J Caron Foundation
Galen Hall Road
Merricksville, PA 15565
(215) 678-2332 Ext. 154
** AD I CUI IV DT TX OT **

Richard J Caron Foundation
Chat Chat Farms
Galen Hall Road
Merricksville, PA 15565
(215) 678-2332
** AD I R IV DT TX **

West Chester
Chester County Hospital
Substance Abuse Services
701 East Marshall Street
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 431-5000
** AD I DT TX **

Family Service of Chester County
310 North Matlack Street
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 696-4900
** AD O EA TX **

Help Counseling Center Inc
West Chester Clinic
624 South High Street
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 654-8576
** AD O M Y H DM TX **

West Grove
Southern Chester County Addiction Recovery Center
1011 West Baltimore Pike
Suite 101
West Grove, PA 19390
(215) 869-8075
** AD O Y IV DM TX PV **

Southern Chester County Medical Center ALC and Drug Abuse Services
401 Washington Grove
West Grove, PA 19390
(215) 369-1000
** AD I IV DT TX **

West Reading
Center for Mental Health
Drug and Alcohol Center
6th and Spruce Streets
Building J
West Reading, PA 19611
(215) 376-6106
** AD R IV DT TX **

Westfield
R J Caron Foundation
Chat Chat Westfield
305 Church Street
Westfield, PA 16950
(814) 367-5901
** AD R TX **

Wilkes-Barre
Catholic Social Services
53 East Northampton Street
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701
(717) 829-3699
** AD O Y IV DM TX OT **

Clear Brook Manor
10 East Northampton Street
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702
(717) 823-1171
** AD I CUI IV TX **
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF
WYOMING VALLEY
73 WEST UNION STREET
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18702
(717) 823-5144
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

LUZERNE/WYOMING COUNTIES
DRUG AND ALC PRIMARY PREVENTION UNIT
5 WATER STREET
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18702
(717) 826-8790
** AD R IV EA TX PV **

WILLIAMSBURG
NEW BEGINNINGS AT COVE FORGE
ROUTE 1
WILLIAMSBURG, PA 16693
(814) 832-2121
** AD R M Y CU IV EA TX **

WILLIAMSPORT
GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
UNIT III
829 WEST 4TH STREET
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
(717) 322-1216
** AD O IV EA DM TX **

HELPLINE
815 WEST 4TH STREET
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
(717) 323-8555
** AD PV OT **

WEST BRANCH
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE COMMISSION
520 WEST 4TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
(717) 323-8543
** AD O IV DM TX PV OT **

WILLIAMSPORT HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CTR
DETOXIFICATION SERVICE
777 RURAL AVENUE
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
(717) 322-7840 EXTR. 3680
** AD TX OT **

WILLOW GROVE
UPPER MORELAND YOUTH AND DRUG COUNCIL
AIERSGATE YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
42 NORTH YORK ROAD
WILLOW GROVE, PA 19090
(215) 657-4545
** AD B DM PV **

WRIGHTSVILLE
CLARE CENTER
RD 2
WRIGHTSVILLE, PA 17368
(717) 252-3651
** AD R IV EA TX PV **

YORK
COLONIAL HALFWAY HOUSE INC
3800 WEST MARKET STREET
YORK, PA 17405
(717) 792-9702
** AD R O TX PV **

COUNSELING AND
REHABILITATION SERVICES OF YORK
457 WEST MARKET STREET
YORK, PA 17404
(717) 848-2299
** AD O EA DM TX **

SELF HELP COUNSELING AND
EDUCATION CENTER
822 EAST MARKET STREET
YORK, PA 17405
(717) 845-6607
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

YORK ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES INC
211 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
YORK, PA 17405
(717) 854-9591
** AD O IV TX CI PV MM OT **

YORK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING CENTER
1001 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
YORK, PA 17405
(717) 771-2421
** AD M Y H DM TX **

YORK SPRINGS
PENIEL MINISTRIES
431 WHITE OAK TREE ROAD
YORK SPRINGS, PA 17372
(717) 528-6122
** AD R H TX CI OT **
PUERTOrico

AGUADILLA
CENTRO DE QUIMIOTERAPIA
ANEXO HOSPITAL REGIONAL DE AGUADILLA
AGUADILLA, PR 00605
(809) 891-2350
** D O H MM **

CENTRO PREVENCION AGUADILLA
CALLE BETANCES 68
ALTOS DEL CORRO
AGUADILLA, PR 00603
(809) 891-5075
** AD H PV **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO CARCEL DISTRITO AGUADILLA
CARCEL RUIZ BELVIS
AGUADILLA, PR 00605
(809) 891-4955
** D R H IV TX **

TEEN CHALLENGE DE AGUADILLA
SECTOR PLAYUELA BO BORINQUEN
AGUADILLA, PR 00605
(809) 891-9050
** AD R E H TX OT **

ARECIBO
CENTRO DE PREVENCION ARECIBO
CALLE MANUEL ZENO GANDIA 108 ALTOS
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 891-5075
** AD H PV **

CENTRO MENORES ARECIBO
URB RADIOWILL
CALLE 1 ESQ PARQUE
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-8038
** D O Y H TX C1 **

HOGAR INTERMEDIO DE ARECIBO
CARRETERA DE ARECIBO A UTUADO
BO LOS CANOS
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-7921
** A I H DH TX **

MISION RESCATE DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT REHABILITATION CENTER
CARRETERA 651 KM2 1177 BO JUNCOS
SECTOR HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 879-3625
** KEY **

ORIENTACION
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
B = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = CLASSIFICATION

812
CAROLINA
CAROLINA ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
CENTRO DIAGNOSTICO Y TRATAMIENTO
FERNANDEZ JUCOS STREET
CORNER PEDRO ARQUAGA STREET
CAROLINA, PR 00650
(809) 752-0150
** AD H TX PV **

CENTRO DE PREVENCIÓN DE CAROLINA
CALLE BERNARDO GARCIA ESQUIVA DOMINGO
CACERES 7
CAROLINA, PR 00650
(809) 762-4565
** AD PV **

GUAYAMA
CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE
GUAYAMA
CALLE GENARO CAUTINO 102 OESTE
GUAYAMA, PR 00654
(809) 864-5131
** D O H Y E H CU TX **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO
CENTRO DETENCION REGIONAL GUAYAMA
CALLE SAN JUAN
GUAYAMA, PR 00654
(809) 864-2140
** AD I R HV DT TX **

GUAYNABO
CASA REFUGIO SION INC
CARR 173 INT KM 6.2
SECTOR LA PAJILLA BO HATO NUEVO
GUAYNABO, PR 00914
(809) 731-6257
** AD R HV IV DT TX **

GURABO
HOGAR EL BUEN SAMARITANO INC
CARRETERA 961 KM 5 HM O
BARRIO JUAGAS
GURABO, PR 00658
(809) 737-6005
** AD R TX **

HOGAR NUEVA VIDA
CARRETERA 181 RAMAL 944
BO CELADA
GURABO, PR 00658
(809) 737-2442
** AD R H DT TX **

HATO REY
DYNAMIC MEDICAL OF PUERTO RICO INC
435 PONCE DE LEON AVENUE
HATO REY, PR 00917
(809) 766-4526
** AD I O H IV DT EA TX PV OT **

PROGRAMA AYUDA A LA JUVENTUD
FRATERNIDAD MJI SIGMA BETA
RAFAEL LAMAR GUERRA 523 ALTOS
URBANIZACION LA MERCE
HATO REY, PR 00918
(809) 754-9457
** AD Y B H PV **

HUMACAO
CENTRO DE PREVENCIÓN DE HUMACAO
CALLE DUFRENE 13 BAJOS
HUMACAO, PR 00661
(809) 852-0155
** AD Y H PV **

JUNCOS
HOGAR NUEVO FACTO
CARRETERA 31 KM 19 JUNCOS A NAGUABO
BO CAIMITO 3
JUNCOS, PR 00666
(809) 734-5880
** AD R H DT TX OT **

LAJAS
MISSION RESCATE DRUG ABUSE
TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION
BO PIEDRAS BLANCAS
LAJAS ARIBA VISTA ALEGRE
LAJAS, PR 00667
(809) 699-2890
** AD R H TX PV **

MANATI
CEDE MANATI
ECHEVARRIA BUILDING
MANATI, PR 00701
(809) 854-1165
** D H IV CI OT **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS
DE MANATI
EDIFICIO ECHEVARRIA ALTOS
MANATI, PR 00701
(809) 854-1165
** D O H TX **

MANATI ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAMS
BALDORIOY STREET ESQ RAMOS
MANATI, PR 00701
(809) 854-1277
** A O W H DM TX **

MAYAGUEZ
CEDE MAYAGUEZ
CASA DE SALUD 5TO PISO
MAYAGUEZ MEDICAL CENTER BRANCH
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00708
(809) 835-8269
** D H CI OT **

CENTRO DE PREVENCIÓN DE MAYAGUEZ
CALLE MCKINLEY OESTE 217
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00708
(809) 833-6255
** AD H PV **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO A NIÑOS Y
ADOLESCENTES CON PROBLEMAS DE ADICCIÓN
AVENUE DUSCOMBE 177
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00709
(809) 833-3080
** D O Y H TX **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE
MAYAGUEZ
CASA DE SALUD 5TO PISO
MAYAGUEZ MEDICAL CENTER BRANCH
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00708
(809) 833-2193
** D O H EA TX **

DEPARTMENT OF ADDICTION SERVICES
MAYAGUEZ ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
COMERCIO STREET NO 242
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00708
(809) 833-0665
** A O H DM TX **

MISSION RESCATE DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION
CARR 104 KM 1 HM 7
6125 MARINA STA
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00708
(809) 834-1310
** AD R H TX PV **

PONCE
CEDE/PONCE
CENTRO MEDICO-CARR 14-BO MACHUELO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6935
** D I O M Y H PI CU IV DT TX CI **
** MM **

CENTRO DE PREVENCIÓN DE PONCE
CALLE COMERCIO 64
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 846-1275
** AD Y H PV **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO
NIÑOS Y ADOLESCENTES
CARRETERA 14 BO MACHUELO
CENTRO MEDICO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-5121
** D O H TX CI **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE
PONCE
CARRETERA 14M 14 BARRIO MACHUELO
FACILIDADES DE CENTRO MEDICO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6835
** D O H TX **
CENTRO PONCE DE TRATAMIENTO
RESIDENCIAL PARA VARONES
ANEXO HOSPITAL DISTRITO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6835
** D R H CU IV TX **

MODO DE TRATAMIENTO CARCEL
DISTRITO DE PONCE
CALLE CASTILLO 34 ESQ LOLITA TIZOL
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 844-8155
** D R H IV TX **

PONCE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
PONCE MEDICAL CENTER
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6630
** A D H DM TX **

QUIMIOTERAPIA PONCE
AREA HOSP DISTRITO CARR
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6630
** D O H IV MH **

RIIO PIEDRAS
AREA CLINICA PENITENCIARIA ESTATAL
CARRERERA 23 PENITENCIARIA ESTATAL
BARRIO MONACILLOS
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00926
(809) 763-1630
** D I H IV TX OT **

CEDE SAN JUAN
PABELLON B
BARRIO MONACILLOS
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00935
(809) 764-5643
** D I D H Y H CU IV DT TX PV MH **
** OT **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION
AREA METROPOLITANA
CALLE RIANA 536
URBANIZACION MATIENZO CINTRON
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00926
(809) 767-0640
** AD H Y H PV **

CENTRO DE SAN JUAN TRT PARA ADULTOS
LIBRE DE DROGAS
CENTRO MEDICO BARRIO MONACILLOS
FRENTE HOSPITAL DE VETERANOS
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 765-6755
** D O H EA TX **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO RESIDENCIAL
A MENORES VARONES
FACILIDADES CENTRO MEDICO
BARRIO MONACILLOS
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 758-5474
** D R H TX **

CENTRO MENORES SAN JUAN
RESIDENCIAL MANUEL A PEREZ
CALLE SICILIA EDIFICIO D-26
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 763-5380
** D O Y H TX **

CENTRO QUIMIOTERAPIA SAN JUAN
BO MONACILLOS-FACILIDADES CENTRO MEDICO FRENTE HOSPITAL DE VETERANOS
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00935
(809) 763-0665
** D O H IV HH **

DAY CARE CENTER FOR ALCOHOLICS
171 ARIZMENDI STREET
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00925
(809) 765-7208
** A O TX CI PV **

DEPARTMENT OF ADDICTION SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL SAN JUAN PARA VARONES
PABELLON J TERRENOS CENTRO MEDICO
BO MONACILLOS
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00935
(809) 767-0690
** D R H CU IV TX **

EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION AND HOSPITALIZATION UNIT
CASA DE SALUD MEDICAL CENTER
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 763-5305
** A I H DM TX **

HOGAR INTERMEDIO DE RIIO PIEDRAS
CARRERERA 849 KM 1 HM 9
BO SANTO DOMINGO
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00929
(809) 757-7115
** A I H DM TX **

RIIO PIEDRAS PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
RIIO PIEDRAS ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
BUILDING G
CENTRO MEDICO
RIIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 767-9243
** A O H DH TX **

SAN JUAN
CASA LA PROVIDENCIA
CALLE NORZAGARAY STREET
OLD SAN JUAN
SAN JUAN, PR 00902
(809) 725-5358
** D R H TX **

PROGRAMA TRATAMIENTO INSTITUCIONES PENALES
AUCUIDA FERNANDEZ JUNCOS
ESQUINA RAON PONER
SAN JUAN, PR 00903
(809) 724-1708
** D R H IV TX **
RHODE ISLAND

BARRINGTON
EAST BAY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2 OLD COUNTY ROAD
BARRINGTON, RI 02806
(401) 246-1195
** A O Y O DM TX CI PV **

CENTRAL FALLS
CHANNEL ONE/CENTRAL FALLS
507 BROAD STREET
CENTRAL FALLS, RI 02863
(401) 728-7891
** AD Y E H PV **

CHARLESTOWN
WASHINGTON COUNTY CHHC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
OLD POST ROAD
CHARLESTOWN, RI 02813
(401) 364-7705
** AD O Y E DM TX PV OT **

COVENTRY
GOOD HOPE CENTER
DAY TREATMENT
JOHN POTTER ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 397-5029
** A O M Y E B H AI IH PI IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

GOOD HOPE CENTER
INPATIENT
JOHN POTTER ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 397-5029
** A R M Y E B H AI IH PI IV DT EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

GOOD HOPE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
JOHN POTTER ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 397-5029
** A O M Y E B H AI IH PI IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

MARATHON HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL
FISH HILL ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 597-7778
** D R IV TX **

CRANSTON
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF
CRANSTON/JOHNSON AND NORTHEASTERN RI
1090 CRANSTON STREET
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 945-2021
** A O M Y EA DH TX PV **

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC I/DETOXIFICATION
1763 BROAD STREET
CRANSTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
CRANSTON, RI 02905
(401) 461-5400
** D O IV DT MM **

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC I/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
911 PONTIAC AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 461-5056
** D O E CU IV TX CI PV **

CRANSTON HUMAN ECOLOGY PROGRAM
C/O CRANSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
645 PARK AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 781-8831
** AD Y PV **

EASTMAN HOUSE INC
1545 PONTIAC AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 463-8829
** A R M IV TX **

GOVERNORS COMMITTEE ON
YOUTH/ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
C/O HUMAN ECOLOGY
645 PARK AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 781-8831
** AD Y PV **

RHODE ISLAND STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
RHODE ISLAND MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE ADMIN BUILDING
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 464-2191 EXT. 40
** AD Y PV **

RI DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOXIFICATION UNIT
RI MEDICAL CENTER/HOWARD AVENUE
BENJAMIN BUSH BUILDING
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 464-2551
** AD I O IV DT MM OT **

RISAP TR ALTERNATIVE TO STREET CRIME
(TASC) PROGRAM
RHODE ISLAND MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE ADMIN BUILDING
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 464-2381
** AD DM CI OT **

EAST GREENWICH
EDGEHILL OUTPATIENT/EAST GREENWICH
4601 POST ROAD
EAST GREENWICH, RI 02818
(401) 884-1002
** A O M Y IH TX PV **

ESMOND
CHANNEL ONE OF SMITHFIELD
64 FARMHOUSE PIKE
ESMOND, RI 02917
(401) 251-7932
** AD Y PV **

NEWPORT
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OF NEWPORT
24 SCHOOL STREET
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 849-2200
** A O M Y E PI EA DM TX CI PV **

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC III
42 SPRING STREET
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 846-4150
** D O Y CU IV TX PV **

** KEY **

A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
B = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
E = ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE
O = OUTPATIENT
I = INPATIENT
Q = OUTPATIENT
S = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS
R = RESIDENTIAL
I = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
A = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
P = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
X = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
C = COCAINE USERS
U = URBAN RESIDENTIAL
R = RESIDENTIAL
I = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
S = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS
H = HISPANICS
N = NATIONALLY ACREDITED
D = TREATMENT UNIT
C = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
C = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
P = PREVENTION UNIT
M = METHADONE UNIT
RHODE ISLAND

EDGEHILL NEWPORT
200 HARRISON AVENUE
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 849-5700
** A R W D T EA TX **

NEW VISIONS COUNSELING CENTER
15 OLD BEACH ROAD
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 886-4333
** A O W E DM TX PV **

NORTH KINGSTOWN
HIGHPOINT
1950 TONER HILL ROAD
NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI 02852
(401) 295-2511
** A I JV DT EA TX **

PANTUCKET
BRIDGE AFTERCARE PROJECT
229 EAST AVENUE
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 728-7130
** D CU OT **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER INC
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
160 BEECHWOOD AVENUE
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 722-5573
** A O W Y E EA TX CI PV **

FRIENDS OF CARITAS HOUSE INC
166 PANTUCKET AVENUE
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 722-4644
** D O R O W Y TX PV **

PANTUCKET ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICE
104 BROAD STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 726-8080
** AD D EA DH TX CI PV **

ROBERT J WILSON HOUSE INC
80 SUMMIT STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 726-4010
** A R TX CI **

THE FAMILY CENTER
35 SUMMER STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 726-5260
** AD O H Y B H CU DM TX PV **

PROVIDENCE
CAPITOL HILL INTERACTION COUNCIL(CHIC)
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
272 SMITH STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02908
(401) 521-4871
** A O H DM TX **

CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
1404 ATWOOD AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02919
(401) 946-0650
** D O H CU IV MM **

COMM ORGAN FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC EAST
362 MILLET AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02915
(401) 635-2674
** A O M Y EA DM TX PV OT **

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC II
349 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02909
(401) 942-1450
** D O M IH CU IV MM **

EAST BAY HUMAN RESOURCE CORPORATION
320 TAUNTON AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02915
(401) 438-7676
** D O CU TX CI PV **

EDGEHILL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
850 WATERMAN AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02914
(401) 431-1111
** A O M Y EA DM TX CI OT **

FAMILY COURT ALCOHOLISM UNIT
1 DORRANCE PLAZA
J JOSEPH GARRAHY BLDG ROOM 375
PROVIDENCE, RI 02903
(401) 277-3337
** A O TX PV **

JUNCTION HUMAN SERVICE CORPORATION
1910 WESTMINSTER STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02909
(401) 272-5960
** AD O M Y H B CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

JUNCTION HUMAN SERVICE CORPORATION
FAMILY ASSISTANCE CENTER
1910 SMITH STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02911
(401) 232-0704
** AD O M Y B H CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

MARATHON HOUSE INC
CENTRAL OFFICE
151 MAYLAND AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02906
(401) 331-4250
** D O JV TX **

MINORITY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
66 BURNETT STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02907
(401) 785-0050
** A R B H AI CU TX **

OFFICE OF HEALTH PROMOTION
75 DAVIS STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02908
(401) 277-6957
** AD M Y E B PV **

PROVIDENCE ACADEMY
ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM/DAYCARE
662 HARTFORD AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02909
(401) 351-6743
** D O M Y CU TX PV **

PROVIDENCE CENTER FOR COUNSELING AND
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES
790 NORTH MAIN STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02904
(401) 274-2500
** A O M Y E H CU IV EA DM TX PV **

PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES LTD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
21 PLANET STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02903
(401) 272-1999
** AD EA DM TX PV OT **

RI DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF HEALTH EDUCATION
22 HAYES STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02908
(401) 277-2651
** AD PV **

ROGER WILLIAMS GEN HOSP DIV OF ALC AND
SUBST ABUSE AND RED HOUSE PREV PROGRAM
825 CHALKSTONE AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02908
(401) 456-2362
** A O M Y H DM TX PV **

SMITH HILL CENTER
110 RUGGLES STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02908
(401) 331-4290
** AD M Y E B PV **

TALBOT HOUSE INC
DETOXIFICATION
265 OXFORD STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02905
(401) 461-8720
** A R OT TX OT **

TALBOT HOUSE INC
HISPANIC OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
155 NIAGARA STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02907
(401) 461-7940
** A O H DM TX PV OT **

TALBOT HOUSE INC
HISPANIC OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
155 NIAGARA STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02907
(401) 461-7940
** A R W CU TX **
RHODE ISLAND

THOMAS J PAOLINO JR MD INC
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
1055 NORTH MAIN STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02904
(401) 861-3223
** A O H TX PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
DAVIS PARK
UNIT 116A6
PROVIDENCE, RI 02908
(401) 273-7100 EXT. 481
** AD I O H B PI CU EA TX MM **

MAKEFIELD
SYMPATICO
57 COLUMBIA STREET
MAKEFIELD, RI 02879
(401) 783-0782
** A O Y DM TX OT **

WARICK
CHANNEL ONE
CITY HALL
WARICK, RI 02886
(401) 739-5530
** AD PV OT **

COUNSELING AND INTERVENTION SERVS INC
3649 POST ROAD
WARICK, RI 02886
(401) 738-1240
** AD O M Y E B H IH PI IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

KENT HOUSE INC
1728 WEST SHORE ROAD
WARICK, RI 02889
(401) 739-1411
** A R O DM TX **

RI EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
33 COLLEGE HILL ROAD
WARICK, RI 02886
(401) 828-9560
** AD M IH EA CI PV **

WARICK COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG AND FAMILY COUNSELING
159 WINTER AVENUE
WARICK, RI 02889
(401) 738-1760
** AD O M Y E CU DH TX PV **

WEST WARICK
DIRECTIONS
1071 MAIN STREET
WEST WARICK, RI 02893
(401) 828-6373
** D O M Y CU IV DT TX **

WESTERLY
GOOD HOPE
OUTPATIENT
28 HIGH STREET
WESTERLY, RI 02891
(401) 596-8820
** A O M Y E B H AI IH PI IV EA DM **
** TX PV OT **

MOONSOCKET
GOOD HOPE
OUTPATIENT
63 EDDY DOWLING HIGHWAY
PARK SQUARE MEDICAL CTR BLDG ROOM 9
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 765-8500
** A O N Y IH CU IV EA DM TX PV **

ROAD COUNSELING PROGRAM INC
8 COURT STREET
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 769-3100
** AD O Y CU DH TX PV **

TRI HAB COMMUNITY COUNSELING
282 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 765-4040
** A O N E PI EA DM TX PV **

TRI HAB HOUSE INC
79 ASYLUM STREET
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-1665
** A R TX **

TRI HAB HOUSE INC
KING HOUSE
80 HAMLET AVENUE
MOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-4740
** A R M TX **

NESTE NECK
DIRECTIONS
1071 MAIN STREET
WEST WARICK, RI 02893
(401) 828-6373
** D O M Y CU IV DT TX **
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## SOUTH CAROLINA

### ABBEVILLE

**Abbeville County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**  
200 Ellis Avenue  
Old Abbeville Hospital 3rd Floor  
Abbeville, SC 29620  
(803) 448-5945

**Ad O Y EA DM TX PV**

### AIKEN

**Aiken County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**  
214 Newberry Street NW  
Aiken, SC 29801  
(803) 648-5609

**Ad R O M Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT**

### ANDERSON

**Anderson/Oconee Counties Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**  
212 South Main Street  
Anderson, SC 29624  
(803) 225-1468

**Ad O M Y E PI IV EA DM TX CI PV**  
**OT OT**

### BARNWELL

**Barnwell County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**  
Barnwell, SC 29201  
(803) 259-3511

**Ad O EA DM TX CI PV**

### BEAUFORT

**Beaufort County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**  
1215 Prince Street  
Beaufort, SC 29902  
(803) 525-7407

**Ad R O Y EA DM TX CI PV**

### BISHOPVILLE

**Lee County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**  
Bishopville, SC 29010  
(803) 484-8328

**Ad R O M Y E B AII PI CU IV DM**  
**TX CI PV OT**

### CAMDEN

**Kershaw County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**  
1104 Church Street  
Camden, SC 29010  
(803) 452-6281

**Ad O Y DM TX CI PV OT**

### CHARLESTON

**Baker Hospital**  
Chaps Baker Treatment Center  
2750 Speissegger Drive  
Charleston, SC 29405  
(803) 744-2110

**Ad I M Y E IH PI CU IV DT TX**

**Charleston County Substance Abuse Comm 25 Courtenay Drive  
Charleston, SC 29401  
(803) 723-7212

**Ad R O Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV**  
**MM OT**

### CHESTER

**Chester County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**  
Chester, SC 29706  
(803) 377-8111

**Ad O Y IV EA DM TX PV**

### COLUMBIA

**Dorn Veterans Administration Hosp Addictions Treatment Unit**  
Garners Ferry Road  
Columbia, SC 29201  
(803) 776-4000 Ext. 549

**Ad I R O IV TX**

### ELMER

**Lexington/Richland Alcohol and Drug Abuse Council**  
2020 Washington Street  
Columbia, SC 29204  
(803) 256-3100

**Ad R O M Y DT EA DM TX CI PV**

### CONWAY

**Coastal Carolina Hospital**  
Life Center of Carolina Shores  
7010 Maccaman Medical Park Road  
Conway, SC 29526  
(803) 347-7166

**Ad I Y IV DT EA TX**

### Horry County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**  
1004 Bell Street  
Conway, SC 29526  
(803) 248-6029

**Ad O M Y E IH PI CU IV EA DM TX**

**CI PV**

### MACCAMAAN CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH**  
1601 North Main Street  
Conway, SC 29526  
(803) 248-6926

**Ad O IV DT EA TX PV**

### DILLON

**Dillon County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**  
104 East Harrison Street  
Dillon, SC 29536  
(803) 776-6901

**Ad O Y E PI CU EA DM TX CI PV**  
**OT OT**

**MM = METHADONE UNIT OT OTHER UNIT**

### KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Alcoholism Services Only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Drug Abuse Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Outpatient Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Residential Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Treatment Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Central Intake Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Prevention Unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ORIENTATION**

- A = Alcoholism Services Only  
- D = Drug Abuse Services Only  
- O = Outpatient  
- R = Residential  
- TX = Treatment Unit  
- CI = Central Intake Unit  
- PV = Prevention Unit  
- MM = Methadone Unit  
- OT = Other Unit
FLORENCE
BRUCE HALL
121 EAST CEDAR STREET
FLORENCE, SC 29501
(803) 661-3164
** AD I IH IV DT EA TX PV **

FLORENCE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
604 GRESS STREET
FLORENCE, SC 29501
(803) 665-9349
** AD R O M Y IH IV EA DM TX CI PV **

PALMETTO CENTER
ROUTE 2 STOKES ROAD
FLORENCE, SC 29502
(803) 662-9378
** AD R IV EA TX PV **

GAFFNEY
CHEROKEE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
200 WEST MONTGOMERY STREET
GAFFNEY, SC 29340
(803) 489-0247
** AD O Y DM TX CI PV OT **

GEORGETOWN
GEORGETOWN COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COMMISSION
123 MINYAL STREET
GEORGETOWN, SC 29440
(803) 546-6801
** AD O M Y E B PI EA DM TX CI PV **

GREENVILLE
GREENVILLE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
3336 BUNCOMBE ROAD
GREENVILLE, SC 29609
(803) 292-1781
** AD I O M Y PI IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

HOLMESVIEW CENTER
OLD EASLEY BRIDGE ROAD
GREENVILLE, SC 29610
(803) 269-1414
** A I TX **

GREENWOOD
FAITH HOME
CHRISTIAN ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
BUCK LEVEL ROAD
GREENWOOD, SC 29646
(803) 223-0694
** AD R IV DT TX PV **

GREENWOOD/EDGEFIELD/MCCORMICK
COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
1132 SPRING STREET
GREENWOOD, SC 29646
(803) 227-1001
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX PV OT **

HAMPTON
LOW COUNTRY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
ROOM 202
HAMPTON, SC 29924
(803) 943-2800
** AD O M Y EA TX CI PV **

HARTSVILLE
RUBICON COUNSELING AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS INC
510 EAST CAROLINA AVENUE
HARTSVILLE, SC 29550
(803) 332-4156
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

JOHNS ISLAND
FENWICK HALL HOSPITAL
1709 RIVER ROAD
JOHNS ISLAND, SC 29455
(803) 559-2461
** AD I Y IV DT TX CI PV **

KINGSTREE
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
217 EAST BROOKS STREET
KINGSTREE, SC 29556
(803) 354-7123
** AD O M Y E B PI CU EA DM TX CI **
** PV OT **

LANCASTER
ELLIOTT WHITE SPRINGS MEMORIAL HOSP
LANCASTER RECOVERY CENTER
800 WEST MEETING STREET
LANCASTER, SC 29720
(803) 286-1491
** D I IV DT DM TX **

LANCASTER COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
114 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LANCASTER, SC 29720
(803) 285-6912
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

LAURENS
LAURENS COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
216 WEST LAURENS STREET
LAURENS, SC 29360
(803) 904-0574
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

MANNING
CLARENDON COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
CHURCH STREET
MANNING, SC 29102
(803) 435-2121
** AD O M Y E B PI EA DM TX CI PV **

MARION
MARION COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
103 COURT STREET
MARION, SC 29571
(803) 423-5610
** AD I R O Y E PI CU DT EA DM TX **
** PV **

MONCKS CORNER
BERKELEY COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
109 WEST MAIN STREET
MONCKS CORNER, SC 29461
(803) 761-8272
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX PV **

MOUNT CROghan
GOOD SAMARITAN COLONY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
MOUNT CROghan, SC 29772
(803) 634-6848
** AD EA DM OT **

MYRTLE BEACH
OCEAN VIEW RECOVERY CENTER
415 79TH AVENUE NORTH
MYRTLE BEACH, SC 29577
(803) 449-9631
** AD O IV TX **

NEMBERRY
NEMBERRY COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
909 COLLEGE STREET
NEMBERRY, SC 29108
(803) 276-5690
** AD R O IV DT DM TX PV **

ORANGEBURG
TRI COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
897 RUSSELL STREET
ORANGEBURG, SC 29115
(803) 536-4900
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV OT **
SOUTH CAROLINA

PARRIS ISLAND
MARINE CORP RECRUIT DEPOT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING OFFICE
BUILDING 911
PARRIS ISLAND, SC 29905
(803) 525-3393
** AD O TX CI PV OT **

PICKENS
PICKENS COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
134 NORTH MAIN STREET
PICKENS, SC 29671
(803) 678-7859
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

ROCK HILL
YORK COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE (YCCADA)
199 SOUTH HERLONG AVENUE
ROCK HILL, SC 29730
(803) 324-1800
** AD I R O M Y E CU IV DT EA DM **
** TX PV **

SALUDA
SALUDA COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
409 WEST BUTLER STREET
SALUDA, SC 29130
(803) 445-2968
** AD O EA DM TX PV OT **

SPARTANBURG
SPARTANBURG AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
149 EAST HOOD STREET
SPARTANBURG, SC 29303
(803) 585-0366
** AD O TX OT **

SPARTANBURG COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
131 NORTH SPRING STREET
SPARTANBURG, SC 29301
(803) 582-7588
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

SUMMERVILLE
DORCHESTER COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
535 NORTH CEDAR STREET
SUMMERVILLE, SC 29483
(803) 871-6790
** AD O M Y E IM PI CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV OT **

SUMTER
SUMTER COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
115 NORTH HARVIV STREET
SUMTER, SC 29150
(803) 775-6815
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

UNION
UNION COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
UNION, SC 29379
(803) 427-1241
** AD O M Y E B PI CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV OT **

WALTERBORO
COLLETON COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
219 LEMACKS STREET
WALTERBORO, SC 29488
(803) 549-9565
** AD I R O DM TX PV **

WEST COLUMBIA
HIS HOUSE
764 MEETING STREET
WEST COLUMBIA, SC 29169
(803) 791-0557
** A R H PI TX OT **

WINNSBORO
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMMISSION
200 CALHOUN STREET
WINNSBORO, SC 29180
(803) 635-2335
** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV OT **
SOUTH DAKOTA

ABERDEEN

DAKOTA MIDLAND HOSPITAL  
NORTHMORE ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR  
1400 15TH AVENUE NW  
ABERDEEN, SD 57401  
(605) 622-3425  
** AD I PI DT EA TX **

NORTHERN ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND INFORMATION CENTER (NAADRIC)  
22 2ND AVENUE  
ABERDEEN, SD 57401  
(605) 225-6137  
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV OT **

AGENCY VILLAGE

SISSETON/WAHPETON SIOUX TRIBE  
DAKTOTA PRIDE CENTER  
AGENCY VILLAGE, SD 57262  
(605) 698-3917  
** AD R O M E AI EA TX PV **

BROOKINGS

BROOKINGS ARE ALC AND DRUG REFERRAL CENTER  
509 3RD AVENUE  
BROOKINGS, SD 57006  
(605) 692-4510  
** AD O M Y E DM TX CI PV OT **

CANTON

KEYSTONE TREATMENT CENTER  
1010 EAST 2ND STREET  
CANTON, SD 57013  
(605) 987-2751  
** AD R Y TX **

EAGLE BUTTE

CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE (CRST)  
ALCOHOL/DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM  
EAGLE BUTTE, SD 57625  
(605) 964-0182  
** AD M Y E AI PI PV **

FORT MEADE

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR  
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM  
BUILDING 148 MAIN E  
FORT MEADE, SD 57741  
(605) 347-2511 EXT. 370  
** AD I O DT TX PV **

HOT SPRINGS

SOUTHERN HILLS ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER  
906 NORTH RIVER STREET  
FALL RIVER COUNTY COURTHOUSE  
HOT SPRINGS, SD 57747  
(605) 745-6300  
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR  
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM  
HOT SPRINGS, SD 57747  
(605) 745-4101 EXT. 452  
** A I O AI DT EA TX PV **

HURON

COMMUNITY COUNSELING  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER  
1552 DAKOTA STREET SOUTH  
HURON, SD 57550  
(605) 352-8596  
** AD O M Y DM TX CI PV **

OUR HOME REDISCOVERY  
522 NEBRASKA STREET  
HURON, SD 57550  
(605) 353-1025  
** AD R Y AI TX CI OT **

LEMMON

DAKOTA COUNSELING SERVICES  
14 4TH STREET  
LEMMON, SD 57658  
(605) 374-3662  
** AD O Y AI EA DM TX CI PV OT **

** KEY **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>R = RESIDENTIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE</td>
<td>O = OUTPATIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M = MENTAL HEALTH</td>
<td>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>DM = DNA/ASAP SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = ELDERLY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R = RASSKS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT FUNCTION</th>
<th>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</th>
<th>CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</th>
<th>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**= METHADONE UNIT | OT = OTHER UNIT

321
SOUTH DAKOTA

RAPID CITY REGIONAL HOSPITAL
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER (ARC)
915 MOUNTAIN VIEW ROAD
RAPID CITY, SD 57702
(605) 341-8913
** AD I O Y IV EA DM TX PV **

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE PENITENTIARY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AWARENESS PROGRAM
1600 NORTH DRIVE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57117
(605) 339-6498
** AD PV **

SOUTHEAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
514 SOUTH MINNESOTA AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 335-6674
** AD Y E AI PV **

SOUTH DAKOTA HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
YOUTH DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 668-3346
** AD I Y IV TX CI **

LEWIS AND CLARK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1028 WALNUT STREET
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 665-6508
** AD O M IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

WATERFORD HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY
ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND TRT CENTER
900 SKYLINE DRIVE
WATERFORD, SD 57201
(605) 866-7602
** AD O M AI EA DM TX PV **

WINNER

SOUTHERN DAKOTA COUNSELING SERVICES
223 MAIN STREET
WINNER, SD 57580
(605) 842-0312
** A O EA DM TX CI PV **

YANKTON

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNSELING AND
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
1005 WEST 8TH STREET
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 668-1559
** AD O TX PV OT **

GLORY HOUSE
4000 SOUTH WEST AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 332-5273
** AD PV OT **

LEWIS AND CLARK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1028 WALNUT STREET
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 665-6508
** AD O M IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

SOUTHEAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
514 SOUTH MINNESOTA AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 335-6674
** AD Y E AI PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRY SERVICE/SUBST ABUSE PROGRAM
2501 WEST 22ND STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57117
(605) 336-3230 EXT. 257
** AD I OT EA TX **

STURGIS

NORTHERN HILLS
ALCOHOL AND DRUGS SERVICE
950 MAIN STREET
STURGIS, SD 57755
(605) 347-3003
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX PV **

GIRLS CLUB OF SIOUX FALLS
522 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 339-2095
** AD Y PV **

WATERTOWN

HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY
ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND TRT CENTER
900 SKYLINE DRIVE
WATERTOWN, SD 57201
(605) 866-7602
** AD O M AI EA DM TX PV **

GIRLS CLUB OF SIOUX FALLS
522 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 339-2095
** AD Y PV **

WATERTOWN

HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY
ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND TRT CENTER
900 SKYLINE DRIVE
WATERTOWN, SD 57201
(605) 866-7602
** AD O M AI EA DM TX PV **

GLORY HOUSE
4000 SOUTH WEST AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 332-5273
** AD PV OT **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF
SOUTH DAKOTA
600 WEST 12TH STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 336-3347
** AD EA PV **

SOUTHERN DAKOTA COUNSELING SERVICES
223 MAIN STREET
WINNER, SD 57580
(605) 842-0312
** A O EA DM TX CI PV **

engers

CHI CAPE COUNSELING SERVICES
1005 WEST 8TH STREET
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 668-1559
** AD O TX PV OT **

SOUTHERN DAKOTA HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
YOUTH DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 668-5346
** AD I Y IV TX CI **

GIRLS CLUB OF SIOUX FALLS
522 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 339-2095
** AD Y PV **

WATERTOWN

HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY
ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND TRT CENTER
900 SKYLINE DRIVE
WATERTOWN, SD 57201
(605) 866-7602
** AD O M AI EA DM TX PV **

GLORY HOUSE
4000 SOUTH WEST AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 332-5273
** AD PV OT **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF
SOUTH DAKOTA
600 WEST 12TH STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 336-3347
** AD EA PV **

SOUTHERN DAKOTA HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
YOUTH DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 668-5346
** AD I Y IV TX CI **

GIRLS CLUB OF SIOUX FALLS
522 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 339-2095
** AD Y PV **

WATERTOWN

HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY
ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND TRT CENTER
900 SKYLINE DRIVE
WATERTOWN, SD 57201
(605) 866-7602
** AD O M AI EA DM TX PV **

GLORY HOUSE
4000 SOUTH WEST AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 332-5273
** AD PV OT **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF
SOUTH DAKOTA
600 WEST 12TH STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 336-3347
** AD EA PV **

SOUTHERN DAKOTA HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
YOUTH DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 668-5346
** AD I Y IV TX CI **

GIRLS CLUB OF SIOUX FALLS
522 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 339-2095
** AD Y PV **

WATERTOWN

HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY
ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND TRT CENTER
900 SKYLINE DRIVE
WATERTOWN, SD 57201
(605) 866-7602
** AD O M AI EA DM TX PV **

GLORY HOUSE
4000 SOUTH WEST AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 332-5273
** AD PV OT **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF
SOUTH DAKOTA
600 WEST 12TH STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 336-3347
** AD EA PV **
TENNESSEE

BOLIVAR
QUINCO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
ROUTE 1
BOLIVAR, TN 38008
(901) 658-6113
** AD O Y TX **

BRISTOL
BRISTOL REGIONAL MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
26 MIDWAY STREET
BRISTOL, TN 37620
(615) 968-6707
** AD I O IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CHATTANOOGA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
207 SPEARS AVENUE
CHATTANOOGA, TN 37405
(615) 756-7646
** AD I R O Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

FORTWOOD CENTER INC
1028 EAST 3RD STREET
CHATTANOOGA, TN 37403
(615) 266-2288
** AD O EA TX PV **

JOSEPH M JOHNSON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
MOCASIN BEND ROAD
CHATTANOOGA, TN 37405
(615) 756-2740
** AD O M Y IV TX PV OT **

CLEVELAND
HIMASSEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
TURNING POINT ALCOHOL AND DRUG DIV
4013 KEITH STREET
1855 EXECUTIVE PARK NORTH
CLEVELAND, TN 37311
(615) 479-5454
** AD R O Y IV TX CI PV **

CLINTON
ANDERSON COUNTY HEALTH COUNCIL
141 EAST BROAD STREET
CLINTON, TN 37316
(615) 457-4300
** AD Y PV OT **

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
TROTWOOD AVENUE
COLUMBIA, TN 38401
(615) 388-6653
** AD O Y PI IV DT EA DM TX PV OT **

COOKEVILLE
PLATEAU MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
BURGESS FALLS ROAD
COOKEVILLE, TN 38501
(615) 432-4323
** AD I R O IV DT TX CI PV **

COVINGTON
TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1997 HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
COVINGTON, TN 38019
(901) 476-8967
** AD O M EA TX CI PV **

ELIZABETH
CROSSROADS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
409 ELK AVENUE
ELIZABETH, TN 37643
(615) 542-8011
** AD Y IV EA DM PV OT **

FRANKLIN
WILLIAMSON COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
1909 COLUMBIA AVENUE
FRANKLIN, TN 37064
(615) 796-9973
** AD O M Y E TX CI **

GALLATIN
SUMNER MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
528 EAST MAIN STREET
GALLATIN, TN 37066
(615) 452-1354
** AD O TX PV **

GREENEVILLE
NOLACHEUCK HILTON AREA MH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
HILTON DRIVE
GREENEVILLE, TN 37743
(615) 659-1104
** AD R O M Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

HARRISON
ARC OF CHATTANOOGA
8514 HARRISON BAY ROAD
HARRISON, TN 37341
(615) 344-3737
** AD R Y CU IV TX **

HOMERHALD
BUFFALO VALLEY INC
221 SOUTH MAPLE STREET
HOMERHALD, TN 38462
(615) 796-5427
** AD R TX OT **

JACKSON
ASPELL MANOR
351 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
JACKSON, TN 38301
(901) 427-7238
** AD R IV TX **

JACKSON AREA COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
900 EAST CHESTER STREET
JACKSON, TN 38301
(901) 425-3653
** AD R O IV DT DM TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
R = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT

ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
IX = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
HM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

323
TENNESSEE

JACKSON COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
258 SUMMAR DRIVE
JACKSON, TN 38301
(901) 424-8751 EXT. 43
** AD O EA TX PV **

JOHNSON CITY

COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY SERVICES
323 WEST WALNUT STREET
JOHNSON CITY, TN 37604
(615) 928-4357
** AD M Y EA DM CI PV OT **

NORTH SIDE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
401 PRINCETON ROAD
JOHNSON CITY, TN 37601
(615) 282-2656
** AD I O IV DT EA TX **

NATASJA AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
109 WEST NATASJA AVENUE
JOHNSON CITY, TN 37601
(615) 928-6545
** AD I O M Y EA TX CI **

KINGSPORT

HOLSTON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1570 MAVERLY ROAD
KINGSPORT, TN 37664
(615) 247-9163
** AD O M Y IV DM TX PV **

KNOXVILLE

AGAPE INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
205-211 SCOTT AVENUE NE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 525-1661
** AD R M IV TX PV **

DETOXIFICATION REHAB INSTITUTE
2501 MIDDLEBROOK PIKE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37921
(615) 523-6794
** AD I R O IV DT TX **

DETOXIFICATION REHAB INSTITUTE
ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
412 CITICO STREET
KNOXVILLE, TN 37921
(615) 524-5757
** AD R Y IV TX **

E M JELLINEK CENTER
130 HINTON STREET
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 525-4627
** AD R TX **

HELEN ROSS MCBABE CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1520 CHEROKEE TRAIL
KNOXVILLE, TN 37940
(615) 637-9711
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

MIDWAY REHABILITATION CENTER
406 WEST 5TH AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 522-0301
** AD R TX **

OVERLOOK CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3001 LAKE BROOK BOULEVARD
KNOXVILLE, TN 37909
(615) 588-2933
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

LEBANON

WILSON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1404 WINTER DRIVE
LEBANON, TN 37087
(615) 444-4300
** AD O EA DM TX PV **

LOUISVILLE

PENINSULA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
JONES BEND ROAD
LOUISVILLE, TN 37777
(615) 970-9800
** AD I Y IH IV EA DM TX CI PV **

MARTIN

NORTHWEST COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
457 HANNINGS LANE
MARTIN, TN 38237
(901) 587-3854
** AD O M Y IH EA DM TX PV OT **

MEMPHIS

FRAYSER/MILLINGTON MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2150 WHITNEY STREET
MEMPHIS, TN 38105
(901) 552-5440
** AD O E TX CI PV **

GRACE HOUSE INC
WOMENS PROGRAM
329 NORTH BELLEVUE BOULEVARD
MEMPHIS, TN 38105
(901) 722-8460
** AD R M IV DT TX OT **

HARBOR HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CENTER
1979 ALCY ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38114
(901) 743-1856
** AD R B PI IV DT TX OT **

MEMPHIS ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL TRT
1170 VANCE AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 274-5662
** AD R Y TX **

MEMPHIS BOARD OF EDUCATION
MEMPHIS CITY SCHOOLS MENTAL HEALTH CTR
2597 AVERY AVENUE
ROOM 102
MEMPHIS, TN 38122
(901) 454-5224
** AD O Y TX PV **

MEMPHIS HOUSE INC
1236 POLAR AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 274-5642
** AD R O Y IV TX **

NORTHEAST COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
5515 SHELBY OAKS DRIVE
MEMPHIS, TN 38134
(901) 382-3808
** AD O TX CI PV **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL
ACE CARE
5959 PARK AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38119
(901) 766-3320
** AD O M Y CU IV DT TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL CAREUNIT
273 NORTH PARKWAY
MEMPHIS, TN 38105
(901) 577-2902
** AD O M E CU IV DT EA TX CI OT **

SERENITY HOUSES OF MEMPHIS INC
1094 POLAR AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38105
(901) 521-1131
** AD R TX **

SOUTHEAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3810 WINCHESTER ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38118
(901) 369-1400
** AD O IV EA DM TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCE TRT PROG
1030 JEFFERSON AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 523-8990 EXT. 5678
** AD I R O IV DT EA TX MM **
MOUNTAIN HOME
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
JOHNSON CITY
MOUNTAIN HOME, TN 37604
(615) 926-1171 EXT. 7714
** AD I O IV DT TX **

MURFREESBORO
RUTHERFORD COUNTY GUIDANCE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
116 NORTH CHURCH STREET
MURFREESBORO, TN 37130
(615) 893-0770
** AD O M Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

NASHVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE INC
2612 WESTWOOD DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TN 37204
(615) 269-0029
** AD Y EA PV **

CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER INC
NASHVILLE, TN 37204
(615) 244-7444
** AD PV OT **

CUMBERLAND HEIGHTS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
RIVER ROAD ROUTE 2
NASHVILLE, TN 37209
(615) 552-1757
** AD I R O M Y IV DT EA TX **

HCA PARTHENON PAVILION HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
2401 MURPHY AVENUE
NASHVILLE, TN 37203
(615) 327-2237
** AD IV OT **

MEHARRY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
MEHARRY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1005 DR. D B. TODD JR. BOULEVARD
NASHVILLE, TN 37208
(615) 327-1890
** AD I R O H PI IV DT TX CI **

OASIS CENTER
1219 16TH AVENUE SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TN 37212
(615) 329-8056
** AD Y PV **

PATHWAYS OF CUMBERLAND HALL CLINIC
50 MUSIC SQUARE WEST
UNITED ARTISTS TOWER SUITE 300
NASHVILLE, TN 37203
(615) 321-0475
** AD O EA TX **

Samaritan Center Inc
319 SOUTH 4TH STREET
NASHVILLE, TN 37206
(615) 244-4002
** AD R IV TX **

THE PHOENIX CENTER
625 MAIN STREET
NASHVILLE, TN 37206
(615) 256-1051
** AD O CU IV DH TX MM **

VANDERBILT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
2100 PIERCE AVENUE
VANDERBILT UNIV MEDICAL CENTER SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TN 37212
(615) 322-2665
** AD I IV DT TX **

OAK RIDGE
HOPE OF EAST TENNESSEE
253 EAST MAIN STREET
OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(615) 482-4826
** AD R H TX PV OT **

RIDGEVIEW PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL AND CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
240 WEST TYRONE ROAD
OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(615) 482-1076
** AD I IV EA TX CI PV **

TULLAHOMA
MULTI COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE MH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
109 S. NORTH JACKSON STREET
TULLAHOMA, TN 37388
(615) 455-5476
** AD I O DT EA TX CI PV **

WOODBURY
STONES RIVER HOSPITAL
PHOENIX CENTER
DOOLITTLE ROAD
WOODBURY, TN 37190
(615) 563-5483
** AD I IV DT EA TX **
ABILENE

ABILENE COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC
1200 PINE STREET
ABILENE, TX 79601
(915) 673-2242
** AD EA DM PV **

ABILENE REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
HUMAN RELATIONS CTR SUBST ABUSE SERV
117 NORTH FIRST STREET
ABILENE, TX 79601
(915) 675-8106
** AD O TX CI PV **

HENDRICK MEDICAL CENTER
CAREUNIT PROGRAM
19TH AND HICKORY STREETS
ABILENE, TX 79601
(915) 670-6551
** AD I IV DT TX PV **

SERENITY HOUSE OF ABILENE INC
1546 NORTH 2ND STREET
ABILENE, TX 79601
(915) 673-6489
** AD R Y IV DT TX CI PV **

WCTCGD DHI EDUCATION PROG/CALLAHAN
HASKELL/KNOX/STONEMALL/THROCKMORTON
1025 E N 10TH AT JUDGE ELY BOULEVARD
ABILENE, TX 79601
(915) 672-8544
** AD I PV **

WEST CENTRAL TX COUNCIL OF GOVTS
STATE PLANNING REGION 7
1025 EAST NORTH 10TH STREET
ABILENE, TX 79604
(915) 672-8544
** AD DM PV OT **

ALICE

JIM MELLS COUNTY
TRAFFIC SAFETY DHI EDUCATION PROG
200 NORTH ALMOND STREET
ALICE, TX 78332
(512) 664-2104
** A B H PI DM PV **

ALPINE

EL PASO STATE CENTER FOR HUMAN DEV
LIVE AND LET LIVE DHI PROGRAM
211 WEST HOLLAND AVENUE
ALPINE, TX 79830
(915) 837-3373
** AD O DM TX PV **

AMARILLO

CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICE INC
CHILDREN ACTIVELY RECOVERING THRU EDUC
1422 SOUTH TYLER STREET
AMARILLO, TX 79105
(806) 376-4571
** AD Y PV **

PANHANDLE ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
COUNTY JUDGES/Chemical ABUSE SERVS
RURAL ROUTE 3
AMARILLO, TX 79107
(806) 335-2403
** AD R IV EA TX CI **

PANHANDLE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CORP
2736 WEST 10TH STREET
AMARILLO, TX 79106
(806) 372-3301
** AD DM PV OT **

TEXAS PANHANDLE MH AUTHORITY
TRANSITION
1600 WALLACE BOULEVARD
AMARILLO, TX 79106
(806) 553-7295
** AD O EA TX **

ANKLETON

YOUTH SERVICES OF BRAZORIA COUNTY
201 EAST MYRTLE STREET
ANKLETON, TX 77515
(409) 649-5711 EXT. 1577
** AD Y PV OT **

ATHENS

EAST TEXAS REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
901 SOUTH PALESTINE STREET
ATHENS, TX 75751
(214) 675-8541
** AD O TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
B = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
D = OUTPATIENT
X = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL
F = ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE
G = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
V = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
P = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
U = COCAINE USERS
W = IV DRUG USERS

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = MEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
M = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
T = TREATMENT UNIT
C = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
P = PREVENTION UNIT
M = METHADONE UNIT
O = OTHER UNIT
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AUSTIN

AUSTIN CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER
612 WEST 6TH STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78701
(512) 476-6015
** AD Y PV **

AUSTIN FAMILY HOUSE
2604 PARAMOUNT AVENUE
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 441-2006
** AD R M Y IV TX PV **

AUSTIN FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
55 NORTH INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAY 35 SUITE 240
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 474-6761
** AD PV **

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER (REAP)
STRATFORD HOUSE
1808 WEST AVENUE
AUSTIN, TX 78701
(512) 472-8189
** AD R O H IV TX **

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER INC
DETOXIFICATION
901 WEST MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
AUSTIN, TX 78701
(512) 472-8189
** AD R I R IV DT TX **

AUSTIN STATE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE TRT CTR
4110 GUADALUPE STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78751
(512) 452-0381 EXT. 4526
** AD I IV TX **

AUSTIN WILDERNESS COUNSELING SERVICES
4111 MEDICAL PARKWAY SUITE 201
AUSTIN, TX 78756
(512) 467-0247
** AD Y PV **

AUSTIN/TRAVIS COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
MEDICATION UNIT
2200 ROSEWOOD AVENUE
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 472-6261
** D O M IV MM **

BERGSTROM AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS DRUG/ALC ABUSE CONTROL
AUSTIN, TX 78743
(512) 479-3426
** AD O E AH TM TX PV **

CAPITAL AREA PLANNING COUNCIL
2520 SOUTH HIGHWAY IH 35 SUITE 100
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 443-7653
** AD PV **

CHARTER LANE HOSPITAL
ADULT ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
8402 CROSSPARK DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78754
(512) 837-1000 EXT. 157
** AD I O IV TX **

EAST 2ND STREET OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1633 EAST 2ND STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 474-2481
** AD O TX **

GREATERR AUSTIN COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE INC
8 107 SPRINGFIELD ROAD SUITE 102
AUSTIN, TX 78745
(512) 446-9561
** AD I R Y IV TX PV **

OAKS TREATMENT CENTER
AMETHYST PROGRAM
1407 WEST STASSNEY LANE
AUSTIN, TX 78745
(512) 476-7263
** AD Y EA PV **

ROSEWOOD HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER
2800 MEBBERVILLE ROAD SUITE 107
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 476-7263
** AD OT **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
6510 BERKMAN DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78723
(512) 451-5826
** A PI PV OT **

SOLUTION COUNSELING AND TREATMENT CTR
3809 SOUTH 2ND STREET SUITE C-200
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 440-1922
** AD O M IV DH TX **

SOUTHPATIENT CLINIC
1112 WEST BEN WHITE BOULEVARD
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 447-2055
** AD O TX **

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
1705 GUADALUPE STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78701
(512) 463-5510
** AD OT **

TEXAS CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS
PROTECT YOUR DREAMS
408 WEST 11TH STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78701
(512) 476-6769
** AD PV **

TEXAS REHABILITATION COMMISSION
REGION THREE OFFICE
2900 SOUTH HIGHWAY IH 35 SUITE 205
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 447-0616
** AD OT **

THE FAULKNER CENTER
1900 RIO GRANDE STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 482-0075
** AD R O Y H CU IV DT EA TX **

TRAVIS COUNTY ACG CNS
EDUCATION PROGRAM
5555 NORTH LAMAR STREET
ROOM J-125
AUSTIN, TX 78751
(512) 473-9533
** AD H DM CI PV **

UNIVERSITY YWCA
AUSTIN WOMENS ADDICTION REF/EDUC CTR
2310 GUADALUPE STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 472-5553
** AD M PV **

WORKERS ASSISTANCE PROG OF TEXAS INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1802 WEST 6TH STREET SUITE 200
AUSTIN, TX 78703
(512) 477-4491
** AD H EA CI PV OT **

YOUTH ADVOCACY INC
YOUTH ADVOCACY PROGRAM
6304-D PORTER STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78743
(512) 585-3325
** AD Y IV PV **

BASTROP

COTTONWOOD DE AUSTIN
HIGHWAY 21 AT FM1441
ROUTE 3 BOX 404
BASTROP, TX 78602
(512) 231-2299
** AD I IV EA TX CI PV OT **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 95
BASTROP, TX 78602
(512) 321-3903
** AD R IV TX CI PV **

BAY CITY

MATAGORDA COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
1100 AVENUE C
BAY CITY, TX 77414
(409) 245-9251
** AD O TX **
Bellaire

Care Centers of Texas Inc
Bellaire Unit
4500 Bissonnet Street
Suite 333
Bellaire, TX 77401
(713) 668-6400
** AD O DM DM TX CI PV **

Belton

Central Texas Council of Governments
State Planning Region 23
100 South East Street
Belton, TX 76513
(86) 959-1601
** AD Y E PV **

Big Spring

Big Spring State Hospital
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program
North Highway 87
Big Spring, TX 79720
(915) 267-8216 Ext. 275
** AD I IV TX **

Big Spring State Hospital
Howard County Outreach Center
North Highway 87
Big Spring, TX 79720
(915) 267-8216 Ext. 341
** AD CI **

Crossroads Recovery Program
1601 West 11th Place
Scenic Mountain Medical Ctr 2nd Floor
Big Spring, TX 79720
(800) 592-7623
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

Veterans Administration Medical Ctr
Alcohol and Drug Treatment Unit
2400 Gregg Street
Room 116
Big Spring, TX 79720
(915) 265-7361 Ext. 555
** AD I IV DT TX CI PV **

Borger

Frank Phillips College
Safe Driving Practices
West Roosevelt Street
Borger, TX 79007
(806) 270-6325
** AD EA DM PV **

86th and 316th Judicial District
Adult Probation Department
1600 Veta Street
Borger, TX 79008
(806) 275-7553
** AD DM PV **

Breckenridge

Stephens/Shackelford Counties
Mental Health Clinic
607 South Rose Street
Breckenridge, TX 76024
(817) 559-2491
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

Brownsville

Cameron County DWI Education
Cameron/Mcallen Counties
974 East Harrison Street
Brownsville, TX 78520
(512) 544-0032
** AD H DM PV **

Palmer Drug Abuse Program
Brownsville Inc
1275 Cottonwood Drive
Brownsville, TX 78520
(512) 544-3335
** AD Y H CI PV OT **

Student Assistance for Furthering Educ
(SAFE)
314 West Los Ebanos Street
Brownsville, TX 78520
(512) 544-5651
** AD PV **

Tropical Texas Center for MH/HR
Brownsville Drug Treatment Program
302 Kings Highway
Suite 105
Brownsville, TX 78520
(512) 542-2239
** DO H IV TX CI **

Bryan

John S Sommer Counseling
2900 Coggin Avenue
Suite S
Bryan, TX 77801
(915) 646-1114
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

Bryan

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Community
Training and Education Program/BVD/COG
3006 East 29th Street
Bryan, TX 77802
(409) 776-2277 Ext. 10
** AD PV OT **

Brazos Valley MH/HR Authority
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
625 Mary Lake Drive
Bryan, TX 77801
(409) 268-4357
** AD O IV TX **
BURNET
SHEPPARD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HAROLD HUGHES CENTER
501 BUCHANAN DRIVE
BURNET, TX 78611
(512) 756-6221
** AD I IV DT TX **

CAMERON
20TH JUDICIAL DIST PROB DMI EDUC PROG
HAMILTON COUNTY
CAMERON, TX 75620
(817) 697-6583
** A DM PV **

CANTON
EAST TEXAS REGIONAL MH/HR CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
575 WEST HIGHWAY 243
CANTON, TX 75501
(214) 567-4197
** AD O IV MH TX PV **

SUNDOWN RANCH/LIFE SKILLS CENTER
ROUTE 4
CANTON, TX 75501
(214) 479-3933
** AD R Y IV TX CI OT **

CANYON
PALO DURO HOSPITAL CAREUNIT
2 HOSPITAL DRIVE
CANYON, TX 79015
(806) 655-7725
** AD I R IV DT EA TX CI PV **

CANYON LAKE
REDOUBT RIVER RANCH
CANYON LAKE, TX 78430
(512) 966-3762
** AD I IV TX **

CENTER
DEEP EAST TEXAS MH/HR
SHELBY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
LOOP 500 AT BROWN ROAD
CENTER, TX 75935
(409) 596-6191
** AD R IV TX **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF CENTER
CROSSPOINT A AND D TREATMENT PROGRAM
602 HURST STREET
CENTER, TX 75935
(409) 596-2781
** AD I IV DT TX **

CENTER POINT
STARLITE VILLAGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ELM PASS ROAD
CENTER POINT, TX 78010
(512) 654-2212
** AD I Y IV DT EA TX CI PV MM **

CLARKSVILLE
NORTHEAST TEXAS MH/HR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
204 NORTH DELAMARE STREET
CLARKSVILLE, TX 75426
(214) 427-2226
** AD O TX CI PV **

RED RIVER COUNTY DMI PROGRAM
RED RIVER COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CLARKSVILLE, TX 75426
(214) 427-3491
** AD MH PV **

CLEBURNE
JOHNSON COUNTY MH/HR CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
128 CLARK STREET
CLEBURNE, TX 76031
(817) 641-7611
** AD I IV TX CI PV **

COLLEGE STATION
TEXAS A AND M UNIVERSITY
IVTE DEPT ALC ABUSE PREVENTION PROG
COLLEGE STATION, TX 77843
(409) 845-4068
** A Y DM PV **

COLUMBUS
COLORADO COUNTY MH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
314 SPRING STREET
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
COLUMBUS, TX 78934
(409) 732-6126
** AD O TX CI PV **

CONROE
MONTGOMERY COUNTY
CRISIS ACTION LINE
CONROE, TX 77305
(409) 539-2373
** AD OT **

TRI COUNTY MH/HR SERVICES
TRI COUNTY DEAR UNIT
301 SOUTH FIRST STREET
CONROE, TX 77305
(409) 539-7933
** AD R IV DT TX CI PV **

COPPERAS COVE
CENTRAL COUNTIES CENTER FOR MH/HR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1011 WEST AVENUE A
COPPERAS COVE, TX 76522
(817) 947-5916
** AD I Y IV TX CI PV **

CORYELL COUNTY
DMI EDUCATION PROGRAM
201 SOUTH 2ND STREET
COPPERAS COVE, TX 76522
(512) 965-7294
** A DM PV **

CORpus CHRISTI
BAYVIEW HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE SERVICES
6629 WOOLDRIDGE ROAD
CORpus CHRISTI, TX 78414
(512) 993-9700
** AD I IV DT EA TX OT **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF CORPUS CHRISTI INC
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
3126 ROOD FIELD ROAD
CORpus CHRISTI, TX 78415
(512) 993-8893
** AD Y IV EA TX CI PV **

CHEM DEPENDENCY UNIT OF SOUTH TEXAS
5517 SOUTH ALAMEDA STREET
CORpus CHRISTI, TX 78412
(512) 993-6100
** AD I M IH CU IV DT EA TX **

COASTAL BEND
ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CENTER
38 NORTH COUNTRY CLUB PLACE
CORpus CHRISTI, TX 78407
(512) 803-8109
** AD R IV DT TX OT **

CORpus CHRISTI DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
DRUG FREE
405 LAGUNA STREET
CORpus CHRISTI, TX 78403
(512) 854-9791
** O O M TX **

CORpus CHRISTI DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
METHADONE CLINIC
405 LAGUNA STREET
CORpus CHRISTI, TX 78403
(512) 882-9979
** O O TX MM **

CORpus CHRISTI OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP RECOVERY PROGRAM
1502 TARLTON STREET
CORpus CHRISTI, TX 78415
(512) 866-2403
** AD I IV DT TX **
TEXAS

NAVY ALC/DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM (NADAP)
NAVAL AIR STATION
BUILDING 36
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78419
(512) 959-2138
** AD EA DH PV **

NUECES COUNTY MH/MR ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1630 SOUTH BROWNLEE STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78404
(512) 886-6900
** AD R W Y E B H IV TX PV **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROG/CORPUS CHRISTI
113 CLEMMER STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78415
(512) 867-8900
** AD D O Y TX PV **

SOUTHSIDE COMMUNITY HOUSING
75201-3251
** A DT **

CORRIGAN

COMMUNITY SERVICE INC
200 SOUTH 7TH STREET
CORRIGAN, TX 75110
(214) 872-2401
** AD EA PV **

NAVARRO COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
920 NORTH MAIN STREET
CORRIGAN, TX 75110
(214) 872-2491
** AD D O DH TX CI PV **

CROSBYTON

CROSBY/DICKENS COUNTIES
DMI EDUCATION PROGRAM
CROSBY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CROSBYTON, TX 75932
(806) 675-2668
** A DH PV **

DAINGERFIELD

76TH/276TH JUDICIAL DIST DMI ED PROG
CAMP/MORRIS/TITUS COUNTIES
500 BROADWAY STREET
DAINGERFIELD, TX 75638
(214) 645-3166
** A DH PV **

DALLAS

BROOKHAVEN
RECOVERY SERVICE FOR ALCOHOLISM
5 MEDICAL PARKWAY
DALLAS, TX 75234
(214) 247-1000 EXT. 470
** AD I IV DT DM TX CI PV OT **

BUCKER BAPTIST CHILDREN'S HOME
PASSPORT TO RECOVERY
5200 SOUTH BUCKNER BOULEVARD
DALLAS, TX 75227
(214) 321-6559
** AD R Y IV TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC ALCOHOLISM MINISTRY
3915 LEONHARD AVENUE
DALLAS, TX 75219
(214) 960-2146
** A PV **

CHALMERS METHODIST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM DEPENDENCY TRT CENTER
3500 HWEALAND ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75227
(214) 709-9600 EXT. 6667
** AD I O IH IV DT TX PV **

DALLAS CHALLENGE
7777 FOREST LANE
B-SUITE 108
DALLAS, TX 75250
(214) 661-4680
** AD D O Y B H TX CI PV **

DARCO DRUG SERVICES INC
2722 INWOOD ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75235
(214) 956-7101
** D D O M Y IV TX MM **

FREEDOM MINISTRIES
DALLAS CAN ACADEMY
4245 NORTH CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
SUITE 205-300
DALLAS, TX 75205
(214) 522-8312
** AD Y PV OT **

GPA
UNIT 1
300-A LANCASTER KIEST SHOPPING CENTER
DALLAS, TX 75216
(214) 372-3968
** D D O IV DT MM **

HELP IS POSSIBLE (HIP)
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
725 SOUTH PEAK STREET
DALLAS, TX 75223
(214) 827-2870
** D R D M H IV TX **

HILLVALE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION INC
REHABILITATION CENTER
2516 MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
DALLAS, TX 75215
(214) 574-0298
** AD B PV OT **

HORIZON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2345 REAGAN STREET
DALLAS, TX 75219
(214) 521-7941
** AD I Y IV DT TX CI PV OT **

HORIZON RECOVERY CENTER AT
GARLAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
122 SOUTH INTERNATIONAL ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75042
(214) 478-2467
** AD I IV DT TX CI PV **

NEXUS INC
3116 FAIRMOUNT STREET
DALLAS, TX 75201
(214) 871-2467
** AD R M IV TX **

PARKLAND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALC/DRUG INTERVENTION REFERRAL PROGRAM
5201 HARRY HINES BOULEVARD
DALLAS, TX 75235
(214) 637-8770
** AD M Y E B H AI IH PI CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
5554 HARRY HINES BOULEVARD
DALLAS, TX 75235
(214) 650-5611
** A PI PV OT **

SALVATION ARMY
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES PROGRAM
2215 NORTH AKARD STREET
DALLAS, TX 75201
(214) 742-9131
** A CI **

TEXAS ALCOHOL AND
NARCOTIC EDUCATION INC
11005 GARLAND ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75218
(214) 326-7255
** AD EA PV **

TIMBERLAWN PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4600 SAMUEL BOULEVARD
DALLAS, TX 75227
(214) 301-7181
** AD I R O IH IV DT TX CI PV **

TURTLE CREEK MANOR INC
2707 SOUTH STREET
DALLAS, TX 75201
(214) 871-2450
** AD R TX OT **
EDINBURG

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/MR
EDINBURG DRUG TRT AND PREVENTION PROG
1409 SOUTH 9TH STREET
EDINBURG, TX 78539
(915) 385-0121
** D O Y H IV TX CI PV **

EL PASO

ALIVIANE NO/AD INC
CASA DE ESPERANZA
10690 SOCORRO ROAD
EL PASO, TX 79927
(915) 858-6008
** D R IV DT EA TX CI **

ALIVIANE NO/AD INC
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
5160A EL PASO DRIVE
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 779-3764
** D IV EA DM CI **

ALIVIANE NO/AD INC
WOMENS HALFWAY HOUSE
430 NORTH ZARAGOZA ROAD
EL PASO, TX 79907
(915) 858-0027
** D R H IV DT EA TX CI **

ALIVIANE NO/AD INC
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1001 LAMADA AVENUE
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 779-0828
** AD R TX OT **

CASA BLANCA RECOVERY HOUSE
2900 CYPRESS AVENUE
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 532-8520
** AD R H B H AI CU TX PV **

EL PASO ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE
3330 DOUGLAS AVENUE
EL PASO, TX 79903
(915) 562-4081
** A PV **

AL IV TX **

KIDS OF EL PASO COUNTY INC
6500 K BOEING STREET
EL PASO, TX 79925
(915) 772-5437
** AD O Y H CU IV TX CI PV **

LANDMARK BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER
RENEW UNIT/REACH UNIT
1014 NORTH STANTON STREET
EL PASO, TX 79902
(915) 545-3536
** AD I Y IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

RIO GRANDE COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
123 PIONEER PLAZA
SUITE 210
EL PASO, TX 79901
(915) 533-0998
** AD PV OT **

TEXAS REHABILITATION COMMISSION
1200 GOLDEN KEY CIRCLE
SUITE 262
EL PASO, TX 79925
(915) 593-4893
** AD A I EA OT **

TIGUÍ INDIAN RESERVATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
119 SOUTH OLD PUEBLO DRIVE
EL PASO, TX 79907
(915) 859-7913
** AD A I EA PV OT **

WILLIAM BEAUMONT ARMY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM RESIDENTIAL TRT FACILITY
FORT BLISS
BUILDING 7115
EL PASO, TX 79920
(915) 568-2580
** A I M IV EA DM TX CI PV **

YMCA
WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER
1600 NORTH BROWN STREET
EL PASO, TX 79902
(915) 533-7475
** AD H PV **

FORT WORTH

CUREUNIT HOSPITAL OF DALLAS/FORT WORTH
1066 WEST MAGNOLIA STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 336-2828
** AD I CU IV DT TX CI PV **

CAREUNITS OUTPATIENT SERVICES
4521 SOUTH HULEN STREET
SUITE 101
FORT WORTH, TX 76109
(817) 429-2275
** AD O TX PV **

CENIKOR FOUNDATION INC
2109 SOUTH MAIN STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76110
(817) 923-2771
** AD R O Y IV TX PV **
TEXAS

D GONZALES AND ASSOCIATES
UNIT 2
6465 SPUR 303
SUITE 3-A-1
FORT WORTH, TX 76112
(817) 651-0955
** D O IV MM **

FORT WORTH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3210 WEST LANCASTER AVENUE
FORT WORTH, TX 76107
(817) 731-4952
** AD Y B H EA PV **

HCA RICHLAND HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
7501 GLENVIEW DRIVE
FORT WORTH, TX 76180
(817) 589-2646 EXT. 5095
** AD I R Y E B D H CU IV DT EA AA **
** DH TX **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1401 SOUTH MAIN STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 332-8069
** AD I W IH CU IV DT TX CI PV **

SAVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION UNIT
2901 NE 28TH STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76111
(817) 834-6271
** A PI PV OT **

SOCIETY OF MARY STARS INC
STAR HOUSE
2740 AVENUE K
FORT WORTH, TX 76105
(817) 534-2679
** AD R IV TX **

TARRANT COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
617 7TH AVENUE
SUITE 305
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 332-6329
** AD PV OT **

TARRANT COUNTY MH/MR ALCOHOL SERVICES
BILLY GREGORY INPATIENT
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 877-5621
** A R DT TX OT **

TARRANT COUNTY MEDICAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION/ALTERNATIVES
209 WEST MAGNOLIA AVENUE
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 921-2262
** D O IV DT TX CI PV MM OT **

U.S. POSTAL SERVICES
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
4600 MARK IV PARKWAY
FORT WORTH, TX 76161
(817) 885-1254
** AD EA CI PV **

FRANKLIN
82ND JUDICIAL DIST ALL DNI EDUC PROG
FALLS AND ROBERTSON COUNTIES
COUNTY COURTHOUSE
FRANKLIN, TX 77556
(409) 828-3226
** A DM PV **

FRIENDSHOOD
FRIENDSHOOD COUNSELING SERVICE
212 MENDING WAY
FRIENDSHOOD, TX 77546
(409) 682-6717
** AD EA PV OT **

GAINESVILLE
COOKE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1207 D NORTH GRAND STREET
SUITE 216
GAINESVILLE, TX 76240
(817) 665-3962
** AD D TX PV OT **

GALVESTON
SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
404 SAINT MARYS BOULEVARD
GALVESTON, TX 77550
(409) 765-5301 EXT. 4302
** AD I M IN DT EA TX CI PV **

GARLAND
D GONZALES AND ASSOCIATES
2648 KINGSLEY STREET
SUITE B
GARLAND, TX 75041
(214) 840-1431
** D O IV MM **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF GARLAND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2300 MARIE CURIE DRIVE
GARLAND, TX 75042
(214) 487-5011
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

GATESVILLE
CENTRAL COUNTIES CENTER FOR MH/MR
3/4 WAY HOUSE AND OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
211 NORTH LUTTERLOH STREET
GATESVILLE, TX 76528
(817) 865-5844
** AD R O DT TX **

GEORGETOWN
GEORGETOWN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2000 SCENIC DRIVE
GEORGETOWN, TX 76626
(512) 869-2651
** AD DT **

GEORGETOWN HOSPITAL AUTHORITY
SAN GABRIEL TREATMENT CENTER
605 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE
GEORGETOWN, TX 76627
(512) 869-2651
** AD D IV TX **

WILLIAMSON COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
707 1/2 MAIN STREET
GEORGETOWN, TX 76628
(512) 869-2571
** AD PV **

GIDDINGS
LEE COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
563 WEST BOUNDARY STREET
ROOM 4
GIDDINGS, TX 78942
(409) 542-3042
** AD D IV DT TX CI PV OT **

GILMER
MARION/UPSHUR COUNTIES
DNI EDUCATION PROGRAM
405 NORTH TITUS STREET
GILMER, TX 75644
(214) 843-5006
** A DM PV **

GRAND PRAIRIE
AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
816 EAST DAVIS STREET
GRAND PRAIRIE, TX 75050
(214) 262-1349
** AD I R IV TX **

GREENVILLE
GLEN OAKS HOSPITAL
NEW FRONTIER CENTER
301 EAST DIVISION STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(214) 454-6000
** AD I Y I H IV DT TX PV **

GREEN VILLA
1014 WASHLY STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(214) 454-6853
** AD R W B H AI CU IV TX CI PV **
GROESBECK
LIMESTONE COUNTY DMI OFFENDERS SCHOOL
LIMESTONE/FREESTONE/LEON COUNTIES
202 WEST STATE STREET
GROESBECK, TX 76642
(817) 729-5932
** A DW PV **

HAMILTON
HAMILTON MH/MR CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
200 EAST GENTRY STREET
HAMILTON, TX 76531
(817) 306-0179
** AD IV TX CI PV **

HARLINGEN
RIO GRANDE STATE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
2115 NORTH 28TH STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 423-5077 EXT. 115
** AD I IV DT TX PV **

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
MIDWAY HOUSE FOR MEN
1605 NORTH 7TH STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 423-9984
** A R H TX **

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
MIDWAY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
1605 NORTH 7TH STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 423-9984
** A R N H TX **

SOUTH TEXAS HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALC COUNSELING PROGRAM
1/2 MILE SOUTH RANGERVILLE ROAD
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 423-3420 EXT. 444
** AD I DT TX **

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/HR
HARLINGEN DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
1208 NORTH 7TH STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 423-8094
** D O H IV TX CI **

HEMPSTEAD
AUSTIN WATTER COUNTY OUTREACH
931 5TH STREET
HEMPSTEAD, TX 77445
(409) 296-2502
** AD PV OT **

HENDRICKSON
SABINE VALLEY REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
HENDRICKSON OUTPATIENT CLINIC
116 SOUTH MARSHALL STREET
HENDRICKSON, TX 75652
(214) 657-7526
** AD EA CI OT **

HENDERSON
CLAY COUNTY DRUG AND
ALCOHOL AWARENESS COUNCIL
515 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
HENRIETTA, TX 76365
(817) 538-4357
** AD Y PV **

CLAY COUNTY OUTREACH CLINIC
310 WEST SOUTH STREET
HENRIETTA, TX 76365
(817) 538-4351
** AD O TX CI PV **

HICO
HICO CITY HOSPITAL
HICO LODGE
HIGHWAY 291 AND FIRST STREET
HICO, TX 76457
(817) 796-4268
** AD I R IV EA TX CI PV **

MOCKLY
FRIENDSHIP RANCH
ROUTE 1
HOCKLEY, TX 77447
(409) 372-9133
** AD R CU IV TX CI **

HOUSTON
AL ANON FAMILY GROUP SERVICES
2150 WEST 18TH STREET
SUITE 207
HOUSTON, TX 77008
(713) 861-9806
** A OT **

ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
MEXICAN AMERICANS (AAMA) ALC/DRUG PROG
204 CLIFTON STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77011
(713) 926-9941 EXT. 13
** AD R O H Y H TX CI PV **

BABYS PORCH RECOVERY CENTER
5731 KEMP STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77023
(713) 921-1092
** AD M EA PV **

CENIKOR FOUNDATION INC
HOUSTON RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1001 TEXAS AVENUE
SUITE 420
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 228-4447
** D R IV TX PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE ASSOCIATES
4710 GREENLEY STREET
SUITE 270
HOUSTON, TX 77006
(713) 520-0583
** D O IV MH **

CHICANO FAMILY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1001 WAYSIDE DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77011
(713) 923-2316
** AD O H Y H PI TX PV **

CRISIS INTERVENTION OF HOUSTON
CRISIS HOTLINE
HOUSTON, TX 77219
(713) 226-1505
** AD OT **

DEXION PROGRAMS OF CARE
902 FROSTWOOD DRIVE
SUITE 340
HOUSTON, TX 77024
(713) 973-6202
** AD O EA OH TX PV **

FIVE OAKS RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
1122 BISSONNET STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77005
(713) 526-4611
** AD R IV EA TX CI PV OT **

GULF COAST COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
6100 BOWLING GREEN STREET
SUITE 143
HOUSTON, TX 77021
(713) 748-4440 EXT. 73
** AD O H Y B H PI CU TX **

HARRIS COUNTY HOSPITAL DISTRICT
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1502 TAUB LOOP
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 791-7211
** AD PV OT **

HARRIS COUNTY PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
2800 SOUTH MACGREGOR WY
HOUSTON, TX 77021
(713) 741-6000
** AD I Y IV DT TX **
TEXAS

NCA GULF PINES HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
205 ROLLIN HALL LANE
HOUSTON, TX 77090
(713) 557-0700
** AD I Y H IV DT EA TX PV OT **

HERMANN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL PROBLEM TREATMENT UNIT
6411 FANNIN STREET
& WEST CULLEN
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 797-3300
** A I IV DT DM TX **

J DAVIS HOSP DEVELOPMENTAL CLINIC
MATERNAL MEDICATIONS CLINIC
1801 ALLEN PARKWAY
HOUSTON, TX 77019
(713) 751-9370
** AD PV **

MARTIN LUTHER KING COMMUNITY CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
2720 SAMSON STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 659-7704
** D Y E B EA PV **

MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
PACT UNIT
8001 GREENBRIAR STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77054
(713) 790-8150
** AD I IV EA DM TX CI PV **

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF HOUSTON AND HARRIS COUNTY
2211 NORFOLK STREET
ROOM 810
HOUSTON, TX 77009
(713) 522-5161
** AD PV **

MONTROSE COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
900 LOVELL BOULEVARD
SUITE 203
HOUSTON, TX 77006
(713) 529-0037
** AD I IV EA TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS WITHDRAWAL CENTER
4949 WEST 34TH STREET
SUITE 111
HOUSTON, TX 77092
(713) 956-7712
** D O IV MH **

ODYSSEY HOUSE TEXAS
5629 GRAPEVINE STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77085
(713) 726-0922
** AD Y CU IV OT **

PASSAGES INC
7722 WESTVIEW DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 957-4910
** AD R M IV TX **

PHOENIX RECOVERY CENTER
9610 LONG POINT ROAD
SUITE 111
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 973-9555
** AD O H DT EA TX PV OT **

PROGRAM FOR ALCOHOLISM
COUNSELING AND TREATMENT (PACT)
2616 SOUTH LOOP WEST
SUITE 500
HOUSTON, TX 77034
(713) 666-9811
** AD I IV EA DM TX CI PV **

RIVERSIDE GENERAL HOSPITAL
TOTAL CARE/STRESS UNIT
3205 ENNIS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 526-2641 EXT. 284
** AD I M B CU IV DT TX PV **

ROSEWOOD CENTER FOR
PSYCHIATRIC MEDICINE
9200 HESTHEIMER ROAD
HOUSTON, TX 77063
(713) 780-5835
** AD I O TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE DEPARTMENT
1919 LA BRANCH STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 757-7507
** AD I O Y IV TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1015 HAMPHILL STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77007
(713) 869-5551
** A PI PV OT **

SAM HOUSTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG HELP UNIT
1615 HILLENDAHL STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 468-4557
** AD I M E CU DT EA TX CI PV **

SHAPE COMMUNITY CENTER
3815 LIVE OAK STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 521-0629
** AD Y B PV **

SPRING SHADOWS GLEN HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2801 GESSNER DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77080
(713) 939-5794
** AD I DT TX **

SPRING SHADOWS GLEN HOSPITAL
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2801 GESSNER DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77080
(713) 462-0000
** AD I O H CU IV DT EA TX MM **

TEXAS CLINIC
9320 WESTVIEW DRIVE
SUITE 10
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 668-0536
** D O IV MH **

THE RECOVERY CENTER INC
1902 WEST LAMAR STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77019
(713) 529-2535
** AD R M IV TX **

THE SHOULDER
7655 BELLFORT AVENUE
HOUSTON, TX 77061
(713) 649-7200
** AD R DT TX **

TAXICOLGY ASSOCIATES
4405 CAROLINE STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 526-2071
** D O IV MH **

TAXICOLGY ASSOCIATES
14655 NORTHWEST FREEWAY
HOUSTON, TX 77040
(713) 690-2128
** D O IV MH **

UNIV OF TX MENTAL SCIENCES INSTITUTE
ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS TREATMENT
1300 MURGUIA STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 792-7200
** AD O IV DM TX **

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE
ALTERNATIVE DRUG ABUSE TRT PROGRAM
2525 SAN JACINTO STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 659-1800
** D O IV TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
ROGERS STREET RECOVERY CENTER
308 EAST ROGERS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77001
(713) 692-8190
** AD I R M TX PV **

WESTBRANCH TREATMENT CENTER
2005 JACQUELIN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 682-2566
** AD R Y IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **
TEXAS

LEAGUE CITY

LEAGUE CITY COUNSELING CENTER
4444 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 105
LEAGUE CITY, TX 77573
(713) 332-4704
** AD O TX CI PV **

LEVELLAND

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR OUTREACH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1202 HOUSTON STREET
LEVELLAND, TX 79336
(806) 894-2228
** A O TX CI PV OT **

286TH JUDICIAL DIST ADULT PROB DEPT
DMZ EDUCATION
HOCKLEY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
LEVELLAND, TX 79336
(806) 894-9621
** A DH PV **

LIBERTY

LIBERTY/CHAMBERS COUNTIES
DMZ EDUCATION PROGRAM
1925 SAN HOUSTON STREET
SUITE 112
LIBERTY, TX 77575
(409) 336-8071 EXT. 245
** A DH OT **

LIVERPOOL

PARKSIDE LODGE/CHOCOLATE BAYOU
638 HARBOR ROAD
LIVERPOOL, TX 77577
(713) 295-0203
** AD R Y CU IV DH TX PV OT **

LLANO

32RD JUD DIST TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUC
BLANCO/BURNET/LLANO/SAN SABA COS
100 WEST SANDSTONE STREET
LLANO, TX 78643
(915) 247-5148
** AD PV **

LONDIS

BOYD HOUSE INC
103 CHEROKEE STREET
LONDIS, TX 75604
(214) 755-9634
** AD R B H AT CU IV TX **

EAST TEXAS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
1101 EAST BIRDSONG STREET
LONDIS, TX 75602
(214) 755-7633
** AD N Y EA PV **

MEADOW PINES HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
22 BERMUDA LANE
LONGVIEW, TX 75605
(214) 665-4411
** AD I R O IV DT EA TX **

LUBBOCK

CHARTER PLAINS HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE TREATMENT PROGRAM
801 NORTH QUAKER AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79416
(806) 742-8772
** AD I H E B H MH CU IV OT EA TX **
** PV MH **

LUBBOCK COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
1503 AVENUE J
SUITE 204
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 765-0763
** AD Y PV **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1210 TEXAS AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0310
** A O Y H EA DH TX CI PV OT **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
DRUG FREE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1210 TEXAS AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0237
** D O IV TX **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
METHADONE PROGRAM
1210 TEXAS AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0237
** D O IV MM **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
MIDWAY COMPLEX
1601 VANDA AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0256
** A R IV DT TX PV **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
PROJECT HOPE
1210 TEXAS AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0216 EXT. 216
** A O M Y B H AI IN TX PV OT **

NEW BEGINNINGS AT HIGHLAND HOSPITAL
2412 50TH STREET
LUBBOCK, TX 79412
(806) 797-1976
** AD IV OT **

REESE AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAM/DWI PROGRAM
LUBBOCK, TX 79409
(806) 885-3901
** AD O DH TX PV **

REGION XXII EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER
4000 22ND PLACE
LUBBOCK, TX 79410
(806) 792-4000
** AD MY B H AI PV **

TEXAS TECH UNIV HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
ADDITIONAL TREATMENT PROGRAM
4000 24TH STREET
SAINT MARY OF THE PLAINS HOSPITAL
LUBBOCK, TX 79410
(806) 776-6190
** AD I IV TX **

TEXAS TECH UNIV HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
SM INSTITUTE FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
THOMPSON HALL ROOM 5-129
LUBBOCK, TX 79430
(806) 763-2804
** AD O MY IV EA DH TX PV **

TX TECH UNIV/DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS PROGRAM
250 WEST HALL
LUBBOCK, TX 79409
(806) 762-2192
** AD EA PV **

WALKER HOUSE
1614 AVENUE K
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 763-7633
** AD I R TX **

LUFKIN

ANGELINA COUNTY ADULT PROBATION
DMZ EDUCATION PROGRAM
LUFKIN, TX 75901
(409) 654-5796
** A H DH PV **

DEEP EAST TEXAS MH/MR
PEAVY SMITCH FARM
4100 SOUTH MEDFORD DRIVE
LUFKIN, TX 75901
(409) 659-3417
** AD EA TX **

DEEP EAST TEXAS MH/MR SERVICES
ANGELINA MH/MR CENTER/OUTPATIENT
401 SOUTH CHESTNUT STREET
LUFKIN, TX 75901
(409) 639-2939
** AD CI **

396
MANSFIELD

MYN ROSE ADDICTION RECOVERY UNIT
1802 HIGHWAY 157 NORTH
MANSFIELD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
MANSFIELD, TX 76066
(817) 473-6101 EXT. 117
** AD I IV DT TX CI **

MARSHALL

SABINE VALLEY REGIONAL MH/MR
GROVE MOORE
401 NORTH GROVE STREET
MARSHALL, TX 75670
(214) 938-1146
** AD O W IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SABINE VALLEY REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
OAK HAVEN RECOVERY CENTER
HIGHWAY 154
MARSHALL, TX 75670
(214) 938-5149
** AD I R IV JT TX **

MD ALLEN

LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY DEV COUNCIL
REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER
4900 NORTH 23RD STREET
MC ALLEN, TX 78504
(512) 682-3481
** AD PV **

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/MR
MC ALLEN METHADONE CLINIC
1425 SOUTH 9TH STREET
MC ALLEN, TX 78501
(512) 383-0321
** D O H IV MH **

MD KINNEY

COLLINS COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
MC KINNEY CLINIC
708 SOUTH COLLEGE STREET
SUITE A
MC KINNEY, TX 75069
(214) 542-0394
** AD O TX CI **

MESQUITE

MESQUITE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
YOUTH CROSSING
3500 EAST HIGHWAY 67
MESQUITE, TX 75150
(214) 686-0685
** AD I Y IV TX CI PV **

MIDLAND

CLEARVIEW HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
200 SOUTH COUNTY ROAD 1233
MIDLAND, TX 79703
(915) 697-5200
** AD I IV DT EA TX PV **

MIDLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT CRIME UNIT
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE INFO AND REFERRAL
404 EAST TEXAS AVENUE
MIDLAND, TX 79701
(915) 683-4281 EXT. 338
** AD Y PV **

PERMIAN BASIN CENTER FOR
BATTERED WOMEN AND THEIR CHILDREN
MIDLAND, TX 79702
(915) 683-1300
** AD M Y PV **

PERMIAN BASIN MH/MR
JOHNSON CENTER
502 NORTH CARVER STREET
MIDLAND, TX 79701
(915) 685-1852
** AD R IV TX CI PV **

PERMIAN BASIN MH/MR
MIDLAND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3701 NORTH BIG SPRING STREET
MIDLAND, TX 79705
(915) 683-5591
** AD D IV TX CI **

MOUNT PLEASANT

MOUNT PLEASANT OUTREACH CENTER
804 WEST 16TH STREET
SUITE 1
MOUNT PLEASANT, TX 75455
(214) 572-8783
** AD CI PV **

REGION VIII EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL ABUSE EDUCATION PROGRAM
FARM MARKET ROAD 1734
MOUNT PLEASANT, TX 75455
(214) 572-8551
** AD PV **

HACOGDOCHES

ADDICTIVE DISEASE TREATMENT CENTER
510 OCHILTREE STREET
NACOGDOCHES, TX 75961
(409) 569-1121
** AD M Y IV EA PV **

NEW BRAUNFELS

COMAL COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
511 EAST NORTH STREET
NEW BRAUNFELS, TX 78130
(512) 625-7724
** AD O EA TX PV **

NODONA

WICHITA STATE HOSPITAL
VOLUNTEER SERVICES
442 LAURA STREET
NODONA, TX 76553
(817) 825-3670
** AD DH PV **

ODessa

CLOVER HOUSE
407A WEST 2ND STREET
ODESSA, TX 79761
(915) 337-4794
** AD R IV TX **

ODESSA COLLEGE
DHI SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM
201 WEST UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
ODESSA, TX 79764
(915) 335-6582
** A PI DH OT **

PERMIAN BASIN MH/MR
ODESSA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1012 MACARTHUR AVENUE
ODESSA, TX 79763
(915) 333-5265
** AD O IV TX CI **

ORANGE

ORANGE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL HELP UNIT
608 STRICKLAND DRIVE
ORANGE, TX 77630
(409) 383-1291
** AD IV EA TX CI PV **

PALESTINE

ANDERSON COUNTY OUTREACH CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
906 EAST MARKET STREET
PALESTINE, TX 75801
(214) 723-7422
** AD IV PV **

Pampa

GENESIS HOUSE INC FOR BOYS
612 WEST BROWNING STREET
PAMPA, TX 79065
(806) 665-7123
** AD R Y TX **

GENESIS HOUSE INC FOR GIRLS
420 NORTH HARD STREET
PAMPA, TX 79066
(806) 669-6957
** D R Y TX **

PARIS

LAMAR COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES
625 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
PARIS, TX 75460
(214) 785-1608
** AD M Y E B H AI IH PI CU EA DM **
** PV **
BEXAR COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
200 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BEXAR COUNTY COURTHOUSE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78205
(512) 220-2536
** AD CI **

BEXAR COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
CRISES STABILIZATION UNIT
1214 WEST POPULAR STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 225-5481
** A PI OT **

BEXAR COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
DOWNTOWN UNIT
421 6TH STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78215
(512) 225-4227
** AD O IV DT TX MM OT **

BEXAR COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
SCREENING AND EVALUATION UNIT
1214 WEST POPULAR STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 226-9241
** AD CI OT **

BEXAR COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
SOUTHEAST UNIT
3721 A SOUTH PRESA STREET
BUILDING A
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
(512) 533-9156
** AD O IV TX MM OT **

BEXAR COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
SUBST ABUSE TRT PROG/ADMIN
434 SOUTH MAIN AVENUE
SUITE 400
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78204
(512) 225-4011
** AD OT **

BROOKS AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS
BUILDING 752
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78235
(512) 534-8201
** AD O TX PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
FORT SAM HOUSTON
BUILDING 1123
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78234
(512) 221-7913
** AD O IH EA DM TX PV **

COMMUNITY FAMILIES IN ACTION
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78209
(512) 824-7823
** AD Y PV **

DIAGNOSTIC CLINIC OF SAN ANTONIO
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
4447 MEDICAL DRIVE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78204
(512) 696-5420 EXT. 215
** AD PV **

DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS OF AMERICA
7390 BARLITE BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78224
(512) 921-0331
** AD O Y B H CU IV TX **

DRUG DEPENDENCE ASSOCIATES
3701 WEST COMMERCIA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 434-0531
** AD O IH CU IV DT TX MM **

ELLA AUSTIN COMMUNITY CENTER
1025 NORTH PINE STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78202
(512) 226-2351
** AD Y PV **

FOURTH STREET INN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP OF ALCOHOLICS
406 4TH STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78215
(512) 226-0363
** AD PI PV OT **

HCA HILL COUNTRY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8205 PALISADES DRIVE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78130
(512) 659-9000 EXT. 625
** AD I Y IV EA TX CI PV **

HEALTH MANAGEMENT SERVICES
1405 NORTH MAIN STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78212
(512) 226-6165
** AD PI EA PV **

INTERCEPT CARE CENTER AT
SOUTHWEST GENERAL HOSPITAL
7400 BARLITE BOULEVARD
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78224
(512) 921-3300
** AD I Y IV TX **

LADY OF SPIRIT REHABILITATION CENTER
1505 SOUTH HACKBERRY STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
(512) 532-5205
** AD R TX **

MEXICAN AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL INC
CASADADEL SOL/CASA ADELANTE RES TRT PGM
2503 WEST COMMERCIA STREET
SUITE 300
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 225-1117
** AD R H H AI TX OT **

MOSOTROS HUMAN SERVS DEVELOPMENT INC
1506 BUENA VISTA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 271-0694
** D O Y H TX PV **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SAN ANTONIO INC
315 EAST PECAN STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78205
(512) 227-2634
** AD Y PV OT **

PARKSIDE LODGE AND YOUTH CENTER OF
SAN ANTONIO
16747 JONES MALTSBERGER ROAD
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78247
(512) 494-9477
** AD I R Y CU IV EA TX PV **

RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE SOCIAL ACTIONS
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL PROGRAM
12 FLYING TRAINING MING
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78150
(512) 652-3178
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV OT **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1324 SOUTH FLORES STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78204
(512) 225-6877
** A PI PV OT **

SAN ANTONIO STATE CHEST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
2305 SE MILITARY DRIVE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78223
(512) 534-8857 EXT. 382
** AD I M Y E B H CU DT TX PV **

SAN ANTONIO STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
5900 SOUTH PRESA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78233
(512) 532-8011 EXT. 1439
** AD I R H Y IV DT TX MM **

SAN ANTONIO YOUTH SERVICES DIVISION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
115 PLAZA DE ARMAS STREET
SUITE 151C
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78285
(512) 299-7191
** AD Y PV **

THE PATRICIAN MOVEMENT
SITE J/RESIDENTIAL
222 EAST MITCHELL STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
(512) 532-3126
** D R IV TX PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company/Service</th>
<th>Address/Location</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Patrician Movement</td>
<td>1249 S. Main St, San Antonio, TX 78210</td>
<td>(512) 533-9191 ** D O EA TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Patrician Movement</td>
<td>215 Claudia St, San Antonio, TX 78210</td>
<td>(512) 533-0226 ** D O IV TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transforming Others</td>
<td>10410 Perrin Beitel Rd, San Antonio, TX 78249</td>
<td>(512) 679-0423 ** AD EA DH PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Administration</td>
<td>1030 S.W. 59th St, San Antonio, TX 78237</td>
<td>(512) 433-0028 ** D R H Y B H AI PI CU IV DT TX ** ** CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victory Outreach</td>
<td>5115 Medical Dr, San Antonio, TX 78229</td>
<td>(512) 670-7661 ** A I IV IV DT EA TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilford Hall</td>
<td>400 W. 4th St, San Antonio, TX 78225</td>
<td>(512) 364-4243 ** A H DH PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marcos</td>
<td>302 W. 3rd St, San Antonio, TX 78210</td>
<td>(512) 353-5892 ** AD EH PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanger</td>
<td>750 S. Presa St, San Antonio, TX 78209</td>
<td>(512) 892-9599 ** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sraman House</td>
<td>750 S. Presa St, San Antonio, TX 78209</td>
<td>(512) 892-9599 ** AD O IV EA TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texoma Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse</td>
<td>1030 S. Presa St, San Antonio, TX 78209</td>
<td>(512) 892-9599 ** AD O IV EA TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinton</td>
<td>304 W. Sinton St, San Antonio, TX 78230</td>
<td>(512) 364-4243 ** A H DH PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spur</td>
<td>225 W. Sinton St, San Antonio, TX 78230</td>
<td>(512) 364-4243 ** A H DH PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrell</td>
<td>110 W. 4th St, San Antonio, TX 78205</td>
<td>(512) 770-2286 ** AD R O TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple</td>
<td>1030 W. 5th St, San Antonio, TX 78205</td>
<td>(512) 770-2286 ** AD R O TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor</td>
<td>302 W. 3rd St, San Antonio, TX 78210</td>
<td>(512) 364-4243 ** A H DH PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephenville</td>
<td>600 W. 2nd St, San Antonio, TX 78210</td>
<td>(512) 364-4243 ** A H DH PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hays/Caldwell Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse</td>
<td>225 W. 3rd St, San Antonio, TX 78210</td>
<td>(512) 353-5892 ** AD EH PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXKxTamu EMS</td>
<td>300 W. 3rd St, San Antonio, TX 78230</td>
<td>(512) 364-4243 ** A H DH PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXKxTamu EMS</td>
<td>200 W. 3rd St, San Antonio, TX 78210</td>
<td>(512) 364-4243 ** A H DH PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXKxTamu EMS</td>
<td>1030 W. 5th St, San Antonio, TX 78205</td>
<td>(512) 770-2286 ** AD R O TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXKxTamu EMS</td>
<td>110 W. 4th St, San Antonio, TX 78205</td>
<td>(512) 770-2286 ** AD R O TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXKxTamu EMS</td>
<td>302 W. 3rd St, San Antonio, TX 78210</td>
<td>(512) 364-4243 ** A H DH PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXKxTamu EMS</td>
<td>1030 W. 5th St, San Antonio, TX 78205</td>
<td>(512) 770-2286 ** AD R O TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXKxTamu EMS</td>
<td>110 W. 4th St, San Antonio, TX 78205</td>
<td>(512) 770-2286 ** AD R O TX PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TEXAS

RED RIVER REGIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
225 WEST 5TH STREET
TEXARKANA, TX 75501
(214) 795-7592
** AD Y DH CI **

TEXARKANA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE RECOVERY CENTER
2501 COLLEGE DRIVE
TEXARKANA, TX 75503
(214) 795-5100
** AD I IV DT TX **

TYLER

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
CENTRAL SERVICE OFFICE
3613 SOUTH BROADWAY
SUITE 209
TYLER, TX 75701
(214) 561-3601
** A OT **

SMITH COUNTY
TYLER ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
100 EAST ELM STREET
6TH FLOOR
TYLER, TX 75702
(214) 595-4861 EXT. 2601
** A H DM PV **

TYLER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM INC
4202 SOUTH BROADWAY
TYLER, TX 75701
(214) 561-7055
** D Y OT **

UNIVERSAL CITY

TEXANS MAR ON DRUGS
1001 PAT BOOKER ROAD
SUITE 104
UNIVERSAL CITY, TX 78148
(512) 659-1040
** AD PV **

VERNON

HANEY HOUSE INC
1906 WILBARGER STREET
VERNON, TX 76384
(817) 552-2723
** AD R IV TX PV **

VERNON JR COLLEGE DHU EDUC/PROG/COTTLE
FOARD/BAYLOR/HARDEMAN/HILBARGER COS
4400 COLLEGE DRIVE
VERNON, TX 76384
(817) 552-4291
** A DM PV **

VERNON STATE HOSPITAL SOUTH
ADOLESCENT DRUG ABUSE/ADDICTION SERV
FM 433 AND SH 285
VERNON, TX 76384
(817) 552-9901
** AD I B H IV EA TX PV **

VICTORIA

GOLDEN CRESCENT COUNCIL OF GOVTS
VICTORIA REGIONAL AIRPORT
BUILDING 101
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 578-1587
** AD Y E PV **

GULF BEND MH/HR
TALBOT HOUSE/ALC REHAB
210 EAST JUAN LINN STREET
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 578-1546
** A R TX CI PV **

GULF BEND MH/HR
TALBOT HOUSE/RESIDENTIAL AND INPATIENT
210 EAST JUAN LINN STREET
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 578-1546
** AD I R DT TX CI PV **

LIVE OAK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
110 MEDICAL DRIVE
VICTORIA, TX 77904
(512) 576-0814
** AD I Y IV DT EA TX PV **

PALMER

DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM OF VICTORIA INC
3006 MINDI LANE
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 576-4159
** AD O Y TX PV **

NACOGDOCHES

CONCERNED CITIZENS ON ALCOHOLISM
HUMILITY HOUSE
1925 COLUMBUS AVENUE
NACOGDOCHES, TX 75961
(817) 752-7957
** AD PV **

DEPAUL CENTER
ADULT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
420 WEST STATE HIGHWAY 6
MACO, TX 76710
(817) 776-5970
** AD I IV TX PV **

HEART OF TEXAS
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
201 WEST MACO DRIVE
SUITE 207
MACO, TX 76707
(817) 753-7322
** AD PV **

HEART OF TEXAS MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
110 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MACO, TX 76703
(817) 752-3451 EXT. 308
** AD O IV TX **

MCLENNAN COUNTY ADULT PROBATION
DUI AND REPEAT OFFENDERS DROP OFF CENTER
526 AUSTIN AVENUE
MACO, TX 76701
(817) 756-5071
** AD H DM PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
MEMORIAL DRIVE
BUILDING 9
MACO, TX 76703
(817) 752-6581 EXT. 7534
** A I OT TX **

WEATHERFORD

BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE CENTER
713 EAST ANDERSON STREET
WEATHERFORD, TX 76086
(817) 594-7321
** AD I O Y E IV DT EA TX CI PV **

WEBSTER

BAYWOOD HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS/NEW SPIRIT
709 MEDICAL CENTER BOULEVARD
WEBSTER, TX 77598
(713) 352-9550
** AD I O Y CU IV DT TX CI PV **

WIMARTON

CARE CENTERS OF TEXAS
WIMARTON UNIT
3027 RICHMOND STREET
WIMARTON, TX 77488
(409) 552-5591
** AD O W Y EA DH TX **
TEXAS

FRANK NORTON COUNSELING CENTER
218 NORTH HOUSTON STREET
WHARTON, TX 77488
(409) 532-8480
** AD PV **

WHARTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
OUTREACH SERVICES
116 EAST BURLESON STREET
WHARTON, TX 77488
(409) 532-5860
** AD O DT TX PV **

WHITE OAK
SABIN VALLEY MH/MR
DETON/EVAL AND REFERRAL (DEAR)
HIGHWAY 60 AT SUN CAMP ROAD
WHITE OAK, TX 75693
(214) 297-2191
** AD R IV DT TX OT **

MICHITA FALLS

HOPECREST LODGE INC
2001 HARRIET STREET
MICHITA FALLS, TX 76309
(817) 723-0701
** AD R TX **

RED RIVER HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1505 8TH STREET
MICHITA FALLS, TX 76301
(817) 322-3171
** AD I IH IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SHEPPARD USAF REGIONAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER/SGHMA
MICHITA FALLS, TX 76511
(817) 851-2715
** A I M EA TX CI PV **

MICHITA FALLS COMM MH/HR CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1800 ROSE STREET
MICHITA FALLS, TX 76301
(817) 322-1196
** AD O IV EA TX CI **

WILMER

PARKSIDE LODGES OF TEXAS
DALLAS/FORT WORTH
200 GREENE ROAD
WILMER, TX 75172
(214) 988-1503
** AD I M Y CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
355 SOUTH 600 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 355-2846
** AD O M Y TX PV **

EMPLOYEE RESOURCE PROGRAM
2001 SOUTH STATE STREET
SUITE 2300
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84190
(801) 468-2010
** AD IV EA CI **

ENSIGN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
775 12TH AVENUE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84103
(801) 364-7715
** AD Y PV **

FIRST STEP HOUSE
750 W 400 NORTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116
(801) 359-8862
** A I O PI DN TM CI PV **

GRANITE SCHOOL DISTRICT
K-12 DRUG/ALCOHOL PROGRAM
360 EAST 3545 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115
(801) 263-6100 EXT. 451
** AD Y PV **

HIGHLAND RIDGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4578 HIGHLAND DRIVE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117
(801) 272-9051
** AD X O M IV DT EA TM CI OT **

IHRO PREVENTION
431 SOUTH 300 EAST
ROOM 110
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 521-4473
** AD H PV **

INDIAN ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND
RECOVERY HOUSE PROGRAM
375 SOUTH 300 WEST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84101
(801) 526-8515
** AD R W AI PI TX PV OT **

INTERMOUNTAIN REGIONAL POISON CENTER
50 NORTH MEDICAL DRIVE
BUILDING 428
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84132
(801) 581-2151
** AD PV OT **

JANUS PROJECT
3595 SOUTH 3200 WEST
SUITE 205
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84119
(801) 969-8841
** AD O Y TX **

LDS HOSPITAL
DAYSpring
8TH AVENUE AND C STREETS
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84143
(801) 321-5580
** AD I O Y CU IV DT EA TX **

MURRAY CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION
147 EAST 5065 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84107
(801) 264-7400
** AD Y PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
UTAH REGION
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84106
(801) 688-2141
** D OT **

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING SERVICES
WESTSIDE YOUTH PROJECT
1385 INDIANA AVENUE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84104
(801) 539-1590
** AD Y PV **

NORTHWEST PASSAGE INC
24 M STREET
ROOM 4
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84103
(801) 364-1507
** AD R O PI DM TX **

ODYSSEY HOUSE INC
ADULT TREATMENT PROGRAM
68 SOUTH 600 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 322-1001
** AD R M W AI IH IV TX CI PV OT **

ODYSSEY HOUSE INC
JUVENILE TREATMENT PROGRAM
625 SOUTH 200 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 363-0203
** AD R M W AI IV TX CI PV OT **

PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER OF
SALT LAKE CITY
1255 EAST 3900 SOUTH
4TH FLOOR
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84124
(801) 265-1300
** AD I D IV DT TX **

PROJECT REALITY
OUTPATIENT UNIT
225 EAST 600 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 364-8080
** D O M IV DT TX PV MM **
SALT LAKE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
JUVENILE COURT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SCHOOL
3522 SOUTH 700 WEST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84119
(801) 262-2606
** AD PV **

SALT LAKE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
404 EAST 4500 SOUTH
SUITE 22B
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84107
(801) 262-8416
** AD O Y CU TX PV **

SALT LAKE COUNTY
ALCOHOL COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CTR
231 EAST 400 SOUTH
LOWER LEVEL
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 535-7306
** AD O DM TX PV OT **

SALT LAKE COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES DIV
2001 SOUTH STATE STREET
SUITE 2500
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84190
(801) 468-2009
** AD M Y AI PI PV OT **

SALT LAKE COUNTY
DRUG REFERRAL CENTER
2001 SOUTH STATE STREET
SUITE 2500
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84190
(801) 468-2009
** AD Y CI **

SALT LAKE COUNTY A/D ABUSE SERVS DIV
EDUCATION AND PREVENTION UNIT
2001 SOUTH STATE STREET
SUITE 2500
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84190
(801) 468-2023
** AD PV **

SALT LAKE COUNTY AGING SERVICES
QUALITY AGING
2001 SOUTH STATE STREET
SUITE 1500
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84190
(801) 468-2764
** AD E PV **

SALT LAKE COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
667 EAST SOUTH TEMPLE STREET
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 355-8536
** AD R O PI EA TX **

SALT LAKE COUNSELING
LAKE BASIN STREET EAST
COUNSELING
LAKE CITY & STATE COUNTY UT
84119
(801) 328-1894
** AD OT **

SALT LAKE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT K-12
ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION PROG
440 EAST FIRST SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 326-7939
** AD PV **

SELF INC
IMPROVISATIONAL TEEN THEATER
241 NORTH 300 WEST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84103
(801) 533-3099
** AD Y PV **

THE HAVEN
974 EAST SOUTH TEMPLE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 535-0070
** AD R IV TX **

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH SCHOOL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG DEPENDENCIES
120 NORTH 200 WEST
4TH FLOOR
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84103
(801) 530-3956
** AD M Y AI IH PV **

UTAH ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
2800 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ROOM 210
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115
(801) 487-3276
** AD EA CI OT **

UTAH ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
FAMILY ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICE
2800 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 210
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115
(801) 467-3725
** AD O EA DM TX **

UTAH ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
HOUSE OF HOPE
1006 EAST 100 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 359-6374
** AD R OM EA TX **

UTAH ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
PROGRESS HOME
209 DOUGLAS STREET
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 582-1335
** AD R TX **

UTAH ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNITS
500 FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84148
(801) 582-1565
** AD I O IV DM TX **

TOOELE
MENTAL HEALTH/ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
COUNSELING CENTER
255 SOUTH 100 EAST
TOOELE, UT 84074
(801) 882-3323
** AD O IV DM TY **

VERNAL
UINTAH BASIN
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
64 EAST MAIN STREET
ROOM 1
VERNAL, UT 84078
(801) 789-4926
** A DM PV **

UINTAH BASIN COUNSELING INC
559 NORTH 1700 WEST
VERNAL, UT 84076
(801) 781-0743
** AD R O M Y PI DT TX CI PV **
### Vermont

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BARRE</th>
<th>BURLINGTON</th>
<th>PROCTORSVILLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WASHINGTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERV</td>
<td>CHAMPLAIN DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES</td>
<td>CANTERBURY FARM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES UNIT</td>
<td>45 CLARKE STREET</td>
<td>PROCTORSVILLE, VT 05153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 GABLE STREET</td>
<td>BURLINGTON, VT 05401</td>
<td>(802) 228-4581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRE, VT 05641</td>
<td>(802) 862-5243</td>
<td>** A R TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD O M Y PI DM TX **</td>
<td>** CI PV OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENNINGTON</td>
<td>HOMARD MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED COUNSELING SERVICE OF BENNINGTON COUNTY INC</td>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126 ELM STREET</td>
<td>300 FLYNN AVENUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENNINGTON, VT 05201</td>
<td>BURLINGTON, VT 05401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(802) 442-5491</td>
<td>(802) 658-0404</td>
<td>** AD O M Y EA DM TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD I O M Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRATTLEBoro</td>
<td>MIDDLEBURY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY HOUSE</td>
<td>COUNSELING SERVICE OF ADDISON COUNTY DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213 ELLIOT TERRACE</td>
<td>89 MAIN STREET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRATTLEBoro, VT 05301</td>
<td>MIDDLEBURY, VT 05753</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(802) 257-7470</td>
<td>(802) 388-6751</td>
<td>** AD O M Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD R TX PV **</td>
<td>** AD Y E PV OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARATHON HOUSE</td>
<td>MONTPELIER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 WESTERN AVENUE</td>
<td>WASHINGTON COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRATTLEBoro, VT 05301</td>
<td>YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU INC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(802) 257-1147</td>
<td>36 ELM STREET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD PI IV EA DM TX PV **</td>
<td>MONTPELIER, VT 05602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
<td>(802) 229-9151</td>
<td>** AD Y E PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES OF SOUTHEAST VT</td>
<td>MORRISVILLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 FAIRVIEN STREET</td>
<td>WASHINGTON HIGHWAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRATTLEBoro, VT 05301</td>
<td>BOX 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(802) 254-6028</td>
<td>MORRISVILLE, VT 05661</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD O TX **</td>
<td>(802) 888-4914</td>
<td>** AD O M Y EA DM TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINDHAM YOUTH SERVICES</td>
<td>** AD O PI DM TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 MALNUT STREET</td>
<td>** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRATTLEBoro, VT 05301</td>
<td>** AD O M Y EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(802) 257-0561</td>
<td>** AD M Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMENS CRISIS CENTER</td>
<td>** AD M Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRATTLEBoro, VT 05301</td>
<td>** AD M Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(802) 257-7564</td>
<td>** AD M Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** KEY **</td>
<td>** AD R Y IV DT EA TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ORIENTATION:**
- **A** = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
- **D** = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
- **AD** = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
- **R** = RESIDENTIAL
- **O** = OUTPATIENT
- **B** = BLACKS
- **E** = ELDERLY
- **H** = HISPANICS
- **M** = WOMEN
- **Y** = YOUTH
- **AZ** = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
- **DM** = IMPAIRED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
- **PI** = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
- **CU** = COCAINE USERS
- **IV** = IV DRUG USERS
- **TX** = TREATMENT UNIT
- **CE** = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
- **PV** = PREVENTION UNIT
- **MM** = METHADONE UNIT
- **OT** = OTHER UNIT

**ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:**
- **I** = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**
- **N** = WOMEN
- **Y** = YOUTH
- **E** = ELDERLY
- **B** = BLACKS
- **H** = HISPANICS

**UNIT FUNCTION:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TX</th>
<th>CE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TREATMENT UNIT</strong></td>
<td><strong>CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**346**
WALLINGFORD
RECOVERY HOUSE
WALLINGFORD, VT 05773
(802) 446-2640
** A R DT TX CI PV **

WATERBURY
VT OFFICE OF ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PROGS
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
103 SOUTH MAIN STREET
STATE OFFICE BUILDING
WATERBURY, VT 05676
(802) 241-2112
** AD EA DH PV OT **

WHITE RIVER JUNCTION
VT OFFICE OF ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PROGS
DISTRICT OFFICE
HOLIDAY DRIVE
GILMAN OFFICE BUILDING
WHITE RIVER JUNCTION, VT 05001
(802) 296-8835
** AD O W Y PI EA DH TX PV OT **
ACCOMAC
EASTERN SHORE ALC SAFETY ACTION PROJ
BUSINESS ROUTE 13
ACCOMAC, VA 23301
(804) 787-7220
** A DM CI PV **

ALEXANDRIA
ALEXANDRIA
ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
421 KING STREET
SUITE 210
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
(703) 838-4266
** AD DM PV **

ALEXANDRIA MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
ALEXANDRIA CAIR HOTLINE
418 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
(703) 548-3610
** AD PV OT **

OUTPATIENT COUNSELING PROGRAM
517 NORTH SAINT ASAPH STREET
ALEXANDRIA HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
(703) 838-5066
** AD O DM TX CI MM **

SECOND GENESIS INC
KING STREET CLINIC
1001 KING STREET
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
(703) 683-4610
** D R TX **

AMELIA
CROSSROADS
AMELIA, VA 23922
(804) 561-3351
** AD O Y DM TX PV **

ARLINGTON
ARLINGTON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
DREWRY CENTER
1725 NORTH GEORGE MASON DRIVE
ROOM G-206
ARLINGTON, VA 22205
(703) 558-2989
** AD O MY H CU IV DM TX **

ARLINGTON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
SOUTH 16TH STREET CENTER
3025 SOUTH 16TH STREET
ARLINGTON, VA 22204
(703) 920-3410
** AD O MY H CU IV DM TX **

ARLINGTON ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROG
2049 15TH STREET NORTH
SUITE 100
ARLINGTON, VA 22201
(703) 558-2041
** A IV PV OT **

ARLINGTON HOSPITAL
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
1701 NORTH GEORGE MASON DRIVE
ARLINGTON, VA 22205
(703) 558-6356
** AD I IV DT TX OT **

ARLINGTON HOSPITAL COUNSELING CENTER
1916 WILSON BOULEVARD
SUITE 100
ARLINGTON, VA 22201
(703) 558-6750
** AD O Y TX **

THE MOMENS HOME INC
1628 NORTH GEORGE MASON DRIVE
ARLINGTON, VA 22205
(703) 237-2622
** A W PV OT **

ASHLAND
HANOVER COUNTY
FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
ROUTE 4
ASHLAND, VA 23005
(804) 798-3279
** AD O Y TX CI PV **

BUENA VISTA
ROCKBRIDGE ALC SAFETY ACTION PROG
2044 SYCAMORE AVENUE
BUENA VISTA, VA 24416
(703) 261-6281
** A DM PV **

CARTERSVILLE
HUMAN RESOURCES INC
WILLOW OAKS
ROUTE 1
CARTERSVILLE, VA 23027
(804) 737-3343
** A I IV TX **

CEDAR BLUFF
CUMBERLAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 19
CEDAR BLUFF, VA 26609
(703) 964-6703
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

CHARLOTTESVILLE
JAMES RIVER ALC SAFETY ACTION PROG
400 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 207
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 977-3553
** A DM PV OT **

REGION 10 COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
413 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 103
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 924-1800
** AD O Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA HOSPITALS
BLUE RIDGE HOSP ADDICTIONS TRT PROGRAM
ROUTE 20 SOUTH
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 924-5555
** AD I MY CU IV DT TX OT **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

ENVIRONMENT/TYPE OF CARE:
E = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL
O = OUTPATIENT

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

348
CHESAPEAKE

NEW BEGINNINGS/SERENITY LODGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER 2097 SOUTH MILITARY HIGHWAY CHESAPEAKE, VA 23220 (804) 543-6808 ** AD I Y CU IV DT TX CI PV **

CHESTERFIELD

J O H N T Y L E R A L C O H O L S A F E T Y A C T I O N P R O J 9520 IRON BRIDGE ROAD CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832 (804) 740-3162 ** AD DM CI PV **

CLIFTON FORGE

ALLEGHENY HIGHLANDS COMM SERVS BOARD SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 536 MAIN STREET CLIFTON FORGE, VA 24422 (703) 862-5713 ** AD O Y 2V DM TX CI PV **

FOUNDATION FOR PREVENTION OF ALCOHOLISM INC CLIFTON FORGE, VA 24422 (703) 862-8061 ** A AI PV OT **

CLINTWOOD

DICKENS ON COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES BD SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM HIGHWAY 85 KENDRICK BUILDING CLINTWOOD, VA 24228 (703) 962-8675 ** AD O IV DM TX CI PV **

CULPEPER

BODGWOOD ROUTE 3 BOX 112 CULPEPER, VA 22701 (703) 547-2760 ** AD R IV TX **

DANVILLE

ALCOHOLIC COUNSELING CENTER INC HOPE HARBOR 1021 MAIN STREET DANVILLE, VA 24541 (804) 793-9806 ** AD R E PI TX **

DAN RIVER ASAP 530 MAIN STREET SIGNET BANK BUILDING 2ND FLOOR DANVILLE, VA 24541 (804) 791-3959 ** D DM PV OT **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER 142 SOUTH MAIN STREET DANVILLE, VA 24541 (804) 794-4423 ** AD I IV DT EA TX CI PV **

RIDGE STREET CENTER ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND TRT 206 SOUTH RIDGE STREET DANVILLE, VA 24541 (804) 799-0456 ** AD O DM TX **

FAIRFAX

BEACON CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY SERVICES 3018 WILLIAMS DRIVE FAIRFAX, VA 22031 (703) 698-5077 ** AD O CU IV TX CI PV **

FAIRFAX/FALLS CHURCH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 10331 DEMOCRACY LANE FAIRFAX, VA 22030 (703) 359-7040 ** AD R O M Y H PI CU TX PV **

FALLS CHURCH

DOMINION HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM 2960 SLEEPY HOLLOW ROAD FALLS CHURCH, VA 22044 (703) 558-2883 ** AD I Y IV DT DM TX CI **

FAIRFAX HOSPITAL SYSTEM COMP ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVS (CATS) 3300 GALLOWS ROAD FALLS CHURCH, VA 22046 (703) 698-1550 ** AD R O M CU IV DT TX OT **

FARMVILLE

PIEDMONT ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM FARMVILLE, VA 23901 (804) 392-0161 ** A DM PV **

FOREST

ARISE RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER HIGHWAY 221 FOREST, VA 24551 (804) 525-5723 ** AD R H CU IV TX **

FORT BELVOIR

F O R T B E L V O I R C O N S U L T A N C Y C E N T E R ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND CONTROL PROG BUILDING 1826 FORT BELVOIR, VA 22060 (703) 666-3466 ** AD I O DT EA TX PV **

FORT LEE

F O R T L E E A L C O H O L AND D R U G C O M M U N I T Y C O N S U L T A N C Y C E N T E R BUILDING 12000 FORT LEE, VA 23801 (804) 734-2804 ** AD O IV EA TX CI PV **

FORT MONROE

C O M M U N I T Y C O N S U L T A N C Y C E N T E R ALC AND DRUG PREVENTION CONTROL OFFICE DRUG PREVENTION CONTROL OFFICE BUILDING T-194 FORT MONROE, VA 23651 (804) 727-3704 ** AD O EA TX PV **

FREDERICKSBURG

R A P P A H A N N O C K A R E A C O M M U N I T Y S E R V S B D ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES 601 CAROLINE STREET 6TH FLOOR FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22401 (703) 371-9012 ** AD I R O M Y DT EA DM TX CI PV **

SERENITY HOME INC SUBST ABUSE ICP AND HALFWAY TRT SERVS 521-525 SOPHIA STREET FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22401 (703) 371-3059 ** AD R IV TX **

GLOUCESTER

M I D D L E P E N S I L U S A / N O R T H E R N N E C K C O N S U L T A N C Y C E N T E R GLOUCESTER, VA 23061 (804) 693-5068 ** AD I R O DT DM TX CI PV **

GOOCHLAND

GOOCHLAND/POWHATAN COMMUNITY SERV BOARD SUBST ABUSE SERVS GOCCHLAND, VA 23063 (804) 794-2173 ** AD O M Y DM TX CI PV **
REHABILITATION SERVICES INC
300 WEST 20TH STREET
NORFOLK, VA 23517
(804) 625-3507
** AD I R TX PV **

TIDEMAYER PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
860 KEMPSVILLE ROAD
NORFOLK, VA 23502
(804) 461-5565 EXT. 222
** AD CU EA TX PV **

U.S. NAVAL STATION ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
BUILDING J-50
NORFOLK, VA 23511
(804) 444-1105
** A I TX PV **

U.S. NAVAL STATION COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
CONCORD HALL
NORFOLK, VA 23511
(804) 444-4019
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

NORFOLK

SAINT MARYS CENTER
910 VIRGINIA AVENUE
NORFOLK, VA 234273
(703) 679-1151
** AD EA DM TX PV **

PETERSBURG

DISTRICT 19 ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
116 SOUTH ADAMS STREET
PETERSBURG, VA 23805
(804) 732-2672
** AD O M Y IV EA DM TX PV **

POPLAR SPRINGS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
350 MAGNER ROAD
PETERSBURG, VA 23805
(804) 733-6874
** AD I IV DT TX **

PORTSMOUTH

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSE OF PORTSMOUTH INC/ALCOHOL SERVICES
415 COURT STREET
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 393-1053
** AD I EA TX **

GREEN STREET
RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
750 CLIFFORD STREET
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 393-8040
** AD R IV TX **

MARYVILLE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
3636 HIGH STREET
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23707
(804) 398-2367 EXT. 394
** AD I O IV DT EA TX CI PV **

PORTSMOUTH SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
1725 GREEN STREET
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 393-6311
** D R O IV TX **

SE VA ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROJECT
505 WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 710
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 393-8819
** AD M Y DM CI PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPT TRT SERVICES
ALCOHOL SERVICES
505 WASHINGTON STREET
PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 606
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 393-8519
** A O DM TX **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPT TRT SERVICES
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
720 HIGH STREET
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 395-0616
** D O IV TX MM **

THE HARBOURS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
301 FORT LANE
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(800) 634-0460 EXT. 610
** AD I R O M Y E I H IV DT EA TX **

RESTON

RESTON HOSPITAL CENTER
ADDICTIONS RECOVERY SERVICE
1850 TOWN CENTER PARKWAY
RESTON, VA 22090
(703) 689-9000 EXT. 4410
** AD I O M B H CU IV DT DM TX PV **

RICHMOND

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION AND TRAINING SERVICES
2924 CHAMBERLAYNE AVENUE
RICHMOND, VA 23222
(804) 321-2212
** AD Y EA PV **

BEYOND INC
7124 FOREST HILL AVENUE
SUITE G
RICHMOND, VA 23225
(804) 272-9472
** AD O H CU DM TX **

CAPITAL AREA ALC SAFETY ACTION PROJECT
5407 PATTERSON AVENUE
SUITE 200
RICHMOND, VA 23226
(804) 282-9426
** AD Y DM CI PV OT **

CHARTER WESTBROOK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1500 WESTBROOK AVENUE
WESTBROOK PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
RICHMOND, VA 23227
(804) 266-9671
** AD M Y IV EA DM TX PV **

HUMAN RESOURCES INC
DIV OF ADDICTION SERVS/DETOX/MM UNIT
15 WEST CARY STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23220
(804) 644-4636
** D O M CU IV DT MM **

HUMAN RESOURCES INC
DIV OF ADDICTION SERVS/DRUG FREE UNIT
2926 WEST MARSHALL STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23250
(804) 355-0478
** D O M CU IV EA DM TX **

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA
DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE MEDICINE
1200 EAST BROAD STREET
11TH FLOOR SOUTH WING
RICHMOND, VA 23298
(804) 786-9925
** AD I O III IV DT EA TX CI PV MM **

PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE OF RICHMOND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
3001 5TH AVENUE
RICHMOND, VA 23222
(804) 329-4992
** AD I R O Y CU DT EA TX PV **

RICHMOND AFTERCARE INC
MENS AND WOMENS PROGRAMS
1109 BAINBRIDGE STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23224
(804) 231-5592
** AD R H IV TX PV **

RICHMOND METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
701 WEST GRACE STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23220
(804) 775-6650 EXT. 6133
** AD I O IV DT TX CI PV **

RUBICON INC
1300 MACTAVISH AVENUE
RICHMOND, VA 23230
(804) 359-3255
** AD R O IV DT EA DM TX CI **
VIRGINIA

TREATMENT ASSESSMENT SERVICES CENTER
(TASC)
804 WEST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23220
(804) 669-7767
** D IV OT **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
1201 BROADROCK BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VA 23249
(804) 250-1316
** AD I O IV DT EA TX **

ROANOKES

PRIMAVERA AT CULPEPER VA
STATE ROUTE 229
RIXEYVILLE, VA 22737
(703) 937-5133
** AD R Y IV EA DN TX CI PV OT **

ROANOKE

BETHANY HALL WOMENS RECOVERY HOME
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT
1109 FRANKLIN ROAD NW
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 343-4201
** A R M TX CI PV OT **

MH SERVICES OF ROANOKE VALLEY
NEW DIRECTIONS/TRT/PREV AND INTERV
1345 CLARKE AVENUE SW
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 343-2425
** AD O M Y CU IV EA DN TX CI PV **
** OT **

ROANOKE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOL DETOX AND REHAB CENTER
801 SHENOANDOA AVENUE NW
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 344-6208
** AD R DT TX **

ROANOKE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
HEGIRA HOUSE
1301 2ND STREET SW
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 343-6332
** D R O Y IV EA DN TX CI **

ROANOKE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
MULTI LODGE RESID TRT SUBST ABUSE PROG
1605 PATTERSON AVENUE SW
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 344-6208
** AD R TX **

TOTAL ACTION AGAINST POVERTY INC
ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
702 SHENOANDOA AVENUE NW
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 345-6781 EXT. 226
** AD Y PX DN PV OT **

SALEM

LEMS/GALE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
1900 ELECTRIC ROAD
SALEM, VA 24153
(703) 909-4261
** AD I H M CU IV DT TX **

MOUNT REGIS CENTER
405 KIMBALL AVENUE
SALEM, VA 24153
(703) 399-4761
** AD R O IV DT EA DM TX PV **

ROANOKE VALLEY ALC SAFETY ACTION PROJ
220 EAST MAIN STREET
SALEM BANK AND TRUST BLDG SUITE 201
SALEM, VA 24153
(703) 389-3759
** AD DN OT **

ROANOKE VALLEY PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
1902 BRAEBURN DRIVE
SALEM, VA 24153
(703) 772-2800 EXT. 818
** AD I IV DT TX **

SOUTH BOSTON

MOUNTAIN HOOD
SOUTHSIDE/PIEDMONT REGIONAL SERVICES
HIGHWAY 360
SOUTH BOSTON, VA 24592
(804) 572-6710
** A D O H M TX PV **

SOUTHSIDE COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOX AND INPT SERVS
424 CAVALIER BOULEVARD
SOUTH BOSTON, VA 24592
(804) 572-6916
** D O EA TX PV **

SPRINGFIELD

STRAIGHT INC
5515 BACKLICK ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, VA 22151
(703) 642-1900
** AD O Y IV HM TX CI OT **

STAUNTON

VALLEY ALC SAFETY ACTION PROJECT
2 HOLIDAY COURT
STAUNTON, VA 24401
(703) 886-5616
** AD DN OT **

VALLEY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
123 W. FREDERICK STREET
ROOM 101
STAUNTON, VA 24401
(703) 885-2594
** AD R O IV DT TX CI PV OT **

STEPHENVILLE

SHALOM ET BENEDICTUS INC
ROUTE 664
STEPHENVILLE, VA 22656
(703) 667-0075
** D I Y IV TX **

SUFFOLK

WESTERN TIDEMEATER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
530 EAST CONSTANCE ROAD
SUFFOLK, VA 23434
(804) 539-0236
** AD R O IV DM TX PV **

SURREY

SURREY FAMILY HEALTH GROUP
MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
SURREY, VA 23883
(804) 529-8079
** AD D M Y E B EA DN TX CI PV **

VALENCIA BEACH

COMPREHENSIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
PEMBROKE SIX
SUITE 126
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462
(804) 499-5401
** AD R O Y IV DT DM TX PV OT **

NAVAL AIR STATION OCEANA
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
BUILDING 830
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23460
(804) 453-3433
** AD CI PV OT **

TIDEMEATER VA ALC SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
3163 CLEVELAND STREET
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462
(804) 499-6517
** A DW CI **

WAYNESBORO

ESTEEM TREATMENT CENTER AT WAYNESBORO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
501 OAK AVENUE
WAYNESBORO, VA 22980
(703) 942-6417
** AD IV EA TX **

WILLIAMSBURG

COLONIAL SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1657 MERRIMAC TRAIL
WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23185
(804) 220-3200
** AD O IV EA DM TX PV **
EASTERN STATE HOSPITAL
MEDICAL DETOX UNIT
IRONBOUND ROAD
WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23187
(804) 253-5450
** AD I IV DT TX PV **

WINCHESTER

OLD DOMINION ALC SAFETY ACTION PROJECT
112 SOUTH CAMERON STREET
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 665-5635
** AD DM PV **

WINCHESTER HALFWAY HOUSE
512 SOUTH BRADDOCK STREET
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 662-8877
** AD R TX PV **

WYTHEVILLE

MOUNT ROGERS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
770 WEST RIDGE ROAD
WYTHEVILLE, VA 24382
(703) 228-2158
** AD EA DM TX PV **
### WASHINGTON

#### ABERDEEN
GRAYS HARBOR COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM CTR (206) 533-4940
SUITE 205
ABERDEEN, WA 98520 **AD O/H DM TX PV**

#### AUBURN
AUBURN YOUTH RESOURCES 816 F STREET SE AUBURN, WA 98002 (206) 935-2202 **D O TX PV**

#### BELLEVUE
BELLEVUE DISTRICT COURT PROBATION DIV DMI ASSESSMENT SERVICE 655 12TH AVENUE NE BELLEVUE, WA 98005 (206) 455-6956 **AD DM OT**

#### EASTSIDE ALCOHOL CENTER INC
606 120TH AVENUE NE BUILDING 400 SUITE 204 BELLEVUE, WA 98005 (206) 454-1505 **AD O EA DM TX PV**

#### YOUTH EASTSIDE SERVICES
16150 8TH STREET NE BELLEVUE, WA 98008 (206) 747-4YES **AD O Y DH TX CI PV OT**

#### BELLINGHAM
WHATCOM COUNTY DISTRICT COURT PROBATION DHI ASSESSMENT SERVICE 311 GRAND AVENUE BELLINGHAM, WA 98225 (206) 675-6700 **AD DM CI**

#### BOTHELL
RESIDENCE XII NORTH 14506 JUANITA DRIVE NE BOTHELL, WA 98011 (206) 823-8844 **AD R/H IV TX**

#### BREMERTON
AGAPE 5969A CHICO MARY BREMERTON, WA 98312 (206) 373-1529 **AD I R/O H Y E B H AI IH PI CU** **IV EA DM TX PV OT**

#### KITSAP COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM 532 5TH STREET BREMERTON, WA 98310 (206) 377-0051 **AD R/O H Y PI DT EA DM TX CI PV** **OT**

#### OLEYAR AND OLEYAR PS INC
2500 CHERRY AVENUE BREMERTON, WA 98310 (206) 479-1962 **AD O Y DM TX PV**

#### CLARKSTON
ROGERS COUNSELING CENTER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG 900 7TH STREET CLARKSTON, WA 99403 (509) 750-3341 **AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV**

### KEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Alcoholism Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Environment/Type of Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Hospital/Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Selected Special Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Elderly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Blacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Hispanics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Treatment Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Central Intake Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Prevention Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>Methadone Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Other Unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| D            | Drug Abuse Services Only |
| R            | Residential |
| A            | Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services |
| O            | Outpatient |
| DT           | Detoxification |
| EA           | EAP Program Services |
| DM           | DM/ASAP Services |
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME (TASC) OF SPOKANE COUNTY
NORTH 1320 ASH STREET
SPOKANE, WA 99201
(509) 326-7740
** A 0 DM TX CI PV **

STEVENSON
SKAMANIA COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
2ND STREET EXTENSION
HEALTH SERVICES CENTER
STEVENSON, WA 98648
(509) 427-5636
** AD O DM TX PV **

SUMNER
SMALL TRIBES OF WESTERN WA (STOWH)
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
520 PACIFIC AVENUE
SUMNER, WA 98390
(206) 593-2894
** AD O MY AI DM TX PV **

SUNNYSIDE
VALLEY ALCOHOL COUNCIL
SUNNYSIDE OFFICE
702 EAST FRANKLIN STREET
SUNNYSIDE, WA 99444
(509) 857-7700
** A 0 H DM TX CI PV **

TACOMA
CARE
1502 TACOMA AVENUE SOUTH
TACOMA, WA 98402
(206) 572-2273
** AD PV OT **

CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
PIERCE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
14824 SOUTH C STREET
TACOMA, WA 98444
(206) 537-8467
** AD O W DM TX PV **

CROSSROADS TREATMENT CENTER
5909 ORCHARD WEST
TACOMA, WA 98467
(206) 475-7474
** A O DM TX CI PV OT **

OLYMPIC COUNSELING SERVICES
223 NORTH YAKIMA STREET
LUTHERAN SERVICES BUILDING
TACOMA, WA 98403
(206) 272-3946
** AD O Y EA TX PV **

PUGET SOUND HOSPITAL
PUGET SOUND TREATMENT CENTER
SOUTH 36TH AND PACIFIC AVENUE
TACOMA, WA 98408
(206) 474-0533
** AD I E IV DT EA TX **

TACOMA PIERCE COUNTY
METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
3629 SOUTH D STREET
TACOMA, WA 98408
(206) 591-6405
** D O MY CU IV **

TACOMA PIERCE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM ASSESSMENT CENTER
3629 SOUTH D STREET
TACOMA, WA 98408
(206) 591-6402
** A DM CI OT **

THE HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
6209 21ST STREET NE
TACOMA, WA 98409
(206) 927-1806
** AD R IV TX **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME (TASC)
710 SOUTH FACCETT STREET
TACOMA, WA 98402
(206) 572-4750
** AD IV CI PV **

VIETNAM VETERANS OUTREACH CENTER
4801 PACIFIC AVENUE
TACOMA, WA 98408
(206) 475-0731
** A O DM TX CI OT **

VALENCIA
CLARK COUNTY CORRECTIONS DEPARTMENT
COURT SERVICES/ALCOHOL PROGRAM
707 WEST 13TH STREET
VANCOUVER, WA 98668
(206) 699-2652
** A DM CI PV OT **

CLARK COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
JOHN OHEN RECOVERY HOUSE
2106 H STREET
VANCOUVER, WA 98663
(206) 696-1631
** AD R O Y PI CU IV DT DM TX CI **
** PV **

RECOVERY NORTHWEST
ALC/DRUG OUTPATIENT CENTER
2101 EAST EVERGREEN BOULEVARD
VANCOUVER, WA 98661
(206) 675-0979
** AD O MY IV EA DM TX CI PV **
WASHINGTON

RECOVERY NORTHWEST
ALC/DRUG PROGS INPATIENT ALC SERVICES
4901 COLUMBIA VIEW DRIVE
VANCOUVER, WA 98661
(206) 696-1659
** AD R DM TX CI **

RIVERCREST PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT CTR
1815 D STREET
VANCOUVER, WA 98663
(206) 696-3307
** A O EA DM TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
4TH PLAIN AND O STREETS
VANCOUVER, WA 98661
(206) 696-2061 EXT. 226
** AD R O E IV EA DM TX PV **

YAKIMA

CENTRAL WASHINGTON
COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH DRUG PROG
321 EAST YAKIMA AVENUE
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 575-4406
** D O IV DT EA TX **

JAMES H OLDHAM HOUSE
308 NORTH 4TH STREET
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 457-1623
** A R TX **

VASHON

VASHON COMMUNITY ALCOHOL CENTER
SUNRISE RIDGE VASHON/MAURY
VASHON, WA 98070
(206) 463-9492
** A O EA DM TX PV **

WALLA WALLA

NEWHOUSE RESIDENTIAL TRT FACILITY
612 EAST MAIN STREET
WALLA WALLA, WA 99362
(509) 529-9101
** A R TX OT **

WALLA WALLA COMMUNITY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
100 SOUTH 5TH STREET
WALLA WALLA, WA 99362
(509) 525-7800
** AD O Y H PI DM TX CI PV **

WELLPINIT

SPOKANE TRIBE OF INDIANS
TRIBAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
WELLPINIT, WA 99040
(509) 258-6513
** AD O Y AI DM TX PV **

WENATCHEE

CHelan COUNTY DISTRICT COURT
PROBATION DEPT DMI ASSESSMENT SERVICE
415 WASHINGTON STREET
ROOM 210
WENATCHEE, WA 98801
(509) 664-5239
** AD DM PV OT **
WEST VIRGINIA

BECKLEY
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMPREHENSIVE
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
304 STANAFORD ROAD
BECKLEY, WV 25501
(304) 255-3000
** AD I IV OT EA TX CI OT **

FAYETTE/MONROE/RALEIGH/SUMMERS (FMRS)
MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL INC
101 SOUTH EISENHOWER DRIVE
BECKLEY, WV 25501
(304) 252-6651
** AD O PI EA DM TX CI PV OT **

BLUEFIELD
MERCER COUNTY FELLOWSHIP HOME
ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION UNIT
4211 SCOTT STREET
BLUEFIELD, WV 24701
(304) 327-9876
** AD R TX OT **

CHARLESTON
AFL/CIO APPALACHIAN COUNCIL INC
OCCUPATIONAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
501 BROAD STREET
CHARLESTON, WV 25301
(304) 345-5011
** AD EA PV OT **

CHARLESTON AREA MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT CARE UNIT
BROOKS AND WASHINGTON STREETS
CHARLESTON, WV 25301
(304) 348-6066
** AD I Y IV TX PV **

CHARLESTON AREA MEDICAL CENTER
ADULT CARE UNIT
BROOKS AND WASHINGTON STREETS
CHARLESTON, WV 25301
(304) 348-6066
** AD I IV TX PV **

SHANNEN HILLS COMMUNITY MH/MR CTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
511 MORRIS STREET
CHARLESTON, WV 25301
(304) 345-4800
** AD R O M Y PI IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV OT **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
O = OUTPATIENT
I = HOSPITAL/INPATIENT
R = RESIDENTIAL
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
E = ELDERLY
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
UNIT FUNCTION
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CZ = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

SOUTHWAY TREATMENT CENTER
4405 MCCORKLE AVENUE SH
CHARLESTON, WV 25303
(304) 766-3439
** AD I M E CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

ELKINS
APPALACHIAN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
NILMOTH AND YOKUM STREETS
ELKINS, WV 26241
(304) 656-3252
** AD O DM TX CI PV OT **

GYPSEY
RAINBOW HOUSE
GYPSEY NEIGHBORHOOD
GYPSEY, WV 26361
(304) 592-3592
** AD R TX PV OT **

HUNTINGTON
PRESTERA CENTER FOR
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
3375 U.S. ROUTE 60 EAST
HUNTINGTON, WV 25705
(304) 525-7851
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

KINGWOOD
OLYMPIC CENTER
PRESTON ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
ROUTE 7
KINGWOOD, WV 26537
(304) 329-2400
** AD R Y IV TX PV OT **

LEMISBURG
HUNTER HOUSE
100 CHURCH STREET
LEMISBURG, WV 24901
(304) 647-9831
** AD R PI TX PV OT **

MARTINSBURG
EASTERN PANHANDLE
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
235 SOUTH WATER STREET
MARTINSBURG, WV 25401
(304) 265-8954
** AD O Y PI EA DM TX PV OT **

PARKERSBURG
MID OHIO VALLEY
FELLOWSHIP HOME INC
1030 GEORGE STREET
PARKERSBURG, WV 26101
(304) 485-3341
** AD R M TX PV OT **

WESTERN DISTRICT GUIDANCE CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2121 7TH STREET
PARKERSBURG, WV 26101
(304) 485-1723
** AD O PI DM TX CI PV OT **

PETERSBURG
POTOMAC HIGHLANDS GUILD INC
108 NORTH MAIN STREET
PETERSBURG, WV 26847
(304) 257-4687
** AD O PI EA DM TX CI PV OT **

PRINCETON
SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS COMMUNITY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
12TH STREET EXTENSION
PRINCETON, WV 24740
(304) 425-9541
** AD O PI DM TX PV OT **

RIPLEY
JACKSON GENERAL HOSPITAL
JACKSON TREATMENT CENTER
PINNELL STREET
RIPLEY, WV 25271
(304) 372-4320
** AD I IV EA TX CI PV OT **

360
WEST VIRGINIA

SUMMERSVILLE
SENeca MH/MR Council Inc
1 Stevens Road
SUMMERSVILLE, WV 26651
(304) 872-2659
** AD O Y PI DH TX CI PV OT **

WAVERLY
ABRAXAS FOUNDATION OF WEST VIRGINIA
ROUTE 2
WAVERLY, WV 26184
(304) 679-3621
** AD R Y TX PV **

WEIRTON
HANCOCK/BROOKE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
501 COLLIERs WAY
WEIRTON, WV 26062
(304) 723-5440
** AD O IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

WESTON
WESTON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
WESTON, WV 26452
(304) 269-1210 EXT. 277
** AD I E PI IV TX PV **
### Wisconsin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appleton</td>
<td>103 East College Avenue Suite 200</td>
<td>(414) 733-1111</td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appleton</td>
<td>2605 North Elmwood Court</td>
<td>(414) 733-4096</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashland</td>
<td>206 6th Avenue West Room 213</td>
<td>(715) 682-5207</td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baraboo</td>
<td>707 14th Street</td>
<td>(608) 556-1555</td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayfield</td>
<td>143 1/2 Front Street</td>
<td>(608) 887-8601</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaver Dam</td>
<td>143 1/2 Front Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beloit</td>
<td>2031 Riverside Drive</td>
<td>(608) 362-7330</td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookfield</td>
<td>19333 West North Avenue</td>
<td>(414) 763-2457</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesa 10</td>
<td>202 East Chestnut Street</td>
<td>(414) 849-1400</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilton</td>
<td>614 West 7th Street</td>
<td>(414) 733-7869</td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodge County Council On Drug And Alcohol Abuse/Drop In Center</td>
<td>143 1/2 Front Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmbrook Memorial Hospital Alcohol And Drug Treatment Center</td>
<td>19333 West North Avenue</td>
<td>(414) 763-2457</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmhurst</td>
<td>206 Court Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmhurst</td>
<td>614 Memorial Drive</td>
<td>(414) 849-2386</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison College</td>
<td>1310 South Main Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Josephs Hospital Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td>464 South Saint Joseph Avenue</td>
<td>(608) 323-5361 Ext. 248</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Elizabeth Hospital Alcohol/Drug Program (ADP)</td>
<td>1506 South Oneida Street</td>
<td>(414) 738-2388</td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Elizabeth Hospital Residential Living Facility/Women</td>
<td>1310 South Madison Street</td>
<td>(414) 738-2389</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Olcott And Associates</td>
<td>519 West Wisconsin Avenue</td>
<td>(414) 738-3235</td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = Alcoholism Services Only</td>
<td>D = Drug Abuse Services Only</td>
<td>AD = Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = Outpatient</td>
<td>R = Residential</td>
<td>O = Outpatient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S = Special Programs</td>
<td></td>
<td>DT = Detoxification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T = Treatment Unit</td>
<td></td>
<td>EA = EAP Program Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U = Unit Function</td>
<td></td>
<td>DM = DHM/ASAP Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The above list includes a variety of services and programs, including inpatient and outpatient treatment for alcoholism and drug abuse, as well as services for American Indian/Alaskan Natives, impaired health professionals, public inebriates, cocaine users, IV drug users, and more. The key at the bottom of the page indicates the types of services and programs by category.
CHIPPEWA FALLS
CHIPPEWA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
404 1/2 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
BOX 4
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-1101
** AD Y EA PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
100 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
SUITE 201
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-1221
** AD O DM TX PV **

L E PHILLIPS TREATMENT CENTER
FOR THE CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT
2661 COUNTY TRUNK I
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-5585
** AD I O M Y DT EA DM TX **

SERENITY HOUSE INC
TRANSITIONAL LIVING PROGRAM
205 EAST GRAND AVENUE
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-8468
** AD R TX OT **

COLUMBUS
COLUMBUS COUNSELING CENTER
1511 PARK AVENUE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
(414) 623-2240
** AD EA TX CI PV **

CUMBERLAND
CUMBERLAND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
1110 7TH AVENUE
CUMBERLAND, WI 54929
(715) 822-2741 EXT. 117
** AD I R O M Y E B H AI IH PI CU **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

NORTHERN PINES UNIFIED SERVICE CTR BD
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
1065 WEST 7TH AVENUE
CUMBERLAND, WI 54929
(715) 822-4747
** AD I R O M Y E B H AI IH PI CU **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

DARLINGTON
LAFAYETTE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
700 NORTH MAIN STREET
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
(608) 776-4006
** AD O DM TX CI PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF LAFAYETTE COUNTY
800 CLAY STREET
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
(608) 776-4466
** AD TX **

PEPIN COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
550 7TH AVENUE WEST
DURAND, WI 54736
(715) 672-8941
** AD O DM TX PV **

LUTHER HOSPITAL
GENESIS DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
2211 WHIPPLE STREET
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54702
(715) 836-8540
** AD O TX CI PV OT **

THE GUIDANCE CLINIC INC
202 GRAHAM AVENUE
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
(715) 832-3471
** AD O Y CU EA DM TX CI PV **

BRIDGEWAY
Pierce County
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
130 NORTH CHESTNUT STREET
EAGLE, WI 54701
(715) 273-6022
** AD DH PV **

FLORENCE
FLORENCE COUNTY COMBINED SERVICES BOARD
COURTHOUSE
FLORENCE, WI 54121
(715) 520-3296
** AD M Y DH CI PV **

FOSTER D U Lac
BLANDINE HOUSE INC
25 NORTH PARK AVENUE
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
(414) 922-9487
** AD TX CI PV **

FRIENDSHIP
ADAMS COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
402 WEST LAKE STREET
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
(608) 339-3331
** AD TX CI OT **

GREEN BAY
BERLIN HOSPITAL AODA SERVICES
WHITNEY CENTER
215 NORTH WEBSTER AVENUE
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 453-5630
** AD I R O M IV DT EA TX PV **

BROWNS COUNTY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
2900 SAINT ANTHONY DRIVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 434-6135
** AD O Y TX **

BROWNS COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2900 SAINT ANTHONY DRIVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 468-1336 EXT. 422
** AD I R O DT TX **

FAMILY LIFE AND GROWTH CENTER
332 SOUTH MADISON STREET
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 435-8570
** AD O EA TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF BROWN COUNTY
CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER
131 SOUTH MADISON STREET
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 432-8832
** AD O Y TX CV **

SAMARITAN HOUSE
630 CHERRY STREET
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 435-2081
** AD R M TX OT **

WILLIAM M. CLINTON & ASSOCIATES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
415 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
GREEN BAY, WI 54305
(414) 432-9414
** AD O M Y IV EA TX **

GREEN LAKE
GREEN LAKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 LAKE STREET
GREEN LAKE, WI 54941
(414) 294-6568
** AD DH TX CI PV **
HARTFORD

DEPAUL HARTFORD CLINIC
1032 SUNNERY AVENUE
HARTFORD, WI 53027
(608) 673-7950
** AD O TX PV **

HAYWARD

HILL HOUSE HALFWAY HOUSE
COUNTY HILL ROAD
ROUTE B
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-9012
** AD EA OR **

SAVYER COUNTY INFO AND REFERRAL CTR ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
315 WEST 5TH STREET
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-8270
** AD O AI PI EA DM TX **

HURLEY

IRON COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
312 SILVER STREET
HURLEY, WI 54534
(715) 563-3083
** AD DM CI PV **

JANESVILLE

ALCOHAB INC
NEW DANN HALFWAY HOUSE
430 NORTH JACKSON STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 754-2651
** AD R M TX PV **

ALCOHAB INC
NEW HORIZONS HALFWAY HOUSE
170 LINN STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 754-1534
** AD R TX PV **

CROSSROADS
301 EAST MILWAUKEE STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 755-5260
** AD O IV DM TX CI **

JEFFERSON

JEFFERSON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
HILLSIDE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
N3995 ANNEX ROAD
JEFFERSON, WI 53549
(608) 674-3105
** AD O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

JUNEAU

DODGE COUNTY UNIFIED SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
199 HOME ROAD
JUNEAU, WI 53039
(608) 386-2611 EXT. 12
** AD I O PI IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

KENOSHA

ALCOHOL AND DRUG CONSULTANTS
7543 17TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 652-6955
** AD O DM TX PV OT **

COMMUNITY IMPACT PROGRAMS INC
6233 39TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53142
(414) 654-1004
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV **

KENOSHA HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRIC UNIT ALC AND DRUG PROGRAM
6308 6TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 654-2141
** AD I DT TX PV **

KENOSHA YOUTH DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
(KYDS) SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2507 6TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 656-6708
** AD CI OT **

MERIDIAN HOUSE LTD
6755 14TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 654-0658
** AD R IV TX PV **

SAINT CATHERINES HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
3556 7TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 656-3351
** AD I O M CU IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

HAYBRIDGE MANOR INC
510 60TH STREET
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 654-3586
** AD R M TX **

KESHEWA

MENOMINEE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 47/55
KESHEWA, WI 54135
(715) 799-3861
** AD O M Y E AI PI IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

KENASKUM

EXODUS TRANSITIONAL CARE FACILITY INC
1421 FOND DU LAC AVENUE
KENASKUM, WI 53040
(608) 626-4166
** AD I R IV TX OT **

LA CROSSE

COULEE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER CHEMICAL ABUSE
505 KING STREET
KING ON 5TH BUILDING SUITE 39
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 784-5322
** AD O M Y E IH PI EA TX PV **

LA CROSSE COUNTY GUIDANCE CLINIC
1707 MAIN STREET
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 784-8900
** AD O DM TX **

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
JOSEPH HOUSE
11 KING STREET
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 782-8036
** AD M IV TX **

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
LAAR HOUSE
1122 KING STREET
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 782-8008
** AD R M IV TX **

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
SCARSETH HOUSE
535 SOUTH 17TH STREET
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 785-1270
** AD R Y IV TX **

LAC DU FLAMBEAU

LAC DU FLAMBEAU BAND ALCOHOLISIM PROGRAM
LAC DU FLAMBEAU, WI 54538
(715) 588-3371
** AD AI CI PV **

MADISON

COLVIN MANOR
425 WEST JOHNSON STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 257-1049
** A R PI TX **
HOPE HAVEN
425 WEST JOHNSON STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 251-8881
** A R Y TX**

NORTH BAY LODGE
3602 MEMORIAL DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53704
(608) 269-2600
** A R E TX PV OT**

REBOS HOUSE OF WISCONSIN I
1903 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53705
(608) 231-2360
** A R Y TX**

REBOS HOUSE OF WISCONSIN II
549 WEST JOHNSON STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 255-5922
** A R Y TX**

TELLURIAN UCAN INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
19% EAST WASHINGTON AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53704
(608) 255-2495
** AD OT**

THOREAU HOUSE
1102 SPAIGHT STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 255-7989
** AD OT**

MENASHA
NEW HORIZONS COUNSELING SERVICES
MENASHA OFFICE
222 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
MENASHA, WI 54952
(414) 725-5442
** AD O Y TX CI PV**

MENOMONEE FALLS
MEDICAL ASSOCIATES HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
W180 N7950 TOWN HALL ROAD
MENOMONEE FALLS, WI 53051
(414) 255-0200
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX CI PV**

MENOMINEE
DUNN COUNTY ASSOCIATION ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
320 21ST STREET NORTH
MENOMINEE, WI 54751
(715) 235-4537
** AD O EA DM TX PV OT**

OUR HOUSE
TRANSITIONAL PROGRAM
320 21ST STREET NORTH
MENOMINEE, WI 54751
(715) 235-4537
** AD R DM TX PV**

MILWAUKEE
AMERICAN INDIAN COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
2451 WEST NORTH AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53205
(414) 342-7080
** AD PV**

CENTRO DE LA COMUNIDAD UNION (UNITED
COMMUNITY CTR) NEW BEGINNING CLINIC
1200 WEST NATIONAL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
(414) 643-8530
** AD O Y H DM TX PV**

CORNERSTONE COMMUNITY CENTER
2201 NORTH 35TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53208
(414) 447-1041
** AD W Y B H PV**

CRAMER HOUSE KEYSTONE PROGRAM
2574 NORTH CRAMER STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
(414) 332-9435
** A R TX OT**

DE PAUL LINCOLN CLINIC
10701 WEST LINCOLN AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53227
(414) 504-2323
** AD O M Y IH PI CU IV EA DM TX**

DEPAUL OAKLAND CLINIC
5510 NORTH OAKLAND AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
(414) 961-1121
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX PV**

DE PAUL REHABILITATION HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
4145 SOUTH 13TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53221
(414) 281-4400 EXT. 341
** AD I R O N Y E B IH PI CU IV DT**
** EA DM TX CI PV**

DEPAUL CENTRAL CLINIC
2601 NORTH MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53212
(414) 265-3380
** AD O Y B IV EA DM TX PV**

DEPAUL/BROWN DEER
8654 WEST BROWN DEER ROAD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53224
(414) 355-7992
** AD O Y EA DM TX PV**

HOLY FAMILY RETREAT HOMES INC
APRIL HOUSE
2404 NORTH 50TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53210
(414) 444-5022
** AD R H EA TX**

HOLY FAMILY RETREAT HOMES INC
RETREAT HOME
2436 NORTH 50TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53210
(414) 442-5990
** AD R EA TX**

IVANHOE TREATMENT INC
2203 EAST IVANHOE PLACE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 271-4030
** AD I M B CU IV DT TX**

META HOUSE
2571-2579 NORTH FARWELL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
(414) 962-4024
** AD R M B H AI IH CU TX**

MILWAUKEE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
2266 NORTH PROSPECT AVENUE
SUIT 324
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 276-8487
** A M Y B H CU EA DM PV**

MILWAUKEE COUNCIL ON DRUG ABUSE
1442 NORTH FARMELL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 271-7822
** AD Y H PV OT**

MAUSTON
HESST MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
1050 DIVISION STREET
MAUSTON, WI 53948
(608) 847-6161
** AD I DT TX**
MILWAUKEE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH COMPLEX
DRUG FREE/METOH MAINT/ANTABUSE/DUAL DIS
9455 MATERTOWN PLANK ROAD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53226
(414) 257-5977
** AD I O IV TX M OT **
MILWAUKEE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
DEHYE CENTER/MCBRIDE CENTER
1220 DEHYE AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53213
(414) 258-4094
** AD I R Y E IH CU IV DT EA DM TX **
** CI PV OT **
THE CORNERSTONE
3628 WEST WRIGHT STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53210
(414) 444-7887
** AD R Y TX PV OT **
UNDERGROUND SWITCHBOARD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 271-3123
** AD PV OT **
WISCONSIN CORRECTIONAL SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
2105 NORTH BOOTH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53212
(414) 265-4401
** D R N IV TX **
MONTOONI
BUFFALO MEDICAL CENTER
RAINTREE PROGRAM
200 MEMORIAL DRIVE
MONTOONI, WI 54755
(715) 926-4201
** AD I Y TX PV **
MONROE
SAINT CLARE HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
515 22ND AVENUE
MONROE, WI 53566
(608) 328-0100
** AD I DT TX **
MONTELLO
MARQUETTE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
128 LAKE COURT
MONTELLO, WI 53949
(608) 297-2085
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV OT **
NEENAH
FREEDOM HOUSE
155 CURTIS STREET
NEENAH, WI 54956
(414) 725-8796
** AD R Y TX **
HEM FRANKEN
ALPINE COUNTRY HOME
ROUTE 1 HIGHWAY 57
HEM FRANKEN, WI 54229
(414) 866-2301
** A R TX OT **
HEM RICHMOND
MARTYS MANOR
ROUTE 1
HEM RICHMOND, WI 54017
(715) 246-5457
** AD E B H AT OT **
OCONOMOC
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
791 EAST SUMMIT AVENUE
OCONOMOC, WI 53066
(414) 867-0371
** AD TX OT **
OCONTO FALLS
COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
855 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OCONTO FALLS, WI 54154
(414) 846-3404
** A TX OT **
OCONTO COUNTY UNIFIED HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE UNIT
835 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OCONTO FALLS, WI 54154
(414) 846-6114
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **
ODAHAN
BAD RIVER ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
OLD ODAHAN
SAINT MARYS SCHOOL
ODAHAN, WI 54961
(715) 662-5961
** AD O N AI EA TX CI PV **
OSHKOSH
CRISIS INTERVENTION SERVICES/HELPLINE
471 HIGH AVENUE
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 273-7707
** A OT **
NEW HORIZONS COUNSELING SERVICES
404 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 200
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 231-2050
** AD O Y IV EA DM TX **
MINNEBAGO COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
471 HIGH AVENUE
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 233-8102
** AD Y CU DW CI PV OT **
PORT EDWARDS
ENCENTR PROGRAM
1351 WISCONSIN RIVER DRIVE
PORT EDWARDS, WI 54469
(715) 887-2400
** AD I O IV TX PV OT **
PORT WASHINGTON
DEPAUL PORT WASHINGTON
745 NORTH MONTGOMERY STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-5872
** AD I O IV DT EA DM TX PV **
OZAUKEE COUNCIL INC
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
125 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-5144
** AD H Y PI EA PV OT **
OZAUKEE COUNTY DEPT OF COMMUNITY PROGS
OZAUKEE COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
121 WEST MAIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-9611 EXT. 263
** AD O DM TX PV OT **
PORTAGE
PATHFINDER
711 EAST COOK STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-8565
** AD O Y E PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **
** OT **
PATHFINDER HOUSE
108 EAST PLEASANT STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-8565
** AD R N Y IV EA DM TX PV OT **
PAAQUETTE CENTER
304 WES T COOK STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-5510
** AD EA TX CI PV **
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOX AND INPATIENT SERVICES
705 EAST TAYLOR STREET
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53821
(608) 326-2431
** A TX OT **
SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
VILLA SUCCES
121 SOUTH PRAIRIE STREET
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53851
(608) 326-8424
** AD R O M PI IV DT TX CI PV **

RACINE

INNOVATIVE YOUTH SERVICES
ALC AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE INTERVENTION
1030 WASHINGTON AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53403
(414) 637-9557
** AD Y PV OT **

MENTAL HEALTH OF RACINE COUNTY INC
818 6TH STREET
RACINE, WI 53403
(414) 637-6581
** AD EA CI PV **

RACINE COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
818 6TH STREET
RACINE, WI 53403
(414) 632-6200
** AD W Y E B PV **

THE A CENTER OF RACINE WISCONSIN INC
2000 DOMANIK DRIVE
RACINE, WI 53404
(414) 632-6141
** AD I O IV DT DM TX CI PV MM **

RHINELANDER

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
DHI ASSESSMENT
705 EAST TIMBER DRIVE
RHINELANDER, WI 54501
(715) 369-2215
** AD CU DM OT **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
MOTLINE
RHINELANDER, WI 54501
(715) 362-5619
** AD OT **

KOINONIA
1670 NORTH STEVENS STREET
RHINELANDER, WI 54501
(715) 362-5745
** AD R M AI DT TX OT **

RICE LAKE

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
35 WEST MESSENGER STREET
RICE LAKE, WI 54668
(715) 254-1558
** AD O DT TX OT **

PARKVIEW CENTER
24 EAST DOUGLAS STREET
RICE LAKE, WI 54668
(715) 254-6334
** AD R EA TX PV **

RIVER FALLS

KINNIC FALLS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
900 SOUTH ORANGE STREET
RIVER FALLS, WI 54022
(715) 425-6134
** AD R TX **

SHAWANO

SHAWANO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
309 NORTH BARTLETT STREET
SHAWANO, WI 54166
(715) 526-2111
** A TX OT **

SPARTA

MONROE COUNTY GUIDANCE CLINIC
ROUTE 2
COUNTY TRUNK B
SPARTA, WI 54656
(608) 269-8600
** AD O DT EA DM TX CI PV **

MONROE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 2
COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER BUILDING A
SPARTA, WI 54656
(608) 269-8600
** AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

PINECREST CENTER
205 WEST WISCONSIN AVENUE
SPARTA, WI 54656
(608) 269-8141
** AD R O M E B H AI IN PI CU IV **
** DM TX **

SPARTA CLINIC
315 WEST OAK STREET
SPARTA, WI 54656
(608) 269-6731
** AD OT **

SPOONER

AIN DAH INC INC
704 RIVER STREET
SPOONER, WI 54801
(715) 635-6727
** A I M EA TX **

STEVENS POINT

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
15 PARK RIDGE
STEVENS POINT, WI 54481
(715) 344-6611
** AD R O M IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

STOUGHTON

STOUGHTON HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
SHARE PROGRAM
900 RIDGE STREET
STOUGHTON, WI 53589
(608) 873-6611
** AD I O W Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

STURGEON BAY

DOOR COUNTY UNIFIED BOARD
1715 RHODE ISLAND STREET
STURGEON BAY, WI 54235
(414) 743-7216
** AD O IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

HELP OF DOOR COUNTY
CRISIS LINE
STURGEON BAY, WI 54235
(414) 743-0010
** AD PV **

SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
3500 TOWER AVENUE
SUPERIOR, WI 54800
(715) 392-8281
** AD PV OT **

THE RECOVERY CENTER INC
2231 CATLIN AVENUE
SUITE 2 EAST
SUPERIOR, WI 54800
(715) 392-2822
** AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

THORP

CLARK COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE/OUTREACH OFFICE
109 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
THORP, WI 54771
(715) 669-5395
** AD PV **

TOMAH

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
116C/4
TOMAH, WI 54660
(608) 372-3971 EXT. 591
** AD I TX **
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TOMAHAWK

SACRED HEART SAINT MARYS ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE UNIT 216 NORTH 7TH STREET TOMAHAWK, WI 54487 (715) 453-2181 EXT. 294 ** AD I O Y H EA DM TX CI PV **

VIROQUA

VERNON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ROUTE 3 VIROQUA, WI 54665 (608) 637-2135 ** AD O DT EA DM TX PV **

MATERION

DIRECTIONS COUNSELING CENTER 129 HOSPITAL DRIVE MATERION, WI 53094 (414) 261-8888 ** AD O W PI CU EA TX CI PV OT **

MAKESHA

CENTURY HOUSE NI 624940 NORTHVIEW ROAD MAKESHA, WI 53188 (414) 544-4253 ** AD R IV DM TX **

CEPHAS HALFWAY HOUSE 546 M28180 SAYLESVILLE ROAD MAKESHA, WI 53188 (414) 569-9449 ** AD R DM TX CI PV OT **

DEPAUL BROOKFIELD CLINIC 260 REGENCY COURT MAKESHA, WI 53186 (414) 782-1919 ** AD O Y IV EA DM TX PV **

FIRST STEP COUNSELING INC 365 WEST MAIN STREET MAKESHA, WI 53186 (414) 542-0880 ** AD O Y EA TX **

GENESIS HOUSE 1002 MOTOR AVENUE MAKESHA, WI 53188 (414) 546-1321 ** AD R TX OT **

HOUSE OF HOPE 325 SENTINEL DRIVE WEST 292 SOUTH MAKESHA, WI 53188 (414) 542-2663 ** A R M TX PV OT **

MAKESHA COUNTY COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE 500 RIVERVIEW AVENUE MAKESHA, WI 53188 (414) 546-7666 ** AD I O Y H EA DM TX CI **

MAKESHA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE 310 SOUTH STREET MAKESHA, WI 53186 (414) 544-4751 ** AD EA CI PV OT **

WAUPACA

RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION 800 RIVERSIDE DRIVE WAUPACA, WI 54981 (715) 258-5533 ** AD OT **

WAUSA

NORTH CENTRAL HEALTH CARE FACILITIES ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE DEPARTMENT 1300 LAKE VIEW DRIVE WAUSAU, WI 54401 (715) 804-9540 ** AD I R O IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

WATOMA

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES OF WAUSHARA COUNTY 310 SOUTH SCOTT STREET WATOMA, WI 54982 (414) 787-4656 ** AD I O DM TX PV OT **

WENTWORTH

THE RECOVERY CENTER INC COUNTY HIGHWAY Z PARKLAND EAST BUILDING WENTWORTH, WI 54994 (715) 388-7666 ** AD R TX OT **

WEST BEND

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE OF WASHINGTON COUNTY 120 NORTH MAIN STREET SUITE 350 WEST BEND, WI 53095 (414) 338-1181 ** AD Y PI DM PV OT **
## Wyoming

### Basin

**Big Horn County Counseling**
220 South 4th Street
Basin, WY 82410
(307) 568-2020
**AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

### Buffalo

**Northern Wyoming Mental Health Center**
Substance Abuse Services
521 West Lott Street
Buffalo, WY 82834
(307) 684-5531
**AD O H Y DH TX PV **

### Casper

**Crest View Hospital**
LifeWorks Chemical Dependency Program
2521 East 15th Street
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 237-7444
**A I Y EA TX **

**Mercer House Inc**
425 CV Avenue
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 265-7366
**AD DH PV **

**The Prairie Institute Inc**
1256 South Elm Street
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 266-2580
**AD O H Y EA DM TX CI PV **

### Cheyenne

**Cheyenne Community Drug Abuse Treatment Council Inc/Pathfinder**
803 West 21st Street
Cheyenne, WY 82001
(307) 635-0256
**D O H Y IV TX HM **

**De Paul Hospital**
Chemical Dependency Center
2600 East 18th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82001
(307) 632-6411 Ext. 264
**AD I IV DT EA DM TX **

### Cody

**West Park Hospital**
Chemical Dependency Center
707 Sheridan Avenue
Cody, WY 82414
(307) 578-2421
**AD I R O DT EA DM TX CI PV **

### Evanston

**Southwestern Wyoming Alcoholism Rehabilitation Association**
350 Uinta View Drive
Suite 301
Evanston, WY 82930
(307) 789-3723
**AD O DH TX CI PV **

**Wyoming State Hospital**
Forensic Treatment Unit
Highway 150
Evanston, WY 82930
(307) 789-3464 Ext. 500
**AD I IV DT TX **

### Gillette

**Wyoming Regional Counseling Center**
900 West 6th Street
Gillette, WY 82716
(307) 682-4762
**AD O DH TX PV **

### Green River

**Southwestern Wyoming Alcoholism Rehabilitation Association**
1400 Uinta Drive
Suite S
Green River, WY 82935
(307) 675-5600
**AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

### Jackson

**Southwestern Wyoming Alcoholism Rehabilitation Association**
430 South Jackson Street
Jackson, WY 83001
(307) 733-5532
**AD O H EA DM TX CI PV OT **

**Teton Youth and Family Services Inc**
Van Vleck House
465 South Glenwood Street
Jackson, WY 83001
(307) 735-6440
**AD O Y PV **

### Lander

**Pineridge Hospital**
Substance Abuse Services
150 Wyoming Street
Lander, WY 82520
(307) 332-5700
**AD I IV DT EA TX **

### Lovell

**Big Horn County Counseling**
441 Montana Avenue
Lovell, WY 82431
(307) 548-6543
**AD O EA DM TX CI PV **

### Rawlins

**Carbon County Counseling Center**
721 West Maple Street
Rawlins, WY 82301
(307) 234-7156
**AD O Y EA DM TX CI PV **

### Riverton

**Freemont Counseling Service**
322 North 8th Street West
Riverton, WY 82501
(307) 856-6587
**AD O AI DT TX PV **

### Rock Springs

**Southwestern Wyoming Alcoholism Rehabilitation Association (SHARA)**
809 Thompson Street
Rock Springs, WY 82901
(307) 362-6821
**AD O IV EA DM TX PV **

---

**Key**

- **A**: Alcoholism Services Only
- **D**: Drug Abuse Services Only
- **AD**: Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services
- **O**: Outpatient
- **R**: Residential
- **DT**: Detoxification
- **EA**: EAP Program Services
- **DM**: DMI/ASAP Services

**Environment/Type of Care**

- **M**: Mental Health
- **Y**: Youth
- **E**: Elderly
- **B**: Blacks
- **H**: Hispanics

**Selected Special Programs**

- **AI**: American Indian/Alaskan Natives
- **IH**: Impaired Health Professionals
- **PI**: Public Inmates
- **CU**: Cocaine Users
- **IV**: IV Drug Users

**Unit Function**

- **TX**: Treatment Unit
- **CI**: Central Intake Unit
- **PV**: Prevention Unit
- **MM**: Methadone Unit
- **OT**: Other Unit

---
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SHERIDAN

LIFELINE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1 EAST ALGER STREET
SUITE 206
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 674-7486
** AD W Y EA TX CI PV **

NORTHERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1221 WEST 5TH STREET
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 674-4405
** AD O DM TX **

SHERIDAN HOUSE INC
1003 SABERTON STREET
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 672-2044
** A R W Y E EA DM TX PV **

THUNDER CHILD
SHERIDAN VETERANS ADMIN HOSPITAL
BUILDING 24
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 672-3484
** AD I Y AI TX **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 672-3473 EXT. 3290
** A I O IV EA TX CI PV OT **

THERMOPOLIS

HOT SPRINGS COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICE
121 SOUTH 4TH STREET
THERMOPOLIS, WY 82443
(307) 864-5292
** AD O TX PV **

WORLAND

WASHAKIE COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
2009 BIG HORN AVENUE
WORLAND, WY 82401
(307) 347-6166
** AD O IV DM TX CI PV **
If your organization is not included in this Directory and would like to be included in future surveys, or if you have any corrections to the information listed, complete this page and return it to the address below:

Check One:  New________________ Correction________________

Date of Completion:________________

State ID:______________  NDATUS ID (if known):________________

Unit Name________________________________________

Unit Address_______________________________________

Room Number, Building, Department, Post Office Box__________

City, State and Zip Code (9 digit if available)______________

Unit Telephone Number, including area code________________

Please check all appropriate responses:

Unit's Orientation:  _____Alcohol Services  _____Drug Services

Unit's Function:        _____Treatment  _____Prevention

Please complete if your mailing address is different from the above:

Mailing Address_____________________________________

Room Number, Building, Department, Post Office Box__________

City, State and Zip Code (9 digit if available)______________

Mail to:  NDATUS Project Office
National Institute on Drug Abuse
Division of Epidemiology and Statistical Analysis
5600 Fishers Lane, Parklawn Building, Room 11A-55
Rockville, Maryland  20857